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AGENDA  
TECHNICAL CORRELATING COMMITTEE ON  

SIGNALING SYSTEMS FOR THE PROTECTION OF LIFE AND PROPERTY 
DECEMBER 13-15, 2011 

EMBASSY SUITES TAMPA AIRPORT, FL 
 
 

Item No. Subject 
 
11-12-1 Call to Order (8:00 A.M., December 13, 2011) 
 
11-12-2 Roll Call 
 
11-12-3 Staff Remarks 
 
11-12-4  Approval Meeting Minutes – April 12-14, 2011 [Enclosure]  
 
11-12-5  Approval of Agenda  
 
11-12-6  Update on Standards Council Actions [Enclosure] 
 [L. Richardson] 
 
11-12-7  Update on FI and TIA Activities  
 [L. Richardson] 
 
11-12-8  NFPA 720 Chair Report  
  [T. Norton] 
 
11-12-9  NFPA 72 Chair Reports 

1) SIG-FUN [S. Clary] 
2) SIG-TMS [J. Moore] 
3) SIG-IDS [D. O’Connor] 
4) SIG-NAS [R. Grill] 
5) SIG-PRO [M. Bunker] 
6) SIG-ECS [W. Moore] 
7) SIG-SSS [W. Olsen] 
8) SIG-PRS [J. Knight] 
9) SIG-HOU [L. Dallaire] 

 
11-12-10 Terminology Task Groups – See Minutes Item 10-9-7 

1) Glossary of Terms [J. McNamara] 
2) Condition, Response & Signal [A. Berezowski]  
3) Control Locations [D. Aiken] 



4) Emergency Plan Terms [W. Moore & M. Bunker] 
 
11-12-11 New Chapter on Plans and Documentation [B. Fraser] 
 
11-12-12  Review of Comments for TCC Action Notes 
   A - Individual TC Reports on Comments 

1) SIG-FUN (Ch 1 & 10) 
2) SIG-TMS (Ch 14, Ann D, Ann G) 
3) SIG-IDS (Ch 17) 
4) SIG-NAS (Ch 18, Ann E) 
5) SIG-PRO (Ch 12, 21, 23, Ann C)  
6) SIG-ECS (Ch 24) 
7) SIG-SSS (Ch 26) 
8) SIG-PRS (Ch 27) 
9) SIG-HOU (Ch 29) 

B - Entire Report on Comments 
 
11-12-13  TCC Task Group Reports 

1) Water Flow Switch Testing Frequency [T. Norton] 
2) Review of NFPA 550 [L. Nielson] 
3) Joint TG on Wiring [S. Clary] 
4) Low Frequency Requirements [M. Stoops] 

 
11-12-14  TCC Liaison Reports 

1) NFPA 25 [T. Norton] 
2) NFPA 101 [W. Moore]  

  
11-12-15  Fire Detection and Alarm Research Council [R Schifiliti]  
 
11-12-16 Chair Training 
 
11-12-17 25-Year Pins [A. Black] 
 
11-12-18 Old Business  
 1) ITM Summit/NFPA 4 [R. Schifiliti] 
 
11-12-19 New Business   
 1) A2012 Cycle Dates   
 2) A2015 Cycle Dates (new process)  
 3) Request from SIG-HOU to be assigned ITM responsibilities                                      

 
11-12-20 Adjournment (3:00 P.M., December 15, 2011)         
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Meeting Minutes of the  
Technical Correlating Committee on the  

Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property 
April 12-14, 2011 
San Antonio, TX 

 
 

Item 11-4-1 Call to Order 
 
Chair R. Schifiliti (RP Schifiliti Associates, Inc.) called the NFPA 72 ROP meeting of the 
Technical Correlating Committee (TCC) on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and 
Property to order at 8:00 AM on Tuesday April 12, 2011.  
 
Item 11-4-2 Roll Call 
 
In addition to the chair, the following TCC members were present:  
 
Doug Aiken (P)  International Municipal Signal Association 
Andrew G. Berezowski (P) National Electrical Manufacturers Assocociation 
Art Black (P)  Carmel Fire Protection Associates 
Richard W. Bukowski (A) RJA Group, Inc. 
J. Robert Boyer (P) UTC/Edwards Co. 
Shane M. Clary (NV TC Chair)  Bay Alarm Company 
John Fannin (P)  SafePlace Corporation 
Lou Fiore (P)  Central Station Alarm Association 
Bruce Fraser (P)  Fraser Fire Protection Services 
Ray A. Grill (NV TC Chair)   Arup Fire 
Thomas P. Hammerberg (A) Automatic Fire Alarm Association 
Vic Humm (P)   Vic Humm & Associates 
David Klein (P)  International Association of Fire Chiefs 
Jeffrey G. Knight (NV TC Chair)  City of Newton Fire Department 
Peter A. Larrimer (P) U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs 
Jack McNamara (A) National Electrical Manufacturers Association 
J. Jeffrey Moore (NV TC Chair)  Hughes Associates, Inc. 
Lynn Nielson (P)  City of Henderson  
Thomas F. Norton (P) U. S. Naval Historical Center 
Daniel O’Connor (NV TC Chair)  Aon Fire Protection Engineering 
Warren Olsen (NV TC Chair)  Fire Safety Consultants, Inc. 
Rodger Reiswig (P)     Tyco/SimplexGrinnell 
Larry Shudak (P)  Underwriters Laboratories Inc. 
Tom G. Smith (P)     National Electrical Contractors Association 
Larry Wenzel (P)  Hughes Associates, Inc. 
 
The following NFPA Staff were present: 
 
Lee F. Richardson (Staff Liaison) 
Kimberly Shea (Recording Secretary) 
Bill Burke (Division Manager) 
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Item 11-4-3 Staff Remarks 
 
L. Richardson presented the NFPA opening remarks and power point presentation.   
 
Item 11-4-4 Approval of September 21, 2010 Meeting Minutes 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve the minutes of the 
September 21, 2010 meeting of the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for 
the Protection of Life and Property as submitted. 
 
It was noted that the list of TCC members who serve on other committees needed to be updated 
to include additional information.  [attachment] 
 
Item 11-4-5  Approval of Agenda 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve the meeting agenda. 
 
Item 11-4-6 Update on Standards Council Actions 
 
There were no Standards Council actions related to NFPA 72 to report. 
 
Item 11-4-7 Update on Mid-Cycle FI and TIA Activities 
 
There were no FI or TIA activities to report. 
 
Item 11-4-8 NFPA 720 Chair Report 
 
T. Norton indicated that three NITMAMs have been received on the 2011 edition of NFPA 720.  
A teleconference was scheduled for May 17, 2011 at 11:00 AM ET to review any certified 
motions. 
 
Item 11-4-9 NFPA 72 Chair Reports 
 
Each Technical Committee Chair presented a brief summary of important issues addressed at 
their ROP meetings and noted where comments need to be developed. 
 
S. Clary, Chair of the TC on Fundamentals of Fire Alarm Systems, noted that during the ROP 
meeting a debate took place regarding protecting the control unit.  The TC is revising the Record 
of Completion forms to provide one basic form with additional supplemental forms for other 
types of systems or functions (rather than one form to encompass all situations). 
 
D. O’Connor, Chair of the TC on Initiating Devices for Fire Alarm Systems, advised that IAFC 
submitted several proposals regarding false alarm issues with initiating devices and the TC did 
make some changes as a result of those proposals.  
 
W. Olsen, Chair of the TC on Supervising Station Fire Alarm Systems, noted that his TC also 
received several IAFC proposals.  The TC is working on improving the annex explanation of 
communications methods.  In addition, it was noted that the TC removed the provision that a 
second phone line can be used with a DACT. 
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Jeffrey Knight, Chair of the TC on Public Fire Reporting Systems, noted that the TC added 
language to the scope of the Chapter to address the application of systems that are not publically 
owned or controlled in applications such as hospitals and campuses. 
 
Laurence Dallaire, Chair of the TC on Household Fire Alarm Systems, was unable to attend the 
meeting; however, he submitted an email that summarized issues related to testing and 
maintenance and low frequency audible signal. 
 
The other TC chairs had no specific issues or concerns to report. 
 
Item 11-4-10 Terminology Task Groups  
 
1)  Glossary of Terms [F. VanOvermeiren] 
J. McNamara noted that F. Van Overmeiren has been appointed as the chair of this task group.  
No meetings have been held as yet.   
 
2) Condition, Response & Signal (Alarm, Supervisory, Trouble) [A. Berezowski]  
This task group prepared a proposal for new definitions for Condition, Response and Signal 
which was submitted to all nine TCs.  In order to provide a single action for further consideration 
by the TCs and the task group, the TCC has accepted the action taken on Proposal 72-29 by SIG-
FUN (and reported the others as reject). The task group was directed to review the actions taken 
on Proposals 72-22 through 72-30 and develop comments to proivde correlation throughout the 
code.  A final report including any comments developed must be supplied to the TCC prior to the 
July 12, 2011 teleconference. 
 
3) Control Locations [D. Aiken] 
The task group reviewed all NFPA documents and revised or developed definitions for “Fire 
Command Center” and “Emergency Command Center”.  The task group provided their 
recommendations to affected committees to correlate the use of these terms.  SIG-ECS acted on 
Proposal 72-513a to define “Fire Command Center”.  However, in the process the definition for 
“Emergency Command Center” was deleted and the Committee Statement cited that ECS does 
not use that term (ECS uses the term “Central Control Station”).  Since ECS did not change all 
instances of “Central Control Station” to “Emergency Command Center”, and did not define 
“Emergency Command Center”, the task group has been directed to work with SIG-ECS to 
clarify their intended action and to develop comments as necessary.   
 
4) Emergency Plan Terms 
W. Moore and M. Bunker were previously directed to appoint members and schedule 
teleconferences regarding this issue.  NFPA staff will contact these members regarding the status 
of this assignment as they were not present at the meeting. 
 
Item 11-4-11 New Chapter on Plans and Documentation 
 
The TCC Chair had previously appointed a task group to work on merging all committee actions 
on proposals related to documentation into one document.  Task group members included B. 
Fraser (Chair), F. Leber, P. Larrimer, J. Mundy, and D. Becker. The task group presented a new 
Chapter X, entitled “Approvals and Documentation”. After review, the TCC directed that this 
new chapter be designated as “Chapter 7, Documentation.”  See the TCC Action on Proposal 72-
59. 
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It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to establish a new Chapter 7 
entitled “Documentation.”   
 
The TCC intends that unless required by other government laws, codes, or standards, the 
documentation requirements of this chapter shall apply to all systems except those installed 
under the provisions of Chapter 29.  SIG-FUN will have primary responsibility for this Chapter 
and other TCs will be responsible for content that is derived from their chapters. Other TCs that 
move or place content in the new chapter will retain ownership of that material.  TC acronyms 
will be placed after text to identify the TC that has primary responsibility.   
 
B. Fraser was asked to continue as the task group chair and the following additional members 
were appointed: Dan O’Connor, Art Black, Scott Jacobs, Jeff Knight and Tom Smith.  Shane 
Clary asked to be copied on all task group correspondence.   The task group will develop public 
comments to be submitted to those TCs whose material is affected by the language in the new 
chapter. These comments will contain specific recommended changes for each TC pertaining to 
the new chapter (where they have responsibility) and changes to existing chapter(s) under their 
jurisdiction. 
 
Item 11-4-12 Review of Proposals for TCC Actions  
 
SIG-FUN 
 
The TCC reviewed the actions of the TC on Fundamentals of Fire Alarm Systems (Chapter 1 and 
Chapter 10).  During the review process, individual TCC Actions were generated with a motion 
made, seconded and affirmatively voted for each Action.   
 
Proposal 72-14 will be forwarded to SIG-IDS and they will be asked to assess the potential 
impact of the extracted definitions of “accessible” on the requirements in the initiating devices 
chapter and submit comment(s), if necessary.   This proposal will also be sent to SIG-FUN 
recommending that the action taken on this proposal be reviewed to assess the impact that these 
definitions may have on the requirements throughout the code. 
 
Proposal 72-29 proposes new definitions for Condition, Response and Signal that will impact 
how some of the requirements of the code are written.  A TCC TG has been assigned to develop 
comments for each affected TC on theses definitions and related code text that may be affected 
by these definitions within their chapter. TC Chairs are encouraged to appoint a member of their 
TC to the TCC task group. [see Minute Item 11-4-10(2)]  
 
Proposal 72-59 (and Proposals 72-60 through 72-76) proposed relocation of material from 
several locations to a new chapter on plans and documentation.  A TCC task group was formed 
to correlate this work.  [see Minute Item 11-4-11]  
 
Proposal 72-135a relocates 10.17.1.17.1 to 10.16.2; however, the related annex material was not 
addressed in the proposal.  It appears that the TC intended for the related annex material to be 
relocated and, therefore, the TCC directs NFPA staff to relocate the related annex material when 
the draft is developed. 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve for release the 
Report on Proposals of the Technical Committee on Fundamentals of Fire Alarm Systems, 
as amended by the Technical Correlating Committee. 
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SIG-IDS 
 
The TCC reviewed the actions of the TC on Initiating Devices for Fire Alarm Systems (Chapter 
17 and Annex B).  During the review process, individual TCC Actions were generated with a 
motion made, seconded and affirmatively voted for each Action. 
 
Proposal 72-250 added new provisions to address double action manual fire alarm boxes.  A 
concern was raised as to how to address the needs of those with disabilities that would affect 
their ability to use double action manual fire alarm boxes.  R. Reiswig volunteered to submit a 
public comment to add annex material to help address this concern. 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve for release the 
Report on Proposals of the Technical Committee on Initiating Devices for Fire Alarm 
Systems, as amended by the Technical Correlating Committee. 
 
SIG-PRO 
 
The TCC reviewed the actions of the TC on Protected Premises Fire Alarm Systems (Chapters 
12, 21, 23 and Annex C).  During the review process, individual TCC Actions were generated 
with a motion made, seconded and affirmatively voted for each Action. 
 
Review of Proposal 72-281 raised an apparent issue of correlation between the requirements of 
NFPA 72 related to interface with elevators and the requirements in ASME A17.1, particularly 
with regard to requirements for an automatic initiating device in the elevator pit.  A TCC task 
group was appointed to work on correlating A17.1 with NFPA 72 consisting of the following 
members:  John Fannin III, Bruce Fraser, Dave Klein, Peter Larrimer, Tom Norton, Dan 
O’Connor and Roger Reiswig.  The TCC intends that all related areas of NFPA 72 – not just 
elevator pit issues – be correlated with A17.1.  This task group has been directed to develop and 
submit comments prior to the public comment closing date (August 30, 2011). 
 
Proposal 72-287 made modifications regarding the referencing of requirements of other laws, 
codes and standards, however, did not use the standard language developed by the TCC for this.  
The TC will be directed to revise the committee action to use the following standardized 
language: “…where required by 1.2.3.4 or by other governing laws, codes or standards, or by 
other parts of this code…".   
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve for release the 
Report on Proposals of the Technical Committee on Protected Premises Fire Alarm 
Systems, as amended by the Technical Correlating Committee. 
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SIG-NAS 
 
The TCC reviewed the actions of the TC on Notification Appliances for Fire Alarm Systems 
(Chapter 18).  During the review process, individual TCC Actions were generated with a motion 
made, seconded and affirmatively voted for each Action. 
 
Proposal 72-608 was accepted to make changes to references in NEMA SB 30.  Since this is a 
copyrighted document, modifications can only be made by NEMA.  It is requested that NFPA 
staff notify NEMA of the corrections needed for the next edition of the NEMA document. 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve for release the 
Report on Proposals of the Technical Committee on Notification Appliances for Fire Alarm 
Systems, as amended by the Technical Correlating Committee. 
 
SIG-SSS 
 
The TCC reviewed the actions of the TC on Supervising Station Fire Alarm Systems (Chapter 
26).  During the review process, individual TCC Actions were generated with a motion made, 
seconded and affirmatively voted for each Action. 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve for release the 
Report on Proposals of the Technical Committee on Supervising Station Fire Alarm 
Systems, as amended by the Technical Correlating Committee. 
 
SIG-PRS 
 
The TCC reviewed the actions of the TC on Public Fire Reporting Systems (Chapter 27).  During 
the review process, individual TCC Actions were generated with a motion made, seconded and 
affirmatively voted for each Action. 
 
Proposal 72-500a includes a recommendation in the committee statement to consider the 
recommendations in the proposal for inclusion in NFPA 1221.  The TCC requests that SIG-PRS 
develop and submit an appropriate proposal to the 1221 TC.  
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve for release the 
Report on Proposals of the Technical Committee on Public Fire Reporting Systems, as 
amended by the Technical Correlating Committee. 
 
SIG-TMS 
 
The TCC reviewed the actions of the TC on Testing and Maintenance of Fire Alarm Systems 
(Chapter 14, Annex D and Annex G).  During the review process, individual TCC Actions were 
generated with a motion made, seconded and affirmatively voted for each Action. 
 
Proposals 72-180 and 72-187b propose significant modifications to Table 14.3.1 and Table 
14.4.2.2 for the inspection, testing and maintenance of signaling systems.  The TCC requests that 
each TC review these tables to ensure that all system components are properly addressed.  Each 
TC is directed to submit public comments for updates, corrections or correlation, if necessary. 
Where necessary, all test methods and inspection methods should differentiate between those 
required for acceptance/reacceptance and those required for periodic testing and inspection.  See 
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Proposal 72-175 that defines the different goals for acceptance versus period testing and 
inspection programs.   
 
Proposal 72-220a was a CP generated by SIG-HOU which removed HOU sensitivity testing 
requirements from Chapter 14.  The TCC advised that table 14.4.2.2 is the responsibility of SIG-
TMS, and directed that the action on this proposal be reported as Reject.  The TC directs that a 
task group be established consisting of members from SIG-TMS and SIG-HOU to correlate 
single station smoke detector testing requirements, possibly based on occupancy. 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve for release the 
Report on Proposals of the Technical Committee on Testing and Maintenance of Fire 
Alarm Systems, as amended by the Technical Correlating Committee. 
 
SIG-HOU 
 
The TCC reviewed the actions of the TC on Single- and Multiple-Station Alarms and Household 
Fire Alarm Systems (Chapter 29).  During the review process, individual TCC Actions were 
generated with a motion made, seconded and affirmatively voted for each Action. 
 
Proposals 72-259 and 72-537a address changes to the requirements for the low frequency audible 
signal.  A TCC task group has been assigned to coordinate the work for these related 
requirements.  [see Minutes Item 11-4-13(4)] 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve for release the 
Report on Proposals of the Technical Committee on Single- and Multiple-Station Alarms 
and Household Fire Alarm Systems, as amended by the Technical Correlating Committee. 
 
SIG-ECS 
 
The TCC reviewed the actions of the TC on Emergency Communications Systems (Chapter 24).  
During the review process, individual TCC Actions were generated with a motion made, 
seconded and affirmatively voted for each Action. 
 
Proposal 72-338 recommended requirements related to the use of the Ethernet for transmission of 
signals.  The TCC Action Note advises that the responsibility for these requirements resides with 
the SIG-PRO committee.  In some cases, these requirements involve the provision of power over 
the Ethernet (POE).  The TCC requests that SIG-PRO form a task group to work with SIG-FUN 
to correlate these provisions where power is involved and submit public comments as needed. 
 
Proposal 72-338b recommended changes that involve the use of the term “central control 
station.” The TCC has assigned a task group to address control location terminology.  [see 
Minutes Item 11-4-10(3)] 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve for release the 
Report on Proposals of the Technical Committee on Emergency Communications Systems, 
as amended by the Technical Correlating Committee. 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative to approve for release the 
entire Report on Proposals for the 2013 edition of NFPA 72, as amended by the Technical 
Correlating Committee. 
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Item 11-4-13  TCC Task Group Reports 
 
1) Water Flow Switch Testing Frequency.  No report was provided.  This task group was 
originally asked to look into the possibility that excessive testing (flowing of water) due to 
testing requirements in both NFPA 25 and NFPA 72 may be introducing oxygen that leads to 
corrosion. If possible, both NFPA 72 and NFPA 25 should have language that encourages and 
permits either joint testing or testing done under one document to meet the requirements of the 
other.   [See September 21, 2010 Minutes Item 10-9-6].  
 
2) Review of NFPA 550.   L. Neilson prepared several draft proposals for consideration that did 
not get processed during the current cycle. The TCC will request that L. Neilson serve as chair of 
this task group.  A. Black volunteered to be a member and it was noted that S. Clary and R. 
Rieswig are members of the NFPA 550 & 551 TCs and will also serve on this task group.  This 
task group will review the prepared proposals and possibly develop additional proposals to be 
submitted for the next cycle of NFPA 550. 
 
3) SIG/NEC Correlation Task Group (Wiring Task Group).  A task group teleconference 
was held prior to the ROP meeting and several proposals were submitted and processed at the 
ROP meetings, some of which were accepted.  Another conference call will be held prior to the 
comment closing date. 
 
4) Low Frequency Requirements.  There was no report provided for this task group.  The task 
group was originally asked to correlate the requirements between Chapters 18, 24 and 29. In 
particular it was intended that 24.4.1.4.2 be revised to remove the definition/specification and 
instead refer to the requirements in Chapter 18. It was also intended that 18.4.5.3 be modified to 
allow direct reference by Chapters 24 and 29.  (See the original task group scope in the task 
group assignments list.) It appears that no proposals were offered to accomplish this. However, 
SIG-HOU developed committee proposals to modify all three chapters to reflect work being 
done by UL STP 217 with regard to the specification of the appropriate type of signal (square 
wave versus triangle or saw tooth).   M. Stoops will be asked to replace W. Moore as chair of 
this task group.  Additional members should be appointed from ECS, HOU and NAS.  This task 
group is directed to develop and submit correlated comments prior to the comment closing date 
to achieve the original task group goals and to address the issue raised by the SIG-HOU 
committee in Proposals 72-259 (Log CP303), 72-536a (Log CP304) and 72-537a (Log CP302).   
Note:   There are two proposals with the sequence number “72-259” – Logs 462 (SIG-NAS) and 
CP303 (SIG-HOU).  
 
Item 11-4-14  TCC Liaison Reports 
 
NFPA 25 
 
 NFPA 25 is in the A2013 revision cycle with a November 2011 Proposal Closing Date. 
 
NFPA 101 
 
W. Moore was not in attendance; S. Clary reported that the TCC ROC meeting has taken place 
for the 2012 edition.  No conflicts or issues to report between 101/5000 and NFPA 72. 
 
P. Larrimer reported that he has filed a NITMAM to NFPA 101.  It was moved, seconded and 
voted unanimously affirmative to prepare a 72 TCC position statement to support P. Larrimer’s 
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NITMAM for 101 to eliminate system detectors (maintain smoke alarms).  R. Grill, P. Larrimer 
and D. O’Connor agreed to develop a position statement for review by the TCC during the May 
17, 2011 TCC teleconference. The intent is to provide the position statement to the 101 
Technical Committee and staff liaison prior to the NFPA Conference & Expo.  In addition, this 
position statement could be presented at the technical session by a NFPA 72 representative. 
 
Item 11-4-15  ITM Summit 
 
The ITM summit was held May 25-27, 2010 at NFPA to address concerns raised on how to 
effectively assure that complete testing is accomplished (end-to-end) for systems that are 
interconnected.  Assurance of complete testing can be a challenge because many of the 
interconnected systems fall under the responsibility of different committee projects.   The 
summit identified the primary issues and some potential approaches to resolve the concerns.   It 
was planned to make a final recommendation to the Standards Council after conclusion of the 72 
ROP stage to allow the 72 TCs to act on proposals that were submitted to codify some of the 
potential solutions.  Proposal 72-175 was submitted and accepted with some minor modifications 
to facilitate this effort.  It was requested that NFPA staff draft an invitation for the key 
representatives to develop a final report to be distributed to all participants, the TC on TMS and  
the Standards Council for their August 2011 meeting.  There is currently a SIG-TMS /SIG-FUN 
/NFPA 3/NFPA 4 joint task group that has been involved in this effort and delegates from this 
group will be encouraged to participate.  A teleconference of the TCC has been tentatively 
scheduled for June 2nd or 3rd to begin finalizing the report.  The target date for completion of the 
report is June 17, 2011.  This should provide sufficient time in order for the report to be 
submitted to the Standards Council for their August meeting.    

 
Item 11-4-16    Fire Detection and Alarm Research Council 
 
B. Schifiliti spoke about LED lights as a method of signaling (not as a replacement of strobes).  
At the SUP/DET Conference, Kathleen Almand indicated that a literature review will be 
conducted as a starting point. B. Schifiliti noted that the TCC will continue to work with the 
Research Foundation on this issue.  Obtaining a better handle on the number of false alarms and 
their causes is another research area that is in the queue.  This and other issues will be addressed 
at the Research Foundation meeting to be held in conjunction with NFPA Annual Meeting. 

 
Item 11-4-17 NFPA Chair Training 
 
All TC chairs, with the exception of R. Grill and D. O’Connor, have attended the training.  
Additional chair training sessions are scheduled for May 24-25 and July 13-14, 2011. 
 
Item 11-4-18 25-year Pins 
 
A. Black volunteered to work with NFPA staff to compile a list of members who are eligible.  
The TCC discussed the possibility of presenting the pins at the NFPA Conference and Expo; 
perhaps during the AFAA breakfast meeting. 
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Item 11-4-19 Old Business 
 
1) FPRF – Messaging Strategies 
The University of Central Florida, Nicholson School of Communication, is hosting the 
International Crisis & Risk Communication (ICRC) Conference in Orlando, May 9-11, 2011.  
Many of the members of the Research Foundation advisory group will be attending this meeting. 
More information on this conference can be found at ww.icrcommunication.com  
 
2) Radio Transmission Paths 
L. Fiore made a presentation relative to EoIP. [see attachment]  
 
3) NFPA 170 
J. Mundy provided a report that included suggested TCC actions.  B. Schifiliti volunteered to 
draft a note to the NFPA 170 TC supporting their work on proposal 170-6.  That proposal, 
rejected by the TC, adds a new chapter to NFPA 170 for Architectural and Insurance Diagrams 
(mostly standard risk and insurance diagram notations for walls and openings) and created new 
Chapters 7 and 8 for most of the existing symbols with some new and revised symbols.  Included 
is bringing back the square F for a manual fire alarm box (the empty square is kept as a general 
manual symbol.)  [see attachment] 
 
4) Tracking of Code Adoptions.  B. Burke advised that NFPA and, in particular Gary Keith, is 
working on a database to track all code adoption.  This is expected to be available by the end of 
April 2011. 

 
Item 11-4-20 New Business 
 
B. Schifiliti provided background information relative to proposals received from the 
International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) seeking to reduce the amount of false alarms.  A 
one day Fire Alarm Response and Management Summit organized by IAFC is scheduled for 
May 3, 2011. NFPA’s involvement is to instruct the IAFC in the NFPA code development 
process and assist them in developing comments.  B. Schifiliti requested that NFPA send an 
email to all 72 TC and TCC members reminding them that if they attend the meeting, they 
should make it clear that they are not representing or speaking on behalf of the 72 committees. 
 
A discussion took place regarding proposals/comments that are assigned to multiple TCs.  It was 
noted that this can cause confusion and makes it difficult to correlate the multiple TC actions.  
The TCC and staff agreed that they will send proposals/comments to multiple committees only 
when absolutely necessary.  If deemed appropriate, proposals/comments will be forwarded “For 
Information Only”.  
 
The TCC will request that TC members use legislative text when submitting proposals/comments 
and will also request that staff use legislative text when entering committee actions.   
 
The TCC and SL acknowledged that in the past TCC Action Notes have not always been clear as 
to what action was being requested to be taken by the TCs.  The TCC has attempted to make the 
TCC Action Notes on the ROP clear and concise and trusts that the TCs will find the directives 
and requested actions clear. 
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Upcoming Meeting Dates: 
May 17, 2011 Teleconference to review 720 Certified Motions and the position 

statement in support of P. Larrimer’s NITMAM on NFPA 101 
June 2 or 3, 2011   Teleconference to review ITM Summit Report 
July 12, 2011 Teleconference to review comments developed by the Condition, 

Response & Signal TG  
October 10-14, 2011  72 TC ROC Meetings (tentative Baltimore) 
December 13-15, 2011 TCC ROC Meeting (tentative Tampa)  
 
Item 11-4-21 Adjournment 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 1:00 pm on Thursday, April 14, 2011. 
  
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Lee F. Richardson  
Staff Liaison and Secretary 



TO:  Technical Committees on Signaling Systems 
 
FROM:   Linda Fuller 
 
DATE:  September 20, 2011 
 
SUBJECT: Report of the Summit Task Group on Inspection Testing and Maintenance 

 

I am transmitting to you herewith the following action of the Standards Council (August 8-11, 
2011): 

The Council heard a report from the Inspection, Testing and Maintenance Summit Task 
Group.  This Task Group was made up of various NFPA Committee members that 
participated in the Inspection, Testing and Maintenance Summit held in May of 2010.  The 
Report that was received by the Council requested the Council review and consider the 
following three areas: 

  
1.  A request for the Council to revise the scope of the NFPA 72 Technical 
Committee on Testing and Maintenance of Fire Alarm Systems (SIG-TMS) 
to include the authority to require limited testing of other interconnected fire 
protection or life safety systems in accordance with the requirements of 
standard(s) that have primary jurisdiction of these other systems in order to 
ensure the integrity of the systems interface. 
 
2.  A request for the Council to allow the Technical Committee on Testing 
and Maintenance of Fire Alarm Systems (SIG-TMS) to temporarily revise 
their scope to include the authority to require complete end-to-end testing of 
other interconnected fire protection or life safety systems, at the initial 
acceptance test, in accordance with the requirements of standard(s) that have 
primary jurisdiction of these other systems. This temporary scope shall be in 
force only until such time as a standard is available addressing mandatory 
requirements for complete testing of interconnected systems. 
 
3.  A request for the Council to issue a general directive for all committees 
that are involved with systems or components that interconnect with fire 
alarm and signaling systems to coordinate requirements for both limited and 
complete end-to-end integrated testing of interconnected systems. This 
coordination needs to specifically identify and address the interfaces between 
systems and provide a degree of consistency and overlap between standards 
sufficient to ensure that system interfaces are operational and remain intact. 



 
In reviewing this Report, the Council acknowledges that integrated systems and 
maintenance is an important issue and should be addressed.  After review of all the material 
before them, the Council voted not to take the actions requested in the Report. The Council 
determined that NFPA 72 Committees (TCs) should stay focused on their individual 
systems relating to fire alarms and signaling systems.  The Council has approved the 
development of NFPA 4, Standard for Integrated Testing of Fire Protection Systems, which 
is intended to cover all testing of interconnected systems, including interface testing, 
integrated testing and end-to-end testing. The Council directs the NFPA 72 Committees to 
address issues of integrated testing related to its systems by providing input on the content 
of NFPA 4 through the submission of proposals and comments and through TC member 
representation that is anticipated will be appointed to the NFPA 4 Committee. During the 
Proposals stage of the A2012 cycle, the NFPA 72 TC’s accepted proposals addressing 
testing of interconnected systems, including testing at the interface with other systems. 
These revisions should be rejected by the NFPA 72 TCs during the Comment stage, as they 
address concepts outside of their scope. This proposed language, along with all of the 
supporting material, should then be submitted to the NFPA 4 TC, as appropriate, as 
proposals (public input) during the A2014 cycle.   
   
The Council understands and appreciates the efforts that are being made to consider and 
address integrated testing.  The Council believes, however, that the best and most effective 
approach to developing requirements on integrated testing is to work, through the process 
that is now beginning, to develop the new NFPA 4 as a dedicated document on the subject.  
To that end, the NFPA 4 Committee will require cooperation and input from the related 
systems Committees and the Council encourages all relevant Committees to participate to 
the fullest. 
 
c:  L. Richardson, A. Cronin, W. Burke, K. Shea, M. Earley, R. Roux, M. Klaus,  
     K. Collette, R. Solomon, R. Bielen  
     SIG-AAC, SIG-CAR, SIG-ECS, SIG-FUN, SIG-HOU, SIG- IDS, SIG-NAS, SIGPRO,  
     SIG-PRS, SIG-SSS, SIG-TMS, CMF-AAA 
 
11-8-32 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-1     Log #144  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-2a
Reject Proposal 72-2a.

The Code already allows performance based design and when used, a risk analysis already must be
conducted. This proposal does not add any value to the Code.

See the TC action on Comment 72-4 (Log #372).  The TC contends that a "Fire Risk Analysis"
could be separate from a performance-based design.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 4
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  We agree with the submitters of Comments 72-1 (Hammerberg), 72-2 (Baclawski), 72-3
(Sanders), 72-5 (Gauvin),  and 72-6 (Clary),  who state that Proposal 72-2a should be rejected.  In addition, as modified
by TC action on Comments 72-4 and 72-7, the requirements of ROC paragraph 1.6 for a fire risk analysis are not clearly
defined or enforceable.  NFPA 551 Guide for the Evaluation of Fire Risk Assessments is also unenforceable.

GAUVIN, D.:  The specific requirements of a Fire Risk Analysis per Comment 72-4 are not clearly defined or
enforceable. Although the Annex suggest NFPA 551 be used for guidance this is unenforceable annex material and
NFPA 551 is a Guide which is not written in enforceable legislative language.

MUNDY, JR., J.:  Risk Analysis is a poor alternative to requiring smoke detectors adjacent to the Fire Alarm Control
Panel.  The Analysis adds additional excessive cost as compared to a simple sensor application.  Although performance
based design is permitted by this code, in most situations using performance design is strictly an unnecessary  use of
this tool.  AHJ's already are empowered to make exceptions when such is remarkably warranted but this is not the case
is most situations.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the submitter of ROC 72-1 (Log #144), ROP 72-2a should be rejected.  See 72-7 (Log
#79).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-2     Log #96  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-2a
Delete the following text:

1.6 Fire Risk Analysis.
1.6.1* A fire risk analysis shall be permitted to be used to determine the protection of the fire alarm and signaling system
based on its location, building features, and anticipated risk tolerances where specifically permitted by this Code.
1.6.2 The fire risk analysis conducted in Section 1.6.1 shall be documented.
A.1.6.1 See NFPA 551, Guide for the Evaluation of Fire Risk Assessments, for additional guidance.

The proposal should be rejected. The term Fire Risk Analysis is not used in the existing document not is
the term used in any accepted proposal or any proposal for the 2013 cycle. No qualifications have been given or even
guidance as to who can perform the Fire Risk Analysis. Specific objectives for the Fire Risk Analysis and the expected
results are not given.

See the TC action on Comment 72-4 (Log #372).  The TC contends that a "Fire Risk Analysis"
could be separate from a performance-based design.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 4
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  See my explanation of negative vote on  Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
GAUVIN, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
MUNDY, JR., J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
WARNER, T.:  I agree with the submitter of ROC 72-2 (Log #96), ROP 72-2a should be rejected.  See 72-7.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-3     Log #271  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-2a
Delete text as follows:

A fire risk analysis shall be permitted to be used to determine the protection of the fire alarm and signaling system
based on its location, building features, and anticipated risk tolerances where specifically permitted by this Code.

1.6.2 The fire risk analysis conducted in Section 1.6.1 shall be documented.
The intent of risk analysis is for ECS. Language as accepted will increase delays of submittal and

installation process.

The TC does not agree with the substantiation provided.  See the TC action on Comment 72-4
(Log #372).  The TC contends that a "Fire Risk Analysis" could be separate from a performance-based design.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 4
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  See my explanation of negative vote on  Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
GAUVIN, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
MUNDY, JR., J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
WARNER, T.:  I agree in principle with the submitter of ROC 72-3 (Log #271), that ROP 72-2a should be rejected.  See

72-7 (Log #79).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-4     Log #372  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-2a
Revise text to read as follows:

A fire risk analysis shall be permitted to be used to evaluate the impact of a fire on various types of fire alarm
systems, supervising station alarm systems, public emergency alarm reporting systems, fire warning equipment,
emergency communication systems, and their components determine the protection of the fire alarm and signaling
system based on its location, building features, and anticipated risk tolerances where specifically permitted by this Code.

The fire risk analysis conducted in Section 1.6.1 shall be documented.
See NFPA 551, Guide for the Evaluation of Fire Risk Assessments for additional guidance.

Renumber accordingly.
The proposed revision addresses the use of risk analysis in much broader terms to be used in any

Chapter throughout the code. It also attempts to clarify the scope. The term “risk analysis” is currently used in Appendix
B and Chapter 24, but is also being proposed in Chapters 10 and 26. I also believe since “risk analysis” is used broadly
in scope, it should be under the purview of SIG-FUN Committee and not SIG-ESC Committee as suggested by the
Technical Correlating Committee.

Revise text to read as follows:

A fire risk analysis shall be permitted to be used to evaluate the impact of a fire on various types of fire alarm
systems, supervising station alarm systems, public emergency alarm reporting systems, fire warning equipment,
emergency communication systems, and their components determine the protection of the fire alarm and signaling
system based on its location, building features, and anticipated risk tolerances where specifically permitted by this Code.

The fire risk analysis conducted in Section 1.6.1 shall be documented.
See NFPA 551, Guide for the Evaluation of Fire Risk Assessments for additional guidance.

Renumber accordingly.
The TC removed the documentation requirement because documentation is a basic part of

any risk analysis.

Affirmative: 22  Negative: 5
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  See my explanation of negative vote on  Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
GAUVIN, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
MCNAMARA, J.:  The committee action on this comment is inconsistent with the action on comments 72-1 (Log #144),

72-2 (Log #96), 72-3 (Log #271), 72-5 (Log #409), 72-6 (Log #414) and 72-7 (Log #79) which rejected proposal 72-2a.
MUNDY, JR., J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
WARNER, T.:  I disagree with the committee action.  I believe ROP 72-2a should be rejected.  See 72-7 (Log #79).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-5     Log #409  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Gauvin, Tyco/Simplex Grinnell

72-2a
Reject the original proposal 72-2a.

This proposal sets bad precedent. Alternative approaches to prescriptive requirements already exist in
the applicable building codes where performance based alternatives are allowed, where all the features of a building
(occupancy type, building systems, building construction, etc.) are considered and designed to meet specific
performance objectives, and where the performance based design is evaluated by industry professionals for
compliance.

NFPA 72 is a “How To” (not a How Not To) Installation Standard that identifies the minimum equipment installation and
performance requirements for Fire Alarm and Signaling systems. The allowance of a risk analysis or performance based
alternatives belong in the applicable building codes and not within the installation standard. The single exception to this
resides with the New Chapter 24 for Emergency Communication and Mass Notification Systems where the threat and
level of protection required for a particular occupancy and property are often unique, not practical to predict for all
applications; and therefore, prescriptive requirements cannot reasonable be applied to the needs of every situation. As
such, the subject of Risk Analysis was only recently introduced to NFPA 72 with the introduction of the New Chapter on
Emergency Communication Systems. The definition reads as follows: 3.3.229 Risk Analysis. A process to characterize
the likelihood, vulnerability, and magnitude of incidents associated with natural, technological, and manmade disasters
and other emergencies that address scenarios of concern, their probability, and their potential consequences.
[SIG-ECS].
I hardly believe the intent when this was added was for the application of a risk analysis to apply to individual
prescriptive requirements; but rather, to much larger threats of terrorism, shooters, natural disasters, and the total
systems protection needs to reach much broader requirements for overall property and occupant protection goals. The
requirement for protection of an object from fire (i.e., the fire alarm and signaling system) is much less complex and is
easily and cost effectively solved by the placement of a smoke detector in the vicinity of the object to be protected.

Accepting this proposal sets a bad precedent whereas any future attempt to remove an existing requirement could
simply be proposed to be added to a list of items allowed under a risks analysis. I do not believe that is the intent, nor is
it practical. How could anyone argue that a risk analysis is appropriate for one feature but not another? I have to ask
why the committee has agreed to specify the use of a risk analysis for a specific feature within the installation standard
(i.e., protection of the fire alarm and signaling system) but not others? Does that then mean a risk analysis cannot be
applied to other features and requirements? If accepted, this proposal will certainly be a source of continued debate for
every cycle to come. I respectfully ask each member of the committee to reconsider the ramifications and reject the
original proposal.

The risk analysis requirement to which the submitter writes on has been removed via other TC
actions.  See the TC action on Comment 72-4 (Log #372).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 3
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  See my explanation of negative vote on  Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
GAUVIN, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
WARNER, T.:  I agree with the submitter of ROC 72-5,  ROP 72-2a should be rejected.  See 72-7 (Log #79).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-6     Log #414  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-2a
Reject the proposal.

I do not agree that a risk analysis should be performed for the protection of a control unit. The expense
of performing the risk analysis would in most cases be more than the cost of installing the detection device. Is the next
step to require a risk analysis for the installation of a manual or automatic fire detection system?

The risk analysis requirement to which the submitter writes on has been removed via other TC
actions.  See the TC action on Comment 72-4 (Log #372).

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 4
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  See my explanation of negative vote on  Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
GAUVIN, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
MUNDY, JR., J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
WARNER, T.:  I agree with the submitter of ROC 72-6,  ROP 72-2a should be rejected.  See 72-7 (Log #79).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-7     Log #79  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-2a
The TCC makes reference to new 1.6 Fire Risk Analysis and advises that the meaning of “protection

of fire alarm and signaling systems” is not clear.  Is it referring to the protection requirements addressed in 10.15 or
something broader (as suggested in the committee statement)?  If it pertains only to 10.15 the requirement should be
located with 10.15 and make reference to risk analysis requirements in Chapter 24.  If pertains to the risk analysis
referenced in 23.4.3.1 it should be addressed there.  If it pertains to a broader subject, risk analysis is under the purview
of the SIG-ECS committee.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider and clarify the action on this proposal and if
needed correlate provisions for risk assessment with the SIG-ECS committee.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC removed the phrase "protection of fire alarm and signaling systems".  The TC
contends that the concept of "Fire Risk Analysis" spans the material in several chapters and therefore should be under
the jurisdiction of SIG-FUN.  The TC respectfully requests that a TG be set up by the TCC to review "Fire Risk Analysis"
and "Risk Analysis" in general and how it relates to NFPA 72.  See the TC action on Comment 72-4 (Log #372).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 3
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  See my explanation of negative vote on  Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
GAUVIN, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
MCNAMARA, J.:  The committee action on this comment is inconsistent with the action on comments 72-1 (Log #144),

72-2 (Log #96), 72-3 (Log #271), 72-5 (Log #409), 72-6 (Log #414) and 72-7 (Log #79) which rejected proposal 72-2a.
Any material related to risk analysis should be added only after the TCC acts upon the request for a task group to be
formed to address the matter.

WARNER, T.:  I believe the TC has not taken the direction of the TCC.  The rewording of  ROP 72-2a by the TC in
ROC 72-4 (Log #372) does not address the concerns of the TCC.  ROP 72-2a was created as part of an attempt to
justify the removal of a smoke detector used for the protection of the fire alarm control panel (10.15).  The TCC has
clearly stated that risk analysis is not under the purview of SIG-FUN.  I believe ROP 72-2a should be rejected.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-8     Log #373  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-9b
Delete text to read as follows:

NFPA 170,
The intent of this comment is to delete the reference to NFPA 170. This comment is associated

Comment on ROP 154a that would delete the requirement for all fire alarm drawings to use the newly introduced
symbols described in NFPA 170. It should be noted that the Technical Committee for NFPA 170 consists of only 9
members (i.e., 3-Special Experts, 3-Manufacturers, 1-Enforcing Authority, 1-Installer/Maintainer, 1-Insurance, and
0-Users) and that during the ROP the new Chapter on fire alarm symbols was rejected by the Committee and during
ROC balloting the Enforcing Authority submitted a negative ballot stating the reasons for rejecting this proposal during
the ROP were still valid.  Also, it should be noted that the proponent of the original proposal did not provide any specific
examples where not using the symbols in NFPA 170 has been in fact a problem. I believe that mandating all registered
design professionals preparing construction drawings of fire alarm systems to utilize only the symbols referenced in
NFPA 170 goes beyond the scope of NFPA 72 and if needed needs to be submitted directly to the building code (e.g.,
NFPA 5000, IBC, etc.) in lieu of NFPA 72. In addition, the proposed text appears to be written in unenforceable
language; “all fire alarm drawings shall use symbols described in NFPA 170” and will not provide the “consistency” the
proponent wishes to achieve. For example; will this proposed requirement also apply to ECS systems, mass
notifications, or other signaling systems? which symbols within NFPA 170 are to be used? Lastly, to my knowledge, no
other NFPA installation standard specifically mandates designers to utilize symbols in NFPA 170.

The TC contends that NFPA 170 should be within Chapter 2 and provides for standardization
of fire alarm symbols and is all ready mandated by several states.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-10     Log #415  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-14
Vacate the acceptance of these new definitions.

At a minimum, the Technical Committee should assess the potential impact that the extracted
definition for “accessible” may have on the requirements for initiating devices.

Since the definitions are all ready in the NEC, they apply and bring over extracted definitions
into NFPA 72.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-11     Log #251  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. O'Connor, Aon Fire Protection Engineering

72-14
Add new text to read as follows:

Accessible Spaces (as applied to detection coverage in Chapter 17). Spaces or concealed areas of construction that
can be entered via openable panels, doors hatches, or other readily moveable elements (e.g., ceiling tiles).

A definition of "accessible spaces" is needed for the context of detector coverage concepts in Chapter
17. Without this definition the definitions of "accessible" proposed by ROP 72-14 will confound and confuse the
detection coverage concepts in 17.5.3.

The TC finds that this definition may conflict with the extracted definitions taken from the NEC
and that the submitter should submit this as a proposal to the NEC.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-16     Log #238a  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-17
1)  Add new definitions to read as follows:

. An abnormal condition where a system or unit or portion thereof is out of order, and the condition
can result in the system or unit not functioning when required.

. An impairment is a system that is not working properly. This might be due to an intentional act,
such as closing a valve or disabling an initiating device. Or, the impairment might be caused by a deficiency in a piece of
equipment or subsystem.

Temporarily shutting down a system as part of performing the routine inspection, testing, and maintenance on that
system while under constant attendance by qualified personnel, and where the system can be restored to service
quickly, should not be considered an impairment. Good judgment should be considered for the hazards presented.

An abnormal condition where a system or portion thereof is out of order due to an
unexpected deficiency, such as physical damage to a control unit or wiring.

An abnormal condition where a system or a portion thereof is out of service due to
work that has been planned in advance, such as the addition of new devices or appliances or reprogramming of system
software.

2) Delete existing 10.19.

3) Revise 14.2.1.2 as follows: (NOTE: The following revisions to 14.2.1.2 have already been made by the TC by action
on Proposal 72-17. However, the TC added the * for 14.2.1.2.3, but did not include the text.)

14.2.1.2 Impairments/Deficiencies
14.2.1.2.1 * The requirements of Section 10.19 Chapter 15 shall be applicable when a system is impaired.
14.2.1.2.2 System defects and malfunctions deficiencies shall be corrected.
14.2.1.2.3 * If a defect or malfunction critical deficiency is not corrected at the conclusion of system inspection, testing,

or maintenance, the system owner or the owner’s designated representative shall be informed of the impairment in
writing within 24 hours.

A.14.2.1.2.1 See 3.3.x for definitions of critical and non]critical deficiencies and 3.3.y for the definition of impairment.
A.14.2.1.2.3 Every effort should be made to correct all deficiencies as soon as possible and to avoid extended

impairments.
Notification of impairments at the end of testing should not be construed to allow a delay in notification for more that

than one day where system testing takes days or weeks to be completed.

4) Add a new

This chapter shall provide the minimum requirements for a fire alarm or signaling system impairment
management program. Measures shall be taken during the impairment to ensure that increased risks are minimized and
the duration of the impairment is limited.

An impairment management program shall be implemented immediately upon discovery of a critical deficiency.
See 3.3.y for definitions of different types of impairments.

See 3.3.x for definitions of critical and non-critical deficiencies.
The impairment management program shall remain in effect until all critical deficiencies have been corrected.
Where explicit written permission of the authority having jurisdiction is sought and obtained, supplemental,

non-required equipment or features may be removed to eliminate non-critical deficiencies.
Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, impairment management programs shall be submitted for

review and approval.
Impairment management programs or procedures required by other governing laws, codes, or standards shall

be followed.
A record of the impairment and all work done to correct the impairment and to inspect and test the repairs shall

be maintained by the system owner or designated representative for a period of 1 year from the date the impairment is
corrected.
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The property owner shall assign an impairment coordinator to comply with the requirements of this chapter.
In the absence of a specific designee, the property owner shall be considered the impairment coordinator.
Where the lease, written use agreement, or management contract specifically grants the responsibility and the

authority for inspection, testing, and maintenance of the fire alarm or signaling system(s) to the tenant, management
firm, or managing individual, the tenant, management firm, or managing individual shall assign a person as impairment
coordinator.

Tag or marking systems required by other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction
shall be followed.

The requirements of this section shall be followed where a tag or marking system has not been specified by
other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction shall be followed.

A tag shall be used to indicate that a system, or part thereof, is impaired or has been removed from service.
A clearly visible tag alerts building occupants, authorities and emergency forces that all or part of a system is

out of service. The tag should be plainly visible, and of sufficient size [typically 4 in. × 6 in. (100 mm × 150 mm)]. The tag
should identify which system or part thereof is impaired, the date and time the impairment began, and the name of the
Impairment Coordinator.

The tag shall be posted at the main control unit and at each remote annunciator and each emergency services
interface.

The tag shall indicate which system, or part thereof, has been impaired or removed from service.
The authority having jurisdiction shall be permitted to specify where tag(s) are to be placed.

All preplanned impairments shall be authorized by the impairment coordinator.
Before authorization is given, the impairment coordinator shall be responsible for verifying that the following

procedures have been implemented:
(1) The extent and expected duration of the impairment have been determined.
(2) The areas or buildings involved have been inspected and the increase in risk resulting from the impairment has

been determined.
(3) Recommendations for risk reduction during the impairment have been submitted to management or the property

owner/manager.
  (4) Where a required system is out of service for more than 10 hours in a 24]hour period, the impairment coordinator 
shall arrange for one of the following:

(a) Evacuation of the building or portion of the building affected by the system out of service
(b)*An approved fire watch
(c)*Establishment of a system or procedure to perform the function of the impaired system

(5) The affected fire department or emergency team has been notified.
(6) The insurance carrier, the alarm company, property owner/ manager, and other authorities having jurisdiction have

been notified.
(7) The supervisors in the areas to be affected have been notified.
(8) A tag impairment system has been implemented.
(9) All necessary personnel, tools and materials have been assembled on the impairment site.

The need for temporary protection, termination of hazardous operations, and increased frequency of
inspections in the areas involved should be determined. All work possible should be done in advance to minimize the
length of the impairment. Where possible, temporary systems or procedures should be used to mitigate the impairment.
For example, the use of roving fire watch personnel equipped with bullhorns could mitigate an impairment to a detection
and alarm system. Fire detection and alarm
systems should not be removed from service just because a building is not in use. However, for buildings that undergo
season changes, the authority having jurisdiction might permit changes to the system to allow it to function in a
degraded mode for the unoccupied season. For example a system might be allowed to use heat detectors in place of
smoke detectors in areas where the heat can be turned off safely. Where a system that has been out of service for a
prolonged period, such as in the case of idle or
vacant properties, is returned to service, qualified personnel should be retained to inspect and test the systems.

Emergency impairments include but are not limited to loss of primary power that might last more than 12 hours,
lightning,surge or transient voltage damage to equipment, and faults on circuits or pathways.

When emergency impairments occur, emergency action shall be taken to minimize potential injury and damage.
The Impairment Coordinator shall implement the steps outlined in Section 15.5.

When all impaired equipment is restored to normal working order, the impairment
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coordinator shall verify that the following procedures have been implemented:

(1) All inspections and tests, including acceptance and reacceptance tests, have been conducted to verify that affected
systems are
operational.

(2) Supervisors have been advised that protection is restored.
(3) The fire department or emergency team has been advised that protection is restored.
(4) The property owner/manager, insurance carrier, alarm company, and other authorities having jurisdiction have been

advised that protection is restored.
(5) The impairment tag has been removed.

The TC substantiation for 72-17 stated “The committee is not opposed to the creation of a chapter on
impairments that falls under the jurisdiction of the SIG-TMS technical committee.” OK, here it is.
The TC action on 72-17 named the section “14.2.1.2 Impairments/Deficiencies” and added requirements regarding
deficiencies. But, the user must page back to Ch 10 for “Impairments”. This Comment puts all Impairment and
Deficiency text in one location and adds definitions for Impairment to differentiate it from Deficiency. The requirements
for correcting deficiencies remains in Chapter 14.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to both SIG-FUN and SIG-TMS for action on sections with their respective

scopes.]

The committee revises submitters suggested definitions as follows and recommends relocating section 10.19 to the
new impairment chapter:

. An abnormal condition where a system component or function or unit or portion thereof is out of
order, and the condition can result in the system or unit not functioning when required.

. An impairment is a system component or function that is not working properly. This might be due
to an intentional act, such as closing a valve or disabling an initiating device. Or, the impairment might be caused by a
deficiency in a piece of equipment or subsystem.

Temporarily shutting down a system as part of performing the routine inspection, testing, and maintenance on that
system while under constant attendance by qualified personnel, and where the system can be restored to service
quickly, should not be considered an impairment. Good judgment should be considered for the hazards presented.

An abnormal condition where a system, component or funtion or portion thereof is
out of order due to an unexpected deficiency, such as physical damage to a control unit or wiring

A3.3.y.1 Examples of emergency impairment, such as physical damage to a control unit or wiring.

P An abnormal condition where a system, component or function or a portion thereof
is out of service due to work that has been planned in advance, such as the addition of new devices or appliances or
reprogramming of system software.

A3.3y.2 Examples of planned impairment, such as the addition of new devices or appliances or reprogramming of
system software.

2) Delete existing 10.19.

3) Revise 14.2.1.2 as follows: (NOTE: The following revisions to 14.2.1.2 have already been made by the TC by action
on Proposal 72-17. However, the TC added the * for 14.2.1.2.3, but did not include the text.)

14.2.1.2 Impairments/Deficiencies
14.2.1.2.1 * The requirements of Section 10.19 Chapter 15 shall be applicable when a system is impaired.
14.2.1.2.2 System defects and malfunctions deficiencies shall be corrected.
14.2.1.2.3 * If a defect or malfunction critical deficiency is not corrected at the conclusion of system inspection, testing,

or maintenance, the system owner or the owner’s designated representative shall be informed of the impairment in
writing within 24 hours.

A.14.2.1.2.1 See 3.3.x for definitions of critical and non]critical deficiencies and 3.3.y for the definition of impairment.
A.14.2.1.2.3 Every effort should be made to correct all deficiencies as soon as possible and to avoid extended

impairments.
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Notification of impairments at the end of testing should not be construed to allow a delay in notification for more that

than one day where system testing takes days or weeks to be completed.

4) Add a new

This chapter shall provide the minimum requirements for a fire alarm or signaling system impairment
management program. Measures shall be taken during the impairment to ensure that increased risks are minimized and
the duration of the impairment is limited.

An impairment management program shall be implemented immediately upon discovery of a critical deficiency.
See 3.3.y for definitions of different types of impairments.

See 3.3.x for definitions of critical and non-critical deficiencies.
The impairment management program shall remain in effect until all critical deficiencies have been corrected.
Where explicit written permission of the authority having jurisdiction is sought and obtained, supplemental,

non-required equipment or features may be removed to eliminate non-critical deficiencies.
Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, impairment management programs shall be submitted for

review and approval.
Impairment management programs or procedures required by other governing laws, codes, or standards shall

be followed.
A record of the impairment and all work done to correct the impairment and to inspect and test the repairs shall

be maintained by the system owner or designated representative for a period of 1 year from the date the impairment is
corrected.

The property owner shall assign an impairment coordinator to comply with the requirements of this chapter.
In the absence of a specific designee, the property owner shall be considered the impairment coordinator.
Where the lease, written use agreement, or management contract specifically grants the responsibility and the

authority for inspection, testing, and maintenance of the fire alarm or signaling system(s) to the tenant, management
firm, or managing individual, the tenant, management firm, or managing individual shall assign a person as impairment
coordinator.

Tag or marking systems required by other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction
shall be followed.

The requirements of this section shall be followed where a tag or marking system has not been specified by
other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction shall be followed.

A tag shall be used to indicate that a system, or part thereof, is impaired or has been removed from service.
A clearly visible tag alerts building occupants, authorities and emergency forces that all or part of a system is

out of service. The tag should be plainly visible, and of sufficient size [typically 4 in. × 6 in. (100 mm × 150 mm)]. The tag
should identify which system or part thereof is impaired, the date and time the impairment began, and the name of the
Impairment Coordinator.

The tag shall be posted at the main control unit and at each remote annunciator and each emergency services
interface.

The tag shall indicate which system, or part thereof, has been impaired or removed from service.
The authority having jurisdiction shall be permitted to specify where tag(s) are to be placed.

All preplanned impairments shall be authorized by the impairment coordinator.
Before authorization is given, the impairment coordinator shall be responsible for verifying that the following

procedures have been implemented:
(1) The extent and expected duration of the impairment have been determined.
(2) The areas or buildings involved have been inspected and the increase in risk resulting from the impairment has

been determined.
(3) Recommendations for risk reduction during the impairment have been submitted to management or the property

owner/manager.
  (4) Where a required system is out of service for more than 10 hours in a 24]hour period, the impairment coordinator 
shall arrange for one of the following:

(a) Evacuation of the building or portion of the building affected by the system out of service
(b)*An approved fire watch
(c)*Establishment of a system or procedure to perform the function of the impaired system

(5) The affected fire department or emergency team has been notified.
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(6) The insurance carrier, the alarm company, property owner/ manager, and other authorities having jurisdiction have

been notified.
(7) The supervisors in the areas to be affected have been notified.
(8) A tag impairment system has been implemented.
(9) All necessary personnel, tools and materials have been assembled on the impairment site.

The need for temporary protection, termination of hazardous operations, and increased frequency of
inspections in the areas involved should be determined. All work possible should be done in advance to minimize the
length of the impairment. Where possible, temporary systems or procedures should be used to mitigate the impairment.
For example, the use of roving fire watch personnel equipped with bullhorns could mitigate an impairment to a detection
and alarm system. Fire detection and alarm
systems should not be removed from service just because a building is not in use. However, for buildings that undergo
season changes, the authority having jurisdiction might permit changes to the system to allow it to function in a
degraded mode for the unoccupied season. For example a system might be allowed to use heat detectors in place of
smoke detectors in areas where the heat can be turned off safely. Where a system that has been out of service for a
prolonged period, such as in the case of idle or
vacant properties, is returned to service, qualified personnel should be retained to inspect and test the systems.

Emergency impairments include but are not limited to loss of primary power that might last more than 12 hours,
lightning,surge or transient voltage damage to equipment, and faults on circuits or pathways.

When emergency impairments occur, emergency action shall be taken to minimize potential injury and damage.
The Impairment Coordinator shall implement the steps outlined in Section 15.5.

When all impaired equipment is restored to normal working order, the impairment
coordinator shall verify that the following procedures have been implemented:

(1) All inspections and tests, including acceptance and reacceptance tests, have been conducted to verify that affected
systems are
operational.

(2) Supervisors have been advised that protection is restored.
(3) The fire department or emergency team has been advised that protection is restored.
(4) The property owner/manager, insurance carrier, alarm company, and other authorities having jurisdiction have been

advised that protection is restored.
(5) The impairment tag has been removed.

The TC revised the definitions for consistency and clarification and suggests the movement of
10.19 to the new impairment chapter.  Former 10.19 is the purview of SIG-FUN and the committee requests that it
remains as such as it is a fundamentals issue.  The committee did not take action on items 3 and 4 as they are intended
for TMS action.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  In the Technical Committee Statement it states “The Technical Committee revised the definitions for
consistency and clarification and suggests the movement of 10.19 to the new impairment chapter. Former 10.19 is the
purview of SIG-FUN and the committee requests that it remains as such as it is a fundamentals issue. The Committee
did not take action on items 3 and 4 as they are intended for TMS action.” However, in the Report on Comments, under
the Committee Meeting Action (Accept in Principal in Part), items 3 and 4 have been identified as being revised by
SIG-FUN. Therefore, the way this section has been conveyed does not correlate with the Technical Committee
Statement. Therefore, it is recommended that the Technical Correlating Committee address this issue.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-18     Log #235a  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-17
Add new definitions to read as follows:

. An abnormal condition where a system or unit or portion thereof is out of order, and the condition
can result in the system or unit not functioning when required.

. An impairment is a system that is not working properly. This might be due to an intentional act,
such as closing a valve or disabling an initiating device. Or, the impairment might be caused by a deficiency in a piece of
equipment or subsystem.
Temporarily shutting down a system as part of performing the routine inspection, testing, and maintenance on that
system while under constant attendance by qualified personnel, and where the system can be restored to service
quickly, should not be considered an impairment. Good judgment should be considered for the hazards presented.

A condition where a system or portion thereof is out of order due to an unexpected
deficiency, such as physical damage to a control unit or wiring.

A condition where a system or a portion thereof is out of service due to work that has
been planned in advance, such as the addition of new devices or appliances or reprogramming of system software.

Relocate and renumber existing 10.19 to the beginning of 14.2.1.2.
The TC substantiation for 72-17 stated “The committee is not opposed to the creation of a chapter on

impairments that falls under the jurisdiction of the SIG-TMS technical committee.” The TC action on 72-17 named the
section “14.2.1.2 Impairments/Deficiencies” and added requirements regarding deficiencies. But, the user must page
back to Ch 10 for “Impairments”. This Comment puts all Impairment and Deficiency text in one location and adds
definitions for Impairment to differentiate it from Deficiency.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-16 (Log #238a) in which the definitions
where addressed.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-19     Log #274  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-46
Revise text to read as follows:

Individual responsible for the development of fire alarm and signaling system plans and specification in accordance
with this code and applicable manufacturer’s documentation.

None provided.

Affirmative: 22  Negative: 5
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

GAUVIN, D.:  To properly design a system the System Designer must consider both the requirements of the code and
the applicable manufacturer's documentation/specifications. Manufacturer's representatives will provide the information
and any additional assistance necessary to the System Designer to ensure a fully compliant system per the System
Designer's specifications and applicable codes and standards. Eliminating the requirement to consider the
manufacturer's documentation and specifications can result in an overall system design that is not compliant with the
requirements of the code and/or the project specifications.

The submitter's substantiation is that "the system designer often times does not know what system he is designing to
for bid or construction documents." I agree with the first part of the statement in reference to the bid documents but after
the bid is awarded then the construction documents and as-built drawings must consider and include the design
requirements for the particular manufacturer's equipment being installed.

The voting at the ROC on this comment was 11-8 and I hope that those who voted against this at the ROC meeting
will continue to express their position in the ballot, and if necessary, take the time to change their ballot to reflect their
original and correct position.

GRUNER, K.:  The submitter did not include substantiation with exception that it was from a member of ESA's
Standards Committee Sections 4 and 5.   The designer needs to be aware of manufacturer functionality and or
specification requirements to properly approve the design of the fire alarm system.   There needs to be responsibility to
confirm that the manufacturer's product selected can accomplish the design objectives or owner's project requirements.

HANCOCK, J.:  System Designer is a term used to address someone who writes performance specification and also
someone who develops detailed design packages (point-to-point wiring drawings, battery calculations, panel connection
details, etc.). Although the performance specification writer type of designer may not need this data, the manufacturer
documentation can be a vital reference for someone performing detailed design packages.  I am aware of some industry
concerns that referring that say this requirement could affect competition; however, with the term "applicable" being
used in this sentence I believe it would not be applicable for performance writers and would not affect multiple
manufacturers ability to compete for work or bid on projects.   The text "and applicable manufacturer's documentation"
should remain in the code.

KAPIS, J.:  The system designer as referenced by NFPA-72 is the individual who prepares the shop drawings for
submission to the AHJ for approval – someone who is preparing that level of detail drawing must adhere to the product
manufacturer’s documentation in order to properly prepare voltage drop and battery calculations. The use of the term
system designer was never intended to be someone who was preparing bid documents.

STONE, D.:  At the ROC, there were discussions about what constitutes a System Designer.  Based on the text
provided in the definition, not consulting with the manufacturer's documentation leaves this individual without pertinent
and critical information that is the basis for the system design.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-20     Log #97  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-21a
Accept in principal the original proposal and add the definition for unwanted alarm & move

sub-definitions to the annex.
The term unwanted alarm is used in the document.  Revise fault alarm to fault-cause alarm.  The

additional definitions can provide clarity for future use.

The TC accepts the addition of the definition of unwanted alarm per the TC action taken on Comment 72-22 (Log
#244).  The TC contends that the sub-definitions under unwanted alarms belong in the body of the Code.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-22 (Log #244).  The TC finds that the
sub-definition under unwanted alarms belong in the body of the Code.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-22     Log #244  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-20, 72-21a
Delete existing 3.3.7.1 Nuisance Alarm and add new definitions and annex text as follows:

Any alarm that occurs that is not the result of a potentially hazardous condition.
An unwanted activation of an alarm initiating device or system output function caused by an

identifiable fault.
An unwanted activation of an alarm initiating device caused by a person acting with malice.
An unwanted activation of a signaling system or an alarm initiating device in response to a

stimulus or condition that is not the result of a potentially hazardous condition.
An unwanted activation of an alarm initiating device caused by a person acting without

malice.
An unwanted activation of an alarm initiating device or system output function where the

cause has not been identified.
A.3.x.y Unwanted alarms are any alarms that occur when there is no hazard condition present. These are sometimes

also called false alarms. Because the term “false” has been used by many people to mean many different things, this
code is instead using the terms unwanted, fault, nuisance, unintentional, unknown and malicious to categorize the
different types of alarms. Unwanted alarms might be intentional, unintentional or unknown. If they were caused
intentionally, they might have been done by someone with the intent to cause disruption and should be classified as
malicious. However, an unintentional alarm might occur when, for example, a child activated a manual fire alarm box not
knowing the consequences. Similarly, someone accidentally causing mechanical damage to an initiating device that
results in an alarm is causing an unintentional alarm.
A.3.x.y.3 Nuisance alarms are unwanted alarms. Sometimes nuisance alarms might be called false alarms. In this code,
any unwanted alarm is considered false because they are not indicative of “real” hazards. Because the term “false” has
been used by many people to mean many different things, this code is instead using the terms unwanted,
nuisance and malicious to categorize the different types of alarms. They occur when some condition simulates a fire or
other hazardous condition. For example, cigarette smoke can activate smoke detectors and smoke alarms. In that case,
there might not be anything wrong with the smoke detector or smoke alarm – it is doing its job responding to the
condition or stimulus that it was designed to detect. Another example would a heat detector or heat alarm that activates
when someone inadvertently points a hair dryer towards it. A malicious alarm occurs when someone intentionally
activates the detector or alarm when there is no fire hazard. See the definitions of malicious, unintentional, fault,
unknown and unwanted alarms.

10.20* For the purpose of reporting, alarm signals that are not the result of hazardous conditions shall be classified as
Unwanted and subclassified as one of the following:

1) Fault Alarm
2) Malicious Alarm
3) Nuisance Alarm
4) Unintentional Alarm
5) Unknown Alarm
A. 10.20 See 3.x.y for the definitions of unwanted alarms.

During the ROP meeting there was a fair amount of confusion and differences in opinion on the "terms
of art" that are used for unwanted, nuisance and false alarms. A lot of debate and discussion of these terms took place
during debate on 72-20 as well as the many IAFC proposals. Part of the TC substantiation for rejecting the 72-20
proposed definition of False Alarm was “The committee rejects this proposal as the instances of “false alarm” within the
document do not indicate a willful act.” Fine - then why not say so and tweak the proposed definition so that it meets the
intent of the committee?

The industry is getting a bad rap in part because of our inability to articulate causes of unwanted alarms. Everyone is
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complaining that fire department reports and NFIRS reports don't tell the whole or correct story. Why not? Because fire
department reports and NFIRS reports do not use standardized terms. Expert #1 says: "Well they don't understand that
the smoke alarm activation was not false, it was unwanted. "No," says Expert #2, "it was a nuisance alarm." Expert #3:
"Of course it was unwanted, and it also was quite a nuisance I dare say, but really, it was a malicious alarm."

The NFPA 72 TCs are supposed to be the experts. If we don't define and coordinate the terms, someone else will and
we might not like the results. Without good definitions, we can not express ourselves with clarity.

The TC revises Comment 72-22 (Log #244) as follows and request staff to renumber as required.

Delete existing 3.3.7.1 Nuisance Alarm and add new definitions and annex text as follows:

Any alarm that occurs that is not the result of a potentially hazardous condition.
An unwanted activation of an alarm initiating device or system output function caused by an

identifiable fault.
An unwanted activation of an alarm initiating device caused by a person acting with malice.
An unwanted activation of a signaling system or an alarm initiating device in response to a

stimulus or condition that is not the result of a potentially hazardous condition.
An unwanted activation of an alarm initiating device caused by a person acting without

malice.
An unwanted activation of an alarm initiating device or system output function where the

cause has not been identified.
A.3.x.y Unwanted alarms are any alarms that occur when there is no hazard condition present. These are sometimes

also called false alarms. Because the term “false” has been used by many people to mean many different things, this
code is instead using the terms unwanted, fault, nuisance, unintentional, unknown and malicious to categorize the
different types of alarms. Unwanted alarms might be intentional, unintentional or unknown. If they were caused
intentionally, they might have been done by someone with the intent to cause disruption and should be classified as
malicious. However, an unintentional alarm might occur when, for example, a child activated a manual fire alarm box not
knowing the consequences. Similarly, someone accidentally causing mechanical damage to an initiating device that
results in an alarm is causing an unintentional alarm.
A.3.x.y.3 Nuisance alarms are unwanted alarms. Sometimes nuisance alarms might be called false alarms. In this code,
any unwanted alarm is considered false because they are not indicative of “real” hazards. Because the term “false” has
been used by many people to mean many different things, this code is instead using the terms unwanted,
nuisance and malicious to categorize the different types of alarms. They occur when some condition simulates a fire or
other hazardous condition. For example, cigarette smoke can activate smoke detectors and smoke alarms. In that case,
there might not be anything wrong with the smoke detector or smoke alarm – it is doing its job responding to the
condition or stimulus that it was designed to detect. Another example would a heat detector or heat alarm that activates
when someone inadvertently points a hair dryer towards it. A malicious alarm occurs when someone intentionally
activates the detector or alarm when there is no fire hazard. See the definitions of malicious, unintentional, fault,
unknown and unwanted alarms.

10.20* For the purpose of reporting, alarm signals that are not the result of hazardous conditions shall be classified as
Unwanted and subclassified as one of the following:

1) Fault Alarm
2) Malicious Alarm
3) Nuisance Alarm
4) Unintentional Alarm
5) Unknown Alarm
A. 10.20 See 3.x.y for the definitions of unwanted alarms.

The TC removed the items dealing with fault alarms because it was a contradiction in terms
and a fault is a trouble and troubles are all ready defined.  The TC requests that the TCC do a global review of the term
nuisance alarm.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
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1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  I cannot concur with the action taken by the Technical Committee regarding this code change. The
submitter of this code change has cited a problem concerning how local fire departments across the country are
misclassifying “unwanted/nuisance alarms” when completing their fire incident reports and/or participating in the
National Fire Incident Report System (NFIRS). The submitter also has stated that local fire departments nationwide do
not use standardized terms when defining “unwanted/nuisance alarms”. Lastly, the submitter has inferred that to achieve
consistency nation-wide in defining “unwanted/nuisance alarms” NFPA 72 should define such terms for the purpose of
completing local fire incident reports and/or to participate in the National Fire Incident Report System (NFIRS). Although
I concur that additional definitions may be useful for individuals completing local fire incident reports and/or to participate
in the National Fire Incident Report System (NFIRS), I disagree with the Technical Committee that NFPA 72 should be
the source document for these definitions for the following reasons:

1. The scope and purpose of NFPA 72 does not cover how local fire departments complete fire incident reports and/or
NFIRS. See the text proposed in new Section 10.20 (i.e., For the purpose of reporting ….).

2. Incorporating the subject definitions (e.g., unwanted alarm, malicious alarm, nuisance alarm, unintentional alarm,
and unknown alarm) within NFPA 72 does not address the problem of one misclassifying unwanted alarms in fire
incident reports and/or NFIRS. Not all local fire departments across the country use NFPA 72 in their daily activities,
especially when completing fire incident reports and/or NFIRS.

3. The Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-498) authorizes the National Fire Data Center in the
United States Fire Administration (USFA) to gather and analyze information on the magnitude of the Nation's fire
problem, as well as its detailed characteristics and trends. The Act further authorizes the USFA to develop uniform data
reporting methods, and to encourage and assist state agencies in developing and reporting data. In order to carry out
the intentions of the Act, the National Fire Data Center has established the NFIRS. NFIRS currently has definitions
within the NFIRS User Guide and any proposed new definitions to ensure consistency should be located in the NFIRS
User Guide and not NFPA 72. The submitter should have proposed the subject definitions to the NFIRS support center
for consideration at www.fema-nfirshelp@dhs.gov, in lieu of NFPA 72.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-24     Log #98  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-29
Accept the comment provided by the NFPA 72 TCC Task Group on Condition, Response and Signal

that was asked to review the actions taken on 72-22- 72-30 and 72-53. Subsequently endorsed by the TCC.
As a reminder, the task group was asked to review the actions taken on Proposals 72-22 through 72-30,

& 72-53 to develop comments to address correlation throughout the code.  The final report was presented to the TCC
during the July 12, 2011 TCC teleconference.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-26 (Log #351).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-25     Log #240  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-29
Add an * to the new 3.3.52 and add new A.3.3.52 to read as follows:

See Figure X which describes the Condition – Signal – Response model used in the code. There are varying
degrees of “conditions” that require varying degrees of “response” that are initiated by various types of “signals”. A
condition may be present without being detected (either because detection of the condition was not required or was not
feasible), in which case, there is no signal or response. A condition may be detected, resulting in a signal, but there may
be no required response. A signal may be generated erroneously in the absence of a condition (due to malfunction or
other causes) resulting in an unwarranted response. The condition is normal when no abnormal conditions are present.

Add an * to proposed new 3.3.228 Response and add new A.3.3.228 to read as follows:
See A.3.3.52 for a description of the Condition – Signal – Response model used in the code.

Add an * to proposed new 3.3.240 Signal and add new A.3.3.240 to read as follows:
See A.3.3.52 for a description of the Condition – Signal – Response model used in the code.

***INSERT FIGURE HERE***

This annex text provides a visual representation of the Condition-Signal-Response model.
Changes to NFPA 72 and NFPA 720 over the last several cycles recognize that there are varying degrees of
“conditions” that require varying degrees of “response” that are initiated by various types of “signals”. NFPA 72 and
NFPA 720 do not dictate specific responses. Instead, they are standards that facilitate the gathering of information about
conditions and the communication of that information in a way that can be used to affect the needed response. The
response, action or service that is needed for a given condition must be specified by the system designer in consultation
with all stakeholders. In the simplest circumstances, the response may be pre-defined by other governing laws, codes or
standards.

Combined, NFPA 72 and NFPA 720 address a full range of signaling systems from simple smoke or carbon monoxide
alarms, to basic fire alarm systems, to complex emergency communications systems for many types of hazards and
risks. System designers and authorities having jurisdiction often question whether a certain event should trigger an
“alarm” or a “supervisory” signal. Too often, users of NFPA 72 and NFPA 720 are getting caught up on trying to
categorize a signal rather than focusing on what needs to be done with that signal.

This model, and the proposed annex figure, will help users of the code focus on what a system does, rather than what
a signal is called.

See TC action on Comment 72-26.  The label on as presented in Comment 72-25 (Log #240)
is slightly different than in Comment 72-26 (Log #351).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-26     Log #351  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Andrew G. Berezowski, Honeywell Fire Systems

72-22, through 72-30
Revise the definitions and annex materials to read as follows:

See Figure #TBD that describes the Condition - Signal - Response model used in this code. There are varying degrees
of "conditions" that require varying degrees of "response" that are initiated by various types of "signals". A condition may
be present without being detected (either because detection of the condition was not required or was not feasible), in
which case, there is no signal or response. A condition may be detected, resulting in a signal, but there may be no
required response. A signal may be generated erroneously in the absence of a condition (due to malfunction or other
causes) resulting in an unwarranted response. The condition is normal when no abnormal conditions are present.

****Insert 72_L351_Figure TDB_Rec Here****

A situation, environmental state, or equipment state that warrants some
type of signal, notification, communication, response, action or service.

An abnormal condition that poses an immediate threat to life, property, or mission.
When an alarm condition is present, damage to life or property has begun or will begin.

Detection; signaling and response, effected quickly, can limit or prevent damage. The extent of damage is often reduced
with inverse proportion to the time required for detection, signaling and response. The amount of time available for
detection, signaling and response is generally not a known quantity and damage may not be preventable. Alarm
conditions may result due to the presence of fire, chemicals, freezing temperatures or other circumstances.

An abnormal condition that poses a potential threat to life, property, or mission, and
time is available for investigation.

Some examples of pre-alarm conditions include the following: the presence of a
very small amount of visible smoke (at levels below listed initiating device alarm thresholds), the presence of a
smoke-like odor, a somewhat elevated temperature, a gradually increasing temperature. Any abnormal condition that
typically precedes an alarm condition may be termed a pre-alarm condition.

The amount of time available for investigating the cause of a pre-alarm condition is not a known quantity. If conditions
deteriorate to the point of alarm, time is no longer available for investigation. Pre-alarm conditions mayor may not
progress to alarm conditions.

The detection of pre-alarm conditions may be desirable in some occupancies, particularly if environmental conditions
are ordinarily well controlled (e.g. integrated circuit fabrication facility) and personnel are trained to respond
appropriately. In other occupancies, the detection of pre-alarm conditions may not be desirable or necessary.

The term Pre-Alarm Condition is different from the terms Positive Alarm Sequence, Alarm Verification, and Pre-Signal.
An abnormal condition in connection with the supervision of other systems,

processes or equipment.
A supervisory condition occurs when one system supervises another system,

process, or equipment for failure or impairment, and a functional failure or impairment to operation of the supervised
system, process or equipment has occurred. A supervisory condition might be a regularly occurring and expected event
such as a valve closed on a sprinkler system. A closed valve is an abnormal condition for the sprinkler system, but it
does not constitute a trouble condition in the fire alarm or signaling system.

In some cases, a fault in one system (causing a trouble condition in that system) results in a supervisory condition in
another system because the other system is supervising some function of the faulted system, and the supervised
function has been impaired. In those cases, both supervisory and trouble conditions exist at the same time.

Some examples of supervisory conditions may include the following:
1. An event causing the activation of a supervisory initiating device used to monitor an environmental parameter,

system element, component, or function, whose failure poses a risk to life, property or mission (e.g. sprinkler valve
closed, water tank low water level, low building temperature, ECS impairment, etc.)

2. The failure of a guard to remain within established constraints while on tour (usually indicated by the absence of a
guard's tour supervisory signal within prescribed timing requirements, or the presence of a guard's tour supervisory
signal outside of prescribed sequencing requirements, or the presence of a delinquency signal).
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3. Public safety radio communications enhancement system antenna malfunction, signal booster failure, or battery

depletion.
4. In some cases, the presence of smoke in an HVAC duct or in other places as defined by the authority having

jurisdiction.
An abnormal condition in a system due to a fault.

A trouble condition is a fault in the fire alarm or signaling system. The system or some
aspect of it is somehow broken. This is different from a supervisory condition that is an abnormal condition in a system
that is supervised by the fire alarm or signaling system. Abnormal conditions (like a closed valve in a sprinkler system)
not caused by a fault, are not considered trouble conditions.

In some cases, a fault in one system (causing a trouble condition in that system) results in a supervisory condition
because another system is supervising some function of the faulted system, and the supervised function has been
impaired by the fault (see A3.3.52.1.3 Supervisory Condition). In those cases, both supervisory and trouble conditions
exist at the same time.

Circuits, systems, and components are functioning as designed and no abnormal
condition exists.

Actions performed upon the receipt of a signal.
Responses may be effected manually or automatically. One response to a signal might be to

actuate notification appliances or transmitters, which in turn generate additional signals. See A.3.3.52.
The response to the receipt of an alarm signal.

Examples include: the actuation of alarm notification appliances, elevator recall,
smoke control measures, emergency responder dispatch, deployment of resources in accordance with a risk analysis
and emergency action plan, etc.

The response to the receipt of a pre-alarm signal.
Examples include: the actuation of appropriate notification appliances, dispatch of

personnel, investigation of circumstances and problem resolution in accordance with a risk analysis and action plan,
preparation for a potential alarm response, etc.

The response to the receipt of a supervisory signal.
Examples include: the actuation of supervisory notification appliances, the

shutdown of machines, fan shutdown or activation, dispatch of personnel, investigation of circumstances and problem
resolution in accordance with a risk analysis and action plan, etc.

The response to the receipt of a trouble signal.
Examples include the activation of trouble notification appliances, dispatch of service

personnel, deployment of resources in accordance with an action plan, etc.
A message indicating a condition, communicated by electrical, visible, audible, wireless, or other

means. (SIG-FUN)
See A.3.3.52.

A signal that results from the manual or automatic detection of an alarm condition.
(SIG-FUN)

Examples of alarm Signals include the following: outputs of activated alarm initiating
devices, the light and sound from actuated alarm notification appliances, alarm data transmission to a supervising
station, etc.

A signal indicating a concentration of carbon monoxide at or above the
alarm threshold that could pose a risk to the life-safety
of the occupants and that requires immediate action. (extracted from NFPA 720 2012)

A signal indicating a supervisory condition and the need for action in connection with
the supervision of guards or system attendants. (SIG-PRO)

A distinctive alarm signal intended to be recognized by the occupants as requiring
evacuation of the building. (SIG-PRO-FUN)

A signal that results from the manual or automatic detection of a fire alarm condition.
(SIG-FUN)

A Examples include outputs from activated fire alarm-initiating devices (manual fire alarm
box, automatic fire detector, waterflow switch, etc.), the light and sound from actuated fire alarm notification appliances,
fire alarm data transmission to a supervising station, etc.

A signal generated when a guard on patrol has activated a guard's tour
reporting station. (SIG-PRO)

. The term "guard's tour supervisory signal", associated with systems
supporting guard's tour supervisory service, is a message indicating that a guard has activated a guard's tour reporting
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station (not in itself an indication of a supervisory condition). "Guard's tour supervisory signals" are not a subset of the
general category of "supervisory signals" as used in this code.

A signal that results from the detection of a pre-alarm condition.
Examples include: outputs of analog initiating devices prior to reaching alarm levels,

the light and sound from actuated pre-alarm notification appliances, aspiration system outputs indicating smoke at levels
below the listed alarm threshold, etc.

A signal that results from the return to normal condition of an initiating device, system
element, or system.

A signal that results from the detection of a supervisory condition. (SIG-FUN)
Examples include: activated supervisory signal-initiating device outputs, supervisory

data transmissions to supervising stations, the light and sound from actuated supervisory notification appliances, a
delinquency signal indicating a guard's tour supervisory condition, etc.

The term "guard's tour supervisory signal" associated with systems supporting guard's tour supervisory service, is a
message indicating that a guard has activated a guard's tour reporting station (not in itself an indication of a supervisory
condition). "Guard's tour supervisory signals" are not a subset of the general category of "supervisory signals" as used
in this code.

A signal that results from the detection of a trouble condition. (SIG-FUN)
Examples include: off-normal outputs from integrity monitoring circuits, the light and

sound from actuated trouble notification appliances, trouble data transmission to a supervising station, etc.
The TCC formed a task group inviting representatives from all Technical Committees to evaluate the

various actions and suggestions made by the NFPA 72 Technical Committees in the ROP relative to proposals 72-22
through 72-30 associated with these definitions. The task group completed its work to achieve consensus among the TC
representatives that participated and reported the outcome to the TCC who affirmed the revised definitions with minor
revisions.

It is the recommendation of the TCC Task Group that these definitions as written be used by all TCs to provide further
clarity in code requirements. Where defined terms were used in multiple chapters, responsibility was assigned to
SIG-FUN.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-28     Log #99  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-46
Revise definition to read as follows:

3.3.xxx System Designer. Individual responsible for the development of fire alarm and signaling system plans and
specifications in accordance with this code. and applicable manufacturer’s documentation.

Applicable manufacturer’s documentation should be deleted. A system designer often times does not
know what system he is designing too for bid or construction documents. Also, it is very uncommon for a FPE or PE to
have interment knowledge of how to design manufacturer particular system and therefore would not be able to meet the
second part of the proposed requirement as stated.

Affirmative: 22  Negative: 5
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

GAUVIN, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-19 (Log #274).
GRUNER, K.:  The substantiation is true for the planning stage of the design, but when the project is progressing an

entity needs to be accountable to ensure that the design is possible with the manufacturer's equipment selected.  The
designer needs to be aware of manufacturer functionality and specification requirements to properly approve the design
of the fire alarm system.   There needs to be responsibility to confirm product selected can accomplish the design
objectives or owner's project requirements.

HANCOCK, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-19 (Log #274).
KAPIS, J.:  See my explanation of negative vote on Comment 72-19.
STONE, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-19 (Log #274).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-29     Log #187  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-47
Reconsider the original proposal to add new text to read as follows:

Identification of an individual point of protection that is connected to a Fire Alarm System.
The term is used in accepted proposal 72-60 and should be included in the code to aid the user.

The TC rejects the term because it is not used in the Code.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-30     Log #100  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-50
Affirm the rejection.

NEMA would like it on record that the proposal was not submitted on behalf of NEMA. Todd Shearer
acted on his own and is not a NEMA representative.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-31     Log #101  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-53
Accept the comment provided by the NFPA 72 TCC Task Group on Condition, Response and Signal

that was asked to review the actions taken on 72-22- 72-30 and 72-53.
This was also endorsed by the TCC.  As a reminder, the task group was asked to review the actions

taken on Proposals 72-22 through 72-30, & 72-53 to develop comments to address correlation throughout the code.  A
final report was submitted to the TCC during the July 12, 2011 TCC teleconference.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-26 (Log #351).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-34     Log #102  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-59
Revise text as follows:

Add 7.2.2 - Deviations from the requirements of this section shall be listed in accordance with 7.3.8 by the system
designer. (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.3 redundant (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.7 as 7.3.8 addresses the issues (SIG-FUN)
Change 7.3.11.3  - delete such information Add Preliminary documents... (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.11.4 & 7.3.11.5. (SIG-FUN)
Relocate 7.3.12-7.3.12.3 to a section titled installation & design in Chapter 18 as it is design not documentation.

(SIG-NAS)
Change 7.3.12.4 to 7.3.12 and restate as Intelligibility analysis and design documentation in accordance with18.4.6.4

shall be provided. (SIG-NAS)
Switch 7.3.11 in front of design documentation (SIG-FUN)
Add 7.3.17.5 Performance based design documentation for Mass Notification systems shall be provided based on

24.7.(SIG-FUN)
Suggest that 7.3.17 belongs to Sig-Fun?
Delete 7.3.18.4 as it is design related.  Move to chapter 24.  (SIG-ECS)
Move 7.7.3.16- 7.7.3.16.3 back to 10.18.2.4 and create a new heading Verification of Compliant Installation.

(SIG-FUN)
Modify 7.7.3.16.3 as follows: Any required corrective actions shall be completed.   (SIG-FUN)
Add new 7.7.3.16 When third party verification is required in accordance with 10.18.2.4 documentation shall be

provided.   (SIG-FUN)
Add 7.7.3.16 .1.  When corrective actions are required by 10.8.2.4.3. - Note need to quantify major renovation &

location documentation cabinet.   (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.10.2 through the end of the proposal. (SIG-FUN), (SIG-TMS)
Please note figure 10.18.2.1.1 (record of Completion) be relocated as figure 7.7.3.3. (SIG-FUN)

NEMA requests the proposal to be modified to the above text.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to SIG-FUN, SIG-ECS, SIG-TMS  and SIG-NAS for action on sections with

their respective scopes.]

No substantiation was provided for these changes.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-35     Log #267  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Lacey, Lacey Fire Protection Engineering

72-59
Revise text to read as follows:

Shop drawings shall include the following information:
(1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)
(2) Name of installer or contractor
(3) Location of protected premises
(4) Device legend in accordance with NFPA 170,
(5) Date of issue and any revision dates

Compliance with NFPA 170 should not be mandated in this standard as a minimum code. Not everyone
agrees with criteria in NFPA 170, and other design criteria may require use of other symbols. NFPA 170 should be
suggested in annex (original location) but not mandated.

Revise text to read as follows:
Shop drawings shall include the following information:
(1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)
(2) Name of installer or contractor
(3) Location of protected premises
(4) Device legend in accordance with NFPA 170, or other symbols

acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction
(5) Date of issue and any revision dates

The TC supports the use of NFPA 170 but also realizes that other symbols sets are being
used and should be allowed.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-36     Log #338  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-59
Replace the Chapter 7 document with the Comment material as derived by the new Chapter 7

shown in the accompanying file “Chapter 7 Attachment to Comment on Proposal 72-59”

****Insert INCLUDE  72_L338_Chap 7_Include_Rec Here****

This material is the work product of the Documentation Task Group assigned by the NFPA 72 Technical
Correlating Committee and is meant to address minimum documentation requirements as well as more stringent
documentation requirements of other Chapters in this Code, specifications, and other governing laws, codes and
standards.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to  SIG-FUN, SIG-NAS, SIG-ECS, SIG-IDS and SIG-TMS for action on

sections with their respective scopes.]

See TC action on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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Attachment to Comment on Proposal 72-59 – Submitted by the TG on Documentation  

Chapter 7 – Documentation 

7.1 Application [SIG-FUN] 

7.1.1* Where required by governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code, the requirements 
of this chapter, or portions thereof, shall apply. 

A.7.1.1 Unless otherwise identified, specified or required, only the minimum documentation requirements of 
7.2.2 apply.  More stringent documentation requirements found in other chapters and other laws, codes and 
standards, as well as project specifications should identify any other documentation sections in this Chapter 
that would be applicable. 
 
7.1.2 Unless required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, the documentation requirements of this 
Chapter shall not apply to Chapter 29.  

7.1.3 This Chapter outlines documentation requirements, but does not prohibit additional documentation 
from being provided.  

7.1.4 The requirements of other Chapters shall also apply unless they are in conflict with this Chapter. 

7.2 General [SIG-FUN]  

7.2.1* This Chapter includes Minimum documentation requirements (7.2.2), Design (Layout) 
Documentation (7.3), Construction Documentation (Shop Drawings) (7.4), Completion Documentation 
(7.5), Periodic Inspection, Testing and Maintenance Documentation (7.6) Records, Record Retention, and 
Record Maintenance (7.7) and associated Forms (7.8)  

A.7.2.1 It is not intended that all of the details outlined in this Chapter be required for every project. In 
general, the more complex the system, the more stringent the requirements become for documentation.  

7.2.2* Minimum documentation requirements. The following list represents the minimum documentation 
required for all fire alarm and emergency communications systems including new systems and additions or 
alterations to existing systems: 
 a)* Written scope and intent 
 b) Riser diagram 
 c) Floor plan layout showing location of all devices and control equipment 
 d) Input/output matrix of operation 
 e) Manufacturers published instructions, including operation and maintenance instructions 
 f) Battery calculations (where batteries are provided) 
 g) Voltage drop calculations for notification appliance circuits 
 h) Completed inspection and testing form in accordance with 7.8.2 
 i) *Signed Record of Completion form in accordance with 7.5.4 or 7.5.4.13 as applicable (by installing 
contractor) 
 j) A copy of site specific software, where applicable. 
 k) Record (as-built) drawings 
 l) Periodic inspection, testing, and maintenance documentation in accordance with 7.6. m) Records, record 
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retention, record maintenance in accordance with 7.7. 
 
A.7.2.2 This paragraph is meant to address the minimum requirements for those systems that are smaller 
systems or systems such as dedicated function fire alarm systems that are not necessarily comprised of all 
the elements of a full-fledged system. For example, a dedicated function fire alarm system used for sprinkler 
monitoring only might not require notification appliance circuit (NAC) voltage drop calculations because it 
might not utilize a NAC. More stringent documentation requirements found in other chapters and other 
laws, codes and standards, as well as project specifications should identify any other documentation sections 
in this Chapter that would be applicable. 
 

A.7.2.2a) The purpose for a written scope or intent is to provide a description of the work to be performed 
and could be as simple as “Install additional three smoke detectors to provide coverage for newly installed 
meeting room;” However, it could be desirable to include why or by whose direction the work is being done, 
such as “at owner’s request”, “per specifications dated …”, or “at the direction of …” See also 23.3 for 
additional system feature documentation requirements. 

A.7.2.2i) It should be noted that the inspection and testing form can be modified as appropriate to reflect the 
scope of the project.  

7.2.3 Drawing Symbols. All fire alarm drawings shall use symbols described in NFPA 170, Standard 
for Fire Safety and Emergency Symbols. [ROP 154a]  

7.3 Design (Layout) Documentation [SIG-FUN]  

7.3.1* Where required by governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code, design 
(layout) documents shall be prepared prior to installing new systems or altering existing systems.  

A.7.3.1 Design (layout) documents should contain information related to the system which could include 
specifications, shop drawings, input/output matrix, battery calculations, notification appliance voltage 
drop calculations for strobes and speakers, and product technical data sheets.  

Design (layout) documents could include such items as preliminary plans issued as guidance and direction, 
risk analysis, emergency response plan, or a combination of these.  

Deviations from requirements of governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan requirements 
specified by an engineer, should be clearly identified and documented as such.  

Documentation of equivalency, where applicable, should be provided in accordance with 1.5 and be 
included with the record drawings in accordance with 7.6.  

It is the intent that existing systems that are altered should have design (layout) documents prepared that are 
applicable only to the portion(s) of the system being altered.  

7.3.2* The person(s) responsible for system design (layout) shall be identified on the system 
design documents. [10.4.1.4][10.5.1.2 ROP Draft]  

A.7.3.2 It is the intent that the person or persons who make up the design or layout team be identified on the 
drawings so that they can be contacted for clarification of the documents. For Emergency Public Reporting 
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Systems, see 27.3.7.1.2 for additional requirements.  

7.3.3* Preliminary Documents (Preliminary Plans). Where required by governing laws, codes, 
standards, or other parts of this Code, preliminary plans shall be created. [SIG-FUN] 

A.7.3.3 Preliminary plans such as those used for bidding, solicitation, or for obtaining permits could 
contain information as follows:  

Performance criteria required in support of alternative means and methods for other codes, standards, or 
construction features should be clearly identified on the design (layout) documentation.   

Such information should reference applicable waivers, appeals, variances, or similarly approved 
deviations from prescriptive criteria. 

Preliminary documents could include the following:  
  (1) Specifications and narrative applicable to the project  
  (2) When devices are located (spaced) on preliminary drawings, the devices should be located (spaced) in 
accordance with standards, listings, and limitations of the equipment specified. When devices are not located 
(spaced) on the preliminary documents, a note should be included directing that the spacing should be per 
listing(s) and this Code.  
  (3) Interface requirements between systems such as fire alarm, mass notification, security, HVAC, smoke 
control, paging, background music, audio visual equipment, elevators, access control, other fire protection 
systems, etc.  
  (4) Sequence of operation  
  (5) Survivability of system circuits and equipment, when applicable  
  (6) Notification zones, when applicable  
  (7) Message content for voice systems, when applicable  
  (8) Means of system monitoring that is to be provided, when applicable  
  (9) Codes and editions applicable to the system(s)  
  (10) Special requirements of the owner, governing authority, or insurance carrier when applicable.  
  (11) Voice delivery components beyond standard industry products required to achieve intelligibility when 
applicable.  
 
7.3.4 Notification.  

7.3.4.1 Narrow Band Tone Signaling. Analysis and design documentation shall be in accordance with 
18.4.6.4. [SIG-NAS]  

7.3.4.2* Intelligibility. Reserved [SIG-NAS]  

A 7.3.4.2 When known, acoustic properties of spaces should be indicated on the preliminary design 
(layout) documents. [SIG-NAS]  

7.3.4.3 Visible Notification. Reserved [SIG-NAS]  

7.3.5 Heat-Sensing Fire Detectors. Heat detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance 
with 17.6 [SIG-IDS]  
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7.3.6 Smoke-Sensing Fire Detectors. Smoke detection design documentation shall be provided in 
accordance with 17.7 [SIG-IDS]  

7.3.7 Radiant Energy-Sensing Fire Detectors. Radiant energy detection design documentation shall 
be provided in accordance with 17.8 [SIG-IDS]  

7.3.8 Risk Analysis Documentation [SIG-ECS]  
 
7.3.8.1 When a risk analysis is required to be prepared, findings and considerations of the risk analysis shall 
be documented. [SIG-ECS] 
 
7.3.8.2 When determined by the stakeholders, security and protection of the risk analysis documentation 
shall be in accordance with 7.3.9 and 7.7. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.8.3 The risk analysis documentation shall list the various scenarios evaluated, and the 
anticipated outcomes. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.8.4 Risk Analyses for mass notification systems shall be documented in accordance with 7.3.8 
and 24.3.10*.  

7.3.9* Performance-Based Design Documentation. [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.3.9 When a system or component is installed in accordance with performance-based design criteria, 
such systems should be reviewed and acceptance tested by a design professional to verify that performance 
objectives are attained.  

Due to unique design and construction challenges, fire protection concepts are often established on 
performance-based engineering practices.  When such practices have been approved by the AHJ, the 
engineer of record should sign off on the final installation documents to ensure that all conditions have been 
satisfied.  Such engineering analysis could be beyond the qualifications of the code authority.  As such, it is 
imperative that the engineer of record review and accept final concepts as accepted by the AHJ.  

7.3.9.1 Performance-based design documentation for fire detection shall be in accordance with 17.3. 
[SIG-IDS]  

7.3.9.2 Performance-based design documentation for strobes shall be in accordance with 18.5.4.5.2 
[SIG-NAS]  

7.3.9.3 A copy of approval documentation resulting from performance-based designs shall be included 
with the record drawings in accordance with 7.5.3. [SIG-FUN]  

7.3.10 Emergency Response Plan Documentation. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.10.1 When an emergency response plan is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system, 
findings of the plan shall be documented. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.10.2 When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the emergency response plan 
documentation shall be in accordance with 7.7.3. [SIG-ECS]  
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7.3.10.3 The emergency response plan shall document the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated 
outcomes.  [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.11 Evaluation Documentation. 

7.3.11.1 Evaluation documentation such as identified in 24.4.3.24.2 and 23.4.3.1 shall include a signed 
statement(s) by the person responsible for the design attesting to the evaluation and the resultant technical 
decision and deeming it reliable and acceptable for the particular application. 

7.3.11.2 A copy of the evaluation documentation shall be retained for the life of the system and be 
maintained with the documents required by 7.7.1.6. 
 
7.4 Shop Drawings (Installation Documentation) [SIG-FUN] 
 
7.4.1 Shop drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale, on sheets of uniform size, with a plan of each 
floor. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.4.1 It is important to note that shop drawings and particularly the word “sheets” do not necessarily mean 
physical paper sheets, but could be on electronic media.  

7.4.2 Shop drawings for fire alarm and emergency communications systems shall provide basic 
information and shall provide the basis for the record (as-built) drawings required in accordance with 7.5.3. 
[taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  

7.4.3 Shop drawings shall include the following information:  
  (1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)  
  (2) Name of installer or contractor 
  (3) Location of protected premises  
  (4) Device legend and symbols in accordance with NFPA 170, Standard for Fire Safety and Emergency 
Symbols  
  (5) Date of issue and any revision dates [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.4.4 Floor Plans. Floor plan drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale and shall include the 
following information, where applicable for the particular system:  
  (1) Floor or level identification  
  (2) Point of compass (indication of North)  
  (3) Graphic scale  
  (4) All walls and doors  
  (5) All partitions extending to within 10 percent of the ceiling height (where applicable and when known)  
  (6) Room and area descriptions  
  (7) System devices/component locations  
  (8) Locations of fire alarm primary power connection(s)  
  (9) Locations of monitor/control interfaces to other systems  
 (10) System riser locations  
 (11) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level  
 (12) Type and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) used for each circuit  
 (13) Identification of any ceiling over 10 feet in height where automatic fire detection is being proposed.  
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 (14) Details of ceiling geometries, including beams and solid joists, where automatic fire detection is being 
proposed.  
 (15) Where known, acoustic properties of spaces. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.4.5 Riser Diagrams. System riser diagrams shall be coordinated with the floor plans and shall include 
the following information:  
  (1) General arrangement of the system in building cross-section  
  (2) Number of risers  
  (3) Type and number of circuits in each riser 
  (4)* Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level  
  (5) Number of conductors for each circuit.  
  (6) Typical riser diagrams may be substituted for the above list, where permitted by adopted laws, codes or 
standards [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN] 
 
A.7.4.5(4) Where exact device counts are furnished as part of the floor plan layout drawings, it is not the 
intent to require the exact quantity of devices on the riser diagram, but instead, typical representation would 
suffice. 
 
7.4.6 Control Unit Diagrams. Control unit diagrams shall be provided for all control equipment (i.e., 
equipment listed as either a control unit or control unit accessory), power supplies, battery chargers, and 
annunciators and shall include the following information: 
  (1) Identification of the control equipment depicted  
  (2) Location(s) of control equipment  
  (3) All field wiring terminals and terminal identifications  
  (4) All circuits connected to field wiring terminals and circuit identifications  
  (5) All indicators and manual controls, including the full text of all labels  
  (6) Field connections to supervising station signaling equipment, releasing equipment, or emergency safety 
control interfaces, where provided. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.4.7 Typical Wiring Diagrams. Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, 
notification appliances, remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power 
supervisory devices. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  

7.4.8* Input/Output Matrix of Operation. An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided. 
[SIG-FUN]  

A.7.4.8 For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).  

7.4.9 Calculations. System calculations shall be included as follows: 
  (1) Battery calculations  
  (2) Notification Appliance circuit voltage drop calculations  
  (3) Db loss calculations (Fiber optic cables)  
  (4) Other required calculations, such as line resistance calculations, where required [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.5 Completion Documentation [10.18.2] [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.1 General. All systems including new systems and additions or alterations to existing systems shall 
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include the following documentation, which shall be delivered to the owner or the owner’s representative 
upon final acceptance of the system: 
  (1) An owner’s manual and manufacturer’s published instructions covering all system equipment, in 
accordance with 7.5.2  
  (2) Record (as-built) drawings in accordance with 7.5.3  
  (3) A completed record of completion form in accordance with 7.5.4  
  (4) For software-based systems, record copy of the site-specific software in accordance with 7.7.5  
  (5) A contractor’s statement in accordance with 7.5.6  
[10.18.2.3] [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.2 Owner’s Manual. An owner’s manual shall contain the following documentation: 
  (1) A detailed narrative description of the system inputs, evacuation signaling, ancillary functions, 
annunciation, intended sequence of operations, expansion capability, application considerations, and 
limitations. 
  (2) A written sequence of operation for the system including an operational input/output matrix.  
  (3) Operator instructions for basic system operations, including alarm acknowledgment, system reset, 
interpretation of system output (LEDs, CRT display, and printout), operation of manual evacuation signaling 
and ancillary function controls, and change of printer paper  
  (4) A detailed description of routine maintenance and testing as required and recommended and as would 
be provided under a maintenance contract, including testing and maintenance instructions for each type of 
device installed. This information shall include the following:  
  (a) Listing of the individual system components that require periodic testing and maintenance  
  (b) Step-by-step instructions detailing the requisite testing and maintenance procedures, and the intervals at 
which these procedures shall be performed, for each type of device installed  
  (c) A schedule that correlates the testing and maintenance procedures that are required by this section  
  (5) A service directory, including a list of names and telephone numbers of those who provide service for 
the system. [SIG-FUN] 
[taken from A.10.18.2.3(1)]  
 
7.5.3 Record Drawings (As-Builts) [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.3.1 Record drawings shall consist of current updated design (layout) and shop drawings reflecting 
the actual installation of all system equipment, components, and wiring.  

7.5.3.2 Record drawings shall provide basic information and shall reflect the actual installation details 
in accordance with 7.5.3.  

7.5.3.3 Floor plan drawings shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.4.  

7.5.3.4 System riser diagrams shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.5.  

7.5.3.5 Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided and shall include the most current installation details 
in accordance with 7.4.6.  

7.5.3.6 Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification appliances, remote 
indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices in 
accordance with 7.4.7.  
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7.5.3.7* An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with the record drawings to reflect actual 
programming at the time of completion.  

A.7.5.3.7 For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).  

7.5.3.8 Initial calculations in accordance with 7.4.9 shall be provided depicting any changes due to 
installation conditions.  

7.5.3.9 Record drawings shall be turned over to the owner with a copy placed inside the 
documentation cabinet in accordance with 7.7. 

7.5.3.10 Record drawings shall include approval documentation resulting from variances, 
performance-based designs, risk analyses, and other system evaluations or variations. 

A.7.5.3.10 It is important that the documentation required by this section is available for technicians so 
they will be able to recognize variations of system configuration during acceptance, reacceptance, and 
periodic testing.  It is also necessary for enforcement personnel in order to prevent confusion when they 
could otherwise misidentify an approved variation for being non-code compliant.  This documentation is 
also necessary for those who might design additions or modifications. 

7.5.4 Record of Completion. [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.4.1* The record of completion form, Figure 7.5.4, shall be permitted to be a part of the written statement 
required in 7.5.6. When more than one contractor has been responsible for the installation, each contractor 
shall complete the portions of the form for which that contractor had responsibility. [10.18.1.4*]  

A.7.5.4.1 Protected premises fire alarm systems are often installed under construction or remodeling 
contracts and subsequently connected to a supervising station alarm system under a separate contract. All 
contractors should complete the portions of the record of completion form for the portions of the connected 
systems for which they are responsible. Several partially completed forms might be accepted by the authority 
having jurisdiction provided that all portions of the connected systems are covered in the set of forms. 
[A.10.18.1.4]  

7.5.4.2 The record of completion form, Figure 7.5.4, shall be permitted to be a part of the documents 
that support the requirements of 7.5.6. [10.18.1.5]  

7.5.4.3 The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.5.4, shall be the responsibility of the qualified 
and experienced person in accordance with 10.4.2. [10.18.2.1.1*]  

7.5.4.4* The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.5.4 shall be in accordance with 7.5.4.5 through 
7.5.4.12. [10.18.2.1.2] 
 
A.7.5.4.4 The requirements of Chapter 14 should be used to perform the installation wiring and operational 
acceptance tests required when completing the record of completion. The record of completion form can be 
used to record decisions reached prior to installation regarding intended system type(s), circuit 
designations, device types, notification appliance type, power sources, and the means of transmission to the 
supervising station. An example of a completed record of completion form is shown in Figure A.7.5.4. 
[A.10.18.2.1.1]  
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7.5.4.5 Parts 1 through 14 of the record of completion shall be completed after the system is installed and 
the installation wiring has been checked. [10.18.2.1.2.1]  

7.5.4.6 Parts 15 and 16 of the record of completion shall be completed after the operational acceptance tests 
have been completed. [10.18.2.1.2.2]  

7.5.4.7 A preliminary copy of the record of completion shall be given to the system owner and, if requested, 
to other authorities having jurisdiction after completion of the installation wiring tests. [10.18.2.1.2.3]  

7.5.4.8 A final copy of the record of completion shall be provided after completion of the 
operational acceptance tests. [10.18.2.1.2.4]  

7.5.4.9 This copy of the record of completion shall be updated to reflect all system additions or 
modifications and maintained in a current condition at all times. [10.18.2.1.2.6]  

7.5.4.10 A copy of the record of completion documents shall be maintained in a documentation cabinet 
in accordance with 7.7.2.  

7.5.4.11 Revisions. [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.5.4.11.1 All fire alarm and/or signaling system modifications made after the initial installation shall be 
recorded on a revised version of the original completion documents. [10.18.2.2], [10.18.2.2.1] 
 
7.5.4.11.2 The revised record of completion document shall include a revision date. [10.18.2.2.2]  

7.5.4.12* Where the original or the latest overall system record of completion cannot be obtained, a new 
system record of completion shall be provided that documents the system configuration as discovered 
during the current project’s scope of work. [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.5.4.12 It is the intent that if an original or current record of completion is not available for the 
overall system, the installer would provide a new record of completion that addresses items discovered 
about the system.  The installer will complete the respective sections related to the overall system that 
have been discovered under the current scope of work. It is not the intent of this section to require an 
in-depth evaluation of an existing system solely for the purpose of completing a system-wide record of 
completion.  

7.5.4.13 Alternatives to the Record of Completion Form. A document containing the required elements of 
the Record of Completion Form shall be permitted to be used as an alternative to the Record of Completion 
where the installed system contains only certain elements found in the Record of Completion. [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.4.14 Electronic Record of Completion.  

7.5.4.14.1 Where approved by the authority having jurisdiction, the Record of Completion shall be 
permitted to be filed electronically instead of on paper.  

7.5.4.14.2 If filed electronically, the record of completion document shall be in a format that cannot 
be modified and that has been approved by the AHJ.  
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7.5.5* Site-Specific Software Documentation. [14.6.1.2*] [SIG-TMS]  

A.7.5.5 With many software-based fire systems, a copy of the site-specific software is required to restore 
system operation if a catastrophic system failure should occur. Without a back-up copy readily available on 
site, recovery of system operation by authorized service personnel can be substantially delayed. The intent of 
this requirement is to provide authorized service personnel with an on-site copy of the site-specific software. 
The on-site copy should provide a means to recover the last installed and tested version of the site-specific 
operation of the system. This typically would be an electronic copy of the source files required to load an 
external programming device with the site-specific data. This requirement does not extend to the system 
executive software, nor does it require that the external programmer software if required be stored on site. It 
is intended that this copy of the software be an electronic version stored on a non-rewritable media 
containing all of the file(s) or data necessary to restore the system and not just a printed version of the 
operation stored on electronic media. One example of a non-rewritable media is a CD-R. [A.14.6.1.2]  

7.5.5.1 For software-based systems, a copy of the site-specific software shall be provided to the system 
owner or owner’s designated representative; [14.6.1.2.1]  

7.5.5.2 A copy of the site-specific software shall be stored on-site in non-volatile, non-erasable, 
non-rewritable memory. [14.6.1.2.2]  

7.5.5.3 The system owner shall be responsible for maintaining a copy of the site-specific software 
in accordance with 7.5.5 for examination by any authority having jurisdiction. [14.6.1.3]  

7.5.5.4 Paper or electronic media shall be permitted. [14.6.1.3]  
 
7.5.6 Contractor’s Statement. Before requesting final approval of the installation, the installing contractor 
shall furnish a written statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with approved plans 
and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA  
requirements. [10.18.1.3] [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.7* Verification of Compliant Installation. Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, 
compliance of the completed installation with the requirements of this Code, as implemented via the 
referring code(s), specifications, and/or other criteria applicable to the specific installation, shall be certified 
by a qualified and impartial third-party organization acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction. 
[10.18.2.4*] [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.5.7 This section is intended to provide a basis for the authority having jurisdiction to require 
third-party verification and certification that the authority having jurisdiction and the system owner can 
rely on to reasonably assure that the fire alarm system installation complies with the applicable 
requirements. Where the installation is an extension, modification, or reconfiguration of an existing 
system, the intent is that the verification be applicable only to the new work and that reacceptance testing 
be acceptable.  
[A.10.18.2.4][10.18.2.4.1, 2 Exceptions]  

7.5.7.1 Verification shall ensure that the installed system includes all components and functions, are installed 
and operate as required, and shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2*, as applicable. [10.18.2.4.1] 
and [new 10.18.2.5.1]  
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7.5.7.2 For supervising station systems, the verification, in addition to the requirements in 7.5.7.1, shall 
ascertain proper arrangement, transmission, and receipt of all signals required to be transmitted off-premises 
and shall meet the requirements of Sections 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2* as applicable. [10.18.2.4.2] and [new 
10.18.2.5.2]  

7.5.7.3 Verification shall include written confirmation that any required corrective actions have been 
completed. [10.18.2.4.3]  

7.5.8 Documentation of Central Station Service. Documentation of Central Station Service shall 
be in accordance with 26.3.4. [SIG-SSS]  

7.5.9 Documentation of Remote Station Service. Documentation of Remote Station Service shall 
be in accordance with 26.5.2. [SIG-SSS]  

7.6 Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance Documentation [SIG-TMS]  

7.6.1Test Plan Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.2.10 [new test plan new draft] 
[SIGTMS]  

7.6.2 Acceptance Testing Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.1 [SIG-TMS]  

7.6.3 Reacceptance Test Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.1 [SIG-TMS]  

7.6.4 Periodic Inspection and Testing Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.2 
[SIG-TMS]  

7.6.5 Impairment Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 10.19. [10.21* ROP Draft] 
[SIG-TMS]  

7.7 Records, Record Retention, and Record Maintenance [SIG-FUN] 7.7.1 Records. [SIG-FUN]  

7.7.1.1 A complete record of the tests and operations of each system shall be kept until the next test and for 1 
year thereafter unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code. [10.18.3.1]  

7.7.1.2 The records shall be available for examination and, if required, reported to the authority having 
jurisdiction. Archiving of records by any means shall be permitted if hard copies of the records can be 
provided promptly when requested. [10.18.3.2]  

A.7.7.1.2 It is intended that archived records be allowed to be stored in electronic format as long as 
hard copies can be made from them when required.  

7.7.1.3 If off-premises monitoring is provided, records of all signals, tests, and operations recorded at the 
supervising station including public emergency alarm reporting system shall be maintained for not less than 
1 year unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code. [10.18.3.3]  

7.7.1.4 Required documents regarding system design and function shall be maintained for the life of 
the system.  
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7.7.1.5 Revisions and alterations to systems shall be recorded and records maintained with the original 
system design documents.  

7.7.1.6 System documents housed in the documentation cabinet as required by 7.7.2.1 shall include the 
following, as applicable:  
  (1) Record Drawings (as-builts) in accordance with 7.5.3  
  (2) Equipment technical data sheets  
  (3) Alternative means and methods, variances, appeals, and approvals, etc.  
  (4) Performance-based design documentation in accordance with 7.3.10  
  (5) Risk Analysis documentation in accordance with 7.3.9  
  (6) Emergency Response Plan in accordance with 7.3.10  
  (7) Evaluation Documentation in accordance with 7.3.11  
  (8) Software and firmware control documentation in accordance with 23.2.2.  
 
7.7.2 Document Accessibility [SIG-FUN]  

7.7.2.1 With every new system or major renovation a documentation cabinet shall be installed adjacent to the 
main system control unit  

7.7.2.2* Documentation shall be stored at the system control unit location in accordance with 7.7.2.1 or other 
approved location at the protected premises. [10.18.2.1.2.5]  

A.7.7.2.2 The intent is that the documents should not be stored inside the control unit because control units 
are not typically approved for the storage of combustible material.  

7.7.2.3 Where not stored at the main system control unit, the location of these documents shall be identified 
at the main system control unit. [10.18.2.1.2.7]  

7.7.2.4 The documentation cabinet shall be prominently labeled SYSTEM COMPLETION DOCUMENTS.  
[10.18.2.1.2.8]  

7.7.2.5 Documentation in accordance with 7.5 shall be housed in the document cabinet. 
 
7.7.2.6 The documentation cabinet shall be sized to accommodate record drawings, product technical data 
sheets, inspection records, software media, including future inspection and service reports.  
 
A.7.7.2.6 It is recommended that consideration be given regarding the usability of any electronic media, 
for instance for use by technicians.  Electronic media should be saved in common file formats.  

7.7.2.7 The contents of the cabinet shall be accessible by authorized personnel only.  

7.7.2.7 Unless approved otherwise by the authority having jurisdiction, the documentation cabinet shall 
be provided with a lock keyed the same as the system control unit.  

7.7.2.8 Emergency communications systems and fire alarm system record drawings and other related 
documentation shall be permitted to be maintained together, including the appearance of both systems on the 
same drawings.  
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7.7.3 Document Security. [SIG-EMS]  

7.7.3.1 Security for systems documentation shall be determined by the stakeholders.  

7.7.3.2* Where such documents cannot be protected from public access, it shall be permitted to remove 
sensitive information from record documents provided the owner retains complete documentation that will be 
made accessible to the authority having jurisdiction at an owner designated location.  

A.7.7.3.2 It is recognized that there are circumstances in which the security and protection of some system 
documents will require measures other than that prescribed in this Code. Since a common expectation of a 
mass notification system is to function during security and/or terrorist events, it could be crucial that 
system design be protected.  

Where such conditions have been identified, the stakeholders should clearly identify what and how 
system documents should be maintained to satisfy the integrity of this section regarding reviews, future 
service, modifications, and system support.  

Due to freedom of information laws allowing for public access to documents submitted to and retained by 
code officials, it could be necessary for secure documents to be reviewed by code officials at alternate 
locations. Such conditions should be identified by the stakeholders and discussed with the authorities 
having jurisdiction(s) in advance.  

7.8 Forms [SIG-FUN]  

7.8.1 Fire Alarm and Emergency Communications Systems Record of Completion 
[SIG-FUN] (note: see Figure 7.5.4)  

7.8.2 Fire Alarm and Emergency Communications Systems Inspection and Testing Form 
[SIG-TMS] (note: see Figure 14.6.2.4)  

7.8.3 Risk Analysis Checklist Form [SIG-EMS] 
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72-59
Revise text to read as follows:

[SIG-FUN]
The requirements of this chapter, or portions thereof, shall apply where required by the enforcing authority, other

governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code.
Systems covered by this Code shall be required to provide documentation in accordance with Chapter 7
This Chapter outlines the documentation that shall be provided for systems covered under this Code and does

not prohibit additional documentation from being provided
The requirements of other Chapters shall also apply unless they are in conflict with this Chapter.
Unless required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, the documentation requirements of this Chapter

shall not apply to Chapter 29.
[SIG-FUN]

All of the requirements in this Chapter shall not be required for every project.
It is not intended that all of the details outlined in this Chapter be required for every project. This section is

meant to address the conditions related to smaller projects where the more stringent documentation requiring a greater
level of detail of more complex projects might not be warranted.

The following list represents the minimum documentation required for fire alarm and emergency communications
systems:

a) Written narrative providing intent and system description
b) Riser diagram
c) Floor plan layout showing location of all devices and control equipment
d) Input/output matrix of operation
e) Equipment technical data sheets
f) Manufacturer’s operation and maintenance instructions
g) Battery calculations (where batteries are provided)
h) Voltage drop calculations for notification appliance circuits
i) Completed acceptance test form in accordance with 7.8.1 or 7.8.2 as applicable
j) Signed Record of Completion form in accordance with 7.7.3 (by installing contractor)

[SIG-FUN]
Prior to installing new systems, replacing an existing system, or upgrading a system, design documents shall be

prepared.
Design documents shall contain information related to the system which shall include specifications, shop

drawings, input/output matrix, battery calculations, notification appliance voltage drop calculations for strobes and
speakers, and product technical data sheets.

Design documents shall be prepared prior to installation of any new system.
Systems that are altered shall have design documents prepared that are applicable to the portion(s) of the

system being altered.
Design documents shall include preliminary plans issued as guidance and direction, shop drawing submittals,

risk analysis, emergency response plan, or a combination of these.
Design documents shall be revised as necessary following installation to represent as-built conditions and

include record drawings.
Neither approval nor acceptance by an authority having jurisdiction, owner, or owner’s agent shall relieve a

designer(s) or installer(s) from providing a system compliant with governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan
requirements specified by an engineer.

Deviations from requirements of governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan requirements specified by
an engineer, shall be clearly identified and documented as such.

Documentation of equivalency, where applicable, shall be provided in accordance with 1.5 and be included with
the record drawings in accordance with 7.6.

The system designer shall be identified on the system design documents.
[SIG-FUN]
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When poor shop drawings are submitted for review, or systems are improperly installed, investigations

frequently find that the lack of information, inconsistent information, or non-compliant information such as device spacing
within bid documents contribute to system problems. To be competitive in getting a job, contractors regularly must bid
device counts based on devices shown. Engineers often show a few devices on drawings and then hold the installing
contractor accountable for providing a code compliant system with a drawing note. Previously, the requirements within
this Code were developed and targeted around the installing contractor. The purpose of this section is to assign initial
design accountability where it belongs when an engineer prepares bid documents. Providing this section provides the
AHJ the ability to enforce accountability at the top level. Language does not require that an engineer be involved, only
describes what is required when an engineer is involved.

Unless otherwise required by governing laws, codes, standards, or an enforcing authority, preliminary plans
such as those used for bidding, solicitation, or for obtaining a building permit, shall be created in accordance with 7.3.11.

Performance criteria required in support of alternative means and methods for other codes, standards, or
construction features shall be clearly identified.

Such information shall reference applicable waivers, appeals, variances, or similarly approved deviations from
prescriptive criteria.

When issued by a registered architect or licensed engineer, that entity shall provide, as a minimum, the
information outlined in 7.3.11.

When preliminary documents for bidding or solicitation are prepared and issued by a qualified designer other
than a registered architect or licensed engineer, the documents shall contain the information in accordance with 7.3.11.

The qualifications of the designer shall be found acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction prior to
preparation of preliminary documents.

Preliminary documents shall include the following:
(1) Specifications and narrative applicable to the project
(2) When devices are shown on preliminary drawings, the devices shall be located in accordance with standards,

listings, and limitations of the equipment specified around. When no particular product limitations are specified around,
the prescriptive criteria of applicable standards shall be used.

(3) Interface between systems such as fire alarm, mass notification, security, HVAC, smoke control, paging,
background music, audio visual equipment, elevators, access control, other fire protection systems, etc.

(4) Sequence of operation
(5) Survivability of system circuits and equipment
(6) Notification zones, when applicable
(7) Message content for voice systems
(8) Off-site, proprietary, or other means of system monitoring to be provide (as applicable)
(9) Codes and editions applicable to the system(s)
(10) Any specific requirements of the owner, governing authority, or insurance carrier.
(11) Any specific voice delivery components beyond standard industry products required to achieve intelligibility.

Acoustic properties of spaces shall be considered with respect to speaker selection
and placement to ensure intelligibility can be met. [SIG-NAS]

Achieving intelligibility in certain spaces such as large open or hard surfaced spaces often requires evaluation
of the environmental acoustic properties. The burden of speech intelligibility is frequently placed on the installing fire
alarm contractor. However, this contractor has no control over the architectural acoustic aspects of a space. Speaker
selection and/or placement frequently have limited effect in such spaces. Therefore, it is essential that the architects and
engineers account for the necessary acoustic treatments and intended speaker placement during the physical design of
the space. It is not practical to expect a sub-contractor to account for such architectural implications during construction.
[SIG-NAS]

The architect, engineer, and/or preliminary design professional shall identify the need for, and provide
provisions for acoustical treatments required to achieve speech intelligibility. [SIG-NAS]

The burden to provide an intelligible acoustic environment beyond the limitations of the voice delivery
components shall be independent of the installer responsible for providing final system shop drawing submittal package.
[SIG-NAS]

Acoustical treatments shall include, but not be limited to sound baffles, sound absorption materials, or other
such physical treatments to a space. Voice delivery components such as speakers, amplifiers, circuiting, etc. shall not
be considered acoustical treatments. [SIG-NAS]

Analysis and design documentation in accordance with 18.4.6.4 shall be submitted to the authority having
jurisdiction. [SIG-NAS]

Heat detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance with 17.6
[SIG-IDS]
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Smoke detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance with

17.7 [SIG-IDS]
Radiant energy detection design documentation shall be provided in

accordance with 17.8 [SIG-IDS]
[SIG-ECS]

When a risk analysis is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system, findings of the risk
analysis shall be documented.

When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the risk analysis documentation shall be in
accordance with 7.3.16 and 7.9.3.

The risk analysis documentation shall list the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated outcomes.
[SIG-IDS]

Performance-based design documentation for fire detection shall be provided in accordance with 17.3.
[SIG-IDS]

Performance-based design alternatives for strobe design shall be provided in accordance with 18.5.4.5.2
[SIG-NAS]

When a system or component is required to be installed in accordance with performance based design
criteria as specified by a registered engineer, such systems shall be reviewed and accepted by the respective engineer.
[SIG-IDS]

Due to unique design and construction challenges, fire protection concepts are often established on
performance based engineering practices. When such practices have been approved by the AHJ, the engineer of record
should sign off on the final installation documents to ensure that all conditions have been satisfied. Such engineering
analysis could be beyond the qualifications of the code authority. As such, it is imperative that the engineer of record
review and accept final concepts as accepted by the AHJ. [SIG-IDS]

A copy of approval documentation resulting from performance-based designs shall be included with the
record drawings in accordance with 7.6.9. [SIG-IDS]

[SIG-ECS]
When an emergency response plan is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system,

findings of the plan shall be documented.
When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the emergency response plan shall be in

accordance with 7.3.18.
The emergency response plan shall document the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated

outcomes.
The stakeholders shall identify the worthiness of a respective scenario and shall identify if the scenario and

outcome shall be included in documentation.
Unless otherwise approved by the authority having

jurisdiction, the architect, engineer, or owner shall make available electronic Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) files to the
entity preparing final shop drawings, and record drawings, when such files exist. [SIG-FUN]

Electronic files should allow for drawings to be at required scale. Electronic files should allow for un-related
text, notes, equipment, etc. to be isolated or removed for clarity. Electronic file floor plans and details should be
consistent with those used in drawings issued or revised for building permits. [SIG-FUN]

At minimum, available files shall include base floor plans, elevation details, structural floor/roof framing for
exposed spaces, and details necessary to coordinate for unique protection schemes. [SIG-FUN]

Any fees for providing electronic files or for converting such files shall be included in preliminary documents,
or shall be provided upon request during the solicitation stage. [SIG-FUN]

Written agreements, such as contracts limiting or preventing further distribution, shall be permitted. [SIG-FUN]
Electronic files shall allow for drawings to be at required scale. [SIGFUN]
Electronic files shall allow for un-related text, notes, equipment, etc. to be isolated or removed for clarity.

[SIG-FUN]
Electronic file floor plans and details shall be consistent with those used in drawings issued or revised for

building permits. [SIG-FUN]
If electronic files cannot or will not be made available in accordance with this section, solicitation documents

shall indicate such. [SIG-FUN]
[SIG-FUN]

Shop drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale, on sheets of uniform size, with a plan of each floor.

Shop drawings for fire alarm and emergency communications systems shall provide basic information and shall
provide the basis for the record (as-built) drawings required in accordance with 7.6.
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Shop drawings shall include the following information:

(1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)
(2) Name of installer or contractor
(3) Location of protected premises
(4) Device legend in accordance with NFPA 170,
(5) Date of issue and any revision dates

Floor plan drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale and shall include the following information:
(1) Floor or level identification
(2) Point of compass (indication of North)
(3) Graphic scale
(4) All walls and doors
(5) All partitions extending to within 10 percent of the ceiling height (where applicable)
(6) Room and area descriptions
(7) System device/component locations
(8) Locations of fire alarm primary power connection(s)
(9) Locations of monitor/control interfaces to other systems
(10) System riser locations
(11) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(12) Type and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) used for each circuit
(13) Location of all supply and return air diffusers (where automatic detection is used)
(14) Identification of any ceiling over 10 feet in height where automatic fire detection is being proposed.
(15) Details of ceiling geometries, including beams and solid joists, where automatic fire detection is being proposed.
(16)* Acoustic properties of spaces with respect to speaker selection and placement to help ensure intelligibility can be

met where voice systems are to be installed.
Achieving intelligibility in certain spaces such as large open or hard surfaced spaces often requires

evaluation of the environmental acoustic properties. The burden of speech intelligibility is frequently placed on the
installing contractor. However, this contractor usually has no control over the architectural acoustic aspects of a space.
Speaker selection and/or placement frequently have limited effect in such spaces. Therefore, it is essential that the
architects and engineers account for the necessary acoustic treatments and intended speaker placement during the
physical design of the space. Acoustical treatments could include, but not be limited to sound baffles, sound absorption
materials, or other such physical treatments to a space. Voice delivery components such as speakers, amplifiers,
circuiting, etc. should not be considered acoustical treatments.

System riser diagrams shall be coordinated with the floor plans and shall include the following
information:

(1) General arrangement of the system in building cross-section
(2) Number of risers
(3) Type and number of circuits in each riser
(4) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(5) Type, and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) for each circuit.

Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided for all control equipment (i.e., equipment
listed as either a control unit or control unit accessory), power supplies, battery chargers, and annunciators and shall
include the following information:

(1) Identification of the control equipment depicted
(2) Location(s)
(3) All field wiring terminals and terminal identifications
(4) All circuits connected to field wiring terminals and circuit identifications
(5) All indicators and manual controls, including the full text of all labels
(6) All field connections to supervising station signaling equipment, releasing equipment, and fire safety control

interfaces, where provided.
Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification

appliances, remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices.

An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with all shop drawings.
For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).

. System calculations shall be included with shop drawings as follows:
(1) Battery calculations
(2) Loop resistance calculations (if required)
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(3) Notification Appliance circuit voltage drop calculations
(4) Db loss calculations (Fiber optic cables)
(5) Other required calculations

[SIG-FUN]
The authority having jurisdiction shall be notified prior to installation or alteration of equipment or

wiring.
At the request of the authority having jurisdiction, complete information in accordance

with 7.4 (Shop Drawings) shall be submitted for approval. the annex material was inserted into the
body of the code in 7.4 Shop Drawings

Before requesting final approval of the installation, if required by the authority having jurisdiction,
the installing contractor shall furnish a written statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with
approved plans and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA
requirements.

[SIG-FUN]
Record drawings shall consist of current updated design and shop drawings reflecting the actual installation of all

system equipment, components, and wiring.
Record drawings shall provide basic information and shall reflect the actual installation details in accordance with

7.4.3.
Floor plan drawings shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.4.
System riser diagrams shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.5.
Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided and shall include the most current installation details in

accordance with 7.4.6.
Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification appliances, remote indicators,

annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices.
An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with the record drawings to reflect actual programming at

the time of completion.
For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).

Initial calculations in accordance with 7.4.9 shall be provided depicting any changes due to installation
conditions.

Record drawings shall be turned over to the owner with a copy placed inside the documentation cabinet in
accordance with 7.9.2.

Record drawings shall include approval documentation resulting from variances, performance-based designs,
risk analyses, and other system variations.

It is imperative that the documentation required by this section is available for technicians so they will be able
to recognize variations of system configuration during acceptance, reacceptance, and periodic testing. It is also
necessary for enforcement personnel in order to prevent confusion when they could otherwise misidentify an approved
variation for being non-code compliant. This documentation is also necessary for those who might design additions or
modifications.

[SIG-FUN]
Before requesting final approval of the installation, the installing contractor shall furnish a written

statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with approved plans and tested in accordance with
the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA requirements. [

Every system shall include the following documentation, which shall be delivered to
the owner or the owner’s representative upon final acceptance of the system:

(1) An owner’s manual and manufacturer’s published instructions covering all system equipment, in accordance with
7.7.3.19

(2) Record (as-built) drawings in accordance with 7.6
(3) A completed record of completion form in accordance with 7.7.3

The record of completion form, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be permitted to be a part of the written statement required
in 7.7.1. When more than one contractor has been responsible for the installation, each contractor shall complete the
portions of the form for which that contractor had responsibility. [

Protected premises fire alarm systems are often installed under construction or remodeling contracts and
subsequently connected to a supervising station alarm system under a separate contract. All contractors should
complete the portions of the record of completion form for the portions
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of the connected systems for which they are responsible. Several partially completed forms might be accepted by the
authority having jurisdiction provided that all portions of the connected systems are covered in the set of forms.

The record of completion form, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be permitted to be a part of the documents that support the
requirements of 7.7.3.18.

The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be the responsibility of the qualified and
experienced person in accordance with 10.4.2.

The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.7.3.3 shall be in accordance with 7.7.3.5 through 7.7.3.12.

The requirements of Chapter 14 should be used to perform the installation wiring and operational
acceptance tests required when completing the record of completion. The record of completion form can be used to
record decisions reached prior to installation regarding intended system type(s), circuit designations, device types,
notification appliance type, power sources, and the means of transmission to the supervising station. An example of a
completed record of completion form is shown in Figure A.7.7.3.3.

Parts 1 through 14 of the record of completion shall be completed after the system is installed and the
installation wiring has been checked.

Parts 15 and 16 of the record of completion shall be completed after the operational acceptance tests have
been completed.

A preliminary copy of the record of completion shall be given to the system owner and, if requested, to other
authorities having jurisdiction after completion of the installation wiring tests.

A final copy of the record of completion shall be provided after completion of the operational acceptance tests.

This copy of the record of completion shall be updated to reflect all system additions or modifications and
maintained in a current condition at all times.

A copy of the record of completion documents shall be maintained in a documentation cabinet in accordance
with 7.9.2.

All fire alarm and/or signaling system modifications made after the initial installation shall be recorded on a
revised version of the original completion documents.

The revised record of completion document shall include a revision date.
Where the original, or the latest overall system record of completion cannot be obtained, a new system

record of completion shall be provided that documents the system configuration as discovered during the current
project’s scope of work.

It is the intent that if an original or current record of completion is not available for the overall system, the
installer would provide a new record of completion that addresses items discovered about the system. The installer will
complete the respective sections related to the overall system that have been discovered under the current scope of
work. It is not the intent of this section to require an in-depth evaluation of an existing system solely for the purpose of
completing a system-wide record of completion.

A document containing the required elements of the Record
of Completion shall be permitted to be used as an alternative to the Record of Completion where the installed system
contains only certain elements found in the Record of Completion.

Where approved by the authority having jurisdiction, the Record of Completion shall be permitted to be filed
electronically instead of on paper. If filed electronically, the record of completion document shall be in a
format that cannot be modified and that has been approved by the AHJ.

With many software-based fire systems, a copy of the site-specific software is required to restore system
operation if a catastrophic system failure should occur. Without a back-up copy readily available on site, recovery of
system operation by authorized service personnel can be substantially delayed. The intent of this requirement is to
provide authorized service personnel with an on-site copy of the site-specific software. The on-site copy should provide
a means to recover the last installed and tested version of the site specific operation of the system. This typically would
be an electronic copy of the source files required to load an external programming device with the site-specific data.
This requirement does not extend to the system executive software, nor does it require that the external programmer
software if required be stored on site. It is intended that this copy of the software be an electronic version stored on a
non-rewritable media containing all of the file(s) or data necessary to restore the system and not just a printed version of
the operation stored on electronic media. One example of a non-rewritable media is a CD-R.

For software-based systems, a copy of the site-specific software shall be provided to the system owner or
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owner’s designated representative.

A copy of the site-specific software shall be stored on-site in nonvolatile, non-erasable, non-rewritable
memory.

The system owner shall be responsible for maintaining a copy of the site-specific software in accordance
with 9.1.4 for examination by any authority having jurisdiction.

Paper or electronic media shall be permitted.
Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, compliance of the

completed installation with the requirements of this Code, as implemented via the referring code(s), specifications,
and/or other criteria applicable to the specific installation, shall be certified by a qualified and impartial third-party
organization acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.

This section is intended to provide a basis for the authority having jurisdiction to require third-party
verification and certification that the authority having jurisdiction and the system owner can rely on to reasonably assure
that the fire alarm system installation complies with the applicable requirements. Where the installation is an extension,
modification, or reconfiguration of an existing system, the intent is that the verification be applicable only to the new work
and that reacceptance testing be acceptable.

Verification shall ensure that the installed system includes all components and functions, are installed and
operate as required, and shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2, as applicable.

For supervising station systems, the verification, in addition to the requirements in 7.7.3.16.1, shall
ascertain proper arrangement, transmission, and receipt of all signals required to be transmitted off-premises and shall
meet the requirements of Sections 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2 as applicable

Verification shall include written confirmation that any required corrective actions have been completed.

An owner’s manual shall contain the following documentation:
(1) A detailed narrative description of the system inputs, evacuation signaling, ancillary functions, annunciation,

intended sequence of operations, expansion capability, application considerations, and limitations
(2) A written sequence of operation for the system including an operational input/output matrix.
(3) Operator instructions for basic system operations, including alarm acknowledgment, system reset, interpretation of

system output (LEDs, CRT display, and printout), operation of manual evacuation signaling and ancillary function
controls, and change of printer paper

(4) A detailed description of routine maintenance and testing as required and recommended and as would be provided
under a maintenance contract, including testing and maintenance instructions for each type of device installed. This
information shall include the following:

(a) Listing of the individual system components that require periodic testing and maintenance
(b) Step-by-step instructions detailing the requisite testing and maintenance procedures, and the intervals at which

these procedures shall be performed, for each type of device installed
(c) A schedule that correlates the testing and maintenance procedures that are required by this section
(5) A service directory, including a list of names and telephone numbers of those who provide service for the system.

shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.2. [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 14.4.1.1. [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 14.4.1.2. [SIG-TMS]

shall be provided in accordance with Chapter 14 [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 10.19. [SIG-TMS]

[SIG-TMS]
[SIG-FUN]

A complete record of the tests and operations of each system shall be kept until the next test and for 1 year
thereafter unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code.

The records shall be available for examination and, if required, reported to the authority having jurisdiction.
Archiving of records by any means shall be permitted if hard copies of the records can be provided promptly when
requested.

If off-premises monitoring is provided, records of all signals, tests, and operations recorded at the supervising
station including public emergency alarm reporting system shall be maintained for not less than 1 year unless more
stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code.

Documents regarding system design and function shall be maintained for the life of the system.
Revisions and alterations to systems shall be recorded and records maintained with the original system design

documents.
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System documents housed in the documentation cabinet required by 7.9.2.1 shall include the following, as

applicable:
(1) Record Drawings (as-builts) in accordance with 7.6
(2) Equipment technical data sheets
(3) Alternative means and methods, variances, appeals, and approvals, etc.
(4) Performance-based design documentation in accordance with 7.3.17
(4) Risk Analysis documentation in accordance with 7.3.16
(5) Emergency Response Plan in accordance with 7.3.18

[SIG-FUN]
With every new system or major renovation a documentation cabinet shall be installed adjacent to the main

system control unit.
Documentation shall be stored at the system control unit location in accordance with 7.9.2.1 or other approved

location at the protected premises.
The intent is that the documents should not be stored inside the control unit because control units are not

typically approved for the storage of combustible material.
Where not stored at the main system control unit, the location of these documents shall be identified at the

main system control unit.
The documentation cabinet shall be prominently labeled SYSTEM COMPLETION DOCUMENTS.

Documentation in accordance with 7.7 shall be housed in the document cabinet.
The documentation cabinet shall be sized to accommodate record drawings, product technical data sheets,

inspection records, software media, including future inspection and service reports.
The contents of the cabinet shall be accessible by authorized personnel only.
Unless approved otherwise by the authority having jurisdiction, the documentation cabinet shall be provided

with a lock keyed the same as the system control unit.
Emergency communications systems and fire alarm system record drawings and other related documentation

shall be permitted to be maintained together, including the appearance of both systems on the same drawings.
[SIG-FUN]

Security for systems documentation shall be determined by the stakeholders.
Where such documents cannot be protected from public access, it shall be permitted to remove sensitive

information from record documents provided the owner retains complete documentation that will be made accessible to
the authority having jurisdiction at an owner designated location.

It is recognized that there are circumstances in which the security and protection of some system documents
will require measures other than that prescribed in this Code. Since a common expectation of a mass notification system
is to function during security and/or terrorist events, it could be crucial that system design be protected. Where such
conditions have been identified, the stakeholders should clearly identify what and how system documents should be
maintained to satisfy the integrity of this section regarding reviews, future service, modifications, and system support.
Due to freedom of information laws allowing for public access to documents submitted to and retained by code officials,
it could be necessary for secure documents to be reviewed by code officials at alternate locations. Such conditions
should be identified by the stakeholders and discussed with the authorities having jurisdiction(s) in advance.

[SIG-FUN]
[SIG-TMS]

(DELETE CHAPTER 4 IN ITS ENTIRETY)
All system approvals and documentation shall comply with the minimum requirements of this chapter.
The intent of the code change is to ensure the information within this major code revision is technically

accurate and non-ambiguous for the user of the Code. Therefore the subject text that has been “struck-out” has been
deleted is because the information is either incomplete or not useful for the user of the Code. Also, the code change has
addressed several issues raised by the members of the SIG-FUN Technical Committee.  Lastly, new Chapter 4 is
deleted in its entirety because it is felt this material more appropriately belongs in a building code, fire code, or a design
specification and does not believe all these requirements are not necessary for all systems.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to  SIG-FUN, SIG-NAS, SIG-ECS, SIG-IDS and SIG-TMS for action on

sections with their respective scopes.]

The submitter has indicated that the changes shown in the TC action on Comment 72-48a
(Log #CC201) meets his intent.
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Affirmative: 27

1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-48a     Log #CC201  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fundamentals of Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-59
1) Revise Chapter 7 shown in the recommendation of Comment 72-36 as follows:

***Insert *72_ROC_LCC201_Rec ***

2) Relocate the record of completion figures from the committee action on Proposal 72-152 to new Chapter 7.
Renumber the figures in accordance with new Chapter 7 organization.  In the "Deviations from Accepted Codes and
Standards" figure change the words "Deviations from Accepted Codes and Standards" to "Deviations from Adopted
Codes and Standards" in two places on the form.  Use the figure captions as indicated in the committee action on
Comment 72-140.

3) Relocate the "filled-out" record of completion forms resulting from the committee action on Comment 72-424 to the
annex for new Chapter 7 and correlate the numbering with that resulting from item 2) above. Revise the last form
(Deviations from Accepted Codes and Standards) as noted in 2) above.

4) Insert the inspection testing and maintenance figures shown for the recommendation of Proposal 72-229a, as
modified by any SIG-TMS actions from related comments, to new Chapter 7.  Renumber the figures in accordance with
new Chapter 7 organization.

5) Insert the risk analysis checklist figure shown for the committee action on Proposal 72-377, as modified by any
SIG-ECS actions from related comments, to new Chapter 7.  Renumber the figure in accordance with new Chapter 7
organization.

The committee accepts Chapter 7 shown in the recommendation of Comment 72-36 with the
modifications as shown in the recommendation of this comment.  The following summarizes the changes made by
SIG-FUN (section references noted below are from Comment 72-36 (Log #338), renumbered in Comment 72-48a (Log
#CC201):

1. Added new paragraphs 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 for clarification.
2. Changed 7.2.2 (renumbered to 7.2)  title to Minimum Documentation to clarify the scope of the requirements.
3. Deleted 7.2.1 and its associated appendix to correlate with the chapter modifications.
4.Revised 7.2.2 (renumbered to 7.2) to clarify the applicability, we added “Where documentation is required by the

enforcing authority”
5. Deleted 7.2.2 (renumbered to 7.2)  item l) periodic inspection maintenance and testing documentation since they are

not pertinent to new installations or additions.
6. Deleted section 7.3.1 Design (Layout) Documentation and 7.3.3  Preliminary Documents because these are outside

the scope of enforceable requirements.  Typically the design documents and preliminary documents are not submitted
to the enforcing authority.

7. Section 7.4 title was changed from “Shop Drawings” to “Chapter Specific Drawing
Requirements” and additional language was added to limit the scope of the requirements of this section to ‘where
specifically required by other chapters within the code’.

8. In 7.4.8 (renumbered to 7.4.9) modified the language of “Sequence of Operation” to permit either a narrative
description or the Input/Output Matrix.

9. in 7.5 modified Calculations/Db loss calculations to change the reference from fiber optic
cables to speaker circuits.

10. (renumbered to A.7.5.1(1) moved 7.5.2 Owner’s manual documentation detail to the annex because the committee
contends that they were too complex for smaller jobs.

11. Deleted 7.5.3.2 through 7.5.3.6 because they were redundant to the requirements of 7.5.3.1.
12. Deleted 7.5.4.2, 7.5.4.4 through 7.5.4.8 because they were inconsistent with the actual use of the document.
13. Added text within A.7.5.5 (renumbered to A.7.4.5) to clarify the reason for having on site software.
14. The TC recommends  modification of 7.5.5.2 to delete requirements for non-volatile, non-erasable, and

non-rewritable memory as excessive requirements inconsistent with data storage devices such as USB drives. This is a
recommendation because the subject paragraph is under the purview of SIG-TMS.  The TCC is asked to review this.

15. Deleted 7.5.6 Contractors Statement as it is redundant to the Record of Completion Documentation requirements.
16. Deleted 7.7.2.6 through 7.7.2.8 due to redundancy to the requirements of 7.2.2.5.
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Chapter 7 – Documentation 

7.1 Application [SIG‐FUN] 

7.1.1* The documentation of the design, acceptance, and completion of new systems required under this code 
shall comply with the minimum requirements of this Chapter. 

7.1.2 The documentation of the alteration, maintenance, and testing of existing systems previously installed 
under this code shall comply with the minimum requirements of this Chapter. 

7.1.1* 7.1.3* Where required by governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code, the 
requirements of this chapter, or portions thereof, shall apply. 

A.7.1.1 Unless otherwise identified, specified or required, only the minimum documentation requirements of 7.2.2 
apply.  More stringent documentation requirements found in other chapters and other laws, codes and standards, as 
well as project specifications should identify any other documentation sections in this Chapter that would be 
applicable. 

7.1.2 7.1.4 Unless required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, the documentation requirements of this 
Chapter shall not apply to Chapter 29. 

7.1.3 7.1.5 This Chapter outlines documentation requirements, but does not prohibit additional documentation 
from being provided. 

7.1.4 7.1.6 The requirements of other Chapters shall also apply unless they are in conflict with this Chapter. 
 
7.2 General [SIG-FUN]  
7.2.1* This Chapter includes Minimum documentation requirements (7.2.2), Design (Layout) 
Documentation (7.3), Construction Documentation (Shop Drawings) (7.4), Completion Documentation 
(7.5), Periodic Inspection, Testing and Maintenance Documentation (7.6) Records, Record Retention, 
and Record Maintenance (7.7) and associated Forms (7.8)  

A.7.2.1 It is not intended that all of the details outlined in this Chapter be required for every project. 
In general, the more complex the system, the more stringent the requirements become for 
documentation.  

7.2.2* Minimum documentation requirements. Where documentation is required by the enforcing 
authority, Tthe following list represents the minimum documentation required for all fire alarm and 
emergency communications systems including new systems and additions or alterations to existing 
systems: 
 a)* Written scope and intent Written narrative providing intent and system description 
 b) Riser diagram 
 c) Floor plan layout showing location of all devices and control equipment 
 d) Input/output matrix of operation A sequence of operation in either an input/output matrix or narrative 
form 
 e) Equipment technical data sheets 
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 ef) Manufacturers published instructions, including operation and maintenance instructions 
 fg) Battery calculations (where batteries are provided) 
 gh) Voltage drop calculations for notification appliance circuits 
 h) Completed inspection and testing form in accordance with 7.8.2 
 i) *Signed Record of Completion form in accordance with 7.5.4 or 7.5.4.13 as applicable (by installing 
contractor) 
 j) A copy of site specific software, where applicable. 
 k) Record (as-built) drawings 
 l) Periodic inspection, testing, and maintenance documentation in accordance with 7.6. 
 ml) Records, record retention, record maintenance in accordance with 7.7. 
 
A.7.2.2 This paragraph is meant to address the minimum requirements for those systems that are smaller 
systems or systems such as dedicated function fire alarm systems that are not necessarily comprised of 
all the elements of a full-fledged system. For example, a dedicated function fire alarm system used for 
sprinkler monitoring only might not require notification appliance circuit (NAC) voltage drop 
calculations because it might not utilize a NAC. More stringent documentation requirements found in 
other chapters and other laws, codes and standards, as well as project specifications should identify any 
other documentation sections in this Chapter that would be applicable. 
 

A.7.2.2a) The purpose for a written narrative scope or intent is to provide a description of the work to be 
performed and could be as simple as “Install additional three smoke detectors to provide coverage for 
newly installed meeting room;” However, it could be desirable to include why or by whose direction the 
work is being done, such as “at owner’s request”, “per specifications dated …”, or “at the direction of …” 
See also 23.3 for additional system feature documentation requirements. 

A.7.2.2i) It should be noted that the inspection and testing form can be modified as appropriate to reflect the scope 
of the project. 

7.2.23 Drawing Symbols. All fire alarm drawings shall use symbols described in NFPA 170, Standard for Fire 
Safety and Emergency Symbols or other symbols acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction. [ROP 154a] [ROC 
72‐35]  

7.3 Design (Layout) Documentation Chapter Specific Additional Documentation. The provisions of 
7.3 shall only apply where specifically required by another section of this Code. [SIG-FUN]  

7.3.1* Where required by governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code, design 
(layout) documents shall be prepared prior to installing new systems or altering existing systems.  

A.7.3.1 Design (layout) documents should contain information related to the system which could 
include specifications, shop drawings, input/output matrix, battery calculations, notification appliance 
voltage drop calculations for strobes and speakers, and product technical data sheets.  

Design (layout) documents could include such items as preliminary plans issued as guidance and 
direction, risk analysis, emergency response plan, or a combination of these.  

Deviations from requirements of governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan requirements 
specified by an engineer, should be clearly identified and documented as such.  
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Documentation of equivalency, where applicable, should be provided in accordance with 1.5 and be 
included with the record drawings in accordance with 7.6.  

It is the intent that existing systems that are altered should have design (layout) documents prepared that 
are applicable only to the portion(s) of the system being altered.  

7.3.2 7.2.1* The person(s) responsible for system design (layout) shall be identified on the 
system design documents. [10.4.1.4][10.5.1.2 ROP Draft]  

A.7.3.2 A.7.2.1 It is the intent that the person or persons who make up the design or layout team system 
designer be identified on the drawings so that they can be contacted for clarification of the documents. 
For Emergency Public Reporting Systems, see 27.3.7.1.2 for additional requirements.  

7.3.3* Preliminary Documents (Preliminary Plans). Where required by governing laws, codes, 
standards, or other parts of this Code, preliminary plans shall be created. [SIG-FUN] 

A.7.3.3 Preliminary plans such as those used for bidding, solicitation, or for obtaining permits could 
contain information as follows:  

Performance criteria required in support of alternative means and methods for other codes, standards, or 
construction features should be clearly identified on the design (layout) documentation.   

Such information should reference applicable waivers, appeals, variances, or similarly approved 
deviations from prescriptive criteria. 

Preliminary documents could include the following:  
  (1) Specifications and narrative applicable to the project  
  (2) When devices are located (spaced) on preliminary drawings, the devices should be located (spaced) 
in accordance with standards, listings, and limitations of the equipment specified. When devices are not 
located (spaced) on the preliminary documents, a note should be included directing that the spacing 
should be per listing(s) and this Code.  
  (3) Interface requirements between systems such as fire alarm, mass notification, security, HVAC, 
smoke control, paging, background music, audio visual equipment, elevators, access control, other fire 
protection systems, etc.  
  (4) Sequence of operation  
  (5) Survivability of system circuits and equipment, when applicable  
  (6) Notification zones, when applicable  
  (7) Message content for voice systems, when applicable  
  (8) Means of system monitoring that is to be provided, when applicable  
  (9) Codes and editions applicable to the system(s)  
  (10) Special requirements of the owner, governing authority, or insurance carrier when applicable.  
  (11) Voice delivery components beyond standard industry products required to achieve intelligibility 
when applicable.  
 
7.3.14 Notification.  

7.3.14.1 Narrow Band Tone Signaling. Analysis and design documentation shall be in accordance with 
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18.4.6.4. [SIG-NAS]  

7.3.14.2* Intelligibility. Reserved [SIG-NAS]  

A 7.3.14.2 When known, acoustic properties of spaces should be indicated on the preliminary design 
(layout) documents. [SIG-NAS]  

7.3.14.3 Visible Notification. Reserved [SIG-NAS]  

7.3.2 Detection. 

7.3.5 7.3.2.1 Heat-Sensing Fire Detectors. Heat detection design documentation shall be provided in 
accordance with 17.6 [SIG-IDS]  
7.3.6 7.3.2.2 Smoke-Sensing Fire Detectors. Smoke detection design documentation shall be provided 
in accordance with 17.7 [SIG-IDS]  

7.3.7 7.3.2.3 Radiant Energy-Sensing Fire Detectors. Radiant energy detection design 
documentation shall be provided in accordance with 17.8 [SIG-IDS]  

7.3.8 7.3.3 Risk Analysis Documentation [SIG-ECS]  
 
7.3.38.1 When a risk analysis is required to be prepared, findings and considerations of the risk analysis 
shall be documented. [SIG-ECS] 
 
7.3.38.2 When determined by the stakeholders, security and protection of the risk analysis documentation 
shall be in accordance with 7.3.9 and 7.7. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.38.3 The risk analysis documentation shall list the various scenarios evaluated, and the 
anticipated outcomes. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.38.4 Risk Analyses for mass notification systems shall be documented in accordance with 
7.3.8 and 24.3.10*.  

7.3.9* 7.3.4* Performance-Based Design Documentation. [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.3.9 A.7.3.4 When a system or component is installed in accordance with performance-based design 
criteria, such systems should be reviewed and acceptance tested by a design professional to verify that 
performance objectives are attained.  

Due to unique design and construction challenges, fire protection concepts are often established on 
performance-based engineering practices.  When such practices have been approved by the AHJ, the 
engineer of record should sign off on the final installation documents to ensure that all conditions have 
been satisfied.  Such engineering analysis could be beyond the qualifications of the code authority.  As 
such, it is imperative that the engineer of record review and accept final concepts as accepted by the AHJ.  

7.3.49.1 Performance-based design documentation for fire detection shall be in accordance with 17.3. 
[SIG-IDS]  
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7.3.49.2 Performance-based design documentation for strobes shall be in accordance with 18.5.4.5.2 
[SIG-NAS]  

7.3.49.3 A copy of approval documentation resulting from performance-based designs shall be 
included with the record drawings in accordance with 7.5.3. [SIG-FUN]  

7.3.10 7.3.5 Emergency Response Plan Documentation. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.510.1 When an emergency response plan is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification 
system, findings of the plan shall be documented. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.510.2 When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the emergency response 
plan documentation shall be in accordance with 7.7.3. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.510.3 The emergency response plan shall document the various scenarios evaluated, and the 
anticipated outcomes.  [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.11 7.3.6 Evaluation Documentation. 

7.3.611.1 Evaluation documentation such as identified in 24.4.3.24.2 and 23.4.3.1 shall include a signed 
statement(s) by the person responsible for the design attesting to the evaluation and the resultant 
technical decision and deeming it reliable and acceptable for the particular application. 

7.3.611.2 A copy of the evaluation documentation shall be retained for the life of the system and be 
maintained with the documents required by 7.7.1.6. 
 
7.4 Chapter Specific Additional Drawing Requirements. The provisions of 7.4 shall only apply where specifically 
required by another section of this Code. 

7.4.1* Shop Drawings (Installation Documentation) [SIG-FUN] 
 
7.4.21 Shop drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale, on sheets of uniform size, with a plan of each 
floor. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.4.21 It is important to note that shop drawings and particularly the word “sheets” do not necessarily 
mean physical paper sheets, but could be on electronic media.  

7.4.32 Shop drawings for fire alarm and emergency communications systems shall provide basic 
information and shall provide the basis for the record (as-built) drawings required in accordance with 
7.5.3. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  

7.4.43 Shop drawings shall include the following information:  
  (1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)  
  (2) Name of installer or contractor 
  (3) Location of protected premises  
  (4) Device legend and symbols in accordance with NFPA 170, Standard for Fire Safety and Emergency 
Symbols or other symbols acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction. 
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  (5) Date of issue and any revision dates [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.4.54 Floor Plans. Floor plan drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale and shall include the 
following information, where applicable for the particular system:  
  (1) Floor or level identification  
  (2) Point of compass (indication of North)  
  (3) Graphic scale  
  (4) All walls and doors  
  (5) All partitions extending to within 10 percent of the ceiling height (where applicable and when 
known)  
  (6) Room and area descriptions  
  (7) System devices/component locations  
  (8) Locations of fire alarm primary power connection(s) disconnecting means  
  (9) Locations of monitor/control interfaces to other systems  
 (10) System riser locations  
 (11) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level  
 (12) Type and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) used for each circuit  
 (13) Identification of any ceiling over 10 feet in height where automatic fire detection is being proposed.  
 (14) Details of ceiling geometries, including beams and solid joists, where automatic fire detection is 
being proposed.  
 (15) Where known, acoustic properties of spaces. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.4.65 Riser Diagrams. System riser diagrams shall be coordinated with the floor plans and shall 
include the following information:  
  (1) General arrangement of the system in building cross-section  
  (2) Number of risers  
  (3) Type and number of circuits in each riser 
  (4)* Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level  
  (5) Number of conductors for each circuit.  
  (6) Typical riser diagrams may be substituted for the above list, where permitted by adopted laws, codes 
or standards [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN] 
 
A.7.4.5(4) Where exact device counts are furnished as part of the floor plan layout drawings, it is not the 
intent to require the exact quantity of devices on the riser diagram, but instead, typical representation 
would suffice. 
 
7.4.76 Control Unit Diagrams. Control unit diagrams shall be provided for all control equipment (i.e., 
equipment listed as either a control unit or control unit accessory), power supplies, battery chargers, and 
annunciators and shall include the following information: 
  (1) Identification of the control equipment depicted  
  (2) Location(s) of control equipment  
  (3) All field wiring terminals and terminal identifications  
  (4) All circuits connected to field wiring terminals and circuit identifications  
  (5) All indicators and manual controls, including the full text of all labels  
  (6) Field connections to supervising station signaling equipment, releasing equipment, or emergency 
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safety control interfaces, where provided. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.4.87 Typical Wiring Diagrams. Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, 
notification appliances, remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power 
supervisory devices. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  

7.4.98* Input/Output Matrix of Operation. Sequence of Operation. An narrative description or 
input/output matrix of operation shall be provided. [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.4.98 For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).  

7.4.109 Calculations. System calculations shall be included as follows: 
  (1) Battery calculations  
  (2) Notification Appliance circuit voltage drop calculations  
  (3) Db loss calculations (Fiber optic cables)  
  (4) Other required calculations, such as line resistance calculations, where required [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.5 Completion Record Documentation [10.18.2] [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.1 General. All systems including new systems and additions or alterations to existing systems shall 
include the following documentation, which shall be delivered to the owner or the owner’s representative 
upon final acceptance of the system: 
  (1) An owner’s manual and manufacturer’s published instructions covering all system equipment, in 
accordance with 7.5.2  
  (2) Record (as-built) drawings in accordance with 7.5.3  
  (3) A completed record of completion form in accordance with 7.5.4  
  (4) For software-based systems, record copy of the site-specific software in accordance with 7.7.5  
  (5) A contractor’s statement in accordance with 7.5.6  
[10.18.2.3] [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.5.12(1) Owner’s Manual. An owner’s manual should shall contain the following documentation: 
  (1) A detailed narrative description of the system inputs, evacuation signaling, ancillary functions, 
annunciation, intended sequence of operations, expansion capability, application considerations, and 
limitations. 
  (2) A written sequence of operation for the system including an operational input/output matrix in matrix 
or narrative form.  
  (3) Operator instructions for basic system operations, including alarm acknowledgment, system reset, 
interpretation of system output (LEDs, CRT display, and printout), operation of manual evacuation 
signaling and ancillary function controls, and change of printer paper  
  (4) A detailed description of routine maintenance and testing as required and recommended and as 
would be provided under a maintenance contract, including testing and maintenance instructions for each 
type of device installed. This information shall include the following:  
  (a) Listing of the individual system components that require periodic testing and maintenance  
  (b) Step-by-step instructions detailing the requisite testing and maintenance procedures, and the intervals 
at which these procedures shall be performed, for each type of device installed  
  (c) A schedule that correlates the testing and maintenance procedures that are required by this section  
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  (5) A service directory, including a list of names and telephone numbers of those who provide service 
for the system. [SIG-FUN] 
[taken from A.10.18.2.3(1)]  
 
7.5.23 Record Drawings (As-Builts) [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.23.1 Record drawings shall consist of current updated design (layout) and shop drawings 
reflecting the actual installation of all system equipment, components, and wiring.  

7.5.3.2 Record drawings shall provide basic information and shall reflect the actual installation 
details in accordance with 7.5.3.  

7.5.3.3 Floor plan drawings shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.4.  

7.5.3.4 System riser diagrams shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.5.  

7.5.3.5 Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided and shall include the most current installation 
details in accordance with 7.4.6.  

7.5.3.6 Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification appliances, 
remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices in 
accordance with 7.4.7.  

7.5.2.23.7* A sequence of operations in An input/output matrix or narrative form of operation shall 
be provided with the record drawings to reflect actual programming at the time of completion.  

A.7.5.2.23.7 For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).  

7.5.2.33.8 Where necessary, revised Initial calculations in accordance with 7.4.9 shall be provided 
depicting any changes due to installation conditions.  

7.5.2.43.9 Record drawings shall be turned over to the owner with a copy placed inside the 
documentation cabinet in accordance with 7.7. 

7.5.2.53.10* Record drawings shall include approval documentation resulting from variances, 
performance-based designs, risk analyses, and other system evaluations or variations. 

A.7.5.2.53.10 It is important that the documentation required by this section is available for technicians 
so they will be able to recognize variations of system configuration during acceptance, reacceptance, 
and periodic testing.  It is also necessary for enforcement personnel in order to prevent confusion when 
they could otherwise misidentify an approved variation for being non-code compliant.  This 
documentation is also necessary for those who might design additions or modifications. 

7.5.34 Record of Completion. [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.4.1* The record of completion form, Figure 7.5.4, shall be permitted to be a part of the written 
statement required in 7.5.6. When more than one contractor has been responsible for the installation, 
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each contractor shall complete the portions of the form for which that contractor had responsibility. 
[10.18.1.4*]  

7.5.3.1* The record of completion form, Figure 7.5.4, shall be completed by the installing contractor and 
submitted to the enforcing authority and the owner at the conclusion of the job. When more than one 
contractor has been responsible for the installation, each contractor shall complete the portions of the form 
for which that contractor has responsibility. [10.18.1.4*] 

A.7.5.34.1 Protected premises fire alarm systems are often installed under construction or remodeling 
contracts and subsequently connected to a supervising station alarm system under a separate contract. All 
contractors should complete the portions of the record of completion form for the portions of the 
connected systems for which they are responsible. Several partially completed forms might be accepted 
by the authority having jurisdiction provided that all portions of the connected systems are covered in the 
set of forms. [A.10.18.1.4]  

7.5.4.2 The record of completion form, Figure 7.5.4, shall be permitted to be a part of the documents 
that support the requirements of 7.5.6. [10.18.1.5]  

7.5.3.24.3 The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.5.4, shall be the responsibility of the 
qualified and experienced person in accordance with 10.4.2. [10.18.2.1.1*]  

7.5.4.4* The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.5.4 shall be in accordance with 7.5.4.5 
through 7.5.4.12. [10.18.2.1.2] 
 
A.7.5.4.4 The requirements of Chapter 14 should be used to perform the installation wiring and 
operational acceptance tests required when completing the record of completion. The record of 
completion form can be used to record decisions reached prior to installation regarding intended system 
type(s), circuit designations, device types, notification appliance type, power sources, and the means of 
transmission to the supervising station. An example of a completed record of completion form is shown 
in Figure A.7.5.4. [A.10.18.2.1.1]  

7.5.4.5 Parts 1 through 14 of the record of completion shall be completed after the system is installed and 
the installation wiring has been checked. [10.18.2.1.2.1]  

7.5.4.6 Parts 15 and 16 of the record of completion shall be completed after the operational acceptance 
tests have been completed. [10.18.2.1.2.2]  

7.5.4.7 A preliminary copy of the record of completion shall be given to the system owner and, if 
requested, to other authorities having jurisdiction after completion of the installation wiring tests. 
[10.18.2.1.2.3]  

7.5.4.8 A final copy of the record of completion shall be provided after completion of the 
operational acceptance tests. [10.18.2.1.2.4]  

7.5.3.34.9 This copy of the record of completion shall be updated to reflect all system additions or 
modifications and maintained in a current condition at all times. [10.18.2.1.2.6]  
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7.5.3.44.10 A copy of the record of completion documents shall be maintained in a documentation 
cabinet in accordance with 7.7.2.  

7.5.3.54.11 Revisions. [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.5.3.54.11.1 All fire alarm and/or signaling system modifications made after the initial installation shall 
be recorded on a revised version of the original completion documents. [10.18.2.2], [10.18.2.2.1] 
 
7.5.3.54.11.2 The revised record of completion document shall include a revision date. [10.18.2.2.2]  

7.5.3.64.12* Where the original or the latest overall system record of completion cannot be obtained, a 
new system record of completion shall be provided that documents the system configuration as 
discovered during the current project’s scope of work. [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.5.3.64.12 It is the intent that if an original or current record of completion is not available for the 
overall system, the installer would provide a new record of completion that addresses items 
discovered about the system.  The installer will complete the respective sections related to the overall 
system that have been discovered under the current scope of work. It is not the intent of this section to 
require an in-depth evaluation of an existing system solely for the purpose of completing a system-
wide record of completion.  

7.5.3.74.13 Alternatives to the Record of Completion Form. A document containing the required 
elements of the Record of Completion Form shall be permitted to be used as an alternative to the Record 
of Completion where the installed system contains only certain elements found in the Record of 
Completion. [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.3.84.14 Electronic Record of Completion.  

7.5.3.84.14.1 Where approved by the authority having jurisdiction, the Record of Completion shall be 
permitted to be filed electronically instead of on paper.  

7.5.3.84.14.2 If filed electronically, the record of completion document shall be in a format that 
cannot be modified and that has been approved by the AHJ accessible with standard software and 
shall be backed up. [SIG-FUN] 

7.5.45* Site-Specific Software Documentation. [14.6.1.2*] [SIG-TMS]  

A.7.45.5 With many software-based fire systems, a copy of the site-specific software is required to restore 
system operation if a catastrophic system failure should occur. Without a back-up copy readily available 
on site, recovery of system operation by authorized service personnel can be substantially delayed. The 
intent of this requirement is to provide authorized service personnel with the means to quickly restore an 
impaired system to proper working order. In many systems, an electronic version of the site specific 
software would be the most efficient way to accomplish this, and where possible, an on-site electronic 
copy of the site-specific software should be supplied. This on-site copy should provide a means to recover 
the last installed and tested version of the site-specific operation of the system.  an on-site copy of the site-
specific software. The on-site copy should provide a means to recover the last installed and tested version 
of the site-specific operation of the system. This typically would be an electronic copy of the source files 
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required to load an external programming device with the site-specific data. This requirement does not 
extend to the system executive software, nor does it require that the external programmer software if 
required be stored on site. It is intended that this copy of the software be an electronic version stored on a 
non-rewritable media containing all of the file(s) or data necessary to restore the system and not just a 
printed version of the operation stored on electronic media. One example of a non-rewritable media is a 
CD-R. [A.14.6.1.2]  

Where system technology does not permit an electronic copy of the site specific software, a printed copy of the 
system software should be provided. 

 
7.5.45.1 For software-based systems, a copy of the site-specific software shall be provided to the system 
owner or owner’s designated representative; [14.6.1.2.1]  

7.5.45.2 A copy of the site-specific software shall be stored on-site in non-volatile, non-erasable, non-
rewritable memory. [14.6.1.2.2]  

7.5.45.3 The system owner shall be responsible for maintaining a copy of the site-specific 
software in accordance with 7.5.5 for examination by any authority having jurisdiction. 
[14.6.1.3]  

7.5.45.4 Paper or electronic media shall be permitted. [14.6.1.3]  
 
7.5.6 Contractor’s Statement. Before requesting final approval of the installation, the installing 
contractor shall furnish a written statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with 
approved plans and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the 
appropriate NFPA  
requirements. [10.18.1.3] [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.57* Verification of Compliant Installation. Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, 
compliance of the completed installation with the requirements of this Code, as implemented via the 
referring code(s), specifications, and/or other criteria applicable to the specific installation, shall be 
certified by a qualified and impartial third-party organization acceptable to the authority having 
jurisdiction. [10.18.2.4*] [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.5.57 This section is intended to provide a basis for the authority having jurisdiction to require third-
party verification and certification that the authority having jurisdiction and the system owner can rely 
on to reasonably assure that the fire alarm system installation complies with the applicable 
requirements. Where the installation is an extension, modification, or reconfiguration of an existing 
system, the intent is that the verification be applicable only to the new work and that reacceptance 
testing be acceptable.  
[A.10.18.2.4][10.18.2.4.1, 2 Exceptions]  

7.5.7.1 Verification shall ensure that the installed system includes all components and functions, are 
installed and operate as required, and shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2*, as applicable. 
[10.18.2.4.1] and [new 10.18.2.5.1]  

7.5.7.2 For supervising station systems, the verification, in addition to the requirements in 7.5.7.1, shall 
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ascertain proper arrangement, transmission, and receipt of all signals required to be transmitted off-
premises and shall meet the requirements of Sections 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2* as applicable. [10.18.2.4.2] 
and [new 10.18.2.5.2]  

7.5.7.3 Verification shall include written confirmation that any required corrective actions have 
been completed. [10.18.2.4.3]  

7.5.5.1 Verification of compliant installation shall be performed according to testing requirements and procedures 
specified in Section 14.4.1  

7.5.5.2 Verification shall ensure that: 

(a) All components and functions are installed and operate per the approved plans and sequence of operation 

(b) All required system documentation is complete and is archived on site 

(c) For supervising station systems, verification shall ascertain the proper arrangement, transmission, and receipt 
of all signals required to be transmitted off premises. 

(d) Written confirmation has been provided that any required corrective actions have been completed 
 
7.5.68 Documentation of Central Station Service. Documentation of Central Station Service 
shall be in accordance with 26.3.4. [SIG-SSS]  

7.5.79 Documentation of Remote Station Service. Documentation of Remote Station Service 
shall be in accordance with 26.5.2. [SIG-SSS]  

7.6 Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance Documentation [SIG-TMS]  

7.6.1Test Plan Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.2.10 [new test plan new draft] 
[SIGTMS]  

7.6.2 Acceptance Testing Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.1 [SIG-TMS]  

7.6.3 Reacceptance Test Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.1 [SIG-TMS]  

7.6.4 Periodic Inspection and Testing Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.2 
[SIG-TMS]  

7.6.5 Impairment Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 10.19. [10.21* ROP Draft] 
[SIG-TMS]  

7.7 Records, Record Retention, and Record Maintenance [SIG-FUN]  

7.7.1 Records. [SIG-FUN]  

7.7.1.1 A complete record of the tests and operations of each system shall be kept until the next test and 
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for 1 year thereafter unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code. [10.18.3.1]  

7.7.1.2 The records shall be available for examination and, if required, reported to the authority having 
jurisdiction. Archiving of records by any means shall be permitted if hard copies of the records can be 
provided promptly when requested. [10.18.3.2]  

A.7.7.1.2 It is intended that archived records be allowed to be stored in electronic format as long as 
hard copies can be made from them when required.  

7.7.1.3 If off-premises monitoring is provided, records of all signals, tests, and operations recorded at the 
supervising station including public emergency alarm reporting system shall be maintained for not less 
than 1 year unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code. [10.18.3.3]  

7.7.1.4 Required documents regarding system design and function shall be maintained for the life of 
the system.  

7.7.1.5 Revisions and alterations to systems shall be recorded and records maintained with the original 
system design documents.  

7.7.1.6* System documents shall be housed in the documentation cabinet as required by 7.7.2.1 
shall include the following, as applicable:  

A.7.7.1.6 Examples of system documents include 

 
  (1) Record Drawings (as-builts) in accordance with 7.5.3  
  (2) Equipment technical data sheets  
  (3) Alternative means and methods, variances, appeals, and approvals, etc.  
  (4) Performance-based design documentation in accordance with 7.3.10  
  (5) Risk Analysis documentation in accordance with 7.3.9  
  (6) Emergency Response Plan in accordance with 7.3.110  
  (7) Evaluation Documentation in accordance with 7.3.11  
  (8) Software and firmware control documentation in accordance with 23.2.2.  
 
7.7.2 Document Accessibility [SIG-FUN]  

7.7.2.1 With every new system or major renovation a documentation cabinet shall be installed at the 
system control unit or at another approved location at the protected premises. adjacent to the main system 
control unit  

7.7.2.2* All record Ddocumentation shall be stored in the documentation cabinet. at the system control 
unit location in accordance with 7.7.2.1 or other approved location at the protected premises. 
[10.18.2.1.2.5]  

A.7.7.2.2 The intent is that paper the documents should not be stored inside the control unit because 
control units are not typically approved for the storage of combustible material.  

7.7.2.3 Where not stored in the documentation cabinet at the main system control unit, the location of 
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these documents shall be identified at the documentation cabinet main system control unit. 
[10.18.2.1.2.7]  

7.7.2.4 The documentation cabinet shall be prominently labeled SYSTEM RECORD COMPLETION 
DOCUMENTS.  
[10.18.2.1.2.8]  

7.7.2.5 Documentation in accordance with 7.5 shall be housed in the document cabinet. 
 
7.7.2.6 The documentation cabinet shall be sized to accommodate record drawings, product technical data 
sheets, inspection records, software media, including future inspection and service reports.  
 
A.7.7.2.6 It is recommended that consideration be given regarding the usability of any electronic 
media, for instance for use by technicians.  Electronic media should be saved in common file formats.  

7.7.2.57 The contents of the cabinet shall be accessible by authorized personnel only.  

7.7.2.7 Unless approved otherwise by the authority having jurisdiction, the documentation cabinet 
shall be provided with a lock keyed the same as the system control unit.  

7.7.2.8 Emergency communications systems and fire alarm system record drawings and other related 
documentation shall be permitted to be maintained together, including the appearance of both systems on 
the same drawings.  

7.7.3 Document Security. [SIG-EMS]  

7.7.3.1 Security for systems documentation shall be determined by the stakeholders.  

7.7.3.2* Where such documents cannot be protected from public access, it shall be permitted to remove 
sensitive information from record documents provided the owner retains complete documentation that 
will be made accessible to the authority having jurisdiction at an owner designated location.  

A.7.7.3.2 It is recognized that there are circumstances in which the security and protection of some 
system documents will require measures other than that prescribed in this Code. Since a common 
expectation of a mass notification system is to function during security and/or terrorist events, it could 
be crucial that system design be protected.  

Where such conditions have been identified, the stakeholders should clearly identify what and how 
system documents should be maintained to satisfy the integrity of this section regarding reviews, 
future service, modifications, and system support.  

Due to freedom of information laws allowing for public access to documents submitted to and retained 
by code officials, it could be necessary for secure documents to be reviewed by code officials at 
alternate locations. Such conditions should be identified by the stakeholders and discussed with the 
authorities having jurisdiction(s) in advance.  

7.8 Forms [SIG-FUN]  
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7.8.1 Fire Alarm and Emergency Communications Systems Record of Completion 
[SIG-FUN] (note: see Figure 7.5.4)  

7.8.2 Fire Alarm and Emergency Communications Systems Inspection and Testing Form 
[SIG-TMS] (note: see Figure 14.6.2.4)  

7.8.3 Risk Analysis Checklist Form [SIG-EMS] 
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Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-49     Log #103  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-75
Revise text as follows:

Add 7.2.2 - Deviations from the requirements of this section shall be listed in accordance with 7.3.8 by the system
designer. (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.3 redundant (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.7 as 7.3.8 addresses the issues (SIG-FUN)
Change 7.3.11.3  - delete such information Add Preliminary documents... (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.11.4 & 7.3.11.5. (SIG-FUN)
Relocate 7.3.12-7.3.12.3 to a section titled installation & design in Chapter 18 as it is design not documentation.

(SIG-NAS)
Change 7.3.12.4 to 7.3.12 and restate as Intelligibility analysis and design documentation in accordance with18.4.6.4

shall be provided. (SIG-NAS)
Switch 7.3.11 in front of design documentation (SIG-FUN)
Add 7.3.17.5 Performance based design documentation for Mass Notification systems shall be provided based on

24.7.(SIG-FUN)
Suggest that 7.3.17 belongs to Sig-Fun?
Delete 7.3.18.4 as it is design related.  Move to chapter 24.  (SIG-ECS)
Move 7.7.3.16- 7.7.3.16.3 back to 10.18.2.4 and create a new heading Verification of Compliant Installation.

(SIG-FUN)
Modify 7.7.3.16.3 as follows: Any required corrective actions shall be completed.   (SIG-FUN)
Add new 7.7.3.16 When third party verification is required in accordance with 10.18.2.4 documentation shall be

provided.   (SIG-FUN)
Add 7.7.3.16 .1.  When corrective actions are required by 10.8.2.4.3. - Note need to quantify major renovation &

location documentation cabinet.   (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.10.2 through the end of the proposal. (SIG-FUN), (SIG-TMS)
Please note figure 10.18.2.1.1 (record of Completion) be relocated as figure 7.7.3.3. (SIG-FUN)

NEMA requests the modification for Chapter 8.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to SIG-FUN, SIG-ECS, SIG-TMS  and SIG-NAS for action on sections with

their respective scopes.]

No substantiation was provided.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-53     Log #268  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Lacey, Lacey Fire Protection Engineering

72-59
Revise text as follows:

System riser diagrams shall be coordinated with the floor plans and shall include the following
information:

(1) General arrangement of the system in building cross-section. Each component shall include a device address or
other circuit identification that can be matched up to the device location on the floor plan where the device is located.

(2) Number of risers
(3) Type and number of circuits in each riser
(4) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(5) Type, and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) for each circuit.  [taken from A.10.18.1.2]

Submitter has seen a number of plans that had risers represented in cross sections. However, these
plans were useless in understanding the layout as a cross-section only represents that particular slice where the
cross-section view is cut.

Such detail takes a lot of time to prepare and provides no benefit. Proposed insert is more beneficial to coordinate the
floor plan to the risers.

NFPA 72 is a minimum standard and this requirement goes beyond the minimum
requirements and is excessive and repetitive information already provided on the floor plans.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-54     Log #269  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Lacey, Lacey Fire Protection Engineering

72-59
Revise text to read as follows:
System calculations shall be included with shop drawings as follows:

(1) Battery calculations calculations
(2) Loop resistance calculations (if required)
(3) Notification Appliance circuit voltage drop calculations
(4) Db loss calculations (Fiber optic cables)
(5) Speaker voltage drop / dBA loss calculations
(56) Other required

Remove duplicate wording of "Calculations".
Add clarification of Notification calculations to include speaker circuit calculations. Even though more contractors are
performing strobe calculations, very few properly evaluate speaker circuit loading.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201), which addresses the
submitter's comments.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-55     Log #270  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Lacey, Lacey Fire Protection Engineering

72-59
Revise text to read as follows:

The documentation cabinet shall be prominently labeled
SYSTEM COMPLETION DOCUMENTS. AS BUILT DOCUMENTS
[10.18.2.1.2.8]

AS BUILT has been used for years and is well recognized by the industry and is referenced in 7.6. Do
not see any benefit in changing this description to terms that do not even match what is referenced in code.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201) in which as-built
documents was changed to record documents.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-56     Log #57  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-77
The TCC advises that the following items in the committee action need to be clarified or addressed:

(1) Paragraph 10.4.1.3 in the current code does not appear to be addressed.  This disposition of this paragraph needs
to be addressed.

(2) Revisions shown in the committee action in paragraph A.10.10 conflicts with the revisions shown in the action on
Proposal 72-567 – “notification appliance silence” versus “signal silence.” This needs to be clarified.

(3) Revisions shown in the committee action in paragraph 10.11.5 (current 10.10.5) conflict with the revisions shown in
the action on Proposal 72-120.  This needs to be clarified.

(4) Paragraph 10.12.6.4 (NEW) contains a requirement to “actuate as required in the system Input/Output Matrix” – no
mandatory provisions in the code are provided to address the matrix.  This should be addressed.

(5) Revisions shown in the committee action in paragraph 10.13.9.7 (current 10.12.8.3) conflicts with the revisions
shown on Proposals 72-123a, 123b, and 123c.  In addition 10.13.9.7 is followed by a list but there is no introduction text
for the list. This needs to be corrected for compliance with the Manual of Style.

(6) Paragraphs in 10.15 (current 10.14) of the committee action are also shown in renumbered 10.3.5 and 10.4. This
needs to be clarified.

(7) Paragraph 10.16.4.2 in the committee action shows the paragraph number lined out but the text remains.  This
apparent redundancy needs to be clarified.

(8) The committee action on this proposal relocated current 10.5.9.6 to 10.17.3.5.  The committee action on Proposal
72-145a relocates 10.17.3 back to current 10.5.9.  The committee action on Proposal 72-147 adds two new paragraphs
(the equivalent of current 10.5.9.6) to 10.17.3.  The placement and content of all of these paragraphs need to be
clarified.

(9) Revisions shown in the committee action in paragraph 10.18.2.4.1 (renumbered from current 10.18.2.2) conflicts
with the revisions shown on Proposal 72-153 – use of the words “fire alarm and/or signaling system” versus just the
words “signaling system.”  This should be clarified.  [The committee should consider being consistent in the terminology
used throughout the chapter.  See also Proposals 72-98, 142, 142a, 150 & 159.]
The TCC directs that the committee reconsider the action on this proposal (and others) and clarify or address these
issues.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review ROP 72-77.  The TC reviewed items 1
through 9 and all concerns have been implemented; see Comment 72-61a (Log #CC200) and 72-48a (Log #CC201).

The TC intends to relocate "monitoring integrity of power supplies" to 10.6.9; see Comment 72-61a (Log #CC200).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-57     Log #416  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-77
Insert 10.4.1.3 from the 2010 edition of NFPA 72®

This paragraph appears to not have been addressed in the reorganization of Chapter 10.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-56 (Log 57).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-58     Log #417  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-77
Insert 10.15. through 10.15.2.3 from the 2010 edition of NFPA 72®.

The reorganization of Chapter 10 appears to have deleted these paragraphs.

The TC refers the submitter to Comment Log CC 200, Section 10.4.4.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-59     Log #418  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-77
Reaffirm the action taken on Proposal 72-147.

The actions that have been taken on Proposal 72-77 in regards to the reorganization of Chapter 10 will
negate the committee actions taken by 72-147 in regards to 10.5.9.6.

The TC refers the submitter to Comment Log CC 200, Section 10.6.10.6.2.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-60     Log #419  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-77
Reconsider the actions taken relative to 10.11 of the 2010 edition of NFPA 72®.

Current 10.11 is reorganized by ROP 77.  Proposed 10.12.3 and 10.12.5.1 address latching
supervisory signals but are located in different subparagraphs.  Shouldn’t they both be subparagraphs of proposed
10.12.2?

The TC refers the submitter to Comment Log CC 200, Section 10.14.2.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-61     Log #420  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-77
Revise proposed 10.12.5 (New).

The proposed new section requires a title to be in compliance with the Manual of Style.

The TC refers the submitter to Comment 72-61a (Log #CC200), Section 10.14.5.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-61a     Log #CC200  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fundamentals of Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-77
1) Revise the committee action on Proposal 72-77 as follows [revisions are shown relative to

Chapter 10 as it would appear (clean) after making the changes shown by the committee action on Proposal 72-77 and
other related proposals]:

*****Insert **** ROC 72-CC 200 **** here (Chapter 10)*****

2) Relocate the record of completion figures shown for the committee action on Proposal 72-152 (as modified by the
recommendation in Comment Log CC 201) to new Chapter 7.

3) Relocate the "filled-out" record of completion forms resulting from the committee action on Comment 72-424 (as
modified by the recommendation in Comment Log CC 201) to become annex material for new Chapter 7.

The committee created a document that portrays the essence and spirit of Chapter 10. This new
Chapter 10 became a new working document.  (Also see the TC actions and statement on 72-140 (Log #429)  and
72-424 (Log #52).)

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

GAUVIN, D.:  The new Chapter 10 published in the ROC ballot for ROC 72-61a, (Log #CC200), captures the essence
of changes made in accordance with ROC 72-56 and other actions taken at the ROP. However, Chapter 10 as
published for ROC 72-61a still requires correlation with other committee actions taken in the ROC; for example,  the
action taken on ROC 72-120 is not reflected in the version of Chapter 10 Section 10.4.4 as published in ROC 72-61a.
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10.1  Application. 

10.1.1   The basic functions of a complete fire alarm and/or signaling system shall comply with 
the requirements of this chapter. 

10.1.2   The requirements of this chapter shall apply to systems, equipment, and components 
addressed in Chapters 12, 14, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 26 and 27. 

10.2  Purpose. 

The purpose of fire alarm and signaling systems shall be primarily to provide notification of 
alarm, supervisory, and trouble conditions; to alert the occupants; to summon aid; and to control 
emergency control functions. 

10.3  Equipment. 

10.3.1   Equipment constructed and installed in conformity with this Code shall be listed for the 
purpose for which it is used. 

10.3.2   System components shall be installed, tested, inspected, and maintained in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s published instructions and this Code. [ROP-77, 78] 

10.3.3*  All devices and appliances that receive their power from the initiating device circuit or 
signaling line circuit of a control unit shall be listed for use with the control unit. 

10.3.4    All apparatus requiring rewinding or resetting to maintain normal operation shall be 
restored to normal as promptly as possible after each abnormal condition and maintained in 
normal condition for operation. [ROP-77, 126] 

10.3.5  Performance and Limitations. [ROP-77] 

10.3.5.1  Voltage, Temperature, and Humidity Variation. Equipment shall be designed so 
that it is capable of performing its intended functions under the following conditions: 

(1)*  At 85 percent and at 110 percent of the nameplate primary (main) and secondary (standby) 
input voltage(s) 

(2)  At ambient temperatures of 0°C (32°F) and 49°C (120°F) 

(3)  At a relative humidity of 85 percent and an ambient temperature of 30°C (86°F) 
[ROP-77] 

10.4  Installation and Design. [ROP-77] 

10.4.1*   All systems shall be installed in accordance with the specifications and standards 
approved by the authority having jurisdiction. [ROP-77] 

10.4.2   Devices and appliances shall be located and mounted so that accidental operation or 
failure is not caused by vibration or jarring. [ROP-77] 
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10.4.3   Equipment shall be installed in locations where conditions do not exceed the voltage, 
temperature, and humidity limits specified in the manufacturer's published instructions. [ROP-
77] 

10.4.4*  In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be 
provided at the location of each fire alarm control unit(s), transponder, remote central equipment 
such as amplifiers, locations where two or more notification appliance circuit power extenders 
are installed, and supervising station transmitting equipment to provide notification of fire at that 
location. [ROP-77, 134b] 

Exception No. 1:  Where ambient conditions prohibit installation of automatic smoke detection, 
automatic heat detection shall be permitted. 

Exception No. 2:  Other protection means or methods, for each location, based on a risk 
analysis deemed acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction. [ROP-134] 

10.4.5  Initiating Devices. [ROP-77] 

10.4.5.1   Initiating devices of the manual or automatic type shall be selected and installed so as 
to minimize nuisance alarms. [ROP-77] 

10.4.5.2   Initiating devices shall comply with the requirements of Chapter 17 and Chapter 23. 
[ROP-77] 

10.4.5.3   All manual alarms shall be initiated by means of a listed manual fire alarm box or by 
means that is key operated or located within a locked cabinet or arranged to provide equivalent 
protection against unauthorized use. [ROP-128] 

10.5  Personnel Qualifications. 

10.5.1  System Designer. 

10.5.1.1   Fire alarm system and emergency communications system plans and specifications 
shall be developed in accordance with this Code by persons who are experienced in the proper 
design, application, installation, and testing of the systems. 

10.5.1.2   State or local licensure regulations shall be followed to determine qualified personnel. 
Depending on state or local licensure regulations, qualified personnel shall include, but not be 
limited to, one or more of the following: 

(1)  Personnel who are registered, licensed, or certified by a state or local authority 

(2)  Personnel who are certified by a nationally recognized certification organization acceptable 
to the authority having jurisdiction 

(3)  Personnel who are factory trained and certified for fire alarm system design and/or 
emergency communication system design of the specific type and brand of system and who 
are acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction [ROP-82] 

 
 [ROP-77] 



10.5.1.3   The system designer shall be identified on the system design documents. 
 
10.5.1.4 The systems designer shall provide evidence of their qualifications and /or certifications 
when required by the authority having jurisdiction. 

10.5.2  System Installer. 

10.5.2.1   Fire alarm systems and emergency communications systems installation personnel 
shall be qualified or shall be supervised by persons who are qualified in the installation, 
inspection, and testing of the systems. 

10.5.2.2   State or local licensure regulations shall be followed to determine qualified personnel. 
Depending on state or local licensure regulations, qualified personnel shall include, but not be 
limited to, one or more of the following: 

(1)  Personnel who are registered, licensed, or certified by a state or local authority 

(2)  Personnel who are certified by a nationally recognized certification organization acceptable 
to the authority having jurisdiction 

(3)  Personnel who are factory trained and certified for fire alarm system installation and/or 
emergency communications system installation of the specific type and brand of system and 
who are acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction [ROP-83] 

10.5.2.3    The system installer shall provide evidence of their qualifications and/or certifications 
when requested by the authority having jurisdiction. 

10.5.3* Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance Personnel. (SIG-TMS).  Personnel shall be 
qualified and experienced in the inspection, testing, and maintenance of systems addressed 
within the scope of this Code. [ROP-86a] 

10.5.3.1* Inspection Personnel.  Inspections shall be performed by personnel who have 
developed competence through training and experience acceptable to the authority having 
jurisdiction or meet the requirement of 10.5.3.3. [ROP-86a] 

10.5.3.2* Testing Personnel.  Testing personnel shall have knowledge and experience of the 
testing requirements for fire alarm and signaling equipment of this code acceptable to the 
authority having jurisdiction or meet the requirement of 10.5.3.3. [ROP-86a] 

10.5.3.3  Maintenance Personnel.  Maintenance personnel shall be qualified in the 
maintenance of systems addressed within the scope of this Code. Qualified personnel shall 
include, but not be limited to, one or more of the following: [ROP-86a] 

(1)*  Personnel who are factory trained and certified for the specific type and brand of system 
being serviced 

(2)*  Personnel who are certified by a nationally recognized certification organization acceptable 
to the authority having jurisdiction 

(3)*  Personnel who are registered, licensed, or certified by a state or local authority to perform 
service on systems addressed within the scope of this Code 



(4)  Personnel who are employed and qualified by an organization listed by a nationally 
recognized testing laboratory for the servicing of systems within the scope of this Code 

10.5.3.4  Programming.  Personnel programming a system shall be certified by the system 
manufacturer on the specific system programming.  

 
[ROP-86a] 

10.5.4  Supervising Station Operators. (SIG-SSS) 

10.5.4.1   All operators in the supervising station shall demonstrate competence in all tasks 
required of them in Chapter 26 by one or more of the following: 

(1)  Certified by the manufacturer of the receiving system or equipment or the alarm-monitoring 
automation system 

(2)*  Certified by an organization acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction 

(3)  Licensed or certified by a state or local authority 

(4)  Other training or certification approved by the authority having jurisdiction 

10.5.4.2   Evidence of qualifications and/or certification shall be provided when requested by the 
authority having jurisdiction. A license or qualification listing shall be current in accordance with 
the requirements of the issuing authority or organization. 

10.5.4.3   Operator trainees shall be under the direct supervision of a qualified operator until 
qualified as required by 10.5.4.1. 

10.6  Power Supplies. 

10.6.1  Scope. The provisions of this section shall apply to power supplies used for protected 
premises fire alarm systems, supervising station alarm systems, public emergency alarm 
reporting systems, and emergency communications systems and equipment. 

10.6.2  Code Conformance. All power supplies shall be installed in conformity with the 
requirements of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code, for such equipment and with the 
requirements indicated in this subsection. 

10.6.3  Power Supply Sources. 

10.6.3.1   Power shall be supplied in compliance with either 10.6.3.2 or 10.6.4. 

10.6.3.2   Unless configured in compliance with 10.6.4, at least two independent and reliable 
power supplies shall be provided, one primary and one secondary. 

10.6.3.3   Each power supply shall be of adequate capacity for the application. 

10.6.3.4   Monitoring the integrity of power supplies shall be in accordance with 10.6.9. [ROP-
90] 

10.6.4  Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS). 



10.6.4.1   The UPS device shall be configured in compliance with NFPA 111, Standard on 
Stored Electrical Energy Emergency and Standby Power Systems, for a Type O, Class 24, Level 
1 system. [ROP-91] 

10.6.4.2   The UPS device shall comply with the requirements of 10.6.5. [ROP-92] 

10.6.4.3   Failure of the UPS shall result in the initiation of a trouble signal in accordance with 
Section 10.15. 

10.6.5  Primary Power Supply. 

10.6.5.1  Individual Branch Circuit. The branch circuit supplying the fire alarm equipment(s) 
or emergency communication system(s) shall supply no other loads and shall be supplied by one 
of the following: [ROP-93a] 

(1)  Commercial light and power 

(2)  An engine-driven generator or equivalent in accordance with 10.6.11.2, where a person 
specifically trained in its operation is on duty at all times 

(3)  An engine-driven generator or equivalent arranged for cogeneration with commercial light 
and power in accordance with 10.6.11.2, where a person specifically trained in its operation 
is on duty at all times 

10.6.5.2  Circuit Identification and Accessibility. 

10.6.5.2.1   The location of the individual branch circuit disconnecting means shall be 
permanently identified at the control unit. [ROP-96] 

10.6.5.2.2   System circuit disconnecting means shall be permanently identified as to its purpose 
in accordance with the following: [ROP-97] 

(1)  “FIRE ALARM CIRCUIT” for fire alarm systems 

(2)  “MASS NOTIFICATION SYSTEM” for mass notification systems 

(3)  “EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION SYSTEM” for emergency communication systems 

10.6.5.2.3   For fire alarm and/or signaling systems, the circuit disconnecting means shall have a 
red marking. [ROP-98] 

10.6.5.2.4   The red marking shall not damage the overcurrent protective devices or obscure the 
manufacturer’s markings. [ROP-96] 

10.6.5.2.5   The circuit disconnecting means shall be accessible only to authorized personnel. 

10.6.5.3  Mechanical Protection. The individual branch circuit(s) and connections shall be 
protected against physical damage. [ROP-99] 

10.6.5.4  Circuit Breaker Lock.  Where a circuit breaker is the disconnecting means, a listed 
breaker locking device shall be installed. [ROP-99] 
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10.6.5.5  Overcurrent Protection. An overcurrent protective device of suitable current-carrying 
capacity that is capable of interrupting the maximum short-circuit current to which it can be 
subject shall be provided in each ungrounded conductor. 

10.6.6* Continuity of Power Supplies. 

10.6.6.1   The secondary power supply shall automatically provide power to the protected 
premises system within 10 seconds whenever the primary power supply fails to provide the 
minimum voltage required for proper operation. 

10.6.6.2   The secondary power supply shall automatically provide power to the supervising 
station facility and equipment within 60 seconds whenever the primary power supply fails to 
provide the minimum voltage required for proper operation. 

10.6.6.3   Required signals shall not be lost, interrupted, or delayed by more than 10 seconds as 
a result of the primary power failure. 

10.6.6.3.1   Storage batteries dedicated to the system or UPS arranged in accordance with the 
provisions of NFPA 111, Standard on Stored Electrical Energy Emergency and Standby Power 
Systems, shall be permitted to supplement the secondary power supply to ensure required 
operation during the transfer period. 

10.6.6.3.2   Where a UPS is employed in 10.6.6.3.1, a positive means for disconnecting the input 
and output of the UPS system while maintaining continuity of power supply to the load shall be 
provided. 

10.6.7  Secondary Power Supply. 

10.6.7.1  Secondary Power Operation. 

10.6.7.1.1   Operation on secondary power shall not affect the required performance of a system 
or supervising station facility, including alarm, supervisory, and trouble signals and indications. 

Exception:  While operating on secondary power, audio amplifier monitoring shall be required 
only when an alarm is present. [ROP-104] 

10.6.7.2* Capacity. 

10.6.7.2.1   The secondary power supply shall have sufficient capacity to operate the system 
under quiescent load (system operating in a nonalarm condition) for a minimum of 24 hours and, 
at the end of that period, shall be capable of operating all alarm notification appliances used for 
evacuation or to direct aid to the location of an emergency for 5 minutes, unless otherwise 
permitted or required by the following: 

(1)  Battery calculations shall include a 20 percent safety margin to the calculated amp-hour 
rating. 

(2)  The secondary power supply for in-building fire emergency voice/alarm communications 
service shall be capable of operating the system under quiescent load for a minimum of 24 
hours and then shall be capable of operating the system during a fire or other emergency 
condition for a period of 15 minutes at maximum connected load. 



(3)  The secondary power supply capacity for supervising station facilities and equipment shall 
be capable of supporting operations for a minimum of 24 hours. 

(4)  The secondary power supply for high-power speaker arrays used for wide-area mass 
notification systems shall be in accordance with 24.4.4.4.2.2. 

(5)  The secondary power supply for textual visible appliances shall be in accordance with 
24.4.4.4.7.1. 

(6)  The secondary power supply capacity for central control stations of a wide-area mass 
notification systems shall be capable of supporting operations for a minimum of 24 hours. 

(7)  The secondary power supply for in-building mass notification systems shall be capable of 
operating the system under quiescent load for a minimum of 24 hours and then shall be 
capable of operating the system during emergency condition for a period of 15 minutes at 
maximum connected load. 

(8) The secondary power supply for two-way radio communications enhancement systems shall 
be in accordance with 24.5.2.5.5. 

10.6.7.2.2   The secondary power supply capacity required shall include all power supply loads 
that are not automatically disconnected upon the transfer to secondary power supply. 

10.6.7.3* Secondary Power Supply for Protected Premises Fire Alarm Systems and 
Emergency Communications Systems. 

10.6.7.3.1   The secondary power supply shall consist of one of the following: 

(1)  A storage battery dedicated to the system arranged in accordance with 10.6.10 

(2)  An automatic-starting, engine-driven generator serving the individual branch circuit 
specified in 10.6.5.1 and arranged in accordance with 10.6.11.3.1, and storage batteries 
dedicated to the system with 4 hours of capacity arranged in accordance with 10.6.10 
[ROP-101] 

10.6.7.3.2   Secondary circuits that provide power to the control unit and are not integral to the 
unit shall be protected against physical damage. 

10.6.7.4  Secondary Power Supply for Supervising Station Facilities. 

10.6.7.4.1   The secondary power supply shall consist of one of the following: 

(1)  Storage batteries dedicated to the supervising station equipment arranged in accordance 
with 10.6.10 

(2)  An individual branch circuit of an automatic-starting, engine-driven generator arranged in 
accordance with 10.6.11.3.2.1 and 10.6.11.3.2.2, and storage batteries dedicated to the 
supervising station equipment with 4 hours of capacity arranged in accordance with 10.6.10 
[ROP-102] 



(3)  An individual branch circuit of multiple engine-driven generators, at least one of which is 
arranged for automatic starting in accordance with 10.6.11.3.2.1 and 10.6.11.3.2.2 [ROP-
103] 

10.6.7.4.2   Where a secondary power supply for supervising station facilities in accordance 
with 10.6.7.4.1(3) is used, the following shall apply: [ROP-77] 

(1)  Each generator shall be capable of supplying the energy required. 

(2)  Generators that are started manually shall be arranged in accordance with 10.6.11.3.2.3 and 
10.6.11.3.2.4. 

(3)  When manual-start generators are employed, a person trained in the procedure of starting 
the generator shall be on duty at all times. 

 [ROP-77] 

10.6.8  Power Supply for Remotely Located Control Equipment. 

10.6.8.1   Additional power supplies, where provided for control units, circuit interfaces, or 
other equipment essential to system operation, and located remotely from the main control unit, 
shall be comprised of a primary and secondary power supply that shall meet the same 
requirements as those of 10.6.1 through 10.6.6 and 10.6.9. 

10.6.8.2   The location of any remotely located power supply shall be identified at the master 
control unit. 

10.6.8.3   The master control unit display shall be permitted to satisfy the requirement of 
10.6.8.2. 

10.6.8.4   The location of any remotely located power supply shall be identified on the record 
drawings. 

10.6.9  Monitoring Integrity of Power Supplies. [ROP-145a] 

10.6.9.1   Unless otherwise permitted or required by 10.6.9.1.3 and 10.6.9.1.6, all primary and 
secondary power supplies shall be monitored for the presence of voltage at the point of 
connection to the system. 

10.6.9.1.1   Failure of either supply shall result in a trouble signal in accordance with Section 
10.15. 

10.6.9.1.2   Where the digital alarm communicator transmitter (DACT) is powered from a 
protected premises fire alarm system control unit, power failure indication shall be in accordance 
with 10.6.9.1. 

10.6.9.1.3   Monitoring shall not be required for a power supply for supplementary equipment. 

10.6.9.1.4   Monitoring shall not be required for the neutral of a three-, four-, or five-wire 
alternating current (ac) or direct current (dc) supply source. 



10.6.9.1.5   Monitoring shall not be required for the main power supply in a central station, 
provided that the fault condition is otherwise indicated so as to be obvious to the operator on 
duty. 

10.6.9.1.6   Monitoring shall not be required for the output of an engine-driven generator that is 
part of the secondary power supply, provided that the generator is tested weekly in accordance 
with Chapter 14. 

10.6.9.2*  Power supply sources and electrical supervision for digital alarm communications 
systems shall be in accordance with Sections 10.6 and 10.19. 

10.6.9.3*   Unless prohibited by the authority having jurisdiction, supervising station alarm 
systems shall be arranged to delay transmission of primary power failure signals for a period 
ranging from 60 minutes to 180 minutes. 

10.6.9.4   Power supervisory devices shall be arranged so as not to impair the receipt of fire 
alarm or supervisory signals. 

10.6.10* Storage Batteries. 

10.6.10.1  Marking. 

10.6.10.1.1   Batteries shall be marked with the month and year of manufacture using the 
month/year format. 

10.6.10.1.2   Where the battery is not marked with the month/year by the manufacturer, the 
installer shall obtain the date-code and mark the battery with the month/year of battery 
manufacture. 

10.6.10.2  Location. Storage batteries shall be located so that the equipment, including 
overcurrent devices, are not adversely affected by battery gases and shall conform to the 
requirements of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code, Article 480. 

10.6.10.2.1   Cells shall be suitably insulated against ground-faults. [ROP-77] 

10.6.10.2.2   Cells shall be suitably insulated against crosses. 

10.6.10.2.3   Cells shall be mounted in such a manner so as to be protected from physical 
damage. 

10.6.10.2.4   Racks shall be suitably protected against deterioration. 

10.6.10.2.5   If not located in or adjacent to the control unit, the batteries and their charger 
location shall be permanently identified at the control unit. 

10.6.10.3  Battery Charging. 

10.6.10.3.1   Adequate facilities shall be provided to automatically maintain the battery fully 
charged under all conditions of normal operation. 

10.6.10.3.2   Adequate facilities shall be provided to recharge batteries within 48 hours after 
fully charged batteries have been subject to a single discharge cycle as specified in 10.6.7.2. 



10.6.10.3.3   Upon attaining a fully charged condition, the charge rate shall not be so excessive 
as to result in battery damage. 

10.6.10.3.4*  Batteries shall be either trickle- or float-charged. 
 

10.6.10.3.5   Supervising stations shall maintain spare parts or units available, which shall be 
used to restore failed charging capacity prior to the consumption of one-half of the capacity of 
the batteries for the supervising station equipment. 

10.6.10.4  Overcurrent Protection. 

10.6.10.4.1   The batteries shall be protected against excessive load current by overcurrent 
devices. 

10.6.10.4.2   The batteries shall be protected from excessive charging current by overcurrent 
devices or by automatic current-limiting design of the charging source. 

10.6.10.5  Metering. The charging equipment shall provide either integral meters or readily 
accessible terminal facilities for the connection of portable meters by which the battery voltage 
and charging current can be determined. 

10.6.10.6  Monitoring Integrity of Battery Charger. 

10.6.10.6.1   Means for monitoring integrity appropriate for the batteries and charger employed 
shall be provided to detect a battery charger failure. 

10.6.10.6.2   Failure of the battery charger shall result in the initiation of a trouble signal in 
accordance with Section 10.15. 

10.6.11  Engine-Driven Generators. 

10.6.11.1  Application and Installation. The application and installation of engine-driven 
generators shall be as specified in 10.6.11.2 through 10.6.11.7. 

10.6.11.2  Primary Power Supply. 

10.6.11.2.1   Engine-driven generators arranged as the primary supply shall be designed in an 
approved manner. 

10.6.11.2.2   Engine-driven generators arranged as the primary supply shall be installed in an 
approved manner. 

10.6.11.3  Secondary Power Supplies. 

10.6.11.3.1  Protected Premises. 

10.6.11.3.1.1   Engine-driven generators used to provide secondary power for a protected 
premises fire alarm system or an emergency communications system shall comply with NFPA 
110, Standard for Emergency and Standby Power Systems, Chapter 4, requirements for a Type 
10, Class 24, Level 1 system. 



10.6.11.3.1.2   Installation of engine-driven generators used to provide secondary power for a 
protected premises fire alarm system or an emergency communications system shall be in 
accordance with NFPA 70, National Electrical Code, Article 700. 

10.6.11.3.1.3   Where survivability of circuits is required by another section of the Code, equal 
protection shall be provided for power supply circuits. 

10.6.11.3.2  Supervising Station. 

10.6.11.3.2.1   Automatic-starting, engine-driven generators used to provide secondary power 
for a supervising station shall comply with NFPA 110, Standard for Emergency and Standby 
Power Systems, Chapter 4, requirements for a Type 60, Class 24, Level 2 system. 

10.6.11.3.2.2   Installation of automatic-starting, engine-driven generators used to provide 
secondary power for a supervising station shall be in accordance with NFPA 70, National 
Electrical Code, Article 701. 

10.6.11.3.2.3   Manual-starting, engine-driven generators used to provide secondary power for a 
supervising station shall comply with NFPA 110, Standard for Emergency and Standby Power 
Systems, Chapter 10, requirements for a Type M, Class 24, Level 2 system. 

10.6.11.3.2.4   Installation of manual-starting, engine-driven generators used to provide 
secondary power for a supervising station shall be in accordance with NFPA 70, National 
Electrical Code, Article 702. 

10.6.11.4  Performance, Operation, Testing, and Maintenance. The requirements for 
performance, operation, testing, and maintenance of engine-driven generators shall conform to 
the applicable provisions of NFPA 110, Standard for Emergency and Standby Power Systems. 

10.6.11.5  Capacity. The unit shall be of a capacity that is sufficient to operate the system under 
the maximum normal load conditions in addition to all other demands placed upon the unit. 

10.6.11.6  Fuel. Unless otherwise required or permitted in 10.6.11.6.1 through 10.6.11.6.3, fuel 
shall be available in storage sufficient for 6 months of testing plus the capacity specified in 
10.6.7. 

10.6.11.6.1   For public emergency alarm reporting systems, the requirements of Chapter 27 
shall apply. 

10.6.11.6.2   If a reliable source of supply is available at any time on a 2-hour notice, it shall be 
permitted to have fuel in storage sufficient for 12 hours of operation at full load. 

10.6.11.6.3   Fuel systems using natural or manufactured gas supplied through reliable utility 
mains shall not be required to have fuel storage tanks unless located in seismic risk zone 3 or 
greater as defined in ANSI A-58.1, Building Code Requirements for Minimum Design Loads in 
Buildings and Other Structures. 

10.6.11.7  Battery and Charger. A separate storage battery and separate automatic charger 
shall be provided for starting the engine-driven generator and shall not be used for any other 
purpose. 



10.7  Signal Priority. 

The priority of signals shall be in accordance with this section. 

10.7.1   ECS priority signals when evaluated by stakeholders through a risk analysis in 
accordance with 24.3.10.2 shall be permitted to take precedence over all other signals. 

10.7.2   Fire alarm signals shall take precedence over all other signals, except as permitted by 
10.7.1 or 10.7.3. 

10.7.3*  Emergency mass notification signals and messages shall be permitted to have priority 
over fire alarm notification signals in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 24. 

10.7.4   Emergency mass notification signals and messages shall have priority over supervisory 
and trouble signals in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 24. 

10.7.5   Pre-alarm signals shall take precedence over supervisory and trouble signals. [ROP-
107a] 

10.7.6   Supervisory signals shall take precedence over trouble signals. 

10.7.7   Hold-up alarms or other life-threatening signals shall be permitted to take precedence 
over supervisory and trouble signals where acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction. 

10.7.8*  Where separate systems are installed, they shall be permitted to achieve the priority of 
signals in accordance with Section 10.7. 
 
10.8 Detection and Signaling of Conditions. 
 
10.8.1 Abnormal Condition Detection.  Where required by this code the system shall be provided 
with means to detect and signal abnormal conditions.  The system shall be in an abnormal 
condition when system is not within acceptable limits. 
 
10.8.2 Alarm Condition Detection. An alarm signal shall be generated when the system detects a 
condition that poses an immediate threat to life, property, or mission.  Where required by this 
code the system shall be provided with means to detect and signal alarm conditions. 
 
10.8.2.1 Pre-Alarm Condition Detection. A pre-alarm signal shall be generated when the system 
detects a condition that allows time for an investigation of the signal Where required by this code 
the system shall be provided with means to detect and signal pre-alarm conditions. 
 
10.8.2.2 Supervisory Condition Detection. A supervisory signal shall be generated when the 
system 
detects an abnormal condition of a protective system.  Where required by this code the system 
shall be provided with means to detect and signal supervisory conditions. 
 
10.8.2.3 Trouble Condition Detection. A trouble signal shall be generated when the system 
detects a 
condition of a fault.  Where required by this code the system shall be provided with means to 
detect and signal trouble conditions. 



 
10.8.2.4 Normal Condition Detection. Where required by this code, the system shall generate a 
restoration signal when the device or signaling system returns to normal.  The system shall be in 
a normal condition when system is within normal acceptable limits. 
 
10.8.3. Responses 
 
10.8.3.1 Alarm.  The response to an alarm signal shall be in accordance with this code. 
10.8.3.2 Pre-alarm.  The response to a pre-alarm signal shall be in accordance with this code. 
10.8.3.3 Supervisory.  The response to a supervisory signal shall be in accordance with this code. 
10.8.3.4 Trouble.  The response to trouble signal shall be in accordance with this code. 

10.8  Conditions. [ROP-107b] 

10.8.1  Abnormal.  The system shall be in an abnormal condition when system is not within 
acceptable limits. [ROP-107b] 

10.8.2  Alarm.  An alarm signal shall be generated when the system detects a condition that 
poses an immediate threat to life, property, or mission. [ROP-107b] 

10.8.2.1  Pre-Alarm.  A pre-alarm signal shall be generated when the system detects a condition 
that allows time for an investigation of the signal. [ROP-107b] 

10.8.2.2  Supervisory.  A supervisory signal shall be generated when the system detects an 
abnormal condition of a protective system. [ROP-107b] 

10.8.2.3  Trouble.  A trouble signal shall be generated when the system detects a condition of a 
fault. [ROP-107b] 

10.8.2.4  Normal.  The system shall be in a normal condition when system is within normal 
acceptable limits. [ROP-107b] 

10.9  Distinctive Signals. 

10.9.1   Priority alarms, fire alarms, supervisory signals, pre-alarm signals, and trouble signals 
shall be distinctively and descriptively annunciated. [ROP-108a] 

10.9.2   Audible alarm notification appliances for a fire alarm system shall produce signals that 
are distinctive from other similar appliances used for other purposes in the same area that are not 
part of the fire alarm or emergency communications system. 

10.9.3*  An audible notification appliance on a control unit, or on multiple control units that are 
interconnected to form a system, or at a remote location, shall be permitted to have the same 
audible characteristics for all alerting functions including, but not limited to, alarm, trouble, and 
supervisory, provided that the distinction between signals shall be by other appropriate means, 
such as visible annunciation. [ROP-77] 

10.9.4*  Supervisory signals shall be distinctive in sound from other signals, and their sound 
shall not be used for any other purpose except as permitted in 10.9.3. 
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10.9.5   Trouble signals required to indicate at the protected premises shall be indicated by 
distinctive audible signals, which shall be distinctive from alarm signals except as permitted in 
10.9.3. 

10.9.6   Alarm evacuation signals shall be distinctive in sound from other signals, shall comply 
with the requirements of 18.4.2, and their sound shall not be used for any other purpose. [ROP-
109, 110, 111] 

10.9.7   Pre-alarm signals shall be distinctive in sound from other signals, and their sound shall 
not be used for any other purpose except as permitted in 10.9.3. [ROP-111a] 

10.10  Responses. [ROP-107b] 

10.10.1  Alarm.  An alarm response shall occur when the system detects a condition that poses 
an immediate threat to life, property, or mission. [ROP-107b] 

10.10.1.1  Pre-Alarm.  A pre-alarm response shall occur when the system detects a condition 
that requires an investigation of the signal. [ROP-107b] 

10.10.2  Supervisory.  A supervisory response shall occur when the system detects an abnormal 
condition of a protective system. [ROP-107b] 

10.10.3  Trouble.  A trouble response shall occur when the system detects a condition of fault. 
[ROP-107b] 

10.11* ECS Priority Signals. 

Visible indication of priority signals shall be automatically indicated within 10 seconds at the fire 
alarm control unit or other designated location. (SIG-ECS) 

10.12  Alarm Signals. [ROP-112, 113, 114] 

10.12.1   Actuation of alarm notification appliances or emergency voice communications, 
emergency control functions, and annunciation at the protected premises shall occur within 10 
seconds after the activation of an initiating device. 

10.12.2*  A coded alarm signal shall consist of not less than three complete rounds of the 
number transmitted. 

10.12.3   Each round of a coded alarm signal shall consist of not less than three impulses. 

10.12.4*  Resetting of alarm signals shall comply with the requirements of 23.8.2.2. [ROP-121] 

10.12.5   Unacknowledged alarm signals shall not be interrupted if a fault on an initiating device 
circuit or a signaling line circuit occurs while there is an alarm condition on that circuit unless 
the faulted circuit is used to interconnect control units. [ROP-77, 140a] 
 

10.12.6 An alarm signal that has been deactivated at the protected premises shall 
comply with the following: 10.12.6.1 and 10.12.6.2. 
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10.12.6.1 (1) The audible and visible alarm signal at the control unit only shall 
automatically re-activate every 24 hours or less until alarm signal conditions are 
restored to normal. 

10.12.6.2 (2) The audible and visible alarm signal shall operate until it is manually 
silenced or acknowledged. [ROC 72-89 and 72-92] 

10.13* Fire Alarm Notification Appliance Deactivation. 

10.13.1   A means for turning off activated alarm notification appliance(s) shall be permitted. 
[ROP-77] 

10.13.2   When a fire alarm notification deactivation means is actuated, both audible and visible 
notification appliances shall be simultaneously deactivated. [ROP-77] 

10.13.3   The fire alarm notification deactivation means shall be key-operated or located within 
a locked cabinet, or arranged to provide equivalent protection against unauthorized use. [ROP-
77] 

10.13.4   The means shall comply with the requirements of 10.18.1. [ROP-77] 

10.13.5  Subsequent Actuation of Initiating Devices. [ROP-120] 

10.13.5.1   Subsequent actuation of non-addressable initiating devices on other initiating device 
circuits shall cause the notification appliances to reactivate. [ROP-120] 

10.13.5.2   Subsequent actuation of addressable initiating devices of a different type in the same 
room or addressable initiating devices in a different room on signaling line circuits shall cause 
the notification appliances to reactivate. [ROP-120] 

10.13.6   A fire alarm notification deactivation means that remains in the deactivated position 
when there is no alarm condition shall operate an audible trouble notification appliance until the 
means is restored to normal. [ROP-77] 

10.13.7   An alarm signal that has been deactivated at the protected premises shall comply with 
the following: 

(1)  The audible signal shall automatically re-sound (at the control unit) every 24 hours or less 
until alarm signal conditions are restored to normal. 

(2)  The audible signal shall sound until it is manually silenced or acknowledged. 
[ROP-122] 

10.14  Supervisory Signals. 

10.14.1  Self-Restoring Supervisory Signal Indication. Visible and audible indication of self-
restoring supervisory signals and visible indication of their restoration to normal shall be 
automatically indicated within 90 seconds at the following locations: 
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(1)  Fire alarm control unit for local fire alarm systems 

(2)  Building fire command center for in-building fire emergency voice/alarm communications 
systems 

(3)  Supervising station location for systems installed in compliance with Chapter 26 

10.14.2  Latching Supervisory Signal Indication. 

10.14.2.1   

10.14.3   Visible and audible indication of latching supervisory signals shall be indicated within 
90 seconds at the locations specified in 10.14.1. (Renumber as required, MOS) 

10.14.2.2   Restoration of latching supervisory signals shall be indicated within 90 seconds at 
the locations specified in 10.14.1. 

(Renumber as required, MOS) 

10.14.4  Coded Supervisory Signal. 

10.14.4.1   A coded supervisory signal shall be permitted to consist of two rounds of the number 
transmitted to indicate a supervisory off-normal condition. 

10.14.4.2   A coded supervisory signal shall be permitted to consist of one round of the number 
transmitted to indicate the restoration of the supervisory condition to normal. 

10.14.5  Combined Coded Alarm and Supervisory Signal Circuits. Where both coded 
sprinkler supervisory signals and coded fire or waterflow alarm signals are transmitted over the 
same signaling line circuit, provision shall be made to obtain either alarm signal precedence or 
sufficient repetition of the alarm signal to prevent the loss of an alarm signal. 

10.14.5.1   Restoration of latching supervisory signals shall be indicated within 90 seconds at 
the locations specified in 10.14.1. 

10.14.6  Supervisory Notification Appliance Location. The audible supervisory notification 
appliances shall be located in an area where they are likely to be heard. [ROP-77] 

 

10.14.7 Supervisory Signal Reactivation.  A supervisory signal that has been deactivated 
at the protected premises shall comply with the 10.14.7.1 and 10.14.7.2. following: 
 
10.14.7.1 (1) The audible and visible supervisory signal at the control unit only shall 
automatically re-activate every 24 hours or less until supervisory signal conditions are 
restored to normal. 

10.14.7.2 (2) The audible and visible supervisory signal shall operate until it is manually 
silenced or acknowledged. [ROC 72-91 and 72-92] (Renumber as required) 
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10.14.7  Supervisory Notification Appliance Deactivation. 

10.14.7.1   A means for deactivating supervisory notification appliances shall be permitted. 
[ROP-77] 

10.14.7.2   The means shall be key-operated or located within a locked cabinet, or arranged to 
provide equivalent protection against unauthorized use. 

10.14.7.3   The means for deactivating supervisory notification appliances shall comply with the 
requirements of 10.186.2. [ROP-77] 

10.14.7.4   Subsequent actuation of supervisory initiating devices in other building zones shall 
cause supervisory notification appliances to actuate as required by the system Input/Output 
Matrix. [ROP-77] 

10.14.7.5   A means for deactivating supervisory notification appliances that remains in the 
deactivated position when there is no supervisory condition shall operate an audible trouble 
notification appliance until the means is restored to normal. [ROP-77] 

10.14.8   A supervisory signal that has been deactivated at the protected premises shall comply 
with the following: 

(1)  The audible signal shall automatically re-sound (at the control unit) every 24 hours or less 
until supervisory signal conditions are restored to normal. 

(2)  The audible signal shall sound until it is manually silenced or acknowledged. 
[ROP-123] 

10.15  Trouble Signals. 

10.15.1   Trouble signals and their restoration to normal shall be indicated within 200 seconds at 
the locations identified in 10.15.7 and 10.15.8. 

10.15.2   Indication of primary power failure trouble signals transmitted to a supervising station 
shall be in accordance with 10.6.9.3. [ROP-77] 

10.15.3   An audible trouble signal shall be permitted to be intermittent provided it sounds at 
least once every 10 seconds, with a minimum duration of ½ second. [ROP-77] 

10.15.4   A single audible trouble signal shall be permitted to annunciate multiple fault 
conditions. 

10.15.5   The audible trouble notification appliances shall be located in an area where they are 
likely to be heard. [ROP-77] 

10.15.6   Actuated notification appliances at the protected premises shall continue to operate 
unless they are manually silenced as permitted by 10.15.9.1. [ROP-77] 

10.15.7   Visible and audible trouble signals and visible indication of their restoration to normal 
shall be indicated at the following locations: 

(1)  Fire alarm control unit for protected premises alarm systems 



(2)  Building fire command center for in-building fire emergency voice/alarm communications 
systems 

(3)  Central station or remote station location for systems installed in compliance with Chapter 
26 

10.15.8   Trouble signals and their restoration to normal shall be visibly and audibly indicated at 
the proprietary supervising station for systems installed in compliance with Chapter 26. 

 

10.15.9.7*  A tTrouble notification appliances signal in protected premises fire alarm systems 
that has have been deactivated silenced at the protected premises shall automatically re-actuate 
every 24 hours or less until the fault conditions are restored to normal comply with 10.15.9.1 and 
10.15.9.2. [ROP-77] 

10.15.9.1 (1)  The audible and visible trouble signal shall automatically re-actuate (at the control 
unit) every 24 hours or less until trouble signal conditions are restored to normal. [ROP-
123b, 123c] 

10.15.9.2 (2)  The audible and visible trouble signal associated with signaling the depletion or 
failure of the primary battery of a wireless system as required by 23.16.2(3) and (4) shall 
automatically resound every 4 hours or less until the depletion signal is restored to normal. 
[ROP-77, 123a] 

(Renumber remaining sections) 

10.15.9  Trouble Notification Appliance Deactivation. [ROP-77] 

10.15.9.1   A means for deactivating trouble notification appliances shall be permitted. [ROP-
77] 

10.15.9.2   The means shall be key-operated or located within a locked cabinet, or arranged to 
provide equivalent protection against unauthorized use. [ROP-77] 

10.15.9.3   The means for deactivating trouble notification appliances shall comply with the 
requirements of 10.18.2. [ROP-77] 

10.15.9.4   If an audible trouble notification appliance is also used to indicate a supervisory 
condition, as permitted by 10.8.3, a trouble notification appliance deactivation means shall not 
prevent subsequent actuation of supervisory notification appliances. [ROP-77] 

10.15.9.5   Subsequent trouble signals shall cause trouble notification appliances to activate as 
required by the system Input/Output Matrix. [ROP-77] 

10.15.9.6   A means for deactivating trouble notification appliances that remains in the 
deactivated position when there is no trouble condition shall operate an audible trouble 
notification appliance until the means is restored to normal. [ROP-77] 

10.15.9.7*  Trouble notification appliances in protected premises fire alarm systems that have 
been silenced at the protected premises shall automatically re-actuate every 24 hours or less until 
the fault conditions are restored to normal. [ROP-77] 
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(1)  The audible signal shall automatically re-actuate (at the control unit) every 24 hours or less 
until trouble signal conditions are restored to normal. [ROP-123b, 123c] 

(2)  The audible trouble signal associated with signaling the depletion or failure of the primary 
battery of a wireless system as required by 23.16.2(3) and (4) shall automatically resound 
every 4 hours or less until the depletion signal is restored to normal. [ROP-77, 123a] 

 [ROP-77] 

10.15.9.8*  Unless otherwise permitted by the authority having jurisdiction, trouble notification 
appliances at the protected premises of a supervising station fire alarm system arranged in 
accordance with Chapter 26, that have been silenced at the protected premises shall 
automatically re-actuate every 24 hours or less until fault conditions are restored to normal. 
[ROP-77] 

10.16  Emergency Control Function Status Indicators. 

10.16.1   All controls provided specifically for the purpose of manually overriding any 
automatic emergency control function shall provide visible indication of the status of the 
associated control circuits. 

10.16.2*  Where status indicators are provided for emergency equipment or control functions, 
they shall be arranged to reflect the actual status of the associated equipment or function. 

10.17  Notification Appliance Circuits and Control Circuits. [ROP-135a] 

10.17.1   An open, ground-fault, or short-circuit fault on the installation conductors of one alarm 
notification appliance circuit shall not affect the operation of any other alarm notification 
appliance circuit for more than 10 seconds regardless of whether the short-circuit fault is present 
during the normal or activated circuit state. [ROP-77, 135a] 

10.17.2*  Notification appliance circuits that do not have notification appliances connected 
directly to the circuit shall be considered control circuits. [ROP-135a] 

10.17.3    Control circuits shall not be required to comply with 10.17.1, provided that the circuit 
is monitored for integrity in accordance with 12.6.1 and a fault in installation conductors shall 
result in a trouble signal in accordance with Section 10.15. [ROP-135a] 

10.18  Annunciation and Annunciation Zoning. 

10.18.1  Alarm Annunciation. 

10.18.1.1   Where required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, the location of an 
operated initiating device shall be annunciated by visible means. 

10.18.1.1.1   Visible annunciation of the location of an operated initiating device shall be by an 
indicator lamp, alphanumeric display, printout, or other approved means. 

10.18.1.1.2   The visible annunciation of the location of operated initiating devices shall not be 
canceled by the means used to deactivate alarm notification appliances. 

10.18.2  Supervisory and Trouble Annunciation. 
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10.18.2.1   Where required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, supervisory and/or 
trouble conditions shall be annunciated by visible means. 

10.18.2.1.1   Visible annunciation shall be by an indicator lamp, an alphanumeric display, a 
printout, or other means. 

10.18.2.1.2   The visible annunciation of supervisory and/or trouble conditions shall not be 
canceled by the means used to deactivate supervisory or trouble notification appliances. 

10.18.3* Annunciator Access and Location. 

10.18.3.1   All required annunciation means shall be readily accessible to responding personnel. 

10.18.3.2   All required annunciation means shall be located as required by the authority having 
jurisdiction to facilitate an efficient response to the situation. [ROP-138] 

10.18.4  Alarm Annunciation Display. Visible annunciators shall be capable of displaying all 
zones in alarm. 

10.18.4.1   If all zones in alarm are not displayed simultaneously, the zone of origin shall be 
displayed. 

10.18.4.2   If all zones in alarm are not displayed simultaneously, there shall be an indication 
that other zones are in alarm. [ROP-77] 

10.18.5* Annunciation Zoning. 

10.18.5.1   For the purpose of alarm annunciation, each floor of the building shall be considered 
as a separate zone. 

10.18.5.2   For the purposes of alarm annunciation, if a floor of the building is subdivided into 
multiple zones by fire or smoke barriers and the fire plan for the protected premises allows 
relocation of occupants from the zone of origin to another zone on the same floor, each zone on 
the floor shall be annunciated separately. 

10.18.5.3   Where the system serves more than one building, each building shall be annunciated 
separately. 

10.19  Monitoring Integrity of In-Building Fire Emergency Voice/Alarm Communications 
Systems. [ROP-140a] 

10.19.1* Speaker Amplifier and Tone-Generating Equipment. If speakers are used to 
produce audible fire alarm signals, the required trouble signal for 10.19.1.1 through 10.19.1.3 
shall be in accordance with Section 10.15. 

10.19.1.1   When primary power is available, failure of any audio amplifier shall result in a 
trouble signal. 

10.19.1.2   When an alarm is present and primary power is not available (i.e., system is 
operating from the secondary power source), failure of any audio amplifier shall result in a 
trouble signal. 



10.19.1.3   Failure of any tone-generating equipment shall result in a trouble signal, unless the 
tone-generating and amplifying equipment are enclosed as integral parts and serve only a single, 
listed loudspeaker. 

10.19.2  Two-Way Telephone Communications Circuits. 

10.19.2.1   Two-way telephone communications circuit installation conductors shall be 
monitored for open circuit fault conditions that would cause the telephone communications 
circuit to become fully or partially inoperative. 

10.19.2.2   Two-way telephone communications circuit installation conductors shall be 
monitored for short circuit fault conditions that would cause the telephone communications 
circuit to become fully or partially inoperative. 

10.19.2.3   Two-way telephone communications circuit fault conditions shall result in a trouble 
signal in accordance with Section 10.15. 

10.20  Documentation. 

10.20.1  Approval and Acceptance. 

10.20.1.1   The authority having jurisdiction shall be notified prior to installation or alteration of 
equipment or wiring. 

10.20.1.2*  At the authority having jurisdiction’s request, complete information regarding the 
system or system alterations, including specifications, type of system or service, shop drawings, 
input/output matrix, battery calculations, and notification appliance circuit voltage drop 
calculations, shall be submitted for approval. 

10.20.1.3   Before requesting final approval of the installation, if required by the authority 
having jurisdiction, the installing contractor shall furnish a written statement stating that the 
system has been installed in accordance with approved plans and tested in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA requirements. 

10.20.1.4*  The record of completion forms, Figure 10.20.2.1.1(a) through Figure 10.20.2.1.1(f), 
shall be permitted to be a part of the written statement required in 10.20.1.3. When more than 
one contractor has been responsible for the installation, each contractor shall complete the 
portions of the form for which that contractor had responsibility. 

10.20.1.5   The record of completion forms, Figure 10.20.2.1.1(a) through Figure 10.20.2.1.1(f), 
shall be permitted to be a part of the documents that support the requirements of 10.20.2.6. 

10.20.2  Completion Documents. 

10.20.2.1  Preparation. 

10.20.2.1.1*  The preparation of completion documents, similar to Figure 10.20.2.1.1(a) through 
Figure 10.20.2.1.1(f), shall be the responsibility of the qualified and experienced person 
described in 10.5.2. [ROP-150, 151] 

 



******Insert Figure Here****** 

FIGURE 10.20.2.1.1(a)  System Record of Completion. 

 

******Insert Figure Here****** 

FIGURE 10.20.2.1.1(b)  Emergency Communications Systems Supplementary Record of 
Completion Continued 

 

******Insert Figure Here****** 

FIGURE 10.20.2.1.1(c) Power Systems Supplementary Record of Completion  Continued 

 

******Insert Figure Here****** 

FIGURE 10.20.2.1.1(d) Notification Appliance Power Panel Supplementary Record of 
Completion   Continued 

 

******Insert Figure Here****** 

FIGURE 10.20.2.1.1(e) Interconnected Systems Supplementary Record of Completion   
Continued 

 

******Insert Figure Here****** 

FIGURE 10.20.2.1.1(fF) Deviations From Accepted Codes and Standards Supplementary 
Record of Completion   Continued 

 

 
 

10.20.2.1.2   A customized form developed for the particular system which contains applicable 
information may be used. The form is not required to contain information or items that are not 
applicable to the particular system. The preparation of a record of completion, similar to Figure 



10.20.2.1.1(a) through Figure 10.20.2.1.1(f) shall be in accordance with 10.2018.2.1.2_ through 
10.20.2.2_. [ROP-150, 151] 

10.20.2.2  Storage. [ROP-77, 150] 

10.20.2.2.1*  Record documents shall be stored at the fire alarm and/or signaling control unit or 
other location at the protected premise. [ROP-150] 

10.20.2.2.2    Where not stored at the main fire alarm and/or signaling control unit, the location 
of these documents shall be identified at the main fire alarm and/or signaling control unit. [ROP-
150] 

10.20.2.2.3   If the documents are located in a separate enclosure or cabinet, the separate 
enclosure or cabinet shall be prominently labeled SYSTEM COMPLETION DOCUMENTS. 
[ROP-150] 

10.20.2.3  Documentation Required. Every system shall include the following documentation, 
which shall be delivered to the owner or the owner’s representative upon final acceptance of the 
system: 

(1)*  A record of completion that includes the applicable information shown in Figure 
10.20.2.1.1(a) through Figure 10.20.2.1.1(f). [ROP-150] 

(2)*  An owner’s manual and manufacturer's published instructions covering all system 
equipment 

(3)  Record drawings 

(4)  For software-based systems, record copy of the site-specific software 

(5)  A written sequence of operation 

10.20.2.4    All fire alarm drawings shall use symbols described in NFPA 170, Standard for Fire 
Safety and Emergency Symbols. [ROP-154a] 

10.20.2.5  Revision. [ROP-150, 153] 

10.20.2.5.1   All signaling system modifications made after the initial installation shall be 
recorded on a revised version of the original completion documents. [ROP-150, 153] 

10.20.2.5.2   The revised completion documents shall include a revision date. [ROP-150, 153] 

10.20.2.6* Verification of Compliant Installation. Where required, compliance of the 
completed installation with the requirements of this Code, as implemented via the referring 
code(s), specifications, and/or other criteria applicable to the specific installation, shall be 
certified by a qualified and impartial third-party organization acceptable to the authority having 
jurisdiction. 

10.20.2.6.1   Verification shall ensure that the installed system includes all components and 
functions, shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.2. [ROP-77, 155] 



10.20.2.6.2   For new supervising station systems, the verification shall also ascertain proper 
arrangement, transmission, and receipt of all signals required to be transmitted off-premises and 
shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.2. [ROP-77, 156, 157] 

10.20.2.6.3   For existing supervising station systems that are extended, modified, or 
reconfigured, the verification shall be required for the new work only, and reacceptance testing 
in accordance with Chapter 14 shall be acceptable. [ROP-157] 

10.20.2.6.4   Verification shall include written confirmation that any required corrective actions 
have been completed. 

10.20.3  Records. 

10.20.3.1   A complete record of the tests and operations of each system shall be kept until the 
next test and for 1 year thereafter. 

10.20.3.2   The record shall be available for examination and, if required, reported to the 
authority having jurisdiction. Archiving of records by any means shall be permitted if hard 
copies of the records can be provided promptly when requested. 

10.20.3.3   If off-premises monitoring is provided, records of all signals, tests, and operations 
recorded at the supervising station shall be maintained for not less than 1 year. 

10.21* Impairments. 

10.21.1   The system owner or their designated representative shall be notified when a system or 
part thereof is impaired. Impairments to systems shall include out-of-service events. [ROP-159] 

10.21.2   A record shall be maintained by the system owner or designated representative for a 
period of 1 year from the date the impairment is corrected. 

10.21.3*  Where required, mitigating measures acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction 
shall be implemented for the period that the system is impaired. 

10.21.4   The system owner or owner’s designated representative shall be notified when an 
impairment period is completed or discontinued. 

A10.13 It is the intent that both visible and audible appliances are shut off when the notification 
appliance silence feature is activated on the fire alarm control unit. [ROP-77] 

Per the ADA, it is important not to provide conflicting signals for the hearing or visually 
impaired. [ROP-567]  
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-62     Log #104  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-79
Delete the following text:

10.3.4 All control units listed after January 1, 2014 shall produce a supervisory signal at the control unit and any other
location required by 10.11.3 when any initiating device circuit, signaling line circuit, notification appliance circuit or
addressable device or addressable appliance has not been activated for a period of 13 months or more.

NEMA supports the rejection of this proposal. NEMA agrees that it should not be up to the control unit
to enforce periodic testing of a system.

Even though this is accepted the comment is moot because the original proposal was
rejected.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-63     Log #249  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-79
Accept the proposal to add new 10.3.5 to read as follows:

All control units listed after January 1, 2016 shall produce a supervisory signal at the control unit and any other location
required by 10.11.3 when any initiating device circuit, signaling line circuit, notification appliance circuit or addressable
device or addressable appliance has not been activated for a period of 13 months or more.

Note the change in effective date from 2014 to 2016.
The TC substantiation for rejection was “The equipment should not be used to resolve an enforcement issue regarding
testing and maintenance. The proposed solution would create untenable service problems.”

I counter: Why not use the equipment? We require trouble signals for all sorts of things. And, because we were finding
systems in trouble and silenced for extended periods, we added a requirement for 24 ring-back in 1996 or 1999 if I recall
correctly. Also, having the system is not creating a service problem, it is creating a reminder to do the required service.

We already have systems that are smart enough o not send a test signal if a legitimate real signal has been sent within
the required time period.

There are a number of jurisdictions that permit testing cycles that differ from those in
NFPA-72.  The testing is already a requirement within this document.  Producing a supervisory signal would be seen as
a nuisance in many cases.  Furthermore, the intent of the requirement would not be met using the proposed language
since an alarm event would reset the timer.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-69     Log #67  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-93a
The TCC make reference to the term “individual branch circuit” in the recommendation of this

proposal and in Proposals 72-96, 99, 101, 102, 103.  The TCC advises that the NEC defines this term as “a branch
circuit that supplies only one utilization equipment.”  A fire alarm system usually contains multiple pieces of utilization
equipment (controls units, annunciators, power extenders, remote power supplies) which would then require multiple
individual branch circuits.  The TCC also advises that Sections 760.41(B) and 760.121(B) of the NEC have been
modified in the 2011 edition to remove the use of the term “individual branch circuit."  The TCC directs the committee to
reconsider the action on this proposal concerning the use of this term.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise the text to read 10.5.5.1 Individual Branch Circuit. The branch circuit supplying the fire alarm equipment(s) or
emergency communication system(s) shall supply no other loads and shall be supplied by one of the following:

The TC has revised the text to address the concerns identified by the TCC.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-70     Log #106  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-96
Revise text to read as follows:

“10.5.5.2 Circuit Identification and Accessibility.
10.5.5.2.1 The location of the individual dedicated branch circuit disconnecting means shall be permanently identified at
the control unit.
10.5.5.2.23 For fire alarm systems the circuit disconnecting means shall be identified as “FIRE ALARM CIRCUIT.”
10.5.5.2.34 For fire alarm systems the circuit disconnecting means shall have a red marking.
10.5.5.2.54 The red marking shall not damage the overcurrent protective devices or obscure the manufacturer’s
marking.
10.5.5.2.465 The circuit disconnecting means shall be accessible only to authorized personnel.”

NEMA supports the committees action.

Revise 10.5.5.2.1 to read as follows:  10.5.5.2.1 The location of the individual branch circuit disconnecting means shall
be permanently identified at the control unit.

The submitter has informed the TC that the comment was intended to affirm the TC action on
ROP 72-96 and delete the word “Individual” in the TC action on ROP 72-93a.  The submitter made errors in the
formulation of the comment.  The TC action is consistent with addressing the concerns identified by the TCC in
Comment 72-69 (Log #67).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  NEMA supports the committee action.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-71     Log #46  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-97
The TCC directs that this proposal be referred to the SIG-ECS for information/comment with regard

to the identification of circuit disconnecting means for MNS and ECS and potential issues of security.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to reconsider ROP 72-97.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1  Abstain: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

MCNAMARA, J.:  No action was taken on this comment by the SIG-FUN committee.  No guidance was received from
SIG-ECS.  We request that the TCC correlate any actions taken by SIG-ECS.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  No action was taken on this comment by the SIG-FUN committee.  No guidance was received
from SIG-ECS.  We request that the TCC correlate any actions taken by SIG-ECS.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-72     Log #107  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-99
Continue to revise text as shown in committee action:

10.5.5.3 Mechanical Protection. The dedicated individual branch circuit(s) and connections shall be protected against
physical damage.
10.5.5.4 Circuit Breaker Lock. Where a circuit breaker is the disconnecting means, a listed breaker locking device shall
be installed.

NEMA supports the committees action.

Revise the action on 10.5.5.3 on proposal 72-99 to read:
10.5.5.3 Mechanical Protection. The individual branch circuit(s) and
connections shall be protected against physical damage.

The submitter has informed the TC that the comment was intended to affirm the TC action on
ROP 72-99 but delete the word “Individual”.  The submitter made errors in the formulation of the comment.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  NEMA supports the committee action.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-73     Log #108  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-101
Continue to revise Section 10.5.6.1.1(2) as follows:  change the word “dedicated” to “individual”.

NEMA supports the committees action.

Delete the word “individual” in the TC action on ROP 72-101.
The submitter has informed the TC that the comment was intended to delete the words

“dedicated” and “individual” in the TC action on ROP 72-101.  The submitter made errors in the formulation of the
comment.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  NEMA supports the committee action.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-74     Log #109  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-102
Continue to revise Section 10.5.6.2.1(2) as follows:  change the word “dedicated” to “individual”.

NEMA supports the committees action.

Delete the word “individual” in the TC action on ROP 72-102.
The submitter has informed the TC that the comment was intended to delete the words

“dedicated” and “individual” in the TC action on ROP 72-102.  The submitter made errors in the formulation of the
comment.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  NEMA supports the committee action.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-75     Log #110  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-103
Continue to revise Section 10.5.6.2.1(3) as follows: change the word "dedicated" to "individual".

NEMA supports the committees action.

Delete the word “individual” in the TC action on proposal 72-103.
The submitter has informed the TC that the comment was intended to delete the words

“dedicated” and “individual” in the TC action on ROP 72-103.  The submitter made errors in the formulation of the
comment.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  NEMA supports the committee action.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-76     Log #261  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vic Humm, Vic Humm & Associates

72-246
Add text to read as follows:

Systems such video imaging that are providing one of the primary means for building occupant notification
that functionally requires building lighting for proper operation shall include that load on a secondary power source as
required by 10.5.6.

If a video imaging such as permitted in SIG-IDS requires minimum lighting of the buildings illumination
system, then that load shall include secondary power to maintain the full operation of the fire alarm system and its
elements for the time specified in Section 10.5.6. The fact that the video imaging system was developed using
performance design or prescriptive design still warrants all elements that make the system functional to have secondary
power. It shall also be noted systems being able to function on low level lighting such as emergency need to review the
time duration of that method which is only 90 minutes by NFPA 101.

Add Annex material A.10.5.8.1 to read
A.10.5.8.1 Examples: 1)  A building lighting power supply required for illumination in a required video image smoke

detection means.  2)  A notification appliance circuit power supply located remotely.  3)  A power supply for transmitter
required to transmit signals off premises.  4)  Power over ethernet (PoE), where provided for control units. circuit
interfaces, or other equipment essential to system operation, and located remotely from the main control unit.

The proposed text in the comment is not necessary.  Section 10.5.8.1 presently requires that
power supplies for other equipment essential to system operation that is located remotely from the main control be
comprised of a primary and secondary power supply that meets the requirements of 10.5.1 through 10.5.7 and 10.17.3.
The TC has added example to the annex to clarify the intent of 10.5.8.1.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-79     Log #277  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-107a
Reject original proposal.

10.6.5 Pre-Alarm signals shall take precedence over supervisory and trouble signals.
Trouble is a signal indicating there is a breach in wiring integrity which can reduce initiation activation

or warning notification. Pre-Alarm can be reset manually.

The TC intends to have pre-alarm signals treated with higher priority than trouble signals as
they signal the potential for an impending alarm condition.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-80     Log #112  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-107b
Modify heading "condition" to read Detection and Signaling of Conditions.  Modify Abnormal to read

"Where required by this code, the system shall be provided with means to detect abnormal conditions”.  Delete Alarm &
change to read. The system response to an alarm signal shall be in accordance with this code. Same for Pre-Alarm,
Supervisory & trouble.  Add - Where required by this code the system shall generate a restoration signal when the
device or system returns to normal condition.

This language is consistent with the TCC language from 72-29 and with the language in the rest of this
code.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-61a (Log #CC200).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-81     Log #113  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-108
Accept the proposal and correlate with 720. This definition was included in the work by the NFPA

72 TCC Task Group on Condition, Response and Signal and should be included in the standard. Change statement to
read.   When the following conditions are detected, distinctive & descriptive annunciation shall be provided by the
system for each condition.  ECS condition that overrides the fire alarm, co conditions, fire alarm conditions, supervisory
conditions, pre-alarm conditions, and trouble conditions.

The proposal should have been accepted. NEMA requests to reconsider and add the language
supplied. NFPA 72 covers more than just fire alarm. Further the system could be a gas monitoring only system. This
belongs in NFPA 72 as not all areas of the country have adopted NFPA 720.

Insert a new 10.7.3 as follows and renumber remaining section as required:
10.7.3 Audible alarm notification  appliances for a carbon monoxide alarm system shall produce signals that are

distinctive from other similar appliances used for other purposes in the same area that are not part of the carbon
monoxide, fire alarm or emergency communications system.

Insert a new 10.6.5 as follows and renumber remaining sections as required:
10.6.5 Carbon monoxide signals shall be permitted to take precedence over supervisory and trouble signals.

The TC has moved the requirements of distinctive signals to 10.7.3 and moved the priority of
signals to 10.6.5.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-82     Log #114  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-108a
Continue to accept the proposal and modify the text as follows:

When the following conditions are detected, distinctive & descriptive annunciation shall be provided by the system for
each condition.

1) ECS condition determined by the risk analysis that overrides the fire alarm
2) Fire alarm conditions
3) CO conditions
4) Pre-alarm conditions
5) Supervisory conditions
6) Trouble conditions

Continue to accept the proposal and use the modified text above. The revised text shows not only the
order of priorities but also makes the reader aware of the hierarchy of priorities of signals.

The submitter provided no substantiation for changing the TC action.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-83     Log #278  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-108
Revise text to read as follows:

Priority alarms, fire alarms, carbon monoxide alarms, supervisory signals and trouble signals shall be distinctively and
descriptively annunciated.

The inclusion of carbon monoxide alarms as a distinctive signal will coordinate with the NFPA 720
4.4.3.1.1 and 7.2.1.2.1.

See the TC Action on Comment 72-81 (Log #113).
The TC has moved the requirements of distinctive signals to 10.7.3, which meets the intent of

the submitter.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  While the audible requirement for a distinctive CO signal agrees with NFPA 720, the descriptive
portion has been overlooked and and requires correlation with NFPA 720.  NFPA 720 states:

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-84     Log #421  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-108
Accept the original proposal.

The committee position is not correct, and places NFPA 72® in direct conflict with NFPA 720.  Fire and
CO are a separate signal, and do have different response protocols.

See the TC action on Comment 72-81 (Log #113).
The TC has moved the requirements of distinctive signals to 10.7.3, which meets the intent of

the submitter.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-83 (Log #278).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-85     Log #115  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-112
Revise text to read as follows:

Change  title to "Audible alarm signals"
Wording reflects changes made by the definitions task group.

The section includes all types of alarm signals.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-86     Log #245  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-118
Revise 10.10.2 to read as follows:

10.10.2 When an occupant notification alarm signal deactivation means is actuated, both audible and visible
notification
appliances shall be simultaneously deactivated.

Add “occupant notification” to differentiate from panel audible alarm signals where other parts of the
code rightly require a visual indicator when an audible fire alarm signal is deactivated.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  I cannot concur with the action taken by the Technical Committee regarding this code change. First, no
problem has been cited by the submitter to substantiate this change in NFPA 72. In addition, I believe the proposed text
as written may create more confusion for the user of the code since “occupant notification alarm signal” is not a defined
term. For example, “alarm signal” is defined by referring one to “Signal”. Beneath the definition of “Signal”, the terms
“alarm signal”, delinquency signal”, “evacuation signal”, and “fire alarm signal” have been defined. Therefore, I believe
that without clear definition of “occupant notification alarm signal”, users may get confused between the terms
“evacuation signals” and “occupant notification alarm signals”.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-87     Log #246  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-118
Add exception to 10.10.2 to read as follows:

Exception: Where required or permitted by other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction,
visible appliances, or some combination of audible and visible appliances serving specific areas shall continue to
operate.

Add New A.10.10.2 to read as follows:
Some designers and authorities prefer to have visible appliances continue to operate even after audible

appliances have been deactivated (silenced). The intent is that once emergency forces have control of the building or
area, they prefer to not have loud audible signals that might interfere with their ability to effectively
communicate. They prefer to keep strobes operating in order to maintain some continuing reminder than an alarm
condition still exists. Other jurisdictions want all signals to be either operating or not operating simultaneously to provide
equivalent facilitation to both hearing and visual impaired individuals. In other situations, such as outside a building or
affected area, only selected appliances (audible and/or visible) continue to operate. This code paragraph defaults to
requiring all appliances to be deactivated together, but permits other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority
Having Jurisdiction to allow alternative plans.

In rejecting the original proposal the TC stated: “The committee points out that this matter is covered
under U.S Civil Rights law. It would be inappropriate for the committee to recommend noncompliance with federal
statute.”

Where this type of operation is used or required, at the time that the audibles are silenced it is no longer a matter of
“accessibility” for the general public. The system is now in being used solely by the emergency services. NFPA 72 and
other “systems” regularly treat the “non-public” systems differently. Look no farther than existing 10.10 that requires a
visual signal when an audible signal is deactivated. The plain old fact is that there are jurisdictions that REQUIRE this
type of operation. NFPA 72 should provide guidance on how to properly accomplish this mode of operation. Note that
the default is “both on or both off”. Permitting the visials or some combination to stay on requires explicit permission
from other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction.

This is an example of a code requirement that often has considerable debate on both sides of the issue and passes by
a narrow margin. Yet, there are many jurisdictions that routinely require strobes to continue after audibles have been
silenced. Better consensus is reached when all (or most) sides of the issue have a reasonable solution, both of which
achieve the minimum set by the TC. In this case, the alternative is written as an exception and meets the Manual of
Style for the use of exceptions.

A proposal should be submitted to provide alternative means to prohibit re-entry into the
building, if the concern is de-activating the audible and visible devices would cause people to re-enter the building.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

GAUVIN, D.:  I agree with the submitter's substantiation that the deactivation of notification appliances occurs when the
emergency response personnel has control of the situation and all occupants have already received their evacuation
and/or emergency instructions (i.e., the purpose of equivalent facilitation has already been met). Leaving the visible
appliances operational helps continue notification to occupants waiting to re-enter serving as an indication that the
emergency condition still exist while allowing emergency responders to communicate without interference from ongoing
audible signals that have already been communicated to and acted upon by all the occupants; and therefore, are no
longer necessary.

In support of the rejection the committee's substantiation in the ROP regarding the conflict of US Civil Rights Laws and
the requirement for equivalent facilitation for both the hearing and visually impaired were repeated, yet many of the
same committee members rejected ROP 72-119 and ROC 72-88 that would have required visible appliances to operate
whenever emergency voice instructions are in progress. I am quite taken aback by the committee's conflicting positions
regarding equivalent facilitation and civil rights laws, and I am unable to reconcile this conflict in the committee's voting
on comments 72-87 and 72-88.

The TCC should review the conflicts in the committee's voting on 72-87 and 72-88. The committee's substantiation for
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72-87 is incorrect - visible signals are not specific to evacuation. The committee's action on 72-88 is in conflict with their
substantiation and their position to uphold consistency with Civil Rights Laws and requirements for equivalent facilitation
upon rejecting ROP 72-118 and ROC 72-87 (Log #246).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-88     Log #116  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-119
Accept the proposal:

When voice instructions are in progress visible appliances in same area where speakers are activated shall
also be activated

The intent to activate the strobes while voice instructions are being provided is to alert the hearing
impaired of the fact that information is being provided and they should use the visual indication as an indication to seek
out information.

The original proposal should have been accepted. The Fundamental TC even referenced the Federal
requirement in the substantiation on proposal 72-116. “The committee points out that this matter is covered under U.S
Civil Rights law. It would be inappropriate for the committee to recommend noncompliance with federal statute.” It
seems logical based on this substantiation that this proposal would have been accepted.

The TC stands by its original ROP statement.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

GAUVIN, D.:  I do not agree with the committee's substantiation that "the intent of the strobes is to notify the building
occupant, including hearing impaired occupants, that they need to evacuate." I looked through the code and failed to
find anything that states visible appliances are only intended for evacuation purposes. Visible and audible appliances
are activated in ECS and MNS systems where emergency announcements often are not used for evacuation purposes
as well as in fire alarm systems where occupant notification signals require the relocation (not evacuation) of occupants.
The committee's substantiation is incorrect.

Also, what happened to the equivalent facilitation substantiation used in the committee's reason for rejecting  ROP
72-118? Would it not be even more critical to activate both the audible and visible appliances on the initiation of an
emergency condition for the purpose of occupant notification and equivalent facilitation than it is to require the signal
silence operation deactivate both the audible and visible appliances simultaneously after all the occupants have already
been notified and emergency responders have taken control of the emergency situation as the committee acted on in
ROC 72-87? Here again, I am quite taken aback by the committees conflicting positions and am unable to reconcile this
conflict in the committee's voting on comments 72-87 and 72-88.

The TCC should review the conflicts in the committee's voting on 72-87 and 72-88. The committee's substantiation for
72-87 is incorrect - visible signals are not specific to evacuation. The committee's action on 72-88 is in conflict with their
substantiation and their position to uphold consistency with Civil Rights Laws and requirements for equivalent facilitation
upon rejecting ROP 72-118 and ROC 72-87 (Log #246).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-89     Log #117  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-122
Replace the committee action text of (1) with:  "Systems that have signaled an alarm condition but

have not been restored to a normal state shall produce a supervisory signal every 24 hours or less."
This definition was included in the work by the NFPA 72 TCC Task Group on Condition, Response and

Signal and should be included in the standard.

The committee revises the wording to be more specific:
10.10.8 An alarm signal that has been deactivated at the protected premises shall comply with the following:
(1) The audible and visible alarm signal at the control unit only shall automatically re-activate re-sound (at the control

unit) every 24 hours or less until alarm signal conditions are restored to normal.
(2) The audible and visible alarm signal shall operate sound until it is manually silenced or acknowledged.

It is the intent of the committee to provide a reminder of un-restored alarm conditions at the
protected premises. The committee recognizes that the Supervising Station already has a record of the un-restored
alarm and per its procedures is required to notify the appropriate personnel to investigate and restore the system to
normal.  Retransmission of un-restored alarm conditions to Supervising Stations is unnecessary (they already have a
record of the un-restored status), would create potential confusion (what is this new signal for or related to), would
create unnecessary traffic on the supervising station systems (they already have a record of the un-restored status) and
could potentially affect response to more urgent conditions (due to unnecessary traffic).

The intent of the submitter seems to be to provide ongoing notification to the system owner via the Supervising Station.
If this is the intent then this proposal should have been submitted to the TC on Supervising Station Fire Alarm Systems
who has primary responsibility for supervising station systems installation and operation.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-90     Log #279  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-122
Revise text to read as follows:

The re-sounded trouble signal shall also be automatically retransmitted to any supervising station to which the original
alarm signal was transmitted.

Support the original proposal that the signal should be re-sounded.  Any retransmission of a trouble
signal will not cause an additional dispatch of fire personnel.  It will advise the supervising station that the trouble
continues to exist and that immediate correction action should take place, since remedial action has not already
commenced.

It is the intent of the committee to provide a reminder of un-restored trouble conditions at the
control unit only. The committee recognizes that the Supervising Station already has a record of the un-restored trouble
and per its procedures is required to notify the appropriate personnel to investigate and restore the system to normal.
Retransmission of un-restored trouble conditions to Supervising Stations is unnecessary (they already have a record of
the un-restored status), would create potential confusion (what is this new signal for or related to), would create
unnecessary traffic on the supervising station systems (they already have a record of the un-restored status) and could
potentially affect response to more urgent conditions (due to unnecessary traffic).

The intent of the submitter seems to be to provide ongoing notification to the system owner via the Supervising Station.
If this is the intent then this proposal should have been submitted to the TC on Supervising Station Fire Alarm Systems
who has primary responsibility for supervising station systems installation and operation.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-91     Log #118  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-123
Replace the committee action text of (1) with: "Systems that have signaled a supervisory condition

but have not been restored to a normal state shall produce a supervisory signal every 24 hours or less"
This definition was included in the work by the NFPA 72 TCC Task Group on Condition, Response and

Signal and should be included in the standard.

The TC revises the wording to be more specific:
10.11.6 A supervisory signal that has been deactivated at the protected premises shall comply with the following:
(1) The audible and visible supervisory signal at the control unit only shall automatically re-activate re-sound (at the

control unit) every 24 hours or less until supervisory signal conditions are restored to normal.
(2) The audible and visible supervisory signal shall operate sound until it is manually silenced or acknowledged.

It is the intent of the committee to provide a reminder of un-restored supervisory conditions at
the protected premises. The committee recognizes that the Supervising Station already has a record of the un-restored
supervisory signal and per its procedures is required to notify the appropriate personnel to investigate and restore the
system to normal.  Retransmission of un-restored supervisory conditions to Supervising Stations is unnecessary (they
already have a record of the un-restored status), would create potential confusion (what is this new signal for or related
to), would create unnecessary traffic on the supervising station systems (they already have a record of the un-restored
status) and could potentially affect response to more urgent conditions (due to unnecessary traffic).

The intent of the submitter seems to be to provide ongoing notification to the system owner via the Supervising Station.
If this is the intent then this proposal should have been submitted to the TC on Supervising Station Fire Alarm Systems
who has primary responsibility for supervising station systems installation and operation.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-92     Log #422  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-123
Clarify organization relative to action taken on proposal 72-77.

Placement of the proposed new text (relative to the organization of text in ROP 72-77) needs to be
clarified.  In addition, a title is needed for compliance with the MOS.

See TC action on Comment  72-61a (Log #CC200).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-93     Log #147  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-123b
Reject Proposal 72-123b.

The purpose of this language was so that the trouble signal would not be ignored at the protected
premises, as is way too common. Having the signal go to the supervising station is absolutely required to make this
requirement have any value to improving the quality of fire alarm systems.

It is the intent of the TC to provide a reminder of un-restored trouble conditions at the control
unit only. The TC recognizes that the Supervising Station already has a record of the un-restored trouble and per its
procedures is required to notify the appropriate personnel to investigate and restore the system to normal.
Retransmission of un-restored trouble conditions to Supervising Stations is unnecessary (they already have a record of
the un-restored status), would create potential confusion (what is this new signal for or related to), would create
unnecessary traffic on the supervising station systems (they already have a record of the un-restored status) and could
potentially affect response to more urgent conditions (due to unnecessary traffic).

The intent of the submitter seems to be to provide ongoing notification to the system owner via the Supervising Station.
If this is the intent then this proposal should have been submitted to the Technical Committee on Supervising Station
Fire Alarm Systems who has primary responsibility for supervising station systems installation and operation.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 3
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  The comment should be accepted.  The requirement to retransmit to a supervising station is not
new and should not create confusion.  It has been in this code since 1999.

MCNAMARA, J.:  The comment should be accepted.  The requirement to retransmit to a supervising station is not new
and should not create confusion.

MUNDY, JR., J.:  The TC may only "intend" to provide reminders at the local Fire Alarm Control Panel but in many
cases this is insufficient notification to the Owner or Owner's Agent.  Daily (or more frequent reminders of the condition
as provided by the Supervising Station) will cause additional annoyance and reminder to the building owner who is (in
many cases) property absent and does not benefit directly from the local reminder.  These notices should further notify
the building owner of responsibility under this Code to properly and promptly repair all system insufficiencies.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-94     Log #119  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-123b
Revise text to read as follows:

10.12.8.3*An audible trouble signal Trouble notification appliances in protected premises fire alarm systems that has
have been silenced at the protected premises shall automatically re-actuate every 24 hours or less until the fault
conditions are restored to
normal. comply with the following:
(1) The audible trouble signal shall automatically re-sound reactuate every 24 hours or less until fault conditions are
restored to normal.
(2)  The audible trouble signal shall sound until it is manually silenced or acknowledged.

The proposed language better clarifies the intent of how a trouble signal is reactivated.

The re-sound requirement for un-restored abnormal conditions is intended to be limited to
re-sounding the audible and visible signals at the control unit.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 2
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-93 (Log #147).
MCNAMARA, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-93 (Log #147).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-95     Log #280  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-123b
Revise text to read as follows:

An audible trouble signal that has been silenced at the protected premises shall comply with the following:
(1) The audible trouble signal shall automatically re-sound every 24 hours or less until alarm signal conditions are

restored to normal.
(2) The audible trouble signal shall sound until it is manually silenced or acknowledged
(3) The re-sounded trouble signal shall also be automatically retransmitted to any supervising station to which the

original trouble signal was transmitted.
None provided.

The submitter has not provided any substantiation.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 2
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-93 (Log #147).
MCNAMARA, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-93 (Log #147).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-96     Log #346  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas J. Parrish, Telegian Corp.

72-127
Revise text as follows:

10.14.2.5 All equipment shall be installed in locations and areas that allow access without causing damage to the
building structure or installed equipment
of other trades or systems for inspection, testing, service, repair, and Maintenance.

Substantiation: There have been large quantities of equipment that has been installed in buildings in locations that are
not accessible for inspection, testing,
repair or maintenance. This requirement would establish that installed devices would need to be accessible after all
trades have completed their work without
causing damage or requiring disassembly of permanent structure or other installed system.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: 10.14.2.1 already covers the requirements of installation per specifications and standards
approved by the Authority Having Jurisdiction.

Also, refer to Annex material 10.14.2.1 for further information.
The sections referenced by the committee statement cover the design and elements required to be

submitted to the AHJ for approval.  The requirements being proposed would actually establish a requirement that
systems and equipment as installed shall be installed in locations and areas that allow access without causing damage
to the building structure or installed equipment of other trades or systems for inspection, testing, service, repair, and
maintenance. A similar requirement already exists in NFPA 70 in the definitions for “accessible”

This is due to the numerous trades involved in construction and would be a start to address when devices are blocked
by work done my other trades, IE ductwork and mechanical systems installed blocking access to fire alarm devices as
they are installed.  Nothing in the sections referenced by the committee in the comments for the rejection address the
actual “real world” installation of the devices.

I do not think that this proposal should have been rejected by the committee.

Section 17.4.2 already covers the requirements for initiating device accessibility.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-97     Log #120  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-129
Continue to reject the proposal and maintain the existing text:

10.15* Protection of Fire Alarm System.
In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire
alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment to
provide notification of fire at that location.

Existing text should be kept and the proposal should be rejected. Too many changes to this section
have occurred. Protection for the control units and extender panels must be maintained.

See TC action and statements on Comments 72-112 (Log #356) and 72-117 (Log 379).

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

HANCOCK, J.:  There is insufficient technical justification for extending the requirement for smoke detection above
notification appliance circuit power extenders.  Also refer to my comment in the NFPA 72 A2012-ROP report, proposal
72-130 & 72-137 for smoke detection above control panels in general.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action.  I believe the committee should reject all efforts to reduce the level of
protection required by the current revision of the standard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-98     Log #121  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-130
Continue to reject the proposal and maintain the existing text:

10.15* Protection of Fire Alarm System.
In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire
alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment to
provide notification of fire at that location.

NEMA supports the rejection of the proposal and the committee action. Continue to reject and keep the
existing language in the 2010 edition.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  See my negative comment on 72-113 (Log #375).

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action.  The required protection is intended to provide early warning of a
condition which would allow notification of occupants prior to a failure of the control equipment.  Sprinklers may control
the spread of fire but do not provide notification of a developing condition.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-99     Log #122  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-131
Revise text to read as follows:

10.15* Protection of Fire Alarm System.
In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire

alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment to
provide notification of fire at that location.

NEMA supports the committee action on the rejection of this proposal. Existing text should be kept and
the proposal should continue be rejected. Too many changes to this section have occurred. Protection for the control
units and extender panels must be maintained.

The TC reaffirms its action on ROP 72-131 and rejects text changes associated with this
comment.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

WARNER, T.:  I believe ROP 72-131 should have been APR.  The wording upholds the current level of protection and
removes the exceptions in compliance with the Manual of Style.  The committee action should have been APR and the
statement should reflect the rejection of striking "each fire alarm" in favor of "all".

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-100     Log #123  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-132
Revise text to read as follows:

10.15* Protection of Fire Alarm System.
In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire

alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment to
provide notification of fire at that location.

NEMA supports the committee action on the rejection of this proposal. Existing text should be kept and
the proposal should continue be rejected. Too many changes to this section have occurred. Protection for the control
units and extender panels must be maintained.

The TC reaffirms its action on ROP 72-132 but does not accept the recommendation to revise
the text, which does not include the existing exception.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action to continue to reject ROP 72-132.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-101     Log #124  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-133
Revise text to read as follows:

10.15* Protection of Fire Alarm System.
In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire
alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment to
provide notification of fire at that location.

Existing text should be kept and the proposal should be rejected. Too many changes to this section
have occurred. Protection for the control units and extender panels must be maintained.

The TC reaffirms its action on ROP 72-133 but does not accept the recommendation to revise
the text, which does not include the existing exception.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action.  However, I believe the substantiation does not accurately reflect the
intent of the committee or the submitter.  ROP 72-133 should be rejected or at least negated by acceptance of this
comment.  I believe the submitter's intent was to keep the existing wording of Section 10.15 found in the 2010 edition of
NFPA 72.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-102     Log #125  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-134
Revise text to read as follows:

10.15* Protection of Fire Alarm System.
In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire

alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment to
provide notification of fire at that location.

The existing text should be kept and the exceptions that were excepted in principal should be rejected.
The term Risk Analysis as used in chapter 24 does not pertain to this section. It should not be up to a Risk Analysis to
determine if a smoke detector is required or not. We are setting basic fundamental requirements within NFPA 72 and
they should not be changed.

The TC reaffirms its action on ROP 72-134 but does not accept the recommendation to revise
the text, which does not include the existing exception.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  See my negative comment on 72-116 (Log #378).

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action.  However, the substantiation is incorrect.  ROP 72-134 was APR and
stating that the committee reaffirms the action taken is in conflict with the acceptance of ROC 72-105 in which the
committee rejects ROP 72-134.  I believe the submitter's intent was to keep the existing wording of Section 10.15 found
in the 2010 edition of NFPA 72 which I support.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-103     Log #126  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-134a
10.15* Protection of Fire Alarm System.

In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire
alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment to
provide notification of fire at that location.

NEMA supports the committee action on the rejection of this proposal. Existing text should be kept and
the proposal should continue be rejected. Too many changes to this section have occurred. Protection for the control
units and extender panels must be maintained.

See TC action and statement on Comments 72-112 (Log #356) and 72-117 (Log #379).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BEREZOWSKI, A.:  NEMA supports the committee action.
WARNER, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-97 (Log #120).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-104     Log #127  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-134b
Revise text to read as follows:

10.15* Protection of Fire Alarm System.
In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire

alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment to
provide notification of fire at that location.

Existing text should be kept and the proposal should be rejected. Too many changes to this section
have occurred. Protection for the control units and extender panels must be maintained.

See TC action and statements on Comment 72-120 (Log #411).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the action of the committee.  ROP 72-134b should be rejected.  ROC 72-120 clearly states
the intent of the committee to reject all efforts to reduce the level of protection required by the current revision of the
standard.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-105     Log #148  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-134
Reject Proposal 72-134.

The Code already allows performance based design and when used, a risk analysis already must be
conducted. This proposal does not add any value to the Code.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 2
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  See my negative comment on 72-116 (Log #378).
HANCOCK, J.:  A designer should be clearly allowed within this section to perform a risk assessment allowing them to

determine the appropriate level of protection for the control panel based on the hazards present and protection being
provided by the system.  It does not make sense for this requirement to be applicable to systems that serve no purpose
other than property protection or are there solely to monitor a sprinkler system.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action to reject ROP 72-134.  I believe the committee should reject all efforts
to reduce the level of protection required by the current revision of the standard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-106     Log #149  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-134b
Modify Proposal 72-134b as follows:

In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire
alarm control unit(s), transponder, remote central equipment such as amplifiers, locations where two or more
notification appliance circuit power extenders are installed and supervising station transmitting equipment to provide
notification of fire at that location.

The exceptions remain unchanged.
By rejecting proposal 72-134a, the committee stated they felt the notification appliance extenders are

vital to life safety, so that language should remain as it currently is. We feel we should delete the words “transponder”
and “central” because we do not feel this clarifies the intent.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-120 (Log 411), which removes ROP
72-134b.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action.  Rejecting ROP 72-134b is the correct action.  I believe the
committee should reject all efforts to reduce the level of protection required by the current revision of the standard.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-107     Log #228  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William N. Brooks, Brooks Fire Protection

72-133
Accept 72-133.

By its action taken in response to 72-134, the committee accepts the fact that a smoke detector is not
always necessary. Please do not insert another non-enforceable "risk analysis" into this document. The automatic
sprinkler system represents an adequate means to protect the control equipment.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-113 (Log #375). The use of smoke
detectors provides for quick response.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  See my negative comment on 72-113 (Log #375).

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action to reject this comment.  However, the substantiation does not address
ROP 72-133 which was APR.  I believe ROP 72-133 should have been rejected because the addition of an exception
does not conform with the Manual of Style.  Also, allowing this exception would lower the level of protection currently
required.  The required protection is intended to provide early warning of a condition which would allow notification of
occupants prior to a failure of the control equipment.  Sprinklers may control the spread of fire but do not provide
notification of a developing condition.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-108     Log #229  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William N. Brooks, Brooks Fire Protection

72-134
Reject 72-134.

The addition of vague and unenforceable language calling for a "risk analysis" will only serve to be a
defacto requirement for the smoke detector. Again, there is no required performance slated. Should this device respond
before the control equipment reaches given temperature or experiences some given radiant heat energy? Overall, a
very bad idea.

See TC action and statement on Comment 72-120 (Log #411).

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  See my negative comment on 72-116 (Log #378).

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action to reject ROP 72-134.  I believe the committee should reject all efforts
to reduce the level of protection required by the current revision of the standard.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-109     Log #281  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-134
Reject original proposal.

Does not conform to MANUAL OF STYLE and should return to original language with NFPA 72 2010.

The TC disagrees with the substantiation.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  See my negative comment on 72-116 (Log #378).

WARNER, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-108 (Log #229).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-110     Log #344  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Andrew G. Berezowski, Honeywell Fire Systems

72-134b
Reject the proposal.

The proposal should have been rejected. The addition of the proposed exception would lower the level
of equipment protection required to provide an early warning of a life threatening notification to occupants prior to a
failure of the control equipment. The committee action to accept the proposed exception contradicts the committee
statement on
proposal 72-134a that notification appliance extenders are vital to the life safety of the building occupants.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action to reject ROP 72-134b.  I believe the committee should reject all
efforts to reduce the level of protection required by the current revision of the standard.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-111     Log #345  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Andrew G. Berezowski, Honeywell Fire Systems

72-134
Reject the proposal.

The proposal should have been rejected because at this time a risk analysis is only referred to in
connection with ECS and should remain under the purview of ECS. The expense of performing a comprehensive risk
analysis would in most cases be more than the cost of installing an automatic detection device.

The TC disagrees with the substantiation.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  See my negative comment on 72-116 (Log #378).

WARNER, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-108 (Log #229).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-112     Log #356  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Raymond A. Grill, Arup

72-129
Accept proposal 72-129.

The discussion of protecting the fire alarm control unit has been hotly debated for many years. It
seems the one point of contention is providing a smoke detector over NAC extenders. By deleting this item, most would
agree that this requirement would not be burdensome in the majority of occupancies.

The TC reaffirms that notification appliance circuit extenders are vital to the life safety of
building occupants.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

HANCOCK, J.:  There is insufficient technical justification for extending the requirement for smoke detection above
notification appliance circuit power extenders.  Also refer to my comment in the NFPA 72 A2012-ROP report, proposal
72-130 & 72-137 for smoke detection above control panels in general.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action to continue to reject ROP 72-129.  I believe the committee should
reject all efforts to reduce the level of protection required by the current revision of the standard.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-113     Log #375  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-130
Revise text to read as follows:

In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall
be provided at the location of each fire alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and
supervising station transmitting equipment to provide notification of fire at that location.

accordance with NFPA 13,

The fire alarm control unit(s) that are to be protected are those that provide notification of a fire to the
occupants and responders. The term does not include equipment such as annunciators and
addressable devices. Requiring smoke detection at the transmitting equipment is intended to increase the probability
that an alarm signal will be transmitted to a supervising station prior to that transmitting equipment being disabled due to
the fire condition.

CAUTION: The exception No. 1 to 10.15 permits the use of a heat detector if ambient conditions are not suitable for
smoke detection. It is important to also evaluate whether the area is suitable for the control unit. Where the area or room
containing the control unit is provided with total smoke-detection coverage, additional smoke detection is not required to
protect the control unit.  Where total smoke-detection coverage is not provided, the Code intends that only one smoke
detector is required at the control unit even when the area of the room would require more than one detector if installed
according to the spacing rules in Chapter 17. The intent of selective coverage is to address the specific location of the
equipment. Location of the required detection should be in accordance with one of the following:

(1) Where the ceiling is 15 ft (4.6 m) in height or less, the smoke detector should be located on the ceiling or the wall
within 21 ft (6.4 m) of the centerline of the fire alarm control unit being protected by the detector in accordance with
17.7.3.2.1.

(2) Where the ceiling exceeds 15 ft (4.6 m) in height, the automatic smoke detector should be installed on the wall
above and within 6 ft (1.8 m) from the top of the control unit.

Exception No. 2 does not require the installation of automatic smoke detection, for each location, in a fully sprinklered
building equipped with quick-response sprinklers since the quick-response sprinklers are considered to provide an
acceptable level of protection consistent with the intent of this requirement.

The intent of this code change is to acknowledge that buildings that are protected throughout with
quick-response sprinklers provide a safe environment so that the benefit of smoke detection at the subject locations is
questionable. In addition, providing smoke detection only in the spaces identified still leaves a fire alarm system
vulnerable since it can be rendered inoperable in many other areas where smoke detection is not required. For example,
the fire alarm system wiring is permitted to be run through an adjacent room without any smoke detection, sprinklers, or
protection by raceway. Survivability criteria in A.23.10.2 recognize a fully sprinkler building as a means of system
survivability without smoke detection. It is my contention that quick response sprinklers would provide an acceptable
level of protection consistent with the intent of this requirement. It should be pointed out that in the 2007 edition of NFPA
72, Exception 2 stated that “Fully sprinklered buildings shall not require protection …..” However, in the 2010 edition of
NFPA 72, Exception 2 was removed without any technical justification.

The TC asserts that sprinklers are not the solution to every problem.  Quick response
sprinklers do not change this.  Quick response sprinklers may not achieve the early response offered by smoke
detection.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 2
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  I cannot concur with the action taken by the Technical Committee regarding this code change. The intent
of this code change is to acknowledge that buildings that are protected throughout by an operational automatic fire
sprinkler system with quick-response sprinklers will provide an adequate level of protection consistent with meeting the
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intent of this requirement (i.e., reducing the heat release rate of the fire and the growth rate of the fire in the vicinity of
the subject equipment thus preventing a fire large enough to affect the operation of the fire alarm system). In addition,
providing smoke detection only in the spaces identified still leaves a fire alarm system vulnerable since it can be
rendered inoperable in many other areas where smoke detection is not required. For example, the fire alarm system
wiring is permitted to be run through an adjacent room without any smoke detection, sprinklers, or protection by
raceway. In addition, survivability criteria in A.23.10.2 recognizes that a fully sprinklered building installed in accordance
with NFPA 13 as a means of providing system survivability without smoke detection.

In addition, NFPA 13 states that a quick-response sprinkler has to have an RTI of 50 (meters-seconds)0.5 or less.
Standard-response sprinklers have an RTI of 80 (meters-seconds)0.5 or more (usually, significantly more). Although
sprinkler response to a fire is not a linear relationship to the RTI of a sprinkler, the actual difference between the
response time of a quick-response sprinkler and a standard-response sprinkler is a function of the fire's location, the
heat release rate of the fire, and the growth rate of the fire in the vicinity of the subject equipment. It should also be
pointed out that in the 2007 edition of NFPA 72, Exception 2 stated that “Fully sprinklered buildings shall not require
protection …..”. However, in the 2010 edition of NFPA 72, Exception 2 was removed without any technical justification
based on research.

Lastly, in December 2010, the Chair of the Technical Committee (SIG-FUN) proposed a Code Fund Project to the
NFPA Research Foundation on the protection of fire alarm systems. Unfortunately, this research project was not
selected by the NFPA Research Foundation to be funded prior to this code cycle. Therefore, I recommend that the
Technical Correlating Committee request the Technical Committee (SIG-FUN) to resubmit a proposal to the NFPA
Research Foundation to address this important issue.

HANCOCK, J.:  Smoke detectors should not be required where a building is fully sprinklered.  Sprinklers are as much
of a solution as a smoke detector.  Ultimately, it should be up to the designer to decide when protection of control
equipment is appropriate and to determine the means to achieve that objective.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action to reject ROP 72-130.  I believe the committee should reject all efforts
to reduce the level of protection required by the current revision of the standard.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-114     Log #376  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-132
Revise text to read as follows:

In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall
be provided at the location of each fire alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and
supervising station transmitting equipment to provide notification of fire at that location.

The fire alarm control unit(s) that are to be protected are those that provide notification of a fire to the
occupants and responders. The term does not include equipment such as annunciators and
addressable devices. Requiring smoke detection at the transmitting equipment is intended to increase the probability
that an alarm signal will be transmitted to a supervising station prior to that transmitting equipment being disabled due to
the fire condition.

CAUTION: The exception to 10.15 permits the use of a heat detector if ambient conditions are not suitable for smoke
detection. It is important to also evaluate whether the area is suitable for the control unit. The location and spacing of the
smoke detectors for the protection of the fire alarm system (i.e. each fire alarm control unit(s), notification appliance
circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment) should meet the location and spacing
requirements in Chapter 17, Where the area or room containing the control unit is provided with total smoke-detection
coverage, additional smoke detection is not required to protect the control unit.  Where total smoke-detection coverage
is not provided, the Code intends that only one smoke detector is required at the control unit even when the area of the
room would require more than one detector if installed according to the spacing rules in Chapter 17. The intent of
selective coverage is to address the specific location of the equipment. Location of the required detection should be in
accordance with one of the following:

(1) Where the ceiling is 15 ft (4.6 m) in height or less, the smoke detector should be located on the ceiling or the wall
within 21 ft (6.4 m) of the centerline of the fire alarm control unit being protected by the detector in accordance with
17.7.3.2.1.

(2) Where the ceiling exceeds 15 ft (4.6 m) in height, the automatic smoke detector should be installed on the wall
above and within 6 ft (1.8 m) from the top of the control unit.

The intent of the code change is to ensure the guidance stated within the Annex is technically
accurate, technically substantiated, and non-ambiguous for the user of the Code. Therefore the subject text has been
revised accordingly deleted. According to the Committee’s rationale, the intent of a smoke detector being installed
above the fire alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting
equipment, is that it operates prior to the sprinkler system activating. Consequently, it is necessary to locate these
smoke detectors in compliance with Chapter 17 and locate the smoke detector on the ceiling or on the wall within 12
inches of the ceiling. To my knowledge, locating these smoke detectors on a wall 6 ft from the top this equipment is not
based on technical research and does nothing to assure that the smoke will reach the detector prior to sprinkler
activation.

The TC action on proposal 72-569 satisfies the intent of the submitter.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 3
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

GAUVIN, D.:  The concept in the annex is to use a smoke detector for object protection, not area protection. The
submitter, in his substantiation, incorrectly references the necessity to locate the smoke detector in compliance with
Chapter 17 which is specific to the requirements for the protection of a space or compartment.

The smoke detection requirements for the protection of a space are based upon the anticipated smoke flows due to
the plume and ceiling jet produced by a fire in the space, as well as any pre-existing ambient airflows that might exist in
the protected compartment. These principles are not applicable to object protection which is why the requirements of
10.15 intend only to require a single detector for the specific purpose of providing initiation and notification of a fire that
is intimate with the object being protected.

The concept of existing 10.15 and the related annex material is to place the detector in close proximity to the object
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being protected (the fire alarm control unit) so that when a fire is threatening the protected object, there will movement of
air and hot gasses in proximity to the detector near the protected object, smoke will be driven to the detector chamber,
thus activating an alarm signal indicating a threat to the protected object.

The submitter's substantiation is incorrect for the intended application and as such the committee should have rejected
Proposal 72-569 and Comments 72-114 (Log #376) and 72-442 (Log #413).

MUNDY, JR., J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-1 (Log #144).
WARNER, T.:  Due to the existing substantiation, I must disagree with the committee action.  The action taken on ROP

72-569 calls out a specific paragraph (17.7.3.2.1) and ignores the remainder of section 17.7.3 for determining the proper
location and spacing of a smoke detector intended for protection of the fire alarm system.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-115     Log #377  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-133
Revise text to read as follows:

In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall
be provided at the location of each fire alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and
supervising station transmitting equipment to provide notification of fire at that location.

accordance with NFPA 13,
The fire alarm control unit(s) that are to be protected are those that provide notification of a fire to the

occupants and responders. The term does not include equipment such as annunciators and
addressable devices. Requiring smoke detection at the transmitting equipment is intended to increase the probability
that an alarm signal will be transmitted to a supervising station prior to that transmitting equipment being disabled due to
the fire condition.

CAUTION: The exception No. 1 to 10.15 permits the use of a heat detector if ambient conditions are not suitable for
smoke detection. It is important to also evaluate whether the area is suitable for the control unit. Where the area or room
containing the control unit is provided with total smoke-detection coverage, additional smoke detection is not required to
protect the control unit.  Where total smoke-detection coverage is not provided, the Code intends that only one smoke
detector is required at the control unit even when the area of the room would require more than one detector if installed
according to the spacing rules in Chapter 17. The intent of selective coverage is to address the specific location of the
equipment. Location of the required detection should be in accordance with one of the following:

(1) Where the ceiling is 15 ft (4.6 m) in height or less, the smoke detector should be located on the ceiling or the wall
within 21 ft (6.4 m) of the centerline of the fire alarm control unit being protected by the detector in accordance with
17.7.3.2.1.

(2) Where the ceiling exceeds 15 ft (4.6 m) in height, the automatic smoke detector should be installed on the wall
above and within 6 ft (1.8 m) from the top of the control unit.

Exception No. 2 permits the authority having jurisdiction to not require the installation of automatic smoke detection, for
each location, in a fully sprinklered building equipped with quick-response sprinklers since the quick-response sprinklers
are considered to provide an acceptable level of protection consistent with the intent of this requirement.

The intent of this code change is to permit the authority having jurisdiction not to require the installation
of automatic smoke detection, for each location specified, in a fully sprinklered building equipped with quick-response
sprinklers since the quick response sprinklers would provide an acceptable level of protection consistent with the intent
of this requirement. Buildings that are protected throughout with quick-response sprinklers provide a safe environment
so that the benefit of smoke detection at the subject locations is questionable. In addition, providing smoke detection
only in the spaces identified still leaves a fire alarm system vulnerable since it can be rendered inoperable in many other
areas where smoke detection is not required. For example, the fire alarm system wiring is permitted to be run through
an adjacent room without any smoke detection, sprinklers, or protection by raceway. Survivability criteria in A.23.10.2
recognize a fully sprinkler building as a means of system survivability without smoke detection. It is my contention that
quick response sprinklers would provide an acceptable level of protection consistent with the intent of this requirement.
It should be pointed out that in the 2007 edition of NFPA 72, Exception 2 stated that “Fully sprinklered buildings shall not
require protection …..” However, in the 2010 edition of NFPA 72, Exception 2 was removed without any technical
justification.

Refer to the TC action and statements on Comments 72-107 (Log #228) and 72-113 (Log
#375).

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

HANCOCK, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-113 (Log #375).
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WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action to reject this comment.  However, the substantiation does not address
ROP 72-133 which was APR.  I believe ROP 72-133 should have been rejected because the addition of an exception
does not conform with the Manual of Style.  Also, allowing this exception would lower the level of protection currently
required.  The required protection is intended to provide early warning of a condition which would allow notification of
occupants prior to a failure of the control equipment.  Sprinklers may control the spread of fire but do not provide
notification of a developing condition.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-116     Log #378  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-134
Revise text to read as follows:

In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall
be provided at the location of each fire alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and
supervising station transmitting equipment to provide notification of fire at that location.

Other protection means or methods, for each location, based on a risk analysis in accordance with
1.6 and deemed acceptable to the approved by the authority having jurisdiction,

The fire alarm control unit(s) that are to be protected are those that provide notification of a fire to the
occupants and responders. The term does not include equipment such as annunciators and
addressable devices. Requiring smoke detection at the transmitting equipment is intended to increase the probability
that an alarm signal will be transmitted to a supervising station prior to that transmitting equipment being disabled due to
the fire condition.

CAUTION: The exception No. 1 to 10.15 permits the use of a heat detector if ambient conditions are not suitable for
smoke detection. It is important to also evaluate whether the area is suitable for the control unit. Where the area or room
containing the control unit is provided with total smoke-detection coverage, additional smoke detection is not required to
protect the control unit.  Where total smoke-detection coverage is not provided, the Code intends that only one smoke
detector is required at the control unit even when the area of the room would require more than one detector if installed
according to the spacing rules in Chapter 17. The intent of selective coverage is to address the specific location of the
equipment. Location of the required detection should be in accordance with one of the following:

(1) Where the ceiling is 15 ft (4.6 m) in height or less, the smoke detector should be located on the ceiling or the wall
within 21 ft (6.4 m) of the centerline of the fire alarm control unit being protected by the detector in accordance with
17.7.3.2.1.

(2) Where the ceiling exceeds 15 ft (4.6 m) in height, the automatic smoke detector should be installed on the wall
above and within 6 ft (1.8 m) from the top of the control unit.

Exception No. 2 permits the designer to use authority having jurisdiction to accept a risk analysis in accordance with
1.6 that evaluates the protection of the fire alarm system based on its location, building features, and anticipated risk
tolerances of each fire alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station.
transmitting equipment for which it is designed, if approved by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer in
developing the risk analysis should consider appropriate protection strategies when determining risk tolerances for
determining the required level of protection consistent with the intent of this requirement. Examples of acceptable
protection strategies depending on the building features may include, but are not limited to, automatic fire sprinkler
protection, rated enclosures, or a combination of protection strategies.

The intent of this code change is to provide clarification that permits the designer to provide other
means of protection of the fire control unit(s), notification appliance circuits power extenders, and supervising station
transmitting equipment based on a risk analysis approved by the authority having jurisdiction.

The TC has removed the exception and this comment is proposing changes to this exception.
The Code already provides an acceptable method for performance-based design - see Section 1.5.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 2
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  I cannot concur with the action taken by the Technical Committee regarding this code change. The
Technical Committee states that the reason for deleting the exception and rejecting the proposed code change is that
“the Code already provides an acceptable method for performance-based design - see Section 1.5  - Equivalency”.
However, this statement is not relevant to “risk analysis” or “performance-based designs”. “Equivalency” is basically an
analysis that demonstrates that the proposed alternative achieves the same objective as the prescriptive requirement.
The problem is that the objective of most prescriptive requirements is often not clear or not easy to quantify. In a risk
analysis, the analysis demonstrates that the proposed solution reduces or eliminates the risk of some undesirable
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outcome that has been identified for that analysis. This undesirable outcome is consistent with the general objectives of
the Code but not necessarily associated with any specific prescriptive provision(s). Permitting a risk analysis in this
section will provide a means for acceptable alternative designs that will reduce the hazard(s) associated with not
installing a smoke detector at either each fire alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and/or
supervising station transmitting equipment to acceptable level. Lastly, accepting this code change would correlate with
the action taken by the Technical Committee on ROC 72-4 (Log #372).

HANCOCK, J.:  A designer should be clearly allowed within this section to perform a risk assessment allowing them to
determine the appropriate level of protection for the control panel based on the hazards present and protection being
provided by the system.  It does not make sense for this requirement to be applicable to systems that serve no purpose
other than property protection or are there solely to monitor a sprinkler system.

WARNER, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-108 (Log #229).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-117     Log #379  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-134a
Revise text to read as follows:

In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall
be provided at the location of each fire alarm control unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and
supervising station transmitting equipment to provide notification of fire at that location.

Remaining text unchanged.
This revision is a follow-up to the original proposal. I concurred with the original proponent that deleting

this specific item from the subject list will not compromise occupant safety.

The TC disagrees with the submitter's substantiation and reaffirms that notification appliance
circuit extenders are vital to the life safety of building occupants.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

HANCOCK, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-112 (Log #356).

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action.  I believe the committee should reject all efforts to reduce the level of
protection required by the current revision of the standard.
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72-118     Log #380  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-134b
Revise text to read as follows:

In areas that are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall
be provided at the location of each fire alarm control unit(s), transponder, remote central equipment such as amplifiers,
locations where two or more notification appliance circuit power extenders are installed and supervising station
transmitting equipment to provide notification of fire at that location.

Remaining 2 exceptions unchanged.
Deleted the proposed text based on the 4 negative votes of Technical Committee members stated

below:
DITARANTO, J.: To propose this kind of text serves no purpose and does not take into consideration design or the

requirement for early warning. Different types building and occupants require different types of detection and
notification for evacuation.

FRABLE, D.: I cannot concur with the action taken by the Technical Committee (TC). No technical substantiation has
been provided to justify this proposal. In addition, the term “remote central equipment” is not defined and will possibly
lead to more confusion regarding this subject matter.

GAUVIN, D.: Negative Comment: The committee’s substantiation is not accurate. This is not a clarification but a
change in requirements as shown by underlined text below that was added to current text: In areas that are not
continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire alarm control unit(s),
transponder, remote central equipment such as amplifiers, locations where two or more notification appliance circuit
power extenders are installed and supervising station transmitting equipment to provide notification of fire at that
location. The added term “remote central equipment” is undefined and ambiguous. Over several cycles, our committee
has exhausted many hours to eliminate such ambiguous language and now this is just going to open the door to
compliance and enforcement questions all over again. In addition the committee failed to provide technical justification
for relaxing the current requirement to protect all notification appliance circuit power extenders to only needing to protect
two or more. If the TC does not overturn the action taken on this proposal the Technical Correlating Committee should
overturn the action based on the reasons stated.

WARNER, T.: I disagree with the committee action. The committee voted to reject 72-129 and 72-134a stating that
notification appliance extenders are vital to the life safety of the building occupants. Voting to accept this proposal
contradicts that statement implying that if only one notification appliance extender is present, it isn’t vital to the life safety
of the building occupants.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-120 (Log #411).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action to reject ROP 72-134b.  I believe the committee should reject all
efforts to reduce the level of protection required by the current revision of the standard.
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72-119     Log #395  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Maria Marks, Siemens Industry

72-129
Return this section to the language found in NFPA 72-2010.

This restores the protection of the fire alarm panel. The committee contends that notification appliance
circuit extenders are vital to the life safety of the building occupants.

See TC action and statements on Comments 72-112 (Log #356) and 72-117 (Log #379).

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

HANCOCK, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-112 (Log #356).

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action to continue to reject ROP 72-129.  I believe the committee should
reject all efforts to reduce the level of protection required by the current revision of the standard.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-120     Log #411  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Gauvin, Tyco/Simplex Grinnell

72-134b
Reject the original proposal 72-134b.

I submit that the committee’s substantiation is not accurate. This is not a clarification but a change in
requirements as shown by underlined text below that was added to current text: In areas that are not continuously
occupied, automatic smoke  detection shall be provided at the location of each fire alarm control unit(s), transponder,
remote central equipment such  as amplifiers, locations where two or more notification appliance circuit power extenders
are installed and supervising  station transmitting equipment to provide notification of fire at that location. The added
term “remote central equipment” is undefined and ambiguous. Over several cycles, our committee has exhausted many
hours to eliminate such ambiguous language and acceptance of this proposal will open the door to compliance and
enforcement questions all over again (I dread the recurrence of hours upon hours of debates). In addition the committee
failed to provide technical justification for relaxing the current requirement to protect all notification appliance circuit
power extenders to only needing to protect two or more.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

HANCOCK, J.:  There is insufficient technical justification for extending the requirement for smoke detection above
notification appliance circuit power extenders.  Also refer to my comment in the NFPA 72 A2012-ROP report, proposal
72-130 & 72-137 for smoke detection above control panels in general.  The committee should continue to accept the
changes made by accepting proposal 72-134b.

WARNER, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-118 (Log #380).
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72-121     Log #424  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-134
Reject the proposal.

I do not agree that a risk analysis should be performed for the protection of a control unit. The expense
of performing the risk analysis would in most cases be more than the cost of installing the detection device. Is the next
step to require a risk analysis for the installation of a manual or automatic fire detection system?

The TC disagrees with the substantiation.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  See my negative comment on 72-116 (Log #378).

WARNER, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-108 (Log #229).
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72-122     Log #410  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Gauvin, Tyco/Simplex Grinnell

72-134
Reject the original proposal 72-134.

Exception No. 2 leaves the methods for risk analysis undefined. Alternative approaches to prescriptive
requirements already exist in the applicable building codes where performance based alternatives are allowed, where all
the features of a building (occupancy type, building systems, building construction, etc.) are considered and designed to
meet specific performance objectives, and where the performance based design is evaluated by industry professionals
for compliance.

NFPA 72 is a “How To” (not a How Not To) Installation Standard that identifies the minimum equipment installation and
performance requirements for Fire Alarm and Signaling systems. The allowance of a risk analysis or performance based
alternatives belong in the applicable building codes and not within the installation standard. The single exception to this
resides with the New Chapter 24 for Emergency Communication and Mass Notification Systems where the threat and
level of protection required for a particular occupancy and property are often unique, not practical to predict for all
applications; and therefore, prescriptive requirements cannot reasonable be applied to the needs of every situation. As
such, the subject of Risk Analysis was only recently introduced to NFPA 72 with the introduction of the New Chapter on
Emergency Communication Systems. The definition reads as follows: 3.3.229 Risk Analysis. A process to characterize
the likelihood, vulnerability, and magnitude of incidents associated with natural, technological, and manmade disasters
and other emergencies that address scenarios of concern, their probability, and their potential consequences.
[SIG-ECS].
I hardly believe the intent when this was added was for the application of a risk analysis to apply to individual
prescriptive requirements; but rather, to much larger threats of terrorism, shooters, natural disasters, and the total
systems protection needs to reach much broader requirements for overall property and occupant protection goals. The
requirement for protection of an object from fire (i.e., the fire alarm and signaling system) is much less complex and is
easily and cost effectively solved by the placement of a smoke detector in the vicinity of the object to be protected.

Accepting this proposal sets a bad precedent whereas any future attempt to remove an existing requirement could
simply be proposed to be added to a list of items allowed under a risks analysis. I do not believe that is the intent, nor is
it practical. How could anyone argue that a risk analysis is appropriate for one feature but not another? I have to ask
why the committee has agreed to specify the use of a risk analysis for a specific feature within the installation standard
(i.e., protection of the fire alarm and signaling system) but not others? Does that then mean a risk analysis cannot be
applied to other features and requirements? If accepted, this proposal will certainly be a source of continued debate for
every cycle to come. I respectfully ask each member of the committee to reconsider the ramifications and reject the
original proposal.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  See my negative comment on 72-116 (Log #378).

WARNER, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-108 (Log #229).
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72-123     Log #412  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Gauvin, Tyco/Simplex Grinnell

72-135a
Revise new 10.16 text as follows: 10.16 (New) Notification Appliance Circuits and Control Circuits

10.16.1 (relocated from 10.17.1.17) An open, ground, or short-circuit fault on the installation conductors of one alarm
notification appliance circuit shall not affect the operation of any other alarm notification appliance circuit for more than
10s 200 seconds regardless of whether the short-circuit fault is present during the normal or activated circuit state.

The general idea of the proposal is good.  However the requirement for not affecting operation for
more than 10 seconds is inconsistent with other provisions of the code.  The submitter stated that 10 seconds was
chosen for consistency with the current overall system response requirement. However, the 10 seconds criteria chosen
is the actuation time for “Fire Alarm” Signals (ref: section 10.9) and is not consistent with the provisions of the code for
reporting a “Trouble” (or fault) Signal which is 200 seconds (ref: section 10.12).

The requirement in the code is to detect a fault within 200 seconds (ref: 10.12.1).  If a fault can only affect another
circuit for 10 seconds, when a fault is only required to be detected within 200 seconds, then it must somehow be
magically isolated before it is detected.  I propose to change the time limit to 200 seconds for complaince with the
requirements to report a fault condition in accordance with the following sections of the code; 10.12.1., 10.17.1.2,
21.2.11, 23.4.2.1, 23.8.2.6.1(4), 23.8.2.6.1(5), 23.18.4.2, 26.6.3.2.1.4 Exception, 26.6.3.3.1.1(2), and 27.6.3.2.3.14(2).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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72-124     Log #321  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-136
Accept the proposal:

This comment is to recommend that the proposed new text be approved as submitted. The purpose of
this change is to reduce unwanted or nuisance alarms. Thus change would be applicable to new installations or
replacement systems. The additional cost would be negligible and the benefit would be tremendous. This change would
enable the transmission of more accurate and thorough information on the initiating device to allow better identification
of location and quick determination if an actual fire exists. Any costs would be negligible since this proposal would apply
to new or replacement systems.

The proposed solution does not address the problem of reducing unwanted alarm response.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BONIFAS, R.:  The committee statement "The proposed solution does not address the problem of reducing unwanted
false alarm response." is missing the point.  I submit 2 separate rational for this proposal both tied to unwanted alarm
activations.  1) Point ID makes the system considerably easier to service.  Addressing the single device that caused the
activation instead of looking over up to 20 smoke detectors will certainly reduce unwanted runs. 2) In the debate over
unwanted alarm activations there is a severe lack of detail in the accumulated data.  By requiring all systems to be
zoned by device then transmitting that detail to the supervising station we will be creating a record that will be used in
the study of unwanted alarm activations.  After detail study, response may differ on systems where one smoke detector
is activated, versus an activation where 16 smoke detectors, a waterflow alarm and a pull station are reporting.  By
continuing to allow the grouping of devices we forestall the collection of this data until sometime after the 2016 code is
published.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action.  The submitter states that the purpose of the change is to reduce
unwanted or nuisance alarms.  However, the change addresses annunciation of the alarm not the root cause.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-124a     Log #441  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-136
Revise the original proposal to "All alarm devices shall be annunciated by addressable devices or a

unique zone."
By defining the location of the alarm activation, emergency forces and building personnel will be able to

quickly identify where resources and the type and number of resources should be sent. The IAFC, through this proposal
as well as a number of others, is attempting to reduce the number of unwanted alarms. A key component to this is to
identify where the alarm activation is originating from.
If the event is found not to be an actuation due to an emergency event, service personnel responding afterwards may

quickly go to the root cause and execute a resolution, hopefully eliminating additional unwanted activations from the
device.

Unique identification will also aid emergency forces in quickly responding to the point of the alarm.  If the activation is
due to an emergency event, the responders may be able to limit the amount of damage inflicted.

While conventional controls are still produced, the majority of systems that are installed today are addressable.  For the
exact location of the alarm event to be transmitted to a supervising station, the head end control must be able to provide
the unique information.
This proposal does not require retroactive implementation.

See TC action and statement on Comment 72-124 (Log #321).

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BONIFAS, R.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-124 (Log #321).

WARNER, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-124 (Log #321).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-125     Log #282  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-136
Add new text to read as follows:

10.16.1.1.3 Alarm initiating devices that initiate a fire alarm signal shall be individually annunciated.
This requirement is necessary to support alarm verification and reduce response to unwanted and

nuisance fire alarms. This will allow for the occupants of the premise to quickly and accurately evaluate the activation of
the alarm and provide more accurate information as part of the verification process.

See TC action and statement on Comment 72-124 (Log #321).

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

BONIFAS, R.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-124 (Log #321).

WARNER, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-124 (Log #321).
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72-126     Log #322  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-137
Accept the proposal:

The purpose of this comment is to recommend that this code addition be approved as submitted. The
purpose of this addition to the code is to reduce nuisance and unwanted fire alarms thereby reducing injury or loss of life
to First Responders and/or to the public. Point ID increases the accuracy and reliability of the fire alarm system to
enable the monitoring station to quickly determine if a fire exists and the magnitude of the fire. Having a more reliable
alarm system will reduce the chance of loss of life. If there is a fire, the occupants should start evacuation before the
First Responders arrive. One of the positive net effects is emergency runs could be avoided.

The proposed solution does not address the problem of reducing unwanted alarm response.
Supervisory signals do not typically involve fire department response.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

WARNER, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-124 (Log #321).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-127     Log #425  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-137
Accept the original proposal.

Through the use of Point ID, the fire department, owner and service provider would be able to quickly
determine the source of the supervisory signal, and to be able to quickly determine the resources that would be
required. Most if not all systems that are being installed today are capable of this technology. This proposal was not
retroactive.

The TC does not agree that all supervisory devices are required to be addressable or require
a unique zone.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-127a     Log #442  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-137
Revise the original proposal to "All alarm devices shall be annunciated by addressable devices or a

unique zone."
It is conceded that supervisory signals are not directly related to the subject of unwanted alarms.

Having the information more localized for supervisory devices would aid in quickly identifying which valve may have shut
down, if there is an issue with a particular water storage tank and so forth.

Visualize a large business park or industrial complex.  The present standard allows for up to twenty supervisory
devices to be connected to a single zone.  While this may have been the "state of the art" during a time of older
technology, this is no longer the case today.

Building owners may quickly identify and respond to the exact device that has been actuated as opposed to attempting
to determine which device has been actuated in a sea of sprinkler control valves.

While conventional controls are still produced, the majority of systems that are installed today are addressable.  For the
exact location of the supervisory event to be transmitted to a supervising station, the head end control must be able to
provide the unique information.

This proposal does not require retroactive implementation.

The TC does not agree that all devices are required to be addressable or require a unique
zone.  Not every job is a large industrial complex.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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72-128     Log #323  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-140
Accept the proposal:

For the purpose of alarm annunciation, the requirements of 10.16.1.1.3
shall be met each floor of the building shall be considered as a separate zone.

10.16.6.2 For the purposes of alarm annunciation, if a floor of the building is subdivided into multiple zones by fire or
smoke barriers and the fire plan for the protected premises allows relocation of occupants from the zone of origin to
another zone on the same floor, each zone on the floor shall be annunciated separately.

10.16.6.3 Where the system serves more than one building, each building shall be annunciated separately.
A.10.16.6 Fire alarm system annunciation should, as a minimum, be sufficiently specific to identify a fire alarm signal in

accordance with the following:
(1) If a floor exceeds 22,500 ft2 (2090 m2) in area, the floor should be subdivided into detection zones of 22,500 ft2

(2090 m2) or less, consistent with the existing smoke and fire barriers on the floor.
(2) If a floor exceeds 22,500 ft2 (2090 m2) in area and is undivided by smoke or fire barriers, detection zoning should

be determined on a case-by-case basis in consultation with the authority having jurisdiction.
(3) Waterflow switches on sprinkler systems that serve multiple floors, areas exceeding 22,500 ft2 (2090 m2), or areas

inconsistent with the established detection system zoning should be annunciated individually.
(4) In-duct smoke detectors on air-handling systems that serve multiple floors, areas exceeding 22,500 ft2 (2090 m2),

or areas inconsistent with the established detection system zoning should be annunciated individually.
(5) If a floor area exceeds 22,500 ft2 (2090 m2), additional zoning should be provided. The length of any zone should

not exceed 300 ft (91 m) in any direction. If the building is provided with automatic sprinklers throughout, the area of the
alarm zone should be permitted to coincide with the allowable area of the sprinkler zone.

The reason for having Zones is to give a rough idea as to where a fire has occurred. Point ID identifies
each initiating device and gives specific information as to where the fire has occurred in the building. Using Point ID is
tantamount to the whole building having small zones.

10.16.1.1.3  reference in Comment 72-124 was not accepted.  Therefore, the existing
language needs to remain.  See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-124 (Log #321).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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72-129     Log #68  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-140a
The TCC notes that the instructions for change appear to relocate 10.17.1 (excluding 10.17.1.16) to

Chapter 12 and retain 10.17.2 in Chapter 10.  The TCC advises that no instructions are provided for the precise
placement of 10.7.1 within Chapter 12 or of 10.17.2 within Chapter 10.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the
action on this proposal to address the precise placement of these paragraphs in the code.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Place the relocated material from 10.17.1 after 12.4.4(4) and prior to existing 12.5.
The TC has provided the Chapter 12 placement information.  [The TC notes that the

placement of 10.17.1.16 and 10.17.2 are correctly shown in the ROP draft.]

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-130     Log #150  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-140a
The TCC asked the committee to determine where the relocated section would be located in

Chapter 12. I recommend it be a new Section 12.6, titled Monitoring Integrity as it is now. If 12.6 is already being used
due to another Proposal, the next available number can be used.

The TCC asked the committee to reconsider the proposal to determine where to relocate the
information in Chapter 12.

See TC action and statement on Comment 72-129 (Log #68).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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72-131     Log #426  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-140a
Consolidate the sub-heading.

1.) The relocation of 10.17 to Chapter 12 includes a single subheading (10.17.1) which now appears to
be extra since there are no other subheadings at that level (no 10.17.2, etc).  The TC should consider to consolidate the
subheading into the main heading.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-129 (Log #68).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-132     Log #5  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Nick Hoogland, Bosch Security Systems

72-141
Revise text to read as follows:

10.17.1.1: Exception: Class C or other pathways that use galvanic isolated communication links. These shall be
monitored for integrity so that the loss of end-to-end communications is automatically indicated within 200 seconds.

10.17.1.2: Exception: Class C or other pathways that use galvanic isolated communication links. These shall be
monitored for integrity so that the restoration to normal of end-to-end communications is automatically indicated within
200 seconds.

The behavior of Ethernet differs from many other traditional communication media:
- Copper based Ethernet is isolated (connected to board level via a transformer) so a ground fault condition in two

different cables will not influence system behavior.
- A single ground short in an Ethernet cable possibly influences communication in such a way that it is no longer able

to communicate. This however can easily be solved by end-to-end supervision in combination with redundancy, of which
the latter is a standard feature of Ethernet networks.
   The essence of a reliable communication channel is the capability to communicate reliably. How that reliability is
assured differs for the media that is used. For many communication links ground fault detection is essential, but for
Ethernet a ground fault detection is not required as long as communication reliability is assured differently. The same
applies to a wireless or optical communication medium. There the reliability of the communication is also monitored
differently because ground fault detection is not required.

The TC contends that ground faults are a relatively common failure in installation conductors.
A single ground fault should not affect operation, and should be detected and repaired before a second fault that causes
a short circuit between the two grounded points. There is no correlation between the reliability of ethernet and fiber optic
or wireless communications because the other two do not provide any conductivity to ground.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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72-133     Log #76  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-142b
The TCC advises that the SIG-FUN committee is responsible for 10.17.1.5 and accordingly directs

that the action on this proposal be reported as “Reject.”  The TCC directs that this proposal be referred to the SIG-FUN
for action and correlation with Proposals 72-142 and 72-142a.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review ROP 72-142, 142a, and 142b.  The TC accepts
in principal the action on ROP 142b and refers to the action on ROP 72-142a.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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72-134     Log #358  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Horon, Cadgraphics

72-141
Create a new with added Annex material and renumber accordingly:

Monitoring for integrity shall not be required for the occurrence of a ground condition when galvanic
isolation exists between each conductor and the connected equipment.

When each conductor is galvanically isolated from the equipment, a ground fault cannot be electrically
induced onto the connected equipment.  Since the conductors are incapable of producing a ground fault on the
connected equipment, it is not necessary to detect the presence of a ground fault.

Note: Members of the Circuits and Pathways Task Group included Scott Barrett, A.J. Capowski, Jason
Damori, Dan Decker, Tom Hammerberg, Dan Horon, Vic Humm, Jebedia Novak, Larry Shudak, Aviv Siegel, and Doug
Woosley. Of those members, Larry Shudak and A.J. Capowski are not in agreement with this Comment.

We request that NFPA forward a copy of this entire Comment to the SIG-PRO and SIG-TMS committees.
These changes are necessary to address the concern that prescriptive Code language prohibits new and advanced

technologies.
Furthermore, IEEE requires isolation on all conductors for the common Ethernet specifications. Being galvanically

isolated, a single connection to earth ground has no effect. A second ground could be the same as a short, but on a
galvanically isolated circuit, there is no direct connection that would transfer the ground to other equipment. A
double-ground condition, when specifically on the two conductors of a matched pair, annunciates a trouble as
communication stops.

The majority of the Task Group concludes that it is essential for the Code to clearly identify and also to allow
galvanically isolated network systems. Emergency Communication Systems, including a requirement by all U.S. military
branches, and also building control systems, have come to use these galvanically isolated communication circuits
without regard to the prescriptive ground-fault reporting requirement. The requirement was in the Code before 1964, and
the original documentation with the original intent is not available. The new advancements in technology allow for even
better fire protection, provided we keep our requirements performance-based rather than outdated prescriptive
language.

The Circuits and Pathways Task Group further notes that UL currently performs an electrical protection strength test
involving 1 joule at 2400 Volts that we cannot find in any codes or standards outside of UL864. We feel that the special
UL test should be one of the possible tests (a fourth option) added to the IEEE tests for isolation.

An example IEEE document can be downloaded from this link:
http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/download/802.3-2008_section2.pdf

After the following definitions is an excerpt from the 790-page document describes the isolation requirement:

PMD = Physical Medium Dependent sublayer
NID = Network Interface Devices
UTP = Unshielded Twisted Pair
STP = Shielded Twisted Pair
MDI = Media Dependent Interface
PI = Power Interface
PD = Powered Device
PSE = Power Sourcing Equipment

25. Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) sublayer and baseband medium, type 100BASE-TX
25.2 Functional specifications
The 100BASE-TX PMD (and MDI) is specified by incorporating the FDDI TP-PMD standard, ANSI X3.263: 1995

(TP-PMD), by reference, with the modifications noted below. This standard provides support for Category 5 unshielded
twisted pair (UTP) and shielded twisted pair (STP). For improved legibility in this clause, ANSI X3.263: 1995 (TP-PMD),
will henceforth be referred to as TP-PMD.

25.4.5 Replacement of 8.4.1, “UTP isolation requirements”
A PMD with a MDI that is a PI (see 33.1.3) shall meet the isolation requirements defined in 33.4.1.
A PMD with a MDI that is not a PI shall provide isolation between frame ground and all MDI leads including those not
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used by the 100BASE-TX PMD.

This electrical isolation shall withstand at least one of the following electrical strength tests.
a) 1500 V rms at 50 Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
b) 2250 V dc for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
c) A sequence of ten 2400 V impulses of alternating polarity, applied at intervals of not less than 1 s.

The shape of the impulses shall be 1.2/50 μs (1.2 μs virtual front time, 50 μs virtual time of half value), as defined in
IEC 60950-1:2001 Annex N.

There shall be no insulation breakdown, as defined in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001, during the test. The
resistance after the test shall be at least 2 MÙ, measured at 500 V dc.

33.4.1 Isolation
PDs and PSEs shall provide isolation between all accessible external conductors, including frame ground (if any), and

all MDI leads including those not used by the PD or PSE. Any equipment that can be connected to a PSE or PD through
a non-MDI connector that is not isolated from the MDI leads needs to provide isolation between all accessible external
conductors, including frame ground (if any), and the non-MDI connector. Accessible external conductors are specified in
subclause 6.2.1 b) of IEC 60950-1:2001.

This electrical isolation shall withstand at least one of the following electrical strength tests.
a) 1500 V rms at 50 Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
b) 2250 V dc for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
c) An impulse test consisting of a 1500 V, 10/700 μs waveform, applied 10 times, with a 60 s interval between pulses.

The shape of the impulses shall be 10/700 μs (10 μs virtual front time, 700 μs virtual time of half value), as defined in
IEC 60950-1:2001 Annex N.
There shall be no insulation breakdown, as defined in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001, during the test. The
resistance after the test shall be at least 2 M●, measured at 500 V dc.

Conductive link segments that have differing isolation and grounding requirements shall have those requirements
provided by the port-to-port isolation of network interface devices (NID).

The TC contends that ground faults are a relatively common failure in installation conductors.
A single ground fault should not affect operation, and should be detected and repaired before a second fault that causes
a short circuit between the two grounded points. There is no correlation between the reliability of ethernet and fiber optic
or wireless communications because the other two do not provide any conductivity to ground.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-135     Log #128  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-150
Conflict with proposal 72-59 that was accepted by the TC.

NEMA agrees and supports the committee action however there is now a correlation issue with accept
proposal 72-59.

See TC action and statement on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-136     Log #427  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-150
Reconsider the Annex for this section.

The location of proposed new annex material for A.10.18.2.2.1 in ROP 150 needs to be specified
relative to the existing annex material in that section.

See TC action and statement on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-137     Log #428  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-151
Convert to the Annex.

The proposed new paragraph 10.18.2.1.1 in ROP 151 appears like it might be annex material (despite
the committee statement).  If it is intended as a new requirement it needs to be revised to use mandatory language.
Note that the references at the end of the paragraph have been deleted.

See TC action and statement on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-138     Log #45  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-151
The TCC advises that the word “may” cannot be used in the code and that requirements must be

written using the word “shall.”  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal for compliance
with the Manual of Style and consider using “shall be permitted” instead of “may” and “shall not be required” instead of
“is not required.”

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review ROP 72-151.  See TC action and
statement on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-139     Log #283  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-151
Revise text to read as follows:

A customized form developed around the particular system which contains applicable information may shall be used.
The form is not required to shall not contain information or items that are not applicable to the particular system.

Proposed language does not follow the style of the document whereby only requirements are included
in the code. The proposed language also allows for a variety of forms with no consistency of style or format.

The TC intends to permit the use of a customized record of completion form that best suits the
application.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-140     Log #429  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-152
Add captions to the figures.

Current Figure 10.18.2.1.1 is a single figure.  The TC action replaces this figure with six separate
figures.  The ROP draft will show these as figures (a) through (f).  Captions need to be provided for each figure.

Per Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201), the forms will now reside in Chapter 7.

The captions shall be as follows:

System Record of Completion: 7.8.1 (a)
Emergency Communication System Supplementary Record of Completion: 7.8.1 (b)

Power Systems Supplementary Record of Completion 7.8.1 (c)
Notification Appliance Power Panel Supplementary Record of Completion 7.8.1 (d)

Interconnected Systems Supplementary Record of Completion 7.8.1 (e)

Deviations From Adopted Codes and Standards Supplementary Record of Completion 7.8.1 (f)

Refer to TC action and statement on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-141     Log #129  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-154a
Add text to read as follows:

10.18.2.4 All fire alarm drawings shall use symbols described in NFPA 170, Standard for Fire Safety and Emergency
Symbols.

NEMA supports this proposal and the actions of the committee. Continue to accept the proposal and
create standards for symbols used for systems.

The TC action on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201) allow the use of symbols from NFPA 170
or other symbols acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-142     Log #381  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-154a
Delete text to read as follows:

All fire alarm drawings shall use symbols described in NFPA 170,

The intent of this comment is to delete the mandate that would require all fire alarm drawings to use
the newly introduced symbols described in NFPA 170. It should be noted that the Technical Committee for NFPA 170
consists of only 9 members (i.e., 3-Special Experts, 3-Manufacturers, 1-Enforcing Authority, 1-Installer/Maintainer,
1-Insurance, and 0-Users) and that during the ROP the new Chapter on fire alarm symbols was rejected by the
Committee and during ROC balloting the Enforcing Authority submitted a negative ballot stating the reasons for rejecting
this proposal during the ROP were still valid.  Also, it should be noted that the proponent of the original proposal did not
provide any specific examples where not using the symbols in NFPA 170 has been in fact a problem. I believe that
mandating all registered design professionals preparing construction drawings of fire alarm systems to utilize only the
symbols referenced in NFPA 170 goes beyond the scope of NFPA 72 and if needed needs to be submitted directly to
the building code (e.g., NFPA 5000, IBC, etc.) in lieu of NFPA 72. In addition, the proposed text appears to be written in
unenforceable language; “all fire alarm drawings shall use symbols described in NFPA 170” and will not provide the
“consistency” the proponent wishes to achieve. For example; will this proposed requirement also apply to ECS systems,
mass notifications, or other signaling systems? which symbols within NFPA 170 are to be used? Lastly, to my
knowledge, no other NFPA installation standard specifically mandates designers to utilize symbols in NFPA 170.

The TC action on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201) allow the use of symbols from NFPA 170
or other symbols acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.  This is acceptable to the submitter.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-143     Log #430  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-154a
Add title to new section.

The proposed new paragraph needs to have a title for compliance with the MOS.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-144     Log #47  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-155
The TCC advises that the language resulting from the action on this proposal appears to remove the

requirement to verify that the components are actually installed and is grammatically unclear.  The TCC directs the
committee to reconsider the action on this proposal.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review ROP 72-155. See the TC action on
Comment 72-48a (Log #CC201).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-145     Log #188  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-158
Reconsider the original proposal and Accept the proposed wording to read as follows:

The system owner or their designated representative shall be notified when a fire alarm system or part thereof
is impaired. Impairments to systems shall include out-of-service events.

A record shall be maintained by the system owner or designated representative for a period of 1 year from the
date the impairment is corrected.

Supervising stations and service companies shall report to the authority having jurisdiction any fire alarm
system that is out of service, cannot be repaired so it is fully operational, cannot be repaired to eliminate chronic
nuisance alarms, or for which required monitoring has been terminated.

Where required, mitigating measures acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction shall be implemented for
the period that the system is impaired.

The system owner or owner’s designated representative shall be notified when an impairment period is
completed or discontinued.

It is important for the authority having jurisdiction, typically the local fire official, to be informed when fire
alarm systems have been impaired so appropriate measures can be taken to restore the required protection. Systems
which cannot be repaired to eliminate chronic nuisance alarms should be brought to the attention of the AHJ so they can
determine appropriate mitigation measures, which may include replacing older systems which cannot be repaired, or for
which replacement parts are no longer available. Also, in many cases systems are required to be monitored by a
supervising station in accordance with Chapter 26. If this service is to be discontinued the fire alarm supervising station
or alarm service company should notify the AHJ that the service is being discontinued so that they can make sure
required monitoring will be continued.

The need for mitigating measures is typically determined on a case by-case basis. This considers the
building, occupancy type, nature and duration of impairment, building occupancy level during impairment period, active
work being conducted on the fire alarm system during the impairment, condition of other fire protection systems and
features (i.e., sprinklers, structural compartmentation, etc.), and hazards and assets at risk. Appropriate mitigating
measures range from simple occupant notification to full-time fire watch. Determining factors vary from testing-related
impairments and maintenance activities during normal business through extensive impairments to high-value,
high-hazard situations.

The TC indicated that this proposal in “unenforceable.” The SRFCDC fails to see how this is the case.
Similar language is provided in NFPA 25 and impairment language has been added to the provision of NFPA 1 for the
last cycle. As to the “material is already covered in Chapter 26 of the Code”, the language in Chapter 26, or 14, does not
provide the specific detail and responsibilities that are required by this proposal.

See TC action and statement on Comment 72-146 (Log #324).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-145a     Log #443  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-158
Accept the original proposal.

Chapter 26, Supervising Station Alarm Systems, does not apply to all systems.  A similar provision has
been added to the just released edition of NFPA 1.  There are similar provisions in the International Fire Code. Even
with these provisions in both NFPA 1 and the IFC, not all jurisdictions adopt these codes.

This proposal is not requiring additional equipment to be installed, but is intended to provide the authority having
jurisdiction an additional tool to address unwanted alarms, and to be aware of the status of systems within their
jurisdiction.

For pure safety reasons, the public expects for their personal safety that a building is protected to the same level that
was originally required and installed.   A fire alarm system that has developed multiple unwanted alarms or is out of
service is not providing this level of protection and is a drain on the resources of emergency forces.

See TC action on Comment 72-146 (Log #324).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-146     Log #324  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-158
Revise to read as follows:

The system owner or their designated representative shall be notified when a fire alarm system or part thereof
is impaired. Impairments to systems shall include out-of-service events.

A record shall be maintained by the system owner or designated representative for a period of 1 year from the
date the impairment is corrected.

Where required, mitigating measures acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction shall be implemented for
the period that the system is impaired.

The system owner or owner’s designated representative shall be notified when an impairment period is
completed or discontinued.

The need for mitigating measures is typically determined on a case-by-case basis. This considers the
building, occupancy type, nature and duration of impairment, building occupancy level during impairment period, active
work being conducted on the fire alarm system during the impairment, condition of other fire protection systems and
features (i.e., sprinklers, structural compartmentation, etc.), and hazards and assets at risk. Appropriate mitigating
measures range from simple occupant notification to full-time fire watch. Determining factors vary from testing-related
impairments and maintenance activities during normal business through extensive impairments to high-value,
high-hazard situations.

The purpose of this comment is to recommend that this code addition be approved as revised. It is
important that fire alarms systems be maintained in service. The Fire Dept. should be notified when systems are
impaired or out of service. Even though this is covered in Chapter 26, this is a good place to place another reference for
clarification. The rephrasing of 10.19.3 makes it an affirmative statement which is enforceable.

Revise the submitters wording to read as follows:

The system owner or their designated representative shall be notified when a fire alarm system or part thereof
is impaired. Impairments to systems shall include out-of-service events.

A record shall be maintained by the system owner or designated representative for a period of 1 year from the
date the impairment is corrected.

for which required monitoring has been terminated.

Renumber remaining sections.
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A.10.19.4 It is important for the authority having jurisdiction, typically the local fire official, to be informed when fire alarm
systems have been out of service for more than 8 hours so appropriate measures can be taken. Out of service is meant
to be the entire system or a substantial portion thereof.

The need for mitigating measures is typically determined on a case-by-case basis. This considers the
building, occupancy type, nature and duration of impairment, building occupancy level during impairment period, active
work being conducted on the fire alarm system during the impairment, condition of other fire protection systems and
features (i.e., sprinklers, structural compartmentation, etc.), and hazards and assets at risk. Appropriate mitigating
measures range from simple occupant notification to full-time fire watch. Determining factors vary from testing-related
impairments and maintenance activities during normal business through extensive impairments to high-value,
high-hazard situations.

The revised wording better meets the intent of the submitter.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-147     Log #325  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-160
Revise the recommendation to read as follows:

10.19.5 When required by the authority having jurisdiction, systems that produce chronic, unwanted or nuisance
alarms shall be monitored with central station service in accordance with Section 26.3. The documentation issued by the
organization that listed the prime contractor as required by section 26.3.4.1 shall be provided to the authority having
jurisdiction.

A.10.19.5 This section is intended to address the situation where a fire alarm system cannot be repaired to make it fully
functional or eliminate chronic unwanted or nuisance alarms. The determination of what constitutes chronic unwanted or
nuisance alarms is up to the AHJ to decide based on local policies and practices. By requiring central station service it is
understood that the system at the protected premise is now covered by an audit program administered by the company
that listed the central station. These audit programs have shown significant success in reducing nuisance and unwanted
alarms.

Refer to comments on Proposal 72-161.  This comment is to recommend that the proposed new text
be approved as submitted. This will increase compliance with reporting of Out-of-Service systems and thereby increase
public safety for the building occupants. Most Fire Alarm installers are probably not as familiar with the fire codes as
they are with this NFPA 72. By putting this section into the NFPA 72, more people will be exposed to and learn this very
enforceable section.

The comment substantiation is not related to the referenced proposal.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-147a     Log #444  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-161
Accept the proposal.

A similar provision is now in NFPA 1, Fire Code, Paragraph 13.7.5.5: "The authority having jurisdiction
shall be authorized to require central station service for chronic nuisance alarm prone systems."

While this requirement is within NFPA1 , not all jurisdictions adopt NFPA 1, but do adopt NFPA 72.
Requiring a system to have a central station service will not by itself eliminate unwanted alarms.  Central station

service will require that the system is under a maintenance contract and that repairs to the system shall begin within four
hours of a problem.  Central station service also provides for third party oversight of the system and of the maintenance
and system testing that it is receiving.

This requirement provides another tool for the authority having jurisdiction to use to assist in eliminating unwanted
alarms.  This provision is only to be used if a particular system has become a source of chronic nuisance alarms.

The TC contends that this is outside of the scope of NFPA 72.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-148     Log #326  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-161
Revise to read as follows:

10.19.5 When required by the authority having jurisdiction, systems that produce chronic, unwanted or nuisance
alarms shall be monitored with central station service in accordance with Section 26.3. The documentation issued by the
organization that listed the prime contractor as required by section 26.3.4.1 shall be provided to the authority having
jurisdiction.

A.10.19.5 This section is intended to address the situation where a fire alarm system cannot be repaired to make it fully
functional or eliminate chronic unwanted or nuisance alarms. The determination of what constitutes chronic unwanted or
nuisance alarms is up to the AHJ to decide based on local policies and practices. By requiring central station service it is
understood that the system at the protected premise is now covered by an audit program administered by the company
that listed the central station. These audit programs have shown significant success in reducing nuisance and unwanted
alarms.

A similar provision is now in NFPA 1, Fire Code. Paragraph 13.7.5.5 states “The authority have
jurisdiction shall be authorized to require central station service for chronic nuisance alarm prone systems.”

While this requirement is within NFPA 1, not all jurisdictions adopt NFPA 1, but do adopt NFPA 72.
Requiring a system to be a central station service will not by itself eliminate unwanted alarms. Central station service

will require that the system is under a maintenance contract and that repairs to the system shall begin within four hours
of a problem. Central station service also provides for third party oversight of the system and of the maintenance and
system testing that it is receiving.

This requirement provides another tool for the authority having jurisdiction to use to assist in eliminating unwanted
alarms. This provision is only to be used if a particular system has become a source of chronic nuisance alarms.

The comment substantiation is not related to the referenced proposal.  The comment appears
related to ROP 72-162.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-149     Log #190  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-160
Reconsider the concept of the original proposal as submitted and as it relates to nuisance alarms

but in Chapter 14 Inspection, Testing and Maintenance as follows and Accept:
14.2.1.3. Nuisance Alarm Prone Systems. When required by the authority having jurisdiction, the system owner shall

replace fire alarm systems that create chronic unwanted or nuisance alarm and cannot be satisfactorily repaired.
The TC indicated that the originally proposal was outside of the scope of NFPA 72. However, the

scope of the SIG-TMS states “This Committee shall have primary responsibility for documents and requirements for the
proper inspection, testing, and maintenance of fire alarm and emergency communications systems and associated
components, for both new and existing systems.” Nuisance alarm prone systems are clearly a maintenance issue for
existing system. At some point, the life cycle of a fire alarm system needs to terminate and it needs to be replaced.

The TC does not have jurisdiction over Chapter 14.  The committee request the TCC review
correlation and action.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-150     Log #192  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-162
Reconsider the original proposal and accept the recommended text to read as follows:

10.19.5.1 When required by the authority having jurisdiction, systems that produce chronic, unwanted or nuisance
alarms shall be monitored with central station service in accordance with Section 26.3. The documentation issued by the
organization that listed the prime contractor as required by section 26.3.4.1 shall be provided to the authority having
jurisdiction.

Mr. Clary’s negative vote on the reject for original proposal is completely correct. The NFPA 1 TC
accepted a similar proposal to the 2012 edition of NFPA 1. There is a direct correlation between maintenance and a
reduction in nuisance/unwanted alarms. Otherwise, systems would always remain reliable and never require inspection,
testing and maintenance. Requiring Central Station Service does result in a greater level of system oversight and
compliance with the provision of Chapter 26 with a Prime Contractor maintaining the system. By requiring Central
Station Service, it is understood that the system at the protected premise is now covered by an audit program
administered by the company that listed the central station. These audit programs have shown significant success in
reducing nuisance and unwanted alarms.

See TC action and statement on Comment 72-152 (Log #440).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-151     Log #431  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-162
Accept the original proposal.

This is a requirement which has been added to the next edition of NFPA 1, Uniform Fire Code?. This
proposal would require that a system that has chronic, unwanted or nuisance alarms be issued documentation, in
accordance with Section 26.3 of the Standard. In this case, there would be a direct correlation between the gfalse 
alarmsh and where the system is being monitored, as there would be a listed Prime Contractor to maintain the system.

See TC action and statement on Comment  72-152 (Log #440).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-152     Log #440  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-162
Accept the proposal:

10.19.5.1 When required by the authority having jurisdiction, systems that produce chronic, unwanted or nuisance
alarms shall be monitored with central station service in accordance with Section 26.3.  The documentation issued by
the organization that listed the prime contractor as required by Section 26.4.3.1 shall be provided to the authority having
jurisdiction.

A similar provision is now in NFPA 1, Fire Code. Paragraph 13.7.5.7 states “The owner shall replace
required fire alarm systems that cannot be serviced or repaired to eliminate system impairments or chronic nuisance
alarms.”

While this requirement is within NFPA 1, not all jurisdictions adopt NFPA 1, but do adopt NFPA 72. This proposal
provides another tool for the authority having jurisdiction to use to assist in eliminating unwanted alarms. The resources
available for responding to activations from fire alarm systems are not the same as they have been in the past. With the
majority of emergency being related to medical and rescue, the elimination of unwanted alarms is paramount.

Fire alarm systems do provide important functions within a protected premise. They do need to be free of unwanted
activations and not be impaired. There are occasions that replacement of the system is the only option. The proposed
text allows the authority having jurisdiction to require replacement of the system if and when the issue has become
chronic or critical.

The TC contends that there is no correlation between unwanted alarms and where the system
is monitored and is outside the scope of NFPA-72 and belongs in the fire codes.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-152a     Log #445  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-163
Accept the proposal.

A similar provision is now in NFPA 1, Fire Code, Paragraph 13.7.5.7: "Theowner shall replace required
fire alarm systems that cannot be serviced or repaired to eliminate system impirments or chronic nuisance alarms."

While this requirement is within NFPA 1, not all jurisdictions adopt NFPA 1, but do adopt NFPA 72. This proposal
provides another tool for the authority having jurisdiction to use to assist in eliminating unwanted alarms.  The resources
available for responding to activations from fire alarm systems are not the same as they have been in the past.  With the
majority of emergencies being related to medical and rescue, the elimination of unwanted alarms is paramount.

Fire alarm systems do provide important functions within a protected premise.  They do need to be free of unwanted
activations and not be impaired.  There are occasions that replacement of the system is the only option.  The proposed
text allows the authority having jurisdiction to require replacement of the system if and when the issue has become
chronic or critical.

See the TC action and statement on Comment 72-153 (Log #327).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-153     Log #327  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-163
Revise the recommendation to read as follows:

10.19.5.1 When required by the authority having jurisdiction, systems that produce chronic, unwanted or nuisance
alarms shall be monitored with central station service in accordance with Section 26.3. The documentation issued by the
organization that listed the prime contractor as required by section 26.3.4.1 shall be provided to the authority having
jurisdiction.
A.10.19.5 This section is intended to address the situation where a fire alarm system cannot be repaired to make it fully

functional or eliminate chronic unwanted or nuisance alarms. The determination of what constitutes chronic unwanted or
nuisance alarms is up to the AHJ to decide based on local policies and practices. By requiring central station service it is
understood that the system at the protected premise is now covered by an audit program administered by the company
that listed the central station. These audit programs have shown significant success in reducing nuisance and unwanted
alarms.

Refer to the comments on Proposal 72-162. A similar provision is now in NFPA 1, Fire Code. Paragraph
13.7.5.7 states “The owner shall replace required fire alarm systems that cannot be serviced or repaired to eliminate
system impairments or chronic nuisance alarms.”

While this requirement is within NFPA 1, not all jurisdictions adopt NFPA 1, but do adopt NFPA 72. This proposal
provides another tool for the authority having jurisdiction to use to assist in eliminating unwanted alarms. The resources
available for responding to activations from fire alarm systems are not the same as they have been in the past. With the
majority of emergency being related to medical and rescue, the elimination of unwanted alarms is paramount.

Fire alarm systems do provide important functions within a protected premise. They do need to be free of unwanted
activations and not be impaired. There are occasions that replacement of the system is the only option. The proposed
text allows the authority having jurisdiction to require replacement of the system if and when the issue has become
chronic or critical.

The TC contends that this comment is outside the scope of NFPA 72 and is already covered
in the fire codes.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-155     Log #360a  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Horon, Cadgraphics

72-166
Revise Chapter 12 as follows:
Wiring methods permitted by other sections of this Code to resist attack by fire shall be installed in

accordance with manufacturer’s published instructions and the requirements of , Article 760. (SIG-FUN)

All fire alarm systems shall test free of grounds.

On conductive pathways, operational capability shall be maintained during the application of a single ground
connection.

Technologies that do not use metallic conductors (e.g. wireless or optical fiber) are not affected by ground
connections.

On conductive pathways, with conductors not galvanically isolated from ground, a single ground connection
shall annunciate a trouble signal.

Metallic conductors that have a potential path to ground through other components may cause a
catastrophic system failure when a second ground is applied. Alarm systems with IDCs may cause a false alarm
condition to occur when a second ground is connected. For these reasons, a single ground connection is required to
indicate a trouble to forewarn of these potential problems. Technologies that do not use metallic conductors (e.g.
wireless or optical fiber) are not affected by ground connections, and are not required to report a ground connection as a
trouble. Technologies that isolate all conductors from ground, such as the IEEE specifications for Ethernet, operate
normally during a single ground connection, and are not required to report a single ground connection. When two
conductors in a matched pair both connect to ground, a short is reported as a trouble on the alarm system, and the
isolation protects other components from the shorted conductors.

Galvanic isolation prevents electric current transfer directly from one section to another, but allows power or
information to be exchanged between the sections by other means. Technologies  that can transfer power or
information, without current, use capacitance, induction or electromagnetic waves, or an optical, acoustic or mechanical
means.

Pathways shall be designated as Class A, Class B, Class C, Class D, Class E, or
Class X, depending on their performance.

A pathway shall be designated as Class A when it performs as follows:
(1) It includes a redundant path.
(2) Operational capability continues past a single open.
(3) Conditions that affect the intended operation of the paths are annunciated.

The Class A reference s for initiating device circuit and notification appliance circuit performance have had
been changed to eliminate the need for alarm receipt capability during a single ground or annunciation of a single
ground fault. The signal line circuit performance has changed to provide a clear separation between the Class A Style 6
and Class A Style 7 performance. The Class A Style 7 performance is now defined as Class X. That was intended to
allow for the fact that building communication systems use technology that is isolated from ground. This Edition of the
Code has added 12.2.5.2 and 12.2.5.3 to clarify the intent. Note that Class A was designated as Style 6 in earlier
editions of this Code.

A pathway shall be designated as Class B when it performs as follows:
(1) It does not include a redundant path.
(2) Operational capability stops at a single open.
(3) Conditions that affect the intended operation of the path are annunciated.

The Class B reference s for initiating device circuit, signal line circuit, and notification appliance circuit
performance have had been changed to eliminate the need for alarm receipt capability during a single ground or
annunciation of a single ground fault. Users of the code are advised that fire alarm circuits still require alarm receipt
capability during a single ground. That was intended to allow for the fact that building communication
systems use technology that is isolated from ground.  This Edition of the Code has added 12.2.5.2 and 12.2.5.3 to clarify
the intent.
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A pathway shall be designated as Class C when it performs as follows:

(1) It includes one or more pathways where operational capability is verified via end-to-end communication, but the
integrity of individual paths is not monitored.

(2) A loss of end-to-end communication is annunciated.
The Class C reference is new and is intended to describe technologies that supervise the communication

pathway by polling or continuous communication “handshaking” such as the following:
(1) Fire control unit or supervisory station connections to a wired LAN, WAN, or Internet
(2) Fire control unit or supervisory station connections to a wireless LAN,WAN, and or Internet
(3) Fire control unit or supervisory station connections to a wireless (proprietary communications)
(4) Fire control unit digital alarm communication transmitter or supervisory station digital alarm communication

receiver connections to the public switched telephone network
A pathway shall be designated as Class D when it has fail-safe operation, where no fault is

annunciated, but the intended operation is performed in the event of a pathway failure.
A pathway shall be designated as Class E when it is not monitored for integrity.
A pathway shall be designated as Class X when it performs as follows:

(1) It includes a redundant path.
(2) Operational capability continues past a single open or short-circuit.
(3) Conditions that affect the intended operation of the path are annunciated.

The Class X reference is new and is intended to describe now designates pathways as described in prior
editions of this Code as Class A Style 7 of the signal line circuit performance of Table A.12.3(b).

Class A and Class X circuits using physical conductors (e.g., metallic, optical fiber) shall be installed
such that the outgoing and return conductors, exiting from and returning to the control unit, respectively, are routed
separately. The outgoing and return (redundant) circuit conductors shall be permitted in the same cable assembly (i.e.,
multi-conductor cable), enclosure,
or raceway only under the following conditions:

(1) For a distance not to exceed 10 ft (3.0 m) where the outgoing and return conductors enter or exit the initiating
device, notification appliance, or control unit enclosures

(2) For single raceway drops to individual devices or appliances
(3) For single raceway drops to multiple devices or appliances installed within a single room not exceeding 1000

ft2 (93 m2) in area
A goal of 12.3.7 23.4.2.2 is to provide adequate separation between the outgoing and return

cables. This separation is required to help ensure protection of the cables from physical damage. The recommended
minimum separation to prevent physical damage is 12 in. (300 mm) where the cable is installed vertically and 48 in.
(1.22 m) where the cable is installed horizontally.

Initiating device circuits, notification appliance circuits, and signaling line circuits shall be designated by class,
depending on the circuit’s capability to continue to operate during specified fault conditions as indicated in Sections
12.4.3 23.5 through 12.4.5 23.7.

Specified fault conditions shall result in the annunciation of a trouble signal at the protected premises
within 200 seconds as required in Section 10.17.

The assignment of class designations to initiating device circuits shall be based on their performance
capabilities under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements for Class A or Class B pathways
specified in Chapter 12, as well as the requirements specified in 12.4.3.2 23.5.2 and 12.4.3.3 23.5.3.

An open, or ground condition on pathways with conductors not galvanically isolated from ground, shall
both result in the annunciation of a trouble signal.

The circuit shall maintain alarm receipt capability during the application of a single ground fault.

The assignment of class designations to signaling line circuits shall be based on their performance
capabilities under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements for Class A, Class B, or Class X
pathways specified in Chapter 12 and the requirements of 12.4.4.2 23.6.2 through 12.4.4.5 23.6.5.

An open, a short circuit, or a ground fault on pathways with conductors not galvanically isolated from
ground, shall each result in the annunciation of a trouble signal.

Class B pathways shall maintain alarm capability during the application of a single ground fault on
pathways with conductors not galvanically isolated from ground.

Class A and Class X pathways shall maintain alarm capability during the application of a single ground
fault, and also during the combination of a single open, and a single ground fault on pathways with conductors not
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galvanically isolated from ground.

Where digital communications are used, inability to send or receive digital signals over a signaling line
circuit shall be indicated by a trouble signal.

The assignment of class designations to notification appliance circuits shall be based on their
performance capabilities under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements for Class A or Class B
pathways specified in Chapter 12, as well as the requirements specified in 12.4.5.2 23.7.2 and 12.4.5.3 23.7.3.

An open, or a ground condition on pathways with conductors not galvanically isolated from ground,
shall both result in the annunciation of a trouble signal.

The circuit shall maintain alarm capability during the application of a single ground fault.

Note: Members of the Circuits and Pathways Task Group included Scott Barrett, A.J. Capowski, Jason
Damori, Dan Decker, Tom Hammerberg, Dan Horon, Vic Humm, Jebedia Novak, Larry Shudak, Aviv Siegel, and Doug
Woosley. Of those members, Larry Shudak and A.J. Capowski are not in agreement with this Comment.

We request that NFPA forward a copy of this entire Comment to the SIG-FUN and SIG-TMS committees.
These changes are necessary to:
● Move Performance of Circuits (for IDCs, SLCs, and NACs) to Chapter 12, as directed by the TCC.
● Address confusion about the intent of removing the ground fault requirements
● Address the concern that copper-based circuits abruptly eliminated the ground fault reporting
● Address the concern that prescriptive Code language prohibits new and advanced technologies
● Improve readability and ease of use
● Reduce exceptions as required by NFPA Manual of Style
Furthermore, IEEE requires isolation on all conductors for the common Ethernet specifications. Being galvanically

isolated, a single connection to earth ground has no effect. A second ground could be the same as a short, but on a
galvanically isolated circuit, there is no direct connection that would transfer the ground to other equipment. A
double-ground condition, when specifically on the two conductors of a matched pair, annunciates a trouble as
communication stops.

The majority of the Task Group concludes that it is essential for the Code to clearly identify and also to allow
galvanically isolated network systems. Emergency Communication Systems, including a requirement by all U.S. military
branches, and also building control systems, have come to use these galvanically isolated communication circuits
without regard to the prescriptive ground-fault reporting requirement. The requirement was in the Code before 1964, and
the original documentation with the original intent is not available. The new advancements in technology allow for even
better fire protection, provided we keep our requirements performance-based rather than outdated prescriptive
language.

The Circuits and Pathways Task Group further notes that UL currently performs an electrical protection strength test
involving 1 joule at 2400 Volts that we cannot find in any codes or standards outside of UL864. We feel that the special
UL test should be one of the possible tests (a fourth option) added to the IEEE tests for isolation.

An example IEEE document can be downloaded from this link:
http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/download/802.3-2008_section2.pdf

After the following definitions is an excerpt from the 790-page document describes the isolation requirement:

PMD = Physical Medium Dependent sublayer
NID = Network Interface Devices
UTP = Unshielded Twisted Pair
STP = Shielded Twisted Pair
MDI = Media Dependent Interface
PI = Power Interface
PD = Powered Device
PSE = Power Sourcing Equipment

25. Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) sublayer and baseband medium, type 100BASE-TX
25.2 Functional specifications
The 100BASE-TX PMD (and MDI) is specified by incorporating the FDDI TP-PMD standard, ANSI X3.263: 1995

(TP-PMD), by reference, with the modifications noted below. This standard provides support for Category 5 unshielded
twisted pair (UTP) and shielded twisted pair (STP). For improved legibility in this clause, ANSI X3.263: 1995 (TP-PMD),
will henceforth be referred to as TP-PMD.

25.4.5 Replacement of 8.4.1, “UTP isolation requirements”
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A PMD with a MDI that is a PI (see 33.1.3) shall meet the isolation requirements defined in 33.4.1.
A PMD with a MDI that is not a PI shall provide isolation between frame ground and all MDI leads including those not

used by the 100BASE-TX PMD.
This electrical isolation shall withstand at least one of the following electrical strength tests.
a) 1500 V rms at 50 Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
b) 2250 V dc for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
c) A sequence of ten 2400 V impulses of alternating polarity, applied at intervals of not less than 1 s.

The shape of the impulses shall be 1.2/50 μs (1.2 μs virtual front time, 50 μs virtual time of half value), as defined in
IEC 60950-1:2001 Annex N.

There shall be no insulation breakdown, as defined in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001, during the test. The
resistance after the test shall be at least 2 MÙ, measured at 500 V dc.

33.4.1 Isolation
PDs and PSEs shall provide isolation between all accessible external conductors, including frame ground (if any), and

all MDI leads including those not used by the PD or PSE. Any equipment that can be connected to a PSE or PD through
a non-MDI connector that is not isolated from the MDI leads needs to provide isolation between all accessible external
conductors, including frame ground (if any), and the non-MDI connector. Accessible external conductors are specified in
subclause 6.2.1 b) of IEC 60950-1:2001.

This electrical isolation shall withstand at least one of the following electrical strength tests.
a) 1500 V rms at 50 Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
b) 2250 V dc for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
c) An impulse test consisting of a 1500 V, 10/700 μs waveform, applied 10 times, with a 60 s interval between pulses.

The shape of the impulses shall be 10/700 μs (10 μs virtual front time, 700 μs virtual time of half value), as defined in
IEC 60950-1:2001 Annex N.

There shall be no insulation breakdown, as defined in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001, during the test. The
resistance after the test shall be at least 2 M●, measured at 500 V dc.
Conductive link segments that have differing isolation and grounding requirements shall have those requirements

provided by the port-to-port isolation of network interface devices (NID).

Revise to read as follows follows:

Wiring methods permitted by other sections of this Code to resist attack by fire shall be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s published instructions and the requirements of , Article 760. (SIG-FUN)

All fire alarm systems shall test free of grounds.

On conductive pathways, operational capability shall be maintained during the application of a single ground
connection.

Technologies that do not use metallic conductors (e.g. wireless or optical fiber) are not affected by ground
connections.

On conductive pathways, with conductors not galvanically isolated from ground, a single ground connection
shall annunciate a trouble signal.

Metallic conductors that have a potential path to ground through other components may cause a
catastrophic system failure when a second ground is applied. Alarm systems with IDCs may cause a false alarm
condition to occur when a second ground is connected. For these reasons, a single ground connection is required to
indicate a trouble to forewarn of these potential problems. Technologies that do not use metallic conductors (e.g.
wireless or optical fiber) are not affected by ground connections, and are not required to report a ground connection as a
trouble. Technologies that isolate all conductors from ground, such as the IEEE specifications for Ethernet, operate
normally during a single ground connection, and are not required to report a single ground connection. When two
conductors in a matched pair both connect to ground, a short is reported as a trouble on the alarm system, and the
isolation protects other components from the shorted conductors.

Galvanic isolation prevents electric current transfer directly from one section to another, but allows power or
information to be exchanged between the sections by other means. Technologies  that can transfer power or
information, without current, use capacitance, induction or electromagnetic waves, or an optical, acoustic or mechanical
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means.

The TC does not accept the submitter's addition of 12.2.5.3 and A12.2.5.3 as these pertain to
"galvanically isolated from ground".  The TC refers the submitter to Comment 72-132 (Log #5).  The TC edits A12.2.5.2
for consistency with 12.2.5.3. Paragraph 12.3 through 12.4.5.3 are under the purview of SIG-PRO.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-156     Log #17  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-164
The TCC advises that the action on this proposal appears to conflict with the requirements of 760.32

of the NEC and directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to resolve this conflict.  The TCC advises
that 760.32 addresses non-power limited circuits differently from power-limited circuits.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise 12.2.4.2 to read as follows:
All non-power-limited and power-limited signaling system circuits entering a building shall be provided with transient

protection.
The TC accepts the direction of TCC to review ROP 72-164.  The TC intends to require

transient protection for all signaling system wiring entering/exiting the building to increase system reliability in the
presence of environmental transients.  The TC respectfully dissents with the TCC position and is placing this in NFPA
72 in hopes of achieving correlation with the NEC in their next edition.

Affirmative: 26  Negative: 1
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

DECKER, D.:  The TCC direction was to resolve the conflict created by an NFPA 72 requirement for transient
protection on non-power limited circuits when Article 760.32 does not require transient protection for non-power limited
circuits.  The TC action did not resolve the conflict, and I believe it is inappropriate to try to motivate the NEC CMP to
change their position on this issue by deliberately creating a conflict by providing a wiring requirement that conflicts with
the wiring requirements in 760.32.  This also creates a conflict within the paragraph, as 12.2.4 requires compliance with
the NEC.  My understanding is that the NEC is to have primary responsibility for fire alarm system wiring requirements,
and I disagree with the committee action.  If we are going to dissent with the TCC direction to resolve the conflict, this
comment should have been rejected.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-337     Log #58  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-448
The TCC acknowledges the language added to address power supply requirements for two-way

radio communications enhancement systems.  The TCC directs that this proposal be referred to the SIG-FUN
committee for the purpose of considering whether a pointer needs to be provided in Chapter 10 to this section.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of TCC to review ROP 72-448. See the TC action and statement
on Comment 72-61a (Log #CC200).

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-422     Log #413  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Gauvin, Tyco/Simplex Grinnell

72-569
Reject the original proposal 72-569.

The concept in the annex is to use a smoke detector for object protection, not area protection. The
submitter, in his substantiation, incorrectly references the necessity to locate the smoke detector in compliance with
17.7.3.2.1 which is specific to the requirements for the protection of a space or compartment. The smoke detection
requirements for the protection of a space are based upon the anticipated smoke flows due to the plume and ceiling jet
produced by a fire in the space, as well as any pre-existing ambient airflows that might exist in the protected
compartment.

These principles are not applicable to object protection which is why the requirements of 10.15 intend only to require a
single detector for the specific purpose of providing initiation and notification of a fire that is intimate with the object
being protected. The concept of 10.15 and the related annex material is to place the detector in close proximity to the
object being protected (the fire alarm control unit) so that when a fire is threatening the protected object, there will
movement of air and hot gasses in proximity to the detector near the protected object, smoke will be driven to the
detector chamber, thus activating an alarm signal indicating a threat to the protected object.
The submitter’s substantiation is incorrect for the intended application and as such the committee should have rejected
the proposal.

The TC affirms its position on Proposal 72-569.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 2
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

GAUVIN, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-114 (Log #376).
MUNDY, JR., J.:  The TC incorrectly has interpreted the application of a detector for object protection.  Clearly pointed

out in sections 17.7.3.1.3 and 17.7.3.1.4 is the proper use of detectors for object protection and it is suing this concept
that applies for detection near a Fire Alarm Control Unit.  General are detection principles should not be applied when a
singular piece of equipment is the concern and original intent of this section.  Although general, area detection principles
might be utilized BUT since a specific piece of equipment is the target of this protection then the referenced sections
should govern.  Specific language refers to "for protection of fire alarm control units (FACUs)".  This guidance is specific
and requires no change.

WARNER, T.:  I agree with the committee action.  However, the action taken on ROP 72-569 calls out a specific
paragraph (17.7.3.2.1) and ignores the remainder of section 17.7.3 for determining the proper location and spacing of a
smoke detector intended for protection of the fire alarm system.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-423     Log #423  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-131
Revise text to read as follows:

In areas that are not continuously occupied and where ambient conditions are not suitable for automatic
smoke detection, automatic heat detection should be provided at the location of all each fire alarm control unit(s)
notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment to provide notification of
fire at that location.

The submitter has agreed to the recommendation of the Technical Committee.  The text has been
converted to non-mandatory for inclusion as annex material.  The text related to other equipment has been removed.
The submitter would contend however that this language should not be struck.

ROP 72-131 expanded the requirement for protection of control units  beyond fire alarms
systems by striking the words "fire alarm systems" out of the title.  The TC affirms that smoke detection is only to be
provided for fire alarm control units.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

FRABLE, D.:  I concur with action taken by the Technical Committee regarding this code change. However, the last
sentence in the Technical Committee statement is in error “The Technical Committee affirms that smoke detection is
only to be provided for fire alarm control units.” However, the prescriptive requirement in 10.15.1 states “In areas that
are not continuously occupied, automatic smoke detection shall be provided at the location of each fire alarm control
unit(s), notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting equipment to provide
notification of fire at that location.”

Therefore, it is recommended that the Technical Correlating Committee address this issue.

WARNER, T.:  I support the committee action.  However, I believe ROP 72-131 should have been APR.  The wording
upholds the current level of protection and removes the exceptions in compliance with the Manual of Style.  The
committee action should have been APR and the statement should reflect the rejection of striking "each fire alarm" in
favor of "all".
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-424     Log #52  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-572
The TCC advises that Figure A.10.18.2.1.1 (filled-out record of completion) does not include

filled-out entries for the supplementary forms – only the basic form is filled out.  The TCC directs the committee to
reconsider the action on this proposal.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Replace the filled-out record of completion forms in the committee action on Proposal 72-572 with the following:

**** Insert 72-424 **** here  (Filled in Forms)

Modify the forms as instructed in the recommendation of Comment Log CC 201.
The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review ROP 72-572.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-425     Log #432  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-164
Delete or reassign the existing Annex.

The committee action states that the proposed annex material for 12.2.4 should be deleted.  The
proposed annex material includes both A.12.2.4 and A.12.2.4.2.

Delete A.12.2.4
The TC deleted A.12.2.4.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-427     Log #236a  SIG-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-17
1) The TC action on Proposal 72-17 added the * for 14.2.1.2.1 and 14.2.1.2.3, but did not include 

the text. Add new A.14.2.1.2.1 and A.14.2.1.2.3 to read as follows:
A.14.2.1.2.1 See 3.3.x for definitions of critical and non-critical deficiencies and 3.3.y for the definition of impairment.

See Annex H, Impairments, for a model impairment management program.
A.14.2.1.2.3 Every effort should be made to correct all deficiencies as soon as possible and to avoid extended

impairments.
Notification of impairments at the end of testing should not be construed to allow a delay in notification for more that

than one day where system testing takes days or weeks to be completed.

2)  Add new text at the start of existing A.10.19 to read as follows:
A.10.19 See Annex H, Impairments, for a model impairment management program. (KEEP REMAINDER OF A.10.19

TEXT)

3)  Add a new:

This annex provides a model for a fire alarm or signaling system impairment management program.
Measures should be taken during the impairment to ensure that increased risks are minimized and the duration of the
impairment is limited.

See 3.3.y for definitions of different types of impairments.
See 3.3.x for definitions of critical and non-]critical deficiencies.
An impairment management program should be implemented immediately upon discovery of a critical

deficiency.
The impairment management program should remain in effect until all critical deficiencies have been corrected.
Where explicit written permission of the authority having jurisdiction is sought and obtained, supplemental,

non-required equipment or features may be removed to eliminate non-]critical deficiencies.
Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, impairment management programs should be submitted for

review and approval.
Impairment management programs or procedures required by other governing laws, codes, or standards should

be followed.
A record of the impairment and all work done to correct the impairment and to inspect and test the repairs should

be maintained by the system owner or designated representative for a period of 1 year from the date the impairment is
corrected.

The property owner should assign an impairment coordinator to comply with the requirements of this chapter.
In the absence of a specific designee, the property owner should be considered the impairment coordinator.
Where the lease, written use agreement, or management contract specifically grants the responsibility and the

authority for inspection, testing, and maintenance of the fire alarm or signaling system(s) to the tenant, management
firm, or managing individual, the tenant, management firm, or managing individual should assign a person as
impairment coordinator.

Tag or marking systems required by other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction
should be followed.

The requirements of this section should be followed where a tag or marking system has not been specified by
other   governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction should be followed.

A tag should be used to indicate that a system, or part thereof, is impaired or has been removed from service.
A clearly visible tag alerts building occupants, authorities and emergency forces that all or part of a system is out

of service.
The tag should be plainly visible, and of sufficient size [typically 4 in. × 6 in. (100 mm × 150 mm)]. The tag should

identify which system or part thereof is impaired, the date and time the impairment began, and the name of the
Impairment Coordinator.
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The tag should be posted at the main control unit and at each remote annunciator and each emergency services

interface.
The tag should indicate which system, or part thereof, has been impaired or removed from service.
The authority having jurisdiction should be permitted to specify where tag(s) are to be placed.

All preplanned impairments should be authorized by the impairment coordinator.
Before authorization is given, the impairment coordinator should be responsible for verifying that the following

procedures have been implemented:
(1) The extent and expected duration of the impairment have been determined.
(2) The areas or buildings involved have been inspected and the increase in risk resulting from the impairment has

been determined.
(3) Recommendations for risk reduction during the impairment have been submitted to management or the property

owner/manager.
  (4) Where a required system is out of service for more than 10 hours in a 24]hour period, the impairment coordinator 
should arrange for one of the following:

(a) Evacuation of the building or portion of the building affected by the system out of service
(b)*An approved fire watch
(c)*Establishment of a system or procedure to perform the function of the impaired system

(5) The affected fire department or emergency team has been notified.
(6) The insurance carrier, the alarm company, property owner/ manager, and other authorities having jurisdiction have

been notified.
(7) The supervisors in the areas to be affected have been notified.
(8) A tag impairment system has been implemented.
(9) All necessary personnel, tools and materials have been assembled on the impairment site.

The need for temporary protection, termination of hazardous operations, and increased frequency of inspections
in the areas involved should be determined. All work possible should be done in advance to minimize the length of the
impairment. Where possible, temporary systems or procedures should be used to mitigate the impairment. For example,
the use of roving fire watch personnel equipped with bullhorns could mitigate an impairment to a detection and alarm
system. Fire detection and alarm
systems should not be removed from service just because a building is not in use. However, for buildings that undergo
season changes, the authority having jurisdiction might permit changes to the system to allow it to function in a
degraded mode for the unoccupied season. For example a system might be allowed to use heat detectors in place of
smoke detectors in areas where the heat can be turned off safely. Where a system that has been out of service for a
prolonged period, such as in the case of idle or
vacant properties, is returned to service, qualified personnel should be retained to inspect and test the systems.

Emergency impairments include but are not limited to loss of primary power that might last more than 12 hours,
lightning, surge or transient voltage damage to equipment, and faults on circuits or pathways.

When emergency impairments occur, emergency action should be taken to minimize potential injury and
damage.

The Impairment Coordinator should implement the steps outlined in Section H.5.
When all impaired equipment is restored to normal working order, the impairment

coordinator should verify that the following procedures have been implemented:
(1) All inspections and tests, including acceptance and reacceptance tests, have been conducted to verify that affected

systems are
operational.

(2) Supervisors have been advised that protection is restored.
(3) The fire department or emergency team has been advised that protection is restored.
(4) The property owner/manager, insurance carrier, alarm company, and other authorities having jurisdiction have been

advised that protection is restored.
(5) The impairment tag has been removed.

The TC substantiation for 72-17 stated “The committee is not opposed to the creation of a chapter on
impairments that falls under the jurisdiction of the SIG-TMS technical committee.” OK, here it is, except as an annex. A
separate Comment has been submitted that is similar, but creates a new Chapter instead of a new Annex.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to both SIG-FUN and SIG-TMS for action on sections with their respective

scopes.]
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The TC rejects the submitter's comments because it includes new material.  Section A.14.2

are under the purview of SIG-TMS.

Affirmative: 27
1  Wayman, Jr., W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-12     Log #209  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

72-17
Revise text to read as follows:

3.3.x* Deficiency (in fire alarm systems). A condition of that interferes with the service or reliability for which the part,
system or equipment was intended.(SIG-TMS)

3.3.x.1 Critical Deficiency. A deficiency that could cause a threat to life, property or mission if the part, system or
equipment fails to operate as intended when required.(SIG-TMS)

3.3.x.2 Non-critical Deficiency. A deficiency that would not cause a threat to life, property or mission if the part, system
or equipment fails to operate as intended when required. (SIG-TMS)

The adoption of the proposed definition would conflict with the preferred NFPA definition of
“deficiency”, which reads as follows and is contained within NFPA 25 and NFPA 1071:

“A condition in which the application of a component is not within its designed limits or specifications.”
In order to get consistent definitions, and in accordance with the NFPA Manual of Style, it is recommended that this

definition be made specific to fire alarm systems. The definitions of “critical deficiency” and “non-critical deficiency” don’t
need the qualifier because they are not yet in the NFPA Glossary. However, the technical committee might want to add
the qualifier for them also.

I am the chair of the NFPA Glossary Committee on Terminology, trying to get definitions to be consistent with the
Manual of Style and uniform within NFPA.

The addition of the term "fire alarms" was rejected because deficiencies can apply to any
system covered by the code.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-13     Log #234  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-17
Revise the new 3.3.x definition for Deficiency by changing “A” to “An” and inserting the word

“abnormal” before “condition” to read as follows:
3.3.x* Deficiency. A An abnormal condition that interferes with the service or reliability for which the part, system or

equipment was intended. (SIG-TMS)
This is to coordinate with work by the TCC ATM Task Group. See Proposal 72-29.

The additional text does not add any clarity to the definition.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-15     Log #238  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-17
1)  Add new definitions to read as follows:

. An abnormal condition where a system or unit or portion thereof is out of order, and the condition
can result in the system or unit not functioning when required.

. An impairment is a system that is not working properly. This might be due to an intentional act,
such as closing a valve or disabling an initiating device. Or, the impairment might be caused by a deficiency in a piece of
equipment or subsystem.

Temporarily shutting down a system as part of performing the routine inspection, testing, and maintenance on that
system while under constant attendance by qualified personnel, and where the system can be restored to service
quickly, should not be considered an impairment. Good judgment should be considered for the hazards presented.

An abnormal condition where a system or portion thereof is out of order due to an
unexpected deficiency, such as physical damage to a control unit or wiring.

An abnormal condition where a system or a portion thereof is out of service due to
work that has been planned in advance, such as the addition of new devices or appliances or reprogramming of system
software.

2) Delete existing 10.19.

3) Revise 14.2.1.2 as follows: (NOTE: The following revisions to 14.2.1.2 have already been made by the TC by action
on Proposal 72-17. However, the TC added the * for 14.2.1.2.3, but did not include the text.)

14.2.1.2 Impairments/Deficiencies
14.2.1.2.1 * The requirements of Section 10.19 Chapter 15 shall be applicable when a system is impaired.
14.2.1.2.2 System defects and malfunctions deficiencies shall be corrected.
14.2.1.2.3 * If a defect or malfunction critical deficiency is not corrected at the conclusion of system inspection, testing,

or maintenance, the system owner or the owner’s designated representative shall be informed of the impairment in
writing within 24 hours.

A.14.2.1.2.1 See 3.3.x for definitions of critical and non]critical deficiencies and 3.3.y for the definition of impairment.
A.14.2.1.2.3 Every effort should be made to correct all deficiencies as soon as possible and to avoid extended

impairments.
Notification of impairments at the end of testing should not be construed to allow a delay in notification for more that

than one day where system testing takes days or weeks to be completed.

4) Add a new

This chapter shall provide the minimum requirements for a fire alarm or signaling system impairment
management program. Measures shall be taken during the impairment to ensure that increased risks are minimized and
the duration of the impairment is limited.

An impairment management program shall be implemented immediately upon discovery of a critical deficiency.
See 3.3.y for definitions of different types of impairments.

See 3.3.x for definitions of critical and non-critical deficiencies.
The impairment management program shall remain in effect until all critical deficiencies have been corrected.
Where explicit written permission of the authority having jurisdiction is sought and obtained, supplemental,

non-required equipment or features may be removed to eliminate non-critical deficiencies.
Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, impairment management programs shall be submitted for

review and approval.
Impairment management programs or procedures required by other governing laws, codes, or standards shall

be followed.
A record of the impairment and all work done to correct the impairment and to inspect and test the repairs shall

be maintained by the system owner or designated representative for a period of 1 year from the date the impairment is
corrected.
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The property owner shall assign an impairment coordinator to comply with the requirements of this chapter.
In the absence of a specific designee, the property owner shall be considered the impairment coordinator.
Where the lease, written use agreement, or management contract specifically grants the responsibility and the

authority for inspection, testing, and maintenance of the fire alarm or signaling system(s) to the tenant, management
firm, or managing individual, the tenant, management firm, or managing individual shall assign a person as impairment
coordinator.

Tag or marking systems required by other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction
shall be followed.

The requirements of this section shall be followed where a tag or marking system has not been specified by
other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction shall be followed.

A tag shall be used to indicate that a system, or part thereof, is impaired or has been removed from service.
A clearly visible tag alerts building occupants, authorities and emergency forces that all or part of a system is

out of service. The tag should be plainly visible, and of sufficient size [typically 4 in. × 6 in. (100 mm × 150 mm)]. The tag
should identify which system or part thereof is impaired, the date and time the impairment began, and the name of the
Impairment Coordinator.

The tag shall be posted at the main control unit and at each remote annunciator and each emergency services
interface.

The tag shall indicate which system, or part thereof, has been impaired or removed from service.
The authority having jurisdiction shall be permitted to specify where tag(s) are to be placed.

All preplanned impairments shall be authorized by the impairment coordinator.
Before authorization is given, the impairment coordinator shall be responsible for verifying that the following

procedures have been implemented:

(1) The extent and expected duration of the impairment have been determined.
(2) The areas or buildings involved have been inspected and the increase in risk resulting from the impairment has

been determined.
(3) Recommendations for risk reduction during the impairment have been submitted to management or the property

owner/manager.
(4) Where a required system is out of service for more than 10 hours in a 24]hour period, the impairment coordinator 

shall arrange for one of the following:
(a) Evacuation of the building or portion of the building affected by the system out of service
(b)*An approved fire watch
(c)*Establishment of a system or procedure to perform the function of the impaired system

(5) The affected fire department or emergency team has been notified.
(6) The insurance carrier, the alarm company, property owner/ manager, and other authorities having jurisdiction have

been notified.
(7) The supervisors in the areas to be affected have been notified.
(8) A tag impairment system has been implemented.
(9) All necessary personnel, tools and materials have been assembled on the impairment site.

The need for temporary protection, termination of hazardous operations, and increased frequency of
inspections in the areas involved should be determined. All work possible should be done in advance to minimize the
length of the impairment. Where possible, temporary systems or procedures should be used to mitigate the impairment.
For example, the use of roving fire watch personnel equipped with bullhorns could mitigate an impairment to a detection
and alarm system. Fire detection and alarm
systems should not be removed from service just because a building is not in use. However, for buildings that undergo
season changes, the authority having jurisdiction might permit changes to the system to allow it to function in a
degraded mode for the unoccupied season. For example a system might be allowed to use heat detectors in place of
smoke detectors in areas where the heat can be turned off safely. Where a system that has been out of service for a
prolonged period, such as in the case of idle or
vacant properties, is returned to service, qualified personnel should be retained to inspect and test the systems.

Emergency impairments include but are not limited to loss of primary power that might last more than 12 hours,
lightning,surge or transient voltage damage to equipment, and faults on circuits or pathways.

When emergency impairments occur, emergency action shall be taken to minimize potential injury and damage.
The Impairment Coordinator shall implement the steps outlined in Section 15.5.
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When all impaired equipment is restored to normal working order, the impairment

coordinator shall verify that the following procedures have been implemented:
(1) All inspections and tests, including acceptance and reacceptance tests, have been conducted to verify that affected

systems are
operational.

(2) Supervisors have been advised that protection is restored.
(3) The fire department or emergency team has been advised that protection is restored.
(4) The property owner/manager, insurance carrier, alarm company, and other authorities having jurisdiction have been

advised that protection is restored.
(5) The impairment tag has been removed.

The TC substantiation for 72-17 stated “The committee is not opposed to the creation of a chapter on
impairments that falls under the jurisdiction of the SIG-TMS technical committee.” OK, here it is.
The TC action on 72-17 named the section “14.2.1.2 Impairments/Deficiencies” and added requirements regarding
deficiencies. But, the user must page back to Ch 10 for “Impairments”. This Comment puts all Impairment and
Deficiency text in one location and adds definitions for Impairment to differentiate it from Deficiency. The requirements
for correcting deficiencies remains in Chapter 14.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to both SIG-FUN and SIG-TMS for action on sections with their respective

scopes.]

The comment introduces too much new material and relies too heavily on provisions drawn
from NFPA 25 that are not applicable to impairments of the fire alarm system.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

MOORE, J.:  At the ROP stage the TMS committee stated that they were not averse to a new chapter dealing with
proper handling of impairments related fire alarm and signaling systems. While the text of ROC 72-15 would require
revision to fully address fire alarm and signaling systems, the Code is currently sorely lacking guidance for both building
owners and AHJs to effectively deal with fire alarm system impairments. Since all chapters are affected by impaired
protection, the TCC should appoint a task group to develop complete impairment handling guidelines that can be
referenced by an AHJ or used by a facility owner to develop and implement their own impairment handling program.
These guidelines can then be added as an annex to the Code.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-17     Log #235  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-17
Add new definitions to read as follows:

. An abnormal condition where a system or unit or portion thereof is out of order, and the condition
can result in the system or unit not functioning when required.

. An impairment is a system that is not working properly. This might be due to an intentional act,
such as closing a valve or disabling an initiating device. Or, the impairment might be caused by a deficiency in a piece of
equipment or subsystem.
Temporarily shutting down a system as part of performing the routine inspection, testing, and maintenance on that
system while under constant attendance by qualified personnel, and where the system can be restored to service
quickly, should not be considered an impairment. Good judgment should be considered for the hazards presented.

A condition where a system or portion thereof is out of order due to an unexpected
deficiency, such as physical damage to a control unit or wiring.

A condition where a system or a portion thereof is out of service due to work that has
been planned in advance, such as the addition of new devices or appliances or reprogramming of system software.

Relocate and renumber existing 10.19 to the beginning of 14.2.1.2.
The TC substantiation for 72-17 stated “The committee is not opposed to the creation of a chapter on

impairments that falls under the jurisdiction of the SIG-TMS technical committee.” The TC action on 72-17 named the
section “14.2.1.2 Impairments/Deficiencies” and added requirements regarding deficiencies. But, the user must page
back to Ch 10 for “Impairments”. This Comment puts all Impairment and Deficiency text in one location and adds
definitions for Impairment to differentiate it from Deficiency.

Revise the proposed text and add annex material as follows:
"3.3.y* Impairment. A condition where a system or unit or portion thereof is not working as designed and the condition

can result in the system or unit not functioning when required.
A condition where a system or portion thereof is out of order due to an unexpected

deficiency, such as physical damage to a control unit or wiring.
A condition where a system or a portion thereof is out of service due to work that has

been planned in advance.
. An impairment might be due to an intentional act, such as disabling an initiating device. Or, the

impairment might be caused by a deficiency in a piece of equipment or subsystem.
Temporarily shutting down a system as part of performing the routine inspection, testing, and maintenance on that

system while under constant attendance by qualified personnel, and where the system can be restored to service
quickly, should not be considered an impairment. Good judgment should be considered for the hazards presented.

A.3.3.y.2 An example of a planned impairment is the planned disabling of the system for addition of new devices or
appliances or reprogramming of system software."

The committee agrees with the addition of these new definitions to Chapter 3 but have
changed the wording for clarity. The term "preplanned" was changed to "planned" for clarity.  The impairment examples
were relocated to the annex.

The committee agrees with the relocation of Chapter 10 material to Chapter 14.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

KOVAL, C.:  To be consistent with other actions taken and the committee statement, the "such as" examples listed in
proposed new 3.3.y.1 Emergency Impairment belongs in the annex, not in the body of the standard.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-33a     Log #CC904  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Testing and Maintenance of Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-17
Retain definition of deficiency and delete definitions of Critical and Non-Critical deficiency in

Chapter 3 and delete associated annex material as follows:
"3.3.x* Deficiency. A condition of that interferes with the service or reliability for which the part, system or equipment

was intended.(SIG-TMS)"
3.3.x.1 Critical Deficiency. A deficiency that could cause a threat to life, property or mission if the part, system or

equipment fails to operate as intended when required.(SIG-TMS)
3.3.x.2 Non-critical Deficiency. A deficiency that would not cause a threat to life, property or mission if the part, system

or equipment fails to operate as intended when required. (SIG-TMS)h
Delete the associated annex material for these definitions.
Delete the word "critical" from 14.2.1.2.3 in ROP 72-17.

Deleted the definitions of critical and non-critical deficiencies because they do not introduce clarity to
the code.  There is no differentiation between critical and non-critical deficiencies so there is no need for differing
requirements.

The TC recommends that the TCC have these term removed from the balance of the document, if used.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-41     Log #338d  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-59
Replace the Chapter 7 document with the Comment material as derived by the new Chapter 7

shown in the accompanying file “Chapter 7 Attachment to Comment on Proposal 72-59”

****Insert INCLUDE  72_L338_Chap 7_Include_Rec Here****

This material is the work product of the Documentation Task Group assigned by the NFPA 72 Technical
Correlating Committee and is meant to address minimum documentation requirements as well as more stringent
documentation requirements of other Chapters in this Code, specifications, and other governing laws, codes and
standards.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to  SIG-FUN, SIG-NAS, SIG-ECS, SIG-IDS and SIG-TMS for action on

sections with their respective scopes.]

Retain the following to the minimum documentation requirements of 7.2 that were deleted in SIG-FUN committee
comment:

"i) Completed inspection and testing form in accordance with 7.8.2
m) Periodic inspection, testing, and maintenance documentation in accordance with 7.6."

Change the proposed Chapter 7 text as indicated:
"7.6.4 Periodic Inspection and Testing Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.2 through 14.6.4.

[SIG-TMS]
7.5.5 Site specific software documentation shall be in accordance with 14.6.1.2. [SIG-TMS]"
Delete all other text of 7.5.5 and subsections along with annex material in A.7.5.5.
Revise 14.2.4 to change the reference to "Section 10.18" to become "Chapter 7"

From the proposed Chapter 7 text accept A.7.5.3.7, 7.6.1, 7.6.2, 7.6.3, & 7.6.5, 7.8.2 as
written.

The items in 7.2 i) and m) are minimum documentation for all systems and required for the record of completion and
should be retained.

Section 7.6.4 was changed to pick up remote station documentation and simulation note.
Section 7.5.5 was changed so that all text from Chapter 14 is to remain in that location and not be moved to 7.5.5.
The reference in 14.2.4 is revised to correlate with the changes in Chapter 7.
The committee request the TCC to review the changes made by the SIG-FUN TC that actually belong to the SIG-TMS

TC.  Some of these (e.g. site specific software) are out side of SIG-FUN scope.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Attachment to Comment on Proposal 72-59 – Submitted by the TG on Documentation  

Chapter 7 – Documentation 

7.1 Application [SIG-FUN] 

7.1.1* Where required by governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code, the requirements 
of this chapter, or portions thereof, shall apply. 

A.7.1.1 Unless otherwise identified, specified or required, only the minimum documentation requirements of 
7.2.2 apply.  More stringent documentation requirements found in other chapters and other laws, codes and 
standards, as well as project specifications should identify any other documentation sections in this Chapter 
that would be applicable. 
 
7.1.2 Unless required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, the documentation requirements of this 
Chapter shall not apply to Chapter 29.  

7.1.3 This Chapter outlines documentation requirements, but does not prohibit additional documentation 
from being provided.  

7.1.4 The requirements of other Chapters shall also apply unless they are in conflict with this Chapter. 

7.2 General [SIG-FUN]  

7.2.1* This Chapter includes Minimum documentation requirements (7.2.2), Design (Layout) 
Documentation (7.3), Construction Documentation (Shop Drawings) (7.4), Completion Documentation 
(7.5), Periodic Inspection, Testing and Maintenance Documentation (7.6) Records, Record Retention, and 
Record Maintenance (7.7) and associated Forms (7.8)  

A.7.2.1 It is not intended that all of the details outlined in this Chapter be required for every project. In 
general, the more complex the system, the more stringent the requirements become for documentation.  

7.2.2* Minimum documentation requirements. The following list represents the minimum documentation 
required for all fire alarm and emergency communications systems including new systems and additions or 
alterations to existing systems: 
 a)* Written scope and intent 
 b) Riser diagram 
 c) Floor plan layout showing location of all devices and control equipment 
 d) Input/output matrix of operation 
 e) Manufacturers published instructions, including operation and maintenance instructions 
 f) Battery calculations (where batteries are provided) 
 g) Voltage drop calculations for notification appliance circuits 
 h) Completed inspection and testing form in accordance with 7.8.2 
 i) *Signed Record of Completion form in accordance with 7.5.4 or 7.5.4.13 as applicable (by installing 
contractor) 
 j) A copy of site specific software, where applicable. 
 k) Record (as-built) drawings 
 l) Periodic inspection, testing, and maintenance documentation in accordance with 7.6. m) Records, record 
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retention, record maintenance in accordance with 7.7. 
 
A.7.2.2 This paragraph is meant to address the minimum requirements for those systems that are smaller 
systems or systems such as dedicated function fire alarm systems that are not necessarily comprised of all 
the elements of a full-fledged system. For example, a dedicated function fire alarm system used for sprinkler 
monitoring only might not require notification appliance circuit (NAC) voltage drop calculations because it 
might not utilize a NAC. More stringent documentation requirements found in other chapters and other 
laws, codes and standards, as well as project specifications should identify any other documentation sections 
in this Chapter that would be applicable. 
 

A.7.2.2a) The purpose for a written scope or intent is to provide a description of the work to be performed 
and could be as simple as “Install additional three smoke detectors to provide coverage for newly installed 
meeting room;” However, it could be desirable to include why or by whose direction the work is being done, 
such as “at owner’s request”, “per specifications dated …”, or “at the direction of …” See also 23.3 for 
additional system feature documentation requirements. 

A.7.2.2i) It should be noted that the inspection and testing form can be modified as appropriate to reflect the 
scope of the project.  

7.2.3 Drawing Symbols. All fire alarm drawings shall use symbols described in NFPA 170, Standard 
for Fire Safety and Emergency Symbols. [ROP 154a]  

7.3 Design (Layout) Documentation [SIG-FUN]  

7.3.1* Where required by governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code, design 
(layout) documents shall be prepared prior to installing new systems or altering existing systems.  

A.7.3.1 Design (layout) documents should contain information related to the system which could include 
specifications, shop drawings, input/output matrix, battery calculations, notification appliance voltage 
drop calculations for strobes and speakers, and product technical data sheets.  

Design (layout) documents could include such items as preliminary plans issued as guidance and direction, 
risk analysis, emergency response plan, or a combination of these.  

Deviations from requirements of governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan requirements 
specified by an engineer, should be clearly identified and documented as such.  

Documentation of equivalency, where applicable, should be provided in accordance with 1.5 and be 
included with the record drawings in accordance with 7.6.  

It is the intent that existing systems that are altered should have design (layout) documents prepared that are 
applicable only to the portion(s) of the system being altered.  

7.3.2* The person(s) responsible for system design (layout) shall be identified on the system 
design documents. [10.4.1.4][10.5.1.2 ROP Draft]  

A.7.3.2 It is the intent that the person or persons who make up the design or layout team be identified on the 
drawings so that they can be contacted for clarification of the documents. For Emergency Public Reporting 
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Systems, see 27.3.7.1.2 for additional requirements.  

7.3.3* Preliminary Documents (Preliminary Plans). Where required by governing laws, codes, 
standards, or other parts of this Code, preliminary plans shall be created. [SIG-FUN] 

A.7.3.3 Preliminary plans such as those used for bidding, solicitation, or for obtaining permits could 
contain information as follows:  

Performance criteria required in support of alternative means and methods for other codes, standards, or 
construction features should be clearly identified on the design (layout) documentation.   

Such information should reference applicable waivers, appeals, variances, or similarly approved 
deviations from prescriptive criteria. 

Preliminary documents could include the following:  
  (1) Specifications and narrative applicable to the project  
  (2) When devices are located (spaced) on preliminary drawings, the devices should be located (spaced) in 
accordance with standards, listings, and limitations of the equipment specified. When devices are not located 
(spaced) on the preliminary documents, a note should be included directing that the spacing should be per 
listing(s) and this Code.  
  (3) Interface requirements between systems such as fire alarm, mass notification, security, HVAC, smoke 
control, paging, background music, audio visual equipment, elevators, access control, other fire protection 
systems, etc.  
  (4) Sequence of operation  
  (5) Survivability of system circuits and equipment, when applicable  
  (6) Notification zones, when applicable  
  (7) Message content for voice systems, when applicable  
  (8) Means of system monitoring that is to be provided, when applicable  
  (9) Codes and editions applicable to the system(s)  
  (10) Special requirements of the owner, governing authority, or insurance carrier when applicable.  
  (11) Voice delivery components beyond standard industry products required to achieve intelligibility when 
applicable.  
 
7.3.4 Notification.  

7.3.4.1 Narrow Band Tone Signaling. Analysis and design documentation shall be in accordance with 
18.4.6.4. [SIG-NAS]  

7.3.4.2* Intelligibility. Reserved [SIG-NAS]  

A 7.3.4.2 When known, acoustic properties of spaces should be indicated on the preliminary design 
(layout) documents. [SIG-NAS]  

7.3.4.3 Visible Notification. Reserved [SIG-NAS]  

7.3.5 Heat-Sensing Fire Detectors. Heat detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance 
with 17.6 [SIG-IDS]  
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7.3.6 Smoke-Sensing Fire Detectors. Smoke detection design documentation shall be provided in 
accordance with 17.7 [SIG-IDS]  

7.3.7 Radiant Energy-Sensing Fire Detectors. Radiant energy detection design documentation shall 
be provided in accordance with 17.8 [SIG-IDS]  

7.3.8 Risk Analysis Documentation [SIG-ECS]  
 
7.3.8.1 When a risk analysis is required to be prepared, findings and considerations of the risk analysis shall 
be documented. [SIG-ECS] 
 
7.3.8.2 When determined by the stakeholders, security and protection of the risk analysis documentation 
shall be in accordance with 7.3.9 and 7.7. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.8.3 The risk analysis documentation shall list the various scenarios evaluated, and the 
anticipated outcomes. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.8.4 Risk Analyses for mass notification systems shall be documented in accordance with 7.3.8 
and 24.3.10*.  

7.3.9* Performance-Based Design Documentation. [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.3.9 When a system or component is installed in accordance with performance-based design criteria, 
such systems should be reviewed and acceptance tested by a design professional to verify that performance 
objectives are attained.  

Due to unique design and construction challenges, fire protection concepts are often established on 
performance-based engineering practices.  When such practices have been approved by the AHJ, the 
engineer of record should sign off on the final installation documents to ensure that all conditions have been 
satisfied.  Such engineering analysis could be beyond the qualifications of the code authority.  As such, it is 
imperative that the engineer of record review and accept final concepts as accepted by the AHJ.  

7.3.9.1 Performance-based design documentation for fire detection shall be in accordance with 17.3. 
[SIG-IDS]  

7.3.9.2 Performance-based design documentation for strobes shall be in accordance with 18.5.4.5.2 
[SIG-NAS]  

7.3.9.3 A copy of approval documentation resulting from performance-based designs shall be included 
with the record drawings in accordance with 7.5.3. [SIG-FUN]  

7.3.10 Emergency Response Plan Documentation. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.10.1 When an emergency response plan is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system, 
findings of the plan shall be documented. [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.10.2 When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the emergency response plan 
documentation shall be in accordance with 7.7.3. [SIG-ECS]  
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7.3.10.3 The emergency response plan shall document the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated 
outcomes.  [SIG-ECS]  

7.3.11 Evaluation Documentation. 

7.3.11.1 Evaluation documentation such as identified in 24.4.3.24.2 and 23.4.3.1 shall include a signed 
statement(s) by the person responsible for the design attesting to the evaluation and the resultant technical 
decision and deeming it reliable and acceptable for the particular application. 

7.3.11.2 A copy of the evaluation documentation shall be retained for the life of the system and be 
maintained with the documents required by 7.7.1.6. 
 
7.4 Shop Drawings (Installation Documentation) [SIG-FUN] 
 
7.4.1 Shop drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale, on sheets of uniform size, with a plan of each 
floor. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.4.1 It is important to note that shop drawings and particularly the word “sheets” do not necessarily mean 
physical paper sheets, but could be on electronic media.  

7.4.2 Shop drawings for fire alarm and emergency communications systems shall provide basic 
information and shall provide the basis for the record (as-built) drawings required in accordance with 7.5.3. 
[taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  

7.4.3 Shop drawings shall include the following information:  
  (1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)  
  (2) Name of installer or contractor 
  (3) Location of protected premises  
  (4) Device legend and symbols in accordance with NFPA 170, Standard for Fire Safety and Emergency 
Symbols  
  (5) Date of issue and any revision dates [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.4.4 Floor Plans. Floor plan drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale and shall include the 
following information, where applicable for the particular system:  
  (1) Floor or level identification  
  (2) Point of compass (indication of North)  
  (3) Graphic scale  
  (4) All walls and doors  
  (5) All partitions extending to within 10 percent of the ceiling height (where applicable and when known)  
  (6) Room and area descriptions  
  (7) System devices/component locations  
  (8) Locations of fire alarm primary power connection(s)  
  (9) Locations of monitor/control interfaces to other systems  
 (10) System riser locations  
 (11) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level  
 (12) Type and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) used for each circuit  
 (13) Identification of any ceiling over 10 feet in height where automatic fire detection is being proposed.  
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 (14) Details of ceiling geometries, including beams and solid joists, where automatic fire detection is being 
proposed.  
 (15) Where known, acoustic properties of spaces. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.4.5 Riser Diagrams. System riser diagrams shall be coordinated with the floor plans and shall include 
the following information:  
  (1) General arrangement of the system in building cross-section  
  (2) Number of risers  
  (3) Type and number of circuits in each riser 
  (4)* Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level  
  (5) Number of conductors for each circuit.  
  (6) Typical riser diagrams may be substituted for the above list, where permitted by adopted laws, codes or 
standards [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN] 
 
A.7.4.5(4) Where exact device counts are furnished as part of the floor plan layout drawings, it is not the 
intent to require the exact quantity of devices on the riser diagram, but instead, typical representation would 
suffice. 
 
7.4.6 Control Unit Diagrams. Control unit diagrams shall be provided for all control equipment (i.e., 
equipment listed as either a control unit or control unit accessory), power supplies, battery chargers, and 
annunciators and shall include the following information: 
  (1) Identification of the control equipment depicted  
  (2) Location(s) of control equipment  
  (3) All field wiring terminals and terminal identifications  
  (4) All circuits connected to field wiring terminals and circuit identifications  
  (5) All indicators and manual controls, including the full text of all labels  
  (6) Field connections to supervising station signaling equipment, releasing equipment, or emergency safety 
control interfaces, where provided. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.4.7 Typical Wiring Diagrams. Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, 
notification appliances, remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power 
supervisory devices. [taken from A.10.18.1.2] [SIG-FUN]  

7.4.8* Input/Output Matrix of Operation. An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided. 
[SIG-FUN]  

A.7.4.8 For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).  

7.4.9 Calculations. System calculations shall be included as follows: 
  (1) Battery calculations  
  (2) Notification Appliance circuit voltage drop calculations  
  (3) Db loss calculations (Fiber optic cables)  
  (4) Other required calculations, such as line resistance calculations, where required [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.5 Completion Documentation [10.18.2] [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.1 General. All systems including new systems and additions or alterations to existing systems shall 
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include the following documentation, which shall be delivered to the owner or the owner’s representative 
upon final acceptance of the system: 
  (1) An owner’s manual and manufacturer’s published instructions covering all system equipment, in 
accordance with 7.5.2  
  (2) Record (as-built) drawings in accordance with 7.5.3  
  (3) A completed record of completion form in accordance with 7.5.4  
  (4) For software-based systems, record copy of the site-specific software in accordance with 7.7.5  
  (5) A contractor’s statement in accordance with 7.5.6  
[10.18.2.3] [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.2 Owner’s Manual. An owner’s manual shall contain the following documentation: 
  (1) A detailed narrative description of the system inputs, evacuation signaling, ancillary functions, 
annunciation, intended sequence of operations, expansion capability, application considerations, and 
limitations. 
  (2) A written sequence of operation for the system including an operational input/output matrix.  
  (3) Operator instructions for basic system operations, including alarm acknowledgment, system reset, 
interpretation of system output (LEDs, CRT display, and printout), operation of manual evacuation signaling 
and ancillary function controls, and change of printer paper  
  (4) A detailed description of routine maintenance and testing as required and recommended and as would 
be provided under a maintenance contract, including testing and maintenance instructions for each type of 
device installed. This information shall include the following:  
  (a) Listing of the individual system components that require periodic testing and maintenance  
  (b) Step-by-step instructions detailing the requisite testing and maintenance procedures, and the intervals at 
which these procedures shall be performed, for each type of device installed  
  (c) A schedule that correlates the testing and maintenance procedures that are required by this section  
  (5) A service directory, including a list of names and telephone numbers of those who provide service for 
the system. [SIG-FUN] 
[taken from A.10.18.2.3(1)]  
 
7.5.3 Record Drawings (As-Builts) [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.3.1 Record drawings shall consist of current updated design (layout) and shop drawings reflecting 
the actual installation of all system equipment, components, and wiring.  

7.5.3.2 Record drawings shall provide basic information and shall reflect the actual installation details 
in accordance with 7.5.3.  

7.5.3.3 Floor plan drawings shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.4.  

7.5.3.4 System riser diagrams shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.5.  

7.5.3.5 Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided and shall include the most current installation details 
in accordance with 7.4.6.  

7.5.3.6 Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification appliances, remote 
indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices in 
accordance with 7.4.7.  
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7.5.3.7* An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with the record drawings to reflect actual 
programming at the time of completion.  

A.7.5.3.7 For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).  

7.5.3.8 Initial calculations in accordance with 7.4.9 shall be provided depicting any changes due to 
installation conditions.  

7.5.3.9 Record drawings shall be turned over to the owner with a copy placed inside the 
documentation cabinet in accordance with 7.7. 

7.5.3.10 Record drawings shall include approval documentation resulting from variances, 
performance-based designs, risk analyses, and other system evaluations or variations. 

A.7.5.3.10 It is important that the documentation required by this section is available for technicians so 
they will be able to recognize variations of system configuration during acceptance, reacceptance, and 
periodic testing.  It is also necessary for enforcement personnel in order to prevent confusion when they 
could otherwise misidentify an approved variation for being non-code compliant.  This documentation is 
also necessary for those who might design additions or modifications. 

7.5.4 Record of Completion. [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.4.1* The record of completion form, Figure 7.5.4, shall be permitted to be a part of the written statement 
required in 7.5.6. When more than one contractor has been responsible for the installation, each contractor 
shall complete the portions of the form for which that contractor had responsibility. [10.18.1.4*]  

A.7.5.4.1 Protected premises fire alarm systems are often installed under construction or remodeling 
contracts and subsequently connected to a supervising station alarm system under a separate contract. All 
contractors should complete the portions of the record of completion form for the portions of the connected 
systems for which they are responsible. Several partially completed forms might be accepted by the authority 
having jurisdiction provided that all portions of the connected systems are covered in the set of forms. 
[A.10.18.1.4]  

7.5.4.2 The record of completion form, Figure 7.5.4, shall be permitted to be a part of the documents 
that support the requirements of 7.5.6. [10.18.1.5]  

7.5.4.3 The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.5.4, shall be the responsibility of the qualified 
and experienced person in accordance with 10.4.2. [10.18.2.1.1*]  

7.5.4.4* The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.5.4 shall be in accordance with 7.5.4.5 through 
7.5.4.12. [10.18.2.1.2] 
 
A.7.5.4.4 The requirements of Chapter 14 should be used to perform the installation wiring and operational 
acceptance tests required when completing the record of completion. The record of completion form can be 
used to record decisions reached prior to installation regarding intended system type(s), circuit 
designations, device types, notification appliance type, power sources, and the means of transmission to the 
supervising station. An example of a completed record of completion form is shown in Figure A.7.5.4. 
[A.10.18.2.1.1]  
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7.5.4.5 Parts 1 through 14 of the record of completion shall be completed after the system is installed and 
the installation wiring has been checked. [10.18.2.1.2.1]  

7.5.4.6 Parts 15 and 16 of the record of completion shall be completed after the operational acceptance tests 
have been completed. [10.18.2.1.2.2]  

7.5.4.7 A preliminary copy of the record of completion shall be given to the system owner and, if requested, 
to other authorities having jurisdiction after completion of the installation wiring tests. [10.18.2.1.2.3]  

7.5.4.8 A final copy of the record of completion shall be provided after completion of the 
operational acceptance tests. [10.18.2.1.2.4]  

7.5.4.9 This copy of the record of completion shall be updated to reflect all system additions or 
modifications and maintained in a current condition at all times. [10.18.2.1.2.6]  

7.5.4.10 A copy of the record of completion documents shall be maintained in a documentation cabinet 
in accordance with 7.7.2.  

7.5.4.11 Revisions. [SIG-FUN]  
 
7.5.4.11.1 All fire alarm and/or signaling system modifications made after the initial installation shall be 
recorded on a revised version of the original completion documents. [10.18.2.2], [10.18.2.2.1] 
 
7.5.4.11.2 The revised record of completion document shall include a revision date. [10.18.2.2.2]  

7.5.4.12* Where the original or the latest overall system record of completion cannot be obtained, a new 
system record of completion shall be provided that documents the system configuration as discovered 
during the current project’s scope of work. [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.5.4.12 It is the intent that if an original or current record of completion is not available for the 
overall system, the installer would provide a new record of completion that addresses items discovered 
about the system.  The installer will complete the respective sections related to the overall system that 
have been discovered under the current scope of work. It is not the intent of this section to require an 
in-depth evaluation of an existing system solely for the purpose of completing a system-wide record of 
completion.  

7.5.4.13 Alternatives to the Record of Completion Form. A document containing the required elements of 
the Record of Completion Form shall be permitted to be used as an alternative to the Record of Completion 
where the installed system contains only certain elements found in the Record of Completion. [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.4.14 Electronic Record of Completion.  

7.5.4.14.1 Where approved by the authority having jurisdiction, the Record of Completion shall be 
permitted to be filed electronically instead of on paper.  

7.5.4.14.2 If filed electronically, the record of completion document shall be in a format that cannot 
be modified and that has been approved by the AHJ.  
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7.5.5* Site-Specific Software Documentation. [14.6.1.2*] [SIG-TMS]  

A.7.5.5 With many software-based fire systems, a copy of the site-specific software is required to restore 
system operation if a catastrophic system failure should occur. Without a back-up copy readily available on 
site, recovery of system operation by authorized service personnel can be substantially delayed. The intent of 
this requirement is to provide authorized service personnel with an on-site copy of the site-specific software. 
The on-site copy should provide a means to recover the last installed and tested version of the site-specific 
operation of the system. This typically would be an electronic copy of the source files required to load an 
external programming device with the site-specific data. This requirement does not extend to the system 
executive software, nor does it require that the external programmer software if required be stored on site. It 
is intended that this copy of the software be an electronic version stored on a non-rewritable media 
containing all of the file(s) or data necessary to restore the system and not just a printed version of the 
operation stored on electronic media. One example of a non-rewritable media is a CD-R. [A.14.6.1.2]  

7.5.5.1 For software-based systems, a copy of the site-specific software shall be provided to the system 
owner or owner’s designated representative; [14.6.1.2.1]  

7.5.5.2 A copy of the site-specific software shall be stored on-site in non-volatile, non-erasable, 
non-rewritable memory. [14.6.1.2.2]  

7.5.5.3 The system owner shall be responsible for maintaining a copy of the site-specific software 
in accordance with 7.5.5 for examination by any authority having jurisdiction. [14.6.1.3]  

7.5.5.4 Paper or electronic media shall be permitted. [14.6.1.3]  
 
7.5.6 Contractor’s Statement. Before requesting final approval of the installation, the installing contractor 
shall furnish a written statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with approved plans 
and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA  
requirements. [10.18.1.3] [SIG-FUN]  

7.5.7* Verification of Compliant Installation. Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, 
compliance of the completed installation with the requirements of this Code, as implemented via the 
referring code(s), specifications, and/or other criteria applicable to the specific installation, shall be certified 
by a qualified and impartial third-party organization acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction. 
[10.18.2.4*] [SIG-FUN]  

A.7.5.7 This section is intended to provide a basis for the authority having jurisdiction to require 
third-party verification and certification that the authority having jurisdiction and the system owner can 
rely on to reasonably assure that the fire alarm system installation complies with the applicable 
requirements. Where the installation is an extension, modification, or reconfiguration of an existing 
system, the intent is that the verification be applicable only to the new work and that reacceptance testing 
be acceptable.  
[A.10.18.2.4][10.18.2.4.1, 2 Exceptions]  

7.5.7.1 Verification shall ensure that the installed system includes all components and functions, are installed 
and operate as required, and shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2*, as applicable. [10.18.2.4.1] 
and [new 10.18.2.5.1]  
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7.5.7.2 For supervising station systems, the verification, in addition to the requirements in 7.5.7.1, shall 
ascertain proper arrangement, transmission, and receipt of all signals required to be transmitted off-premises 
and shall meet the requirements of Sections 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2* as applicable. [10.18.2.4.2] and [new 
10.18.2.5.2]  

7.5.7.3 Verification shall include written confirmation that any required corrective actions have been 
completed. [10.18.2.4.3]  

7.5.8 Documentation of Central Station Service. Documentation of Central Station Service shall 
be in accordance with 26.3.4. [SIG-SSS]  

7.5.9 Documentation of Remote Station Service. Documentation of Remote Station Service shall 
be in accordance with 26.5.2. [SIG-SSS]  

7.6 Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance Documentation [SIG-TMS]  

7.6.1Test Plan Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.2.10 [new test plan new draft] 
[SIGTMS]  

7.6.2 Acceptance Testing Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.1 [SIG-TMS]  

7.6.3 Reacceptance Test Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.1 [SIG-TMS]  

7.6.4 Periodic Inspection and Testing Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.2 
[SIG-TMS]  

7.6.5 Impairment Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 10.19. [10.21* ROP Draft] 
[SIG-TMS]  

7.7 Records, Record Retention, and Record Maintenance [SIG-FUN] 7.7.1 Records. [SIG-FUN]  

7.7.1.1 A complete record of the tests and operations of each system shall be kept until the next test and for 1 
year thereafter unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code. [10.18.3.1]  

7.7.1.2 The records shall be available for examination and, if required, reported to the authority having 
jurisdiction. Archiving of records by any means shall be permitted if hard copies of the records can be 
provided promptly when requested. [10.18.3.2]  

A.7.7.1.2 It is intended that archived records be allowed to be stored in electronic format as long as 
hard copies can be made from them when required.  

7.7.1.3 If off-premises monitoring is provided, records of all signals, tests, and operations recorded at the 
supervising station including public emergency alarm reporting system shall be maintained for not less than 
1 year unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code. [10.18.3.3]  

7.7.1.4 Required documents regarding system design and function shall be maintained for the life of 
the system.  
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7.7.1.5 Revisions and alterations to systems shall be recorded and records maintained with the original 
system design documents.  

7.7.1.6 System documents housed in the documentation cabinet as required by 7.7.2.1 shall include the 
following, as applicable:  
  (1) Record Drawings (as-builts) in accordance with 7.5.3  
  (2) Equipment technical data sheets  
  (3) Alternative means and methods, variances, appeals, and approvals, etc.  
  (4) Performance-based design documentation in accordance with 7.3.10  
  (5) Risk Analysis documentation in accordance with 7.3.9  
  (6) Emergency Response Plan in accordance with 7.3.10  
  (7) Evaluation Documentation in accordance with 7.3.11  
  (8) Software and firmware control documentation in accordance with 23.2.2.  
 
7.7.2 Document Accessibility [SIG-FUN]  

7.7.2.1 With every new system or major renovation a documentation cabinet shall be installed adjacent to the 
main system control unit  

7.7.2.2* Documentation shall be stored at the system control unit location in accordance with 7.7.2.1 or other 
approved location at the protected premises. [10.18.2.1.2.5]  

A.7.7.2.2 The intent is that the documents should not be stored inside the control unit because control units 
are not typically approved for the storage of combustible material.  

7.7.2.3 Where not stored at the main system control unit, the location of these documents shall be identified 
at the main system control unit. [10.18.2.1.2.7]  

7.7.2.4 The documentation cabinet shall be prominently labeled SYSTEM COMPLETION DOCUMENTS.  
[10.18.2.1.2.8]  

7.7.2.5 Documentation in accordance with 7.5 shall be housed in the document cabinet. 
 
7.7.2.6 The documentation cabinet shall be sized to accommodate record drawings, product technical data 
sheets, inspection records, software media, including future inspection and service reports.  
 
A.7.7.2.6 It is recommended that consideration be given regarding the usability of any electronic media, 
for instance for use by technicians.  Electronic media should be saved in common file formats.  

7.7.2.7 The contents of the cabinet shall be accessible by authorized personnel only.  

7.7.2.7 Unless approved otherwise by the authority having jurisdiction, the documentation cabinet shall 
be provided with a lock keyed the same as the system control unit.  

7.7.2.8 Emergency communications systems and fire alarm system record drawings and other related 
documentation shall be permitted to be maintained together, including the appearance of both systems on the 
same drawings.  
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7.7.3 Document Security. [SIG-EMS]  

7.7.3.1 Security for systems documentation shall be determined by the stakeholders.  

7.7.3.2* Where such documents cannot be protected from public access, it shall be permitted to remove 
sensitive information from record documents provided the owner retains complete documentation that will be 
made accessible to the authority having jurisdiction at an owner designated location.  

A.7.7.3.2 It is recognized that there are circumstances in which the security and protection of some system 
documents will require measures other than that prescribed in this Code. Since a common expectation of a 
mass notification system is to function during security and/or terrorist events, it could be crucial that 
system design be protected.  

Where such conditions have been identified, the stakeholders should clearly identify what and how 
system documents should be maintained to satisfy the integrity of this section regarding reviews, future 
service, modifications, and system support.  

Due to freedom of information laws allowing for public access to documents submitted to and retained by 
code officials, it could be necessary for secure documents to be reviewed by code officials at alternate 
locations. Such conditions should be identified by the stakeholders and discussed with the authorities 
having jurisdiction(s) in advance.  

7.8 Forms [SIG-FUN]  

7.8.1 Fire Alarm and Emergency Communications Systems Record of Completion 
[SIG-FUN] (note: see Figure 7.5.4)  

7.8.2 Fire Alarm and Emergency Communications Systems Inspection and Testing Form 
[SIG-TMS] (note: see Figure 14.6.2.4)  

7.8.3 Risk Analysis Checklist Form [SIG-EMS] 
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72-59
Revise text to read as follows:

[SIG-FUN]
The requirements of this chapter, or portions thereof, shall apply where required by the enforcing authority, other

governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code.
Systems covered by this Code shall be required to provide documentation in accordance with Chapter 7
This Chapter outlines the documentation that shall be provided for systems covered under this Code and does

not prohibit additional documentation from being provided
The requirements of other Chapters shall also apply unless they are in conflict with this Chapter.
Unless required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, the documentation requirements of this Chapter

shall not apply to Chapter 29.
[SIG-FUN]

All of the requirements in this Chapter shall not be required for every project.
It is not intended that all of the details outlined in this Chapter be required for every project. This section is

meant to address the conditions related to smaller projects where the more stringent documentation requiring a greater
level of detail of more complex projects might not be warranted.

The following list represents the minimum documentation required for fire alarm and emergency communications
systems:

a) Written narrative providing intent and system description
b) Riser diagram
c) Floor plan layout showing location of all devices and control equipment
d) Input/output matrix of operation
e) Equipment technical data sheets
f) Manufacturer’s operation and maintenance instructions
g) Battery calculations (where batteries are provided)
h) Voltage drop calculations for notification appliance circuits
i) Completed acceptance test form in accordance with 7.8.1 or 7.8.2 as applicable
j) Signed Record of Completion form in accordance with 7.7.3 (by installing contractor)

[SIG-FUN]
Prior to installing new systems, replacing an existing system, or upgrading a system, design documents shall be

prepared.
Design documents shall contain information related to the system which shall include specifications, shop

drawings, input/output matrix, battery calculations, notification appliance voltage drop calculations for strobes and
speakers, and product technical data sheets.

Design documents shall be prepared prior to installation of any new system.
Systems that are altered shall have design documents prepared that are applicable to the portion(s) of the

system being altered.
Design documents shall include preliminary plans issued as guidance and direction, shop drawing submittals,

risk analysis, emergency response plan, or a combination of these.
Design documents shall be revised as necessary following installation to represent as-built conditions and

include record drawings.
Neither approval nor acceptance by an authority having jurisdiction, owner, or owner’s agent shall relieve a

designer(s) or installer(s) from providing a system compliant with governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan
requirements specified by an engineer.

Deviations from requirements of governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan requirements specified by
an engineer, shall be clearly identified and documented as such.

Documentation of equivalency, where applicable, shall be provided in accordance with 1.5 and be included with
the record drawings in accordance with 7.6.

The system designer shall be identified on the system design documents.
[SIG-FUN]

8Printed on  11/28/2011
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When poor shop drawings are submitted for review, or systems are improperly installed, investigations

frequently find that the lack of information, inconsistent information, or non-compliant information such as device spacing
within bid documents contribute to system problems. To be competitive in getting a job, contractors regularly must bid
device counts based on devices shown. Engineers often show a few devices on drawings and then hold the installing
contractor accountable for providing a code compliant system with a drawing note. Previously, the requirements within
this Code were developed and targeted around the installing contractor. The purpose of this section is to assign initial
design accountability where it belongs when an engineer prepares bid documents. Providing this section provides the
AHJ the ability to enforce accountability at the top level. Language does not require that an engineer be involved, only
describes what is required when an engineer is involved.

Unless otherwise required by governing laws, codes, standards, or an enforcing authority, preliminary plans
such as those used for bidding, solicitation, or for obtaining a building permit, shall be created in accordance with 7.3.11.

Performance criteria required in support of alternative means and methods for other codes, standards, or
construction features shall be clearly identified.

Such information shall reference applicable waivers, appeals, variances, or similarly approved deviations from
prescriptive criteria.

When issued by a registered architect or licensed engineer, that entity shall provide, as a minimum, the
information outlined in 7.3.11.

When preliminary documents for bidding or solicitation are prepared and issued by a qualified designer other
than a registered architect or licensed engineer, the documents shall contain the information in accordance with 7.3.11.

The qualifications of the designer shall be found acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction prior to
preparation of preliminary documents.

Preliminary documents shall include the following:
(1) Specifications and narrative applicable to the project
(2) When devices are shown on preliminary drawings, the devices shall be located in accordance with standards,

listings, and limitations of the equipment specified around. When no particular product limitations are specified around,
the prescriptive criteria of applicable standards shall be used.

(3) Interface between systems such as fire alarm, mass notification, security, HVAC, smoke control, paging,
background music, audio visual equipment, elevators, access control, other fire protection systems, etc.

(4) Sequence of operation
(5) Survivability of system circuits and equipment
(6) Notification zones, when applicable
(7) Message content for voice systems
(8) Off-site, proprietary, or other means of system monitoring to be provide (as applicable)
(9) Codes and editions applicable to the system(s)
(10) Any specific requirements of the owner, governing authority, or insurance carrier.
(11) Any specific voice delivery components beyond standard industry products required to achieve intelligibility.

Acoustic properties of spaces shall be considered with respect to speaker selection
and placement to ensure intelligibility can be met. [SIG-NAS]

Achieving intelligibility in certain spaces such as large open or hard surfaced spaces often requires evaluation
of the environmental acoustic properties. The burden of speech intelligibility is frequently placed on the installing fire
alarm contractor. However, this contractor has no control over the architectural acoustic aspects of a space. Speaker
selection and/or placement frequently have limited effect in such spaces. Therefore, it is essential that the architects and
engineers account for the necessary acoustic treatments and intended speaker placement during the physical design of
the space. It is not practical to expect a sub-contractor to account for such architectural implications during construction.
[SIG-NAS]

The architect, engineer, and/or preliminary design professional shall identify the need for, and provide
provisions for acoustical treatments required to achieve speech intelligibility. [SIG-NAS]

The burden to provide an intelligible acoustic environment beyond the limitations of the voice delivery
components shall be independent of the installer responsible for providing final system shop drawing submittal package.
[SIG-NAS]

Acoustical treatments shall include, but not be limited to sound baffles, sound absorption materials, or other
such physical treatments to a space. Voice delivery components such as speakers, amplifiers, circuiting, etc. shall not
be considered acoustical treatments. [SIG-NAS]

Analysis and design documentation in accordance with 18.4.6.4 shall be submitted to the authority having
jurisdiction. [SIG-NAS]

Heat detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance with 17.6
[SIG-IDS]
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Smoke detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance with

17.7 [SIG-IDS]
Radiant energy detection design documentation shall be provided in

accordance with 17.8 [SIG-IDS]
[SIG-ECS]

When a risk analysis is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system, findings of the risk
analysis shall be documented.

When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the risk analysis documentation shall be in
accordance with 7.3.16 and 7.9.3.

The risk analysis documentation shall list the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated outcomes.
[SIG-IDS]

Performance-based design documentation for fire detection shall be provided in accordance with 17.3.
[SIG-IDS]

Performance-based design alternatives for strobe design shall be provided in accordance with 18.5.4.5.2
[SIG-NAS]

When a system or component is required to be installed in accordance with performance based design
criteria as specified by a registered engineer, such systems shall be reviewed and accepted by the respective engineer.
[SIG-IDS]

Due to unique design and construction challenges, fire protection concepts are often established on
performance based engineering practices. When such practices have been approved by the AHJ, the engineer of record
should sign off on the final installation documents to ensure that all conditions have been satisfied. Such engineering
analysis could be beyond the qualifications of the code authority. As such, it is imperative that the engineer of record
review and accept final concepts as accepted by the AHJ. [SIG-IDS]

A copy of approval documentation resulting from performance-based designs shall be included with the
record drawings in accordance with 7.6.9. [SIG-IDS]

[SIG-ECS]
When an emergency response plan is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system,

findings of the plan shall be documented.
When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the emergency response plan shall be in

accordance with 7.3.18.
The emergency response plan shall document the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated

outcomes.
The stakeholders shall identify the worthiness of a respective scenario and shall identify if the scenario and

outcome shall be included in documentation.
Unless otherwise approved by the authority having

jurisdiction, the architect, engineer, or owner shall make available electronic Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) files to the
entity preparing final shop drawings, and record drawings, when such files exist. [SIG-FUN]

Electronic files should allow for drawings to be at required scale. Electronic files should allow for un-related
text, notes, equipment, etc. to be isolated or removed for clarity. Electronic file floor plans and details should be
consistent with those used in drawings issued or revised for building permits. [SIG-FUN]

At minimum, available files shall include base floor plans, elevation details, structural floor/roof framing for
exposed spaces, and details necessary to coordinate for unique protection schemes. [SIG-FUN]

Any fees for providing electronic files or for converting such files shall be included in preliminary documents,
or shall be provided upon request during the solicitation stage. [SIG-FUN]

Written agreements, such as contracts limiting or preventing further distribution, shall be permitted. [SIG-FUN]
Electronic files shall allow for drawings to be at required scale. [SIGFUN]
Electronic files shall allow for un-related text, notes, equipment, etc. to be isolated or removed for clarity.

[SIG-FUN]
Electronic file floor plans and details shall be consistent with those used in drawings issued or revised for

building permits. [SIG-FUN]
If electronic files cannot or will not be made available in accordance with this section, solicitation documents

shall indicate such. [SIG-FUN]
[SIG-FUN]

Shop drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale, on sheets of uniform size, with a plan of each floor.

Shop drawings for fire alarm and emergency communications systems shall provide basic information and shall
provide the basis for the record (as-built) drawings required in accordance with 7.6.
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Shop drawings shall include the following information:

(1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)
(2) Name of installer or contractor
(3) Location of protected premises
(4) Device legend in accordance with NFPA 170,
(5) Date of issue and any revision dates

Floor plan drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale and shall include the following information:
(1) Floor or level identification
(2) Point of compass (indication of North)
(3) Graphic scale
(4) All walls and doors
(5) All partitions extending to within 10 percent of the ceiling height (where applicable)
(6) Room and area descriptions
(7) System device/component locations
(8) Locations of fire alarm primary power connection(s)
(9) Locations of monitor/control interfaces to other systems
(10) System riser locations
(11) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(12) Type and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) used for each circuit
(13) Location of all supply and return air diffusers (where automatic detection is used)
(14) Identification of any ceiling over 10 feet in height where automatic fire detection is being proposed.
(15) Details of ceiling geometries, including beams and solid joists, where automatic fire detection is being proposed.
(16)* Acoustic properties of spaces with respect to speaker selection and placement to help ensure intelligibility can be

met where voice systems are to be installed.
Achieving intelligibility in certain spaces such as large open or hard surfaced spaces often requires

evaluation of the environmental acoustic properties. The burden of speech intelligibility is frequently placed on the
installing contractor. However, this contractor usually has no control over the architectural acoustic aspects of a space.
Speaker selection and/or placement frequently have limited effect in such spaces. Therefore, it is essential that the
architects and engineers account for the necessary acoustic treatments and intended speaker placement during the
physical design of the space. Acoustical treatments could include, but not be limited to sound baffles, sound absorption
materials, or other such physical treatments to a space. Voice delivery components such as speakers, amplifiers,
circuiting, etc. should not be considered acoustical treatments.

System riser diagrams shall be coordinated with the floor plans and shall include the following
information:

(1) General arrangement of the system in building cross-section
(2) Number of risers
(3) Type and number of circuits in each riser
(4) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(5) Type, and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) for each circuit.

Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided for all control equipment (i.e., equipment
listed as either a control unit or control unit accessory), power supplies, battery chargers, and annunciators and shall
include the following information:

(1) Identification of the control equipment depicted
(2) Location(s)
(3) All field wiring terminals and terminal identifications
(4) All circuits connected to field wiring terminals and circuit identifications
(5) All indicators and manual controls, including the full text of all labels
(6) All field connections to supervising station signaling equipment, releasing equipment, and fire safety control

interfaces, where provided.
Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification

appliances, remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices.

An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with all shop drawings.
For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).

. System calculations shall be included with shop drawings as follows:
(1) Battery calculations
(2) Loop resistance calculations (if required)
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(3) Notification Appliance circuit voltage drop calculations
(4) Db loss calculations (Fiber optic cables)
(5) Other required calculations

[SIG-FUN]
The authority having jurisdiction shall be notified prior to installation or alteration of equipment or

wiring.
At the request of the authority having jurisdiction, complete information in accordance

with 7.4 (Shop Drawings) shall be submitted for approval. the annex material was inserted into the
body of the code in 7.4 Shop Drawings

Before requesting final approval of the installation, if required by the authority having jurisdiction,
the installing contractor shall furnish a written statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with
approved plans and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA
requirements.

[SIG-FUN]
Record drawings shall consist of current updated design and shop drawings reflecting the actual installation of all

system equipment, components, and wiring.
Record drawings shall provide basic information and shall reflect the actual installation details in accordance with

7.4.3.
Floor plan drawings shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.4.
System riser diagrams shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.5.
Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided and shall include the most current installation details in

accordance with 7.4.6.
Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification appliances, remote indicators,

annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices.
An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with the record drawings to reflect actual programming at

the time of completion.
For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).

Initial calculations in accordance with 7.4.9 shall be provided depicting any changes due to installation
conditions.

Record drawings shall be turned over to the owner with a copy placed inside the documentation cabinet in
accordance with 7.9.2.

Record drawings shall include approval documentation resulting from variances, performance-based designs,
risk analyses, and other system variations.

It is imperative that the documentation required by this section is available for technicians so they will be able
to recognize variations of system configuration during acceptance, reacceptance, and periodic testing. It is also
necessary for enforcement personnel in order to prevent confusion when they could otherwise misidentify an approved
variation for being non-code compliant. This documentation is also necessary for those who might design additions or
modifications.

[SIG-FUN]
Before requesting final approval of the installation, the installing contractor shall furnish a written

statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with approved plans and tested in accordance with
the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA requirements. [

Every system shall include the following documentation, which shall be delivered to
the owner or the owner’s representative upon final acceptance of the system:

(1) An owner’s manual and manufacturer’s published instructions covering all system equipment, in accordance with
7.7.3.19

(2) Record (as-built) drawings in accordance with 7.6
(3) A completed record of completion form in accordance with 7.7.3

The record of completion form, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be permitted to be a part of the written statement required
in 7.7.1. When more than one contractor has been responsible for the installation, each contractor shall complete the
portions of the form for which that contractor had responsibility. [

Protected premises fire alarm systems are often installed under construction or remodeling contracts and
subsequently connected to a supervising station alarm system under a separate contract. All contractors should
complete the portions of the record of completion form for the portions
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of the connected systems for which they are responsible. Several partially completed forms might be accepted by the
authority having jurisdiction provided that all portions of the connected systems are covered in the set of forms.

The record of completion form, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be permitted to be a part of the documents that support the
requirements of 7.7.3.18.

The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be the responsibility of the qualified and
experienced person in accordance with 10.4.2.

The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.7.3.3 shall be in accordance with 7.7.3.5 through 7.7.3.12.

The requirements of Chapter 14 should be used to perform the installation wiring and operational
acceptance tests required when completing the record of completion. The record of completion form can be used to
record decisions reached prior to installation regarding intended system type(s), circuit designations, device types,
notification appliance type, power sources, and the means of transmission to the supervising station. An example of a
completed record of completion form is shown in Figure A.7.7.3.3.

Parts 1 through 14 of the record of completion shall be completed after the system is installed and the
installation wiring has been checked.

Parts 15 and 16 of the record of completion shall be completed after the operational acceptance tests have
been completed.

A preliminary copy of the record of completion shall be given to the system owner and, if requested, to other
authorities having jurisdiction after completion of the installation wiring tests.

A final copy of the record of completion shall be provided after completion of the operational acceptance tests.

This copy of the record of completion shall be updated to reflect all system additions or modifications and
maintained in a current condition at all times.

A copy of the record of completion documents shall be maintained in a documentation cabinet in accordance
with 7.9.2.

All fire alarm and/or signaling system modifications made after the initial installation shall be recorded on a
revised version of the original completion documents.

The revised record of completion document shall include a revision date.
Where the original, or the latest overall system record of completion cannot be obtained, a new system

record of completion shall be provided that documents the system configuration as discovered during the current
project’s scope of work.

It is the intent that if an original or current record of completion is not available for the overall system, the
installer would provide a new record of completion that addresses items discovered about the system. The installer will
complete the respective sections related to the overall system that have been discovered under the current scope of
work. It is not the intent of this section to require an in-depth evaluation of an existing system solely for the purpose of
completing a system-wide record of completion.

A document containing the required elements of the Record
of Completion shall be permitted to be used as an alternative to the Record of Completion where the installed system
contains only certain elements found in the Record of Completion.

Where approved by the authority having jurisdiction, the Record of Completion shall be permitted to be filed
electronically instead of on paper. If filed electronically, the record of completion document shall be in a
format that cannot be modified and that has been approved by the AHJ.

With many software-based fire systems, a copy of the site-specific software is required to restore system
operation if a catastrophic system failure should occur. Without a back-up copy readily available on site, recovery of
system operation by authorized service personnel can be substantially delayed. The intent of this requirement is to
provide authorized service personnel with an on-site copy of the site-specific software. The on-site copy should provide
a means to recover the last installed and tested version of the site specific operation of the system. This typically would
be an electronic copy of the source files required to load an external programming device with the site-specific data.
This requirement does not extend to the system executive software, nor does it require that the external programmer
software if required be stored on site. It is intended that this copy of the software be an electronic version stored on a
non-rewritable media containing all of the file(s) or data necessary to restore the system and not just a printed version of
the operation stored on electronic media. One example of a non-rewritable media is a CD-R.

For software-based systems, a copy of the site-specific software shall be provided to the system owner or
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owner’s designated representative.

A copy of the site-specific software shall be stored on-site in nonvolatile, non-erasable, non-rewritable
memory.

The system owner shall be responsible for maintaining a copy of the site-specific software in accordance
with 9.1.4 for examination by any authority having jurisdiction.

Paper or electronic media shall be permitted.
Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, compliance of the

completed installation with the requirements of this Code, as implemented via the referring code(s), specifications,
and/or other criteria applicable to the specific installation, shall be certified by a qualified and impartial third-party
organization acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.

This section is intended to provide a basis for the authority having jurisdiction to require third-party
verification and certification that the authority having jurisdiction and the system owner can rely on to reasonably assure
that the fire alarm system installation complies with the applicable requirements. Where the installation is an extension,
modification, or reconfiguration of an existing system, the intent is that the verification be applicable only to the new work
and that reacceptance testing be acceptable.

Verification shall ensure that the installed system includes all components and functions, are installed and
operate as required, and shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2, as applicable.

For supervising station systems, the verification, in addition to the requirements in 7.7.3.16.1, shall
ascertain proper arrangement, transmission, and receipt of all signals required to be transmitted off-premises and shall
meet the requirements of Sections 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2 as applicable

Verification shall include written confirmation that any required corrective actions have been completed.

An owner’s manual shall contain the following documentation:
(1) A detailed narrative description of the system inputs, evacuation signaling, ancillary functions, annunciation,

intended sequence of operations, expansion capability, application considerations, and limitations
(2) A written sequence of operation for the system including an operational input/output matrix.
(3) Operator instructions for basic system operations, including alarm acknowledgment, system reset, interpretation of

system output (LEDs, CRT display, and printout), operation of manual evacuation signaling and ancillary function
controls, and change of printer paper

(4) A detailed description of routine maintenance and testing as required and recommended and as would be provided
under a maintenance contract, including testing and maintenance instructions for each type of device installed. This
information shall include the following:

(a) Listing of the individual system components that require periodic testing and maintenance
(b) Step-by-step instructions detailing the requisite testing and maintenance procedures, and the intervals at which

these procedures shall be performed, for each type of device installed
(c) A schedule that correlates the testing and maintenance procedures that are required by this section
(5) A service directory, including a list of names and telephone numbers of those who provide service for the system.

shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.2. [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 14.4.1.1. [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 14.4.1.2. [SIG-TMS]

shall be provided in accordance with Chapter 14 [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 10.19. [SIG-TMS]

[SIG-TMS]
[SIG-FUN]

A complete record of the tests and operations of each system shall be kept until the next test and for 1 year
thereafter unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code.

The records shall be available for examination and, if required, reported to the authority having jurisdiction.
Archiving of records by any means shall be permitted if hard copies of the records can be provided promptly when
requested.

If off-premises monitoring is provided, records of all signals, tests, and operations recorded at the supervising
station including public emergency alarm reporting system shall be maintained for not less than 1 year unless more
stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code.

Documents regarding system design and function shall be maintained for the life of the system.
Revisions and alterations to systems shall be recorded and records maintained with the original system design

documents.
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System documents housed in the documentation cabinet required by 7.9.2.1 shall include the following, as

applicable:
(1) Record Drawings (as-builts) in accordance with 7.6
(2) Equipment technical data sheets
(3) Alternative means and methods, variances, appeals, and approvals, etc.
(4) Performance-based design documentation in accordance with 7.3.17
(4) Risk Analysis documentation in accordance with 7.3.16
(5) Emergency Response Plan in accordance with 7.3.18

[SIG-FUN]
With every new system or major renovation a documentation cabinet shall be installed adjacent to the main

system control unit.
Documentation shall be stored at the system control unit location in accordance with 7.9.2.1 or other approved

location at the protected premises.
The intent is that the documents should not be stored inside the control unit because control units are not

typically approved for the storage of combustible material.
Where not stored at the main system control unit, the location of these documents shall be identified at the

main system control unit.
The documentation cabinet shall be prominently labeled SYSTEM COMPLETION DOCUMENTS.

Documentation in accordance with 7.7 shall be housed in the document cabinet.
The documentation cabinet shall be sized to accommodate record drawings, product technical data sheets,

inspection records, software media, including future inspection and service reports.
The contents of the cabinet shall be accessible by authorized personnel only.
Unless approved otherwise by the authority having jurisdiction, the documentation cabinet shall be provided

with a lock keyed the same as the system control unit.
Emergency communications systems and fire alarm system record drawings and other related documentation

shall be permitted to be maintained together, including the appearance of both systems on the same drawings.
[SIG-FUN]

Security for systems documentation shall be determined by the stakeholders.
Where such documents cannot be protected from public access, it shall be permitted to remove sensitive

information from record documents provided the owner retains complete documentation that will be made accessible to
the authority having jurisdiction at an owner designated location.

It is recognized that there are circumstances in which the security and protection of some system documents
will require measures other than that prescribed in this Code. Since a common expectation of a mass notification system
is to function during security and/or terrorist events, it could be crucial that system design be protected. Where such
conditions have been identified, the stakeholders should clearly identify what and how system documents should be
maintained to satisfy the integrity of this section regarding reviews, future service, modifications, and system support.
Due to freedom of information laws allowing for public access to documents submitted to and retained by code officials,
it could be necessary for secure documents to be reviewed by code officials at alternate locations. Such conditions
should be identified by the stakeholders and discussed with the authorities having jurisdiction(s) in advance.

[SIG-FUN]
[SIG-TMS]

(DELETE CHAPTER 4 IN ITS ENTIRETY)
All system approvals and documentation shall comply with the minimum requirements of this chapter.
The intent of the code change is to ensure the information within this major code revision is technically

accurate and non-ambiguous for the user of the Code. Therefore the subject text that has been “struck-out” has been
deleted is because the information is either incomplete or not useful for the user of the Code. Also, the code change has
addressed several issues raised by the members of the SIG-FUN Technical Committee.  Lastly, new Chapter 4 is
deleted in its entirety because it is felt this material more appropriately belongs in a building code, fire code, or a design
specification and does not believe all these requirements are not necessary for all systems.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to  SIG-FUN, SIG-NAS, SIG-ECS, SIG-IDS and SIG-TMS for action on

sections with their respective scopes.]

The committee acted on Section 7.8 and it was retained as Section 7.6 in ROC 72-41 (Log
#338d).  This information points to the documentation requirements in Chapter 14.
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Affirmative: 25

3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

KOVAL, C.:  The committee statement does not address the submitter's request to delete 7.10.2, FA &  EVAC IT Form.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-47     Log #102b  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-59
Revise text as follows:

Add 7.2.2 - Deviations from the requirements of this section shall be listed in accordance with 7.3.8 by the system
designer. (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.3 redundant (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.7 as 7.3.8 addresses the issues (SIG-FUN)
change 7.3.11.3  - delete such information (SIG-FUN)
Add Preliminary documents...Delete 7.3.11.4 & 7.3.11.5.
Relocate 7.3.12-7.3.12.3 to a section titled installation & design in Chapter 18 as it is design not documentation.
(SIG-NAS)
Change 7.3.12.4 to 7.3.12 and restate as Intelligibility analysis and design documentation in accordance with18.4.6.4
shall be provided. (SIG-NAS)
Switch 7.3.11 in front of design documentation (SIG_FUN)
Add 7.3.17.5 Performance based design documentation for Mass Notification systems shall be provided based on
24.7.(SIG-FUN)
Suggest that 7.3.17 belongs to Sig-Fun?
Delete 7.3.18.4 as it is design related.  Move to chapter 24.  (SIG-ECS)
Move 7.7.3.16- 7.7.3.16.3 back to 10.18.2.4 and create a new heading Verification of Compliant Installation.   (SIG-FUN)
Modify 7.7.3.16.3 as follows: Any required corrective actions shall be completed.   (SIG-FUN)
Add new 7.7.3.16 When third party verification is required in accordance with 10.18.2.4 documentation shall be
provided.   (SIG-FUN)
Add 7.7.3.16 .1.  When corrective actions are required by 10.8.2.4.3. - Note need to quantify major renovation & location
documentation cabinet.   (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.10.2 through the end of the proposal. (SIG-TMS)
Please note figure 10.18.2.1.1 (record of Completion) be relocated as figure 7.7.3.3.

NEMA requests the proposal to be modified to the above text.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to SIG-FUN, SIG-ECS, SIG-TMS  and SIG-NAS for action on sections with

their respective scopes.]

No substantiation was provided for the deletion of 7.10.2.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

KOVAL, C.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-45 (Log #374d).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-51     Log #103b  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-75
Revise text as follows:

Add 7.2.2 - Deviations from the requirements of this section shall be listed in accordance with 7.3.8 by the system
designer. (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.3 redundant (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.7 as 7.3.8 addresses the issues (SIG-FUN)
change 7.3.11.3  - delete such information (SIG-FUN)
Add Preliminary documents...Delete 7.3.11.4 & 7.3.11.5.
Relocate 7.3.12-7.3.12.3 to a section titled installation & design in Chapter 18 as it is design not documentation.
(SIG-NAS)
Change 7.3.12.4 to 7.3.12 and restate as Intelligibility analysis and design documentation in accordance with18.4.6.4
shall be provided. (SIG-NAS)
Switch 7.3.11 in front of design documentation (SIG_FUN)
Add 7.3.17.5 Performance based design documentation for Mass Notification systems shall be provided based on
24.7.(SIG-FUN)
Suggest that 7.3.17 belongs to Sig-Fun?
Delete 7.3.18.4 as it is design related.  Move to chapter 24.  (SIG-ECS)
Move 7.7.3.16- 7.7.3.16.3 back to 10.18.2.4 and create a new heading Verification of Compliant Installation.   (SIG-FUN)
Modify 7.7.3.16.3 as follows: Any required corrective actions shall be completed.   (SIG-FUN)
Add new 7.7.3.16 When third party verification is required in accordance with 10.18.2.4 documentation shall be
provided.   (SIG-FUN)
Add 7.7.3.16 .1.  When corrective actions are required by 10.8.2.4.3. - Note need to quantify major renovation & location
documentation cabinet.   (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.10.2 through the end of the proposal. (SIG-TMS)
Please note figure 10.18.2.1.1 (record of Completion) be relocated as figure 7.7.3.3.

NEMA requests the modification for chapter 8.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to SIG-FUN, SIG-ECS, SIG-TMS  and SIG-NAS for action on sections with

their respective scopes.]

No substantiation was provided for the deletion of 7.10.2.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

KOVAL, C.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-45 (Log #374d).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-64     Log #89  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-86a
The TCC advises that the revisions shown in the recommendation are not consistent with the lead-in

provisions in 10.4.1.2 and 10.4.2.2 with regard to state or local licensure regulations.  The TCC directs the committee to
reconsider the action on this proposal to provide consistency.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The committee accepts the direction to reconsider but makes no further changes.  The format
for designers and installers is not appropriate for inspection, testing and service personnel.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-65     Log #275  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-86a
Revise text to read as follows:

Personnel, either individually or through their affiliation with
an organization(s) that are registered, licensed, or certified by a state or local authority, shall be recognized as qualified
and experienced in the inspection, testing, and maintenance of systems addressed within the scope of this Code.

It is the position of the ESA that individuals who Inspect, Test, and Maintain life safety systems should
be qualified. We feel however that the AHJ’s role is to serve as the overarching agency to ensure that only companies
that meet the legal requirements of the state/municipality in which they conduct business are permitted to perform the
duties necessary to inspect, test and maintain life safety systems and it would remain the responsibility of the licensed
company to determine the “competence” of an individual to work on a specific system. It should be the role of the AHJ to
be an impartial observer and attest that the life safety system complies with all applicable codes and standards of
operation.  Section 10.4.3 identifies service personnel, their qualification and experience.  Section 10.4.3.2 permits the
AHJ to request the qualifications of the qualified personnel.

Revise proposed text as follows:
"Personnel, either individually or through their affiliation with an organization that is registered, licensed, or certified by

a state or local authority, shall be recognized as qualified and experienced in the inspection, testing, and maintenance of
systems addressed within the scope of this Code."

Minor editorial change to change organization to the singular.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-66     Log #348  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas J. Parrish, Telegian Corp.

72-86a
Revise text to read as follows:

Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance Service Personnel. Personnel shall be qualified and experienced in the
inspection, testing, and maintenance of systems addressed within the scope of this Code.

Inspection Personnel. Inspections shall be performed by personnel who have developed competence through
training and experience acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction or meet the requirement of 10.4.3.3.

Testing Personnel. Testing personnel shall have knowledge and experience of the testing requirements for
fire alarm and signaling equipment of this code acceptable to the authority having Jurisdiction or meet the requirement
of 10.4.3.3.

Maintenance Service Personnel. Maintenance Service personnel shall be qualified in the rnaintenance and
servicing of systems addressed within the scope of this Code. Qualified personnel shall include, but not be limited to,
one or more of the following:

(1) Personnel who are factory trained and certified for the specific type and brand of system being serviced
(2)* Personnel who are certified by a nationally recognized certification organization acceptable to the authority having

jurisdiction
(3)*Personnel who are registered, licensed, or certified by a state or local authority to perform service on systems

addressed within the scope of this Code
(4) Personnel who are employed and qualified by an organization listed by a nationally recognized testing laboratory

for the servicing of systems within the scope of this Code.
10.4.3.4  Programming.  Personnel programming a system shall be certified by the system manufacturer on the

specific system programming.
Inspection personnel knowledge should include equipment selection, placement and Installation

requirements of this code and the manufacturer's published documentation.
Testing personnel knowledge should include equipment selection, placement and installation.

Changing the title from Service Personnel to Maintenance Personnel creates additional issues as
Maintenance Personnel is not a term defined by NFPA 72. Service Personnel is a defined term in 10.4.3.1 as addressed
in 72-84 (Log #327). I think the scope of this proposal Is to clearly define the roles and responsibilities and qualifications
required, I think service has a broader meaning in the industry and the term Maintenance may actually raise more
questions, such as is swapping batteries maintenance or service. This rewording that the committee took dilutes the
intent I had when I submitted my proposal 72-84 (Log #327)  that was incorporated into this committee action. Further, I
propose the deletion of (4) Personnel who are employed and qualified by an organization listed by a nationally
recognized testing laboratory for the servicing of systems within the scope of this Code.

Due to the fact that if they are employed by a listed service company they also need to meet the above requirements,
employment on its own shall not be a determining factor as to competence.

I also feel that the requirement for system Programming is already adequately covered and will place an undue burden
on small contractors that mainly install the predominately small systems. Adequate safeguards already exist in the
industry to prevent non-qualified persons from programming large complex systems.

Change "maintenance" to "service" as shown in the submitter's recommendation.
The change from "maintenance" to "service personnel" is accepted and is in keeping with the

definitions of personnel in 3.3.177.
The deletion of the 10.4.3.3(4) is not accepted as it provides additional guidance to the AHJ in accepting personnel

employed by a listed company that has been evaluated for the ability to properly service and maintain systems.
The deletion of 10.4.3.4 is not accepted because certification by the system manufacturer is required for larger

systems.  The committee must take into account systems of all sizes.  The programming of small systems is provided by
the supplied instructions without requiring training.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-67     Log #276  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-88
Revise text to read as follows:

3)* Personnel, either individually or through their affiliation with an organization(s) that who are registered, licensed, or
certified by a state or local authority to perform service on systems addressed within the scope of this
Code

It is the position of the ESA that individuals who Inspect, Test, and Maintain life safety systems should
be qualified. We feel however that the AHJ’s role is to serve as the overarching agency to ensure that only companies
that meet the legal requirements of the state/municipality in which they conduct business are permitted to perform the
duties necessary to inspect, test and maintain life safety systems and it would remain the responsibility of the licensed
company to determine the “competence” of an individual to work on a specific system. It should be the role of the AHJ to
be an impartial observer and attest that the life safety system complies with all applicable codes and standards of
operation.  .  Section 10.4.3 identifies service personnel, their qualification and experience.  Section 10.4.3.2 permits the
AHJ to request the qualifications of the qualified personnel.

Revise text to as follows:
3)* Personnel, either individually or through their affiliation with an organization that who are is registered, licensed, or

certified by a state or local authority to perform service on systems addressed within the scope of this Code.
Minor editorial change to change organization to the singular.

[The section number correlates with Section 10.5.3.3(3) in the ROP draft.]

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-67a     Log #CC903  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Testing and Maintenance of Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-86a
Reinstate section 10.4.3.2 from 2010 edition and place it as 10.4.3.5 in the recommendation of

Proposal 72-86a as follows:
"10.4.3.5 Evidence of qualifications shall be provided to the authority having jurisdiction upon request."

This section was inadvertently omitted in the proposal action.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-68     Log #105  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-86a
Revise text to read as follows:

10.4.3.4 Programming.
Personnel programming a system shall be certified by the system manufacturer. on the specific system programming.

The proposed text could be taken that the programmer must be certified on a specific revision level of a
manufacturer’s system. By deleting the language on specific system it would make it clearer that a programmer needs to
be certified by the manufacturer.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-149a     Log #190a  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-160
Reconsider the concept of the original proposal as submitted and as it relates to nuisance alarms

but in Chapter 14 Inspection, Testing and Maintenance as follows and Accept:
14.2.1.3. Nuisance Alarm Prone Systems. When required by the authority having jurisdiction, the system owner shall

replace fire alarm systems that create chronic unwanted or nuisance alarm and cannot be satisfactorily repaired.
The TC indicated that the originally proposal was outside of the scope of NFPA 72. However, the

scope of the SIG-TMS states “This Committee shall have primary responsibility for documents and requirements for the
proper inspection, testing, and maintenance of fire alarm and emergency communications systems and associated
components, for both new and existing systems.” Nuisance alarm prone systems are clearly a maintenance issue for
existing system. At some point, the life cycle of a fire alarm system needs to terminate and it needs to be replaced.

Chapter 14 can require repair of an existing system but mandating replacement is outside the
scope of an installation standard.  Such requirements are within the scope of fire codes.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-162     Log #189  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-160
Reconsider the concept of the original proposal as submitted and as it relates to impaired systems

but in Chapter 14 Inspection, Testing and Maintenance as follows and Accept:
When required by the authority having jurisdiction, the system owner shall replace fire alarm systems that

no longer provide the required level of protection or have been shown to be chronically unreliable and cannot be
satisfactorily repaired.

The TC indicated that the originally proposal was outside of the scope of NFPA 72. However, the
scope of the SIG-TMS states “This Committee shall have primary responsibility for documents and requirements for the
proper inspection, testing, and maintenance of fire alarm and emergency communications systems and associated
components, for both new and existing systems.” Systems that are chronically unreliable are clearly a maintenance
issue. At some point, the life cycle of a fire alarm system needs to terminate and it needs to be replaced to maintain the
level of protection.

Chapter 14 can require repair of an existing system but mandating replacement is outside the
scope of an installation standard.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-163     Log #191  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-162
Add new section to read:

When required by the authority having jurisdiction, systems that produce chronic, unwanted or nuisance
alarms shall be monitored with central station service in accordance with Section 26.3. The documentation issued by the
organization that listed the prime contractor as required by section 26.3.4.1 shall be provided to the authority having
jurisdiction.

Mr. Clary’s negative vote on the reject for original proposal is completely correct. The NFPA 1 TC
accepted a similar proposal to the 2012 edition of NFPA 1. There is a direct correlation between maintenance and a
reduction in nuisance/unwanted alarms. Otherwise, systems would always remain reliable and never require inspection,
testing and maintenance. Requiring Central Station Service does result in a greater level of system oversight and
compliance with the provision of Chapter 26 with a Prime Contractor maintaining the system. By requiring Central
Station Service, it is understood that the system at the protected premise is now covered by an audit program
administered by the company that listed the central station. These audit programs have shown significant success in
reducing nuisance and unwanted alarms.

Chapter 14 can require repair of an existing system but mandating connection to a supervising
station is outside the scope of this committee.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-164     Log #25  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-180
The TCC advises that the following items in the committee action need to be clarified or completed:

(1) Table Item 17(e) of the committee action appears to be missing “X” in the “initial/reacceptance” column as well as a
specification for inspection frequency

(2) The organization of Table Items 15 & 18 may cause confusion where a “common” method is specified across from
the general component description and a more specific method is also specified for a sub-item.  In general placing an
“X” across from the general component when there are sub-items is inconsistent and may cause confusion.

(3) The method and reference fields for several items appear to be missing [e.g. Item 11(c), (d), (e), (f), (h), (i) and (j)]
The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to clarify or complete the items noted above.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See committee action on Comment 72-165b (Log #CC901).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-165     Log #212  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

72-180
Revise Table 14.3.1 newly numbered item 12 as follows:

Delete 12 Interface Equipment, in its entirety
Revise Table 14.3.1 newly numbered item 11i and j as follows:
Under method, add: “Verify location and condition”

Regarding interface equipment, I’m concerned about trying to define a method for inspecting interface
equipment when that equipment falls under the purview of another standard (e.g., fire pump controllers fall under NFPA
25). What exactly is fire alarm inspection personnel supposed to look for, as they may not have the appropriate
expertise for determining whether the condition of the “interface equipment” is operating correctly. From a fire alarm
perspective, the only thing to look for during an inspection is whether the signaling line interface device (e.g. monitor
module) is in place and LEDs, if an addressable device, are properly illuminated.” If the committee desires to maintain
this requirement, it needs to be revised to say something other than “Verify location and condition” and a reference is
needed

Regarding supervisory signal and waterflow devices, no text has been provided. Therefore, I suggest using text that
has been inserted elsewhere in the table which seems to be self-explanatory. That said, I’m amenable to other text so at
least some guidance is provided. Note: a reference is also needed.

For Item 14, the committee revised the term “Interface Equipment” to be “Fire alarm control
interface and emergency control function interface”.

For Item 11, the committee added the instruction “Verify location and condition” as the method in the item header.
The action on item 14 addresses the submitter’s concern and this instruction will prevent a misinterpretation as a visual

inspection of the equipment being interfaced (i.e. Fire Pump, Elevators, etc.).  The action on item 11 addresses the
submitter’s concern that method had been provided for Items 11 (i) and (k).

See committee action on Comment 72-165b (Log #CC901).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

KOVAL, C.:  Though the committee action removed “Interface Equipment” as requested by the proponent, in revising
the text to read “Fire Alarm Control interface and Emergency Control Function Interface,” the change created a
coordination problem between this table and the Table 14.4.2.2 (now 14.4.3.2), Testing.  The Testing table still includes
separate testing requirements for 15. Interface Equipment (now 16) and 19 Emergency Control Functions (now 20), yet
there are no testing requirement for “Fire Alarm Control Interfaces.”  And with the action taken on this comment, there
now are no visual inspection requirements for “Interface Equipment.”  In addition, the new language requires a visual
inspection of the “…interface” when in actuality, the inspection is of the “…interface device” which is part of the fire
alarm system.   Hence, it would have been better to have the text read “emergency control function interface device” so
the visual inspection does not include the emergency control function (e.g., elevator recall, damper closure, etc.) which
are outside the scope of NFPA 72 (see new Figure 3.3.127.3).  Similar language should also have been included in
Table 14.4.2.2.   In addition, “Interface Equipment” should have been deleted from Table 14.4.2.2 to be consistent.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-165b     Log #CC901  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Testing and Maintenance of Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-180
Revise the committee action on Proposal 72-180 as follows [revisions are shown relative to Table

14.3.1 as it would appear (clean) after making the changes shown by the committee action on Proposal 72-180]:

insert file ***SIG-TMS CC-901 r1***

The following revisions to Table 14.3.1 Visual Inspections were made to improve upon clarity of
instruction, consistency of format, and to address manual of style issues:

1. Where necessary, revised the methods to use “instruction” style language rather than “requirement” style language.
This included the removal of the word “shall” from the methods.

2. Where necessary added the phrase “(all devices)” or “(all types)” or “(all appliances)” to bring clarity to the fact that
the general inspection methods listed with the item header is required for all types, devices or appliances listed as
sub-items.

3. Renumbered all Item numbers and references to correlate with Table 14.4.2.2 to assist the users of the code.
4. In Items 20, 23 and 24, added the instruction “Verify location and condition” as the method, where none was

provided.
5. In Items 2, 3, 21 and 22 removed instructions from method related to inspecting the electrical connections.  It is

impractical for a visual inspection of electrical connections to ensure a good condition.
6. In Items 2, 3, 21, and 22, removed instructions from method related to inspecting lamps and LEDs since it is already

addressed by 2(c), 3(c), 21(c) and 22(c).
7. In Item 17, added “verify system normal condition” to method for consistency with Item 2 and 3 Control Equipment

since it is equally important to visually inspect Supervising Station Transmitters in this way.
8. In Item 11(h), removed the instructions in the method which simply referenced another item’s instructions and

instead repeated the instruction for clarity.
9. Added new Item 11(j) and renumbered to include visual inspection frequency and method for Projected Beam

Smoke Detectors.
10. Removed the word “Frequencies” from the Table title since the table now also includes visual inspection methods

in addition to frequencies.
11. In Item 15(c), replaced the word “devices” with “appliances” to correct for accuracy.
12. In Item 17(e), replaced “Other transmission technologies” with “All other types of communicators” to comply with

the committee action on ROP 72-182.
13. In Item 1, removed the word “that” to make the instruction grammatically correct.
14.   The committee has addressed CC-702 from SIG-PRS in the revised table.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

25Printed on  11/28/2011



Table 14.3.1  Visual Inspection Frequencies [ROP-180] 

Component 
Initial/  

Reacceptance 
Periodic 

Frequency Method Reference 

1. All equipment X Annual Visual inspection 
shall eEnsure that 
there are no 
changes that affect 
equipment 
performance. 
Inspection for 
changes shall 
include  building 
modifications, 
occupancy 
changes, changes 
in environmental 
conditions, device 
location, physical 
obstructions, 
device orientation, 
physical damage, 
and degree of 
cleanliness. 

14.3.4 

2. Control equipment:  
(a) fire alarm systems 
monitored for alarm, 
supervisory, and trouble 
signals 

     
Verify 
illumination of 
lamps and/or 
LEDs indicate a 
system normal 
condition. Verify 
all electrical 
connections are in 
a good condition. 

  

   (a1) Fuses X Annual     
   (b2) Interfaced 

equipment 
X Annual     

   (c3) Lamps and LEDs X Annual     
   (d4) Primary (main) 

power supply 
X Annual     

   (e5) Trouble signals X Semi-Annual     
32. Control equipment:  

(b)  fire alarm systems 
unmonitored for alarm, 
supervisory, and trouble 
signals 

     
Verify 
illumination of 
lamps and/or 
LEDs indicate a 

  



system normal 
condition. Verify 
all electrical 
connections are in 
a good condition. 

   (a1) Fuses X Weekly     
   (b2) Interfaced 

equipment 
X Weekly     

  (c3) Lamps and LEDs X Weekly     
   (d4) Primary (main) 

power supply 
X  Weekly     

   (e5) Trouble signals X Weekly     
49. Batteries     Inspect for 

corrosion or 
leakage. Verify 
tightness of 
connections. 
Verify marking of 
the month/year of 
manufacture. (all 
types) [72-164] 

10.5.9 

   (a) Lead-acid  X Monthly Visually inspect 
Eelectrolyte level 
shall be visually 
inspected. 

  

   (b) Nickel-cadmium X Semi-Annual     
   (c) Primary (dry cell) X Monthly     
   (d) Sealed lead-acid  X Semi-Annual     

527. Transient suppressors X Semi-Annual Verify location 
and condition. 

  

612. Fiber-optic cable 
connections 

X Annual Verify location 
and condition 

  

75. In-building fire emergency 
voice/alarm 
communications 
equipment 

X Semi-Annual Verify location 
and condition 

  

810. Remote annunciators X Semi-Annual Verify location 
and condition 

  

928. Notification appliance 
circuit power extenders 

X Annual Verify proper fuse 
ratings, if any. 
Verify that lamps 
and LEDs indicate 
normal operating 

10.5 



status of the 
equipment. 

107. Remote power supplies X Annual Verify proper fuse 
ratings, if any. 
Verify that lamps 
and LEDs indicate 
normal operating 
status of the 
equipment. 

10.5 

1113. Initiating devices      Verify location 
and condition (all 
devices) [72-165] 

  

   (a) Air sampling         
    (1) General     

 
 
 
        (2) Sample system 
piping and sampling ports 
 
 

X 
 
 
 

X 

Semi-Annual  
 

Verify that in-line 
filters, if any, are 
clean. 
 
Inspection shall 
vVerify that 
sampling system 
piping and fittings 
are installed 
properly, appear 
airtight and are 
permanently fixed. 
Confirm that 
sampling pipe is 
conspicuously 
identified. Verify 
that sample ports 
or points are not 
obstructed. 

17.7.3.6 
 
 
 

17.7.3.6 

       
   (b) Duct detectors         
    (1) General X Semi-Annual Verify that 

detector is rigidly 
mounted. Confirm 
that no 
penetrations in a 
return air duct 
exist in the vicinity 
of the detector. 
Confirm the 
detector is 
installed so as to 
sample the 
airstream at the 

17.7.5.5 



proper location in 
the duct. 

    (2) Sampling tube X   Verify proper 
orientation. 
Confirm the 
sampling tube 
protrudes into the 
duct in accordance 
with system 
design. 

17.7.5.5 

   (c) Electromechanical 
releasing devices 

X Semi-Annual     

   (d) Fire extinguishing 
system(s) or suppression 
system(s) switches 

X Semi-Annual     

   (e) Manual fire alarm 
boxes 

X Semi-Annual     

   (f) Heat detectors X Semi-Annual     
   (g) Radiant energy fire 

detectors 
X Quarterly Verify no point 

requiring detection 
is obstructed or 
outside the 
detector’s field of 
view. 

17.8 

   (h) Video image smoke 
and fire detectors 

X Quarterly Same inspection 
method as radiant 
energy fire 
detectors.Verify no 
point requiring 
detection is 
obstructed or 
outside the 
detector’s field of 
view. 

17.7.7; 
17.11.5 

   (i) Smoke detectors 
(excluding one- and two-
family dwellings) 
 
    (j) Projected Beam 
Smoke Detectors 

X 
 
 
 

X 

Semi-Annual 
 
 
 

Semi-Annual [72-
166] 

 
 
 
 
Verify beam path 
is unobstructed. 
[72-164] 
  

  

   (kj) Supervisory signal 
devices 

X Quarterly     

   (lk) Waterflow devices 
 

X Quarterly     



1217. Guard’s tour equipment X Semi-Annual Verify location 
and condition 

  

1315. Combination systems     Verify location 
and condition (all 
types) [72-164] 

  

   (a) Fire extinguisher 
electronic monitoring 
device/systems 

X Semi-Annual     

   (b) Carbon monoxide 
detectors/systems 

X Semi-Annual     

1420. Equipment Interface 
equipmentFire alarm control 
interface and emergency 
control function interface 
[72-165] 

X Semi-Annual Verify location 
and condition 

  

1518. Notification appliances     Verify location 
and condition (all 
appliances) [72-
164] 

  

   (a) Audible  devices 
appliances appliances 

X Semi-Annual     

   (b) Audible textual 
notification appliances 

X Semi-Annual     

   (c) Visible devices 
appliances 

        

    (1) General X Semi-Annual   18.5.4  
    (2) Candela rating X   Verify that the 

candela rating 
marking agrees 
with the approved 
drawings. 

18.5.4 

1619. Exit marking audible 
notification appliances 

X Semi-Annual Verify location 
and condition 

  

174. Supervising station alarm 
systems — transmitters 

    Verify location,  
and physical 
condition and a 
system normal 
condition. 

  

   (a) Digital alarm 
communicator transmitter 
(DACT) 

X Annual 
[ROP-181] 

   

   (b) Digital alarm radio 
transmitter (DART) 

X Annual 
[ROP-181] 

   

   (c) McCulloh X Annual    



[ROP-181] 
   (d) Radio alarm 

transmitter (RAT) 
X Annual 

[ROP-181] 
  

   (e) Other transmission 
technologies All other 
types of communicators 

X Annual 
[ROP-182] 

   

1823. Supervising station alarm 
systems — receivers-
receivers 

X Annual Verify location 
and condition [72-
164] 

  

   (a) Signal receipt 
     
    (b) Receivers 
 

X 
 

X 
 

Daily 
 

Annual [72-166] 

Verify receipt of 
signal. 
Verify location 
and normal 
condition. [72-
164] 

  

1924. Public emergency alarm 
reporting system 
transmission equipment 

    Verify location 
and condition 

  

   (a) Publicly accessible 
alarm box 

X Semi-Annual     

   (b) Auxiliary box X Annual     
   (c) Master box         
    (1) Manual operation X Semi-Annual     
    (2) Auxiliary 

operation 
X Annual     

2021. Area of Refuge Two-way 
Communication System. 

X Annual 
[ROP 183] 

Verify location 
and condition. [72-
164,72-166] 

  

2126. Mass notification system, 
(a)monitored for integrity 

     
Verify that 
illumination of 
lamps and/or 
LEDs indicate a 
system normal 
condition. Verify 
all electrical 
connections are in 
good condition. 

  

   (a1) Control equipment         
    (1i) Fuses X Annual     
    (2ii) Interfaces X Annual     
    (3iii) Lamps/LED X Annual     



    (4iv) Primary (main) 
power supply 

X Annual     

   (b2) Secondary power 
batteries 

X Annual     

   (c3) Initiating devices X Annual     
   (d4) Notification 

appliances 
X Annual     

2226. Mass notification system, 
(b) not monitored for 
integrity installed prior to 
adoption of this edition 

     
Verify that 
illumination of 
lamps and/or 
LEDs indicate a 
system normal 
condition. Verify 
all electrical 
connections are in 
good condition. 

  

  (a1) Control equipment         
   (1i) Fuses X Semi-Annual     
   (2ii) Interfaces X Semi-Annual     
   (3iii) Lamps/LED X Semi-Annual     
   (4iv) Primary (main) 

power supply 
X Semi-Annual     

  (b2) Secondary power 
batteries 

X Semi-Annual     

  (c3) Initiating devices X Semi-Annual     
  (d4) Notification 

appliances 
X Semi-Annual     

23 
26(c). 

Mass notification system 
Antenna 

X Annual  Verify location 
and condition. [72-
164] 

  

2426(d). Mass notification system 
Transceivers 

X Annual  Verify location 
and condition. [72-
164] 

  

3  Reserved 
6 Reserved 
8 Reserved 
11 Reserved 
14 Reserved 
16 Reserved 
22 Reserved 
25 Reserved 
 



Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-166     Log #66  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-183
The TCC advises that the proposal recommends additions to Table 14.3.1 as well as Table

14.4.2.2 but the committee action only appears to address Table 14.4.2.2.  In addition neither of these is addressed in
the committee action of Proposals 72-180 and 72-187b (contrary to the committee statement).  The TCC directs the
committee to reconsider the action on this proposal with regard to placement in both tables and with regard to the test
frequencies in Table 14.4.2.2 (see item 26 of the recommendation).

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See committee action on Comment 72-165a (Log #CC901).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-167     Log #363  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John S. Fuoto, AMEC Environment & Infrastructure

72-180
Revise table as follows:

***Insert 72_L363_Table here***

Change inspected to inspect for consistency.
Change lead-acid to vented lead-acid for consistency with IEEE Std 450-2010, IEEE Recommended Practice for 

Maintenance,Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications.
Change sealed lead-acid to valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) for consistency with IEEE Std. 1188-2005, 

Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid (VRLA) Batteries for
Stationary Applications.

The comment introduces new terminology and contrary to the substantiation the terminology
is not standard in the fire alarm industry.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

26Printed on  11/28/2011



72_L363_Table_R 
1 

 

4. Batteries   Inspected for corrosion 
or leakage. 

10.5.9

   Verify tightness of 
connections. 

 

   Verify making of the 
month/year of 
manufacturer. 

 

(a) Vented Llead‐acid X Monthly Electrolyte level shall be 
visually inspected. 

 

(b) Nickel‐cadmium X Semi‐annually   
(c) Primary (dry cell) X Monthly   
(d) Sealed Valve‐regulated 
lead-acid (VRLA) 

X Semi-annually   
 

 
 

 

 



Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-168     Log #364  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John S. Fuoto, AMEC Environment & Infrastructure

72-180
4. Batteries

General Comment – please see substantiation below.
  List of inspection items and periodicity for inspection of [vented] lead-acid batteries should either be 

consistent with IEEE Std 450-2010, IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of 
Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications, or suitable justification given. This IEEE document is an industry
standard for vented lead-acid batteries.
  List of inspection items and periodicity for inspection of nickel-cadmium batteries should either be consistent with IEEE
Std. 1106-2002, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Nickel-cadmium Storage 
Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations, or suitable justification given. This IEEE document is an industry
standard for nickel-cadmium batteries.
  List of inspection items and periodicity for inspection of [valve-regulated] should either be consistent with IEEE Std. 
1188-2005, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid (VRLA)
Batteries for Stationary Applications, or suitable justification given. This IEEE document is an industry standard for
valve-regulated lead-acid batteries.

The submitter’s comment did not include a recommendation for the revised frequencies.  The
NFPA 72 inspection frequency does not necessarily override the IEEE standards.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

27Printed on  11/28/2011



Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-169b     Log #21  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-185
The TCC advises that the placement of 14.4.1.2.2 in the new arrangement is not clear.  Current

14.4.1.2.2 is not under the same hierarchy as the subparagraphs of 14.4.1.2.1 (which was deleted).  [Should 14.4.1.2.2
be renumbered as 14.4.1.2.5?]  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to provide
clarity.  This shall be considered as a public comment.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

EDWARDS, S.:  NEMA Comment
Comment 72-185  Log #151  SIG-TMS
Section:  (Table 14.4.2.2, Item 15)
Panel Action:  Reject
Our Comment:  The NEMA comment rejected acceptance of lowering system test requirements and eliminating testing

of dB appliances.
Recommendation:  Vote Negative with the following statement:

There is more than adequate reason to reject this proposal as it is entirely
plausible that ADS changes may have occurred since prior testing which  WILL affect
audibility.  Relying upon a technicians ear is not an acceptable method of verifying
audibility nor can it be assumed that the technician will recall changes that have been
made to the ADS from the prior testing.

28Printed on  11/28/2011



Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-169c     Log #CC902  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Testing and Maintenance of Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-187b
Revise the recommendation on Proposal 72-187b as follows [revisions are shown relative to Table

14.4.2.2 as it would appear (clean) after making the changes shown by the recommendation on Proposal 72-187b]:

****insert file ***SIG-TMS CC-902 r1***

Editorial and manual of style changes are made throughout table.  Also refer to the committee
statement on Comment 72-165a (Log #CC901).

Item 19 (now 20) for emergency control functions was revised per order of the Standards Council directive of
September 20, 2011.

Items were renumbered to allow renumbering of Table 14.3.1 for correlation with Table 14.4.2.2 (see Comment
72-165a (Log #CC901) committee statement item 3.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

KOVAL, C.:  See comment on ROC 72-165 (Log #212) pertaining to Interface Equipment and Emergency Control
Functions and the coordination problem with Table  14.3.1, Visual Inspections.

VAN OVERMEIREN, F.:  Editorial Change:  Table 14.4.3.2 Item 18(c) should have 2 sections like Items 18(a) and
18(b).  Replace “Annually” with N/A for first section and replace N/A with Annually for second section covering periodic
testing.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-170     Log #365  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John S. Fuoto, AMEC Environment & Infrastructure

72-187b
Change column title to “ .”

Editorial correction – makes column title consistent with column title for Table 14.3.1 Visual Inspection
Frequencies.

See committee action on Comment 72-169c (Log #CC902).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

29Printed on  11/28/2011
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Table 14.4.3.2  Testing [ROP-187b] 

  Device 
Initial 

Acceptance 
Periodic 

Frequency Method 
1. 
 
1.2. 

All Equipment  
 
Control Equipment 
and transponder [72-
171] 

X     See Table 14.3.1 

   (a) Functions X Annually Verify correct receipt of alarm, 
supervisory, and trouble signals 
(inputs); operation of evacuation 
signals and auxiliary functions 
(outputs); circuit supervision, 
including detection of open 
circuits and ground faults; and 
power supply supervision for 
detection of loss of ac power and 
disconnection of secondary 
batteries. 

   (b) Fuses X Annually Verify rating and supervision. 

   (c) Interfaced 
equipment 

X Annually Verify integrity of single or 
multiple circuits providing 
interface between two or more 
control units. Test Iinterfaced 
equipment connections shall be 
tested by operating or simulating 
operation of the equipment being 
supervised. Verify Ssignals 
required to be transmitted shall be 
verified at the control unit. 

   (d) Lamps and 
LEDs 

X Annually Illuminate Llamps and LEDs 
shall be illuminated. 

   (e) Primary (main) 
power supply 

X Annually Disconnect and test Aall 
secondary (standby) power shall 
be disconnected and tested under 
maximum load, including all 
alarm appliances requiring 
simultaneous operation. 
Reconnect Aall secondary 
(standby) power shall be 
reconnected at end of test. Test 
For redundant power supplies, 
each shall be tested separately. 

  (f) Transponders X Annually [72-
171] 
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2.3. Fire Alarm Control 
Unit Trouble Signals 

      

   (a) Audible and 
visual 

X Annually Verity Ooperation of control unit 
trouble signals shall be verified, 
as well as Verify ring-back 
feature for systems using a 
trouble-silencing switch that 
requires resetting. 

   (b) Disconnect 
switches 

X Annually If control unit has disconnect or 
isolating switches, verify 
performance of intended function 
of each switch.  shall be verified 
and Verify receipt of trouble 
signal when a supervised function 
is disconnected shall also be 
verified. 

   (c) Ground-fault 
monitoring circuit 

X Annually If the system has a ground 
detection feature, verify the 
occurrence of ground-fault 
indication shall be verified 
whenever any installation 
conductor is grounded. 

   (d) Transmission of 
signals to off-premises 
location 

X Annually Actuate Aan initiating device 
shall be actuated and verify 
receipt of alarm signal at the off-
premises location shall be 
verified. 

        Create Aa trouble condition shall 
be created and verify receipt of a 
trouble signal at the off-premises 
location shall be verified. 

        Actuate Aa supervisory device 
shall be actuated and verify 
receipt of a supervisory signal at 
the off-premises location shall be 
verified. If a transmission carrier 
is capable of operation under a 
single- or multiple-fault 
condition, activate an initiating 
device shall be activated during 
such fault condition and verify 
receipt of an alarm signal and a 
trouble signal at the off-premises 
location shall be verified, in 
addition to the alarm signal. 

3.4. Supervising Station 
Alarm Systems— 
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Transmission 
Equipmentg 

   (a) All equipment X Annually a
Test shall be performed on all 

system functions and features in 
accordance with the equipment 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions for correct operation 
in conformance with the 
applicable sections of Chapter 26. 

        Except for DACT, [72-
171]Aactuate Iinitiating device 
shall be actuated. and, Oother 
than for DACT, verify receipt of 
the correct initiating device signal 
at the supervising station within 
90 seconds shall be verified. 
Upon completion of the test, 
restore the system shall be 
restored to its functional 
operating condition. 

        If test jacks are used, conduct the 
first and last tests shall be made 
without the use of the test jack. 

   (b) Digital alarm 
communicator 
transmitter (DACT) 

X Annually Except for DACTs that are 
connected to a telephone line 
(number) that is also supervised 
for adverse conditions by a 
derived local channel, ensure 
Cconnection of the DACT to two 
separate means of transmission 
shall be ensured. 

        Exception: DACTs that are 
connected to a telephone line 
(number) that is also supervised 
for adverse conditions by a 
derived local channel. 

        Test DACT shall be tested for 
line seizure capability by 
initiating a signal while using the 
primary line for a telephone call. 
Ensure that the call is interrupted 
and that the communicator 
connects to the digital alarm 
receiver. Verify Rreceipt of the 
correct signal at the supervising 
station shall be verified. Verify 
Eeach transmission attempt is 
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shall be completed within 90 
seconds from going off-hook to 
on-hook. 

        Disconnect Tthe primary line 
from the DACT shall be 
disconnected. Verify Iindication 
of the DACT trouble signal 
occurs at the premises shall be 
verified at the fire alarm control 
unit within 4 minutes of detection 
of the fault. Verify receipt of the 
telephone line trouble signal at 
the supervising station. Restore 
the primary phone line, reset the 
fire alarm control unitpanel and 
verify that the telephone line fault 
trouble signal returns to normal. 
Verify that the supervising station 
receives the restoral signal from 
the fire alarm communicator. 

        Disconnect Tthe secondary 
means of transmission from the 
DACT shall be disconnected. 
Verify Iindication of the DACT 
trouble signal occurs at the 
premises shall be verified at the 
fire alarm control unit within 4 
minutes of detection of the fault. 
Verify receipt of the second 
telephone line trouble signal at 
the supervising station. Restore 
the secondary phone line, reset 
the fire alarm control unitpanel 
and verify that the telephone line 
fault trouble signal returns to 
normal. Verify that the 
supervising station receives the 
restoral signal from the secondary 
communicator. 

        Cause The DACT shall be caused 
to transmit a signal to the DACR 
while a fault in the primary 
telephone number (line) is 
simulated. Verify Uutilization of 
the secondary communication 
path by the DACT to complete 
the transmission to the DACR 
shall be verified. 
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   (c) Digital alarm 
radio transmitter 
(DART) 

X Annually Disconnect Tthe primary 
telephone line shall be 
disconnected. Verify 
Ttransmission of a trouble signal 
to the supervising station by the 
DART occurs within 4 minutes 
shall be verified.  
[ROP-208] 

   (d) McCulloh 
transmitter 

X Annually Actuate Iinitiating device shall be 
actuated. Verify Pproduction of 
not less than three complete 
rounds of not less than three 
signal impulses each by the 
McCulloh transmitter shall be 
verified. 

        If end-to-end metallic continuity 
is present and with a balanced 
circuit, cause each of the 
following four transmission 
channel fault conditions shall be 
caused in turn, and verify receipt 
of correct signals at the 
supervising station shall be 
verified: 

        (1) Open 

        (2) Ground 

        (3) Wire-to-wire short 

        (4) Open and ground 

        If end-to-end metallic continuity 
is not present and with a properly 
balanced circuit, cause each of 
the following three transmission 
channel fault conditions shall be 
caused in turn, and verify receipt 
of correct signals at the 
supervising station shall be 
verified: 

        (1) Open 

        (2) Ground 

        (3) Wire-to-wire short 

   (e) Radio alarm 
transmitter (RAT) 

X Annually Cause Aa fault between elements 
of the transmitting equipment 
shall be caused. Verify 
Iindication of the fault at the 
protected premises shall be 
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verified, or it shall be verified 
that a transmission of trouble 
signal is transmitted to the 
supervising station. 

  (f) Other transmission 
technologies 

X Annually Perform Ttests shall be 
performed to ensure the 
monitoring of integrity of the 
transmission technology and 
technology path. 

        Where a single communications 
technology is used, disconnect 
the communication line shall be 
disconnected. Verify Tthe 
premises unit shall annunciates 
the failure within 5 minutes of 
detecting the failure. 

        Where multiple communications 
technologies are used, disconnect 
one of the communication lines 
shall be disconnected. Verify 
Tthe premises control unit and 
the supervising station shall 
annunciate the failure within 24 
hours of the failure. Restore both 
lines and repeat this test by 
disconnecting the other line.  
 [ROP-208, 210] 

4.5. Emergency 
Communications 
Equipment 

      

   (a) Amplifier/tone 
generators 

X Annually Verify Ccorrect switching and 
operation of backup equipment 
shall be verified. 

   (b) Call-in signal 
silence 

X Annually Operate Ffunction shall be 
operated and verify receipt of 
correct visual and audible signals 
at control unit shall be verified. 

   (c) Off-hook 
indicator (ring down) 

X  Annually [72-
171] 

Install Pphone set shall be 
installed or remove phone shall 
be removed from hook and verify 
receipt of signal at control unit 
shall be verified. 

   (d) Phone jacks  X[72-171] Annually [72-
171] 

Visually inspect the Pphone jack 
shall be visually inspected and 
initiate communications path 
through jack shall be initiated. 
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   (e) Phone set  X[72-171] Annually [72-
171] 

Activate Eeach phone set shall be 
activated and verify correct 
operation shall be verified. 

   (f) System 
performance 

 X[72-171]  Annually [72-
171] 

Operate the Ssystem shall be 
operated with a minimum of any 
five handsets simultaneously. 
Verify Vvoice quality and clarity 
shall be verified. 

5.6. Engine-Driven 
Generator 

X Monthly If an engine-driven generator 
dedicated to the system is used as 
a required power source, verify 
operation of the generator shall 
be verified in accordance with 
NFPA 110, Standard for 
Emergency and Standby Power 
Systems, by the building owner. 

6.7. Secondary (Standby) 

Power Supplyª b 
X Annually Disconnect Aall primary (main) 

power supplies shall be 
disconnected, and verify the 
occurrence of required trouble 
indication for loss of primary 
power shall be verified. Measure 
or verify Tthe system’s standby 
and alarm current demand shall 
be measured or verified, and, 
verify using manufacturer’s data, 
the ability of batteries to meet 
standby and alarm requirements 
using manufacturer’s data shall 
be verified. Operate Ggeneral 
alarm systems shall be operated 
for a minimum of 5 minutes, and 
emergency voice 
communications systems for a 
minimum of 15 minutes. 
Reconnect Pprimary (main) 
power supply shall be 
reconnected at end of test. 

7.8. Uninterrupted Power 
Supply (UPS) 

X Annually If a UPS system dedicated to the 
system is used as a required 
power source, verify by the 
building owner operation of the 
UPS system shall be verified by 
the building owner in accordance 
with NFPA 111, Standard on 
Stored Electrical Energy 
Emergency and Standby Power 
Systems. 
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8.9. Battery Tests     Prior to conducting any battery 
testing, verify by the person 
conducting the test,  shall ensure 
that all system software stored in 
volatile memory is protected 
from loss. 

   (a) Lead-acid type       

    (1) Battery 
replacement 

X Annually Replace Bbatteries shall be 
replaced in accordance with the 
recommendations of the alarm 
equipment manufacturer or when 
the recharged battery voltage or 
current falls below the 
manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 

    (2) Charger test X Annually With the batteries fully charged 
and connected to the charger, 
measure the voltage across the 
batteries shall be measured with a 
voltmeter. Verify Tthe voltage 
shall be is 2.30 volts per cell 
±0.02 volts at 77°F (25°C) or as 
specified by the equipment 
manufacturer. 

    (3) Discharge test X Annually With the battery charger 
disconnected, load test the 
batteries shall be load tested 
following the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Verify Tthe 
voltage level does shall not fall 
below the levels specified. Load 
testing can be by means of an 
artificial load equal to the full fire 
alarm load connected to the 
battery.Exception: An artificial 
load equal to the full fire alarm 
load connected to the battery 
shall be permitted to be used in 
conducting this test. 

    (4) Load voltage 
test 

X Semi-Annually With the battery charger 
disconnected, load test the 
batteries shall be load tested 
following the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Verify Tthe 
voltage level does shall not fall 
below the levels specified. Load 
testing can be by means of an 
artificial load equal to the full fire 
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alarm load connected to the 
battery. Exception: An artificial 
load equal to the full fire alarm 
load connected to the battery 
shall be permitted to be used in 
conducting this test.   Verify 
Under load, the battery does shall 
not fall below 2.05 volts per cell 
under load. 

    (5) Specific 
gravity 

X Semi-Annually Measure as required Tthe specific 
gravity of the liquid in the pilot 
cell or all of the cells shall be 
measured as required. Verify 
Tthe specific gravity is shall be 
within the range specified by the 
manufacturer. Although the 
specified specific gravity varies 
from manufacturer to 
manufacturer, a range of 1.205–
1.220 is typical for regular lead-
acid batteries, while 1.240–1.260 
is typical for high-performance 
batteries. Do not use Aa 
hydrometer that shows only a 
pass or fail condition of the 
battery and does not indicate the 
specific gravity shall not be used, 
because such a reading does not 
give a true indication of the 
battery condition. 

   (b) Nickel-cadmium 
type 

      

    (1) Battery 
replacement 

X Annually Replace Bbatteries shall be 
replaced in accordance with the 
recommendations of the alarm 
equipment manufacturer or when 
the recharged battery voltage or 
current falls below the 
manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 

   (2) Charger testb c X Annually With the batteries fully charged 
and connected to the charger, 
place an ampere meter shall be 
placed in series with the battery 
under charge. Verify Tthe 
charging current is shall be in 
accordance with the 
manufacturer’s recommendations 
for the type of battery used. In the 
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absence of specific information, 
use 1⁄30 to 1 /25 of the battery 

rating shall be used. 

    (3) Discharge test X Annually With the battery charger 
disconnected, load test the 
batteries shall be load tested 
following the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Verify Tthe 
voltage level does shall not fall 
below the levels specified. Load 
testing can be by means of an 
artificial load equal to the full fire 
alarm load connected to the 
battery. Exception: An artificial 
load equal to the full fire alarm 
load connected to the battery 
shall be permitted to be used in 
conducting this test. 

    (4) Load voltage 
test 

X Semi-Annually With the battery charger 
disconnected, load test the 
batteries shall be load tested 
following the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Verify Tthe 
voltage level does shall not fall 
below the levels specified. Load 
testing can be by means of an 
artificial load equal to the full fire 
alarm load connected to the 
battery. Exception: An artificial 
load equal to the full fire alarm 
load connected to the battery 
shall be permitted to be used in 
conducting this test. Verify Under 
load, the float voltage for the 
entire battery is shall be 1.42 
volts per cell, nominal, under 
load. If possible, measure cells 
shall be measured individually. 

   (c) Sealed lead-acid 
type 

      

    (1) Battery 
replacement 

X Annually Replace Bbatteries shall be 
replaced in accordance with the 
recommendations of the alarm 
equipment manufacturer or when 
the recharged battery voltage or 
current falls below the 
manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 
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    (2) Charger test X Annually With the batteries fully charged 
and connected to the charger, 
measure the voltage across the 
batteries shall be measured with a 
voltmeter. Verify Tthe voltage is 
shall be 2.30 volts per cell ±0.02 
volts at 77°F (25°C) or as 
specified by the equipment 
manufacturer. 

    (3) Discharge test X Annually With the battery charger 
disconnected, load test the 
batteries shall be load tested 
following the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Verify Tthe 
voltage level does shall not fall 
below the levels specified. Load 
testing can be by means of an 
artificial load equal to the full fire 
alarm load connected to the 
battery. Exception: An artificial 
load equal to the full fire alarm 
load connected to the battery 
shall be permitted to be used in 
conducting this test. 

    (4) Load voltage 
test 

X Semi-Annually Verify Under load, the battery 
shall performs under load in 
accordance with the battery 
manufacturer’s specifications. 

9.10. Remote Annunciators X Annually Verify Tthe correct operation and 
identification of annunciators 
shall be verified. If provided, 
verify the correct operation of 
annunciator under a fault 
condition shall be verified. 

10.11. Conductors — 
Metallic 

      

   (a) Stray voltage X N/A Test Aall installation conductors 
shall be tested with a 
volt/ohmmeter to verify that there 
are no stray (unwanted) voltages 
between installation conductors 
or between installation 
conductors and ground. Verify 
the maximum allowable stray 
voltage does not exceed 1 volt 
ac/dc, Uunless a different 
threshold is specified in the 
published manufacturer's 
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instructions for the installed 
equipment., the maximum 
allowable stray voltage shall not 
exceed 1 volt ac/dc. 

   (b) Ground faults X N/A Test Aall installation conductors, 
other than those intentionally and 
permanently grounded, shall be 
tested for isolation from ground 
per the installed equipment 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions. 

   (c) Short-circuit 
faults 

X N/A Test Aall installation conductors, 
other than those intentionally 
connected together, shall be 
tested for conductor-to-conductor 
isolation per the published 
manufacturer's instructions for 
the installed equipment. Also test 
Tthese same circuits also shall be 
tested conductor-to-ground. 

   (d) Loop resistance X N/A With each initiating and 
indicating circuit installation 
conductor pair short-circuited at 
the far end, measure and record 
the resistance of each circuit shall 
be measured and recorded. It 
shall be vVerifyied that the loop 
resistance does not exceed the 
limits specified in the published 
manufacturer's instructions for 
the installed equipment. 

   (e) 
SupervisionCircuit 
integrity 
        (1) Initial [72-
171] 

 
X 

 
N/A 

 
Confirm the Iintroduction of a 
fault in any circuit monitored for 
integrity shall results in a trouble 
indication at the fire alarm 
control unit. Open Oone 
connection shall be opened at not 
less than 10 percent of the 
initiating devices circuits, 
notification appliances circuits 
and controlled devices on every 
initiating device circuit, 
notification appliance circuit, and 
signaling line circuit. Test Eeach 
initiating device circuit, 
notification appliance circuit, and 
signaling line circuit shall be 
tested for correct indication at the 
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control unit. Confirm Aall 
circuits shall  perform as 
indicated in Sections 23.5, 23.6, 
and 23.7. (72-188, 189) 

      (2) Periodic[72-171] N/A Annually Test Eeach initiating device 
circuit, notification appliance 
circuit, and signaling line circuit 
shall be tested for correct 
indication at the control unit. 
Confirm Aall circuits shall 
perform as indicated in Sections 
23.5, 23.6 and 23.7. (ROP-188, 
189) 

11.12. Conductors — 
Nonmetallic 

      

   (a) Circuit integrity 
[72-171] 

X Annually Test Eeach initiating device, 
notification appliance, and 
signaling line circuit shall be 
tested to confirm that the 
installation conductors are 
monitored for integrity in 
accordance with the requirements 
of Chapters 10 and 23. 

   (ba)[72-171] Fiber 
optics 

X N/A Test Tthe fiber-optic transmission 
line shall be tested by the use of 
an optical power meter or by an 
optical time domain reflectometer 
used to measure the relative 
power loss of the line. Test result 
data must meet or exceed 
ANSI/EIA/TIA 568-C.3 related 
to fiber-optic lines and 
connection/splice losses and the 
control unit manufacturer’s 
published specifications. (ROP-
190) 

   (b) Circuit integrity 
        (1) Initial (c) 
Supervision [72-171] 

 
XX 

 
N/AAnnually 

 
Confirm the introduction of a 
fault in any circuit monitored for 
integrity results in a trouble 
indication at the fire alarm 
control unit. Open one connection 
at not less than 10 percent of the 
initiating devices, notification 
appliances and controlled devices 
on every initiating device circuit, 
notification appliance circuit, and 
signaling line circuit. Confirm all 
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circuits perform as indicated in 
Sections 23.5, 23.6 and 23.7.  

      (2) Periodic 
[72 171] 

N/A  Annually  Test each initiating device circuit, 
notification appliance circuit, and 
signaling line circuit shall be 
tested for correct indication at the 
control unit. Confirm all circuits 
shall perform as indicated in 
Sections 23.5, 23.6 and 23.7.) 

12.13. Initiating Devices       

   (a) 
Electromechanical 
releasing device 

      

    (1) 
Nonrestorable-type 
link 

X Annually Verify Ccorrect operation shall 
be verified by removal of the 
fusible link and operation of the 
associated device. Lubricate 
Aany moving parts shall be 
lubricated as necessary. 

    (2) Restorable-
type linkd 

X Annually Verify Ccorrect operation shall 
be verified by removal of the 
fusible link and operation of the 
associated device. Lubricate 
Aany moving parts shall be 
lubricated as necessary. 

   (b) Fire 
extinguishing 
system(s) or 
suppression system(s) 
alarm switch 

X Annually Operate Tthe switch shall be 
mechanically or electrically 
operated and verify receipt of 
signal by the fire alarm control 
unit shall be verified. 

   (c) Fire–gas and 
other detectors 

X Annually Test Ffire–gas detectors and other 
fire detectors shall be tested as 
prescribed by the manufacturer 
and as necessary for the 
application. 

   (d) Heat detectors       

    (1) Fixed-
temperature, rate-of-
rise, rate of 
compensation, 
restorable line, spot 
type (excluding 
pneumatic tube type) 

X Annually Perform Hheat test shall be 
performed with a listed and 
labeled heat source or in 
accordance with the 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions. Assure that Tthe test 
method for the installed 
equipment does shall not damage 
the non restorable fixed-
temperature element of a 
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combination rate-of-rise/fixed-
temperature element detector. 
[ROP-191] 

    (2) Fixed-
temperature, 
nonrestorable line type 

X Annually Do not perform Hheat test shall 
not be performed. Test 
Ffunctionality shall be tested 
mechanically and electrically. 
Measure and record Lloop 
resistance shall be measured and 
recorded. Investigate Cchanges 
from acceptance test shall be 
investigated. 

    (3) Fixed-
temperature, 
nonrestorable spot 
type 

X ?????(see 
method) [72-171, 

72-174] 

After 15 years from initial 
installation, replace all devices 
shall be replaced or have 2 
detectors per 100 shall be 
laboratory tested. Replace Tthe 2 
detectors shall be replaced with 
new devices. If a failure occurs 
on any of the detectors removed, 
remove and test additional 
detectors  shall be removed and 
tested to determine either a 
general problem involving faulty 
detectors or a localized problem 
involving 1 or 2 defective 
detectors. 

        If detectors are tested instead of 
replaced, repeat tests shall be 
repeated at intervals of 5 years. 

    (4) Nonrestorable 
(general) 

X Annually Do not perform Hheat tests shall 
not be performed. Test 
Ffunctionality shall be tested 
mechanically and electrically. 

    (5) Restorable 
line type, pneumatic 
tube only 

X Annually Perform Hheat tests shall be 
performed (where test chambers 
are in circuit), with a listed and 
labeled heat source or in 
accordance with the 
manufacturer's published 
instructions of the detector or a 
test with pressure pump. shall be 
conducted. [72-171][ROP-193] 

    (6) Single- and 
multiple-station heat 
alarms 

X Annually Conduct Ffunctional tests shall be 
conducted according to 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions. Do not test 
Nnonrestorable heat detectors 
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shall not be tested with heat. 

   (e) Manual fire 
alarm boxes 

X Annually Operate Mmanual fire alarm 
boxes shall be operated per the 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions. Test both Kkey-
operated presignal and general 
alarm manual fire alarm boxes 
shall both be tested. 

   (f) Radiant energy 
fire detectors 

X Semi-Annually Test Fflame detectors and 
spark/ember detectors shall be 
tested in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions to determine that 
each detector is operative. 

        Determine Fflame detector and 
spark/ember detector sensitivity 
shall be determined using any of 
the following: 

        (1) Calibrated test method 

        (2) Manufacturer’s calibrated 
sensitivity test instrument 

        (3) Listed control unit arranged 
for the purpose 

        (4) Other approved calibrated 
sensitivity test method that is 
directly proportional to the input 
signal from a fire, consistent with 
the detector listing or approval 

        If designed to be field adjustable, 
replace detectors found to be 
outside of the approved range of 
sensitivity shall be replaced or 
adjusted to bring them into the 
approved range. 

        Do not determine Fflame detector 
and spark/ember detector 
sensitivity shall not be 
determined using a light source 
that administers an unmeasured 
quantity of radiation at an 
undefined distance from the 
detector. 

   (g) Smoke detectors 
— functional test 

      

    (1) In other than X Annually eTest Ssmoke detectors/smoke 
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one- and two-family 
dwellings, system 
detectors and single- 
or multiple-station 
smoke alarms 

alarms shall be tested in place to 
ensure smoke entry into the 
sensing chamber and an alarm 
response. Use Testing shall be 
with smoke or a listed and 
labeled product, acceptable to the 
manufacturer or in accordance 
with their published instructions. 
Other methods listed in the 
manufacturer's published 
instructions that ensure smoke 
entry from the protected area, 
through the vents, into the 
sensing chamber can be usedshall 
be permitted. [ROP-196] 

    (2) Smoke/carbon 
monoxide alarms in 
other than one- and 
two-family dwellings. 

X Annually Test Tthe smoke alarms shall be 
tested in place to ensure smoke 
entry into the sensing chamber 
and an alarm response. Use 
Testing shall be with smoke or a 
listed and labeled product, 
acceptable to the manufacturer or 
in accordance with their 
published instructions. [ROP-
197] Other methods listed in the 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions that ensure smoke 
entry from the protected area, 
through the vents, into the 
sensing chamber can be usedshall 
be permitted. Test Tthe carbon 
monoxide alarm shall be tested in 
accordance with NFPA 720. 

    (3) Single-and 
multiple-station smoke 
alarms connected to 
protected premises 
systems 

X Annually Perform Aa functional test shall 
be performed on all single-and-
multiple station smoke alarms 
connected to a protected premises 
fire alarm system by putting the 
smoke alarm into an alarm 
condition and verifying that the 
protected premises system 
receives a supervisory signal and 
does not cause a fire alarm signal. 

    (4) Single- and 
multiple-station smoke 
alarms and system 
smoke detectors used 
in one- and two-family 
dwellings 

X Annually Conduct Ffunctional tests shall be 
conducted according to 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions. 
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    (5) Air sampling X Annually Testing shall be with smoke or a 
listed and labeled product 
acceptable to the manufacturer or 
in accordance with their 
published instructions. to Test 
from  [72-176]the end sampling 
port or point on each pipe run; 
Verify Aairflow through all other 
ports or points shall also be 
verified. [ROP-200-TCC] 

    (6) Duct type X Annually In addition to the testing required 
in Table 14.4.2.2(g)(1), test duct 
smoke detectors that useutilizing 
sampling tubes shall be tested to 
ensure that they will properly 
sample the airstream in the duct 
using a method acceptable to the 
manufacturer. or in accordance 
with their published instructions. 
 [ROP-201] 

    (7) Projected 
beam type 

X Annually Test Tthe detector shall be tested 
by introducing smoke, other 
aerosol, or an optical filter into 
the beam path. 

    (8) Smoke 
detector with built-in 
thermal element 

X Annually Operate Bboth portions of the 
detector shall be operated 
independently as described for 
the respective devices. 

    (9) Smoke 
detectors with control 
output functions 

X Annually Verify It shall be verified that the 
control capability shall remains 
operable even if all of the 
initiating devices connected to 
the same initiating device circuit 
or signaling line circuit are in an 
alarm state. 

   (h) Smoke 
detectors-sensitivity 
testing 

      

    (1) In other than 
one- and two-family 
dwellings, system 
detectors and single- 
or multiple-station 
smoke alarms 

N/A See 14.4.5.3 fPerform Aany of the following 
tests shall be performed to ensure 
that each smoke detector is within 
its listed and marked sensitivity 
range: 

        (1) Calibrated test method 

        (2) Manufacturer’s calibrated 
sensitivity test instrument 
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        (3) Listed control equipment 
arranged for the purpose 

        (4) Smoke detector/control unit 
arrangement whereby the detector 
causes a signal at the control unit 
when its sensitivity is outside its 
listed sensitivity range 

        (5) Other calibrated sensitivity 
test method approved by the 
authority having jurisdiction 

    (2) Smoke/carbon 
monoxide alarms in 
other than one- and 
two-family dwellings. 

N/A See 14.4.5.3 gPerform Aany of the following 
tests shall be performed to ensure 
that each smoke alarm is within 
its listed and marked sensitivity 
range: 

        (1) Calibrated test method 

        (2) Manufacturer’s calibrated 
sensitivity test instrument 

        (3) Other calibrated sensitivity 
test method approved by the 
authority having jurisdiction 

   (i) Carbon 
monoxide 
detectors/carbon 
monoxide alarms for 
the purposes of fire 
detection 

X Annually Test Tthe devices shall be tested 
in place to ensure CO entry to the 
sensing chamber by introduction 
through the vents, to the sensing 
chamber of listed and labeled 
product acceptable to the 
manufacturer or in accordance 
with their published instructions 
through the vents, to the sensing 
chamber. [ROP-202] 

   (j) Initiating 
devices, supervisory 

      

    (1) Control valve 
switch 

X Annually Operate Vvalve shall be operated 
and verify signal receipt shall be 
verified to be within the first two 
revolutions of the handwheel or 
within one-fifth of the travel 
distance, or per the 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions. 

    (2) High- or low-
air pressure switch 

X Annually Operate Sswitch shall be 
operated. and verify Rreceipt of 
signal is obtained where the 
required pressure is increased or 
decreased a maximum 10 psi (70 
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kPa) from the required pressure 
level shall be verified. 

    (3) Room 
temperature switch 

X Annually Operate Sswitch shall be 
operated.  and verify Rreceipt of 
signal to indicate the decrease in 
room temperature to 40°F (4.4°C) 
and its restoration to above 40°F 
(4.4°C) shall be verified. 

    (4) Water level 
switch 

X Annually Operate Sswitch shall be 
operated. and verify Rreceipt of 
signal indicating the water level 
raised or lowered a maximum 3 
in. (70 mm) from the required 
level within a pressure tank, or a 
maximum 12 in. (300 mm) from 
the required level of a 
nonpressure tank, shall be 
verified, as shall. Also verify its 
restoral to required level. 

    (5) Water 
temperature switch 

X Annually Operate Sswitch shall be 
operated. and verify Rreceipt of 
signal to indicate the decrease in 
water temperature to 40°F 
(4.4°C) and its restoration to 
above 40°F (4.4°C) shall be 
verified. 

   (k) Mechanical, 
electrosonic, or 
pressure-type 
waterflow device  

X Semi-Annually Flow Wwater shall be flowed 
through a test connection for wet-
pipe systems or an alarm bypass 
for dry-pipe, deluge, and 
preaction systems. [ROP-187a] 

   (l) Multi-sensor fire 
detector or multi-
criteria fire detector or 
combination fire 
detector 

X Annually (1) Test Eeach of the detection 
principles present within the 
detector (e.g., smoke/heat/CO, 
etc.) shall be tested independently 
for the specific detection 
principle, regardless of the 
configuration status at the time of 
testing. Also test Eeach detector 
shall also be tested in accordance 
with the published manufacturer's 
instructions. 

         (2) Test Iindividual sensors shall 
be tested together if the 
technology allows individual 
sensor responses to be verified. 

         (3) Perform Ttests shall be 
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performed as described for the 
respective devices by 
introduction of the physical 
phenomena to the sensing 
chamber of element, and an 
electronic check (magnets, 
analogue values, etc.) is not 
sufficient to comply with this 
requirement. 

         (4) Confirm Tthe result of each 
sensor test shall be confirmed. 
This shall be through indication 
at the detector or control unit. 

         (5) Where individual sensors 
cannot be tested individually, test 
the primary sensor shall be 
testedfh 

         (6) Record Aall tests and results 
shall be recorded. 

13.14. Special Hazard 
Equipment 

      

   (a) Abort switch 
(dead-man type) 
 

X Annually Operate Aabort switch shall be 
operated. and verify Ccorrect 
sequence and operation shall be 
verified. 

   (b) Abort switch 
(recycle type) 

X Annually Operate Aabort switch shall be 
operated. and verify 
Ddevelopment of correct matrix 
with each sensor operated shall 
be verified. 

   (c) Abort switch 
(special type) 

X Annually Operate Aabort switch shall be 
operated. and verify Ccorrect 
sequence and operation in 
accordance with authority having 
jurisdiction shall be verified. 
Observe Ssequencing as specified 
on as-built drawings or in system 
owner’s manual shall be 
observed. 

   (d) Cross-zone 
detection circuit 

X Annually Operate Oone sensor or detector 
on each zone shall be operated. 
Verify Ooccurrence of correct 
sequence with operation of first 
zone and then with operation of 
second zone shall be verified. 

   (e) Matrix-type X Annually Operate Aall sensors in system 
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circuit shall be operated. Verify 
Ddevelopment of correct matrix 
with each sensor operated shall 
be verified. 

   (f) Release solenoid 
circuitmi 

X Annually Verify Ooperation of solenoid 
shall be verified. [ROP-206] 

   (g) Squibb release 
circuit 

X Annually Use AGI flashbulb or other test 
light approved by the 
manufacturer shall be used. 
Verify Ooperation of flashbulb or 
light shall be verified. 

   (h) Verified, 
sequential, or counting 
zone circuit 

X Annually Operate Rrequired sensors at a 
minimum of four locations in 
circuit shall be operated. Verify 
Ccorrect sequence with both the 
first and second detector in alarm 
shall be verified. 

   (i) All above 
devices or circuits or 
combinations thereof 

X Annually Verify Ssupervision of circuits 
shall be verified by creating an 
open circuit. 

14.15. Combination Systems       

   (a) Fire extinguisher 
electronic monitoring 
device/system 

X Annually Test Ccommunication between 
the device connecting the fire 
extinguisher electronic 
monitoring device/system and the 
fire alarm control unit shall be 
tested to ensure proper signals are 
received at the fire alarm control 
unit and remote annunciator(s) if 
applicable. 

   (b) Carbon 
monoxidenj 
device/system 

X Annually Test Ccommunication between 
the device connecting the carbon 
monoxide device/system and the 
fire alarm control unit shall be 
tested to ensure proper signals are 
received at the fire alarm control 
unit and remote annunciator(s) if 
applicable. [ROP-212] 

15.16. Interface Equipmentok 
[ROP-575] 

X See 14.4.5.4 Test Iinterface equipment 
connections shall be tested by 
operating or simulating the 
equipment being supervised. 
Verify that [72-171]Ssignals 
required to be transmitted shall be 
verifiedare received at the control 
unit. Test frequency for interface 
equipment shall isbe the same as 
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the frequency required by the 
applicable NFPA standard(s) for 
the equipment being supervised. 

16.17. Guard’s Tour 
Equipment 

X Annually Test Tthe device shall be tested in 
accordance with the 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions. 

17.18. Alarm Notification 
Appliances 

      

   (a) Audiblejl [ROP-
203] 

X N/A For Iinitial and reacceptance 
testing shall comply with the 
following: measure Ssound 
pressure levels for signals shall 
be measured with a sound level 
meter meeting ANSI S1.4a, 
Specifications for Sound Level 
Meters, Type 2 requirements. 
Measure Ssound pressure levels 
throughout the protected area 
shall be measured to confirm that 
they are in compliance with 
Chapter 18. Set Tthe sound level 
meter shall be set in accordance 
with ANSI S3.41, American 
National Standard Audible 
Evacuation Signal, using the 
time-weighted characteristic F 
(FAST). 

    N/A Annually kmFor Pperiodic testing shall 
verify the operation of the 
notification appliances. [ROP-
203] 

   (b) Audible textual 
notification appliances 
(speakers and other 
appliances to convey 
voice messages) 

X N/A For Iinitial and reacceptance 
testing shall comply with the 
following: measure Ssound 
pressure levels for signals shall 
be measured with a sound level 
meter meeting ANSI S1.4a, 
Specifications for Sound Level 
Meters, Type 2 requirements. 
Measure Ssound pressure levels 
throughout the protected area 
shall be measured to confirm that 
they are in compliance with 
Chapter 18. Set Tthe sound level 
meter shall be set in accordance 
with ANSI S3.41, American 
National Standard Audible 
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Evacuation Signal, using the 
time-weighted characteristic F 
(FAST). 

        Verify Aaudible information shall 
be verified to be distinguishable 
and understandable and in shall 
compliancey with 14.4.13. 

    N/A Annually lnFor Pperiodic testing shall 
verify the operation of the 
notification appliances. [ROP-
203] 

   (c) Visible X Annually Perform Iinitial and reacceptance 
testing shall be performed in 
accordance with the 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions. Verify Aappliance 
locations shall be verified to be 
per approved layout, and it shall 
be confirmed that no floor plan 
changes affect the approved 
layout. Verify It shall be verified 
that the candela rating marking 
agrees with the approved 
drawing. Confirm It shall be 
confirmed that each appliance 
flashes.  
For Pperiodic testing shall verify 
that each appliance flashes. 
[ROP-203] 

18.19. Exit Marking Audible 
Notification Appliance 

X Annually Perform Ttests shall be 
performed in accordance with 
manufacturer's published 
instructions. 

19.20. Emergency Control 
Functionsh o 

X Annually For initial, reacceptance, and 
periodic testing, verify 
emergency control function 
interface device activation. 
Where an emergency control 
function is disabled or 
disconnected during initiating 
device testing, no less than one 
test shall be conducted at the end 
of the testing to verify control 
function activation. [cc-902] 
For initial testing, verify 
emergency control function 
activation and emergency control 
function operation in accordance 
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with the appropriate NFPA 
standard. Where restricted in 
writing by the authority having 
jurisdiction or by state and/or 
local licensing and/or ordinances, 
verify the emergency control 
function interface device 
operation serving the emergency 
control function shall be verified.  
For reacceptance testing, verify 
emergency control function 
activation and emergency control 
function operation in accordance 
with the appropriate NFPA 
standard. Where restricted by the 
building owner, by the authority 
having jurisdiction, or by state 
and/or local licensing and/or 
ordinances, verify the emergency 
control function interface device 
operation serving the emergency 
control function shall be verified.  
When emergency control 
function testing is done in 
segments, conduct a single test 
shall be conducted at the end of 
the testing to verify emergency 
control function activation. 
Where emergency control 
function testing is disabled during 
fire alarm system initiating 
device testing, conduct no less 
than one test shall be conducted 
at the end of the testing to verify 
control function activation.  
For periodic testing, verify 
emergency control function 
activation and emergency control 
function operation in accordance 
with the appropriate NFPA 
standard, unless testing is 
restricted in writing; by the 
building owner, by the Authority 
Having Jurisdiction, or by state 
and/or local licensing and/or 
ordinances. Where restricted, 
verify the emergency control 
function interface device 
operation serving the emergency 
control function shall be verified.  
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When emergency control 
function testing is done in 
segments, conduct a single test 
shall be conducted at the end of 
the testing to verify emergency 
control function activation. 
Where emergency control 
function testing is disabled during 
fire alarm system initiating 
device testing, conduct no less 
than one test shall be conducted 
at the end of the testing to verify 
control function activation.  
[ROP-214] 

20.21. Area of Refuge Two-
Way Communication 
System 

X Annually At a minimum, test the two-way 
communication system shall be 
tested to verfiy operation and 
receipt of visual and audible 
signals at the transmitting and 
receiving unit respectively. 
Operate Ssystems with more than 
five stations shall be operated 
with a minimum of five stations 
operating simultaneously. Verify 
Vvoice quality and clarity shall 
be verified. [ROP-183] 

21.22. Special Procedures       

   (a) Alarm 
verification 

X Annually Verify Ttime delay and alarm 
response for smoke detector 
circuits identified as having alarm 
verification shall be verified. 

   (b) Multiplex 
systems 

X Annually Verify Ccommunications 
between sending and receiving 
units under both primary and 
secondary power shall be 
verified. 

        Verify Ccommunications 
between sending and receiving 
units under open circuit and short 
circuit trouble conditions shall be 
verified. 

        Verify Ccommunications 
between sending and receiving 
units in all directions where 
multiple communications 
pathways are provided shall be 
verified. 
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        If redundant central control 
equipment is provided, verify 
switchover and all required 
functions and operations of 
secondary control equipment 
shall be verified. 

        Verify Aall system functions and 
features shall be verified in 
accordance with manufacturer’s 
published instructions. 

22.23. Supervising Station 
Alarm Systems — 
Receiving Equipment 

      

   (a) All equipment X Monthly Perform Ttests shall be 
performed on all system 
functions and features in 
accordance with the equipment 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions for correct operation 
in conformance with the 
applicable sections of Chapter 26. 

        Actuate Iinitiating device shall be 
actuated. and verify Rreceipt of 
the correct initiating device signal 
at the supervising station within 
90 seconds shall be verified. 
Upon completion of the test, 
restore the system shall be 
restored to its functional 
operating condition. 

        If test jacks are used, perform the 
first and last tests shall be made 
without the use of the test jack. 

   (b) Digital alarm 
communicator receiver 
(DACR) 

X Monthly Disconnect Eeach telephone line 
(number) shall be disconnected in 
turn from the DACR, and verify 
audible and visual annunciation 
of a trouble signal in the 
supervising station shall be 
verified. 

        Cause Aa signal shall be caused 
to be transmitted on each 
individual incoming DACR line 
at least once every 24 hours. 
Verify Rreceipt of these signals 
shall be verified. 

   (c) Digital alarm X Monthly Cause Tthe following conditions 
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radio receiver (DARR) of all DARRs on all subsidiary 
and repeater station receiving 
equipment shall be caused. Verify 
Rreceipt at the supervising station 
of correct signals for each of the 
following conditions shall be 
verified: 

        (1) AC power failure of the radio 
equipment 

        (2) Receiver malfunction 

        (3) Antenna and interconnecting 
cable failure 

        (4) Indication of automatic 
switchover of the DARR 

        (5) Data transmission line failure 
between the DARR and the 
supervising or subsidiary station 

   (d) McCulloh 
systems 

X Monthly Test and record Tthe current on 
each circuit at each supervising 
and subsidiary station under the 
following conditions shall be 
tested and recorded: 

        (1) During functional operation 

        (2) On each side of the circuit 
with the receiving equipment 
conditioned for an open circuit 

        Cause Aa single break or ground 
condition shall be caused on each 
transmission channel. If such a 
fault prevents the functioning of 
the circuit, verify receipt of a 
trouble signal shall be verified. 

        Cause Eeach of the following 
conditions at each of the 
supervising or subsidiary stations 
and all repeater station radio 
transmitting and receiving 
equipment shall be caused; verify 
receipt of correct signals at the 
supervising station shall be 
verified: 

        (1) RF transmitter in use 
(radiating) 

        (2) AC power failure supplying 
the radio equipment 
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        (3) RF receiver malfunction 

        (4) Indication of automatic 
switchover 

   (e) Radio alarm 
supervising station 
receiver (RASSR) and 
radio alarm repeater 
station receiver 
(RARSR) 

X Monthly Cause Eeach of the following 
conditions at each of the 
supervising or subsidiary stations 
and all repeater station radio 
transmitting and receiving 
equipment shall be caused; verify 
receipt of correct signals at the 
supervising station shall be 
verified: 

        (1) AC power failure supplying 
the radio equipment 

        (2) RF receiver malfunction 

        (3) Indication of automatic 
switchover, if applicable 

   (f) Private 
microwave radio 
systems 

X Monthly Cause Eeach of the following 
conditions at each of the 
supervising or subsidiary stations 
and all repeater station radio 
transmitting and receiving 
equipment shall be caused; verify 
receipt of correct signals at the 
supervising station shall be 
verified: 

        (1) RF transmitter in use 
(radiating) 

        (2) AC power failure supplying 
the radio equipment 

        (3) RF receiver malfunction 

        (4) Indication of automatic 
switchover 

   (g) Other 
transmission 
technologies 

X Monthly Perform Ttests shall be 
performed to ensure the 
monitoring of integrity of the 
transmission technology and 
technology path.  
Where a single communications 
technology is used, disconnect 
the communication line shall be 
disconnected. and confirm Tthe 
premises unit shall annunciates 
the failure within 5 minutes of 
detecting the failure.  
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Where multiple communications 
technologies are used, disconnect 
one of the communication lines 
shall be disconnected. and 
confirm Tthe premises unit and 
the supervising station shall 
annunciate the failure within not 
more than 24 hours of the failure. 
Restore both lines and repeat this 
test by disconnecting the other 
line.  
[ROP-211, 218] 

23.24. Public Emergency 
Alarm Reporting 
System Transmission 
Equipment 

      

   (a) Publicly 
accessible alarm box 

X Semi-Annually Actuate Ppublicly accessible 
initiating device(s) shall be 
actuated. and verify Rreceipt of 
not less than three complete 
rounds of signal impulses shall be 
verified.  Perform Tthis test shall 
be performed under normal 
circuit conditions. If the device is 
equipped for open circuit 
operation (ground return), test it 
shall be tested in this condition as 
one of the semiannual tests. 

   (b) Auxiliary box X Annually Test Eeach initiating circuit of the 
auxiliary box shall be tested by 
actuation of a protected premises 
initiating device connected to that 
circuit. Verify Rreceipt of not 
less than three complete rounds 
of signal impulses shall be 
verified. 

   (c) Master box       

    (1) Manual 
operation 

X Semi-Annually Perform the tests prescribed for 
23(a). 

    (2) Auxiliary 
operation 

X Annually Perform the tests prescribed for 
23(b). 

24.25. Low-Power Radio 
(Wireless Systems) 

X N/A The following procedures 
describe additional acceptance 
and reacceptance test methods to 
verify wireless protection system 
operation: 

        (1) Use Tthe manufacturer’s 
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published instructions and the as-
built drawings provided by the 
system supplier shall be used to 
verify correct operation after the 
initial testing phase has been 
performed by the supplier or by 
the supplier’s designated 
representative. 

        (2) Starting from the functional 
operating condition, initialize the 
system shall be initialized in 
accordance with the 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions. Confirm Tthe 
alternative communications path 
shall exists between the wireless 
control unit and peripheral 
devices used to establish 
initiation, indication, control, and 
annunciation. Test Tthe system 
shall be tested for both alarm and 
trouble conditions. [ROP-215] 

        (3) Check Bbatteries for all 
components in the system shall 
be checked monthly.  unless If 
the control unit checks all 
batteries and all components 
daily, the system shall not require 
monthly testing of the batteries. 

25.26. Mass Notification 
Systems 

      

  (a) Functions X Annually At a minimum, test control 
equipment shall be tested to 
verify correct receipt of alarm, 
supervisory, and trouble signals 
(inputs); operation of evacuation 
signals and auxiliary functions 
(outputs); circuit supervision, 
including detection of open 
circuits and ground faults; and 
power supply supervision for 
detection of loss of ac power and 
disconnection of secondary 
batteries. 

  (b) Fuses X Annually Verify Tthe rating and 
supervision shall be verified. 

  (c) Interfaced 
equipment 

X Annually Verify Iintegrity of single or 
multiple circuits providing 
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interface between two or more 
control units shall be verified. 
Test Iinterfaced equipment 
connections shall be tested by 
operating or simulating operation 
of the equipment being 
supervised. Verify Ssignals 
required to be transmitted shall be 
verified at the control unit. 

  (d) Lamps and LEDs X Annually Illuminate Llamps and LEDs 
shall be illuminated. 

  (e) Primary (main) 
power supply 

X Annually Disconnect Aall secondary 
(standby) power shall be 
disconnected and tested under 
maximum load, including all 
alarm appliances requiring 
simultaneous operation. 
Reconnect Aall secondary 
(standby) power shall be 
reconnected at end of test. For 
redundant power supplies, test 
each shall be tested separately. 

  (f) Audible textual 
notification appliances 
(speakers and other 
appliances to convey 
voice messages) 

X Annually Measure Ssound pressure level 
shall be measured with a sound 
level meter meeting ANSI S1.2a, 
Specifications for Sound Level 
Meters, Type 2 requirements. 
Measure and record Llevels 
throughout protected area shall be 
measured and recorded. Set Tthe 
sound level meter shall be set in 
accordance with ANSI S3.41, 
American National Standard 
Audible Evacuation Signal, using 
the time-weighted characteristic F 
(FAST). Record Tthe maximum 
output shall be recorded when the 
audible emergency evacuation 
signal is on. 

        Verify Aaudible information shall 
be verified to be distinguishable 
and understandable. 

  (g) Visible X Annually Perform Test shall be performed 
in accordance with 
manufacturer’s published 
instructions. Verify Aappliance 
locations shall be verified to be 
per approved layout, and it shall 
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be confirmed that no floor plan 
changes affect the approved 
layout. Verify It shall be verified 
that the candela rating marking 
agrees with the approved 
drawing. Confirm It shall be 
confirmed that each appliance 
flashes. 

  (h) Control unit 
functions and no 
diagnostic failures are 
indicated 

X Annually Review event log file, verify that 
the correct events were logged. 
Review system diagnostic log 
file; correct deficiencies noted in 
file. Delete unneeded log files. 
Delete unneeded error files. 
Verify that sufficient free disk 
space is available. Verify 
unobstructed flow of cooling air 
is available. Change/ clean filters, 
cooling fans, and intake vents. 

  (i) Control unit reset X Annually Power down the central control 
unit computer and restart it. 

  (j) Control unit 
security 

X Annually If remote control software is 
loaded onto the system, verify 
that it is disabled to prevent 
unauthorized system access. 

  (k) Audible/visible 
functional test 

X Annually Send out an alert to a diverse set 
of predesignated receiving 
devices and confirm receipt. 
Include at least one of each type 
of receiving device. 

  (l) Software backup X Annually Make full system software 
backup. Rotate backups based on 
accepted practice at site. 

  (m) Secondary power 
test 

X Annually Disconnect ac power. Verify the 
ac power failure alarm status on 
central control equipment. With 
ac power disconnected, verify 
battery voltage under load. 

  (n) Wireless signals X Annually Check forward/reflected radio 
power is within specifications. 

  (o) Antenna X Annually Check forward/reflected radio 
power is within specifications. 
Verify solid electrical 
connections with no observable 
corrosion. 

  (p) Transceivers X Annually Verify proper operation and 
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mounting is not compromised. 

aSome transmission equipment (such as but not limited to cable modems, fiber optic interface nodes, and VoIP 
interfaces) are typically powered by the building electrical system using a standby power supply that does not meet 
the requirements of this Code. This is intended to ensure that the testing authority verifies full standby power as 
required by Chapter 10. Additionally, refer to Table 14.4.3.2, Items 6 through 8 for secondary power supply testing. 

abSee A.14.4.2.2.See Table Item 3(a) for the testing of transmission equipment. 

bcExample: 4000 mAh × 1⁄25 = 160 mA charging current at 77°F (25°C). 

cThe voltmeter sensitivity has been changed from 1000 ohms per volt to 100 ohms per volt so that false ground 
readings (caused by induced voltages) are minimized. 

dFusible thermal link detectors are commonly used to close fire doors and fire dampers. They are actuated by the 
presence of external heat, which causes a solder element in the link to fuse, or by an electric thermal device, which, 
when energized, generates heat within the body of the link, causing the link to fuse and separate. 

eNote, it is customary for the manufacturer of the smoke detector/smoke alarm to test a particular product from an 
aerosol provider to determine acceptability for use in smoke entry testing of their smoke detector/ smoke alarm. 
Magnets are not acceptable for smoke entry tests. [ROP-198] 

f There are some detectors that use magnets as a manufacturers calibrated sensitivity test instrument. [ROP-198] 

g There are some detectors that use magnets as a manufacturers calibrated sensitivity test instrument. [ROP-198] 

ghFor example, it might not be possible to individually test the heat sensor in a thermally enhanced smoke detector. 

hSee A.14.4.2.2. 

iSee A.14.4.2.2Manufacturer’s instructions should be consulted to ensure a proper operational test. No suppression 
gas or agent is expected to be discharged during the test of the solenoid. See Test Plan of 14.2.9 [ROP-206].  

jTesting of CO device should be done to the requirements of NFPA 720. [ROP-212] 

kA monitor module installed on an interface device is not considered a supervisory device and therefore not subject 
to the quarterly testing frequency requirement. Test frequencies for interface devices should be in accordance with 
the applicable standard. For example, fire pump controller alarms such as phase reversal are required to be tested 
annually. If a monitor module is installed to identify phase reversal on the fire alarm control panel, it isn’t necessary 
to test for phase reversal four times a year. [ROP-575] 

jlSee A.14.4.2.2Chapter 18 would require 15 db over average ambient sound for public mode spaces. Sometimes the 
ambient sound levels are different than what the design was based upon. Private operating mode would require 10 
db over average ambient at the location of the device. [ROP-203] 

kmSee A.14.4.2.2Where building, system, or occupancy changes have been observed, the owner should be notified 
of the changes. New devices might need to be installed and tested per the initial acceptance testing criteria. [ROP-
203] 

lnSee A.14.4.2.2Where building, system, or occupancy changes have been observed, the owner should be notified of 
the changes. New devices might need to be installed and tested per the initial acceptance testing criteria. [ROP-203] 

moSee A.14.4.23.2, Item 19. [ROP-21406] 
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nSee A.14.4.2.2. [ROP-212] 

oSee A.14.4.2.2. [ROP-575] 
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A.14.4.3.2   Table 14.4.3.2, Item 6. Refer to Table 14.4.3.2, Item 3(a) for the testing of 
transmission equipment. 

Table 14.4.3.2, Item 3(a). Some transmission equipment (such as but not limited to cable 
modems, fiber optic interface nodes, and VoIP interfaces) are typically powered by the building 
electrical system using a standby power supply that does not meet the requirements of this Code. 
This is intended to ensure that the testing authority verifies full standby power as required by 
Chapter 10. Additionally, refer to Table 14.4.3.2, Items 3 through 6 for secondary power supply 
testing. 

Table 14.4.3.2, Item 13(f). Manufacturer’s instructions should be consulted to ensure a proper 
operational test. No suppression gas or agent is expected to be discharged during the test of the 
solenoid. See Test Plan of 14.2.9. [ROP-206] 

Table 14.4.3.2, Item 14(b). Testing of CO device should be done to the requirements of NFPA 
720. [ROP-212] 

Table 14.4.3.2 Item 15. A monitor module installed on an interface device is not considered a 
supervisory device and therefore not subject to the quarterly testing frequency requirement. Test 
frequencies for interface devices should be in accordance with the applicable standard. For 
example, fire pump controller alarms such as phase reversal are required to be tested annually. If 
a monitor module is installed to identify phase reversal on the fire alarm control panel, it isn’t 
necessary to test for phase reversal four times a year. [ROP-575] 

Table 14.4.3.2, Item 17(a). Chapter 18 would require 15 db over average ambient sound for 
public mode spaces. Sometimes the ambient sound levels are different than what the design was 
based upon. Private operating mode would require 10 db over average ambient at the location of 
the device. [ROP-203] 

Table 14.2.3.2, Item 17(a) (periodic acceptance). Where building, system, or occupancy 
changes have been observed, the owner should be notified of the changes. New devices may 
need to be installed and tested per the initial acceptance testing criteria. [ROP-203] 

Table 14.4.3.2, Item 17(b) (periodic acceptance). Where building, system, or occupancy 
changes have been observed, the owner should be notified of the changes. New devices may 
need to be installed and tested per the initial acceptance testing criteria. [ROP-203] 

Table 14.4.3.2, Item 19. The testing of and extent of testing including devices and systems that 
were not tested are to be documented per the Test Plan in 14.2.9. Where the emergency control 
function is not tested, measurement of the emergency control function interface device output 
shall be verified using the proper test devices. This may might require a reading the condition of 
a relay. a voltage measurement, or the use of another type of test instrument. [ROP-214] 

For initial acceptance testing, a complete end to end test should be done that demonstrates the 
performance of all the emergency control functions activated by the fire alarm system per the 
applicable installation standards and design documents. For reacceptance testing due to a system 
modification, building remodel or addition to a building, the above would apply to the affected 
portions. Testing of the emergency control functions is not under the jurisdiction of this standard. 
[ROP-214] 
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For periodic testing, a complete end to end test should be done that demonstrates the 
performance of the emergency control functions activated by the fire alarm system per the 
applicable installation standards and design documents, but may might not be able to be done 
due to building operations or other restrictions. It is unlikely emergency control function 
operation would be tested for complex systems during routine periodic fire alarm system testing 
though in cases it may might be easier to verify the emergency control function operation than to 
stop the testing at the emergency control interface device. In this case, the test plan must clearly 
document the extent of the testing of the of the emergency control functions. [ROP-214] 

Emergency control function activation is simply initiating the start of the emergency control 
function. Emergency control function operation is intended to include the overall performance of 
the emergency control function. The appropriate NFPA standard would provide the acceptance 
criteria for the overall emergency control function operation requirements including performance 
and test methods. [ROP-214] 

For instance, an end to end test for a building with an engineered smoke control system would 
have unique criteria for the smoke control system design and a special inspector would be 
responsible for the overall operation and performance of the smoke control system in accordance 
with the appropriate standard (NFPA 92A and NFPA 101) during the testing including 
measuring pressure differentials and ensuring proper fan and damper operation. Extract from 
NFPA 101 on smoke control:  

“9.3.2 The engineer of record shall clearly identify the intent of the system, the design method 
used, the appropriateness of the method used, and the required means of inspecting, testing, and 
maintaining the system. 

9.3.3 Acceptance testing shall be performed by a special inspector in accordance with Section 
9.8.”Even though the fire alarm system initiating device may might activate the smoke control 
system, the actual testing of the dampers and fan operation etc. would be as required by the 
smoke control design and not part of the fire alarm system acceptance test. [ROP-214] 

Other emergency control operation requirements may might be as follows: For fan shut down 
and smoke damper operation, the fan and damper operations should be in accordance with NFPA 
90A and NFPA 105 respectively and those equipment operations should be verified by those 
responsible HVAC systems in combination with the fire alarm system personnel. For elevator 
systems, the recall function, elevator power shutdown, and hat illumination should be done with 
the elevator mechanics present during the test. This operational test is often accomplished during 
routine periodic fire alarm testing. For fire door holder and fire shutter release, it would be 
expected that the emergency control function operation of the doors/shutters would be verified in 
accordance with NFPA 80 and NFPA 101 during the test. In some cases, the door manufacturer 
representative may might need to be present to reset the equipment. [ROP-214] 

Some emergency control functions have testing frequencies established within other NFPA 
standards that are more or less frequent than the fire alarm system initiating devices used to 
activate the emergency control function. Where emergency control function frequencies are not 
established by another standard, it should be tested at the same frequency as the fire alarm 
initiating device being tested. [ROP-214] 
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For instance, NFPA 105 requires smoke dampers to be tested every 4 years even though the 
initiating device used to activate the smoke damper is tested on an annual basis. Fan shut down is 
required to be done annually in accordance with NFPA 90A. [ROP-214] 

Whenever an emergency control function is observed to not operate properly during a test of an 
emergency control function initiating device, the problem should be reported to the building 
owner or designated representative. The failure of the emergency control function should be 
reported as a possible failure of the fire safety feature and not necessarily of the fire alarm 
system. [ROP-214] 
 



Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-171     Log #88  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-187b
The TCC clarifies that Table 14.4.5 is deleted and is incorporated in new Table 14.4.2.2.  The TCC

also advises that the following items in the committee action need to be clarified or completed:
(1) Table Item 1(f) of the committee action appears to be missing the test method
(2) Table Item 3(a) - the added words “Other than for DACT” may be confusing as it could apply to the single sentence

or the remainder of the paragraph.
(3) Table Item 4(c) through 4(f) appear to be missing the testing frequency. The SIG-SSS committee should be

consulted on this.
(5) Table Item 4(d) through 4(f) appear to be missing “X” for initial acceptance.
(6) Table old Item 7 was deleted but the test methods appear to be unique to public emergency alarm reporting

systems.  The SIG-PRS committee should be consulted on this.
(7) Table Item 10(e) appears to have a redundant entry with “N/A” in the initial field and “Annually” in the periodic field –

compare to the first entry
(8) Table Item 10(e) - in two places (once for acceptance and once for periodic) the description in the test method uses

"initiating device" and "notification appliance" and should read "initiating device circuit" and "notification appliance circuit"
(9) Table Item 12(d)(3) has “?????” in the test frequency field
(10) Table Item 12(d)(5) appears to have redundant test methods text.
(11) Table Item 24(j) is missing periodic frequency and “X” for initial acceptance.
(12) Section 14.4.5 and A.14.4.5 need to be updated to reflect the deletion of Table 14.4.5.
The TCC directs that the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to clarify or complete the items noted

above.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The committee performed the following:
(1)  No test method was in NFPA 72, 2010.  Changed item 1f heading and removed 1(f).
(2) Reworded paragraph.
(3) Placed Annually in each Periodic Frequency column.
(4) There was no item (4) in recommendation.
(5) Placed an X for each in Initial Acceptance column.
(6) SIG-PRS was previously consulted and allowed deletion of the text.
(7) Added 10(e)(1) and (e)(2) subheadings for initial and periodic tests.
(8) Removed the sentence for testing circuits in 10(e)(1) as it is now part of the periodic test in 10(e)2).  The word

“circuit” was added to the periodic test to make it clear the circuit is being tested not the devices.  The title “supervision”
was changed to “circuit integrity” to conform standard terminology.  Deleted 11(a) because it is redundant with new
11(b).  New 11(b) was modified to conform with the changes in 10(e).

(9) Replaced “?????” with “(see method)” because the frequency varies within the testing method.
(10) Did not find redundant text but removed the “shall be conducted” text
(11) No action because there is no item 24(j).
(12) Section 14.4.5 and A.14.4.5 are re-numerated in the draft version to 14.4.4 and A.14.4.4 and the table reference

does need to be updated to Table 14.4.3.2.
(13) Additional action was taken to remove “shall” language from item 15.
See committee action on Comment 72-169c (Log #CC902).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-172     Log #368  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John S. Fuoto, AMEC Environment & Infrastructure

72-187b
8. Battery Tests

General Comment – please see substantiation below.
List of test items and periodicity for testing of  vented lead-acid batteries should either be consistent

with IEEE Std 450-2010, IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented 
Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications, or suitable justification given. This IEEE document is an industry
standard for vented lead-acid batteries.
  List of test items and periodicity for testing of nickel-cadmium batteries should either be consistent with IEEE Std. 
1106-2002, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Nickel-cadmium Storage Batteries 
for Generating Stations and Substations, or suitable justification given. This IEEE document is an industry standard for
nickel-cadmium batteries.
  List of test items and periodicity for testing of [valve-regulated] should either be consistent with IEEE Std. 1188-2005, 
Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Valve-Regulated Lead]Acid (VRLA) Batteries for
Stationary Applications, or suitable justification given. This IEEE document is an industry standard for valve-regulated 
lead-acid batteries.

The submitter’s comment did not include a recommendation for the revised frequencies.  The
NFPA 72 inspection frequency does not necessarily override the IEEE standards.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-173     Log #367  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John S. Fuoto, AMEC Environment & Infrastructure

72-187b
Revise text to read as follows:

Item 8(a) – change to Vented Llead-acid
Item 8(d) – change to Sealed Valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA)

Change lead-acid to vented lead-acid for consistency with IEEE Std 450-2010, IEEE Recommended
Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications.

Change sealed lead-acid to valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) for consistency with IEEE Std. 1188-2005,
Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid (VRLA) Batteries for
Stationary Applications.

The comment introduces new terminology and contrary to the substantiation the terminology
is not standard in the fire alarm industry.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-174     Log #366  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John S. Fuoto, AMEC Environment & Infrastructure

72-187b
In Item 12(d)3, change periodic [frequency] to state: See Method

Question marks are not an appropriate entry for the table. The method provides the details for periodic
testing.

See committee action on Comment 72-169c (Log #CC902).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-175     Log #259  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vic Humm, Vic Humm & Associates

72-197
Revise text to read as follows:

(3) Other calibrated sensitivity test method approved by the authority having jurisdiction and as listed or labeled in the
testing equipment published instructions.

(4) Listed or Labeled Aerosol’s shall be permitted for functional testing for smoke entry.
(5) Listed or Labeled Aerosol’s shall be permitted for smoke entry in the sensitivity verification process with detectors of

systems that have sensitivity verification features listed and shall not require testing with a calibrated smoke entry
method to verify the sensitivity of the imitating device.

The question was asked in the field and research with UL 864 staff confirmed that fire alarm control
panels or detector units that are listed to check sensitivity of the detector only need to verify smoke entry by a listed
method. On detectors or control panels that do not have the sensitivity feature then testing with a calibrated smoke entry
method is required to confirm the detector sensitivity setting. Nos 4 & 5 were added to clarify for the reader that listed or
labeled fire alarms systems with built-in sensitivity features can be used and the use of a listed or labels function test
Aerosol is acceptable to verify smoke entry.

Carbon monoxide alarm testing requirements are outside the scope of NFPA 72 and are
covered under NFPA 720.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

VAN OVERMEIREN, F.:  Add to committee statement:  Only the testing of carbon monoxide alarms/carbon monoxide
detectors for the purpose of fire detection is within the scope of NFPA 72 (Table 14.4.2.2 Item 14(h) - 2010 Edition)
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-176     Log #36  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-200
The TCC advises that the action on this proposal is a run-on sentence and needs a period after

"instructions." Otherwise it could be misinterpreted.  The remaining content can then be a separate sentence.  The TCC
directs that the committee reconsider the action on this proposal.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See committee action on Comment 72-169c (Log #CC902).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-177     Log #37  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-201
The TCC makes reference to the committee action and advises that reference to manufacturer's

requirements should make use the phrase "manufacturer's published instructions" which has been used consistently
throughout the code.  The TCC directs the action on this proposal be reconsidered to provide consistent language and
suggests "method as required in the manufacturer's published instructions."

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See committee action on Comment 72-169c (Log #CC902).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-178     Log #260  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vic Humm, Vic Humm & Associates

72-202
Revise Committee recommendation to read as follows:

The devices shall be tested in place to ensure CO entry to the sensing chamber by introduction of listed or labeled
product acceptable to manufacture in accordance with their published instructions through the vents in the sensing
chamber.

By including the term manufacturers published instructions this verifies that the NTRL has verified the
use of the testing product with the listing confirmation of the equipment. The manufacture of the product has the right to
require only a specific testing product be used and thus the NTRL will confirm acceptance.

Elimination of the "or" would preclude the use of a listed third party product for the testing.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-179     Log #130  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-187a
Revise text to read as follows:

Water shall be flowed through an inspector’s test connection indicating the flow of water. equal to that from a single
sprinkler of the smallest orifice size installed in the system for wet-pipe systems, or an alarm test bypass connection
for dry-pipe, pre-action, or deluge systems in accordance with NFPA 25, Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and
Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems. as required per NFPA 25.

NEMA supports the original proposal and asks the committee to reject the changes made at the ROP
and to accept the original proposal. Further NEMA supports adding material to direct the reader to NFPA 25. NFPA 72
and 25 should be correlated as the original proposal’s substantiation stated.

See committee action on Comment 72-181 (Log #220).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-180     Log #213  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

72-187a, 72-187b
Revise Table 14.4.2.2 item 14(j) as follows:

Water shall be flowed through a test connection for wet-pipe systems or an alarm bypass for dry-pipe, deluge, and
preaction systems. Testing shall be in accordance with NFPA 25, Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance
of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems

NFPA 72 has no business prescribing how to conduct a water flow test in the fire alarm code as flow
testing falls under the purview and scope of NFPA 25. As such, any requirement should point to NFPA 25. As an
alternative, extract text directly from NFPA 25 and include in this table.

See committee action on Comment 72-181 (Log #220).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-181     Log #220  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Peter A. Larrimer, US Department of Veterans Affairs

72-187a
Revise 14.4.2.2(14)(j) to read:

Water shall be flowed through a test connection for wet-pipe systems or an alarm bypass for dry-pipe, deluge and
preaction systems.

The switch shall be operated and receipt of the signal shall be verified.
Add and asterisk (*)
A.14.4.2.2 (14)j  Testing of the water flow switches should be done in accordance with the requirements of NFPA 25.

Testing waterflow alarm devices on wet pipe systems should be accomplished by opening the inspector’s test
connection.

The change will correlate with the other switch requirement in NFPA 72 and the information in NFPA
25.  The information provided in the annex is taken from NFPA 25 with the “shall” modified to “should”.  The
requirements for testing dry pipe, pre-action and deluge systems are not specific in NFPA 25.

The proper way to test a flow switch is with water flow through the inspectors test connection
in accordance with NFPA 25.  There may be extreme circumstances where the water cannot be flowed to activate the
switch and this must be indicated on the test plan that is required by 14.2.10.

This comment addresses both the importance of operating the switch and verifying the receipt of signal.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

VAN OVERMEIREN, F.:  Committee statement and proposal are incorrect.  Section 5.3.3.3 of NFPA 25-2008 only
requires testing by operating the inspector’s test connection.  The statement “indicating the flow of water equal to that
from a single sprinkler of the smallest orifice size” is not a requirement of NFPA 25.  The test methods of an electrically
connected water flow switch is within the scope of NFPA 72.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-182     Log #258  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vic Humm, Vic Humm & Associates

72-187a
Restore the stricken text equal to that from a sprinkler open sprinkler of the smallest orifice size

installed in the system or a wet-pipe, pre-action, dry pipe, or special water extinguishing system.
As one of the creators of the original text, the purpose was that vane type waterflow switches and retard

adjustments need to be confirmed the flow from the small orifices such as kitchen water spray systems with 1/4-in.
orifices will cause a vane type switch to actuate. Many tests have verified that a single small orifice sprinkler may not
cause a vane switch to operate. NTRL’s such as UL have verified this. Until the language from 72 is correlated with
NFPA 25, the original language should remain. While an alarm technician may not know what the smallest sprinkler
orifice this also protects the liability of the firm conducting the testing.

Specifying features of the sprinkler system are outside the scope of SIG-TMS.  Installation of
the small orifice is covered in NFPA 13.  SIG-TMS will submit proposals to NFPA 25 to address the submitters
concerns.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-183     Log #40  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-203
The TCC clarifies that the annex material added by the action on this proposal has not been

included in the committee action on Proposal 72-187b and that the added annex material will be handled by table
footnote references to A.14.4.2.2.
The TCC advises that the word “may” cannot be used anywhere in the code including the annex and suggests the use

“might” or “can” as appropriate to correct this.  In addition the added annex material includes the use of the word
"device" when it should be referring to "appliance."  (This occurs in two locations.)  The TCC directs the committee to
reconsider the action on this proposal to correct these items.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Include the following changes to Annex Table 14.4.3.2 (17)(a):
Change “new devices may” to “new appliances might”
Include the following changes to Annex Table 14.4.3.2 (17)(b):
Change “new devices may” to “new appliances might”

The committee accepts the direction to reconsider and makes the changes shown in the
committee action.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-184     Log #131  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-203
Reject proposal.

The proposal should have been rejected. NEMA was shocked to see the committee is lowering the
testing requirements of a system. The testing of db of appliances has been removed.. The reliability of a system is now
being compromised. The db testing of existing systems appliances needs to be included in the code. The cost is
negligible and NEMA strongly believes this type of testing will affect the reliably of a system.

The building owner or designated representative is responsible to verify that any facility
changes do not adversely affect the fire alarm system.

Periodic testing was changed for all three types of notification appliances to indicate that the fire alarm testing was to
verify operation of the device and not ensure compliance with any particular design.

Annex notes were added for periodic testing to suggest that the owner should be informed of missing devices if
obvious to the alarm technician, but it is not the responsibility for the alarm technician to measure the operation against
the original system design.
For audible devices, annex material was added to help identify the differences between public mode and private mode.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

SHACKLEY, D.:   The most important function of a fire alarm system is to alert the occupants of a fire emergency, so
they have more time to react.  By eliminating the requirement for meter db testing, there is no way to assure the fire
alarm signals is being heard at the proper level when needed.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-185     Log #151  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-203
Reject Proposal 72-203.

The proposed language assumes the same technicians test a particular fire alarm system all the time
and would notice a building change. In reality, this is not the case. I acknowledge that testing audibles is a nuisance to
owners, but I feel strongly that the most important function of a fire alarm system is to alert the occupants of a fire
emergency so they have more time to react. By eliminating the requirement for dB testing, there is no way to assure the
fire alarm signals will be heard when needed.

The building owner or designated representative is responsible to verify that any facility
changes do not adversely affect the fire alarm system.

Periodic testing was changed for all three types of notification appliances to indicate that the fire alarm testing was to
verify operation of the device and not ensure compliance with any particular design.

Annex notes were added for periodic testing to suggest that the owner should be informed of missing devices if
obvious to the alarm technician, but it is not the responsibility for the alarm technician to measure the operation against
the original system design.
For audible devices, annex material was added to help identify the differences between public mode and private mode.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 2
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

EDWARDS, S.:  There is more than adequate reason to reject this proposal as it is entirely plausible that ADS changes
may have occurred since prior testing which  WILL affect audibility.  Each device should be functionally tested to ensure
proper operation. Relying upon a technicians ear is not an acceptable method of verification.

SHACKLEY, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-184 (Log #131).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-186     Log #253  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joe Scibetta, BuildingReports

72-203
Revise text to read as follows:

Table 14.4.2.2  Item 15. (a) (2) Periodic testing shall verify the operation of the notification appliances. comply with the
following: Sound pressure levels for signals shall be measured with a sound level meter meeting ANSI S1.4a,
Specifications for Sound Level Meters, Type 2 requirements. Sound pressure levels shall be measured for conformity to
Chapter 18 where building, system or occupancy changes have occurred. The sound level meter shall be set in
accordance with ANSI S3.41, American National Standard Audible Evacuation Signal, using the time-weighted
characteristic F (FAST). Sound pressure levels shall be measured to ensure that audible signals reach at least the
minimum alarm dBA level above the average ambient sound level for the given mode(s) outlined in Chapter 18.

Table 14.4.2.2  15. (b) (2) Periodic testing shall verify the operation of the notification appliances comply with the
following: Sound pressure levels for signals shall be measured with a sound level meter meeting ANSI S1.4a,
Specifications for Sound Level Meters, Type 2 requirements. Sound pressure levels shall be measured for conformity to
Chapter 18 where building, system or occupancy changes have occurred. The sound level meter shall be set in
accordance with ANSI S3.41, American National Standard Audible Evacuation Signal, using the time-weighted
characteristic F (FAST). Sound pressure levels shall be measured to ensure that audible signals reach at least the
minimum alarm dBA level above the average ambient sound level for the given mode(s) outlined in Chapter 18. Audible
information shall be verified to be distinguishable and understandable. and shall comply with 14.4.1.3 where building,
system, or occupancy changes have occurred.

Sound level meters should still be used during periodic testing. While I agree with the submitter's
statement that testing audibles during periodic testing should not include ensuring compliance with any particular
design, the alarm technician should still ensure that audible signals are still meeting at least the minimum dBA level
above the average ambient sound level for a given mode. Such verification assures the building owner that audibles can
still be heard, without providing commentary on whether design changes have had an impact.

Not equipping the alarm technician with a sound meter on the periodic test undermines their ability to pinpoint for the
building owner areas where achieving mandatory alarm dBA levels have been compromised due to tampering with
appliances or by additional equipment/furnishings having been added to the area since the last periodic test.

The building owner or designated representative is responsible to verify that any facility
changes do not adversely affect the fire alarm system.

Periodic testing was changed for all three types of notification appliances to indicate that the fire alarm testing was to
verify operation of the device and not ensure compliance with any particular design.

Annex notes were added for periodic testing to suggest that the owner should be informed of missing devices if
obvious to the alarm technician, but it is not the responsibility for the alarm technician to measure the operation against
the original system design.
For audible devices, annex material was added to help identify the differences between public mode and private mode.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 2
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

SCIBETTA, J.:  Comment 72-186 (Log #253) was not a rejection of Proposal 72-203 but rather a revision,
acknowledging the submitter's concern with technicians using sound meter readings to conclude that design changes
have taken place. However, the revision presented in this comment retains the use of a sound meter for periodic testing
so that the technician doesn't have to guess or make a subjective call based on their own hearing (often with hearing
protection in place) that alarm levels do not adequately exceed ambient levels. Between periodic tests, changes can
take place in a building, other than those related to building re-design, that result in sound levels that fail to meet the
required minimum per Code. Consider the following examples: 1) A tenant places clear tape over a horn/strobe to muffle
the sound during fire drills. The clear tape isn't easily visible during a sound test. However, a meter would indicate that
the audible alarm signal isn't meeting the minimum dBA level and prompt the technician to get a closer look at the
appliance. With hearing protection in place and without a meter, the lowered sound level resulting from the tampered
device could likely go unnoticed. Additionally, there is no guarantee that the building owner would ever find this out. 2)
Additional equipment is moved into an industrial occupancy since the last test and now the ambient level in that area is
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above 105 dBA, thus requiring the installation of a strobe. How does the technician know this if he doesn't have a
meter? 3) In that same scenario, the ambient levels have changed and now result in a combined ambient/alarm level
greater than 110 dBA, which exceeds the maximum dBA level allowed in the Code. Again, how does the  technician
know this without a sound meter? And, in such a situation, he should have hearing protection, which makes the
technician even more reliant on a sound meter to determine if sound levels are too high, in that instance, or too low. In
none of these scenarios is the technician measuring against the sound levels arrived at in the original design of the
system. Rather, sound measurements on a periodic test ensure that nothing since the last test has compromised
minimum/maximum sound level requirements as specified in the Code. Where compromises have occurred, notating
such instances would not be comparable to making a call on the issue of design compliance but would be based on
what the Code does and does not allow with regard to minimum and maximum ambient and alarm sound levels. As to
why dBA readings don't meet required levels, that's up to the building owner to determine. The committee states that
according to Proposal 72-203, the building owner is responsible to verify that facility changes do not adversely affect the
fire alarm system. Building owners who actually do this are to be commended. However, will all building owners conduct
a sound test whenever design changes are, in fact, made in order to carry out such verification? The committee
statement addresses missing devices but does not address changing sound levels due to the addition or removal of
furniture or carpet, the addition of machinery, etc.,  that do not necessarily constitute the types of design changes
inherent with a renovation or reconstruction project. This issue has life safety implications. As the representatives of
AFAA and NEMA stated in their comments on Proposal 72-203, eliminating the use of sound meters on periodic tests
undermines the technician's ability to ensure that, long after the acceptance test has taken place, audible alarm signals
can still be heard by building occupants, giving them the advance warning they need to evacuate.

SHACKLEY, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-184 (Log #131).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-187     Log #350  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Andrew G. Berezowski, Honeywell Fire Systems

72-203
Reject the proposal.

The proposal should have been rejected. A critical function of a signaling system is to alert the
occupants in an emergency so that they have the time needed to evacuate safely or to take other appropriate action.
The elimination of the requirement for periodic sound pressure level testing would lower the level of life safety protection
because the contents of occupancies (as well as other factors) change over time and these changes can adversely
affect the audibility of the alarm Signal. This test verifies that audible signals continue to produce sound that is
sufficiently above the above the average ambient sound level so that the signal can be heard by the building occupants.

The building owner or designated representative is responsible to verify that any facility
changes do not adversely affect the fire alarm system.

Periodic testing was changed for all three types of notification appliances to indicate that the fire alarm testing was to
verify operation of the device and not ensure compliance with any particular design.

Annex notes were added for periodic testing to suggest that the owner should be informed of missing devices if
obvious to the alarm technician, but it is not the responsibility for the alarm technician to measure the operation against
the original system design.
For audible devices, annex material was added to help identify the differences between public mode and private mode.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

SHACKLEY, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-184 (Log #131).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-188     Log #354  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Al Lanier, Inspector’s Boot Camp

72-203
Revise text to read as follows:

Table 14.4.2.2  15. (b) (2) Periodic testing shall verify the operation of the notification appliances. comply with the
following: Sound pressure levels for signals shall be measured with a sound level meter meeting ANSI S1.4a,
Specifications for Sound Level Meters, Type 2 requirements. Sound pressure levels shall be measured for conformity to
Chapter 18 where building, system or occupancy changes have occurred. The sound level meter shall be set in
accordance with ANSI S3.41, American National Standard Audible Evacuation Signal, using the time-weighted
characteristic F (FAST). Sound pressure levels shall be measured to ensure that audible signals reach at least the
minimum alarm dBA level above the average ambient sound level for the given mode(s) outlined in Chapter 18.

Table 14.4.2.2  15.  (b) (2) Periodic testing shall verify the operation of the notification appliances. comply with the
following: Sound pressure levels for signals shall be measured with a sound level meter meeting ANSI S1.4a,
Specifications for Sound Level Meters, Type 2 requirements. Sound pressure levels shall be measured for conformity to
Chapter 18 where building, system or occupancy changes have occurred. The sound level meter shall be set in
accordance with ANSI S3.41, American National Standard Audible Evacuation Signal, using the time-weighted
characteristic F (FAST). Sound pressure levels shall be measured to ensure that audible signals reach at least the
minimum alarm dBA level above the average ambient sound level for the given mode(s) outlined in Chapter 8. Audible
information shall be verified to be distinguishable and understandable. and shall comply with 14.4.1.3 where building,
system, or occupancy changes have occurred.

Sound meters should always be utilized during audible testing of the building's signaling system.
Inspectors have to ensure that the system can still meet the minimum dBA level year after year. If the inspector cannot
accurately determine whether or not audible signals meet the minimum level, they can't effectively perform their jobs; the
only way to do this is by using a sound meter. It is the inspector's job to make sure that the occupants can hear the
alarm in the event of an emergency. Keep the requirement to use a sound meter during periodic audible testing because
in the event of a lawsuit, the inspector would have no defense if questioned as to whether or not the signaling system
met minimum alarm dBA requirements; they would only be guessing which is not acceptable in court.

The building owner or designated representative is responsible to verify that any facility
changes do not adversely affect the fire alarm system.

Periodic testing was changed for all three types of notification appliances to indicate that the fire alarm testing was to
verify operation of the device and not ensure compliance with any particular design.

Annex notes were added for periodic testing to suggest that the owner should be informed of missing devices if
obvious to the alarm technician, but it is not the responsibility for the alarm technician to measure the operation against
the original system design.
For audible devices, annex material was added to help identify the differences between public mode and private mode.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

SHACKLEY, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-184 (Log #131).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-189     Log #152  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-213
Accept Proposal 72-213.

We don’t agree with the committee statement that the action on 72-214 meets the proponent’s intent.
The proposal adds language to item 23, 72-214 deletes it all if the owner doesn’t want it done.

The elevator occupant evacuation notification is not a common function of the fire alarm
system. This is interfaced equipment and not a control function. At the most, a fire alarm system might monitor this
function, but it does not initiate an action. As such, it is not consistent with the other listed functions that initiate actions
such as fan control, smoke damper operation and elevator recall.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-190     Log #153  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-214
Reject Proposal 72-214.

The owner is responsible for the fire alarm system. Currently if they don’t want something tested, it can
be documented that a particular feature was not tested at the owner request. By approving 72-214, this removes the
owner liability and this liability should not be diluted. Lawyers will love this one.

The Standards Council direction required removal of requirements for testing systems that are
outside the scope of NFPA 72.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-191     Log #180  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Doug Hohbein, Northcentral Regional Fire Code Development

72-220
Revise text to read as follows:

* In other than one- and two-family dwellings, sensitivity of smoke detectors and single- and multiple-station
smoke alarms shall be tested in accordance with 14.4.5.3.1 through 14.4.5.3.7.

We are not sure what the committee’s statement is trying to answer. Anyone knows you can go to any
store and purchase a single station smoke alarm for $5.  The excessive cost/benefit the committee is seeking is the
alarms cost $5 and the cost of sensitivity testing is, for the sake of the discussion $10 per alarm (I do not think you could
get anyone to sensitivity test a smoke alarm for $10). I can replace the alarm for the cost of the test. Over the 10 year
lifetime of the detector the sensitivity testing costs, using the $10 test fee is over $30.

We agree with the negatives comments of the committee members.
The ability to enforce sensitivity testing on a single family dwelling is not practical.
The committee has not shown or provided a cost/benefit as to why sensitivity testing is needed for single station smoke

alarms. Who is performing sensitivity tests on single station alarms and what is the cost?

No technical substantiation has been provided that if this requirement is dropped there will not
be a negative impact on life safety.

Smoke alarms used in multifamily dwellings are considered a life safety device and are the first stage of building
evacuation.  Without the requirements of sensitivity testing, the reliability of a smoke alarm device is reduced.  Smoke
alarms with a built in push button sensitivity test are available at a reasonable cost.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 2
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

KOVAL, C.:  As currently written, sensitivity testing of smoke alarms is required unless the smoke alarm happens to be
located in one and two family dwellings (i.e., it's only required for smoke alarms installed in commercial settings).  The
smoke alarm doesn't know where it has been installed.  Either require sensitivity testing for all smoke alarms or delete
the requirement entirely.  Don't use the inability to enforce this requirement as the deciding factor.  If the committee is
not going to require sensitivity testing in one and two family dwellings, then it would seem appropriate to delete this
requirement for all smoke alarms.   The TCC needs to weigh on this one way or the other and remove this double
standard so NFPA 72 can adequately protect the public, especially given the acceptance of 72-195 which will require all
single and multiple station smoke alarms to be replaced when the fail to respond to operability tests.

LARRIMER, P.:  The requirements for the testing of a device should be independent of the location or occupancy in
which it is installed.  The committee statement "No technical substantiation has been provided that if this requirement is
dropped there will not be a negative impact on life safety." shows how hard it is to remove a code requirement when the
code requirement is added without technical justification.  The committee wants the proponent to justify the removal of
the requirement for sensitivity testing that was never technically justified to be in the code in the first place.

The committee also states "Without the requirements of sensitivity testing, the reliability of a smoke alarm device is
reduced. "  If the committee honestly believes that the reliability of smoke alarms will be reduced if sensitivity testing is
not done, then exempting this requirement for one- and two-family dwellings seems to be irresponsible since it is well
known and has been discussed in the committee meetings that the fire loss record in one- and two-family dwellings is
much more of a problem than in the occupancies where the sensitivity testing smoke alarms is required.  Why would the
committee reduce the reliability of the device in one- and two-family dwellings where the fire record is known to be a
bigger problem?

If smoke alarms with a push button sensitivity test button are available at a reasonable cost, why are they not
mandated to be installed in the first place?  If these smoke alarms are so much better than those that don't have the
push button sensitivity feature, then they should be mandated without expecting them to be installed via a back door
testing requirement.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-192     Log #262  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel T. Gottuk, Hughes Associates, Inc.

72-220b
Accept recommended changes in the proposal.

The substantiation for the proposal clearly establishes a rationale for the changes.

No technical substantiation has been provided that if this requirement is dropped there will not
be a negative impact on life safety.

Smoke alarms used in multifamily dwellings are considered a life safety device and are the first stage of building
evacuation.  Without the requirements of sensitivity testing, the reliability of a smoke alarm device is reduced.  Smoke
alarms with a built in push button sensitivity test are available.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 2
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

KOVAL, C.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-191 (Log #180).
LARRIMER, P.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-191 (Log #180).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-193     Log #298  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jeffrey M. Shapiro, International Code Consultants

72-220b
Accept the proposal.

The purpose of a smoke alarm is providing early warning to the occupants of a home or dwelling unit
in a multifamily occupancy. If sensitivity testing were truly warranted, it would make no sense to not require it in private
homes since that's where the overwhelming majority of residential fire deaths and injuries occur according to NFPA fire
loss statistics. Nevertheless, requiring sensitivity testing of smoke alarms in homes is impractical from a right-of-entry
perspective, and NFPA studies show that we have enough trouble just keeping such detectors in basic operating
condition (i.e. batteries installed).

Right-of-entry issues also exist with apartments and condominiums. Although permision can be obtained to make entry
with varying levels of difficulty in multifamily occupancies, occupants regard their units as their homes and their privacy
should only be disturbed if there is a demonstrable benefit, which is not the case with smoke alarm sensitivity testing.

Suggesting that management perform sensitivity testing is also at odds with common residential leases and at least
one state law, which transfer some of all maintenance and testing responsibility for smoke alarms in multifamily
occupancies to the occupants of individual units [i.e. Texas Property Code 92.258

Accordingly, in Texas, it is the tenant's responsibility to
have their smoke alarm sensitivity tested at their own expense. I know of nobody who is performing these tests, or for
that matter even purchasing the specially listed smoke alarms that have a calibration feature (UL category UTHA).

Furthermore, I'm unaware of a basis by which NFPA 72 would exempt existing smoke alarms from the sensitivity test
requirement, so does this mean that existing alarms must now be replaced since they can't comply with the sensitivity
test requirement?

No technical substantiation has been provided that if this requirement is dropped there will not
be a negative impact on life safety.

Smoke alarms used in multifamily dwellings are considered a life safety device and are the first stage of building
evacuation.  Without the requirements of sensitivity testing, the reliability of a smoke alarm device is reduced.  Smoke
alarms with a built in push button sensitivity test are available.

Affirmative: 22  Negative: 3
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

KOVAL, C.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-191 (Log #180).
LARRIMER, P.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-191 (Log #180).
MOORE, J.:  Until the 2002 Edition of the Code, the inspection, testing and maintenance requirements for single and

multiple station smoke alarms were contained in the self-contained chapter that addressed “Single- and Multiple-Station
Alarms and Household Fire Alarm Systems.” The 2002 edition of NFPA 72 moved all inspection, testing, and
maintenance requirements for single- and multiple-station smoke alarms to Chapter 10, “Inspection, Testing and
Maintenance.” The sensitivity testing requirements that were originally applicable only to system detectors, was made
applicable to single- and multiple-station smoke alarms in other than one- and two-family dwellings by a change to
10.4.3.2. The Committee Statement for the 2002 ROP action on 72-441a states, “In previous action (1999) it was the
intent of the Committee to require sensitivity testing for single station smoke alarms installed in other than one and two
family dwelling units.” However, NFPA 72-1999, 7-3.2.1 (Sensitivity Testing), Exception 2 states, “This requirement shall
not apply to single station detectors referenced in 7-3.3 and Table 7-2.2.” The committee statement for NFPA 72-2002,
ROP 73-441a also references commentary text in the 1999 Edition of the NFPA 72 Handbook as justification for why the
requirement applies to single station detectors. The handbook commentary is just that, commentary. It can’t be used as
“after the fact” justification for a previous committee action. The committee action must be justified on its own merit. The
current committee action on NFPA 72-2013, ROC 72-193 continues to require that sensitivity testing for single- and
multiple-station smoke alarms in other than one- and two-family dwellings without technical substantiation that (1) it’s
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possible or practical to enforce in many situations, and (2) that it improves the safety of the building occupants. The
commenter’s substantiation the explains that the committee explanation that the same right of entry issues used as the
basis to exempt one- and two-family dwellings from the sensitivity testing requirements exist in apartments and
condominiums.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-194     Log #26  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-222
The TCC makes reference to the committee statement and directs that this proposal be referred to

the SIG-HOU committee for action.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-195     Log #221  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Peter A. Larrimer, US Department of Veterans Affairs

72-223
Modify as follows:

Unless otherwise recommended by the manufacturer’s published instructions, single- and multiple-station
smoke alarms installed in one- and two-family dwellings shall be replaced when they fail to respond to operability tests.
but shall not remain in service longer than 10 years from the date of manufacture.

The modification will require devices to be replaced upon device failure or will require devices to be
replaced based upon the recommendation from the manufacturer of the smoke alarms,  If the manufacturer does not
produce a product that is to be used for more than 10 years before replacement, then the manufacturer can state this in
their written literature. On the other hand, if a manufacturer makes a product that lasts more than 10 years, there is no
reason to automatically require the end user to replace a product that is still useful.

There is no valid reason to treat single station alarms differently based on where the single station alarms are located.
Requirements should be device specific and not based upon the occupancy in which they are located. The VA (and
other jurisdictions) have the exact same devices used in the exact same types of structures (with different occupancy
classifications) with the same enforcement personnel and maintenance personnel, but NFPA 72 Chapter 14 provides
different testing criteria without substantiating why the criteria is different.

Either all smoke detectors and smoke alarms should be replaced every 10 years based on the “component
degradation argument” (since they all used the same type of components) or the requirement to replace all smoke
alarms every 10 years, {even when they are being tested and operating properly}, should be removed regardless of the
location or occupancy in which they are installed.

The maintenance and testing of the smoke alarms can often, and is often, equivalent to that provided to the system
detectors and the requirement to replace the devices should be based on the same criteria, failure of the device to
operate according to the manufacturer’s requirements.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 2
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

KERR, J.:  I believe the committee acted outside of our scope.  This requirement came to us from Household and
belongs to them.

VAN OVERMEIREN, F.:  Smoke alarms should not remain in service longer than 10 years based upon environment
issues, battery life and technology.  If testing and listing of devices can prove a life cycle longer than 10 years, sections
14.4.8.1 and 14.4.8.2 should be changed to reflect such.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-196     Log #84  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-225a
The TCC advises that section 14.4.13 is the responsibility of the SIG-TMS committee and

accordingly directs that the action on this proposal be reported as "Reject."  The TCC also directs that this proposal be
referred the SIG-TMS committee for action.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The committee accepts the recommendation in Proposal 72-225a.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-197     Log #284  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-226
Revise text to read as follows:

All required fire alarm systems shall have a maintenance contract in place with a qualified service provider.
The inclusion of a requirement for a maintenance contract will not affect NFPA 10.4.3 which describes

the parties that are eligible to perform service on a fire alarm system.  NFPA 72 14.2.2.4 already requires a contract
arrangement for certified systems.  The addition of a contract will ensure the performance of the required service and
meets the requirements of 14.2.2.3.

The intent of the Code is the requirements apply to all systems whether required or
non-required.  The comment proposes revisions to text that is not in the code and was previously rejected. See
committee action on ROP 72-226.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-198     Log #328  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-226 and 72-227
Accept the proposal:

All systems shall have a maintenance contract in place with a qualified service provider.
The qualified service provider shall have personnel that meet the requirements of 10.4.3.
The purpose of this comment is to recommend that this code addition be approved as submitted. Many

of the unwanted or nuisance alarms are probably due to a lack of maintenance. This provision should help ensure that
qualified and trained personnel are maintaining the fire alarm systems.

Qualifications of persons performing testing and maintenance is currently covered in Section
10.4.3 of NFPA 72.  Mandating a maintenance contract does not necessarily enhance the current qualification
requirement.  The recommendation precludes testing and maintenance tasks from being performed by qualified
employees of building owners.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-199     Log #19  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-228
The TCC advises that the action on this proposal (which modifies a list item) conflicts with the action

on Proposal 72-230a (which deleted the entire list.)  The TCC directs that the committee to reconsider the action on this
proposal to correlate with the action on Proposal 72-230a.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The entire list was deleted by committee action on ROP 72-230a.  The committee action and
statement on ROP 72-228 should have included the explanation that all the information on the list is now only included
on the inspection and testing supplementary forms.  The information requested in ROP 72-228 is now shown on the
revised testing forms.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-200     Log #90  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-229a
The TCC clarifies that Figure 14.6.2.4 and Figure 14.6.2.4(a) through (e) need to be numbered as

Figure 14.6.2.4(a) through (f) respectively for compliance with the Manual of Style.  The TCC advises that there appears
to be two supplementary forms for "Initiating Devices" and no form for "Interconnected Systems" and directs the
committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to correct this apparent error.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The forms have been revised and renumbered.  Errors in titles have also been corrected.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-200b     Log #CC900  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Testing and Maintenance of Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-229a
Replace the inspection and testing forms provided in the recommendation of Proposal 72-229a

with the following forms.  All changes made from those in the recommendation of Proposal 72-229a are shown using
legislative text.    Figure 14.6.2.4(g) is new.

FIGURE 14.6.2.4(a)  Example of an Inspection and Testing Form  [ROC 72-200, Log CC 900]
- insert file***SIG-TMS CC-900(a) r1***

FIGURE 14.6.2.4(b)  Example of a Notification Appliance Inspection and Testing Form [ROC 72-200, Log CC 900]
- insert file ***SIG-TMS CC-900(b r1)***

FIGURE 14.6.2.4(c)  Example of an Initiating Device Inspection and Testing Form  [72-200, CC-900]
- insert file ***SIG-TMS CC-900(c) r1***

FIGURE 14.6.2.4(d) Example of a Mass Notification System Inspection and Testing Form [72-200, CC-900]
- insert file ***SIG-TMS CC-900(d) r1***

FIGURE 14.6.2.4(e)  Example of an Emergency Communication System Inspection and Testing Form [72-200,
CC-900]
- insert file ***SIG-TMS CC-900(e) r1***

FIGURE 14.6.2.4(f)  Example of an Interconnected Systems Inspection and Testing Form [72-200, CC-900]
- insert file ***SIG-TMS CC-900(f) r1***

New FIGURE 14.6.2.4(g) Example of an Interface Component Inspection and Testing Form [72-200, CC-900]
-  Insert file ***SIG-TMS CC-900(g) r1***

The committee has added  new Item entitled "Public Emergency Alarm Reporting System" to the
"System Inspection and Testing Form" as proposed by SIG-PRS in their Committee Comment 72-200a (Log CC701).
Reformatting of the the forms may be necessary.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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SYSTEM INSPECTION AND TESTING FORM 

To be completed by the system inspection and testing contractor at the time of a system test.  

It shall be permitted to modify this form as needed to provide a more complete and/or clear record.  

Insert N/A in all unused lines. 

Attach additional sheets, data, or calculations as necessary to provide a complete record. 

Inspection / Test Start Date/Time [CC-900]: __________             Inspection / Test Completion Date/Time [CC-900]: __________ 

Supplemental Form(s) Attached: __________(yes/no) 

1. PROPERTY INFORMATION 

      Name of property: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Description of property: __________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Name of property representative:  ________________________________________________________________________ 

      Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Phone: ____________________ Fax:  _____________________ E-mail: ___________________________________________ 

2. TESTING AND MONITORING INFORMATION 

      Testing organization: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Phone: ___________________ Fax: ______________________ E-mail:___________________________________________ 

      Monitoring organization: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Phone: ___________________ Fax: ______________________ E-mail:____________________________________________ 

      Account number: ________________ Phone line 1: _______________________ Phone line 2: _______________________ 

      Means of transmission: __________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Entity to which alarms are retransmitted: ________________________________ Phone: _________________________ 

 3. DOCUMENTATION 

       Onsite location of the required record documents and site specific software: ________________________________ 

4. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM OR SERVICE  

    4.1 Control Unit 

     Manufacturer: ________________________________________________ Model number: ___________________________ 

     4.2 Software and Firmware                                                 

     Firmware revision number: ______________________________________________________________________________  

      4.3 System Power  

      4.3.1 Primary (Main) Power 

       Nominal Voltage: _________________ Amps: _____________ Location: ________________________________________ 

Overcurrent protection type: ______________ Amps: _______ Disconnecting Means Location: ___________________ 

       4.3.2 Secondary Power 

       Type: _____________________________________ Location: ___________________________________________________ 
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Battery type (if applicable): _____________________________________________________________________________ 

       Calculated capacity of batteries to drive the system: 

       In standby mode (hours): __________________________ In alarm mode (minutes): ____________________________ 

5. NOTIFICATIONS MADE PRIOR TO TESTING 

      Monitoring Organization               Contact: ____________________________________ Time: ______________________ 

      Building Management                   Contact: ____________________________________ Time: ______________________ 

      Building Occupants                       Contact: ____________________________________ Time: ______________________ 

      Authority Having Jurisdiction      Contact: ____________________________________ Time: ______________________ 

      Other, if required                           Contact: ____________________________________ Time: ______________________ 

 

6. TESTING RESULTS 

      6.1 Control Unit and Related Equipment 

      Description 
Visual 

Inspection 
Functional 

Test 
Comments 

Control Unit    

Lamps/LEDs/LCDs    

Fuses    

Trouble Signals    

Disconnect Switches     

Ground Fault Monitoring    

Supervision    

Local Annunciator    

Remote Anunciators    

Remote Power Panels     

    

       6.2 Secondary Power 

      Description 
Visual 

Inspection 
Functional 

Test 
Comments 

Battery Condition    

Load Voltage    

Discharge Test    

Charger Test    

Remote Panel Batteries    
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     6.3 Alarm and Supervisory Alarm Initiating Devices 

      Attach supplementary device test sheets for all initiating devices 

     6.4 Notification Appliances 

      Attach supplementary appliance test sheets for all notification appliances 

         6.5 Interface Equipment 

      Attach supplementary interface component test sheets for all interface components 

         Circuit Interface / Signaling Line Circuit Interface / Fire Alarm Control Interface     

      6.6 System Control Functions 

      Description 
Visual 

Inspection 
Functional 

Test 
Comments 

Door Releasing Devices    

Fan Shutdown    

Smoke Management/Smoke Control    

Door Unlocking    

Elevator Recall    

Elevator Shunt Trip    

    

       6.7 Supervising Station Monitoring 

      Description Yes No Time Comments 

Alarm Signal     

Alarm Restoration     

Trouble Signal     

Trouble Restoration     

Supervisory Signal     

Supervisory Restoration     

     

       6.8 Public Emergency Alarm Reporting System [ROC CC701 from PRS, CC-900] 

      Description Yes No Time Comments 

Alarm Signal     

Alarm Restoration     

Trouble Signal     

Trouble Restoration     

Supervisory Signal     

Supervisory Restoration     

7. NOTIFICATIONS THAT TESTING IS COMPLETE 
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      Monitoring Organization               Contact: ____________________________________ Time: ______________________ 

      Building Management                   Contact: ____________________________________ Time: ______________________ 

      Building Occupants                       Contact: ____________________________________ Time: ______________________ 

      Authority Having Jurisdiction      Contact: ____________________________________ Time: ______________________ 

      Other, if required                           Contact: ____________________________________ Time: ______________________ 

8. SYSTEM RESTORED TO NORMAL OPERATION 

      Date: _________________________________________________ Time: _______________________________ 

9. CERTIFICATION 

      9.1 Inspector Certification: [72-254, CC-900] 

      This system as specified herein has been inspected and tested according to NFPA 72, 2013 Edition, Chapter 14 all NFPA standards 
cited herein.[72-254, CC-900]  

         Signed: ______________________________ Printed name: _______________________________Date: ______________ 

       Organization: ____________________________Title: ________________________________Phone: _________________                      

      Qualifications (refer to 10.5.3) [72-254, CC-900]:___________________________________________________ 

 10. DEFECTS OR MALFUNCTIONS NOT CORRECTED AT CONCLUSION OF SYSTEM INSPECTION, TESTING OR 
MAINTENANCE 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

     10.1 Acceptance by Owner or Owner’s Representative: 

      This undersigned accepted the test report for the system as specified herein.  

         Signed: ______________________________ Printed name: _______________________________Date: ______________ 

         Organization: ____________________________Title: ________________________________Phone: ________________ 
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NOTIFICATION APPLIANCE SUPPLEMENTARY INSPECTION AND TESTING FORM 

This form is a supplement to the System Inspection and Testing Form. 

 It includes a notification appliance test record. 

To be completed by the system inspection and testing contractor at the time of the inspection and/or test.  

It shall be permitted to modify this form as needed to provide a more complete and/or clear record.  

Insert N/A in all unused lines. 

Inspection / Test Start Date/Time [CC-900]: ____________   Inspection / Test Completion Date/Time [CC-900]: _____________ 
 

Number of Supplemental Pages Attached: ____________________ 

1. PROPERTY INFORMATION 

      Name of property: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. NOTIFICATION APPLIANCE TEST RESULTS 

Date and Time 

(DELETE THIS 
COLUMN) [72-254, 

CC-900] 
     Appliance Type 

Address 
(DELETE 

THIS 
COLUMN) 

[CC-900] 

Location/Identifier [CC-900] 

 

Visual 
Inspection 

(DELETE 
THIS 

COLUMN) 

Test 
Results 
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See main System Inspection and Testing Form for additional information, certifications, and approvals. 
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INITIATING DEVICE SUPPLEMENTARY INSPECTION AND TESTING FORM 

This form is a supplement to the System Inspection and Testing Form. 

 It includes an initiating device test record. 

To be completed by the system inspection and testing contractor at the time of the inspection and/or test.  

It shall be permitted to modify this form as needed to provide a more complete and/or clear record.  

Insert N/A in all unused lines. 

Inspection / Test Start Date/Time: _______________             Inspection / Test Completion Date/Time:_____________[CC-900] 
 

Number of Supplemental Pages Attached: ____________________ 

1. PROPERTY INFORMATION 

      Name of property: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. INTERCONNECTED SYSTEMS INITIATING DEVICE TEST RESULTS 

Date and Time 

(DELETE THIS 
COLUMN) [72-254, CC-

900] 

      Description Device 
Type 

Address Location 
Test 

Results 
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See main System Inspection and Testing Form for additional information, certifications, and approvals. 
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MASS NOTIFICATION SYSTEM SUPPLEMENTARY INSPECTION AND TESTING FORM 

This form is a supplement to the System Inspection and Testing Form. 

 It includes a mass notification system test record. 

To be completed by the system inspection and testing contractor at the time of the inspection and/or test.  

It shall be permitted to modify this form as needed to provide a more complete and/or clear record.  

Insert N/A in all unused lines. 

Inspection / Test Start Date/Time: [CC-900]________             Inspection / Test Completion Date/Time: [CC-900]_____________ 
 

Number of Supplemental Pages Attached: ____________________ 

1. PROPERTY INFORMATION 

      Name of property: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2. Mass Notification System  

2.1 System Type: 
❏ In-building MNS—combination 
❏ In-building MNS—stand-alone ❏ Wide-area MNS ❏ Distributed recipient MNS 
❏ Other (specify):_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2.2 System Features: 
❏ Combination fire alarm/MNS ❏ MNS ACU only ❏ Wide-area MNS to regional national alerting interface 
❏ Local operating console (LOC) ❏ Direct recipient MNS (DRMNS) ❏ Wide-area MNS to DRMNS interface 
❏ Wide-area MNS to high-power speaker array (HPSA) interface ❏ In-building MNS to wide-area MNS interface 
❏ Other (specify):______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
3.  In-Building Mass Notification System 

 
3.1 Primary Power 
Input voltage of MNS panel:______________________ MNS panel amps:_________________________ 
 
3.2 Engine-Driven Generator ❏ This system does not have a generator. 
Location of generator:___________________________________________________________________ 
Location of fuel storage:______________________________________ Type of fuel:________________ 
 
3.3 Uninterruptible Power System ❏ This system does not have a UPS. 
Equipment powered by a UPS system:______________________________________________________ 
Location of UPS system:_________________________________________________________________ 
Calculated capacity of UPS batteries to drive the system components connected to it 
In standby mode (hours):________________________ In alarm mode (minutes):____________________ 
 
3.4 Batteries 
Location: Type:_______________ Nominal voltage:________________ Amp/hour rating:____________ 
Calculated capacity of batteries to drive the system: 
In standby mode (hours):_____________________ In alarm mode (minutes):_______________________ 
❏ Batteries are marked with date of manufacture. 
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4.  Mass Notification Equipment Test Results 
 

Description Visual 
Inspection 

Functional 
Test Comments 

Functional Test    

Reset/power down test    

Fuses    

Primary power supply    

UPS power test     

Trouble signals     

Disconnect switches    

Ground-fault monitoring     

CCU security mechanism     

Prerecorded message content    

Prerecorded message activation    

Software backup performed     

Test backup software     

Fire alarm to MNS interface     

MNS to fire alarm interface     

In-building MNS to wide-area MNS    

MNS to direct recipient MNS     

Sound pressure levels  
Occupied ❏ Yes ❏ No 
Ambient dBA_______ 
Alarm dBA_________ 
(attach supplementary notification appliance 
form(s) with locations, values, and weather 
conditions) 

   

System intelligibility  

Test Method ________Score ____ 
CIS Value ___________ 
(attach supplementary notification appliance 
form(s) with locations, values, and weather 
conditions) 

   

Other (specify)     

See main System Inspection and Testing Form for additional information, certifications, and approvals. 
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EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION SYSTEM SUPPLEMENTARY INSPECTION AND TESTING FORM 
This form is a supplement to the System Inspection and Testing Form. 

 It includes systems and components specific to emergency communication systems. 

To be completed by the system inspection and testing contractor at the time of the inspection and/or test.  

It shall be permitted to modify this form as needed to provide a more complete and/or clear record.  

Insert N/A in all unused lines. 

Inspection / Test Start Date/Time: [CC-900]______             Inspection / Test Completion Date/Time: _[CC-900]______________ 
 

Number of Supplemental Pages Attached: ____________________ 

1. PROPERTY INFORMATION 

      Name of property: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM OR SERVICE 

        Fire alarm with in-building fire emergency voice alarm communication system (EVAC) 

            Mass notification system      

           Combination System, with the following components: 

                       Fire Alarm            EVACS           MNS             Two-Way, In-Building, Emergency Communication System  

           Other (specify): _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

       Additional description of system(s): __________________________________________________________________________ 

       ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      2.1 In-Building Fire Emergency Voice Alarm Communication System          

      Manufacturer: ________________________________________________ Model number: ___________________________ 

      Number of single voice alarm channels: ______________ Number of multiple voice alarm channels: _____________ 

      Number of speakers: _______________________________ Number of speaker circuits: __________________________ 

      Location of amplification and sound processing equipment: _________________________________________________ 

      ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

        Location of paging microphone stations: 

      Location 1: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Location 2: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Location 3: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
         

      2.2 Mass Notification System           

      2.2.1 System Type:        

            In Building MNS-combination 

            In building MNS                     Wide area MNS                           Distributed recipient MNS 

            Other: ____________________________________________________________________________________________  

       2.2.2 System Features: 

            Combination fire alarm/MNS                        MNS Autonomous Control Unit                    Wide area MNS to Regional National Alerting Interface 
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            Local operating console (LOC)                  Distributed recipient MNS (DRMNS)                  Wide area MNS to DRMNS interface 

            Wide area MNS to high power speaker array (HPSA) interface                                 In-building MNS to wide area MNS interface 

            Other (specify): ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

           2.2.3 MNS Local Operating Consoles 

      Location 1: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Location 2: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Location 3: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

       2.2.4 High Power Speaker Arrays 

      Number of HPSA speaker initiation zones: ________________________________________________________________ 

      Location 1: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Location 2: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Location 3: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

      2.2.6 Mass Notification Devices  

      Combination fire alarm/MNS visual devices: ___________________ MNS only visual devices: ___________________ 

      Textual Signs: ________________ Other (describe): __________________________________________________________ 

      Supervision Class: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

      2.2.7 Special Hazard Notification   

         This system does not have special suppression pre-discharge notification 

        MNS systems DO NOT override notification appliances required to provide special suppression pre-discharge notification 
 

3. TWO WAY EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

     3.1 Telephone System                                 

      Number of telephone jacks installed: ______________   Number of warden stations installed: __________________ 

      Number of telephone handsets stored on site: ____________________________________________________________ 

      Type of telephone system installed:                   Electrically powered           Sound powered      
       

      3.2 Two-Way Radio Communications Enhancement System  

       Percentage of area covered by two-way radio service: Critical Areas _______%    General Building Areas ______% 

       Amplification component locations: _______________________________________________________________________ 

       ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

       Inbound signal strength _____________ dBm                   Outbound signal strength ______________ dBm 

       Donor antenna isolation is _______________ dB above the signal booster gain 

       Radio frequencies covered: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

       Radio system monitor panel location: _____________________________________________________________________ 

          3.3 Area of Refuge (Area of Rescue Assistance) Emergency Communications Systems 

        Number of stations: __________ Location of central control point: ___________________________________________ 

       Days and hours when central control point is attended: ____________________________________________________ 

       Location of alternate control point: _______________________________________________________________________ 

       Days and hours when alternate control point is attended:  __________________________________________________ 

      3.4 Elevator Emergency Communications Systems 
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       Number of elevators with stations: ________ Location of central control point: ________________________________ 

       Days and hours when central control point is attended: ____________________________________________________ 

       Location of alternate control point: _______________________________________________________________________ 

       Days and hours when alternate control point is attended: __________________________________________________ 

      3.5 Other Two Way Communication System 

      Describe: ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. TESTING RESULTS 

      4.1 Control Unit and Related Equipment 

      Description 
Visual 

Inspection 
Functional 

Test 
Comments 

Control Unit    

Lamps/LEDs/LCDs    

Fuses    

Trouble Signals    

Disconnect Switches     

Ground Fault Monitoring    

Supervision    

Local Annunciator    

Remote Anunciators    

Remote Power Panels     

Other    

      4.2 Secondary Power 

      Description 
Visual 

Inspection 
Functional 

Test 
Comments 

Battery Condition    

Load Voltage    

Discharge Test    

Charger Test    

Remote Panel Batteries    

      4.3 Emergency Communications Equipment 

      Description 
Visual 

Inspection 
Functional 

Test 
Comments 

Control Unit    

Lamps/LEDs/LCDs    
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Fuses    

Secondary Power Supply    

Trouble Signals    

Disconnect Switches    

Ground Fault Monitoring    

4. TESTING RESULTS (continued) 

Panel Supervision    

System Performance    

System Audibility    

System Intelligibility    

Other    

        4.4 Mass Notification Equipment 

      Description 
Visual 

Inspection 
Functional 

Test 
Comments 

Functional Test    

Reset/Power Down Test    

Fuses    

Primary Power Supply    

UPS Power Test    

Trouble Signals    

Disconnect Switches    

Ground Fault Monitoring    

CCU Security Mechanism     

Pre-recorded Message Content    

Pre-recorded Message Activation    

Software Backup Performed    

Test Backup Software    

Fire Alarm to MNS Interface    

MNS to Fire Alarm Interface    

In Building MNS to Wide Area MNS    

MNS to Direct Recipient MNS    

Sound Pressure Levels 

(attach report with locations, values, 
and weather conditions) 
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System Intelligibility 

 CSI       STI 

(attach report with locations, values, 
and weather conditions) 

   

Other     

       

 

4. TESTING RESULTS (continued) 

      4.5 Two-Way Communications Equipment 

      Description 
Visual 

Inspection 
Functional 

Test 
Comments 

Phone Handsets    

Phone Jacks    

Off Hook Indicator    

Call in signal    

System Performance    

System Audibility    

System Intelligibility    

Other    

 

 

See main System Inspection and Testing Form for additional information, certifications, and approvals. 
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INTERCONNECTED SYSTEMS initiating device [72-200, CC-900] SUPPLEMENTARY 
INSPECTION AND TESTING FORM 

This form is a supplement to the System Inspection and Testing Form. 

 It includes an interconnected systems test record. 

To be completed by the system inspection and testing contractor at the time of the inspection and/or test.  

It shall be permitted to modify this form as needed to provide a more complete and/or clear record.  

Insert N/A in all unused lines. 

Inspection / Test Start Date/Time: [CC-900]_______             Inspection / Test Completion Date/Time: [CC-900] ______________ 
 

Number of Supplemental Pages Attached: ____________________ 

1. PROPERTY INFORMATION 

      Name of property: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. INTERCONNECTED SYSTEMS 

Description Location Test Results 
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See the System Inspection and Testing Form for additional information, certifications, and approvals. 
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INTERFACE COMPONENT SUPPLEMENTARY INSPECTION AND TESTING FORM 

This form is a supplement to the System Inspection and Testing Form. 

 It includes an interface component test record for circuit interfaces, signaling line circuit interfaces and fire alarm control 
interfaces. 

To be completed by the system inspection and testing contractor at the time of the inspection and/or test.  

It shall be permitted to modify this form as needed to provide a more complete and/or clear record.  

Insert N/A in all unused lines. 

Inspection / Test Start Date/Time: _________             Inspection / Test Completion Date/Time: ____________ 
 

Number of Supplemental Pages Attached: ____________________ 

1. PROPERTY INFORMATION 

      Name of property: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

      Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. INTERFACE COMPONENT TEST RESULTS 

     Interface Component 
Type 

Address Location Test Results 
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See main System Inspection and Testing Form for additional information, certifications, and approvals. 



Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-201     Log #254  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joe Scibetta, BuildingReports

72-229a
Revise Inspection and Testing forms as follows:

****Insert Figure Here****

This committee proposal was formulated in order to meet the intent of several proposals, one of which
was Proposal 72-229, which was accepted in principle. However, the forms that the task group created as part of
Proposal 72-229a do not fully meet the intent of 72-229. That proposal called for the inclusion of certification and/or
license information. The current Inspection and Testing form includes a line for "Qualifications of technician or tester".
However, the proposed form for the 2013 edition has eliminated that line. That line should be retained in keeping with
the current form, as well as in keeping with the requirements of 10.4.3 and in keeping with the intent of Proposal 72-229.

Also, in keeping with the intent of Proposal 72-229, fields for Start and Completion dates need to appear on the
Initiating Device Supplementary form . Those lines were incorporated on the main Inspection and Testing form as well
as on the Notification Appliance Supplementary Form but were not included on the Initiating Device form.

Finally, Proposal 72-229 called for the inclusion of the date and time for each device inspection or test. However, no
column was included on the Initiating Device or Notification Appliance Supplementary forms. There is ample room for
such a column to be incorporated as the attached documents reveal. Including this information should not present an
onerous burden to service providers as was suggested at the ROP conference. Both of the aforementioned
supplementary forms include the language from the current form that it shall be permitted to modify the form to present a
more complete and/or clear record . Therefore, a service provider is permitted to modify the form so that date and time
are not included if they so wish .

Much of the data we receive and rely on today includes date and time, not only for the purposes of security but also for
validation and confirmation that an activity or transaction actually took place. Providing a date and time column on the
appropriate supplementary pages of the Inspection and Testing form provides an added level of security, validation and
confirmation that inspection and testing of devices and appliances took place, erasing any uncertainty as to when a
technician was at a given device to determine its condition and operability. That translates into added liability protection
for the service provider and added reassurance and peace of mind for the building owner.

The Inspection and Testing form and its associated supplementary forms should present a model template for service
providers to follow or as a springboard for modifications and adding a date/time column to the appropriate forms is in
keeping with the concept of a model format.

This comment was developed by a SIG-TMS Task Group.

The date/time column in initiating device and appliance notification test forms has not been
accepted.  There is no value in adding the column since the date and time are already on the top of the form.

The certification section was changed to match the terminology for personnel used in other sections of the code.
Minor editorial changes to be consistent throughout the forms.
See committee action on Comment 72-200b (Log #CC900).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-249     Log #60  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-277
The TCC makes reference to the first sentence of the committee statement and advises that there

is no existing related annex material (A.21.2.12) to delete.
The TCC makes reference to the second sentence of the committee statement and directs that this proposal be

referred to the SIG-TMS committee for consideration with regard to incorporating the proposed annex material in
Chapter 14.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See committee action on Comment 72-169c (Log #CC902).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-250     Log #38  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-278
The TCC makes reference to the second sentence of the committee statement and directs that this

proposal be referred to the SIG-TMS committee for consideration with regard to inclusion of the proposed material in
Chapter 14.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See committee action on Comment 72-169c (Log #CC902).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-426     Log #236  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-17
1) The TC action on Proposal 72-17 added the * for 14.2.1.2.1 and 14.2.1.2.3, but did not include 

the text. Add new A.14.2.1.2.1 and A.14.2.1.2.3 to read as follows:
A.14.2.1.2.1 See 3.3.x for definitions of critical and non-critical deficiencies and 3.3.y for the definition of impairment.

See Annex H, Impairments, for a model impairment management program.
A.14.2.1.2.3 Every effort should be made to correct all deficiencies as soon as possible and to avoid extended

impairments.
Notification of impairments at the end of testing should not be construed to allow a delay in notification for more that

than one day where system testing takes days or weeks to be completed.

2)  Add new text at the start of existing A.10.19 to read as follows:
A.10.19 See Annex H, Impairments, for a model impairment management program. (KEEP REMAINDER OF A.10.19

TEXT)

3)  Add a new:

This annex provides a model for a fire alarm or signaling system impairment management program.
Measures should be taken during the impairment to ensure that increased risks are minimized and the duration of the
impairment is limited.

See 3.3.y for definitions of different types of impairments.
See 3.3.x for definitions of critical and non-]critical deficiencies.
An impairment management program should be implemented immediately upon discovery of a critical

deficiency.
The impairment management program should remain in effect until all critical deficiencies have been corrected.
Where explicit written permission of the authority having jurisdiction is sought and obtained, supplemental,

non-required equipment or features may be removed to eliminate non-]critical deficiencies.
Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, impairment management programs should be submitted for

review and approval.
Impairment management programs or procedures required by other governing laws, codes, or standards should

be followed.
A record of the impairment and all work done to correct the impairment and to inspect and test the repairs should

be maintained by the system owner or designated representative for a period of 1 year from the date the impairment is
corrected.

The property owner should assign an impairment coordinator to comply with the requirements of this chapter.
In the absence of a specific designee, the property owner should be considered the impairment coordinator.
Where the lease, written use agreement, or management contract specifically grants the responsibility and the

authority for inspection, testing, and maintenance of the fire alarm or signaling system(s) to the tenant, management
firm, or managing individual, the tenant, management firm, or managing individual should assign a person as
impairment coordinator.

Tag or marking systems required by other governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction
should be followed.

The requirements of this section should be followed where a tag or marking system has not been specified by
other   governing laws, codes, standards or the Authority Having Jurisdiction should be followed.

A tag should be used to indicate that a system, or part thereof, is impaired or has been removed from service.
A clearly visible tag alerts building occupants, authorities and emergency forces that all or part of a system is out

of service.
The tag should be plainly visible, and of sufficient size [typically 4 in. × 6 in. (100 mm × 150 mm)]. The tag should

identify which system or part thereof is impaired, the date and time the impairment began, and the name of the
Impairment Coordinator.
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The tag should be posted at the main control unit and at each remote annunciator and each emergency services

interface.
The tag should indicate which system, or part thereof, has been impaired or removed from service.
The authority having jurisdiction should be permitted to specify where tag(s) are to be placed.

All preplanned impairments should be authorized by the impairment coordinator.
Before authorization is given, the impairment coordinator should be responsible for verifying that the following

procedures have been implemented:
(1) The extent and expected duration of the impairment have been determined.
(2) The areas or buildings involved have been inspected and the increase in risk resulting from the impairment has

been determined.
(3) Recommendations for risk reduction during the impairment have been submitted to management or the property

owner/manager.
  (4) Where a required system is out of service for more than 10 hours in a 24]hour period, the impairment coordinator 
should arrange for one of the following:

(a) Evacuation of the building or portion of the building affected by the system out of service
(b)*An approved fire watch
(c)*Establishment of a system or procedure to perform the function of the impaired system

(5) The affected fire department or emergency team has been notified.
(6) The insurance carrier, the alarm company, property owner/ manager, and other authorities having jurisdiction have

been notified.
(7) The supervisors in the areas to be affected have been notified.
(8) A tag impairment system has been implemented.
(9) All necessary personnel, tools and materials have been assembled on the impairment site.

The need for temporary protection, termination of hazardous operations, and increased frequency of inspections
in the areas involved should be determined. All work possible should be done in advance to minimize the length of the
impairment. Where possible, temporary systems or procedures should be used to mitigate the impairment. For example,
the use of roving fire watch personnel equipped with bullhorns could mitigate an impairment to a detection and alarm
system. Fire detection and alarm
systems should not be removed from service just because a building is not in use. However, for buildings that undergo
season changes, the authority having jurisdiction might permit changes to the system to allow it to function in a
degraded mode for the unoccupied season. For example a system might be allowed to use heat detectors in place of
smoke detectors in areas where the heat can be turned off safely. Where a system that has been out of service for a
prolonged period, such as in the case of idle or
vacant properties, is returned to service, qualified personnel should be retained to inspect and test the systems.

Emergency impairments include but are not limited to loss of primary power that might last more than 12 hours,
lightning, surge or transient voltage damage to equipment, and faults on circuits or pathways.

When emergency impairments occur, emergency action should be taken to minimize potential injury and
damage.

The Impairment Coordinator should implement the steps outlined in Section H.5.
When all impaired equipment is restored to normal working order, the impairment

coordinator should verify that the following procedures have been implemented:
(1) All inspections and tests, including acceptance and reacceptance tests, have been conducted to verify that affected

systems are
operational.

(2) Supervisors have been advised that protection is restored.
(3) The fire department or emergency team has been advised that protection is restored.
(4) The property owner/manager, insurance carrier, alarm company, and other authorities having jurisdiction have been

advised that protection is restored.
(5) The impairment tag has been removed.

The TC substantiation for 72-17 stated “The committee is not opposed to the creation of a chapter on
impairments that falls under the jurisdiction of the SIG-TMS technical committee.” OK, here it is, except as an annex. A
separate Comment has been submitted that is similar, but creates a new Chapter instead of a new Annex.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to both SIG-FUN and SIG-TMS for action on sections with their respective

scopes.]
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See committee action on Comment 72-17a (Log #CC904).

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-428     Log #20  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-576
The TCC advises that the parenthetical insert “(17 db SINAD, +/ 1 5 dB)” may be incorrect (possibly

17 +/- 1.5 dB SINAD)  and directs the committee to correct this.  The TCC also advises that the changes shown for
A.14.4.12.1.5 do not show the last two paragraphs as they currently appear in the code and directs the committee to
reconsider the action on this proposal to clarify the disposition of these two paragraphs.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Correct A.14.4.12.1.3 Item (7) reference of "(17 dB SINAD, +/1.5 dB)" to read "(17 +/-1.5 dB SINAD)".
Retain the last two paragraphs in existing (2010 Edition) annex A.14.4.12.1.3.

The committee accepts the direction to reconsider and makes the changes shown in the
committee action.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-429     Log #53  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-577
The TCC advises that no replacements have been provided for Figure A.14.6.2.4 [the filled out ITM

form(s)].  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to update the forms and modify
paragraph A.14.6.2.4 to match, or delete A.14.6.2.4 and the filled-out forms.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Delete A.14.6.2.4 in entirety.
The inspection and testing forms have been revised to five forms.  The sample filled out form

in the annex is unnecessary.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-456     Log #211  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

72-38
Change “emergency command center” to “fire command center”.

Per the action taken by SIG-PRO (to maintain the use of the term “Fire Command Center” in lieu of
“Emergency Command Center”), text in Annex D needs to be revised. After the action taken during the ROP meetings,
this is the only instance where “emergency command center” is still used in NFPA 72.

In annex D.5.2.3.5 in first line after “emergency command center” add “or fire command center”.
The change satisfies the comment submitter and correlates with the actions taken by

SIG-ECS.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-458     Log #56  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-609
The TCC makes reference to G.2.2 of the recommendation and advises that the reference “See

Figure G.2.2” needs to be deleted.  The TCC also makes reference to G.4 of the recommendation and advises that the
paragraph “The following procedure is recommended for checking the state of charge…” currently in the code is not
shown in the recommendation and advises that the disposition of this paragraph needs to be addressed.  The TCC
directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to resolve these issues.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

In G.2.2 delete reference “See Figure G.2.2”.
All text in G.4 should be retained.

The committee accepts the direction to reconsider and makes the changes shown in the
committee action.

Affirmative: 25
3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-459     Log #362  SIG-TMS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Horon, Cadgraphics

72-609
Delete the following paragraph from Section

Ground-fault detection is not required for all circuits that might be interconnected with the fire alarm system. Therefore,
tests for ground-fault detection should be limited to those circuits equipped with ground-fault detection. The Class R
designation is for a redundant circuit that may use metallic conductors, but is not concerned with ground fault detection.
Class S is a single path supervised circuit that may use metallic conductors, but is not concerned with ground fault
detection.

Add the following sections and diagrams:
This diagram shows how a conductor, when tied to

ground, causes the connected devices to have that ground fault imposed on their circuitry.  A direct or near direct (low
impedance) connection to earth ground could cause the flow of current between either device and the earth ground
imposed on the conductor.  This could cause intermittent or unpredictable behavior in either or both device(s).  Because
of the potential for unpredictable behavior, it is imperative that the imposed ground fault be identified and repaired.

****Insert Figure G.2.18 Here****

In this diagram, the field wire circuits are electrically
isolated by means of a inductive transformer.  Other means, such as optical isolation, provide electrical isolation as well.
In the diagram, it is apparent there is no direct connection between the field wires and the device circuitry exists on
either side of the field wire.  No direct current can flow from the field wires to either of the devices.  A direct or near direct
connection to ground cannot create a means of current flow from either device to or from ground.  A wire that is shorted
to ground has no way of causing a fault on either of the devices or interrupting the communication between them.

****Insert Figure G.2.19 Here****

Each pair of conductors is
also isolated from each other pair, making them independent of one another.  A second ground fault that occurs on
different pair would have no affect on the first pair because they are operating with independent references.  As before,
neither of the ground faults are able to provide a current flow from either of the connected devices.  This double ground
faulted scenario would have no detrimental affect on devices or on the communication between the devices.

****Insert Figure G.2.20 Here****

Note: Members of the Circuits and Pathways Task Group included Scott Barrett, A.J. Capowski, Jason
Damori, Dan Decker, Tom Hammerberg, Dan Horon, Vic Humm, Jebedia Novak, Larry Shudak, Aviv Siegel, and Doug
Woosley. Of those members, Larry Shudak and A.J. Capowski are not in agreement with this Comment.

We request that NFPA forward a copy of this entire Comment to the SIG-PRO and SIG-TMS committees.
These changes are necessary to address the concern that prescriptive Code language prohibits new and advanced

technologies.
Furthermore, IEEE requires isolation on all conductors for the common Ethernet specifications. Being galvanically

isolated, a single connection to earth ground has no effect. A second ground could be the same as a short, but on a
galvanically isolated circuit, there is no direct connection that would transfer the ground to other equipment. A
double-ground condition, when specifically on the two conductors of a matched pair, annunciates a trouble as
communication stops.

The majority of the Task Group concludes that it is essential for the Code to clearly identify and also to allow
galvanically isolated network systems. Emergency Communication Systems, including a requirement by all U.S. military
branches, and also building control systems, have come to use these galvanically isolated communication circuits
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without regard to the prescriptive ground-fault reporting requirement. The requirement was in the Code before 1964, and
the original documentation with the original intent is not available. The new advancements in technology allow for even
better fire protection, provided we keep our requirements performance-based rather than outdated prescriptive
language.

The Circuits and Pathways Task Group further notes that UL currently performs an electrical protection strength test
involving 1 joule at 2400 Volts that we cannot find in any codes or standards outside of UL864. We feel that the special
UL test should be one of the possible tests (a fourth option) added to the IEEE tests for isolation.

An example IEEE document can be downloaded from this link:
http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/download/802.3-2008_section2.pdf

After the following definitions is an excerpt from the 790-page document describes the isolation requirement:

PMD = Physical Medium Dependent sublayer
NID = Network Interface Devices
UTP = Unshielded Twisted Pair
STP = Shielded Twisted Pair
MDI = Media Dependent Interface
PI = Power Interface
PD = Powered Device
PSE = Power Sourcing Equipment
25. Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) sublayer and baseband medium, type 100BASE-TX
25.2 Functional specifications
The 100BASE-TX PMD (and MDI) is specified by incorporating the FDDI TP-PMD standard, ANSI X3.263: 1995

(TP-PMD), by reference, with the modifications noted below. This standard provides support for Category 5 unshielded
twisted pair (UTP) and shielded twisted pair (STP). For improved legibility in this clause, ANSI X3.263: 1995 (TP-PMD),
will henceforth be referred to as TP-PMD.

25.4.5 Replacement of 8.4.1, “UTP isolation requirements”
A PMD with a MDI that is a PI (see 33.1.3) shall meet the isolation requirements defined in 33.4.1.
A PMD with a MDI that is not a PI shall provide isolation between frame ground and all MDI leads including those not

used by the 100BASE-TX PMD.
This electrical isolation shall withstand at least one of the following electrical strength tests.
a) 1500 V rms at 50 Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
b) 2250 V dc for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
c) A sequence of ten 2400 V impulses of alternating polarity, applied at intervals of not less than 1 s.

The shape of the impulses shall be 1.2/50 μs (1.2 μs virtual front time, 50 μs virtual time of half value), as defined in
IEC 60950-1:2001 Annex N.

There shall be no insulation breakdown, as defined in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001, during the test. The
resistance after the test shall be at least 2 MÙ, measured at 500 V dc.

33.4.1 Isolation
PDs and PSEs shall provide isolation between all accessible external conductors, including frame ground (if any), and

all MDI leads including those not used by the PD or PSE. Any equipment that can be connected to a PSE or PD through
a non-MDI connector that is not isolated from the MDI leads needs to provide isolation between all accessible external
conductors, including frame ground (if any), and the non-MDI connector. Accessible external conductors are specified in
subclause 6.2.1 b) of IEC 60950-1:2001.

This electrical isolation shall withstand at least one of the following electrical strength tests.
a) 1500 V rms at 50 Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
b) 2250 V dc for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
c) An impulse test consisting of a 1500 V, 10/700 μs waveform, applied 10 times, with a 60 s interval between pulses.

The shape of the impulses shall be 10/700 μs (10 μs virtual front time, 700 μs virtual time of half value), as defined in
IEC 60950-1:2001 Annex N.
There shall be no insulation breakdown, as defined in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001, during the test. The
resistance after the test shall be at least 2 MΩ, measured at 500 V dc.

Conductive link segments that have differing isolation and grounding requirements shall have those requirements
provided by the port-to-port isolation of network interface devices (NID).

The wiring methods described in the comment are not currently permitted by the code.

Affirmative: 25
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3  Breen, K.,  Kelly, R.,  Rochholz, M.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-40     Log #338c  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-59
Replace the Chapter 7 document with the Comment material as derived by the new Chapter 7

shown in the accompanying file “Chapter 7 Attachment to Comment on Proposal 72-59”

****Insert INCLUDE  72_L338_Chap 7_Include_Rec Here****

This material is the work product of the Documentation Task Group assigned by the NFPA 72 Technical
Correlating Committee and is meant to address minimum documentation requirements as well as more stringent
documentation requirements of other Chapters in this Code, specifications, and other governing laws, codes and
standards.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to  SIG-FUN, SIG-NAS, SIG-ECS, SIG-IDS and SIG-TMS for action on

sections with their respective scopes.]

Revise 7.4.4 to change the reference from 10 percent to 15 percent and revise 7.4.9 item (4) to include "amplifier
loading calculations" and "conduit fill calculations".

Section 7.4.9 has changed to 15 percent to be consistent with Section 17.5.2 and the amplifier
and conduit fill calculation were added because they are considered appropriate calculations to add in cases where they
are applicable.  The SIG-IDS TC with regard to section 7.4.8 supports the action taken by SIG-FUN TC to add the option
of narrative text for sequence of operations.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-44     Log #374c  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-59
Revise text to read as follows:

[SIG-FUN]
The requirements of this chapter, or portions thereof, shall apply where required by the enforcing authority, other

governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code.
Systems covered by this Code shall be required to provide documentation in accordance with Chapter 7
This Chapter outlines the documentation that shall be provided for systems covered under this Code and does

not prohibit additional documentation from being provided
The requirements of other Chapters shall also apply unless they are in conflict with this Chapter.
Unless required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, the documentation requirements of this Chapter

shall not apply to Chapter 29.
[SIG-FUN]

All of the requirements in this Chapter shall not be required for every project.
It is not intended that all of the details outlined in this Chapter be required for every project. This section is

meant to address the conditions related to smaller projects where the more stringent documentation requiring a greater
level of detail of more complex projects might not be warranted.

The following list represents the minimum documentation required for fire alarm and emergency communications
systems:

a) Written narrative providing intent and system description
b) Riser diagram
c) Floor plan layout showing location of all devices and control equipment
d) Input/output matrix of operation
e) Equipment technical data sheets
f) Manufacturer’s operation and maintenance instructions
g) Battery calculations (where batteries are provided)
h) Voltage drop calculations for notification appliance circuits
i) Completed acceptance test form in accordance with 7.8.1 or 7.8.2 as applicable
j) Signed Record of Completion form in accordance with 7.7.3 (by installing contractor)

[SIG-FUN]
Prior to installing new systems, replacing an existing system, or upgrading a system, design documents shall be

prepared.
Design documents shall contain information related to the system which shall include specifications, shop

drawings, input/output matrix, battery calculations, notification appliance voltage drop calculations for strobes and
speakers, and product technical data sheets.

Design documents shall be prepared prior to installation of any new system.
Systems that are altered shall have design documents prepared that are applicable to the portion(s) of the

system being altered.
Design documents shall include preliminary plans issued as guidance and direction, shop drawing submittals,

risk analysis, emergency response plan, or a combination of these.
Design documents shall be revised as necessary following installation to represent as-built conditions and

include record drawings.
Neither approval nor acceptance by an authority having jurisdiction, owner, or owner’s agent shall relieve a

designer(s) or installer(s) from providing a system compliant with governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan
requirements specified by an engineer.

Deviations from requirements of governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan requirements specified by
an engineer, shall be clearly identified and documented as such.

Documentation of equivalency, where applicable, shall be provided in accordance with 1.5 and be included with
the record drawings in accordance with 7.6.

The system designer shall be identified on the system design documents.
[SIG-FUN]
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When poor shop drawings are submitted for review, or systems are improperly installed, investigations

frequently find that the lack of information, inconsistent information, or non-compliant information such as device spacing
within bid documents contribute to system problems. To be competitive in getting a job, contractors regularly must bid
device counts based on devices shown. Engineers often show a few devices on drawings and then hold the installing
contractor accountable for providing a code compliant system with a drawing note. Previously, the requirements within
this Code were developed and targeted around the installing contractor. The purpose of this section is to assign initial
design accountability where it belongs when an engineer prepares bid documents. Providing this section provides the
AHJ the ability to enforce accountability at the top level. Language does not require that an engineer be involved, only
describes what is required when an engineer is involved.

Unless otherwise required by governing laws, codes, standards, or an enforcing authority, preliminary plans
such as those used for bidding, solicitation, or for obtaining a building permit, shall be created in accordance with 7.3.11.

Performance criteria required in support of alternative means and methods for other codes, standards, or
construction features shall be clearly identified.

Such information shall reference applicable waivers, appeals, variances, or similarly approved deviations from
prescriptive criteria.

When issued by a registered architect or licensed engineer, that entity shall provide, as a minimum, the
information outlined in 7.3.11.

When preliminary documents for bidding or solicitation are prepared and issued by a qualified designer other
than a registered architect or licensed engineer, the documents shall contain the information in accordance with 7.3.11.

The qualifications of the designer shall be found acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction prior to
preparation of preliminary documents.

Preliminary documents shall include the following:
(1) Specifications and narrative applicable to the project
(2) When devices are shown on preliminary drawings, the devices shall be located in accordance with standards,

listings, and limitations of the equipment specified around. When no particular product limitations are specified around,
the prescriptive criteria of applicable standards shall be used.

(3) Interface between systems such as fire alarm, mass notification, security, HVAC, smoke control, paging,
background music, audio visual equipment, elevators, access control, other fire protection systems, etc.

(4) Sequence of operation
(5) Survivability of system circuits and equipment
(6) Notification zones, when applicable
(7) Message content for voice systems
(8) Off-site, proprietary, or other means of system monitoring to be provide (as applicable)
(9) Codes and editions applicable to the system(s)
(10) Any specific requirements of the owner, governing authority, or insurance carrier.
(11) Any specific voice delivery components beyond standard industry products required to achieve intelligibility.

Acoustic properties of spaces shall be considered with respect to speaker selection
and placement to ensure intelligibility can be met. [SIG-NAS]

Achieving intelligibility in certain spaces such as large open or hard surfaced spaces often requires evaluation
of the environmental acoustic properties. The burden of speech intelligibility is frequently placed on the installing fire
alarm contractor. However, this contractor has no control over the architectural acoustic aspects of a space. Speaker
selection and/or placement frequently have limited effect in such spaces. Therefore, it is essential that the architects and
engineers account for the necessary acoustic treatments and intended speaker placement during the physical design of
the space. It is not practical to expect a sub-contractor to account for such architectural implications during construction.
[SIG-NAS]

The architect, engineer, and/or preliminary design professional shall identify the need for, and provide
provisions for acoustical treatments required to achieve speech intelligibility. [SIG-NAS]

The burden to provide an intelligible acoustic environment beyond the limitations of the voice delivery
components shall be independent of the installer responsible for providing final system shop drawing submittal package.
[SIG-NAS]

Acoustical treatments shall include, but not be limited to sound baffles, sound absorption materials, or other
such physical treatments to a space. Voice delivery components such as speakers, amplifiers, circuiting, etc. shall not
be considered acoustical treatments. [SIG-NAS]

Analysis and design documentation in accordance with 18.4.6.4 shall be submitted to the authority having
jurisdiction. [SIG-NAS]

Heat detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance with 17.6
[SIG-IDS]
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Smoke detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance with

17.7 [SIG-IDS]
Radiant energy detection design documentation shall be provided in

accordance with 17.8 [SIG-IDS]
[SIG-ECS]

When a risk analysis is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system, findings of the risk
analysis shall be documented.

When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the risk analysis documentation shall be in
accordance with 7.3.16 and 7.9.3.

The risk analysis documentation shall list the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated outcomes.
[SIG-IDS]

Performance-based design documentation for fire detection shall be provided in accordance with 17.3.
[SIG-IDS]

Performance-based design alternatives for strobe design shall be provided in accordance with 18.5.4.5.2
[SIG-NAS]

When a system or component is required to be installed in accordance with performance based design
criteria as specified by a registered engineer, such systems shall be reviewed and accepted by the respective engineer.
[SIG-IDS]

Due to unique design and construction challenges, fire protection concepts are often established on
performance based engineering practices. When such practices have been approved by the AHJ, the engineer of record
should sign off on the final installation documents to ensure that all conditions have been satisfied. Such engineering
analysis could be beyond the qualifications of the code authority. As such, it is imperative that the engineer of record
review and accept final concepts as accepted by the AHJ. [SIG-IDS]

A copy of approval documentation resulting from performance-based designs shall be included with the
record drawings in accordance with 7.6.9. [SIG-IDS]

[SIG-ECS]
When an emergency response plan is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system,

findings of the plan shall be documented.
When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the emergency response plan shall be in

accordance with 7.3.18.
The emergency response plan shall document the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated

outcomes.
The stakeholders shall identify the worthiness of a respective scenario and shall identify if the scenario and

outcome shall be included in documentation.
Unless otherwise approved by the authority having

jurisdiction, the architect, engineer, or owner shall make available electronic Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) files to the
entity preparing final shop drawings, and record drawings, when such files exist. [SIG-FUN]

Electronic files should allow for drawings to be at required scale. Electronic files should allow for un-related
text, notes, equipment, etc. to be isolated or removed for clarity. Electronic file floor plans and details should be
consistent with those used in drawings issued or revised for building permits. [SIG-FUN]

At minimum, available files shall include base floor plans, elevation details, structural floor/roof framing for
exposed spaces, and details necessary to coordinate for unique protection schemes. [SIG-FUN]

Any fees for providing electronic files or for converting such files shall be included in preliminary documents,
or shall be provided upon request during the solicitation stage. [SIG-FUN]

Written agreements, such as contracts limiting or preventing further distribution, shall be permitted. [SIG-FUN]
Electronic files shall allow for drawings to be at required scale. [SIGFUN]
Electronic files shall allow for un-related text, notes, equipment, etc. to be isolated or removed for clarity.

[SIG-FUN]
Electronic file floor plans and details shall be consistent with those used in drawings issued or revised for

building permits. [SIG-FUN]
If electronic files cannot or will not be made available in accordance with this section, solicitation documents

shall indicate such. [SIG-FUN]
[SIG-FUN]

Shop drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale, on sheets of uniform size, with a plan of each floor.

Shop drawings for fire alarm and emergency communications systems shall provide basic information and shall
provide the basis for the record (as-built) drawings required in accordance with 7.6.
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Shop drawings shall include the following information:

(1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)
(2) Name of installer or contractor
(3) Location of protected premises
(4) Device legend in accordance with NFPA 170,
(5) Date of issue and any revision dates

Floor plan drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale and shall include the following information:
(1) Floor or level identification
(2) Point of compass (indication of North)
(3) Graphic scale
(4) All walls and doors
(5) All partitions extending to within 10 percent of the ceiling height (where applicable)
(6) Room and area descriptions
(7) System device/component locations
(8) Locations of fire alarm primary power connection(s)
(9) Locations of monitor/control interfaces to other systems
(10) System riser locations
(11) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(12) Type and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) used for each circuit
(13) Location of all supply and return air diffusers (where automatic detection is used)
(14) Identification of any ceiling over 10 feet in height where automatic fire detection is being proposed.
(15) Details of ceiling geometries, including beams and solid joists, where automatic fire detection is being proposed.
(16)* Acoustic properties of spaces with respect to speaker selection and placement to help ensure intelligibility can be

met where voice systems are to be installed.
Achieving intelligibility in certain spaces such as large open or hard surfaced spaces often requires

evaluation of the environmental acoustic properties. The burden of speech intelligibility is frequently placed on the
installing contractor. However, this contractor usually has no control over the architectural acoustic aspects of a space.
Speaker selection and/or placement frequently have limited effect in such spaces. Therefore, it is essential that the
architects and engineers account for the necessary acoustic treatments and intended speaker placement during the
physical design of the space. Acoustical treatments could include, but not be limited to sound baffles, sound absorption
materials, or other such physical treatments to a space. Voice delivery components such as speakers, amplifiers,
circuiting, etc. should not be considered acoustical treatments.

System riser diagrams shall be coordinated with the floor plans and shall include the following
information:

(1) General arrangement of the system in building cross-section
(2) Number of risers
(3) Type and number of circuits in each riser
(4) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(5) Type, and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) for each circuit.

Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided for all control equipment (i.e., equipment
listed as either a control unit or control unit accessory), power supplies, battery chargers, and annunciators and shall
include the following information:

(1) Identification of the control equipment depicted
(2) Location(s)
(3) All field wiring terminals and terminal identifications
(4) All circuits connected to field wiring terminals and circuit identifications
(5) All indicators and manual controls, including the full text of all labels
(6) All field connections to supervising station signaling equipment, releasing equipment, and fire safety control

interfaces, where provided.
Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification

appliances, remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices.

An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with all shop drawings.
For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).

. System calculations shall be included with shop drawings as follows:
(1) Battery calculations
(2) Loop resistance calculations (if required)
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(3) Notification Appliance circuit voltage drop calculations
(4) Db loss calculations (Fiber optic cables)
(5) Other required calculations

[SIG-FUN]
The authority having jurisdiction shall be notified prior to installation or alteration of equipment or

wiring.
At the request of the authority having jurisdiction, complete information in accordance

with 7.4 (Shop Drawings) shall be submitted for approval. the annex material was inserted into the
body of the code in 7.4 Shop Drawings

Before requesting final approval of the installation, if required by the authority having jurisdiction,
the installing contractor shall furnish a written statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with
approved plans and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA
requirements.

[SIG-FUN]
Record drawings shall consist of current updated design and shop drawings reflecting the actual installation of all

system equipment, components, and wiring.
Record drawings shall provide basic information and shall reflect the actual installation details in accordance with

7.4.3.
Floor plan drawings shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.4.
System riser diagrams shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.5.
Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided and shall include the most current installation details in

accordance with 7.4.6.
Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification appliances, remote indicators,

annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices.
An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with the record drawings to reflect actual programming at

the time of completion.
For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).

Initial calculations in accordance with 7.4.9 shall be provided depicting any changes due to installation
conditions.

Record drawings shall be turned over to the owner with a copy placed inside the documentation cabinet in
accordance with 7.9.2.

Record drawings shall include approval documentation resulting from variances, performance-based designs,
risk analyses, and other system variations.

It is imperative that the documentation required by this section is available for technicians so they will be able
to recognize variations of system configuration during acceptance, reacceptance, and periodic testing. It is also
necessary for enforcement personnel in order to prevent confusion when they could otherwise misidentify an approved
variation for being non-code compliant. This documentation is also necessary for those who might design additions or
modifications.

[SIG-FUN]
Before requesting final approval of the installation, the installing contractor shall furnish a written

statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with approved plans and tested in accordance with
the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA requirements. [

Every system shall include the following documentation, which shall be delivered to
the owner or the owner’s representative upon final acceptance of the system:

(1) An owner’s manual and manufacturer’s published instructions covering all system equipment, in accordance with
7.7.3.19

(2) Record (as-built) drawings in accordance with 7.6
(3) A completed record of completion form in accordance with 7.7.3

The record of completion form, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be permitted to be a part of the written statement required
in 7.7.1. When more than one contractor has been responsible for the installation, each contractor shall complete the
portions of the form for which that contractor had responsibility. [

Protected premises fire alarm systems are often installed under construction or remodeling contracts and
subsequently connected to a supervising station alarm system under a separate contract. All contractors should
complete the portions of the record of completion form for the portions
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of the connected systems for which they are responsible. Several partially completed forms might be accepted by the
authority having jurisdiction provided that all portions of the connected systems are covered in the set of forms.

The record of completion form, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be permitted to be a part of the documents that support the
requirements of 7.7.3.18.

The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be the responsibility of the qualified and
experienced person in accordance with 10.4.2.

The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.7.3.3 shall be in accordance with 7.7.3.5 through 7.7.3.12.

The requirements of Chapter 14 should be used to perform the installation wiring and operational
acceptance tests required when completing the record of completion. The record of completion form can be used to
record decisions reached prior to installation regarding intended system type(s), circuit designations, device types,
notification appliance type, power sources, and the means of transmission to the supervising station. An example of a
completed record of completion form is shown in Figure A.7.7.3.3.

Parts 1 through 14 of the record of completion shall be completed after the system is installed and the
installation wiring has been checked.

Parts 15 and 16 of the record of completion shall be completed after the operational acceptance tests have
been completed.

A preliminary copy of the record of completion shall be given to the system owner and, if requested, to other
authorities having jurisdiction after completion of the installation wiring tests.

A final copy of the record of completion shall be provided after completion of the operational acceptance tests.

This copy of the record of completion shall be updated to reflect all system additions or modifications and
maintained in a current condition at all times.

A copy of the record of completion documents shall be maintained in a documentation cabinet in accordance
with 7.9.2.

All fire alarm and/or signaling system modifications made after the initial installation shall be recorded on a
revised version of the original completion documents.

The revised record of completion document shall include a revision date.
Where the original, or the latest overall system record of completion cannot be obtained, a new system

record of completion shall be provided that documents the system configuration as discovered during the current
project’s scope of work.

It is the intent that if an original or current record of completion is not available for the overall system, the
installer would provide a new record of completion that addresses items discovered about the system. The installer will
complete the respective sections related to the overall system that have been discovered under the current scope of
work. It is not the intent of this section to require an in-depth evaluation of an existing system solely for the purpose of
completing a system-wide record of completion.

A document containing the required elements of the Record
of Completion shall be permitted to be used as an alternative to the Record of Completion where the installed system
contains only certain elements found in the Record of Completion.

Where approved by the authority having jurisdiction, the Record of Completion shall be permitted to be filed
electronically instead of on paper. If filed electronically, the record of completion document shall be in a
format that cannot be modified and that has been approved by the AHJ.

With many software-based fire systems, a copy of the site-specific software is required to restore system
operation if a catastrophic system failure should occur. Without a back-up copy readily available on site, recovery of
system operation by authorized service personnel can be substantially delayed. The intent of this requirement is to
provide authorized service personnel with an on-site copy of the site-specific software. The on-site copy should provide
a means to recover the last installed and tested version of the site specific operation of the system. This typically would
be an electronic copy of the source files required to load an external programming device with the site-specific data.
This requirement does not extend to the system executive software, nor does it require that the external programmer
software if required be stored on site. It is intended that this copy of the software be an electronic version stored on a
non-rewritable media containing all of the file(s) or data necessary to restore the system and not just a printed version of
the operation stored on electronic media. One example of a non-rewritable media is a CD-R.

For software-based systems, a copy of the site-specific software shall be provided to the system owner or
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owner’s designated representative.

A copy of the site-specific software shall be stored on-site in nonvolatile, non-erasable, non-rewritable
memory.

The system owner shall be responsible for maintaining a copy of the site-specific software in accordance
with 9.1.4 for examination by any authority having jurisdiction.

Paper or electronic media shall be permitted.
Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, compliance of the

completed installation with the requirements of this Code, as implemented via the referring code(s), specifications,
and/or other criteria applicable to the specific installation, shall be certified by a qualified and impartial third-party
organization acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.

This section is intended to provide a basis for the authority having jurisdiction to require third-party
verification and certification that the authority having jurisdiction and the system owner can rely on to reasonably assure
that the fire alarm system installation complies with the applicable requirements. Where the installation is an extension,
modification, or reconfiguration of an existing system, the intent is that the verification be applicable only to the new work
and that reacceptance testing be acceptable.

Verification shall ensure that the installed system includes all components and functions, are installed and
operate as required, and shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2, as applicable.

For supervising station systems, the verification, in addition to the requirements in 7.7.3.16.1, shall
ascertain proper arrangement, transmission, and receipt of all signals required to be transmitted off-premises and shall
meet the requirements of Sections 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2 as applicable

Verification shall include written confirmation that any required corrective actions have been completed.

An owner’s manual shall contain the following documentation:
(1) A detailed narrative description of the system inputs, evacuation signaling, ancillary functions, annunciation,

intended sequence of operations, expansion capability, application considerations, and limitations
(2) A written sequence of operation for the system including an operational input/output matrix.
(3) Operator instructions for basic system operations, including alarm acknowledgment, system reset, interpretation of

system output (LEDs, CRT display, and printout), operation of manual evacuation signaling and ancillary function
controls, and change of printer paper

(4) A detailed description of routine maintenance and testing as required and recommended and as would be provided
under a maintenance contract, including testing and maintenance instructions for each type of device installed. This
information shall include the following:

(a) Listing of the individual system components that require periodic testing and maintenance
(b) Step-by-step instructions detailing the requisite testing and maintenance procedures, and the intervals at which

these procedures shall be performed, for each type of device installed
(c) A schedule that correlates the testing and maintenance procedures that are required by this section
(5) A service directory, including a list of names and telephone numbers of those who provide service for the system.

shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.2. [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 14.4.1.1. [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 14.4.1.2. [SIG-TMS]

shall be provided in accordance with Chapter 14 [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 10.19. [SIG-TMS]

[SIG-TMS]
[SIG-FUN]

A complete record of the tests and operations of each system shall be kept until the next test and for 1 year
thereafter unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code.

The records shall be available for examination and, if required, reported to the authority having jurisdiction.
Archiving of records by any means shall be permitted if hard copies of the records can be provided promptly when
requested.

If off-premises monitoring is provided, records of all signals, tests, and operations recorded at the supervising
station including public emergency alarm reporting system shall be maintained for not less than 1 year unless more
stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code.

Documents regarding system design and function shall be maintained for the life of the system.
Revisions and alterations to systems shall be recorded and records maintained with the original system design

documents.
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System documents housed in the documentation cabinet required by 7.9.2.1 shall include the following, as

applicable:
(1) Record Drawings (as-builts) in accordance with 7.6
(2) Equipment technical data sheets
(3) Alternative means and methods, variances, appeals, and approvals, etc.
(4) Performance-based design documentation in accordance with 7.3.17
(4) Risk Analysis documentation in accordance with 7.3.16
(5) Emergency Response Plan in accordance with 7.3.18

[SIG-FUN]
With every new system or major renovation a documentation cabinet shall be installed adjacent to the main

system control unit.
Documentation shall be stored at the system control unit location in accordance with 7.9.2.1 or other approved

location at the protected premises.
The intent is that the documents should not be stored inside the control unit because control units are not

typically approved for the storage of combustible material.
Where not stored at the main system control unit, the location of these documents shall be identified at the

main system control unit.
The documentation cabinet shall be prominently labeled SYSTEM COMPLETION DOCUMENTS.

Documentation in accordance with 7.7 shall be housed in the document cabinet.
The documentation cabinet shall be sized to accommodate record drawings, product technical data sheets,

inspection records, software media, including future inspection and service reports.
The contents of the cabinet shall be accessible by authorized personnel only.
Unless approved otherwise by the authority having jurisdiction, the documentation cabinet shall be provided

with a lock keyed the same as the system control unit.
Emergency communications systems and fire alarm system record drawings and other related documentation

shall be permitted to be maintained together, including the appearance of both systems on the same drawings.
[SIG-FUN]

Security for systems documentation shall be determined by the stakeholders.
Where such documents cannot be protected from public access, it shall be permitted to remove sensitive

information from record documents provided the owner retains complete documentation that will be made accessible to
the authority having jurisdiction at an owner designated location.

It is recognized that there are circumstances in which the security and protection of some system documents
will require measures other than that prescribed in this Code. Since a common expectation of a mass notification system
is to function during security and/or terrorist events, it could be crucial that system design be protected. Where such
conditions have been identified, the stakeholders should clearly identify what and how system documents should be
maintained to satisfy the integrity of this section regarding reviews, future service, modifications, and system support.
Due to freedom of information laws allowing for public access to documents submitted to and retained by code officials,
it could be necessary for secure documents to be reviewed by code officials at alternate locations. Such conditions
should be identified by the stakeholders and discussed with the authorities having jurisdiction(s) in advance.

[SIG-FUN]
[SIG-TMS]

(DELETE CHAPTER 4 IN ITS ENTIRETY)
All system approvals and documentation shall comply with the minimum requirements of this chapter.
The intent of the code change is to ensure the information within this major code revision is technically

accurate and non-ambiguous for the user of the Code. Therefore the subject text that has been “struck-out” has been
deleted is because the information is either incomplete or not useful for the user of the Code. Also, the code change has
addressed several issues raised by the members of the SIG-FUN Technical Committee.  Lastly, new Chapter 4 is
deleted in its entirety because it is felt this material more appropriately belongs in a building code, fire code, or a design
specification and does not believe all these requirements are not necessary for all systems.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to  SIG-FUN, SIG-NAS, SIG-ECS, SIG-IDS and SIG-TMS for action on

sections with their respective scopes.]

The SIG-IDS TC disagrees with the submitters comment to delete sections 7.3.13, 7.3.14,
7.3.15, 7.3.17, and 7.3.17.1. These sections refer to documentation requirements found in Chapter 17 and should be
retained. See TC action and statement on ROC 72-40 (Log #338c).
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Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-141a     Log #CC400  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Initiating Devices for Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-152
1) Add reference to gas detectors and other detectors to the Table for Initiating Devices in the

Record of Completion
2) Add spaces for high and low alarm settings for gas detectors.
3)Add spaces for calibration settings for gas detectors (e.g., setting for gas type being detected)

This information is critical for recording the intent of the gas detection system design, which is currently
absent from the form.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-165a     Log #CC401  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Initiating Devices for Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-180, 72-187b
1) In the committee action on Proposal 72-180 modify Table 14.3.1 as follows:

Item 11(a)(1) - remove requirement for the semiannual inspection
Items 11(i) [supervisory signal devices] and 11(j) [waterflow devices]- change inspection frequency to semiannually

2) In the recommendation of Proposal 72-187b modify Table 14.4.2.2 as follows:
Item 12(f) - change frequency of testing to annually
Add Item 12(g)(10) - for "Device" for "Video image smoke detectors" to be tested at annual and acceptance testing
using "Method" "Per manufacturer's published instructions"

1) Table 14.3.1:
Item 11(a)(1) - Requirement for above ceiling and interstitial space inspections is not practical on a semiannual basis
and provides no addition reliability.  A sampling tube is no less reliable than a metallic conductor and should not require
inspection at a greater frequency.  The systems are supervised for designed air flow, much like metallic conductors.
Item 11(i) and 11(j) - The change to semiannual is in agreement with the frequency for all other supervised initiating
devices.

2) Table 14.4.3.2:
Item 12(f) - Annual testing is consistent with all other alarm initiating devices.
Add section 12(g)(10) - There is currently nothing in the table covering these devices.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-202     Log #132  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-231a
Revise text to read as follows:

17.1.1 The performance, selection, use, and location of automatic or manual initiating devices, including but not limited
to fire detection devices, devices that detect the operation of fire suppression and extinguishing systems, waterflow
detectors, pressure switches, manual fire alarm boxes, and other supervisory signal–initiating devices (including guard
tour reporting) used to ensure timely warning for the purposes of life safety and the protection of a building, a space, a
structure, an area, or an object shall comply with the minimum requirements of this chapter.

Remove the word “fire” from detection devices. The committee statement was not reflected in the
committee action on the AIP. The committee statement was

The word "fire" was removed from the specific section preceding the list of examples.  The list
is not intended to be an all inclusive list but "fire detection devices" was considered a significant item to be on the list.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-203     Log #154  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-231a
Revise text as follows:

17.1 Application
17.1.1 The performance, selection, use, and location of automatic or manual initiating devices, including but not limited

to fire detection devices, devices that detect the operation of fire suppression and extinguishing systems, waterflow
detectors, pressure switches, manual fire alarm boxes, and other supervisory signal–initiating devices (including guard
tour reporting) used to ensure timely warning for the purposes of life safety and the protection of a building, a space, a
structure, an area, or an object shall comply with the minimum requirements of this chapter.

The committee statement said the word “fire” before detection was removed, however, in reading the
new proposed language, the word “fire” is still there.

See the TC action and statement on ROC 72-202 (Log #132).

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-204     Log #133  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-234b
Revise the last line of

as follows: 28 8.5 30 9.1 0.34 0.40

***Insert Table 17.6.3.5.1 here***

NEMA supports this proposal and requests the TC to accept in principal. NEMA has also provided an
expansion of the original proposal chart for better clarification. The existing chart is not correct and must be revised.

The multiplier in Table 17.6.3.5.1 is intended to be applied to listed spacing, not ceiling height.
In 17.6.3.5.2, the 0.4 limit is multiplied by the ceiling height and not the listed spacing.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-205     Log #134  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-234c
Revise table.

***INSERT TABLE HERE***

NEMA supports this proposal and requests the TC to accept in principal. NEMA has also provided an
expansion of the original proposal chart for better clarification. The existing chart is not correct and must be revised.

The submitter has failed to substantiate how his proposed revision would make the table
clearer.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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 Table 17.6.3.5.1 Heat Detector Spacing Reduction Based on Ceiling Height 
 

 

Ceiling Height  
Minimum 

Ceiling Height  
Maximum 

Multiply 
Listed 

Spacing By 
 

 
Ft M Ft M   

 
 

>0 >0.0 10 3.0 1.00 
 

 
>10 >3.0 12 3.7 0.91 

 
 

>12 >3.7 14 4.3 0.84 
 

 
>14 >4.3 16 4.9 0.77 

 
 

>16 >4.9 18 5.5 0.71 
 

 
>18 >5.5 20 6.1 0.64 

 
 

>20 >6.1 22 6.7 0.58 
 

 
>22 >6.7 24 7.3 0.52 

 
 

>24 >7.3 26 7.9 0.46 
 

 
>26 >7.9 28 8.5 0.40 

 
 

>28 >8.5 30 9.1 0.34 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-206     Log #155  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-234b
Accept Proposal 72-234b as submitted.

The committee statement said “The requirement in 17.6.3.5.2 is based on plume divergence. The
requirements in Table 17.6.3.5.1 are based on research performed years earlier. These two requirements are based on
two entirely different sets of data and are not necessarily mutually exclusive.”

It makes no sense to have two conflicting requirements in the Code. Only one requirement should be used based on
the best information provided by the data used. An alternative would be to reword 17.6.3.5.2 to apply exclusively to
certain applications.

See the TC action and statement on ROC 72-204 Log #133).

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-207     Log #156  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-234c
Modify Table 17.6.3.5.1 as shown:

****Insert Table 17.6.3.5.1 Here****

Our goal is modifying the Table is for simplification. Making the Code easier to use should be a goal
for all of us on Technical Committees. The less interpretations you have, the smoother the installation. The changes to
the columns will simplify the use of this table.

Revise Table 17.6.3.5.1 left column heading to read "Ceiling Height Greater Than (>)".
The TC agrees to add clarification to the table by changing the heading of the left column in

lieu of using the greater than symbol in the table.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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 72/L156/Tb 17.6.3.5.1/A2012/ROC 

 
 

Table 17.6.3.5.1 Heat Detector Spacing Reduction Based on Ceiling 
Height 

Ceiling Height  
Minimum 

Ceiling Height  
Maximum Multiply Listed Spacing By 

Ft M Ft M   
>0 >0.0 10 3.0 1.00 

>10 >3.0 12 3.7 0.91 
>12 >3.7 14 4.3 0.84 
>14 >4.3 16 4.9 0.77 
>16 >4.9 18 5.5 0.71 
>18 >5.5 20 6.1 0.64 
>20 >6.1 22 6.7 0.58 
>22 >6.7 24 7.3 0.52 
>24 >7.3 26 7.9 0.46 
>26 >7.9 28 8.5 0.40 
>28 >8.5 30 9.1 0.34 

 



Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-208     Log #263  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel T. Gottuk, Hughes Associates, Inc.

72-234c
Accept recommended changes in the proposal.

The substantiation for the proposal clearly establishes a rationale for the changes. Is there rationale for
how the first two columns are a benefit? Deleting the first two columns will simplify and clarify without the loss of
information.

ROP 72-234c would simplify but not clarify Table 17.6.3.5.1.  See TC action and statement on
ROC 72-207 (Log #156).

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-209     Log #92  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-236a
Relocate 17.7.3.1.3 along with 17.7.3.1.4*(and A.17.7.3.1.4) to 17.4.10 and 17.4.11* respectively.

Modify 17.7.3.1.3 to read …where the detector can intercept the smoke or heat.
Modify 17.7.3.1.4* to read …initiate action when smoke / or fire threatens…".

Initially, when 17.7.3.1.4 was added to 17.7.3 Location and Spacing under the heading 7.7
Smoke-Sensing Fire Detectors, it was intended to be a companion paragraph to 17.7.3.1.3 for logical placement
because they have a similar concept. The provisions of 17.7.3.1.3 also apply equally to heat and smoke detectors. The
new location and wording will reflect that. The slash between smoke and fire was removed and replaced with “or” to
comply with the Manual of Style.

The submitter's comment brings up new material given that ROP 72-236a did not act on
17.3.1.3 and 17.3.1.3 only applies to smoke detectors.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-210     Log #62  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-237
The TCC makes reference to the action of deleting 17.7.3.2.3.5 and advises that the disposition of

the related annex material in A.17.7.3.2.3.5 is not clear.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this
proposal to provide clarity regarding the annex material.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Move A.17.7.3.2.3.5 and append to A.17.7.3.2.3.1.
The TC accepts the direction of TCC to reconsider the action on ROP 72-237.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-211     Log #193  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-240
Revise as follows.

17.7.4.2.2 Unless otherwise permitted by 17.7.4.2.2.1, detectors placed in environmental air ducts or plenums shall be
permitted to be either supervisory devices. or alarm initiating devices.

17.7.4.2.2.1 Detectors placed in environmental air ducts shall be permitted to be alarm initiating devices when required
by another code, a performance based design or as part of a specific design intent approved by the authority having
jurisdiction.

The arrangement of this language now creates a default for supervisory devices in air duct or plenums
as supervisory devices but it also creates an exception for these devices to be alarm initiating devices under certain
conditions. This should meet most of the submitter’s original intent in 72-240 by restricting the blanked use of these
devices as alarm devices but also meets the TC’s concern that there are appropriate times that these devices should be
alarm initiating devices.

The committee wanted to provide the basic option of detectors being used as either
supervisory devices or alarm initiating devices.  The submitter's comment does not allow sufficient latitude in design to
address the entire spectrum of application for smoke detectors.  The submitter is suggesting an overly complicated
basis for allowing what should be a straight forward engineering design decision specific to the project.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-211a     Log #446  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-240
Accept the original proposal.

Detectors placed in environmental air ducts are primarily mechanical devices as opposed to fire
detection.  While they do provide a means to shut down the flow of smoke from one compartment to another, this can be
achieved by a supervisory device.

While Chapter 14 of NFPA 72 does require that the devices are tested, maintained and cleaned, the unfortunate reality
is that a percentage are not or those that are, are sill exposed to an environment that can cause an unwanted activation.

The chapter that this proposal is before already requires that in an environment will not support the installation of a
smoke detector then a heat detector or other device that will not be adversely affected by the the environment be
installed.

This provision is not realistic in regards to air ducts, but a requirement that there be a supervisory device is.

See the TC action and statement on ROC 72-211 (Log #193).

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-212     Log #30  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-240
The TCC advises that the committee action is not clear with regard to the placement of the new text

with respect to existing 17.7.4.2.2.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to provide
clarity.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Change the paragraph numbering from  17.7.4.2.2 to 17.7.4.2.3 and renumber references as required.
The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to reconsider its action on ROP 72-240 to provide

clarity and does so by renumbering this item as a new paragraph.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-213     Log #329  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-240
Accept the proposal:

Detectors placed in environmental air ducts or plenums shall be supervisory devices.
This purpose of this comment is to recommend that this code addition be approved as submitted. This

change will reduce false activations of the alarm system. The supervisory signals would still be transmitted and
compared to other proximate devices are activating too. Due to the nature of duct detectors, they are more likely to get
dirty and transmit false alarms.

No new justification has been provided by the submitter.  Testing and maintenance are
important factors in reducing false activation of alarm systems.  The TC action on ROP 72-240 provides the options for
devices to be used as supervisory or alarm devices as may be appropriate for the given design application.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-215     Log #194  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-241
Add new language to read:

17.7.5.2.3 Unless otherwise permitted by 17.7.5.2.3.1, detectors used solely for closing doors, dampers or for heating,
ventilating and air-conditioning system shutdown shall be supervisory devices.

17.7.5.2.3.1 Detectors used solely for closing doors, dampers or for heating, ventilating and air-conditioning system
shutdown shall be permitted to be alarm initiating devices when required by another code, a performance based design
or as part of a specific design intent approved by the authority having jurisdiction.

This new language now creates a default for supervisory devices for detectors used solely for closing
doors, dampers or for heating, ventilating and air-conditioning system shutdown but it also creates an exception for
these devices to be alarm initiating devices under certain conditions. This should meet most of the submitter’s original
intent in 72-240 by restricting the blanked use of these devices as alarm devices but also meets the TC’s concern that
there are appropriate times that these devices should be alarm initiating devices.

No new justification has been provided by the submitter.  Testing and maintenance are
important factors in reducing false activation of alarm systems.  The TC action on ROP 72-241 provides the options for
devices to be used as supervisory or alarm devices as may be appropriate for the given design application.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

17Printed on  11/28/2011



Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-216     Log #330  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-241
Accept the proposal:

Smoke detectors used solely for closing dampers or for heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning
system shutdown shall not activate the building evacuation alarm. These detectors shall be supervisory devices.

This purpose of this comment is to recommend that this code addition be approved as submitted. This
change will reduce false activations of the alarm system. The detectors used to shut down air handling equipment are
not intended to be alarm initiating devices but are intended to supervise the shut-down of the equipment when needed.
The supervisory signals would still be transmitted and compared to other proximate devices are activating too. Due to
the nature of duct detectors, they are more likely to get dirty and transmit false alarms.

See the TC action and statement on ROP 72-215.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-219     Log #438  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon D. Miller, Detector Electronics Corp.

72-247
Change the text as follows:

"Gas detection equipment shall be listed for detection of the specific gas or vapor to be encountered for which it is
intended."

The listing of the detector would include the gas or gasses for which the detector is listed (not
"encountered").  A CO gas detector encounters Nitrogen (within air), but he CO gas detector is not listed for Nitrogen.

Revise the submitter's wording as follows:
17.10.2.1 Gas detection equipment shall be listed for detection of the specific gas or vapor to be encountered for which

it is intended to detect.
The TC agrees - editorial changes were added for clarity.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-220     Log #439  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon D. Miller, Detector Electronics Corp.

72-248
Revise text as follows:

Any gas detection systems installed on a fire alarm system shall comply with all the applicable requirements of
Chapters 1, 10, 14, 17 and 23 of this Code.

FPN:  Initiating device circuits are defined in terms of discrete alarm conditions; therefore, only gas detectors providing
a discrete alarm condition are subject to these requirements.

The fundamental concern is that initiating devices are defined in terms of discrete alarm conditions;
however, some gas detectors give a signal proportional to the gas present rather than a discrete alarm condition.   The
acceptance criteria of this type of gas detector has not been defined (ground fault affect on 4-20 mA signal) and is not
applicable to the requirements of 23.5.1 and 12.

This is beyond the scope of SIG-IDS committee and the SIG-IDS committee recommends that
this be addressed by SIG-PRO.  3.3.123 is the definition for initiating device circuit and 3.3.242 is the definition for
signaling line circuit. Devices using 4-20 mA signals do not meet either definition.  The definitions may need revision.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-221     Log #157  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-249
Reconsider the original proposal as follows:

17.12.2* Activation of the initiating device shall occur between 45 seconds and within 90 seconds of waterflow at the
alarm-initiating device when flow occurs that is equal to or greater than that from a single sprinkler of the smallest orifice
size installed in the system.

We support this proposal based on actual use throughout a major US city that has followed this criteria
for over 15 years and has experienced excellent system stability. The current language could allow an alarm to occur
within 1 to 5 seconds which has proven to activate the alarm unintentionally. This proposal provides clear and
prescriptive direction.

Project conditions may require a setting other than a minimum time setting.  There is guidance
in the Annex for the selection of waterflow time setting.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-222     Log #195  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-249
Reconsider the proponent’s original proposal and accept the text to read as follows:

17.12.2* Activation of the initiating device shall occur between 45 seconds and within 90 seconds of waterflow at the
alarm-initiating device when flow occurs that is equal to or greater than that from a single sprinkler of the smallest orifice
size installed in the system.

This is a simple fix to a reoccurring problem of nuisance alarms created with flow switches that trip due
to pressure surges in water distribution systems. The establishment of a 45 second minimum flow condition will ensure
that a true water flow condition is occurring before an alarm condition is activated. Without a minimum, the AHJ has no
authority to require a longer flow time or to test for a specific number at time of system acceptance. The range of 45-90
seconds is a reasonable range. There is no technical justification not to establish a minimum flow length as the a
maximum 45 second delay in a water flow condition will not result in a significantly different outcome in a vast majority of
fire scenarios due to the proven effectiveness of fire sprinklers in controlling a fire.

See the TC action and statement on ROC 72-221 (Log #157).

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-223     Log #285  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-249
Add new text to read as follows:

17.12.3.4 Vane type alarm initiating devices installed on wet systems shall not be required to initiate an alarm sooner
then 45 seconds when flow occurs that is equal to or greater then that from a single sprinkler of the smallest orifice size
installed in the system.

This comment supports the original submitters intent for the reduction of unwanted or nuisance alarms.
By not having a minimum retard or delay time it allows for authorities to impose response times that override the
designer/engineers design based on anticipated conditions.

See the TC action and statement on ROC 72-221 (Log #157).

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-223a     Log #448  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-249
Accept the original proposal.

It is correct that the designer/engineer has ultimate responsibility in the selection of the delay time.  This
stated, as NFPA 72 does not prohibit a setting of 0 to 44 seconds, these setting are being required by authorities having
jurisdiction.  By changing the requirement to 45 to 90 seconds, the probability of an unwanted alarm due to a water
surge is reduced.

See the TC action and statement on ROC 72-221 (Log #157).

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-224     Log #196  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-251
Revise to read:

17.14.5 Manual fire alarm boxes shall be provided with listed means of protection from unwanted or malicious
activation.

17.14.5.1 When approved by the ahj, manual fire alarm boxes shall not be required, to have a listed means of
protection from unwanted or malicious activation.

This is a basic level of protection that can deter malicious use of pull station and eliminate malicious
nuisance alarms. All newly installed devices that are in area subject to public access should be provided with these
devices as default. The revised language above meets the technical committee’s concern in the original reject that there
are numerous areas where mechanical protection is unwarranted due to the nature of the occupancy and that the
requirement should not be across the board.

The proposed change is more suitable for an occupancy based Code or the discretion of the
AHJ.  The mandate proposed here is excessive for a minimum design standard.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-225     Log #265  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Lacey, Lacey Fire Protection Engineering

72-252
Add new text to read as follows:

Submitter request that committee reconsider and allow original proposal language to ensure the valve is fully operated
and not only turned a couple rotations per previous paragraph. For roller type switches on OSY valves, a couple turns
only operates the roller across the shaft and not through the threads.

From committee response it appears that they may not understand the operation of a roller type switch.
Switches are provided with normally open and normally closed contacts. Any switch can be configured to monitor a
valve in the normally open or normally closed position. Whether a valve is to be normally open or normally closed has
nothing to do with the fact that the switch fails to function and properly monitor the intended valve position. A separate
proposal addresses the mfg of the roller. This addresses the operation of valve.

The submitter's concern may be more appropriate for a product listing/application concern
than an installation code or by the SIG-TMS committee.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-226     Log #266  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Lacey, Lacey Fire Protection Engineering

72-253
Submitter requests that committee reconsider and allow original proposal language. The code

should provide a solution that can work for any type or mfg of a roller style switch. Once incorporated in the code the
mfg's and listing agencies will be required to provide a component that actually works.

From committee response it appears that they may not understand the operation of a roller type switch.
Switches are provided with normally open and normally closed contacts. Any switch can be configured to monitor a
valve in the normally open or normally closed position. Whether a valve is to be normally open or normally closed has
nothing to do with the fact that the switch fails to function and properly monitor the intended valve position. Submitter
requests to be present during committee discussion in Richmond.

This comment cannot be acted on by this committee because it should be addressed in the
listing standard.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-299     Log #71  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-331a
The TCC makes reference to the request in the committee statement and directs that this proposal

be referred to the SIG-IDS committee for action.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-430     Log #171  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-578a
Reconsider and accept Proposal 72-578a if the comment to Proposal 72-234b is accepted to

delete conflicting requirements.
The committee statement for 72-234b said “The requirement in 17.6.3.5.2 is based on plume

divergence. The requirements in Table 17.6.3.5.1 are based on research performed years earlier. These two
requirements are based on two entirely different sets of data and are not necessarily mutually exclusive.”

It makes no sense to have two conflicting requirements in the Code. Only one requirement should be used based on
the best information provided by the data used. An alternative would be to reword 17.6.3.5.2 to apply exclusively to
certain applications.

See TC action and statement on ROC 72-204 (Log #133).

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-431     Log #389  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-579
Revise text to read as follows:

There are some applications that do not require full area protection, but do require detection, to initiate
action when specific objects or spaces are threatened by smoke or fire, such as at elevator landings that have ceilings in
excess of 15 ft (4.6 m) and for protection of fire alarm control units. In high-ceiling areas, to achieve the desired
initiation, such as for elevator recall and protection of fire alarm control units (FACUs), detection should be placed on the
wall above and within 60 in. (1.52 m) from the top of the elevator door(s) or FACU.

The intent of the code change is to ensure the guidance stated within the Annex is technically
accurate, technically substantiated, and non-ambiguous for the user of the Code. Therefore the subject text “struck-out”
has been deleted. For example, the term “high-ceiling” has not been defined. In addition, the text and explanation
involving a smoke detector being installed above the fire alarm control unit is incomplete since the requirements in 10.15
also involves the protection of the notification appliance circuit power extenders, and supervising station transmitting
equipment, with the intent of the smoke detectors activating prior to the sprinkler system activating. Consequently, it is
necessary to locate these smoke detectors in compliance with 17.7.3.2.1 and locate the smoke detector on the ceiling or
on the wall within 12 inches of the ceiling. To my knowledge, locating these smoke detectors on a wall 6 ft from the top
this equipment is not based on technical research and does nothing to assure that the smoke will reach the detector
prior to sprinkler activation.

Removing the text example does not materially effect the implied requirements the submitter
is concerned with changing.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-432     Log #303  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John M. Cholin, J. M. Cholin Consultants Inc.

72-580b
Revise text to read as follows:

***Insert Include here***

Section 17.7.4.1 requires that smoke detectors be spaced such that their performance is not affected
by the HVAC system but the standard offers no guidance on how the designer is to know when the HVAC system is apt
to have an adverse impact on detector performance. While a simplified velocity correlation provided in the proposed text
is not perfect and applicable subject to limitations, those limitations are clearly identified in the revised text. It is not
realistic to require designers to model every single installation with a CFD model in order to determine if there is likely to
be a problem. This simple velocity correlation will allow the average designer to identify when there is apt to be a
problem for the majority of the installations in modern commercial/residential applications.

1) Add the following text at the end of  A.17.7.4.1:
"See Annex B, B4.10"

2) Revise the submitter's text to read as follows and add the following text to Annex B as B4.10:

**** Include ROC 72(SIG-IDS)_L303_ CA ****

The text was revised for editorial corrections only.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-432a     Log #460  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-581
Accept the original proposal.

A comment on Proposal 72-240, Log #197 has been submitted.  That comment is to accept Proposal
72-240.

Substantiation was provided for acceptance with  that comment.  If Proposal 72-240 is accepted through that comment,
then proposal 72-581 would be valid.

The committee action on the correlating requirement in ROC 72-213 (Log #329) rejects the
concept of not having an alarm.   Therefore, this annex material is not valid.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.
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 ROP 72-CC 432 
 
 
B.4.10 (new)  Effects of HVAC Systems 
 
The requirement to address the effects of HVAC systems on the performance of smoke 
detectors was historically reduced to a “3-foot rule”.  However, research conducted under 
the auspices of the Fire protection Research Foundation showed that such a simple rule 
was not adequate in many cases. 
 
Theoretically the effect of HVAC flows on the performance of smoke detectors can be 
implemented by calculating the flow velocity and smoke concentration at the detector as 
a function of fire growth and HVAC operating parameters.  With complex ceilings this 
often requires the use of computational fluid dynamics models running in computers.  
One such model is FDS, developed and supported by NIST.    
 
However, for simple, planar ceilings at heights customarily encountered in conventional 
construction, the effects of HVAC system can be estimated using a simplified calculation 
derived from well known correlations to identify where a problem is likely.  These simple 
calculations are not a substitute for a fully modeled scenario, but they provide the 
advantage of being easily executed in a short time frame. 
 
Ceiling mounted HVAC system supply and return registers are designed to produce 
specific air-flow patterns.  The exact shape of the velocity and flow volume profiles is 
determined by the physical design of the register.  A commercially available register 
might exhibit a flow profile as shown in Figure B.4.10. 
 
 
 
****Insert Figure B.4.10  Here**** 
 
  
 
Figure B.4.10  Typical HVAC flow patterns in mercantile and business occupancies 
 
This section considers two cases.  The first is where the ceiling jet is being acted upon by 
an HVAC system supply.  The second is where the ceiling jet is being acted upon by an 
HVAC system return.  Each case is considered in its bounding value condition to provide 
a worst-case estimate of the resulting velocity at the detector. 
 
 
In the first case the flow of air from the ceiling supply can divert, impede and dilute the 
ceiling jet flow, retarding detector response.  This effect can be estimated using a one-
dimensional vector analysis of the velocity produced by the HVAC system versus that 
produced by the fire.  The velocity profile produced by the HVAC supply register is 
determined by the design of the register and the flow volume supplied to it.  The velocity 
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at the detector produced by the fire is an artifact of the ceiling jet.  The sum of these two 
velocities versus the minimum velocity for response can be used to determine if sufficient 
ceiling jet velocity exists at the detector to initiate an alarm.    
 
In the second case the HVAC return pulls air up from lower elevations in the 
compartment, diluting the smoke density in the ceiling jet in the vicinity of the HVAC 
return.  This case is much more difficult to evaluate because it implies a flow volume 
analysis to determine when the flow to ceiling mounted HVAC returns will distort the 
concentration profile of the ceiling jet to the point that it adversely affects detector 
response.  Unfortunately, the listings of smoke detectors do not include an explicit 
measurable value for detector sensitivity in terms we can relate to the design fire. 
 
 
 
 
B.4.10.1  Effects of HVAC Ceiling Supply Registers 
 
This method makes use of the finding that there is a critical, minimum velocity necessary 
for reliable smoke detector response.   The use of the 30 ft/min (0.15 m/sec) flow velocity 
in the UL 268 and 217 smoke detector sensitivity test for spot-type smoke detectors has 
led to the evolution of spot-type smoke detectors that are optimized for that flow velocity.   
In listing investigations, it has been learned that when the ceiling jet velocity is less than 
the nominal 30 ft/min (0.15 m/sec) commercially available, listed spot-type smoke 
detector performance begins to suffer.  (See Section B.4.7.3) 
 
For the prediction of spot-type smoke detector response we assume that the ceiling jet 
velocity at the detector must exceed this critical velocity, 0.15 m/sec (30 ft/min), at the 
detector.  The flow from an HVAC system supply register also produces a flow velocity.  
When a fire occurs in a room equipped with ceiling-mounted HVAC system supplies the 
velocity at the detector is the vector sum of the velocity due to the HVAC system supply 
and the fire ceiling jet.  
 
To estimate the resultant flow velocity at a smoke detector we determine the flow 
velocity from the ceiling supply as a function of register design, flow volume and 
distance from the supply register.   We calculate the velocity produced by the ceiling jet 
as a function of distance from the fire plume.   The worst-case limit condition is where 
the detector location is where the ceiling jet flow is directly opposite in direction to the 
flow from the HVAC supply register.  Consequently, we assume that the ceiling jet is 
flowing in the opposite direction of the flow from the ceiling register. 
 
The flow of air into a compartment via the HVAC system can be estimated by the flow 
volume and a flow factor that is related to the flow characteristics of the supply register. 
 
 
****Insert Figure B.4.10.1a Here**** 
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Figure B 4.10.1a. A typical HVAC velocity versus flow volume diagram that 
might be used to describe the operation of a supply register. 
 
The manufacturer of the ceiling supply register provides a velocity diagram that depicts 
flow velocity as a function of flow volume for each register it produces.  In the U.S. these 
diagrams generally use conventional feet per minute (FPM) and cubic feet per minute 
(CFM) units.  Since fire protection engineering correlations are generally expressed in 
metric units it is necessary to convert the flow volume and flow velocity from the HVAC 
system to metric units.  Replacing CFM with flow volume per unit time this relation 
becomes: 
 
 

 
Vr is the velocity due to the register. 
 
 
The ceiling jet velocity can be modeled with the relation for critical velocity developed 
by Alpert. 
 
 

vd = 0.195(Qc
1/3H1/2)/r5/6     m/sec 

 

 
 
The flow at the detector is the sum of the velocity from the ceiling jet and the ceiling 
supply register.   Since the worst-case scenario is where the fire is located such that the 
flow of the ceiling jet is directly opposed to the flow from the HVAC supply register this 
scenario forms the basis for the analysis as shown in Figure B 4.10.1b, below. 
 
 
 
 
 
****Insert Figure B.4.10.1b.   Here**** 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.4.10.1b.  The ceiling jet flow in opposition to the flow from the HVAC 
system. 
 
 
The velocity from the ceiling jet is derived from Alpert’s correlations. 

vr = k(V)/d2        m/sec B 4.10.1 a 

B 4.10.1 b 
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vd = 0.195(Qc 
1/3 H 1/2 ) / r 5/6 

 
 
Where  Vd  =  the ceiling jet velocity at the detector 
 Qc  = Convective heat release, 0.65 Q 
 H    =  Ceiling height 
 r     =  Radius, distance between plume centerline and the detector 
 
All in metric units. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the case of opposing flows, the resultant velocity at the detector is the ceiling jet 
velocity minus the velocity due to the flow from the HVAC supply.  The relation 
becomes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Smoke detector response can be expected consistent with its listing when the value of vd 
is greater than or equal to 0.15 m/sec.    Thus the relation becomes: 
 
 

 
 
If the right-hand side of the relation B 4.10.1e exceeds the left, the air flow from the 
HVAV register should not be sufficient to reduce the ceiling jet flow from the fire plume 
to the point where response by a smoke detector would not be expected.  On the other 
hand, if the calculated resultant velocity is less than the 0.15 m/sec threshold, adjustments 
should be made to the design to locate the smoke detector where there will be sufficient 
ceiling jet velocity to predict alarm response. 
 
 
 
B.4.10.2  Effects of HVAC Returns 
   
When detectors are in close proximity to ceiling-mounted HVAC return grilles the flow 
of air upward toward the return grille tends to dilute and cool the ceiling jet.  This tends 

 
0.15 m/sec  ≤  0.195(Qc

1/3H1/2)/r5/6 – k(CFM)/d2           
B 4.10.1 e ? 

vd = 0.195(Qc
1/3H1/2)/r5/6 – k(V)/d2

B 4.10.1 c 

B 4.10.1 d 
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to retard the response of detectors.  Unfortunately the geometry is more complex in this 
case.  The ceiling jet is moving horizontally across the ceiling while the flow toward a 
ceiling mounted return grille is essentially moving vertically.   
 
Most ceiling return grilles usually exhibit a flow velocity profile that is roughly 
hemispherical in shape, centered on the duct centerline. 
 
 
****Insert Figure B 4.10.2a Here**** 
 
 
 
 
Figure B 4.10.2a:  A velocity profile for Ceiling-mounted return grille. 
 
As the radial distance from the HVAC return increases the velocity drops of quite 
rapidly, proportional to 4π times the square of the increase in distance.  The relative 
velocity contributions could be, again used to calculate the relative effect but in this case 
we do not have an explicit sensitivity parameter that relates to the design fire.  Percent 
per foot obscuration cannot be reliably used. 
 
However, the bounding value, worst-case scenario is that where the upward velocity is 
modeled as if it is flowing directly opposite to that of the ceiling jet.  This reduces to the 
same analysis as for the ceiling supply.  
 
These calculations do NOT replace CFD modeling.  They are limited only for level 
ceilings of heights normally encountered in commercial construction.  In that limited 
context they can be used to predict smoke detector performance. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-432b     Log #462  SIG-IDS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-583
Accept the original proposal.

A comment on Proposal 72-243, Log # 200 has been submitted.  That comment is to accept Proposal
72-243.

Substantiation was provided for acceptance with that comment.  If Proposal 72-243 is accepted through that comment,
then Proposal 72-583 would be valid.

See the TC action and statement on ROC 72-432a (Log #460).  The committee action on the
correlating requirement in ROC 72-216 (Log #330) rejects the concept of not having an alarm.   Therefore, this annex
material is not valid.

Affirmative: 25
2  Aho, W.,  Cholin, J.

26Printed on  11/28/2011
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-38     Log #338a  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-59
Replace the Chapter 7 document with the Comment material as derived by the new Chapter 7

shown in the accompanying file “Chapter 7 Attachment to Comment on Proposal 72-59”

****Insert INCLUDE  72_L338_Chap 7_Include_Rec Here****

This material is the work product of the Documentation Task Group assigned by the NFPA 72 Technical
Correlating Committee and is meant to address minimum documentation requirements as well as more stringent
documentation requirements of other Chapters in this Code, specifications, and other governing laws, codes and
standards.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to  SIG-FUN, SIG-NAS, SIG-ECS, SIG-IDS and SIG-TMS for action on
sections with their respective scopes.]

See action on 72-52a (Log #CC501).

Affirmative: 23

KLEPITCH, D.:  I recommend the following:
Section 7.2.2 add:
(n) Intensity Ratings (cd) of visual notification appliances.
(o) Ratings (taps) of audible notification appliances.
Also, recommend add same to Section 7.4.4.

1Printed on  11/28/2011
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-42     Log #374a  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-59
Revise text to read as follows:

[SIG-FUN]
The requirements of this chapter, or portions thereof, shall apply where required by the enforcing authority, other

governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code.
Systems covered by this Code shall be required to provide documentation in accordance with Chapter 7
This Chapter outlines the documentation that shall be provided for systems covered under this Code and does

not prohibit additional documentation from being provided
The requirements of other Chapters shall also apply unless they are in conflict with this Chapter.
Unless required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, the documentation requirements of this Chapter

shall not apply to Chapter 29.
[SIG-FUN]

All of the requirements in this Chapter shall not be required for every project.
It is not intended that all of the details outlined in this Chapter be required for every project. This section is

meant to address the conditions related to smaller projects where the more stringent documentation requiring a greater
level of detail of more complex projects might not be warranted.

The following list represents the minimum documentation required for fire alarm and emergency communications
systems:

a) Written narrative providing intent and system description
b) Riser diagram
c) Floor plan layout showing location of all devices and control equipment
d) Input/output matrix of operation
e) Equipment technical data sheets
f) Manufacturer’s operation and maintenance instructions
g) Battery calculations (where batteries are provided)
h) Voltage drop calculations for notification appliance circuits
i) Completed acceptance test form in accordance with 7.8.1 or 7.8.2 as applicable
j) Signed Record of Completion form in accordance with 7.7.3 (by installing contractor)

[SIG-FUN]
Prior to installing new systems, replacing an existing system, or upgrading a system, design documents shall be

prepared.
Design documents shall contain information related to the system which shall include specifications, shop

drawings, input/output matrix, battery calculations, notification appliance voltage drop calculations for strobes and
speakers, and product technical data sheets.

Design documents shall be prepared prior to installation of any new system.
Systems that are altered shall have design documents prepared that are applicable to the portion(s) of the

system being altered.
Design documents shall include preliminary plans issued as guidance and direction, shop drawing submittals,

risk analysis, emergency response plan, or a combination of these.
Design documents shall be revised as necessary following installation to represent as-built conditions and

include record drawings.
Neither approval nor acceptance by an authority having jurisdiction, owner, or owner’s agent shall relieve a

designer(s) or installer(s) from providing a system compliant with governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan
requirements specified by an engineer.

Deviations from requirements of governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan requirements specified by
an engineer, shall be clearly identified and documented as such.

Documentation of equivalency, where applicable, shall be provided in accordance with 1.5 and be included with
the record drawings in accordance with 7.6.

The system designer shall be identified on the system design documents.
[SIG-FUN]
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When poor shop drawings are submitted for review, or systems are improperly installed, investigations

frequently find that the lack of information, inconsistent information, or non-compliant information such as device spacing
within bid documents contribute to system problems. To be competitive in getting a job, contractors regularly must bid
device counts based on devices shown. Engineers often show a few devices on drawings and then hold the installing
contractor accountable for providing a code compliant system with a drawing note. Previously, the requirements within
this Code were developed and targeted around the installing contractor. The purpose of this section is to assign initial
design accountability where it belongs when an engineer prepares bid documents. Providing this section provides the
AHJ the ability to enforce accountability at the top level. Language does not require that an engineer be involved, only
describes what is required when an engineer is involved.

Unless otherwise required by governing laws, codes, standards, or an enforcing authority, preliminary plans
such as those used for bidding, solicitation, or for obtaining a building permit, shall be created in accordance with 7.3.11.

Performance criteria required in support of alternative means and methods for other codes, standards, or
construction features shall be clearly identified.

Such information shall reference applicable waivers, appeals, variances, or similarly approved deviations from
prescriptive criteria.

When issued by a registered architect or licensed engineer, that entity shall provide, as a minimum, the
information outlined in 7.3.11.

When preliminary documents for bidding or solicitation are prepared and issued by a qualified designer other
than a registered architect or licensed engineer, the documents shall contain the information in accordance with 7.3.11.

The qualifications of the designer shall be found acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction prior to
preparation of preliminary documents.

Preliminary documents shall include the following:
(1) Specifications and narrative applicable to the project
(2) When devices are shown on preliminary drawings, the devices shall be located in accordance with standards,

listings, and limitations of the equipment specified around. When no particular product limitations are specified around,
the prescriptive criteria of applicable standards shall be used.

(3) Interface between systems such as fire alarm, mass notification, security, HVAC, smoke control, paging,
background music, audio visual equipment, elevators, access control, other fire protection systems, etc.

(4) Sequence of operation
(5) Survivability of system circuits and equipment
(6) Notification zones, when applicable
(7) Message content for voice systems
(8) Off-site, proprietary, or other means of system monitoring to be provide (as applicable)
(9) Codes and editions applicable to the system(s)
(10) Any specific requirements of the owner, governing authority, or insurance carrier.
(11) Any specific voice delivery components beyond standard industry products required to achieve intelligibility.

Acoustic properties of spaces shall be considered with respect to speaker selection
and placement to ensure intelligibility can be met. [SIG-NAS]

Achieving intelligibility in certain spaces such as large open or hard surfaced spaces often requires evaluation
of the environmental acoustic properties. The burden of speech intelligibility is frequently placed on the installing fire
alarm contractor. However, this contractor has no control over the architectural acoustic aspects of a space. Speaker
selection and/or placement frequently have limited effect in such spaces. Therefore, it is essential that the architects and
engineers account for the necessary acoustic treatments and intended speaker placement during the physical design of
the space. It is not practical to expect a sub-contractor to account for such architectural implications during construction.
[SIG-NAS]

The architect, engineer, and/or preliminary design professional shall identify the need for, and provide
provisions for acoustical treatments required to achieve speech intelligibility. [SIG-NAS]

The burden to provide an intelligible acoustic environment beyond the limitations of the voice delivery
components shall be independent of the installer responsible for providing final system shop drawing submittal package.
[SIG-NAS]

Acoustical treatments shall include, but not be limited to sound baffles, sound absorption materials, or other
such physical treatments to a space. Voice delivery components such as speakers, amplifiers, circuiting, etc. shall not
be considered acoustical treatments. [SIG-NAS]

Analysis and design documentation in accordance with 18.4.6.4 shall be submitted to the authority having
jurisdiction. [SIG-NAS]

Heat detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance with 17.6
[SIG-IDS]
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Smoke detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance with

17.7 [SIG-IDS]
Radiant energy detection design documentation shall be provided in

accordance with 17.8 [SIG-IDS]
[SIG-ECS]

When a risk analysis is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system, findings of the risk
analysis shall be documented.

When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the risk analysis documentation shall be in
accordance with 7.3.16 and 7.9.3.

The risk analysis documentation shall list the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated outcomes.
[SIG-IDS]

Performance-based design documentation for fire detection shall be provided in accordance with 17.3.
[SIG-IDS]

Performance-based design alternatives for strobe design shall be provided in accordance with 18.5.4.5.2
[SIG-NAS]

When a system or component is required to be installed in accordance with performance based design
criteria as specified by a registered engineer, such systems shall be reviewed and accepted by the respective engineer.
[SIG-IDS]

Due to unique design and construction challenges, fire protection concepts are often established on
performance based engineering practices. When such practices have been approved by the AHJ, the engineer of record
should sign off on the final installation documents to ensure that all conditions have been satisfied. Such engineering
analysis could be beyond the qualifications of the code authority. As such, it is imperative that the engineer of record
review and accept final concepts as accepted by the AHJ. [SIG-IDS]

A copy of approval documentation resulting from performance-based designs shall be included with the
record drawings in accordance with 7.6.9. [SIG-IDS]

[SIG-ECS]
When an emergency response plan is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system,

findings of the plan shall be documented.
When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the emergency response plan shall be in

accordance with 7.3.18.
The emergency response plan shall document the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated

outcomes.
The stakeholders shall identify the worthiness of a respective scenario and shall identify if the scenario and

outcome shall be included in documentation.
Unless otherwise approved by the authority having

jurisdiction, the architect, engineer, or owner shall make available electronic Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) files to the
entity preparing final shop drawings, and record drawings, when such files exist. [SIG-FUN]

Electronic files should allow for drawings to be at required scale. Electronic files should allow for un-related
text, notes, equipment, etc. to be isolated or removed for clarity. Electronic file floor plans and details should be
consistent with those used in drawings issued or revised for building permits. [SIG-FUN]

At minimum, available files shall include base floor plans, elevation details, structural floor/roof framing for
exposed spaces, and details necessary to coordinate for unique protection schemes. [SIG-FUN]

Any fees for providing electronic files or for converting such files shall be included in preliminary documents,
or shall be provided upon request during the solicitation stage. [SIG-FUN]

Written agreements, such as contracts limiting or preventing further distribution, shall be permitted. [SIG-FUN]
Electronic files shall allow for drawings to be at required scale. [SIGFUN]
Electronic files shall allow for un-related text, notes, equipment, etc. to be isolated or removed for clarity.

[SIG-FUN]
Electronic file floor plans and details shall be consistent with those used in drawings issued or revised for

building permits. [SIG-FUN]
If electronic files cannot or will not be made available in accordance with this section, solicitation documents

shall indicate such. [SIG-FUN]
[SIG-FUN]

Shop drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale, on sheets of uniform size, with a plan of each floor.

Shop drawings for fire alarm and emergency communications systems shall provide basic information and shall
provide the basis for the record (as-built) drawings required in accordance with 7.6.
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Shop drawings shall include the following information:

(1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)
(2) Name of installer or contractor
(3) Location of protected premises
(4) Device legend in accordance with NFPA 170,
(5) Date of issue and any revision dates

Floor plan drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale and shall include the following information:
(1) Floor or level identification
(2) Point of compass (indication of North)
(3) Graphic scale
(4) All walls and doors
(5) All partitions extending to within 10 percent of the ceiling height (where applicable)
(6) Room and area descriptions
(7) System device/component locations
(8) Locations of fire alarm primary power connection(s)
(9) Locations of monitor/control interfaces to other systems
(10) System riser locations
(11) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(12) Type and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) used for each circuit
(13) Location of all supply and return air diffusers (where automatic detection is used)
(14) Identification of any ceiling over 10 feet in height where automatic fire detection is being proposed.
(15) Details of ceiling geometries, including beams and solid joists, where automatic fire detection is being proposed.
(16)* Acoustic properties of spaces with respect to speaker selection and placement to help ensure intelligibility can be

met where voice systems are to be installed.
Achieving intelligibility in certain spaces such as large open or hard surfaced spaces often requires

evaluation of the environmental acoustic properties. The burden of speech intelligibility is frequently placed on the
installing contractor. However, this contractor usually has no control over the architectural acoustic aspects of a space.
Speaker selection and/or placement frequently have limited effect in such spaces. Therefore, it is essential that the
architects and engineers account for the necessary acoustic treatments and intended speaker placement during the
physical design of the space. Acoustical treatments could include, but not be limited to sound baffles, sound absorption
materials, or other such physical treatments to a space. Voice delivery components such as speakers, amplifiers,
circuiting, etc. should not be considered acoustical treatments.

System riser diagrams shall be coordinated with the floor plans and shall include the following
information:

(1) General arrangement of the system in building cross-section
(2) Number of risers
(3) Type and number of circuits in each riser
(4) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(5) Type, and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) for each circuit.

Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided for all control equipment (i.e., equipment
listed as either a control unit or control unit accessory), power supplies, battery chargers, and annunciators and shall
include the following information:

(1) Identification of the control equipment depicted
(2) Location(s)
(3) All field wiring terminals and terminal identifications
(4) All circuits connected to field wiring terminals and circuit identifications
(5) All indicators and manual controls, including the full text of all labels
(6) All field connections to supervising station signaling equipment, releasing equipment, and fire safety control

interfaces, where provided.
Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification

appliances, remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices.

An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with all shop drawings.
For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).

. System calculations shall be included with shop drawings as follows:
(1) Battery calculations
(2) Loop resistance calculations (if required)
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(3) Notification Appliance circuit voltage drop calculations
(4) Db loss calculations (Fiber optic cables)
(5) Other required calculations

[SIG-FUN]
The authority having jurisdiction shall be notified prior to installation or alteration of equipment or

wiring.
At the request of the authority having jurisdiction, complete information in accordance

with 7.4 (Shop Drawings) shall be submitted for approval. the annex material was inserted into the
body of the code in 7.4 Shop Drawings

Before requesting final approval of the installation, if required by the authority having jurisdiction,
the installing contractor shall furnish a written statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with
approved plans and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA
requirements.

[SIG-FUN]
Record drawings shall consist of current updated design and shop drawings reflecting the actual installation of all

system equipment, components, and wiring.
Record drawings shall provide basic information and shall reflect the actual installation details in accordance with

7.4.3.
Floor plan drawings shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.4.
System riser diagrams shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.5.
Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided and shall include the most current installation details in

accordance with 7.4.6.
Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification appliances, remote indicators,

annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices.
An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with the record drawings to reflect actual programming at

the time of completion.
For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).

Initial calculations in accordance with 7.4.9 shall be provided depicting any changes due to installation
conditions.

Record drawings shall be turned over to the owner with a copy placed inside the documentation cabinet in
accordance with 7.9.2.

Record drawings shall include approval documentation resulting from variances, performance-based designs,
risk analyses, and other system variations.

It is imperative that the documentation required by this section is available for technicians so they will be able
to recognize variations of system configuration during acceptance, reacceptance, and periodic testing. It is also
necessary for enforcement personnel in order to prevent confusion when they could otherwise misidentify an approved
variation for being non-code compliant. This documentation is also necessary for those who might design additions or
modifications.

[SIG-FUN]
Before requesting final approval of the installation, the installing contractor shall furnish a written

statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with approved plans and tested in accordance with
the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA requirements. [

Every system shall include the following documentation, which shall be delivered to
the owner or the owner’s representative upon final acceptance of the system:

(1) An owner’s manual and manufacturer’s published instructions covering all system equipment, in accordance with
7.7.3.19

(2) Record (as-built) drawings in accordance with 7.6
(3) A completed record of completion form in accordance with 7.7.3

The record of completion form, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be permitted to be a part of the written statement required
in 7.7.1. When more than one contractor has been responsible for the installation, each contractor shall complete the
portions of the form for which that contractor had responsibility. [

Protected premises fire alarm systems are often installed under construction or remodeling contracts and
subsequently connected to a supervising station alarm system under a separate contract. All contractors should
complete the portions of the record of completion form for the portions
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of the connected systems for which they are responsible. Several partially completed forms might be accepted by the
authority having jurisdiction provided that all portions of the connected systems are covered in the set of forms.

The record of completion form, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be permitted to be a part of the documents that support the
requirements of 7.7.3.18.

The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be the responsibility of the qualified and
experienced person in accordance with 10.4.2.

The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.7.3.3 shall be in accordance with 7.7.3.5 through 7.7.3.12.

The requirements of Chapter 14 should be used to perform the installation wiring and operational
acceptance tests required when completing the record of completion. The record of completion form can be used to
record decisions reached prior to installation regarding intended system type(s), circuit designations, device types,
notification appliance type, power sources, and the means of transmission to the supervising station. An example of a
completed record of completion form is shown in Figure A.7.7.3.3.

Parts 1 through 14 of the record of completion shall be completed after the system is installed and the
installation wiring has been checked.

Parts 15 and 16 of the record of completion shall be completed after the operational acceptance tests have
been completed.

A preliminary copy of the record of completion shall be given to the system owner and, if requested, to other
authorities having jurisdiction after completion of the installation wiring tests.

A final copy of the record of completion shall be provided after completion of the operational acceptance tests.

This copy of the record of completion shall be updated to reflect all system additions or modifications and
maintained in a current condition at all times.

A copy of the record of completion documents shall be maintained in a documentation cabinet in accordance
with 7.9.2.

All fire alarm and/or signaling system modifications made after the initial installation shall be recorded on a
revised version of the original completion documents.

The revised record of completion document shall include a revision date.
Where the original, or the latest overall system record of completion cannot be obtained, a new system

record of completion shall be provided that documents the system configuration as discovered during the current
project’s scope of work.

It is the intent that if an original or current record of completion is not available for the overall system, the
installer would provide a new record of completion that addresses items discovered about the system. The installer will
complete the respective sections related to the overall system that have been discovered under the current scope of
work. It is not the intent of this section to require an in-depth evaluation of an existing system solely for the purpose of
completing a system-wide record of completion.

A document containing the required elements of the Record
of Completion shall be permitted to be used as an alternative to the Record of Completion where the installed system
contains only certain elements found in the Record of Completion.

Where approved by the authority having jurisdiction, the Record of Completion shall be permitted to be filed
electronically instead of on paper. If filed electronically, the record of completion document shall be in a
format that cannot be modified and that has been approved by the AHJ.

With many software-based fire systems, a copy of the site-specific software is required to restore system
operation if a catastrophic system failure should occur. Without a back-up copy readily available on site, recovery of
system operation by authorized service personnel can be substantially delayed. The intent of this requirement is to
provide authorized service personnel with an on-site copy of the site-specific software. The on-site copy should provide
a means to recover the last installed and tested version of the site specific operation of the system. This typically would
be an electronic copy of the source files required to load an external programming device with the site-specific data.
This requirement does not extend to the system executive software, nor does it require that the external programmer
software if required be stored on site. It is intended that this copy of the software be an electronic version stored on a
non-rewritable media containing all of the file(s) or data necessary to restore the system and not just a printed version of
the operation stored on electronic media. One example of a non-rewritable media is a CD-R.

For software-based systems, a copy of the site-specific software shall be provided to the system owner or
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owner’s designated representative.

A copy of the site-specific software shall be stored on-site in nonvolatile, non-erasable, non-rewritable
memory.

The system owner shall be responsible for maintaining a copy of the site-specific software in accordance
with 9.1.4 for examination by any authority having jurisdiction.

Paper or electronic media shall be permitted.
Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, compliance of the

completed installation with the requirements of this Code, as implemented via the referring code(s), specifications,
and/or other criteria applicable to the specific installation, shall be certified by a qualified and impartial third-party
organization acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.

This section is intended to provide a basis for the authority having jurisdiction to require third-party
verification and certification that the authority having jurisdiction and the system owner can rely on to reasonably assure
that the fire alarm system installation complies with the applicable requirements. Where the installation is an extension,
modification, or reconfiguration of an existing system, the intent is that the verification be applicable only to the new work
and that reacceptance testing be acceptable.

Verification shall ensure that the installed system includes all components and functions, are installed and
operate as required, and shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2, as applicable.

For supervising station systems, the verification, in addition to the requirements in 7.7.3.16.1, shall
ascertain proper arrangement, transmission, and receipt of all signals required to be transmitted off-premises and shall
meet the requirements of Sections 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2 as applicable

Verification shall include written confirmation that any required corrective actions have been completed.

An owner’s manual shall contain the following documentation:
(1) A detailed narrative description of the system inputs, evacuation signaling, ancillary functions, annunciation,

intended sequence of operations, expansion capability, application considerations, and limitations
(2) A written sequence of operation for the system including an operational input/output matrix.
(3) Operator instructions for basic system operations, including alarm acknowledgment, system reset, interpretation of

system output (LEDs, CRT display, and printout), operation of manual evacuation signaling and ancillary function
controls, and change of printer paper

(4) A detailed description of routine maintenance and testing as required and recommended and as would be provided
under a maintenance contract, including testing and maintenance instructions for each type of device installed. This
information shall include the following:

(a) Listing of the individual system components that require periodic testing and maintenance
(b) Step-by-step instructions detailing the requisite testing and maintenance procedures, and the intervals at which

these procedures shall be performed, for each type of device installed
(c) A schedule that correlates the testing and maintenance procedures that are required by this section
(5) A service directory, including a list of names and telephone numbers of those who provide service for the system.

shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.2. [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 14.4.1.1. [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 14.4.1.2. [SIG-TMS]

shall be provided in accordance with Chapter 14 [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 10.19. [SIG-TMS]

[SIG-TMS]
[SIG-FUN]

A complete record of the tests and operations of each system shall be kept until the next test and for 1 year
thereafter unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code.

The records shall be available for examination and, if required, reported to the authority having jurisdiction.
Archiving of records by any means shall be permitted if hard copies of the records can be provided promptly when
requested.

If off-premises monitoring is provided, records of all signals, tests, and operations recorded at the supervising
station including public emergency alarm reporting system shall be maintained for not less than 1 year unless more
stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code.

Documents regarding system design and function shall be maintained for the life of the system.
Revisions and alterations to systems shall be recorded and records maintained with the original system design

documents.
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System documents housed in the documentation cabinet required by 7.9.2.1 shall include the following, as

applicable:
(1) Record Drawings (as-builts) in accordance with 7.6
(2) Equipment technical data sheets
(3) Alternative means and methods, variances, appeals, and approvals, etc.
(4) Performance-based design documentation in accordance with 7.3.17
(4) Risk Analysis documentation in accordance with 7.3.16
(5) Emergency Response Plan in accordance with 7.3.18

[SIG-FUN]
With every new system or major renovation a documentation cabinet shall be installed adjacent to the main

system control unit.
Documentation shall be stored at the system control unit location in accordance with 7.9.2.1 or other approved

location at the protected premises.
The intent is that the documents should not be stored inside the control unit because control units are not

typically approved for the storage of combustible material.
Where not stored at the main system control unit, the location of these documents shall be identified at the

main system control unit.
The documentation cabinet shall be prominently labeled SYSTEM COMPLETION DOCUMENTS.

Documentation in accordance with 7.7 shall be housed in the document cabinet.
The documentation cabinet shall be sized to accommodate record drawings, product technical data sheets,

inspection records, software media, including future inspection and service reports.
The contents of the cabinet shall be accessible by authorized personnel only.
Unless approved otherwise by the authority having jurisdiction, the documentation cabinet shall be provided

with a lock keyed the same as the system control unit.
Emergency communications systems and fire alarm system record drawings and other related documentation

shall be permitted to be maintained together, including the appearance of both systems on the same drawings.
[SIG-FUN]

Security for systems documentation shall be determined by the stakeholders.
Where such documents cannot be protected from public access, it shall be permitted to remove sensitive

information from record documents provided the owner retains complete documentation that will be made accessible to
the authority having jurisdiction at an owner designated location.

It is recognized that there are circumstances in which the security and protection of some system documents
will require measures other than that prescribed in this Code. Since a common expectation of a mass notification system
is to function during security and/or terrorist events, it could be crucial that system design be protected. Where such
conditions have been identified, the stakeholders should clearly identify what and how system documents should be
maintained to satisfy the integrity of this section regarding reviews, future service, modifications, and system support.
Due to freedom of information laws allowing for public access to documents submitted to and retained by code officials,
it could be necessary for secure documents to be reviewed by code officials at alternate locations. Such conditions
should be identified by the stakeholders and discussed with the authorities having jurisdiction(s) in advance.

[SIG-FUN]
[SIG-TMS]

(DELETE CHAPTER 4 IN ITS ENTIRETY)
All system approvals and documentation shall comply with the minimum requirements of this chapter.
The intent of the code change is to ensure the information within this major code revision is technically

accurate and non-ambiguous for the user of the Code. Therefore the subject text that has been “struck-out” has been
deleted is because the information is either incomplete or not useful for the user of the Code. Also, the code change has
addressed several issues raised by the members of the SIG-FUN Technical Committee.  Lastly, new Chapter 4 is
deleted in its entirety because it is felt this material more appropriately belongs in a building code, fire code, or a design
specification and does not believe all these requirements are not necessary for all systems.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to  SIG-FUN, SIG-NAS, SIG-ECS, SIG-IDS and SIG-TMS for action on

sections with their respective scopes.]

See action on 72-52a (Log #CC501).

Affirmative: 23
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KLEPITCH, D.:  I recommend the following:
Section 7.2.2 add:
(k) Intensity ratings (cd) of visual notification appliances.
(i)  Ratings (taps) of audible notification appliances.
Also, recommend add to Section 7.4.4.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-48     Log #102c  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-59
Revise text as follows:

Add 7.2.2 - Deviations from the requirements of this section shall be listed in accordance with 7.3.8 by the system
designer. (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.3 redundant (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.7 as 7.3.8 addresses the issues (SIG-FUN)
change 7.3.11.3  - delete such information (SIG-FUN)
Add Preliminary documents...Delete 7.3.11.4 & 7.3.11.5.
Relocate 7.3.12-7.3.12.3 to a section titled installation & design in Chapter 18 as it is design not documentation.
(SIG-NAS)
Change 7.3.12.4 to 7.3.12 and restate as Intelligibility analysis and design documentation in accordance with18.4.6.4
shall be provided. (SIG-NAS)
Switch 7.3.11 in front of design documentation (SIG_FUN)
Add 7.3.17.5 Performance based design documentation for Mass Notification systems shall be provided based on
24.7.(SIG-FUN)
Suggest that 7.3.17 belongs to Sig-Fun?
Delete 7.3.18.4 as it is design related.  Move to chapter 24.  (SIG-ECS)
Move 7.7.3.16- 7.7.3.16.3 back to 10.18.2.4 and create a new heading Verification of Compliant Installation.   (SIG-FUN)
Modify 7.7.3.16.3 as follows: Any required corrective actions shall be completed.   (SIG-FUN)
Add new 7.7.3.16 When third party verification is required in accordance with 10.18.2.4 documentation shall be
provided.   (SIG-FUN)
Add 7.7.3.16 .1.  When corrective actions are required by 10.8.2.4.3. - Note need to quantify major renovation & location
documentation cabinet.   (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.10.2 through the end of the proposal. (SIG-TMS)
Please note figure 10.18.2.1.1 (record of Completion) be relocated as figure 7.7.3.3.

NEMA requests the proposal to be modified to the above text.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to SIG-FUN, SIG-ECS, SIG-TMS  and SIG-NAS for action on sections with

their respective scopes.]

See action on 72-52a (Log #CC501).

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-52     Log #103c  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-75
Revise text as follows:

Add 7.2.2 - Deviations from the requirements of this section shall be listed in accordance with 7.3.8 by the system
designer. (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.3 redundant (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.7 as 7.3.8 addresses the issues (SIG-FUN)
change 7.3.11.3  - delete such information (SIG-FUN)
Add Preliminary documents...Delete 7.3.11.4 & 7.3.11.5.
Relocate 7.3.12-7.3.12.3 to a section titled installation & design in Chapter 18 as it is design not documentation.
(SIG-NAS)
Change 7.3.12.4 to 7.3.12 and restate as Intelligibility analysis and design documentation in accordance with18.4.6.4
shall be provided. (SIG-NAS)
Switch 7.3.11 in front of design documentation (SIG_FUN)
Add 7.3.17.5 Performance based design documentation for Mass Notification systems shall be provided based on
24.7.(SIG-FUN)
Suggest that 7.3.17 belongs to Sig-Fun?
Delete 7.3.18.4 as it is design related.  Move to chapter 24.  (SIG-ECS)
Move 7.7.3.16- 7.7.3.16.3 back to 10.18.2.4 and create a new heading Verification of Compliant Installation.   (SIG-FUN)
Modify 7.7.3.16.3 as follows: Any required corrective actions shall be completed.   (SIG-FUN)
Add new 7.7.3.16 When third party verification is required in accordance with 10.18.2.4 documentation shall be
provided.   (SIG-FUN)
Add 7.7.3.16 .1.  When corrective actions are required by 10.8.2.4.3. - Note need to quantify major renovation & location
documentation cabinet.   (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.10.2 through the end of the proposal. (SIG-TMS)
Please note figure 10.18.2.1.1 (record of Completion) be relocated as figure 7.7.3.3.

NEMA requests the modification for chapter 8.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to SIG-FUN, SIG-ECS, SIG-TMS  and SIG-NAS for action on sections with

their respective scopes.]

See action on 72-52a (Log #CC501).

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-52a     Log #CC501  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Notification Appliances for Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-59
Replace the existing 7.3.4 Notification found in the SIG-FUN 72 Comment CC 201 with the

following:

The requirements of section 7.3.4 shall apply only where required by other governing laws, codes or standards,
or by other parts of this code.  Otherwise, see 7.2 for the minimum documentation requirements.

The documentation specified in section 7.3.4 shall be required in whole or in part by other governing laws,
codes or standards, or by other parts of this code.

It is recognized that some projects will require only the minimum documentation listed in 7.3.4.  Other
projects might be required to have more detailed documentation.  Section 7.2 provides a menu of additional means of
documenting a system.  The intent is for the other governing laws, codes or standards, or other parts of this code to
select the additional specific pieces of documentation that might be needed.

Design documents shall include ambient sound pressure levels and audible design sound pressure
levels in accordance with 18.4.1.4.3. [SIG-NAS]

Analysis and design documentation shall be in accordance with 18.4.6.4
[SIG-NAS]

The documentation of acoustically distinguishable spaces (ADS) shall be in accordance with
Section 18.4.10 [SIG-NAS]

Design documents shall specify the rooms and spaces that will have visible notification
and those where visible notification will not be provided in accordance with 18.5.2. [SIG-NAS]

[SIG-FUN]
Performance-based design alternatives for strobe design shall be in accordance with 18.5.4.5.2 [SIG-NAS]

The TC drafts documentation requirements specific to Chapter 18 as directed by the TCC.
The SIG-NAS TC recommends that the documentation requirements be organized by document type (design

documents, layout, preliminary plans, performance-based design, record drawings, shop drawings, approval documents
and periodic documents) and project phase (planning, design, installation, acceptance and use).

Affirmative: 23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-227     Log #223  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Morris L. Stoops, UTC Fire & Security

72-259, 72-537a
Revise 18.1.2 to read:

The requirements of this chapter shall address the reception of a notification signal and not the signal's information
content for non-sleeping areas. System audible appliances installed in sleeping areas for the hearing impaired shall
comply with 18.4.5.

Language proposed is to correlate with 18.4.5.3 and the proposed enhancement to 18.4.5.3 where the
code now does specify the information content (520 Hz).

While requiring 520 Hz might be considered a specification of signal “content”, that is not what
the TC means by its use of the term “content”.  By "content", the TC refers to information, not frequency.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-228     Log #302  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David L. Klepitch, Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP

72-256
Revise text to read as follows:

The designer of the audible notification system in conjunction with the authority having jurisdiction shall determine the
rooms and spaces that will have audible notification and those where audible notification is not needed.

The proposed change emphasizes that the authority having jurisdiction has the reserved right to
specify extent of audible notification coverage.

It is intended that the code require the designer of record to take responsible charge for the
actual design decisions.  The TC does not want to require AHJs to have design responsibility.  Ultimately, the design
must be approved, which is defined in Chapter 3 as being “acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction”.

Affirmative: 23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-229     Log #248  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-256
Revise the text of 18.4.1.4.2 added by Proposal 72-256 as follows: (The base text is that accepted

by the TC)
18.4.1.4.2* Unless otherwise specified or required by other sections of this code or in other governing laws, codes, or

standards, the required coverage area for audible occupant notification shall include all occupiable spaces. Unless
otherwise specified or required by other sections of this code, the coverage area for audible occupant notification shall
be as required by other governing laws, codes, or standards. Where the other governing laws, codes, or
standards,require audible occupant notification for all or part of an area or space, coverage shall only be required in
occupiable spaces as defined in 3.3.171.

As currently written the paragraph can be read to require audible signaling when a referencing code or
law does not explicitly require audible occupant notification. For example, a sprinkler supervisory system in a storage
facility typically does not require occupant notification per the building codes. But, as written “Unless otherwise
specified”…”the required coverage area shall include”… So, unless the other code explicitly states that occupant
notification is NOT required, this paragraph would default to say that it must be provided.

Revise text to read as follows:
18.4.1.4.2* Unless otherwise specified or required by other sections of this code or in other governing laws, codes, or

standards, the required coverage area for audible occupant notification shall include all occupiable spaces. Unless
otherwise specified or required by other sections of this code, the coverage area for audible occupant notification shall
be as required by other governing laws, codes, or standards. Where the other governing laws, codes, or
standards,require audible occupant notification for all or part of an area or space, coverage shall only be required in
occupiable areas spaces as defined in 3.3.172171.

The TC deletes "specified or", changes "spaces" to "areas" and 3.3.171 to 3.3.172.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-230     Log #158  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-256
Add text to “new” 18.4.1.4.3:

18.4.1.4.3 The sound pressure levels that must be produced by the audible appliances in the coverage areas to meet
the requirements of this code shall be identified by the system designer during the planning and design of the
notification system. The greater of the expected average ambient sound pressure level or expected maximum sound
pressure level having a duration of at least 60 seconds must also be identified for the coverage area by the system
designer to ensure compliance with 18.4.3, 18.4.4, 18.4.5, or 18.4.6 for the coverage area.

This additional text is added in order to clarify and ensure that not only will the sound pressure level
required be identified, but also the expected ambient sound pressure level in the coverage area so that the plans will
show compliance with 18.4.3, 18.4.4, 18.4.5, or 18.4.6. Without a reference sound pressure level in the plans – it will be
difficult for an approving authority to approve the sound pressure levels delivered by the system as identified by the
designer.

Revise text to read as follows:
18.4.1.4.3 The sound pressure levels that must be produced by the audible appliances in the coverage areas to meet

the requirements of this code shall be documented identified by the system designer during the planning and design of
the notification system. The greater of the expected average ambient sound pressure level or expected maximum sound
pressure level having a duration of at least 60 seconds shall must also be documented identified for the coverage area
by the system designer to ensure compliance with 18.4.3, 18.4.4, 18.4.5, or 18.4.6 for the coverage area.

The TC edits the submitter's text to comply with the MOS.
The TC changes "identified" to "documented" in two places.
Documentation of expected conditions could be on the plans or in a narrative format.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-231     Log #16  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jeffrey M. Klein, System Sensor

72-259a
Revise text to read as follows:

18.4.5.3* Effective January 1, 2014, where audible appliances are provided to produce signals used to awaken
sleeping building occupants in for sleeping areas only, they shall be supplemented with a tactile device that meets the
requirements of 18.10 or shall produce a low frequency alarm signal that complies with the following:

(1) The alarm signal shall be a square wave or provide equivalent awakening ability.
(2) The wave shall have a fundamental frequency of 520 Hz ± 10 percent.

The purpose of this text is to clarify that low frequency sounders used to awaken people in a sleeping
area are meant only for sleeping areas. The submitter is concerned that a lack of clarity on this topic might lead to a
requirement in some jurisdictions for installers and designers to also install low frequency sounders in the hallways of
commercial sleeping spaces or ballrooms or meeting rooms – which is not, in the submitter's opinion, the intent of this
section of the code, as the requirements for hallways and other areas are covered under "Public Mode Audible
Requirements."

Revise text to read as follows:
Effective January 1, 2014, audible appliances provided for the sleeping areas to awaken occupants, to

produce signals for sleeping areas shall produce a low frequency alarm signal that complies with the following:
Add new first paragraph to A.18.4.5.3
A.18.4.5.3 The intent of this section is to require the use of the low frequency signal in areas intended for sleeping and

in areas that might reasonably be used for sleeping.  For example, this section requires a low frequency audible signal
in a bedroom of an apartment and also in the living room area of an apartment as it might have sleeping occupants.
However, it would not be required to use the low frequency signal in the hallways, lobby and other tenantless spaces.  In
hotels, the guest rooms would require use of the low frequency signals, but other spaces that might require audible
signals could use any listed audible appliances regardless of the frequency content of the signal being produced.  This
chapter of the code addresses notification appliances connected to and controlled by a fire alarm or emergency
communications system.  This chapter does not address dwelling unit protection such as smoke alarms and their
audible signal characteristics.  Requirements for Single- and Multiple-Station Alarms and Household Fire Alarm Systems
can be found in Chapter 29.

The TC further clarifies the text of 18.4.5.3 and adds Annex material.
The Annex material is to be the first paragraph in A.18.4.5.3.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-232     Log #224  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Morris L. Stoops, UTC Fire & Security

72-259, 72-537a
Revise text to read as follows:

18.4.5.3* Effective January 1, 2014, where system audible appliances are provided or installed to produce signals for
sleeping areas for people with hearing impairment or loss, they shall produce a low frequency alarm signal that complies
with the following:

(1) The alarm signal shall be a square wave or provide equivalent awakening ability.
(2) The wave shall have a fundamental frequency of 520 Hz +/- 10 percent.
(3) The audible signal pattern shall comply with 18.4.2.

Language proposed is to correlate with Proposals 72-259 (CC303) and 72-537a (CP302) that the TCC
had directed SIGNAS to review. These enhancements now align the terminology used in 18.4.5.3 with that of 29.3.8.1.
18.4.5.3 (3) was added to clarify that 18.4.2 is still required for the Low Frequency Alarms.

Additional concerns raised by Proposal 72-537a have been addressed in a separate proposal to correlate and update
A.18.4.5.3.

The previous intent of the TC was to include intoxicated individuals and that it could not
identify or qualify if occupants would have hearing impairment and that most individuals with hearing loss do not know or
do not acknowledge or identify their condition.  Therefore, this requirement should apply to all sleeping areas.

Affirmative: 23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-233     Log #82  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-259a
The TCC advises that this proposal is outside the scope of the SIG-HOU committee and

accordingly directs that the action on this proposal be reported as “Reject.”
The TCC makes reference to Proposal 72-537a (including the TCC Action) and directs that this Proposal 72-259 (Log

CP303] be referred to the SIG-NAS and SIG-ECS committees for correlation and action within the scope of their
committee.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-259.  The TC notes that the
correct proposal reference should be 72-259, not 72-259a.

The TC rejects the changes proposed in Proposal 72-259.  Deleting (1) that stipulates a square wave and then
requiring the waveform to have a fundamental frequency and “appropriate” harmonics does not provide adequate
technical specification of the required harmonics.  Also, deleting “amplitude” in the annex is inappropriate as the
waveform specification does include requirements regarding relative amplitudes.

Alternate waveforms are permitted provided they achieve equivalent awakening ability.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-235     Log #159  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-260a
Revise new 18.4.10.5 as follows:

18.4.10.5 Quantitative measurements as described in Annex D.2.4 shall be permitted, but are not required.
The intent of this comment is to add (for the benefit of the user of the code) the location of the

acceptability criteria for quantitatively measured intelligibility.

Affirmative: 23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-236     Log #243  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-263
Add text to read as follows:

18.5.1.2* Unless specifically required by other governing laws, codes or standards, or by other parts of this Code,
visible signaling shall only be required in occupiable rooms or spaces as defined in 3.3.171.

None provided.

Revise text to read as follows:
18.5.1.2 The coverage area for visible occupant notification shall be as required by other governing laws, codes, or

standards.  Where the other governing laws, codes, or standards, require visible occupant notification for all or part of an
area or space, coverage shall only be required in occupiable areas spaces as defined in 3.3.172171.

Add A.18.5.1.2 to read as follows:
A.18.5.1.2 Visible appliances for fire or emergency signaling might not be required in all rooms or spaces.  For

example, a system that is used for general occupant notification should not require visible signaling in closets and other
spaces that are not considered as occupiable areas.  However, a space of the same size used as a file room could be
considered occupiable and should have coverage by notification appliances.  Also, signaling intended only for staff or
emergency forces might only have to be effective in very specific locations.

This paragraph clarifies the intent of the application of visible notification appliances for
spaces that are not normally occupied.

The TC adds annex material for further clarification.
The TC changes "spaces" to "areas" and 3.3.171 to 3.3.172.

Affirmative: 22  Negative: 1

EDWARDS, M.:  The rationale for this modification is understandable in an attempt to limit the misapplication of these
supplementary notification devices.  It is not, however, within the scope of NFPA 72 to define the areas requiring, or not
requiring, visible notification.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-237     Log #230  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William N. Brooks, Brooks Fire Protection

72-263
Reject 72-263.

The lack of guidance on locating visual devices is now approaching the 20 year mark. Although the
committee is correct in stating the "codes" dictate when visuals are provided, it is appropriate for an installation standard
to dictate where they are to be installed.

The TC upholds it action on Proposal 72-263.
NFPA 72 is an installation standard and other codes dictate when visible notification appliances are to be provided.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-238     Log #247  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-263
Insert new 18.5.2 through 18.5.4 and renumber subsequent existing paragraphs and sections:

18.5.2 The designer of the audible notification system shall identify the rooms and spaces that will have visible
notification and those where visible notification will not be provided.

18.5.3* Unless otherwise specified or required by other sections of this code, the required coverage area for visible
occupant notification shall be as required by other governing laws, codes, or standards.

18.5.4 Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, documentation of the effective intensity of the visible
appliances shall be submitted for review and approval.

A. 18.5.3 Occupant notification by visible signaling is not required by NFPA 72 except in high noise areas (see
18.4.1.1). Just as with audible occupant notification, the requirement to have such signaling originates other governing
laws, codes, or standards. Those other governing laws, codes, or standards specify the areas or spaces that require
either audible, visible or both types of occupant notification. NFPA 72 then provides the standards for those systems.

The original proposal tried to list specific areas where visble appliances would not be required. The TC
rejected the proposal stating: “NFPA 72 is an installation standard and other codes dictate when visible notification
appliances are to be provided.”

This comment uses language similar to that added by ROP 72-256 for audible signals to require designers to
designate where they this visible appliances are required by other governing laws, codes, or standards or where they
choose to add them anyway.

Insert new 18.5.2 through 18.5.4 and renumber subsequent existing paragraphs and sections:
18.5.2 The designer of the visible audible notification system shall document identify the rooms and spaces that will

have visible notification and those where visible notification will not be provided.
18.5.3* Unless otherwise specified or required by other sections of this code, the required coverage area for visible

occupant notification shall be as required by other governing laws, codes, or standards.
18.5.4 Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, documentation of the effective intensity (cd) of the visible

appliances for the area of coverage shall be submitted for review and approval.
A.18.5.3 Occupant notification by visible signaling is not required by NFPA 72 except in high noise areas (see

18.4.1.1). Just as with audible occupant notification, the requirement to have such signaling originates from other
governing laws, codes, or standards. Those other governing laws, codes, or standards specify the areas or spaces that
require either audible, visible or both types of occupant notification. NFPA 72 then provides the standards for those
systems.

The TC changes "audible" to "visible" and "identify" to "document" in 18.5.2.
The TC adds "(cd)" following effective intensity and adds "for the area of coverage" in 18.5.4.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-239     Log #2  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
A. J. Capowski, Tyco Fire Protection Products

72-264
Revise text to read as follows:

A maximum pulse duration shall be 0.2 second with a maximum duty cycle of 40 percent. The maximum
pulse duration shall be 300 microseconds.

The pulse duration shall be defined as the time interval between initial and final points of 10 percent of
maximum signal.

The committee rejected the original proposal with several rationales:  1.)  the 2.5 milliseconds
proposed was not in the original test report, 2.) because the Blondel-Rey equation was not taken into consideration, and
3.) because the light source was not described as having met UL1971 requirements.  It was also mentioned that
accepted criteria from previous research counters the claims of our study.  This comment will address those items one
at a time:

The committee is correct that there is no basis for the 2.5 milliseconds.  This comment revises the proposal to make
the requirement the same as xenon tube actual performance as measured in our lab.  The only source proven to provide
adequate light output is xenon tubes, and all the standards for spacing of strobes were established based on research
done solely with xenon strobes.  Therefore, in the absence of any other research the pulse width of a Xenon strobe
should be the standard, as there is no available research supporting any other width.  Specifically we could find no
research that supported 200 milliseconds – the current maximum allowed.

It was mentioned that we did not consider the Blondel-Rey equation, which is the basis for the equations in UL1971.
This is not correct, and in fact in our research we obtained the original (French language) Blondel-Rey paper from 1911
and  made a rough translation.  As described in Section 1 “Objectives of Research” Blondel and Rey were researching “

.”  This is not the problem that NFPA 72 is trying to
address – i.e. perception of bright light in a well lighted background.  If you read their paper you also find an interesting
comment.  They developed their equation to describe the relationship between pulses of different lengths and intensities
at the limits of perception.  They do make one reference to the relationship as you get closer to the light source and stop
being at the limits of perception.  From Section 2:  “

.”  This would be consistent with our test
results and the proposal we have put forth.

Relative to the claim that previous research counters the claims of our study we have actually looked at the previous
research and found little that investigated the relative effectiveness of differing pulse widths.  The one reference we
found that did consider that element of light output was some of the original UL research, specifically: Report of
Research on Emergency Signaling Devices for use by the Hearing Impaired, Test report issued by UL March 20, 1991.
In Section 3.4 UL looked at a xenon tube versus a longer duration incandescent lamp.  In that testing UL found that,
while 92.7% of their test population was able to detect light at or below 17 candela when the source was a xenon tube,
an intensity of 260 candela was required from an incandescent lamp to produce a 90% detection rate.  This somewhat
alarming result would also seem to be consistent with the test results we are seeing.

There is a paper circulating in the industry that states that longer duration pulses are more noticeable than shorter
duration pulses.  We have reviewed the paper, and find that it is completely accurate.  However it is not relevant to this
proposal. The paper is looking at pulses of equal intensity.  When pulses are equal intensity then the longer duration will
be more noticeable than the shorter.  However the longer pulse will also be delivering more candela.  When delivering
the same amount of energy the shorter pulse has a much greater intensity, which we hypothesize is the origin of the
result that it is more noticeable.

Finally, we feel the issue of the test units not meeting the 1971 dispersion requirements is not relevant.  The dispersion
requirements are there so that a strobe can be noticed from all angles.  Our research was focusing on a single angle,
and the light output of all test units was identical.  Not meeting the 1971 dispersion requirements meant the units were
not adequate to put on a wall and used to notify occupants if there were a fire.  However they were perfectly adequate
for comparing the relative effectiveness of differing pulse widths.

This code is facing a significant issue in the very near term.  The issue is new, as until now xenon tubes have been the
only technology generally used in ADA strobe products.  However, we are aware of at least one newly released product
and several efforts to develop other products that are based around technologies that use longer light pulses.  Our
research shows that these units will not be as effective in notifying occupants as xenon tubes, and that the spacings
defined for strobes in NFPA 72 will not be adequate.  We do not know enough to specify a general solution, so we are
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proposing that the code be updated to require that light output must match that of the technology around which NFPA’s
spacing requirements were established.  Allowing the current requirement to stand will result in products introduced
between now and the next code cycle that are not as effective as the spacing requirements of the code presume.

By utilizing 300 microseconds, the submitter essentially prohibits the use of xenon tubes.
The Fire Protection Research Foundation is currently undertaking a research project to help identify visual alerting

thresholds that would include long duration pulses from light sources other than xenon tubes.   It is expected that the
research results will allow future code changes that will allow the effective application of other non-xenon tube visual
technologies.

Affirmative: 23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-240     Log #160  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-265a
Accept modifications to the strobe table 18.5.4.3.1(a) as follows:

Revise Table 18.5.4.3.1(a) as follow:

****Insert Table 18.5.4.3.1(a) Here****

In order to make this table more usable for designers and approving authorities, the submitter
recommends modifying the table to eliminate “unknowns” and a minor logical correction as indicated above.

In Table 18.5.4.3.1(a), change "28" to "30" in the 55 x 55 ft row.
The TC accepts the submitter's recommendation to change "28" to "30" in the 55 x 55 ft row.

The TC does not accept the remainder of the submitter's recommendation.
See action on Comment 72-241 (Log #231).

Affirmative: 23

KLEIN, J.:  Agree with committee action.  Because Comment 72-241 removes the two lights per room column from the
table (18.4.5.3.1(a)), submitter recommends that further clarification be provided either in Annex or Handbook material
to provide further guidance on the proper location of single lights when two or more lights are needed in the coverage
area.
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 72/L160/Tb 18.5.4.3.1(a)/A2012/ROC 

 
 

Table 18.5.4.3.1(a) 
    Maximum 
  

Two Lights per 
 Room Size 

  
Room (Located Four Lights per 

        
One Light on Opposite 

Room (One 
Light 

ft   m   per Room Walls) ft m per Wall) 
20 × 20 

 
6.10 × 6.10 

 
15 NA 

 
NA 

28 × 28 
 

8.53 × 8.53 
 

30 Unknown 15 NA 
30 × 30 

 
9.14 × 9.14 

 
34 15 

 
NA 

40 × 40 
 

12.2 × 12.2 
 

60 30 
 

15 
45 × 45 

 
13.7 × 13.7 

 
75 Unknown 54 19 

50 × 50 
 

15.2 × 15.2 
 

94 60 
 

30 
54 × 54 

 
16.5 × 16.5 

 
110 Unknown 77 30 

55 × 55 
 

16.8 × 16.8 
 

115 Unknown 80 28  30 
60 × 60 

 
18.3 × 18.3 

 
135 95 

 
30 

63 × 63 
 

19.2 × 19.2 
 

150 Unknown 95 37 
68 × 68 

 
20.7 × 20.7 

 
177 Unknown 95 43 

70 × 70 
 

21.3 × 21.3 
 

184 95 
 

60 
80 × 80 

 
24.4 × 24.4 

 
240 135 

 
60 

90 × 90 
 

27.4 × 27.4 
 

304 185 
 

95 
100 × 100 

 
30.5 × 30.5 

 
375 240 

 
95 

110 × 110 
 

33.5 × 33.5 
 

455 240 
 

135 
120 × 120 

 
36.6 × 36.6 

 
540 305 

 
135 

130 × 130 
 

39.6 × 39.6 
 

635 375 
 

185 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-241     Log #231  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William N. Brooks, Brooks Fire Protection

72-265a
Accept Proposal 72-265a in Principle. Revise the existing Table 18.5.4.3.1 (a) as follows:

1. Remove the column representing two lights per room.
2. If the committee chooses to retain the column representing two lights per room, make the following entries in place

of the existing "Unknown" entries:
a. 28x28 - 15
b. 45x45 - 60
c. 54x54 - 95
d. 55x55 - 95
e. 63x63 - 95
f.  68x68 - 95

Since this Table was introduced there has been no technical substantiation for the Two Lights per
Room column other than it has always been this way. Generally, designs are performed using either the single light or
four light approach by creating appropriate square patterns.

However, if the committee is intent on keeping this column, it is easy to see how simple inspection of the entries can
lead to appropriate values for the "Unknowns". In particular, it is inconceivable how a 70x70 room can be handled by
two 95 cd strobes, a 60x60 room can be handled by the same two 95 cd strobes, but any room size in between is
"unknown".

In Table 18.5.4.3.1(a), delete the column labeled "Two Lights per Room (Located on Opposite Walls)".
The TC accepts the submitter's part one to delete the column for two entries per room.

The entries for two lights per room leave parts of the room not covered by adequate illumination.  For example, a 15 cd
eff. strobe can only cover a 20 x 20 ft space – 10 ft on each side of the strobe when it is centered on one wall.  Placed in
the middle of a wall that measures 30 ft as suggested leaves 15 - 10 = 5 ft on each side that is not covered.  The TC
acknowledges that this error has been in the code for many editions.  The TC does not want to perpetuate the error.

The TC does not accept the submitter's part 2.

Affirmative: 23

KLEIN, J.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-240 (Log #160).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-242     Log #161  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-265b
Accept modifications to the strobe table 18.5.4.3.1(b) as follows:

****Insert Table 18.5.4.3.1(b) Here****

The intent of this comment is to simplify the table for ceiling mounted strobe devices by eliminating
several redundant entries. This reduced table does not eliminate any candela settings or coverage areas. The simplified
table will make the table easier to use by system designers and approving authorities. The asterisked comment for
maximum lens height was added so that there was not confusion related to ceiling heights lower than 30 feet (10 feet or
20 feet for example). The modified table will look like the following.

****Insert Table Here****

Affirmative: 23
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 72/L161/Tb 18.5.4.3.1(b)/A2012/ROC 

 

 
Minimum Required 

Maximum 
 

Maximum* 
Lens 

 
Light Output 

Room Size 
 

Height 
 

(Effective Intensity) 
ft   m   ft m   One Light (cd) 

20 × 20 
 

6.1 × 6.1 
 

10 3 
 

15 
 30 × 30 

 
9.1 × 9.1 

 
10 3 

 
30 

 40 × 40 
 

12.2 × 12.2 
 

10 3 
 

60 
 44 × 44 

 
13.4 × 13.4 

 
10 3 

 
75 

 50 × 50 
 

15.2 × 15.2 
 

10 3 
 

95 
 53 × 53 

 
16.2 × 16.2 

 
10 3 

 
110 

 55 × 55 
 

16.8 × 16.8 
 

10 3 
 

115 
 59 × 59 

 
18 × 18 

 
10 3 

 
135 

 63 × 63 
 

19.2 × 19.2 
 

10 3 
 

150 
 68 × 68 

 
20.7 × 20.7 

 
10 3 

 
177 

 70 × 70 
 

21.3 × 21.3 
 

10 3 
 

185 
 20 × 20 

 
6.1 × 6.1 

 
20 6.1 

 
30 

 30 × 30 
 

9.1 × 9.1 
 

20 6.1 
 

45 
 44 × 44 

 
13.4 × 13.4 

 
20 6.1 

 
75 

 46 × 46 
 

14 × 14 
 

20 6.1 
 

80 
 50 × 50 

 
15.2 × 15.2 

 
20 6.1 

 
95 

 53 × 53 
 

16.2 × 16.2 
 

20 6.1 
 

110 
 55 × 55 

 
16.8 × 16.8 

 
20 6.1 

 
115 

 59 × 59 
 

18 × 18 
 

20 6.1 
 

135 
 63 × 63 

 
19.2 × 19.2 

 
20 6.1 

 
150 

 68 × 68 
 

20.7 × 20.7 
 

20 6.1 
 

177 
 70 × 70 

 
21.3 × 21.3 

 
20 6.1 

 
185 

 20 × 20 
 

6.1 × 6.1 
 

30 9.1 
 

55 
 30 × 30 

 
9.1 × 9.1 

 
30 9.1 

 
75 

 50 × 50 
 

15.2 × 15.2 
 

30 9.1 
 

95 
 53 × 53 

 
16.2 × 16.2 

 
30 9.1 

 
110 

 55 × 55 
 

16.8 × 16.8 
 

30 9.1 
 

115 
 59 × 59 

 
18 × 18 

 
30 9.1 

 
135 

 63 × 63 
 

19.2 × 19.2 
 

30 9.1 
 

150 
 68 × 68 

 
20.7 × 20.7 

 
30 9.1 

 
177 

 70 × 70 
 

21.3 × 21.3 
 

30 9.1 
 

185 
  

 
*Maximum lens height shall mean that the lens can be installed at a lower height than as presented in the 
table. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-243     Log #202  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tim Shaffer, SafeAwake, LLC

72-266
Revise text to read as follows:

Table 18.5.4.6.2 shall apply to sleeping areas. When tactile appliances in accordance with 18.10 are
provided in sleeping rooms, 18.5.2-18.5.4 shall apply to visible notification devices in sleeping rooms. When tactile
appliances are not provided, visible notification devices in sleeping rooms shall conform to Table 18.5.4.6.2.

Many of the concerns from the committee’s statement on proposal 72-266 have been addressed with
this new language. First, the proposal no longer points around from different sections. The intent is now clearly stated
that if tactile notification is present in a sleeping room, a different strobe intensity is required than if a tactile appliance is
not provided.

The issue with only requiring the corridor intensity has been changed that now, if a tactile appliance is provided for
awakening in a sleeping room, the strobes are only required to have intensities, locations, etc. in accordance with what
would be present if it was not a sleeping room. If the room qualifies as a corridor, so be it. Otherwise, the intensity will
have to be in accordance with 18.5.4 based on the location and room size or follow the performance based option.

I understand the committee’s concern regarding the sensitivity of some of the variables of tactile notification including
mattress type and thickness. In reality, the tactile requirements in 18.10 require that the vibration unit meet the
performance requirements of UL 1971 or equivalent, which includes requirements on the displacement and frequency of
the vibratory signal. Presumably these requirements are set as they are to ensure usage in all expected sleeping
conditions. If not, UL should consider revising their requirements. Regardless, NFPA 72 should not rely on strobes for
awakening, even as a backup plan for tactile. In the CSE NIH study (NIH, 2005; Ashley et al., 2005), a 110 cd strobe, as
currently required by 18.5.4.6.2 below 24 inches from the ceiling, was only approximately 35% effective at awakening
the hard of hearing and was less than 60% effective at awakening the profoundly deaf. Meanwhile, a bed shaker was
over 80% effective for the hard of hearing and over 90% effective for the deaf. A T3 pulsed shaker was 100% effective
for both groups (and the fully hearing as well). Bruck and Thomas (2009) found even more concerning results for
strobes. They found that strobes were only 27% effective at awakening hard of hearing subjects at 177 cd, the highest
required level in a sleeping room per the current requirements of 18.5.4.6.2. Clearly, the strobes are not adding any
significant additional life safety with respect to awakening. Therefore, the strobes should just have the same intensity for
any other room in the residence.

While the removal of the higher intensity for sleeping rooms will not result in any substantial reduction in life safety
since strobes are ineffective for awakening, the removal of the higher intensity requirement may result in the ability of
manufacturers to implement feasible battery backup solutions for strobes in smaller rooms and corridors where the
required intensity is less. This would result in better protection for those protected by strobes during power outages etc.

A similar comment has been submitted to SIG-HOU for Section 29.3.8.2 requiring that if a tactile appliance is provided,
the strobe must simply meet the intensity requirements for a strobe in a non-sleeping room.

Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

At this time, the TC does not support the reduction in strobe intensity where tactile devices are
used.  The submitter’s concerns regarding awakening by strobes was addressed by the TC adopting low frequency
audible signaling in sleeping areas.  The low frequency signal was found 100% effective for sleeping hearing impaired
persons and for intoxicated persons – results not yet matched by tactile signaling.  In addition, reduction of strobe
intensities does not address the needs of persons with total hearing loss.  Those persons are found to have greater
sensitivity to strobes above that shown by the hearing impaired research.  The TC has not yet been presented with
evidence that existing test standards for tactile appliances are sufficient to ensure construction and application of
appliances with an acceptable awakening ability.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-244     Log #241  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-266b
Revise 18.8.1.2 to read as follows: (The base text is that approved by ROP 72-266b)

The sound pressure level, in dBA, of the tone produced by a signaling speaker installed (public or private) shall comply
with all the requirements in 18.4.3 (public) or 18.4.4 (private) or 18.4.5 (sleeping) for the intended mode or shall comply
with the requirements of 18.4.6 (Narrow Band Tone Signaling).

Clears up the fact that it is the tone that is being measured, not the speakers. Also completes the
requirement by including sleeping or narrow band signaling as one of the alternative sets of requirements.

Affirmative: 23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-245     Log #69  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-266a
The TCC directs that the reference in 18.8.2.1 be changed from “Chapter 24” to “24.5.1” to provide

a more specific reference in accordance with the NFPA Manual of Style.
The TCC makes reference to the proposed relocation of 18.8.2.2 and 18.8.2.3 to 24.5.1 and directs that this proposal

be referred to the SIG-ECS committee for action within the scope of their committee.  (Also, the specific placement in
24.5.1 needs to be specified.)

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise text to read as follows:
18.8.2.1 Telephone appliances shall be in accordance with EIA Tr 41.3, Telephones. 24.5.1 Chapter 24.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal-266a.
The TC accepts direction to change the reference in 18.8.2.1 from “Chapter 24” to “24.5.1” to provide a more specific

reference in accordance with the NFPA MOS.
SIG-NAS has not accepted or addressed the direction intended for the SIG-ECS.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-246     Log #239  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-418a
Revise 18.18.9.2.2 to read as follows: (The base text is that approved by ROP 72-418a)

18.9.2.2 Public Mode. Textual and graphical visible notification appliances used in the public mode shall be located to
ensure visibility to the occupants of the protected area or to the intended recipients.

Grammatical edit.

Affirmative: 23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-433     Log #237  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-257
Add a new paragraph after the first paragraph in the existing A.18.4.2.1 to read as follows:

Prior to the 2013 edition, the use of the temporal code 3 distinctive evacuation signal was intended only where
evacuation of the building was the intended response. In order to eliminate the need for additional signals to mean
“relocate”, the signal is now permitted to be used where relocation or partial evacuation is the intended response. The
simple result is people should not be in any area where the signal is sounding and that it is safe to be anywhere that
signal is not sounding.

The expansion of the T3 signal by acceptance of 72-257 is correlated with the work of the ASC Task
Group S3/WG88, Audible Emergency Evacuation and Other Signals, which making similar changes to the ANSI/ASA
S3.41-1990 standard that defines the T3 signal.

The ASC Task Group S3/WG88, Audible Emergency Evacuation and Other Signals, is making
similar changes to the ANSI/ASA S3.41-1990 standard that defines the T3 signal.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-434     Log #65  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-586
The TCC advises that the instruction for change is unclear with regard to the placement of the

additional annex text in the context of the existing annex text.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action
on this proposal to provide clarity. .

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise the submitter’s text of Proposal 72-586 to read as follows:
A.18.4.1.4.3 Sound levels might be significantly reduced due to distance and losses through building elements. Every

time the distance from the source doubles, the sound level will can decreases by as much as about 6 decibels (dB).
Audible notification appliances are typically rated by manufacturers' and testing agencies at 10 feet (3 m) from the
appliance.  Subsequently, at a distance of 20 feet (6.1 m) from an audible appliance a speaker rated at 84 dBA (1/2
Watt), the sound level might may be reduced to 78 dBA. Losses through doors will range from 4 to 12 dB dBA at an
open door depending on the relative location of the appliance.  At a closed door the loss increases might be about 10 to
24 dB dBA or more depending on construction. If the opening around the door is sealed, this might result in a loss of 22
to 34 dB dBA or more.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-586.
The TC intends to add the submitter's text of Proposal 72-586 as a new paragraph as A.18.4.1.4.3 of the Draft (see

Proposal 72-256).  Add * following 18.4.1.4.3 of the Draft.
The TC edits the text to comply with the MOS.

Affirmative: 23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-435     Log #398  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul R. Strelecki, Siemens Industry

72-586
Add recommendation to A.18.4.3 to treat areas where the anticipated loss due to building elements

exceeds 10 dB as separate Acoustically Defined Spaces. Add text as follows to the committee proposal.
Sound levels may be significantly reduced due to distance and losses through building elements. Every time

the distance from the source doubles, the sound level decreases by about 6 decibels(dB). Audible notification
appliances are typically rated by manufacturers’ and testing agencies at 10 feet (3 m) from the appliance. Subsequently,
at a distance of 20 feet (6.1 m) from an audible appliance rated at 84 dBA, the sound level might may be reduced to 78
dBA. At a closed door the loss is about 10 to 24 dB. If the opening around the door is sealed, this will result in a loss of
22 to 34 dB or more. Areas where the anticipated dB loss through building elements is anticipated to exceed 10dB
should be treated as separate Acoustically Defined Spaces.

Proposed A.18.4.3 infers that in some cases ( a closed sealed door) the output of a speaker may need
to be increased to produce an additional 22 to 34dBA. This will certainly impact the intelligibility of the speaker output.
The recommendation should be to treat these situations as separate ADSes and use additional speakers.

Acoustically Distinguishable Space (ADS) does not apply to audibility.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-436     Log #205  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tim Shaffer, SafeAwake, LLC

72-258a, 72-259
Revise text to read as follows:

It is not the intent of this section to preclude devices that have been demonstrated through peer reviewed
research to awaken occupants with hearing loss as effectively as those using the frequency specified in this section.

For increased protection in the sleeping area, tactile notification in accordance with 18.10 has been shown to be an
effective means of awakening those who have normal hearing, as well as those who are hearing-impaired.

Proposal 72-258a, which offered tactile as an option for sleeping areas instead of low frequency
signals, was rejected. The rationale in the committee statement on proposal 72-258 was primarily that the effectiveness
of tactile appliances for awakening has not been shown to be as effective as low frequency, at least for normal hearing
and alcohol impaired individuals. The variability of mattresses was also mentioned.

The change in this comment should address these concerns. By making it simply a recommendation in the annex, the
low frequency is required for everyone, but the recommendation is made for additional protection through the use of
tactile appliances. The fact that it is simply a recommendation should diminish concerns regarding mattresses and the
general effectiveness of tactile notification. Additionally, the committee is directed to two references (“Smoke Detector
Alert for the Deaf”, Phase II SBIR Final Report, National Institutes of Health, 2005; Ashley et al., SUPDET, 2005). Figure
2 of the Ashley et al. paper indicates that, from a weighted average of the population standpoint, tactile is highly
effective and worthy of a recommendation as additional protection in the annex of this standard.

Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Add the following after the existing annex text of A.18.4.5.3 as a new paragraph.
For increased protection in the sleeping area, tactile notification in accordance with 18.10 might has been shown to be

an effective means of awakening those who have normal hearing, as well as those who are hearing-impaired.
The TC revised the submitter's text to better generalize as evidence to an effective means of

awakening is not absolute.
The TC relocated the submitter's text in A.18.4.5.3.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-437     Log #222  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Morris L. Stoops, UTC Fire & Security

72-259, 72-537a
Revise text to read as follows:

A.18.4.5.3 It is not the intent of this section to preclude devices that have been demonstrated through peer-reviewed
research to awaken occupants with hearing loss or impairment as effectively as those using the frequency and
amplitude specified in this section.

Fundamental frequency: 520 Hz +/- 10 percent. Odd harmonic frequency component 3, 5, 7 and 9 times the
fundamental frequency should be present in appropriate magnitude defined by the Fourier transform of a square wave
(see below) +/- 20 percent.

On a linear scale where X is the peak magnitude with the tolerance defined above:
Additional harmonics for the square wave beyond the 9th harmonic can be present in the signal, but should not

contribute more than 10 percent of the integrated average sound level.
Non-voice (e.g. horns) notification appliances should be listed as a "Low Frequency Alarm" alarm appliance. Voice

appliances and systems should be capable of 520 Hz +/- 10 percent with the appropriate harmonics.
This requirement applies only to notification appliances for sleeping areas for people that have hearing impairment or

loss, but this chapter does not prohibit the use of Low Frequency Alarms in other locations.
Language proposed is to correlate with revised 18.4.5.3 and Proposal 537a (CP302). In addition, at the

time the
technical documentation was included in the 2010 code cycle, NRTL standards that defined Low Frequency Alarms had
not been developed or approved. These equipment standards now exist for Low Frequency Alarms and the
documentation included in the Annex has been superseded by NRTL standards.

Add the following after the first paragraph annex text of A.18.4.5.3 as a new paragraph.
Fundamental frequency: 520 Hz +/- 10 percent. Odd harmonic frequency component 3, 5, 7 and 9 times the

fundamental frequency should be present in appropriate magnitude defined by the Fourier transform of a square wave
(see below) +/- 20 percent.

On a linear scale where X is the peak magnitude with the tolerance defined above:
Additional harmonics for the square wave beyond the 9th harmonic can be present in the signal, but should not

contribute more than 10 percent of the integrated average sound level.
Non-voice (e.g. horns) notification appliances should be listed as a "Low Frequency Alarm" alarm appliance. Voice

appliances and systems should be capable of 520 Hz +/- 10 percent with the appropriate harmonics.
This requirement applies only to notification appliances for sleeping areas for people that have hearing impairment or

loss, but this chapter does not prohibit the use of Low Frequency Alarms in other locations.
The TC relocates the submitter's text in A.18.4.5.3.

The TC accepts the submitter's deletion of "Fundamental frequency: .... integrated average sound level.
The TC accepts the submitter's new paragraph "Non-voice ... the appropriate harmonics."
The TC does not accept the submitter's last paragraph "This requirement ... other locations."

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-438     Log #301  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David L. Klepitch, Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP

72-260
Revise text to read as follows:

For example, based on system design the following locations might not require intelligibility. See also Annex D.
(1) Private Bathrooms, . . .
(2) Mechanical, electrical, elevator equipment rooms and similar rooms/areas.
(3) . . .
(7) Closets
(8) Rooms/Areas where intelligibility cannot be readily predicted

"And similar rooms/areas" for (2) reflects same format as (1) in list and is also a "catch all" for similar
spaces without the same room designations.

Affirmative: 23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-439     Log #172  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-586b
Accept Proposal 72-586b.

It is anticipated that NEMA will approve SB-30, 2010 before the ROC meeting.

NEMA has indicated there will not be a new edition of NEMA Standards Publication SB
30–2005,

.
The TC refers the submitter to Comment 72-457.

Affirmative: 23
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-439a     Log #CC500  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Notification Appliances for Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-607
Delete the following paragraph in A.18.11:

See Annex E, NEMA Standards Publication SB 30–2005, .
Renumber Annexes in NFPA 72 and the Table of Contents.

The TC deletes "See Annex E, NEMA Standards Publication SB 30–2005,
." in A.18.11 as a result of action on Comment 72-457.

Affirmative: 22  Negative: 1

SCHIFILITI, R.:  The annex for a standard fire service interface should not be deleted.  The fact that NEMA has not
been able to agree on updates to the content of the standard is not sufficient reason to remove the existing standard.  If
NEMA or anyone else thinks that the existing standard needs to change, they should have submitted proposals and
comments to do so.  The fact is that users, including fire and emergency services personnel, want a more standard
interface for fire alarm and signaling systems.  If NFPA 72 does not take the lead in producing one, even as an Annex,
then some other organization will.  If NEMA can not agree on updates to the standard, others such as the IAFC, IMSA,
NASFM and IFMA will develop their own requirements.  The worst case scenario would be where individual jurisdictions
pass requirements for a standard interface to be used in their communities.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-457     Log #319  SIG-NAS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-607
Delete existing Annex E, NEMA SB 30.

NEMA respectfully requests that the NFPA 72 Technical Committee remove SB 30 from the document
in Annex E. SB 30 has gone through several proposed changes within NEMA. NEMA has not been able to produce a
document to replace the 2005 edition after several attempts. Consensus has not been reached within NEMA and NEMA
believes that the 2005 edition of SB 30 is out of date and no longer valid and requests that it be removed entirely from
NFPA 72.

Affirmative: 22  Negative: 1

SCHIFILITI, R.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-439a (Log #CC500).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-77a     Log #342a  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Denise L. Pappas, Valcom, Inc.

72-338
Insert Text into Power Supply for Remotely Located Control Equipment. Section 10.5.8 and

renumber subsequent sections, instead of Chapter 24.
Power over ethernet (PoE), where provided for control units. circuit interfaces, or other equipment essential

to system operation, and located remotely from the main control unit. shall be comprised of a primary and secondary
supply that shall meet the same requirements as those of 10.5.1 throuqh 10.5.7 and 10.17.3.

Power over ethernet will be a power supply for remotely located equipment. The POE switch shall meet the
requirements of section 10.5.1 throuqh 10.5.7 and 10.17.3.

This section was originally submitted to Chapter 24, Emergency Communication Systems; however, it
should have been submitted to Chapter 10, Fundamentals.
During technical committee discussions it was stated that there is nothing in the current standards that prevent Power

Over Ethernet (POE) from being used. However, current Nationally Recognized Testing Labs (NRTLs) perform tests
that would not allow this technology to be utilized (specifically UL S64, Section 71.4 and upcoming proposed UL 2572,
Section 5S.4). The testing for this technology is currently regulated by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) Standard 802. Furthermore, 802 is highly regulated.
Power Backup - When proposing POE in this section, the power backup would be the same as those power

requirements that currently exist.
Reliability - Another issue discussed was the reliability of the network. The telecommunications industry works closely

with the Electronic Industries Alliance (EIA) (which is an international industry association that is best known for
publishing electrical wiring and transmission standards) under the auspices of the Telecommunications Industry
Association (TIA) which is responsible for developing communications standards. Since communications, wiring, and
transmission are all related, and since the TIA and EIA organizations are also related, standards produced by the EIA or
TIA are often labeled with the combined prefixes EIA/TIA or TIA/EIA.
The telecommunications and cloud computing industries strive for 5-nines reliability (which translated means 99.999%

uptime or less than 5 minutes downtime in a year). When talking about reliability, persons are often confused when
talking about a local area network (LAN) versus the world wide web internet. A LAN backbone is always working, even if
you cannot get to your e-mail or other applications on the network. End to end monitoring is done on the networks and
when/if something goes down on the network, whether it is a piece of equipment or a break in the wire, notification
occurs within seconds.
Additionally, there is inherent redundancy built into networks. When moving data/information from point A to point B, if

there is a break, it automatically reroutes that information from A to C to B or from A to 0 to B, etc. The "packets of
information" are not lost, just rerouted to their proper end point. When taking this information into account, life safety
systems built on an IP backbone are inherently more reliable than any fire alarm system currently on the market today.
When working with end users that are looking for solutions, they have been turning to IP based solutions. These

solutions are currently being implemented in the field with fire alarm systems as well as communication systems. If
NFPA wants to continue to influence the installation of these systems, it is imperative to make allowances to accept this
widely regulated and accepted IP technology used throughout the world. While many think by allowing this technology,
we are lowering the standards, it is just the opposite. We are raising the standard to accept an inherently proven reliable
technology.
Bibliography:  The TCP/IP Guide, Copyright 2005 by Charles M. Kozierok.

There is nothing in NFPA 72 that prohibits the use of PoE. The cited problems are with the
transient testing requirements in UL864, and are completely separate from NFPA 72. Apart from questioning the
robustness of hardware that cannot pass transient testing, there is nothing in NFPA 72 that will change the need to meet
those requirements in UL864. In addition, the transient requirements in the comment are requirements that equipment
do not pose a danger in the face of a transient, but do not require the equipment to operate after a transient is imposed.
This comment adds unnecessary special references. There are other SLC’s that provide power (e.g. the SLC’s

powering smoke detector loops).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-78     Log #111  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-106
Continue to Reject the proposal.

NEMA supports the committees’ action to reject and further agrees with the TC’s substantiation.

Affirmative: 24
5  Kuhta, T.,  Leszczak, P.,  MacGregor, F.,  Olenick, J.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-132a     Log #5a  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Nick Hoogland, Bosch Security Systems

72-141
Revise text to read as follows:

10.17.1.1: Exception: Class C or other pathways that use galvanic isolated communication links. These shall be
monitored for integrity so that the loss of end-to-end communications is automatically indicated within 200 seconds.
10.17.1.2: Exception: Class C or other pathways that use galvanic isolated communication links. These shall be

monitored for integrity so that the restoration to normal of end-to-end communications is automatically indicated within
200 seconds.

The behavior of Ethernet differs from many other traditional communication media:
- Copper based Ethernet is isolated (connected to board level via a transformer) so a ground fault condition in two

different cables will not influence system behavior.
- A single ground short in an Ethernet cable possibly influences communication in such a way that it is no longer able

to communicate. This however can easily be solved by end-to-end supervision in combination with redundancy, of which
the latter is a standard feature of Ethernet networks.
   The essence of a reliable communication channel is the capability to communicate reliably. How that reliability is
assured differs for the media that is used. For many communication links ground fault detection is essential, but for
Ethernet a ground fault detection is not required as long as communication reliability is assured differently. The same
applies to a wireless or optical communication medium. There the reliability of the communication is also monitored
differently because ground fault detection is not required.

The Technical Committee does not support removing the requirements for ground fault
detection from the code.  Ground fault detection is important to the integrity of fire alarm systems and a ground fault
indicates that the pathway has been compromised and detection of this failure is important, even if the equipment still
functions.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 1
5  Kuhta, T.,  Leszczak, P.,  MacGregor, F.,  Olenick, J.,  Waller, B.

BISKER, J.:  Concerning 72-132a The committee statement does not provide an adequate technical justification for
requiring ground fault detection on a pathway that is not affected by grounds.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-154     Log #360  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Horon, Cadgraphics

72-166
Revise Chapter 12 as follows:
Wiring methods permitted by other sections of this Code to resist attack by fire shall be installed in

accordance with manufacturer’s published instructions and the requirements of , Article 760. (SIG-FUN)

All fire alarm systems shall test free of grounds.

On conductive pathways, operational capability shall be maintained during the application of a single ground
connection.

Technologies that do not use metallic conductors (e.g. wireless or optical fiber) are not affected by ground
connections.

On conductive pathways, with conductors not galvanically isolated from ground, a single ground connection
shall annunciate a trouble signal.

Metallic conductors that have a potential path to ground through other components may cause a
catastrophic system failure when a second ground is applied. Alarm systems with IDCs may cause a false alarm
condition to occur when a second ground is connected. For these reasons, a single ground connection is required to
indicate a trouble to forewarn of these potential problems. Technologies that do not use metallic conductors (e.g.
wireless or optical fiber) are not affected by ground connections, and are not required to report a ground connection as a
trouble. Technologies that isolate all conductors from ground, such as the IEEE specifications for Ethernet, operate
normally during a single ground connection, and are not required to report a single ground connection. When two
conductors in a matched pair both connect to ground, a short is reported as a trouble on the alarm system, and the
isolation protects other components from the shorted conductors.
Galvanic isolation prevents electric current transfer directly from one section to another, but allows power or

information to be exchanged between the sections by other means. Technologies  that can transfer power or
information, without current, use capacitance, induction or electromagnetic waves, or an optical, acoustic or mechanical
means.

Pathways shall be designated as Class A, Class B, Class C, Class D, Class E, or
Class X, depending on their performance.

A pathway shall be designated as Class A when it performs as follows:
(1) It includes a redundant path.
(2) Operational capability continues past a single open.
(3) Conditions that affect the intended operation of the paths are annunciated.

The Class A reference s for initiating device circuit and notification appliance circuit performance have had
been changed to eliminate the need for alarm receipt capability during a single ground or annunciation of a single
ground fault. The signal line circuit performance has changed to provide a clear separation between the Class A Style 6
and Class A Style 7 performance. The Class A Style 7 performance is now defined as Class X. That was intended to
allow for the fact that building communication systems use technology that is isolated from ground. This Edition of the
Code has added 12.2.5.2 and 12.2.5.3 to clarify the intent. Note that Class A was designated as Style 6 in earlier
editions of this Code.

A pathway shall be designated as Class B when it performs as follows:
(1) It does not include a redundant path.
(2) Operational capability stops at a single open.
(3) Conditions that affect the intended operation of the path are annunciated.

The Class B reference s for initiating device circuit, signal line circuit, and notification appliance circuit
performance have had been changed to eliminate the need for alarm receipt capability during a single ground or
annunciation of a single ground fault. Users of the code are advised that fire alarm circuits still require alarm receipt
capability during a single ground. That was intended to allow for the fact that building communication
systems use technology that is isolated from ground.  This Edition of the Code has added 12.2.5.2 and 12.2.5.3 to clarify
the intent.
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A pathway shall be designated as Class C when it performs as follows:

(1) It includes one or more pathways where operational capability is verified via end-to-end communication, but the
integrity of individual paths is not monitored.
(2) A loss of end-to-end communication is annunciated.

The Class C reference is new and is intended to describe technologies that supervise the communication
pathway by polling or continuous communication “handshaking” such as the following:
(1) Fire control unit or supervisory station connections to a wired LAN, WAN, or Internet
(2) Fire control unit or supervisory station connections to a wireless LAN,WAN, and or Internet
(3) Fire control unit or supervisory station connections to a wireless (proprietary communications)
(4) Fire control unit digital alarm communication transmitter or supervisory station digital alarm communication

receiver connections to the public switched telephone network
A pathway shall be designated as Class D when it has fail-safe operation, where no fault is

annunciated, but the intended operation is performed in the event of a pathway failure.
A pathway shall be designated as Class E when it is not monitored for integrity.
A pathway shall be designated as Class X when it performs as follows:

(1) It includes a redundant path.
(2) Operational capability continues past a single open or short-circuit.
(3) Conditions that affect the intended operation of the path are annunciated.

The Class X reference is new and is intended to describe now designates pathways as described in prior
editions of this Code as Class A Style 7 of the signal line circuit performance of Table A.12.3(b).

Class A and Class X circuits using physical conductors (e.g., metallic, optical fiber) shall be installed
such that the outgoing and return conductors, exiting from and returning to the control unit, respectively, are routed
separately. The outgoing and return (redundant) circuit conductors shall be permitted in the same cable assembly (i.e.,
multi-conductor cable), enclosure,
or raceway only under the following conditions:
(1) For a distance not to exceed 10 ft (3.0 m) where the outgoing and return conductors enter or exit the initiating

device, notification appliance, or control unit enclosures
(2) For single raceway drops to individual devices or appliances
(3) For single raceway drops to multiple devices or appliances installed within a single room not exceeding 1000

ft2 (93 m2) in area
A goal of 12.3.7 23.4.2.2 is to provide adequate separation between the outgoing and return

cables. This separation is required to help ensure protection of the cables from physical damage. The recommended
minimum separation to prevent physical damage is 12 in. (300 mm) where the cable is installed vertically and 48 in.
(1.22 m) where the cable is installed horizontally.

Initiating device circuits, notification appliance circuits, and signaling line circuits shall be designated by class,
depending on the circuit’s capability to continue to operate during specified fault conditions as indicated in Sections
12.4.3 23.5 through 12.4.5 23.7.

Specified fault conditions shall result in the annunciation of a trouble signal at the protected premises
within 200 seconds as required in Section 10.17.

The assignment of class designations to initiating device circuits shall be based on their performance
capabilities under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements for Class A or Class B pathways
specified in Chapter 12, as well as the requirements specified in 12.4.3.2 23.5.2 and 12.4.3.3 23.5.3.

An open, or ground condition on pathways with conductors not galvanically isolated from ground, shall
both result in the annunciation of a trouble signal.

The circuit shall maintain alarm receipt capability during the application of a single ground fault.

The assignment of class designations to signaling line circuits shall be based on their performance
capabilities under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements for Class A, Class B, or Class X
pathways specified in Chapter 12 and the requirements of 12.4.4.2 23.6.2 through 12.4.4.5 23.6.5.

An open, a short circuit, or a ground fault on pathways with conductors not galvanically isolated from
ground, shall each result in the annunciation of a trouble signal.

Class B pathways shall maintain alarm capability during the application of a single ground fault on
pathways with conductors not galvanically isolated from ground.

Class A and Class X pathways shall maintain alarm capability during the application of a single ground
fault, and also during the combination of a single open, and a single ground fault on pathways with conductors not
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galvanically isolated from ground.

Where digital communications are used, inability to send or receive digital signals over a signaling line
circuit shall be indicated by a trouble signal.

The assignment of class designations to notification appliance circuits shall be based on their
performance capabilities under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements for Class A or Class B
pathways specified in Chapter 12, as well as the requirements specified in 12.4.5.2 23.7.2 and 12.4.5.3 23.7.3.

An open, or a ground condition on pathways with conductors not galvanically isolated from ground,
shall both result in the annunciation of a trouble signal.

The circuit shall maintain alarm capability during the application of a single ground fault.
Note: Members of the Circuits and Pathways Task Group included Scott Barrett, A.J. Capowski, Jason

Damori, Dan Decker, Tom Hammerberg, Dan Horon, Vic Humm, Jebedia Novak, Larry Shudak, Aviv Siegel, and Doug
Woosley. Of those members, Larry Shudak and A.J. Capowski are not in agreement with this Comment.
We request that NFPA forward a copy of this entire Comment to the SIG-FUN and SIG-TMS committees.
These changes are necessary to:
● Move Performance of Circuits (for IDCs, SLCs, and NACs) to Chapter 12, as directed by the TCC.
● Address confusion about the intent of removing the ground fault requirements
● Address the concern that copper-based circuits abruptly eliminated the ground fault reporting
● Address the concern that prescriptive Code language prohibits new and advanced technologies
● Improve readability and ease of use
● Reduce exceptions as required by NFPA Manual of Style
Furthermore, IEEE requires isolation on all conductors for the common Ethernet specifications. Being galvanically

isolated, a single connection to earth ground has no effect. A second ground could be the same as a short, but on a
galvanically isolated circuit, there is no direct connection that would transfer the ground to other equipment. A
double-ground condition, when specifically on the two conductors of a matched pair, annunciates a trouble as
communication stops.
The majority of the Task Group concludes that it is essential for the Code to clearly identify and also to allow

galvanically isolated network systems. Emergency Communication Systems, including a requirement by all U.S. military
branches, and also building control systems, have come to use these galvanically isolated communication circuits
without regard to the prescriptive ground-fault reporting requirement. The requirement was in the Code before 1964, and
the original documentation with the original intent is not available. The new advancements in technology allow for even
better fire protection, provided we keep our requirements performance-based rather than outdated prescriptive
language.
The Circuits and Pathways Task Group further notes that UL currently performs an electrical protection strength test

involving 1 joule at 2400 Volts that we cannot find in any codes or standards outside of UL864. We feel that the special
UL test should be one of the possible tests (a fourth option) added to the IEEE tests for isolation.
An example IEEE document can be downloaded from this link:

http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/download/802.3-2008_section2.pdf
After the following definitions is an excerpt from the 790-page document describes the isolation requirement:

PMD = Physical Medium Dependent sublayer
NID = Network Interface Devices
UTP = Unshielded Twisted Pair
STP = Shielded Twisted Pair
MDI = Media Dependent Interface
PI = Power Interface
PD = Powered Device
PSE = Power Sourcing Equipment

25. Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) sublayer and baseband medium, type 100BASE-TX
25.2 Functional specifications
The 100BASE-TX PMD (and MDI) is specified by incorporating the FDDI TP-PMD standard, ANSI X3.263: 1995

(TP-PMD), by reference, with the modifications noted below. This standard provides support for Category 5 unshielded
twisted pair (UTP) and shielded twisted pair (STP). For improved legibility in this clause, ANSI X3.263: 1995 (TP-PMD),
will henceforth be referred to as TP-PMD.
25.4.5 Replacement of 8.4.1, “UTP isolation requirements”
A PMD with a MDI that is a PI (see 33.1.3) shall meet the isolation requirements defined in 33.4.1.
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A PMD with a MDI that is not a PI shall provide isolation between frame ground and all MDI leads including those not

used by the 100BASE-TX PMD.
This electrical isolation shall withstand at least one of the following electrical strength tests.

a) 1500 V rms at 50 Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
b) 2250 V dc for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
c) A sequence of ten 2400 V impulses of alternating polarity, applied at intervals of not less than 1 s.

The shape of the impulses shall be 1.2/50 μs (1.2 μs virtual front time, 50 μs virtual time of half value), as defined in
IEC 60950-1:2001 Annex N.
There shall be no insulation breakdown, as defined in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001, during the test. The

resistance after the test shall be at least 2 MÙ, measured at 500 V dc.
33.4.1 Isolation
PDs and PSEs shall provide isolation between all accessible external conductors, including frame ground (if any), and

all MDI leads including those not used by the PD or PSE. Any equipment that can be connected to a PSE or PD through
a non-MDI connector that is not isolated from the MDI leads needs to provide isolation between all accessible external
conductors, including frame ground (if any), and the non-MDI connector. Accessible external conductors are specified in
subclause 6.2.1 b) of IEC 60950-1:2001.
This electrical isolation shall withstand at least one of the following electrical strength tests.

a) 1500 V rms at 50 Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
b) 2250 V dc for 60 s, applied as specified in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001.
c) An impulse test consisting of a 1500 V, 10/700 μs waveform, applied 10 times, with a 60 s interval between pulses.

The shape of the impulses shall be 10/700 μs (10 μs virtual front time, 700 μs virtual time of half value), as defined in
IEC 60950-1:2001 Annex N.
There shall be no insulation breakdown, as defined in subclause 5.2.2 of IEC 60950-1:2001, during the test. The

resistance after the test shall be at least 2 M●, measured at 500 V dc.
Conductive link segments that have differing isolation and grounding requirements shall have those requirements

provided by the port-to-port isolation of network interface devices (NID).

The technical committee does not support deleting requirements for ground fault detection
from NFPA 72. Ground fault detection is important to the integrity of fire alarm systems and a ground fault indicates that
the pathway has been compromised and detection of this failure is essential, even if the equipment still functions.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 3
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

BISKER, J.:  The committee statement does not provide an adequate technical justification for requiring ground fault
detection on a pathway that is not affected by grounds.
HORON, D.:    The TC did not adequately consider the value of the IEEE standards, which are the foundation for our

modern communications infrastructure. There is no good reason to ignore the IEEE standards, or act as if they are less
reliable or less sophisticated than traditional, proprietary fire alarm communication methods.
HUMM, V.: In the TC’s vote for Rejection on (ROC #), considerable emphasis was placed on the requirement of

ground detection. Yet consensus standards such as IEEE already recognize IP and other types of circuits for reliability.
These circuits are now in use in communication for remote control of surgery instruments, high-level financial
transactions with solid reliability.
When the IEEE specified the requirements for Ethernet, the isolation that is required by the electrical specification was

not intended to have additional circuitry imposed on it for detecting wiring problems such as ground faults.  Many other
more effective means have been successfully deployed and proven more helpful in detecting wiring failures.  To
increase reliability of our life safety networks, our product designs should capitalize on the research and implementation
of networks with reliability data that is more widely available than any other networking technology and not impose
ancient techniques that are no longer the best methods for measuring reliability.
Requiring these traditional methods alone opens up the door to create proprietary, untested utilization of a technology

that only serves to reduce Ethernet’s historic reliability and open to doors to capitalize on this naivety.  An example is the
Simplex patent that was done in anticipation of restricting Ethernet to the traditional rules of fire protection.  With their
patent application of US Patent No.12/533,828 Filed 7/31/2009, economic advantage will happen in the name of
“reliability”.
Copy of Patent Information has been provided. Thus, the TCC should request the NFPA Standards Council to request

the NFPA Research Foundation to conduct a study to determine the true reliability of modern communication methods
and what safe- guards need to be in place to provide equal or improved options for fire alarm system operational links
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and communication pathways.
Note:  Supporting Material is available for review at NFPA headquarters.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-157     Log #359  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Horon, Cadgraphics

72-166
Revise Chapter 12 as follows:

A pathway shall be designated as Class A when it performs as follows:
(1) It includes a redundant path.
(2) Operational capability continues past a single open.
(3) Conditions that affect the intended operation of the paths are annunciated.

The Class A path designation is to be used only when all paths, whether primary or redundant, are
monitored for integrity.
The Class A reference s for initiating device circuit and notification appliance circuit performance have had been

changed to eliminate the need for alarm receipt capability during a single ground or annunciation of a single ground
fault. The signal line circuit performance has changed to provide a clear separation between the Class A Style 6 and
Class A Style 7 performance. The Class A Style 7 performance is now defined as Class X. That was intended to allow
for the fact that building communication systems use technology that is isolated from ground. This Edition of the Code
has added 12.2.5.2 and 12.2.5.3 to clarify the intent. Note that Class A was designated as Style 6 in earlier editions of
this Code.

A pathway shall be designated as Class B when it performs as follows:
(1) It does not include a redundant path, or has a redundant path that does not annunciate faults while the path is

latent.
(2) Operational capability stops at a single open, or continues to function as intended by secondary means.
(3) Conditions that affect the intended operation of the path are annunciated.

The Class B designation may be used when a design includes multiple paths, but the paths that are not
required to be monitored for integrity. Therefore, a single open might not cause operational capability to stop without
annunciating.
Listed technologies exist that provide a means to function as intended, reporting alarms and faults even while an open

exists in a path. In some cases, the intended functionality relies on secondary power when an open, ground, or both has
affected the primary power.
The Class B reference s for initiating device circuit, signal line circuit, and notification appliance circuit performance

have had been changed to eliminate the need for alarm receipt capability during a single ground or annunciation of a
single ground fault. Users of the code are advised that fire alarm circuits still require alarm receipt capability during a
single ground. That was intended to allow for the fact that building communication systems use
technology that is isolated from ground.  This Edition of the Code has added 12.2.5.2 and 12.2.5.3 to clarify the intent.

Note: Members of the Circuits and Pathways Task Group included Scott Barrett, A.J. Capowski, Jason
Damori, Dan Decker, Tom Hammerberg, Dan Horon, Vic Humm, Jebedia Novak, Larry Shudak, Aviv Siegel, and Doug
Woosley.
Of those members, Scott Barrett, A.J. Capowski, Dan Decker, Tom Hammerberg, and, Larry Shudak are not in

agreement with this Comment.
These changes are necessary to address the concern that prescriptive Code language prohibits new and advanced

technologies, and to inform users of those technologies the intent of redundant pathways that monitor for integrity.

Redundancy is not a substitute for supervision. What is proposed in Comment 72-157 is not
prohibited by the current code, and the appendix material is not implied by the code sections and runs counter to the
philosophy of fault monitoring that NFPA 72 has developed over the course several code cycles. For example, primary
power to devices must work through a ground fault.  Servicing a ground fault may take enough time that a system or a
portion of a system that is put on secondary power by a ground fault may eventually become completely inoperable.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

HUMM, V.: In the TC’s vote for Rejection on (ROC #), considerable emphasis was placed on the requirement of
ground detection. Yet consensus standards such as IEEE already recognize IP and other types of circuits for reliability.
These circuits are now in use in communication for remote control of surgery instruments, high-level financial
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transactions with solid reliability.
When the IEEE specified the requirements for Ethernet, the isolation that is required by the electrical specification was

not intended to have additional circuitry imposed on it for detecting wiring problems such as ground faults.  Many other
more effective means have been successfully deployed and proven more helpful in detecting wiring failures.  To
increase reliability of our life safety networks, our product designs should capitalize on the research and implementation
of networks with reliability data that is more widely available than any other networking technology and not impose
ancient techniques that are no longer the best methods for measuring reliability.
Requiring these traditional methods alone opens up the door to create proprietary, untested utilization of a technology

that only serves to reduce Ethernet’s historic reliability and open to doors to capitalize on this naivety.  An example is the
Simplex patent that was done in anticipation of restricting Ethernet to the traditional rules of fire protection.  With their
patent application of US Patent No.12/533,828 Filed 7/31/2009, economic advantage will happen in the name of
“reliability”.
Copy of Patent Information has been provided. Thus, the TCC should request the NFPA Standards Council to request

the NFPA Research Foundation to conduct a study to determine the true reliability of modern communication methods
and what safe- guards need to be in place to provide equal or improved options for fire alarm system operational links
and communication pathways.
Since 2007 ULC/UL have listed equipment, which operates beyond a single open or a conductor to conductor  short in

the secondary power mode.
Note:  Supporting Material is available for review at NFPA headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-158     Log #4  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Nick Hoogland, Bosch Security Systems

72-166
Revise text to read as follows:

12.3.1 and 12.3.2:
Exception: Requirement 5 shall not apply to galvanic isolated pathways (e.g. Ethernet).
12.3.6:
Exception: Requirements 4 and 7 shall not apply to galvanic isolated pathways (e.g. Ethernet).

The behavior of Ethernet differs from many other traditional communication media:
- Copper based Ethernet is isolated (connected to board level via a transformer) so a ground fault condition in two

different cables will not influence system behavior.
- A single ground short in an Ethernet cable possibly influences communication in such a way that it is no longer able

to communicate. This however can easily be solved by end-to-end supervision in combination with redundancy, of which
the latter is a standard feature of Ethernet networks.

The technical committee disagrees with deleting the requirements for ground fault detection
from NFPA 72.
Ground fault detection is important to the integrity of fire alarm systems and the committee does not support removing

the requirements for ground fault detection from the code. A ground fault indicates that the pathway has been
compromised and detection of this failure is essential, even if the equipment remains functional. Insufficient
substantiation was provided for the elimination of the original exception.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

BISKER, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-154 (Log #360).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-159     Log #390  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jason Damori, Biamp Systems

72-167
Revise text to read as follows:

A pathway shall be designated as Class C when it performs as follows:
(1) It includes one or more pathways where oOperational capability is verified via end-to-end communication, but the

integrity of individual intermediate paths pathway segments is may not be monitored.
(2)  A loss of end-to-end communication is annunciated

The current language is not clear as to whether the "one or more pathways" are intended to be serial,
parallel, or both/either in nature.   Also, the current language in subsection (1) is not clear when attempting to
differentiate “individual paths” from the subject of the clause which is “pathway”.  Since Path and Pathways are equated
in 3.3.174, the text creates a recursive requirement.
The newly proposed text removes the recursive requirement yet continues to clearly allow for a pathway to consist of

multiple segments.  It does not impose restrictions or suggestions on how many segments there are or how they are
connected.  It also allows for the possibility that some pathway segments may be monitored and others may be not.
When read literally, the current text would not allow a Class C circuit which did monitor some` “individual pathways [sic]”.

Revise text and Add new second paragraph below (4) in section A.12.3.3 to read as follows:
(5) Individual pathway segments are not required to be monitored. Supervision is accomplished by end to end

communications.
The technical committee agrees with the intent of the proposal and relocates the material to

the Informative Annex 12.3.3 for clarity.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-160     Log #361  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel J. Horon, Cadgraphics

72-338
Revise Chapter 12 as follows:

Level 0 pathways do not segregate or prioritize life safety data from non-life safety
data.  In a level 0 pathway, common equipment can be used to establish life-safety and non-life safety pathways.

Level 1 pathways do not segregate life safety data from non-life safety data, but are
able to prioritize all life safety data over non-life safety data.  In a level 1 pathway, common equipment can be used to
establish life safety and non-life safety pathways.

Level 2 pathways segregate all life safety data from non-life safety data.  In a level 2
pathway, common equipment can be used to establish life safety and non-life safety pathways.

Level 3 pathways use equipment that is dedicated to the life safety system.  No
common equipment with non-life safety systems exists along the pathway.

Note: Members of the Circuits and Pathways Task Group included Scott Barrett, A.J. Capowski, Jason
Damori, Dan Decker, Tom Hammerberg, Dan Horon, Vic Humm, Jebedia Novak, Larry Shudak, Aviv Siegel, and Doug
Woosley.
72-338 Log #408 SIG-ECS has two topics not yet defined in Code, and combines them into a requirement. We do not

feel the requirement is necessary as it is a design decision, and will depend on the application.
The first topic in the proposal was the Power over Ethernet (PoE).
PoE is an IEEE standard (IEEE 802.3af and IEEE 802.3at) in which a significant amount of evaluation for safe

operation has already occurred.  Due to the IEEE definition, many of the compliances to Section 10.5 can be
guaranteed, such as capacity (10.5.3.3) and overcurrent protection (10.5.5.4).
However, some items are not addressed by the IEEE standard.   Secondary power requirements, circuit identification,

and accessibility requirements are defined in 10.5, but the scope of the IEEE standard does not cover these issues.
It is noted by this task group that a PoE device installed to comply with section 10.5’s requirements should be suitable

for use in a life safety system.  Therefore, PoE does not need to be defined in NFPA72.
The second topic in the proposal is the use of a VLAN.
VLAN is a specific layer-2 network technology that can be utilized to accomplish the intent of 24.4.3.4.11.1 and

24.4.3.4.11.3 by segregating all life safety data from non-life safety data.  This part of the proposal should be written in
performance-based language using verbiage such as “communication pathways must segregate data for life safety from
non-life safety”.
A data segregation requirement should be based on the design of the system using analysis of the specific network,

not a requirement in NFPA 72.

Revise and insert new 12.5 to read as follows:
12.5  Shared Pathway Designations. Shared Pathways shall be designated as Level 0, Level 1, Level 2, or Level 3,

depending on their performance.
A.12.5 Shared Pathway Designations propose a list of shared pathways, some of which are only allowable for

non-required functions. Other sections of this Code determine which of the Shared Pathways are allowed to be used as
paths for required fire alarm signaling. Refer to 23.8.2.6 for shared communication requirements.
12.5.1 Shared Pathway Level 0. Level 0 pathways are not required to segregate or prioritize life safety data from
non-life safety data.
A.12.5.1 In a Shared Pathway Level 0, common equipment can be used to establish life-safety and non-life safety

pathways.
12.5.2 Shared Pathway Level 1. Level 1 pathways are not required to segregate life safety data from non-life safety
data, but shall prioritize all life safety data over non-life safety data.
A.12.5.2 In a Shared Pathway Level 1, common equipment can be used to establish life safety and non-life safety

pathways.
12.5.3 Shared Pathway Level 2. Level 2 pathways shall segregate all life safety data from non-life safety data.
A.12.5.3 In a Shared Pathway Level 2, common equipment can be used to establish life safety and non-life safety

pathways.
12.5.4 Shared Pathway Level 3. Level 3 pathways shall use equipment that is dedicated to the life safety system.
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A.12.5.4 In a Shared Pathway Level 3, life safety equipment is not shared with equipment of non-life safety systems.
Renumber existing 12.5 as 12.6 and add new 12.6(3) to read as follows:
(3) Shared pathway levels (not required if level 0)

The technical committee agrees with the need to label shared pathways and understands that
additional requirements are necessary for implementation.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

ELVOVE, J.:  Language proposed for 12.5.1 and 12.5.2 should not state “…are not required...”  Instead, it should state
“…shall not be required…” in order to comply with the manual of style. Hopefully, this can be corrected prior to
publication.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-161     Log #343  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Denise L. Pappas, Valcom, Inc.

72-338
Add new text to read as follows:

- Level 0 pathways do not segregate or prioritize life safety data from non-life safety
data. In a level 0 pathway, common equipment can be used to establish life-safety and non-life safety pathways.

- Level 1 pathways do not segregate life safety data from non-life safety data. but are
able to prioritize aU life safety data over non-life safety data. In a level 1 pathway, common equipment can be used to
establish life safety and non-life safety pathways.

- Level 2 pathways segregate all life safety data from non-life safety data. In a level 2
pathway. common equipment can be used to establish life safety and non-life safety pathways.

- Level 3 pathways use eguipment that is dedicated to the life safety system. No
common equipment with non-life safety systems exists along the pathway.

- It is recommended that a VLAN utilized for life safety systems should be at a
minimum a Shared Pathway Level 2 or a Shared Pathway Level 3. The higher levels guarantee the bandwidth required
is dedicated to life safety pathways.

This proposal was originally submitted to Chapter 24, Emergency Communication Systems; however,
it should have been submitted to Chapter 12, Circuits and Pathways.
When designing a system, the specific layer-2 network technology known as a Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) can
be utilized; however, the original language submitted was not written in performance based language. The proposed
language change is written in performance-based language. A data segregation requirement should be based on the
design of the system using analysis of the specific network for the required application.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-160 (Log # 361).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-214     Log #31  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-241
The TCC makes reference to the recommendation to the TCC in the committee statement and

directs that this proposal be referred  to the SIG-PRO committee for action.  This shall be considered as a public
comment.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise section and insert new 21.7.4.1 and 21.7.4.2 to read as follows:
21.7.4 Smoke detectors mounted in the air ducts of HVAC systems shall initiate either an alarm signal at the protected

premises or a supervisory signal.
21.7.4.1 Smoke detectors mounted in the air ducts of HVAC systems in a fire alarm system without a constantly

attended location or supervising station shall be permitted to initiate an alarm signal.
21.7.4.2 Smoke detectors mounted in the air ducts of HVAC systems shall be permitted to initiate an alarm signal

where required by other governing laws, codes, or standards.
The technical committee agrees with the substantiation of Proposal 72-241. Duct detectors

should create supervisory signals.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-216a     Log #447  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-243
Accept the original proposal.

Detectors placed on environmental air ducts are primarily mechanical devices as opposed to fire
detection.  While they do provide a means to shut down the flow of smoke from one compartment to another, this can be
achieved by a supervisory device.
While Chapter 14 of NFPA 72 does require that the devices are tested, maintained and cleaned, the unfortunate reality

is that a percentage are not or those that are, are sill exposed to an environment that can cause an unwanted activation.
The chapter that this proposal is before already requires that in an environment will not support the installation of a

smoke detector then a heat detector or other device that will not be adversely affected by the the environment be
installed.
This provision is not realistic in regards to air ducts, but a requirement that there be a supervisory device is.

See committee action and statement on Comment 72-214 (Log #31).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-217     Log #32  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-243
The TCC makes reference to the recommendation to the TCC in the committee statement and

directs that this proposal be referred  to the SIG-PRO committee for action.  This shall be considered as a public
comment.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-214 (Log #31).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-218     Log #18  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-244
The TCC makes reference to the committee statement and the TCC directs that this proposal be

referred to the SIG-PRO committee for action.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The technical committee agrees with the intent of the proposal but rejects the
recommendation of Proposal 72-244.
The requirement already exist 23.8.1.1. Additionally the Informative Annex contains material that clarifies this

requirement and NFPA 80 provides the requirements for fire and smoke door closure time.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-247     Log #59  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-270
The TCC makes reference to the phrase “component servicing the emergency control function” used

in proposed 21.2.4 and in the definition for “emergency control function interface” added by Proposal 72-43 and advises
that the phrase is not clear.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to better define the
“component servicing …,” or add annex material to explain it.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise the text in 21.2.4 from "component servicing" to "component controlling" (“component servicing component
controlling”) to read as follows.

Emergency control function interface devices shall be A listed relay or other listed appliance connected to the
fire alarm system used to initiate control of protected premises emergency control functions shall be located within 3 ft (1
m) of the component servicing component controlling the emergency control function. controlled circuit or appliance.

The committee accepts the  TCC's direction, and makes the suggested revision in Proposal
72-270 for clarity.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-248     Log #91  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-271
With regard to the phrase “component servicing the emergency control function” in proposed 21.2.9

and 21.2.10, the TCC makes reference to the TCC Action on Proposal 72-270 and directs the committee to reconsider
the action on this proposal to provide clarity.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

In the committee action on Proposal 72-270 revise the text in 21.2.4 to change the words "component servicing" to
"component controlling".
In the committee action on Proposal 72-271 revise the text in 21.2.9 and 21.2.10 to change the words "component

servicing" to "component controlling".
The committee accepts the TCC's direction, and makes the suggested revision in Proposals

72-270 and 72-271 for clarity.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-251     Log #214  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

72-279
Revise so 21.3.3 reads as follows:.

21.3.3 Unless otherwise required by the authority having jurisdiction, only the elevator lobby, elevator hoistway, and
elevator machine room smoke detectors, or other automatic fire detection as permitted by 21.3.7.

The action taken during ROP eliminated the option of using a waterflow switch to initiate elevator
recall. Though waterflow switches are (rightfully) not permitted to initiate recall where sprinklers are installed at the top of
the shaft, there’s no reason to prohibit using waterflow switches to initiate elevator recall where sprinklers are installed in
the pit, since there’s no need to shunt trip power to the elevator (there’s no risk of water affecting the elevator brakes or
controls when a pit sprinkler activates). This change is needed to correlate with the change made by ROP-281 which
removed the requirement for a detector in the pit.

Revise the text resulting from the recommendation on Proposal 72-279 as follows:
21.3.3 Where required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, or by other parts of this code, the authority having

jurisdiction only the elevator lobby, elevator hoistway, and elevator machine room smoke detectors, or other automatic
fire detection as permitted by 21.3.7 shall be used to recall elevators for firefighters' service.
Exception:

The change to the exception was made in order to prevent undue delay in recalling the
elevator. Additional minor changes were made for consistency with The Manual of Style (MOS).  The technical
committee understands that 21.3.3 remains unchanged without time-delay capability.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-252     Log #382  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-279
Revise text to read as follows:

Unless otherwise required by the authority having jurisdiction, only the elevator lobby, elevator hoistway, and
elevator machine room smoke detectors, or other automatic fire detection as permitted by 21.3.7, and initiating devices
used to initiate shutdown of elevator power in accordance with Section 21.4 shall be used to recall elevators for fire
fighters’ service.

The intent of this code change is to add the specific text that was deleted during the ROP. It should be
noted that no technical substantiation was provided or were any examples provided that explained any problems
associated with having the subject text remain. On the contrary, we believe that where elevator pit sprinklers are
installed and elevator recall is required, an allowance should be made to permit a water flow switch to substitute for a
detector as the means to initiate elevator recall (to the alternate floor), provided the waterflow switch and pit sprinkler are
installed on a separately valved sprinkler line dedicated solely for protecting the elevator pit. Note: water flow from a pit
sprinkler activation would NOT shunt power to the elevator because there is no concern that water flow in the pit will
cause a problem to the elevator machine breaks.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-251 (Log #214).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-253     Log #162  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-280
Change TC action to Reject.

Presently there are many smoke detectors located in elevator pits that are operating properly and
without nuisance trip problems.  Also, for those harsher pit environments, there are currently smoke detection products
specifically made for that application.  Some of these products also address the “difficult to access” issues.

See committee action and statement on Comment 72-254 (Log #320).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

ELVOVE, J.:  See my comment on 72-254 (Log #320)
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-254     Log #320  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-280
(1) Replace the text added by Proposal 280 with the following:

When sprinklers are installed in elevator pits, automatic fire detection shall be installed to initiate elevator recall
in accordance with 2.27.3.2.1(c) of ANSI/ASME A.17.1/CSA B44, Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators.

Automatic fire detection can include smoke detectors, heat detectors, or sprinkler waterflow detection. Note
that the sprinkler waterflow detection should be without a delay similar to the requirement in 21.4.3. The location of
smoke or heat detectors will, most likely, require special consideration in order to provide the intended response of early
detection of fire in the elevator pit. The location of these detectors will likely need to be below the lowest level of recall in
order to provide an adequate response. Since there is no real ceiling at this location to allow installation using the usual
location and spacing provisions of Chapter 17, the provisions of 17.7.3.1.3 and 17.7.3.1.4 should be considered which
allows detectors to be placed closer to the hazard in a position where the detector can intercept the smoke or heat. Also
refer to A.21.3.12.2(3).
It should be noted that smoke detectors installed in hoistways can be a source of nuisance activation. Hoistways will
vary, so some hoistways could need smoke detectors specifically intended for those types of spaces (environments).
(2) Delete 2nd paragraph in A.21.3.12.2(3)

Smoke detectors designed for installation in harsh environments and spaces such as elevator
hoistways (including elevator pits) are available. The revised subsection and related annex material will raise awareness
of the requirements of A17/B44 to install fire alarm initiating devices when sprinklers are installed at the bottom of
elevator hoistways. Guidance is provided for the location of smoke and heat detectors. This has previously been a great
source of confusion for code users and these changes should bring clarity to this issue.

Add new text and renumber subsequent sections as follows:
21.3.8* When sprinklers are installed in elevator pits, automatic fire detection shall be installed to initiate elevator recall

in accordance with 2.27.3.2.1(c) of ANSI/ASME A.17.1/CSA B44, Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators and the
following shall apply:
(1) Where sprinklers are located above the lowest level of recall, the fire detection device shall be located at the top of

the hoistway.
(2) Where sprinklers are located in the bottom of the hoistway (the pit), fire detection device(s) shall be installed in the

pit in accordance with Chapter 17.
(3) Outputs to the elevator controller(s) shall comply with 21.3.12.
A.21.3.8 This requirement applies to smoke and heat detectors installed in the hoistway. It is important to note that the

hoistway includes the pit. The location of smoke or heat detectors will, most likely, require special consideration in order
to provide the intended response of early detection of fire in the elevator pit. The location of these detectors will likely
need to be below the lowest level of recall in order to provide an adequate response. Since there is no real ceiling at this
location to allow installation using the spacing provisions of Chapter 17, the provisions of 17.7.3.1.3, and 17.7.3.1.4
should be considered which allows detectors to be placed closer to the hazard in a position where the detector can
intercept the smoke or heat. Also refer to A.21.3.12.2(3).
21.3.9  Where smoke detectors are installed in the pit to initiate elevator recall,  the smoke detector shall be listed for

the environment.
A.21.3.9  It should be noted that smoke detectors installed in hoistways can be a source of nuisance activation.

Therefore, hoistways need smoke detectors specifically intended for those types of spaces (environments).

This action only permits the use of smoke detectors in pits if suitable for the environment.
This change also correlates ASME A17.1 with NFPA 72 as directed by the TCC.

Additional text provides clarification where smoke detectors in hoistways are installed.
The second paragraph of A.21.3.12.2(3) was deleted in favor of new Annex text in A.21.3.8.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

ELVOVE, J.:  I'm voting in favor of this change (to continue to permit smoke detectors in the elevator pit as one option
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for initiating elevator recall in the event sprinklers are installed in the elevator pit) only because the change made to
21.3.3 by ROC-251 will now permit a waterflow switch to be used as an alternative to smoke and heat detectors.  I want
to be sure the public is aware of this alternative and they don't misinterpret “automatic fire detection” to exclude
waterflow switches since waterflow switches (or sprinklers) are not specifically listed in the definition of “automatic fire
detector” in 3.3.59.2.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-255     Log #93  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-280
Change TC action to Reject Proposal 72-280.

Add new 21.3.6 and Annex A.21.3.6 to read as follows:
21.3.6* When fire alarm initiating devices used to initiate elevator recall are installed in elevator hoistways as required

in 2.27.3.2.1(c) of ANSI/ASME A17.1/CSA B44, , because sprinklers are
located in those hoistways, the following shall apply:
(1) Where sprinklers are located above the lowest level of recall, the fire alarm initiating device shall be located at the

top of the hoistway.
(2) Where sprinklers are located in the bottom of the hoistway (the pit), fire alarm initiating device(s) shall be installed in

the pit in accordance with Chapter 17.
(3) Outputs to the elevator controller(s) shall comply with 21.3.12.
A.21.3.6 The use of smoke detection in elevator hoistways is not always appropriate, mostly because some hoistways

contain environments that are unsuitable for traditional smoke detectors. Smoke detection is the preferred detection
method as it provides the earliest initiation of recall. However, if smoke detection cannot be used, 21.3.7 permits other
detection methods (usually heat detectors) to be used. It is worthwhile noting that the application of smoke or heat
detection in elevator hoistways should consider paragraphs 17.3.1.3 and 17.3.1.4* and associated Annex material when
locating the devices.

● Today, thousands of smoke detectors are successfully used in elevator pits without experiencing
nuisance recalls.
● Not all elevator pits are unsuitable for smoke detectors and are difficult to access.
● Where environmental conditions are such that smoke detection should not be used, 21.3.7 permits other automatic

fire detection (such as heat detectors).
● There are smoke detection products on the market today that are applied to harsh environments.
● New Annex material provides clarification and advice on the subject of device location.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-254 (Log #320).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

ELVOVE, J.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-254 (Log #320).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-256     Log #61  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-281
The TCC advises that the proposed change may create a direct conflict with the requirements of

2.27.3.2.1(c) of ASME A17.1 - 2010 (and prior editions).  The definition of “hoistway” in A17.1 includes the pit and the
requirement in A17.1 applies to the entire hoistway.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this
proposal to remove the conflict.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The technical committee rejects Proposal 72-281. See committee action on Comment 72-257
(Log #163).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

ELVOVE, J.:  See my comments on 72-257 (Log #163) and 72-254 (Log #320).  Note: I'm voting affirmative with
comment instead of negative since the technical committee was told they are not permitted to reject a TCC comment.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-257     Log #163  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-281
Change TC action to Reject.

This change would be in conflict with A17.1 /B44 Elevator and Escalator Code, 2010 edition, section
2.27.3.2.1(c) (see below)
2.27.3.2.1 In jurisdictions not enforcing the NBCC, fire alarm initiating devices used to initiate Phase I Emergency Recall
Operation shall be installed in conformance with the requirements of NFPA 72, and shall be located
(a) at each floor served by the elevator
(b) in the associated elevator machine room, machinery space containing a motor controller or electric driving machine,

control space, or control room
(c) in the elevator hoistway, when sprinklers are located in those hoistways

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

ELVOVE, J.:  Though the committee accepted this comment, the reason is NOT because of the commenter's
substantiation.  Deleting the requirement for a smoke detector at the bottom of the pit would NOT have put NFPA 72 in
conflict with ASME A17.1, as ASME A17.1 2.27.3.2.1(c) only requires that "fire alarm initiating devices" be installed in
the elevator hoistway to initiate elevator recall "when sprinklers are located in those hoistways."  Hence, a heat detector
or a waterflow switch as now permitted by ROC-251, would have meet the aforementioned ASME requirement.
Therefore, a new committee statement needs to  be crafted since the committee's reason for accepting the comment
does not jibe with the commenter's substantiation.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-258     Log #219  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Peter A. Larrimer, US Department of Veterans Affairs

72-281
Retain the new verbiage. There should be no requirement for any fire alarm device in the pit, even

when sprinklers are installed per NFPA 13.
I do not believe that there was intent to install a smoke detector just because a sprinkler was installed

in the bottom of the elevator pit.
NFPA 13 indicates that a sprinkler is to be installed within 2 feet of the floor of the pit and ANSI indicates that the intent
is to install a smoke detector when a sprinkler is installed above the two foot level.
NFPA 13 (2010) 8.15.5.1* Sidewall spray sprinklers shall be installed at the bottom of each elevator hoistway not more

than 2 ft (0.61 m) above the floor of the pit.
A.8.15.5.1 The sprinklers in the pit are intended to protect against fires caused by debris, which can accumulate over
time. Ideally, the sprinklers should be located near the side of the pit below the elevator doors, where most debris
accumulates. However, care should be taken that the sprinkler location does not interfere with the elevator toe guard,
which extends below the face of the door opening.
ASME A17.1, Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators, allows the sprinklers within 2 ft (0.65 m) of the bottom of the pit
to be exempted from the special arrangements of inhibiting waterflow until elevator recall has occurred.
The  ASME A17. Interpretation Inquiry: 05-39 shows that the intent is only when the sprinkler is installed above a

level 2 feet above the floor of the pit.  See Underlined Text.

See committee action on Comment 72-257 (Log #163).

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

ELVOVE, J.:  I concur with the commenter and would like to see something more definitive from ASME regarding
whether or not there is a specific requirement to initiate elevator recall just because a sprinkler has been installed in the
elevator  pit.  ASME A17.1 2.27.3.2.1(c) uses the term "hoistway" which is all-encompassing, but clarification is needed,
as the presence of a sprinkler in the hoistway pit doesn't pose the same risk as the presence of a sprinkler at the top of
the hoistway.  The fire doesn't know whether the hoistway is sprinklered, so if the intent is to initiate elevator recall as a
result of a fire in the elevator pit, then the fact that a sprinkler has been installed is irrelevant (i.e., elevator recall should
always be required, meaning a detector should be required in the pit to initiate recall even if no sprinklers are installed;
otherwise, elevator recall shouldn't be required at all as a result of a fire in the pit and thus no detection should be
required in the pit).  Also see my comments on 72-257(Log #163)  and 72-254 (Log #320).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-259     Log #383  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-282
Revise text to read as follows:

Where heat detectors are used to shut down elevator power prior to sprinkler operation, the detector shall have
both a lower temperature rating and a higher sensitivity as compared to the sprinkler.

When determining desired performance, consideration should be given to the temperature and time lag
characteristics of both the sprinkler head and the heat detector to ensure as much as possible that the heat detector will
operate prior to the sprinkler head, because a lower temperature rating alone might not provide earlier response. The
listed spacing rating of the heat detector should be 25 ft (7.6 m) or greater.

If heat detectors are used to shut down elevator power prior to sprinkler operation, they shall be placed within
24 in. (610 mm) of each sprinkler head and be installed in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 17.
Alternatively, engineering methods, such as those specified in Annex B,
shall be permitted to be used to select and place heat detectors to ensure response prior to any sprinkler head operation
under a variety of fire growth rate scenarios.

Upon activation of the heat detector used for elevator power shutdown, there should be a delay in the
activation of the power shunt trip. This delay should be the time that it takes the elevator cab to travel from the top of the
hoistway to the lowest recall level.

If pressure or waterflow switches are used to shut down elevator power immediately upon, or prior to, the
discharge of water from sprinklers, the use of devices with time-delay switches or time-delay capability shall not be
permitted.

Care should be taken to ensure that elevator power cannot be interrupted due to water pressure surges in the
sprinkler system. The intent of the Code is to ensure that the switch and the system as a whole do not have the
capability of introducing a time delay into the sequence. The use of a switch with a time delay mechanism set to zero
does not meet the intent of the Code, because it is possible to introduce a time delay after the system has been
accepted. This might occur in response to unwanted alarms caused by surges or water movement, rather than
addressing the underlying cause of the surges or water movement (often due to air in the piping). Permanently disabling
the delay in accordance with the manufacturer’s printed instructions should be considered acceptable. Systems that
have software that can introduce a delay in the sequence should be programmed to require a security password to
make such a change.

Control circuits to shut down elevator power shall be monitored for the presence of operating voltage. Loss of
voltage to the control circuit for the disconnecting means shall cause a supervisory signal to be indicated at the control
unit and required remote annunciators.

Figure A.21.4.4 illustrates one method of monitoring elevator shunt trip control power for integrity.
The initiating devices described in 21.4.2 and 21.4.3 shall be monitored for integrity by the fire alarm control unit

required in 21.3.1 and 21.3.2.
The provisions of Section 21.4 shall apply where elevator equipment is located such that the application of

water from automatic fire sprinklers could cause unsafe elevator operation. The methods described below shall
disconnect the main line power supply to the affected elevator and any other power supplies used to move the elevator
prior to the application of water.

Heat detectors shall be configured to initiate the shut down elevator power prior to sprinkler operation.
Each heat detector shall have both a lower temperature rating and a higher sensitivity as compared to the

sprinkler.
When determining desired performance, consideration should be given to the temperature and time lag

characteristics of both the sprinkler and the heat detector to ensure as much as possible that the heat detector will
operate prior to the sprinkler, because a lower temperature rating alone might not provide earlier response. The listed
spacing rating of the heat detector should be 25 ft (7.6 m) or greater.

Each heat detector shall be placed within 24 in. (610 mm) of each sprinkler and be installed in accordance
with the requirements of Chapter 17.

Alternatively, engineering methods, such as those specified in Annex B, shall be permitted to be used to
select and place heat detectors to ensure response prior to any sprinkler operation under a variety of fire growth rate
scenarios.

Activation of the heat detector(s) shall meet the criteria stated either in 21.4.2.3.1 or 21.4.2.3.2.
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Activation of the heat detector(s) shall disconnect the main line power supply to the affected elevator(s)

immediately upon, or prior to, the discharge of water from sprinklers.
Upon the activation of the heat detector used for elevator power shutdown, there should be no time delay.

The use of devices and time delay switches or a time-delay capability shall not be permitted. Any delay disconnecting
the power supply until the elevator is recalled to the lowest recall level may result in unintended consequences to the
occupants or fire fighters within the elevator cars should the automatic sprinklers operate prior to the elevators returning
to the lowest recall level.

Activation of the heat detector(s) shall provide a signal to the elevator controller and the following sequence
of events shall occur:
(1)* The elevator controller shall automatically signal the elevator cars to proceed to the next closest landing.
(2) The elevator car(s) SHALL park with the doors open
(3) Main power to the affected elevator(s) is disconnected.

Upon activation of the heat detector used for elevator power shutdown, there should be a short delay
in the activation of the power shunt trip. This delay should be the time that it takes the elevator cab to travel to the next
closest landing.

If pressure switches and waterflow switches are used for disconnecting the main line power supply to the
affected elevator(s) immediately upon, or prior to, the discharge of water from sprinklers, the use of devices and time
delay switches or a time-delay capability shall not be permitted.

System designers and building maintenance personnel should be cautioned that the use of pressure switches
and waterflow switches to disconnect the main power supply may result in unwanted alarms and unwanted elevator
power shutdowns resulting from pressure surges in the sprinkler systems.

Control circuits to shut down elevator power shall be monitored for the presence of operating voltage. Loss of
voltage to the control circuit for the disconnecting means shall cause a supervisory signal to be indicated at the control
unit and required remote annunciators.

Figure A.21.4.4 illustrates one method of monitoring elevator shunt trip control power for integrity.
The initiating devices described in 21.4.2 shall be monitored for integrity by the fire alarm control unit required in

21.3.1 and 21.3.2.
The intent of this code change is to revise this Section to ensure that the main power supply to the

affected elevators is disconnected prior to the discharge of water from the automatic sprinkler system installed in the
machine room. The current language permits the use of a heat detector utilizing a device having the capability to delay
disconnecting the power supply until the elevator is recalled to the lowest recall level; however, this may result in
unintended consequences to the occupants or fire fighters within the elevator cars should the automatic sprinklers
operate prior to the elevators returning to the lowest recall level. In addition, currently the Code does not provide any
guidance regarding what the maximum timeframe for the time delay is acceptable.
In addition, I have proposed annex material when using a pressure switch and water flow switch as the sole method to

disconnect power, since it is not reasonable to expect system designers and building maintenance personnel to take all
required actions necessary to eliminate unwanted alarms resulting from pressure surges in a majority of sprinkler
systems.
The new language proposed provides a safe and effective means to disconnect the main power supply to the affected

elevators by using heat detectors. If the heat detectors activate prior to the elevators being recalled to the lowest floor
level, the new proposed text still permits a short time-delay for the affected elevators to travel to the next closest landing
prior to disconnect the main power (e.g., earthquake mode software concept). The subject short time delay for elevator
car travel should not be considered a major factor for occupant entrapment in the affected elevator cars, since the
affected elevator cars should only a short distance prior to being parked with doors open for the occupants to leave. This
action should occur well in advance of sprinkler operation.

Delete section A.21.4.2 and add new section 21.4.2.1 to read as follows:
21.4.2.1  Activation of the heat detector shall result in a signal being transmitted to the elevator controller and shall

cause the following sequence of events to occur:
(1) The elevator controller will automatically signal the elevator cars to stop at the next closest landing.
(2) The elevator car(s) will park with the doors open.
(3) Main power to the affected elevator(s) is disconnected.

The submitter's comments provide revised wording that clarified the intent and complies with
the NFPA Manual of Style.
The additional text proposed provides a safe and effective means to disconnect the main power supply to the affected

elevators by using heat detectors. If the heat detectors activate prior to the elevators being recalled to the lowest floor
level, the new proposed text still permits the affected elevators to travel to the next closest landing prior to disconnect
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the main power (i.e., utilizing the elevator seismic switch as described in ASME A17.1:2010, Section 8.4.10.1.3 (a),
Elevator Operation). This action should occur well in advance of sprinkler operation.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 3
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

BELLIVEAU, JR., L.:  The committee has to be careful when dictating code requirements for elevator functions as a
result of the activation of a fire alarm system device.  It might be better to refer to action in the ASME A17.1: 2012 code,
than repeat it here.  The specifics of this section could be placed in the Annex material for clarification.
HAMMERBERG, T.:  A17.1 has jurisdiction over the operation, not NFPA 72, so this is outside the scope of SIG-PRO.

The problem is that if the elevator only goes to the closest floor and opens the door, it is possible that could be the fire
floor. Allowing a time delay to go to the recall floors is more appropriate.
HOPPLE, W.:    A17.1 has jurisdiction of the operation, not NFPA 72, so this is outside the scope of SIG-PRO.  The

problem is that if the elevator only goes to the closest floor and opens the door, it is possible that could be the fire floor.
Allowing a time delay to go to the recall floors is more appropriate.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-260     Log #164  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-283
Change TC action to Accept in Principle.  Accept the original proposal, but accept the TC’s change

in the Annex material … “must” to “should”.
Agree with explanation of negative by Josh Elvove.  This application is specifically a fire service

requirement and should be designated as such.  The IBC and NFPA Building and Construction codes now use the
terminology “Fire Service Access Elevators”.  NFPA 72 should correlate the terminology.

ELVOVE, J.:  I do not concur with the action taken by the Technical Committee (TC) as the proposed use of the term
“Fire Service Access Elevators”
in lieu of “First Responders Use Elevators” correlates with both the 2012 edition of NFPA 5000 and the 2009 and 2012
editions of the International
Building Code (IBC).  In addition, conversely to what's stated in the Committee statement, the intent of these elevators

is to ensure that when the
fire service arrives at the scene, they (the fire service) have a minimum number of elevator(s) at their disposal for

staging fire fighters and fire fighting
equipment in tall buildings.  Hence the terminology designated in both NFPA 5000 and the IBC.   Note: the 2012 edition

of NFPA 5000 will be voted
on by the membership at the NFPA Conference in June 2011.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-261     Log #181  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Brian D. Black, BDBlack Codes, Inc.

72-283
1) Modify 21.5 in the committee action on Proposal 72-283 to use the term “fire service access

elevators” as originally recommended and shown below:

Where one or more elevators are specifically designated and marked as fire service access elevators for use by first
responders during fires, the conditions specified in 21.5.1 for the elevators, associated lobbies, and machine rooms shall
be continuously monitored and displayed during any such use.
2) Retain the changes to 21.5.1 and 21.5.2 shown in the committee action on Proposal 72-283.
3) Modify A.21.5.1(2) in the committee action on Proposal 72-283 as follows:

The information provided on Signals to the standard emergency service interface providing the status of
the elevator(s), including location within the hoistway, direction of travel, and whether they are occupied should be
provided by the elevator management system.

1) The recommendation in Proposal 72-283 to use the term “fire service access elevators” should be
accepted. NFPA 5000 now uses the term “Fire Service Access Elevators” and IBC uses the term “Fire Service Access
Elevators”. The features of the Fire Service Access Elevators were developed for the fire service and not for EMS or
other emergency responders.
2) (Acceptance of changes to 21.5.1 and 21.5.2 is reaffirmed.)
3) A.21.5.1(2) is revised to clarify that the information would be provided in the form of a signal from the elevator

management system, not in the form of a display.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-262     Log #384  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-283
Revise text to read as follows:

Where one or more elevators are specifically designated and marked as fire service access elevators for use by first
responders during fires, the conditions specified in 21.5.1 for the elevators, associated lobbies, and machine rooms shall
be continuously monitored and displayed during any such use.

The conditions monitored and displayed shall include, but are not limited to, the following:
(1) Availability of main and emergency power to operate the elevator(s), elevator controller(s), and machine room (if

provided) ventilation
(2)* Status of the elevator(s), including location within the hoistway, direction of travel, position of landing doors, and

whether they are occupied
(3) Temperature and presence of smoke in associated lobbies and machine room (if provided)

The conditions shall be displayed on a standard emergency services interface complying with Section 18.11.
Add new annex text as follows:

The information provided on the status of the elevator(s), including location within the hoistway, direction
of travel, and whether they are occupied should be provided by the elevator management system.

The revisions proposed for 21.5 are made to correlate terminology used for fire service access
elevators in the 2012 edition of NFPA 5000 and the IBC. The “position of landing doors” is deleted because it is
unnecessary and is not required in NFPA 5000 or the IBC.

See technical committee action on Comment 72-261 (Log #181).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-263     Log #385  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-284
Revise text to read as follows:

Where one or more elevators are specifically designated and marked for use by occupants for
evacuation during fires, they shall comply with all of the provisions of Sections 21.5 and 21.6.

The lobbies of elevators required by other governing codes or standards for use by occupants for evacuation in
fires shall be provided with a status indicator complying with Chapter 18.

The required status indicator shall display an illuminated green light and the message “Elevators available for
occupant evacuation” while the elevators are operating under normal service and the fire alarm system is in an alarm
condition, but before Phase I Emergency Recall Operation in accordance with ANSI/ASME A17.1a/CSA B44a,

, has been initiated.
The required status indicator shall display an illuminated red light and the message “Elevators out of service,

use exit stairs” once the elevators are under Phase I or Phase II operation in accordance with ANSI/ASME A17.1a/CSA
B44a, .

Outputs from the fire alarm system to the elevator
controller(s) shall be provided to implement elevator Occupant Evacuation Operation in accordance with Section 2.27 of
ASME A17.1/CSA B44 (2013), , as required in 21.6.2.1 and 21.6.2.2.

Where an elevator or group of elevators is designated for use by occupants for
evacuation, the provisions of 21.6.2.1.1 through 21.6.2.1.4 shall apply for partial evacuation.

Output signal(s) shall be provided to initiate elevator occupant evacuation operation upon
automatic or manual detection of a fire on a specific floor or floors as a result of either or both of the following:
(1) Activation of any automatic fire alarm initiating device in the building, other than an initiating device used for

elevator Phase I Emergency Recall Operation in accordance with 21.3.12
(2)* Activation of manual means at the fire command center by authorized or emergency personnel.

The manual means is intended in lieu of automatic initiating devices that are impaired or out of service
and would otherwise have actuated to provide automatic initiation in accordance with 21.6.2.1.1(2). Manual fire alarm
boxes location throughout the building are not included because they are typically activated at locations remote from the
fire and could lead to misinformation about the location of the fire.

(A) The output signal(s) shall identify each floor to be evacuated.
(B) The identified floors shall be a contiguous block of floors including the following:
(1) The floor with the first activated automatic initiating device.
(2) Floors with any subsequently activated automatic initiating device(s).
(3) Floors identified by manual means from the fire command center.
(4) Two floors above the highest floor identified by 21.6.2.1.2(B)(1) through 21.6.2.1.2(B)(3).
(5) Two floors below the lowest floor identified by 21.6.2.1.2(B)(1) through 21.6.2.1.2(B)(3).

The fire alarm system uses the floor identification to automatically establish a contiguous block of floors to
be evacuated consistent with 21.6.2.1.2(B). The established block of floors is updated to reflect changing conditions as
indicated by the output signal(s). This information is sent to the elevator system and also used for occupant notification.
The output signals from the fire alarm system can be in the form of contact closures or serial communications.
Coordination needs to be provided between the fire alarm system installer and the elevator system installer.

.
(A) A means shall be provided at the fire command center to allow the manual selection of floors.
(B) The floors shall be selected on the basis of information from authorized or emergency personnel.

The in-building fire emergency voice/alarm communications system shall transmit
coordinated messages throughout the building.
(A) Voice evacuation messages shall be transmitted to the floors identified in 21.6.2.1.2 to indicate the need to

evacuate.
(B) Messages shall be transmitted to the floors not being evacuated to inform occupants of evacuation status and shall

include an indication that elevator service is not available.
Messages need to be coordinated with the operation of the elevators so that occupants understand what
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to expect and how to react. Additional visual information will be provided in each elevator lobby to further inform
occupants of the status of the elevators.

Where an elevator or group of elevators is designated for use by occupants for evacuation,
the provisions of 21.6.2.2.1 through 21.6.2.2.3 shall apply for complete evacuation.

Output(s) to signal elevator occupant evacuation operation for total evacuation shall be manually activated
from the fire command center by a means labeled “ ”.

The output(s) shall identify that all floors are to be evacuated.
The in-building fire emergency voice/alarm communications system shall transmit an evacuation message

throughout the building to indicate the need to evacuate.
The material being deleted from 21.6.2 is included in the more detailed requirements for elevator

status information included in the proposed Occupant Evacuation Operation (OEO) for A17.1/B44. The information will
be provided by the elevator system instead of the fire alarm system. The revisions being provided by new 21.6.2 for
OEO are being made to correlate with the changes proposed for OEO in A17.1/B44. The proposed revisions have been
developed by the ASME A17 Task Group on Use of Elevators for Occupant Egress. The terminology used also
correlates with NFPA 101 and the IBC.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-264     Log #182  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Brian D. Black, BDBlack Codes, Inc.

72-284
Accept the changes shown in the recommendation of Proposal 72-284 as modified below:

1) Add 21.6.2.1.2(C) to read as follows:
The identified floors shall be displayed on a standard emergency services interface along with the other elevator

status information required by 21.6.1.
2) Modify 21.6.2.1.4 of the recommendation as follows:

The in-building fire emergency voice/alarm communications system shall transmit
coordinated messages throughout the building.

Automatic V voice evacuation messages shall be transmitted to the floors identified in 21.6.2.1.2 to indicate the
need to evacuate, and that elevator service is available.

Automatic voice Mmessages shall be transmitted to the floors not being evacuated to inform occupants of
evacuation status and shall include an indication that elevator service is not available.

Automatic voice messages shall be transmitted to the floors identified in 21.6.2.1.2 to indicate that elevator service
is not available when all elevators have been recalled on Phase I Emergency Recall Operation.

All automatic voice messages shall be coordinated with the text displays provided separately by the elevator
management system.
3) Modify A.21.6.2.1.4 of the recommendation as follows:

Messages need to be coordinated with the operation of the elevators so that occupants understand what
to expect and how to react. Additional visual information will be provided in each elevator lobby by the elevator
management system to further inform occupants of the status of the elevators.
4) Add A.21.6.2.1.4(C) to read as follows:

This new message will require a signal from the elevator management system to the fire alarm
system.
5) Modify 21.6.2.2 of the recommendation as follows:

Where an elevator or group of elevators is designated for use by occupants for
evacuation, the provisions of 21.6.2.2.1 through 21.6.2.2.3 shall apply for total complete evacuation.

Output(s) to signal elevator occupant evacuation operation for total complete evacuation shall be manually
activated from the fire command center by a means labeled “ELEVATOR TOTAL FULL BUILDING EVACUATION”.

The output(s) shall identify that all floors are to be evacuated.
The in-building fire emergency voice/alarm communications system shall transmit an evacuation message

throughout the building to indicate the need to evacuate.
The changes recommended by Proposal 72-284 are intended to correlate with changes approved in

September 2011 for ANSI/ASME A17.1/B44 to address elevator Occupant Evacuation Operation.
1 ) New 21.6.2.1.2(C): Addition of the floor identification zone to the status information display at the fire command

center is needed to keep fire service responders aware of the evacuation conditions.
2) Revised 21.6.2.1.4: Changes have been provided to require that the voice message indicate availability of the

elevators and to clarify that the voice messages are automatic. Requirements have been added to include information
when the elevators are no longer available due to being recalled. Provisions were also added to ensure coordination
between text displays provided by the elevator management system and the voice messages provided by the fire alarm
system.
3) Revised A.21.6.2.1.4: Changes are made to correlate with those in 21.6.2.1.4.
4) New A.21.6.2.1.4(C): Addition of this annex material explains the interaction with the elevator management system.
5) Revised 21.6.2.2: Changes are made to provide terminology. The use of the term “total” is consistent with

terminology used in NFPA 101, is one of the two terms used in NFPA 72, and is consistent with A17.1/B44 revisions.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-265     Log #135  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-287
Reject original proposal.

The acceptance of this proposal drastically changed the requirements of backup batteries for doors
powered by the fire alarm control unit. Before this proposed change, there was a requirement to power doors for 10
minutes during a power loss. This requirement has been removed. This could mean that batteries in a fire alarm control
unit would be undersized and not able to perform as intended during a power failure when doors need to be powered by
the fire alarm.
With all of the talk of additional documentation to ensure a system performs as designed how can we accept this

proposal and delete minimum requirements for powering doors during a power failure. This also is a security matter, as
we sometimes want doors to remain locked during a power failure and not allow intruders into a facility during a power
failure.

This proposal does not allow undersized batteries to be used, appropriately sized batteries are
required. The submitter has misinterpret the intent of Proposal 72-287.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-266     Log #165  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-287
Reword paragraph 21.9.1 as follows:

Any device or system intended to electrically lock a required means of egress door in the direction of egress
shall be connected to interfaced with the fire alarm system serving the protected premises for the purpose of receiving
an unlocking control signal.
Assign paragraph number to the following and renumber associated Annex A.21.9.3 to stay with it:

Fire alarm control unit batteries shall not be utilized to maintain means of egress doors in the locked condition
unless the fire alarm control unit is arranged with circuitry and sufficient secondary power to ensure the means of egress
doors will unlock within 10 minutes of loss of primary power.

In revising this section, it appears important requirements were left out.
Paragraph 21.9.1 addresses the important requirement of the fire alarm system providing unlocking information to the

means of egress doors under a fire condition.
Paragraph 21.9.3 addresses an important requirement for the batteries that is not covered under 10.5.6 and appears

was inadvertently deleted.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-267     Log #286  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-287
Reject original proposal.

The acceptance of this proposal drastically changed the requirements of backup batteries for doors
powered by the fire alarm control unit. Before this proposed change, there was a requirement to power doors for 10
minutes during a power loss. This requirement has been removed. This could mean that batteries in a fire alarm control
unit would be undersized and not able to perform as intended during a power failure when doors need to be powered by
the fire alarm.
With all of the talk of additional documentation to ensure a system performs as designed how can we accept this

proposal and delete minimum requirements for powering doors during a power failure. This also is a security matter, as
we sometimes want doors to remain locked during a power failure and not allow intruders into a facility during a power
failure.

This proposal does not allow undersized batteries to be used, appropriately sized batteries are
required. The submitter has misinterpret the intent of Proposal 72-287.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-268     Log #70  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-287a
The TCC advises that the annex material related to deleted 23.2.3 has not been addressed and

directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to clarify the disposition of A.23.2.3.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Relocate existing A.23.2.3 to A.23.3.2.
The TC agrees with the recommended action of the TCC, and corrects an oversight by the

Technical Committee.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-268a     Log #CC604  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Protected Premises Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-59
Revise as follows:

Results of the evaluation required by 23.4.3.1 shall be included with the documentation required by 7.X.
This change is being made to correlate with the new Chapter 7.

The TC request that the TCC review this comment for the correct reference to Chapter 7.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-269     Log #391  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jason Damori, Biamp Systems

72-292
Revise text to read as follows:

The assignment of class designations to signaling line circuits shall be based on their performance capabilities
under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements for Class A, Class B, Class C, or Class X
pathways specified in Chapter 12 and the requirements of 23.6.2 through 23.6.5.

Faults, including but not limited to, An open circuits, short circuits, or ground faults, which affect the required
operation of the circuit shall result in the annunciation of a trouble signal.

Class B and Class C pathways shall maintain alarm capability during the application of a single ground fault.
Class A and Class X pathways shall maintain alarm capability during the application of a single ground fault and

also during the application of a single open and a single ground fault.
Where digital communications are used, inability to send or receive digital signals over a signaling line circuit

shall be indicated by a trouble signal.
This comment confirms agreement with committee member Kern’s negative ballot vote explanation and

suggests alternate language to achieve the spirit of this proposal and that of 72-291.  Current Code allows SLCs to be
implemented only with Class A, B, or X pathways, but should allow Class C as well.
The proposed language for 23.6.1 still presumes SLC pathways will be classified appropriately per Code requirements

in 23.4.3, yet limits SLCs from being classified with pathways which either don’t annunciate faults (Class D) or are not
monitored at all (Class E).  There is little difference in the minimum performance specifications between Class B and
Class C circuits in NFPA 72-2010, and because of the allowance for multiple pathways in Class C, Class C circuits can
be made more survivable than Class B; hence they should be allowed in SLCs.
The proposed language for 23.6.2 codifies the importance that anything (not just opens, shorts and grounds) that

affects the required behavior of the circuit should trigger a trouble signal.
The exception recognizes that systems with circuits which do not have galvanic isolation may need special treatment,

but circuits with galvanic isolation are not prone to interfere in unusual ways with other circuits during fault conditions.
23.6.5 is stricken as it is redundant with the new language “which affect the required operation of the circuit” suggested

in 23.6.2.

Class C is not required to detect ground faults. In SLC's monitoring of the digital signals need
to be a part of the supervision as well as short circuits, open circuit, and ground faults.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

BISKER, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-154 (Log #360).
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72-269a     Log #CC600  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Protected Premises Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-293
Revise section 23.6.1 (renumbered from 23.6.6) to read as follows:

A single fault on a pathway connected to the addressable devices  shall not cause the loss of more than 50
addressable devices.

The intent is to clarify that this requirement applies only to SLCs that connect to addressable devices and not
to SLCs that interconnect fire alarm control units (FACU).

The intent is to clarify that this requirement applies only to SLCs that connect to addressable devices
and not to SLCs that interconnect fire alarm control units (FACU).

Affirmative: 21  Negative: 5
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

BELLIVEAU, JR., L.:  It was not the intent of the Task Group to cause all systems now to have Class A loops of 50 or
less devices.  The original issue that was being worked on was continued operation of an SLC during a single
wire-to-wire short.  This would force short circuit fault isolation to be part of the system design.  The task group was in
favor of this.  The quantity "50 devices" was an arbitrary number chosen at the time because the Committee as a whole
could not agree as to the best number; it was more than what is in Rhode Island code (i.e., 25 devices) and European
codes (i.e., 34 devices).  For reference, section 13.8.10.4.4.1 of the RIUFC states the following: "...Signaling Line
Circuits shall be protected from wire to wire short circuit faults by the use of fault isolation modules.  Fault isolation
modules or bases shall be installed on all SLCs to prevent a wire-to-wire short circuit fault from disabling more than
twenty-five (> 25) devices on the circuit.  In no case shall the length of and area disabled by a wire to wire short circuit
fault exceed 200 ft. (60.96 m.) in any one direction.  When a common SLC serves more than one floor of a building, fault
isolation modules shall be installed to prevent a wire to wire short circuit fault on one floor from disabling the SLC on any
other floor..."

Consideration should be given to revising the language as written to state: "A single wire-to-wire short-circuit fault on a
pathway connected to the addressable devices shall not cause the loss of more than 50 addressable devices."
BURKHART, D.:  I continue to assert that no good technical justification has been given for this requirement.   Looking

at the available fire data, we have substantially gone as far as we can with commercial fire protection.  Additional
expenditures required by this change will not improve the fire record.
ELVOVE, J.:  I will repeat my negative ballot statement on ROP-293 again.  I don't agree with the new language

because the number "50" has not been substantiated. No numerical limits should ever be established in a standard
unless technically justified because once a number goes in, it's difficult for it to be changed.  This would be better stated
using performance based language or through a risk analysis.

HAYES, M.:  The proposal should be rejected.  A technical basis was not provided for selecting 50 devices.  A risk
analysis should determine the acceptable loss of devices upon a single fault condition.
LESZCZAK, P.:  I do not agree with the 50 device limit.  A risk assessment is a better option.  This is an additional

expense for the building owner.

CROWLEY, P.:  Placing the limit as 50 addressable devices could further restrict the number of fire alarm devices in a
combination system having both fire and non-fire SLC devices.
TRANSUE, R.:  Having the code limit the number of devices on a Class B SLC is a good step forward that was

needed.  However limiting Class B SLC to a maximum 50 devices is a bit restrictive,  especially since some buildings
having separate Class B SLC per floor would not be permitted if over 50 devices on a floor.
WILLMS, C.:  The technical committee has recognized the need to limit the quantity of addressable devices that can be

disabled by a single SLC pathway fault. A specific prescriptive limit of addressable devices however does not insure the
operability of any addressable initiation, signaling and emergency control function device outside the area where the
single SLC pathway fault occurs. A performance based requirement of isolating sections of the building from a single
SLC pathway fault based on previously established NFPA-72 criteria for annunciation zoning as well as notification
appliance circuit and emergency control function survivability is still needed.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-270     Log #336  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Carl F. Willms, Fire Security Technologies, Inc.

72-293
Recommend the committee revert to my original proposal as I submitted.

Since 1898 NFPA signaling standards have continuously evolved to produce the current NFPA-72 that
establishes the minimum required levels of performance, extent of redundancy, and quality of installation for fire alarm
and signaling systems. Throughout the development of the code extensive efforts have been made to define the
minimum requirements for reliability that have enhanced the protection of life and property.
However, with the technological advancements in communications technology, the code has not addressed the fact

that a single short on a metallic SLC can completely disable an entire fire and life safety system placing lives at risk. I
believe my original proposal based on a concept of "SLC Zoning" provides the most flexible and cost effective means to
prevent catastrophic system failures from SLC shorts.

The  reaffirms it's positions that this is a design consideration that should be based upon a risk
analysis for the occupancy where the system is installed.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

HAMMERBERG, T.:  We agree with the committee action, but do not agree with the selection of 50 devices maximum
without an isolation module. It was an arbitrary number selected with no technical justification and this needs more
study.
HOPPLE, W.:    We agree with the committee action, but do not agree with the selection of 50 devices maximum

without an isolation module.  It was an arbitrary number selected with no technical justification and this needs more
study.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-271     Log #352  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan / Rep. APPA.ORG - Leadership in Education | Association of

Education Facility Executives
72-293

Accept the original proposal as written.
How does the committee come up with a 50 percent criterion in the first place?  "Balance", as used in

the committee statement may not reflect total owning cost of a fire protection system set against the risk of life and
property.
Arbitrarily limiting the number of devices on an SLC is prohibitive and approaches the realm of restraint of trade.  SLC

Zoning is not the first choice of fire alarm system designers in our industry but where budgets are grim it may be the only
choice.  The prospect of a fire-induced single short on a metallic SLC pathway totally disabling an entire fire alarm and
life safety system is an outcome we want to avoid -- preferably with a first-cost product solution suggested by the
proposer.  The additional cost of isolation modules (about $200 per floor) is a significant and least-cost approach for
ensuring fire safety in the protected premises.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-270 (Log #336).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

HAMMERBERG, T.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 72-270 (Log #336).
HOPPLE, W.:    Please see my Comment on 72-270.
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72-272     Log #369  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Harry M. Corson, IV, Siemens Industry

72-293
Delete the following text:

23.6.6* No single pathway fault shall cause the loss of more than 50 addressable devices on a signaling line circuit
While it is good practice to limit the extent of a single SLC it should not be accomplished in a

prescriptive manner through the use of arbitrary numbers that have no technical justification. The limits to which an SLC
should be subjected should be determined through the use of a Fire Risk Analysis and appropriate system design. The
fire and life safety of the building occupants would be better accomplished through the use of performance based
language and engineering guidance.
Also, as worded all network wiring on a large system would have to be installed as Class X. If any limitations are going
to be mandated it should specify signaling circuits made up of initiating devices not all SLCs.

The balance between system reliability and cost was considered by the committee during the
original Proposal 72-293.

Affirmative: 19  Negative: 7
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

BURKHART, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-269a (Log #CC600).
ELVOVE, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-269a (Log #CC600).
HAMMERBERG, T.:  We do not agree with the 50 device threshold. This comment should have been accepted.
HAYES, M.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-269a (Log #CC600).
HOPPLE, W.:    We do not agree with the 50 device threshold.  The comment should have been accepted.
LESZCZAK, P.:  I do not agree with the 50 device limit.  See my explanation of negative on Comment 72-269a.
STRUCK, D.:  This should be permissible by code but not mandatory.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-273     Log #396  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Donald Struck, Siemens Industry

72-293
Delete text as follows:

23.6.6* No single pathway fault shall cause the loss of more than 50 addressable devices on a signaling line circuit.
I do agree this is a good design practice, but this would require all signaling circuits with over 50 devices

to be installed as a Class A or Class X circuit.  This would also apply to Master/Slave configurations which communicate
using Signaling Line Circuits that may be capable of operating in a degraded mode if the circuit has a fault.   Reviewing
many of the site wiring topologies I have visited, this would be a huge financial burden.  This proposal should be
permissible by code but not mandatory.   I move to reject this proposal.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-272 (Log #369).

Affirmative: 19  Negative: 7
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

BURKHART, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-269a (Log #CC600).
ELVOVE, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-269a (Log #CC600).
HAMMERBERG, T.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-272 (Log #369).
HAYES, M.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-269a (Log #CC600).
HOPPLE, W.:    Please see my Comment on 72-272.
LESZCZAK, P.:  I do not agree with the 50 device limit.  See my explanation of negative on Comment 72-269a.
STRUCK, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-272 (Log #369).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-274     Log #399  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Paul R. Strelecki, Siemens Industry

72-293
Delete text as follows:

No single pathway fault shall cause the loss of more than 50 addressable devices on a signaling line circuit
Recommendation: Delete all of paragraph 23.6.6

Substantiation:  While it is good practice to limit the extent of a single SLC it should not be accomplished in a
prescriptive manner through the use of  arbitrary numbers that have no technical justification.  The limits to which an
SLC should be subjected should be determined through the use of a Fire Risk Analysis and appropriate system design.
The fire and life safety of the building occupants would be better accomplished through the use of performance based
language and engineering guidance.
Also, as worded all network wiring on a large system would have to be installed as Class X.  If any limitations are going
to be mandated it should specify signaling circuits made up of initiating devices not all SLCs.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-272 (Log #369).

Affirmative: 19  Negative: 7
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

BURKHART, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-269a (Log #CC600).
ELVOVE, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-269a (Log #CC600).
HAMMERBERG, T.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-272 (Log #369).
HAYES, M.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-269a (Log #CC600).
HOPPLE, W.:    Please see my Comment on 72-272.
LESZCZAK, P.:  I do not agree with the 50 device limit.  See my explanation of negative on Comment 72-269a.
STRUCK, D.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-272 (Log #369).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-275     Log #55  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-293
The TCC advises that other subparagraphs of 23.6 have been deleted through the action on

Proposal 72-166 and incorporated in subparagraphs of 12.3.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on
this proposal and consider whether proposed new 23.6.6 and A.23.6.6 should be correlated with Proposal 72-166 and
moved to 12.3.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The technical committee agrees with the placement of the text in Proposal 72-293 as
recommended by the TCC.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-276     Log #392  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jason Damori, Biamp Systems

72-296
Revise text to read as follows:

The assignment of class designations to notification appliance circuits shall be based on their performance
capabilities under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements for Class A, or Class B, Class C, or
Class X, pathways specified in Chapter 12, as well as the requirements specified in 23.7.2 and 23.7.3.

An open or ground condition which affects the required operation of the circuit shall result in the annunciation
of a trouble signal.

The circuit shall maintain alarm capability during the application of a single ground fault.
This comment confirms agreement with committee member Kern’s negative ballot vote explanation and

suggests alternate language to achieve the spirit of this proposal and that of 72-295.  Current Code allows NACs to be
implemented with Class A or B pathways, but should allow Class C and Class X pathways as well.
The proposed language for 23.7.1 still presumes NAC pathways will be classified appropriately per Code requirements

in 23.4.3, yet limits NACs from being classified with pathways which either don’t annunciate faults (Class D) or are not
monitored at all (Class E).  There is little difference in the minimum performance specifications between Class B and
Class C circuits in NFPA 72-2010, and because of the allowance for multiple pathways in Class C, Class C circuits can
be made more survivable than Class B; hence they should be allowed in NACs.
Perhaps a Class X circuit would be deemed as an expensive way of implementing a NAC, but the Code shouldn’t

disallow it due to its potential expense.
The proposed language for 23.7.2 clarifies that faults are a concern when they prevent the circuit from performing its

duty.
The exception recognizes that systems with circuits which do not have galvanic isolation may need special treatment,

but circuits with galvanic isolation are not prone to interfere in unusual ways with other circuits during fault conditions.

See technical committee action on Comment 72-277 (Log #226). The committee accepts only
the change to add Class X circuits because Class C circuits are not required to detect ground faults and the
requirements to detect ground faults are not eliminated for galvanic isolation.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

BISKER, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-154 (Log #360).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-277     Log #226  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Doug Woosley, Valcom, Inc.

72-295
Revise text to read as follows:

23.7.1  The assignment of class designations to notification appliance circuits shall be based on their performance
capabilities under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements for Class A, Class B, or Class X
pathways specified in Chapter 12, as well as the requirements specified in 23.7.2 and 23.7.3.

Although this proposal attempts to allow a viable technology for a NAC circuit, it does not describe the
allowance in terms of performance, rather than exempting a specific technology.  It does, however, bring up the fact that
should such technology be used, there would be the ability to accomplish additional pathway classes for this circuit type.
Traditionally, the power on a NAC circuit is used to communicate special signals to an appliance.  Voltage waveforms

have been used in some cases to accomplish features such as strobe sync and selective appliance silence.  There is no
technological reason why these circuit types could not also be accomplished with redundancy that meets the
qualifications for a Class X pathway.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-278     Log #225  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Doug Woosley, Valcom, Inc.

72-292
Add a new circuit description type by inserting the following at 23.8 and renumbering appropriately:

23.8.1 The assignment of class designations to communication interconnect circuits shall be based on their
performance capabilities under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements for Class A, Class B,
Class C, or Class X pathways specified in Chapter 12 and the requirements of 23.8.2 through 23.8.3.  Communication
interconnect circuits can be comprised of segments that are different Class pathways.  The pathways class
requirements shall be designated as part of the system design.
23.8.2 Communication interconnect circuits must maintain alarm capability during the application of a single ground

fault in addition to the designated pathway class requirements.
23.8.3 Communication interconnect circuits must report changes in the communication pathway to maintain

functionality due to fault conditions on Class A and Class X pathways.
A.23.8.3 This requirement is meant to describe performance of the circuit rather than to specify the types of fault

conditions that could cause loss of a portion of the communication circuit.  Class A and X pathways incorporate
redundant pathways, but must report a fault condition when one exists on a damaged portion of the pathway.
Traditionally, short circuits and open circuits are the typical causes of faults on the circuit, but modern equipment is
capable of evaluating degraded pathways that are not due to an electrically a short or open.  A fault condition
encompasses anything that prevents the operation of that pathway.

This proposal should have been accept in principle.  It brings up a need to uniquely identify the circuits
between two control units.  Generally, most people perceive that the SLC only exists between a control unit and the
devices (i.e. IDCs, smoke detectors, contact monitors, emergency control function interface device, etc.).  This
traditional definition has been expanded to describe control unit to control unit communication.  Therefore, it is
imperative to create a control unit to control unit circuit definition to accommodate for this connection in terms of
performance rather than a specific technology as originally proposed.  The type of information and usage of circuits from
loop devices to control unit is considerably different than between control units.  The inclusion and subsequent definition
of this new circuit should also replace the “communication link” that the SIG-ECS committee was forced to create since
there was no applicable circuit type to describe the pathway to an MNS in 24.4.3.4.11.
Additionally, several proposals in this cycle propose different restrictions for particular circuit types (see 72-55, 72-293,

72-294, etc.).  Some of these include SLC restrictions and it was evident that the proposal was not meant to include
circuits between control units, further showing the need for a new circuit designation.  This requested change allows for
a comprehensive performance based circuit to support modern communication technologies and not on electrical
diagnostics.

The technical committee agrees that this comment offers new material that has not had
adequate public review and is being held for processing as a proposal for the next revision cycle in accordance with
4.4.6.2.2 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects. The concept nor the wording of communication interconnect
circuits was not used in Proposal 72-292.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-279     Log #287  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-302
Add new text to read as follows:

23.8.2.7 Each interconnected fire alarm control unit shall be separately monitored for alarm, supervisory, and trouble
conditions by Point ID and or by unique separate zones.

Interconnected devices should transmit a signal either unique or by a zone descriptor.

The technical committee reaffirms it's position on the  original Proposal 72-302. This section
pertains to interconnected fire alarm panels and not off-premises transmission.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-280     Log #331  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-303
Accept the proposal:

Interconnected fire alarm control unit alarm signals shall be permitted to be monitored by zone or by
combined common signals.

The purpose of this comment is to recommend that this code addition be approved as submitted. If
Point Id throughout is approved, there is no longer a need to have zones or combined common signals. The purpose of
this addition to the code is to reduce nuisance and unwanted fire alarms thereby reducing injury or loss of life to First
Responders and/or to the public. Point ID increases the accuracy and reliability of the fire alarm system to enable the
monitoring station to quickly determine if a fire exists and the magnitude of the fire. Having a more reliable alarm system
will reduce the chance of loss of life. If there is a fire, the occupants should start evacuation before the First Responders
arrive. One of the positive net effects is emergency runs could be avoided.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-279 (Log #287). Deletion of
this section would eliminate transfer of information in between panels by zone.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-280a     Log #449  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-303
Modify the original proposal to "Interconnected fire alarm control unit alarm signals shall be

permitted to be monitored by addressable devices or zone identification."
By defining the location of the alarm activation, emergency forces and building personnel will be able to

quickly identify where resources and the type and number of resources should be sent. The IAFC, through this proposal
as well as a number of others, is attempting to reduce the number of unwanted alarms. A key component to this is to
identify where the alarm activation is originating from. If the event is found not to be an actuation due to an emergency
event, service personnel responding afterwards may quickly go to the root cause and execute a resolution, hopefully
eliminating additional unwanted activations from the device.
Unique identification will also aid emergency forces in quickly responding to the point of the alarm.  If the activation is

due to an emergency event, the responders may be able to limit the amount of damage inflicted.
While conventional controls are still produced, the majority of systems that are installed today are addressable.  For the

exact location of the alarm event to be transmitted to a supervising station, the head end control must be able to provide
the unique information.
This proposal does not require retroactive implementation.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-279 (Log #287). Deletion of
this section would eliminate transfer of information in between panels by zone.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-281     Log #288  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-303a
Revise text to read as follows:

23.8.3.2.1. The actuation of a dwelling unit smoke alarm shall initiate a supervisory a fire warning signal at the
protected premises control unit and/or annunciator.

Section 23.8.3 addresses household fire alarm system. A smoke alarm is defined in section 3.3.251 as
responsive to smoke. A fire alarm signal in section 3.3.240.4 is defined as a signal initiated by a fire alarm initiating
device such as automatic fire detector or other device in which activation is indicative of the presence of fire or fire
signature.
This submitter’s concern is household fire warning systems and questions whether 23.8.3.1 should be removed from

sig-pro. 23.8.3.5. does not allow the activation of an alarm at the protected premise however smoke alarms activate to
issue a sound of warning so the code is not clear of the intent  of the smoke alarm once it is connected to a protected
premise household system.

Acceptance of this comment would result in an increase of nuisance alarm signals. A "fire
warning signal" is not a term currently defined by NFPA 72.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-282     Log #393  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jason Damori, Biamp Systems

72-306
Add new text to read as follows:

*  For non-fire alarm equipment attached to a fire alarm circuit, either among the fire alarm devices or as a
branch extension of the fire alarm pathways, requirements 23.8.4.3.1.1 through 23.8.4.3.1.7 shall apply

All the equipment and pathways shall meet the monitoring for integrity requirements of Section 10.17.
All the equipment and pathways shall be maintained by a single service organization.
All the equipment and pathways shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of this Code.
All the equipment shall be listed as compatible with the fire alarm equipment or shall have a contact

closure interface listed for the connected load.
The equipment shall be listed to the performance requirements specified in 10.14.1.
Short circuits or open circuits in this equipment, or between this equipment and the fire alarm system

pathways, shall not impede or impair the monitoring for integrity of the fire alarm system or prevent alarm, supervisory,
or fire safety control signals.

Ground faults in this equipment shall cause behavior consistent with the class of circuit to which the
equipment is connected.

For non-fire alarm equipment attached to a fire alarm circuit via separate pathways, the requirements of
23.8.4.3.2.1 through 23.8.4.3.2.2 shall apply.

Faults in this equipment shall not impede or impair the monitoring for integrity of the fire alarm system or
prevent alarm, supervisory, or fire safety control signals.

Removal, replacement, failure, maintenance procedures, or ground on this hardware, software, or circuits
shall not impair the required operation of the fire alarm system.

This comment and substantiation applies to proposals 72-306 and 72-307 and is repeated in each.
The justification for the original proposal did not sufficiently describe the multitude of issues with the current text and

wrongly concentrated on some implementation difficulties.
The proposed text in this comment heavily borrows from the existing text.  One major organization change is to

differentiate the two major clauses by whether the non-fire alarm equipment is connected to fire alarm pathways or not.
The listing requirement then comes underneath the connected pathways clause.
The intention of 23.8.4.3 is to ensure that non-fire alarm equipment attached to fire alarm system pathways doesn’t
affect the performance of the fire alarm system. There are multiple problems with the current text in attempting to
achieve that end.
(1) This section of the Code specifically allows non-fire alarm equipment listed for the voltage, temperature, and

humidity variations specified in 10.14.1 to be attached to fire alarm circuits, yet it leaves a loophole for equipment not
listed to those requirements.  The clause used for non-listed equipment has no requirements for what the performance
should be when attached to fire alarm circuits, nor does it explicitly disallow equipment which is not listed to those
requirements.
(2) This section of the Code gives special allowances for certain kinds of faults (short circuits, open circuits) when the

non-fire alarm equipment is attached via separate pathways but not for other faults (ground faults).  The special call-out
for grounds is unnecessary if grounds in the non-fire alarm equipment and pathways have no potential to affect the fire
alarm system.
(3) In the current 23.8.4.3.1.3 and 23.8.4.3.2.2, the requirement to handle grounds “in the same manner as grounds in

the rest of the fire alarm system” is too vague.  Depending on the circuit or pathway in question, grounds may now or in
the future have different handling requirements in the rest of the fire alarm system.  It is also unnecessary to require
strict handling of grounds in non-fire alarm equipment if they have no potential to affect the fire alarm system equipment
and pathways.
(4) Being a little pedantic, but…In the current text of 23.8.4.3.1.3 and 23.8.4.3.2.2, grounds “between this equipment

and …” doesn’t make sense.  For purposes of this Code, grounds don’t exist between two or more pieces of equipment
(well, I suppose you could call a ground rod a piece of equipment) or between equipment and pathways.  They exist
between one of those things and ground.  Two pieces of equipment can be grounded, but that doesn’t mean they are
grounded together, it means they are grounded.
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It is unclear what the submitter is attempting to accomplish in Comment 72-306 (Log #217).

However, this comment would undo a long and carefully made change to the combination system requirements.  As
currently written, equipment that is listed to the requirements of 10.14.1 can be integrated with a fire alarm system
without major modifications required to the fire alarm system. In the past (and under this proposal) it will be difficult to
integrate non-fire alarm equipment. Specifically, the clause on removal and replacement was in the code in the past and
precludes the non-fire alarm equipment from being on the same wiring as the fire alarm equipment.
1.) The requirements for equipment not listed to the requirements of 10.14.1 allows commercial equipment to be

attached to the fire alarm system in certain circumstances.  Most commercial computer equipment does not meet the
requirements of 10.14.1, and therefore would be prohibited from being attached to the fire system.
2.) When the equipment is attached via other pathways a short or open doesn’t affect the fire alarm system.  A ground

does, that is the reason for the separate treatment.
3.) A ground in electrically connected equipment ripples through to the fire alarm system.
4.) A ground fault is a connection to ground. That connection can happen in the equipment, or in the wires connecting

the equipment to the fire alarm system wiring. That wiring is “between” the equipment and the fire alarm system
pathways.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-283     Log #394  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jason Damori, Biamp Systems

72-307
Add new text to read as follows:

Non-Fire Alarm Equipment.
For non-fire alarm equipment attached to a fire alarm circuit, either among the fire alarm devices or as a

branch extension of the fire alarm pathways, requirements 23.8.4.3.1.1 through 23.8.4.3.1.7 shall apply
All the equipment and pathways shall meet the monitoring for integrity requirements of Section 10.17.
All the equipment and pathways shall be maintained by a single service organization.
All the equipment and pathways shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of this Code.
All the equipment shall be listed as compatible with the fire alarm equipment or shall have a contact

closure interface listed for the connected load.
The equipment shall be listed to the performance requirements specified in 10.14.1.
Short circuits or open circuits in this equipment, or between this equipment and the fire alarm system

pathways, shall not impede or impair the monitoring for integrity of the fire alarm system or prevent alarm, supervisory,
or fire safety control signals.

Ground faults in this equipment shall cause behavior consistent with the class of circuit to which the
equipment is connected.

For non-fire alarm equipment attached to a fire alarm circuit via separate pathways, the requirements of
23.8.4.3.2.1 through 23.8.4.3.2.2 shall apply.

Faults in this equipment shall not impede or impair the monitoring for integrity of the fire alarm system or
prevent alarm, supervisory, or fire safety control signals.

Removal, replacement, failure, maintenance procedures, or ground on this hardware, software, or circuits
shall not impair the required operation of the fire alarm system.

This comment and substantiation applies to proposals 72-306 and 72-307 and is repeated in each.
The justification for the original proposal did not sufficiently describe the multitude of issues with the current text and

wrongly concentrated on some implementation difficulties.
The proposed text in this comment heavily borrows from the existing text.  One major organization change is to

differentiate the two major clauses by whether the non-fire alarm equipment is connected to fire alarm pathways or not.
The listing requirement then comes underneath the connected pathways clause.
The intention of 23.8.4.3 is to ensure that non-fire alarm equipment attached to fire alarm system pathways doesn’t

affect the performance of the fire alarm system. There are multiple problems with the current text in attempting to
achieve that end.
(1) This section of the Code specifically allows non-fire alarm equipment listed for the voltage, temperature, and

humidity variations specified in 10.14.1 to be attached to fire alarm circuits, yet it leaves a loophole for equipment not
listed to those requirements.  The clause used for non-listed equipment has no requirements for what the performance
should be when attached to fire alarm circuits, nor does it explicitly disallow equipment which is not listed to those
requirements.
(2) This section of the Code gives special allowances for certain kinds of faults (short circuits, open circuits) when the

non-fire alarm equipment is attached via separate pathways but not for other faults (ground faults).  The special call-out
for grounds is unnecessary if grounds in the non-fire alarm equipment and pathways have no potential to affect the fire
alarm system.
(3) In the current 23.8.4.3.1.3 and 23.8.4.3.2.2, the requirement to handle grounds “in the same manner as grounds in

the rest of the fire alarm system” is too vague.  Depending on the circuit or pathway in question, grounds may now or in
the future have different handling requirements in the rest of the fire alarm system.  It is also unnecessary to require
strict handling of grounds in non-fire alarm equipment if they have no potential to affect the fire alarm system equipment
and pathways.
(4) Being a little pedantic, but…In the current text of 23.8.4.3.1.3 and 23.8.4.3.2.2, grounds “between this equipment

and …” doesn’t make sense.  For purposes of this Code, grounds don’t exist between two or more pieces of equipment
(well, I suppose you could call a ground rod a piece of equipment) or between equipment and pathways.  They exist
between one of those things and ground.  Two pieces of equipment can be grounded, but that doesn’t mean they are
grounded together, it means they are grounded.
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See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-282 (Log #393).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-284     Log #227  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Doug Woosley, Valcom, Inc.

72-306, 72-307
Remove 23.8.4.3.1.3 and 23.8.4.3.2.2 or change to the following:

23.8.4.3.1.3  Ground in this equipment, or between this equipment and the fire alarm systems pathways, shall be
reported, annunciated, and corrected in the same manner as grounds in the reset of the fire alarm system.
23.8.4.3.1.3 Pathways that are common to this equipment and the fire system shall monitor for integrity as described in

section 10.17.
23.8.4.3.2.2  Ground in this equipment, or between this equipment and the fire alarm systems pathways, shall be

reported, annunciated, and corrected in the same manner as grounds in the reset of the fire alarm system.
23.8.4.3.2.2 Pathways that are common to this equipment and the fire system shall monitor for integrity as described in

section 10.17.
Ground fault detection on common wiring is already monitored for integrity as described in section

10.17 as it is part of the fire system.  It is not necessary to redefine it in this section.  Currently 23.8.4.3.1.3 and
23.8.4.3.2.2 reads, “Ground in this equipment…”.   The literal translation of this passage would mean “any ground
present in the equipment”.  Nearly all non-fire equipment used in a combination system will have an earth ground
present in the equipment for safety reasons.  This should have read “Any ground fault in this equipment…”
Even if the passage read, “Any ground fault in this equipment…” it would require EVERY piece of non-fire equipment

used in a combination system to require ground fault detection system wide, not just on the common circuits.  This
would span into many other market segments imposing new equipment requirements on security, HVAC, paging
systems, lighting systems, and more.
In the 2010 NFPA 72 updates, this section was altered and the scope increased to impose more requirements on

non-fire equipment.  In NFPA 72 2007 this section read as follows:
6.8.4.3* Short circuits, open circuits, or grounds in this equipment or between this equipment and the fire alarm system

wiring shall not interfere with the monitoring for integrity of the fire alarm system or prevent alarm, supervisory, or fire
safety control signal transmissions.
To my knowledge, these systems have not incorporated ground fault detection in response to the 2010 changes.  The

prior intent of this section was not to impose ground fault detection requirements on non-common pathways, but to
maintain the integrity of the life safety system.  This is already accomplished in 10.17 and does not need to be redefined
for combination systems.  Furthermore, this moves the monitoring for integrity requirements to chapter 10, an initiative
directed by the TCC.

This section refers to non-fire equipment integrated into a combination system, not to all
equipment interfaced to a fire alarm system. Per the paragraph before, “Fire Alarm Systems shall be permitted to share
components, circuitry, and installation wiring with non-fire alarm systems.” In order to build an integrated system the
components that perform non-fire alarm functions need to perform at the same level as the fire alarm, or else they will
cause the fire alarm system to not meet the requirements of NFPA 72.
Despite the submitter's substantiation, the requirements of NFPA 72 (2007) are more stringent than those of NFPA 72

(2010), and effectively prohibited the creation of combination systems. The changes in NFPA 72 (2010) allow
combination systems to be built, but require those combined systems to meet the current fire alarm requirements of
NFPA 72.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-285     Log #166  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-313
Revise text to read as follows:

23.8.5.5.2 The number of waterflow alarm-initiating devices permitted to be connected to a single initiating device
circuit shall be one not exceed five.

The combination of the fire sprinkler waterflow switch and fire alarm system is primarily to provide
annunciation and location of the fire to responding fire departments, as referenced in the NFPA Fire Protection
Handbook 20th edition. By having one waterflow switch per initiating circuit, will provide clear information for the first
responders of the fire location. With today’s fire system technologies, this does not represent a cost impact, and does
represent the best minimum standard for life safety for occupants and first responders.

Where waterflow devices are located in close proximity to one another, adequate justification
has not been provided to require separate annunciation.

Affirmative: 22  Negative: 4
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

HAMMERBERG, T.:  Having up to 5 waterflows on a single IDC makes it difficult for responders to know where the fire
source is. In an ordinary hazard occupancy, 5 waterflows could cover up to 260,000 square feet. Just because the
waterflows may be located near one another does not mean the sprinkler system it monitors is in the same vicinity.
HOPPLE, W.:    Having up to 5 waterflows on a single IDC makes it difficult for responders to know where the fire

source is.  In an ordinary hazard occupancy, 5 waterflow could cover up to 260,000 square feet.  Just because the
waterflows may be located near one another, does not mean the sprinkler system it monitors is in the same vicinity.
RUCHALA, K.:  I agree with the submitters original justification.  If the sprinkler design calls for multiple water flow

switches then the intent is to annunciate these areas separately.  If the sprinkler design intent was only to annunciate a
common water flow they would not go through the expense of adding multiple flow switches.
TRANSUE, R.:  Sprinkler waterflow initiating devices should be connected to a single initiating device circuit, otherwise

there is no benefit have separate sprinkler zones per NFPA 13.  Sprinkler waterflow zones should be supervised as
separate zones, rather than allowing up to 5 sprinkler zones to be supervised as one initiating device.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-285a     Log #450  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-313
Accept the original proposal.

This is not a retroactive requirement.  This proposal is only for new systems.  This proposal will achieve
a reduction of unwanted alarms by being able to identify which waterflow alarm initiating device tripped, so that if there is
a problem with a single device it can be corrected after the first actuation.
By requiring only one device per zone or address it will also aid fire department operations so that they may respond to

the exact area of the building that a riser supplies, as opposed to having to first determine which of up to five possible
risers has an activation.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-285 (Log #166).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 2
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

HAMMERBERG, T.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-285 (Log #166).
HOPPLE, W.:    Please see my Comment on 72-285.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-286     Log #332  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-313 and 72-315
Accept the proposal.

The number of waterflow alarm-initiating devices permitted to be connected to a single initiating device
circuit shall be one not exceed five. And,

The number of supervisory signal-initiating devices permitted to be connected to a single initiating device
circuit shall be one not exceed 20.

While this is not a cause on unwanted alarms, it is viewed as an operational issue. This is not a
retroactive requirement and will only be for new systems.
The present language within the Standard allows for up to twenty supervisory devices to be placed on a single circuit

or zone. This requirement came from a time in which this was the “State of the Art.” This is no longer the case.
From an operational perspective, if a fire protection supply valve is closed, a device as a single address can be easily

identified and acted on. If a second valve is closed, a second signal will be initiated. For systems that have up to twenty
devices on a single circuit, after the first activation, there would be no further activations in the event that other valves
are shut.
The single address also provides the location of which device has been actuated, as opposed to attempting to locate a

single device within a business park, large retail complex and so forth.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-285 (Log #166). Where
waterflow or supervisory devices that are located in close proximity to one another, adequate justification has not been
provided to require separate annunciation.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-287     Log #14  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Merton W. Bunker, Jr., US Department of State

72-314
Accept Proposal 72-314, which results in new Section 23.8.5.5.3 to read as follows:

23.8.5.5.3 If a valve is installed in the connection between a suppression system and an initiating device, the valve
shall be supervised in accordance with Chapter 17.

The TC statement is correct in stating that NFPA 13 does permit (but does not require) the supervision
of sprinkler system control valves by a fire alarm system.  However, NFPA 13 is primarily concerned with the availability
of the water supply to the sprinkler system.  The text in NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2 confirms this statement:
" Valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control and isolation valves, and other valves in

supply pipes to sprinklers and other fixed water-based fire suppression systems shall be supervised by one of the
following methods…”
Fire alarm system initiating devices installed on sprinkler systems are installed for the purposes of alarm initiation or

sprinkler system supervision.  Not all fire alarm attachments are installed for water supply supervision, as covered by
NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2.1.  Others may be provided to ensure essential to the correct operation of the fire alarm
system or to provide alarm signal initiation.  It is understood that valves are in the piping to allow servicing and repairs of
the initiating devices.
The issue at hand is the security of the proper functionality of the fire alarm system initiating device.  NFPA 72 has the

scope to require functionality from the initiating device to occupant notification, to include a supervising station signal
transmission.  It is possible that the closure of an isolation valve to an alarm initiating device that prevents initiation of a
supervisory signal or an alarm signal constitutes a very serious risk.  NFPA 13 does not address this issue, which is
clearly under the scope of NFPA 72.
Closure of these valves will render the initiating device inoperative and may result in the loss of occupant notification in

a fire, or operator notification that a suppression system is impaired. Therefore, it is imperative these valves be
supervised by the fire alarm system.

Revise proposal and insert new Section 23.8.5.5.3, to read as follows:
Accept Proposal 72-314, which results in new Section 23.8.5.5.3 to read as follows:
23.8.5.5.3 If a valve is installed in the connection between a suppression system

sprinkler system and an initiating device, the valve shall be supervised in accordance with Chapter 17.
The technical committee modified the proposed wording in Proposal 72-314 to indicate that

23.8.5.5.3 section is in reference to sprinkler systems.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-287a     Log #451  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-315
Accept the original proposal.

While this is not a cause on unwanted alarms, it is viewed as an operational issue.  This is not a
retroactive requirement and will only be for new systems.
The present language within NFPA 72 allows for up to twenty supervisory devices to be placed on a single circuit or

zone.  This requirement came from a time in which this was the "state of the art."  This is no longer the case.  From an
operational perspective, if a fire protection supply valve is closed, a device as a single address can be easily identified
and acted on.  If a second valve is closed, a second signal will be initiated.  For systems that have up to twenty devices
on a single circuit, after the first activation, there would be no further activations in the event that other valves are shut.
The single address also provides the location of which device has been actuated, as opposed to attempting to locate a

single device within a business park, large retail complex and so forth.

Where supervisory devices that are located in close proximity to one another, adequate
justification has not been provided to require separate annunciation.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-288     Log #13  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Merton W. Bunker, Jr., US Department of State

72-316
Accept Proposal 72-316, which results in new Section 23.8.5.6.3 to read as follows:

23.8.5.6.3 If a valve is installed in the connection between a suppression system and an initiating device, the valve
shall be supervised in accordance with Chapter 17.

The TC statement is correct in stating that NFPA 13 does permit (but does not require) the supervision
of sprinkler system control valves by a fire alarm system.  However, NFPA 13 is primarily concerned with the availability
of the water supply to the sprinkler system.  The text in NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2 confirms this statement:
" Valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control and isolation valves, and other valves in

supply pipes to sprinklers and other fixed water-based fire suppression systems shall be supervised by one of the
following methods…”
Fire alarm system initiating devices installed on sprinkler systems are installed for the purposes of alarm initiation or

sprinkler system supervision.  Not all fire alarm attachments are installed for water supply supervision, as covered by
NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2.1.  Others may be provided to ensure essential to the correct operation of the fire alarm
system or to provide alarm signal initiation.  It is understood that valves are in the piping to allow servicing and repairs of
the initiating devices.
The issue at hand is the security of the proper functionality of the fire alarm system initiating device.  NFPA 72 has the

scope to require functionality from the initiating device to occupant notification, to include a supervising station signal
transmission.  It is possible that the closure of an isolation valve to an alarm initiating device that prevents initiation of a
supervisory signal or an alarm signal constitutes a very serious risk.  NFPA 13 does not address this issue, which is
clearly under the scope of NFPA 72.
Closure of these valves will render the initiating device inoperative and may result in the loss of occupant notification in

a fire, or operator notification that a suppression system is impaired. Therefore, it is imperative these valves be
supervised by the fire alarm system.

Revise proposal and insert new Section 23.8.5.6.3,  to read as follows:
Accept Proposal 72-316, which results in new Section 23.8.5.6.3 to read as follows:
23.8.5.6.3 If a valve is installed in the connection between a suppression system

sprinkler system and an initiating device, the valve shall be supervised in accordance with Chapter 17.
The technical committee modified the proposed wording in Proposal 72-316 to indicate that

23.8.5.6.3 section is in reference to sprinkler systems.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-289     Log #12  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Merton W. Bunker, Jr., US Department of State

72-317
Accept Proposal 72-317, which results in new Section 23.8.5.6.4 to read as follows:

23.8.5.6.4 Supervisory signals shall distinctively indicate the particular function (e.g., valve position, temperature, or
pressure) of the system that is off-normal and also indicate its restoration to normal.

The TC statement is correct in stating that NFPA 13 does permit (but does not require) the supervision
of sprinkler system control valves by a fire alarm system.  However, NFPA 13 is primarily concerned with the availability
of the water supply to the sprinkler system.  The text in NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2 confirms this statement:
" Valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control and isolation valves, and other valves in

supply pipes to sprinklers and other fixed water-based fire suppression systems shall be supervised by one of the
following methods…”
Fire alarm system initiating devices installed on sprinkler systems are installed for the purposes of alarm initiation or

sprinkler system supervision.  Not all fire alarm attachments are installed for water supply supervision, as covered by
NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2.1.  Others may be provided to ensure essential to the correct operation of the fire alarm
system or to provide alarm signal initiation.  It is understood that valves are in the piping to allow servicing and repairs of
the initiating devices.
The issue at hand is the security of the proper functionality of the fire alarm system initiating device.  NFPA 72 has the

scope to require functionality from the initiating device to occupant notification, to include a supervising station signal
transmission.  It is possible that the closure of an isolation valve to an alarm initiating device that prevents initiation of a
supervisory signal or an alarm signal constitutes a very serious risk.  NFPA 13 does not address this issue, which is
clearly under the scope of NFPA 72.
Closure of these valves will render the initiating device inoperative and may result in the loss of occupant notification in

a fire, or operator notification that a suppression system is impaired. Therefore, it is imperative these valves be
supervised by the fire alarm system.

Chapter 17 adequately addresses the  requirements of Proposal 72-317. The submitter's
recommendations  are unnecessary and not appropriate in Chapter 23.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-290     Log #11  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Merton W. Bunker, Jr., US Department of State

72-318
Accept Proposal 72-317, which results in new Section 23.8.5.6.4 to read as follows:

23.8.5.6.4 Supervisory signals shall distinctively indicate the particular function (e.g., valve position, temperature, or
pressure) of the system that is off-normal and also indicate its restoration to normal.

The TC statement is correct in stating that NFPA 13 does permit (but does not require) the supervision
of sprinkler system control valves by a fire alarm system.  However, NFPA 13 is primarily concerned with the availability
of the water supply to the sprinkler system.  The text in NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2 confirms this statement:
" Valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control and isolation valves, and other valves in

supply pipes to sprinklers and other fixed water-based fire suppression systems shall be supervised by one of the
following methods…”
Fire alarm system initiating devices installed on sprinkler systems are installed for the purposes of alarm initiation or

sprinkler system supervision.  Not all fire alarm attachments are installed for water supply supervision, as covered by
NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2.1.  Others may be provided to ensure essential to the correct operation of the fire alarm
system or to provide alarm signal initiation.  It is understood that valves are in the piping to allow servicing and repairs of
the initiating devices.
The issue at hand is the security of the proper functionality of the fire alarm system initiating device.  NFPA 72 has the

scope to require functionality from the initiating device to occupant notification, to include a supervising station signal
transmission.  It is possible that the closure of an isolation valve to an alarm initiating device that prevents initiation of a
supervisory signal or an alarm signal constitutes a very serious risk.  NFPA 13 does not address this issue, which is
clearly under the scope of NFPA 72.
Closure of these valves will render the initiating device inoperative and may result in the loss of occupant notification in

a fire, or operator notification that a suppression system is impaired. Therefore, it is imperative these valves be
supervised by the fire alarm system.

Chapter 17 adequately addresses the  requirements of Proposal 72-318. The submitter's
recommendations  are unnecessary and not appropriate in Chapter 23.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-291     Log #10  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Merton W. Bunker, Jr., US Department of State

72-319
Accept Proposal 72-319, which results in new Section 23.8.5.7.4 to read as follows:

23.8.5.7.4 Supervisory signals shall distinctively indicate the particular function (e.g., valve position, temperature, or
pressure) of the system that is off-normal and also indicate its restoration to normal.

The TC statement is correct in stating that NFPA 13 does permit (but does not require) the supervision
of sprinkler system control valves by a fire alarm system.  However, NFPA 13 is primarily concerned with the availability
of the water supply to the sprinkler system.  The text in NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2 confirms this statement:
" Valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control and isolation valves, and other valves in

supply pipes to sprinklers and other fixed water-based fire suppression systems shall be supervised by one of the
following methods…”
Fire alarm system initiating devices installed on sprinkler systems are installed for the purposes of alarm initiation or

sprinkler system supervision.  Not all fire alarm attachments are installed for water supply supervision, as covered by
NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2.1.  Others may be provided to ensure essential to the correct operation of the fire alarm
system or to provide alarm signal initiation.  It is understood that valves are in the piping to allow servicing and repairs of
the initiating devices.
The issue at hand is the security of the proper functionality of the fire alarm system initiating device.  NFPA 72 has the

scope to require functionality from the initiating device to occupant notification, to include a supervising station signal
transmission.  It is possible that the closure of an isolation valve to an alarm initiating device that prevents initiation of a
supervisory signal or an alarm signal constitutes a very serious risk.  NFPA 13 does not address this issue, which is
clearly under the scope of NFPA 72.
Closure of these valves will render the initiating device inoperative and may result in the loss of occupant notification in

a fire, or operator notification that a suppression system is impaired. Therefore, it is imperative these valves be
supervised by the fire alarm system.

Chapter 17 adequately addresses the  requirements of Proposal 72-319. The submitter's
recommendations  are unnecessary and not appropriate in Chapter 23.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-292     Log #9  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Merton W. Bunker, Jr., US Department of State

72-320
Accept Proposal 72-320, which results in new Section 23.8.5.8.3 to read as follows:

23.8.5.8.3 If a valve is installed in the connection between a suppression system and an initiating device, the valve
shall be supervised in accordance with Chapter 17.

The TC statement is correct in stating that NFPA 13 does permit (but does not require) the supervision
of sprinkler system control valves by a fire alarm system.  However, NFPA 13 is primarily concerned with the availability
of the water supply to the sprinkler system.  The text in NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2  confirms this statement:
" Valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control and isolation valves, and other valves in

supply pipes to sprinklers and other fixed water-based fire suppression systems shall be supervised by one of the
following methods…”.
Fire alarm system initiating devices installed on sprinkler systems are installed for the purposes of alarm initiation or

sprinkler system supervision.  Not all fire alarm attachments are installed for water supply supervision, as covered by
NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2.1.  Others may be provided to ensure essential to the correct operation of the fire alarm
system or to provide alarm signal initiation.  It is understood that valves are in the piping to allow servicing and repairs of
the initiating devices.
The issue at hand is the security of the proper functionality of the fire alarm system initiating device.  NFPA 72 has the

scope to require functionality from the initiating device to occupant notification, to include a supervising station signal
transmission.  It is possible that the closure of an isolation valve to an alarm initiating device that prevents initiation of a
supervisory signal or an alarm signal constitutes a very serious risk.  NFPA 13 does not address this issue, which is
clearly under the scope of NFPA 72.
Closure of these valves will render the initiating device inoperative and may result in the loss of occupant notification in

a fire, or operator notification that a suppression system is impaired. Therefore, it is imperative these valves be
supervised by the fire alarm system.

Revise Proposal 72-320, and insert new Section 23.8.5.7.3, to read as follows:
23.8.5.8.3 23.8.5.7.3 If a valve is installed in the connection between a suppression system and an initiating device,

the valve shall be supervised in accordance with Chapter 17.
This action relocates the material in Comment 72-320 (Log # 44) to the appropriate section.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-293     Log #8  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Merton W. Bunker, Jr., US Department of State

72-321
Accept Proposal 72-321, which results in new Section 23.8.5.8.4 to read as follows:

23.8.5.8.4 Supervisory signals shall distinctively indicate the particular function (e.g., valve position, temperature, or
pressure) of the system that is off-normal and also indicate its restoration to normal.

The TC statement is correct in stating that NFPA 13 does permit (but does not require) the supervision
of sprinkler system control valves by a fire alarm system.  However, NFPA 13 is primarily concerned with the availability
of the water supply to the sprinkler system.  The text in NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2 confirms this statement:
" Valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control and isolation valves, and other valves in

supply pipes to sprinklers and other fixed water-based fire suppression systems shall be supervised by one of the
following methods…"
Fire alarm system initiating devices installed on sprinkler systems are installed for the purposes of alarm initiation or

sprinkler system supervision.  Not all fire alarm attachments are installed for water supply supervision, as covered by
NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2.1.  Others may be provided to ensure essential to the correct operation of the fire alarm
system or to provide alarm signal initiation.  It is understood that valves are in the piping to allow servicing and repairs of
the initiating devices.
The issue at hand is the security of the proper functionality of the fire alarm system initiating device.  NFPA 72 has the

scope to require functionality from the initiating device to occupant notification, to include a supervising station signal
transmission.  It is possible that the closure of an isolation valve to an alarm initiating device that prevents initiation of a
supervisory signal or an alarm signal constitutes a very serious risk.  NFPA 13 does not address this issue, which is
clearly under the scope of NFPA 72.
Closure of these valves will render the initiating device inoperative and may result in the loss of occupant notification in

a fire, or operator notification that a suppression system is impaired. Therefore, it is imperative these valves be
supervised by the fire alarm system.

Chapter 17 adequately addresses the  requirements of Proposal 72-321. The submitter's
recommendations  are unnecessary and not appropriate in Chapter 23.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-294     Log #7  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Merton W. Bunker, Jr., US Department of State

72-322
Accept Proposal 72-322, which results in new Section 23.8.5.9.3 to read as follows:

23.8.5.9.3 If a valve is installed in the connection between a suppression system and an initiating device, the valve
shall be supervised in accordance with Chapter 17.

The TC statement is correct in stating that NFPA 13 does permit (but does not require) the supervision
of sprinkler system control valves by a fire alarm system.  However, NFPA 13 is primarily concerned with the availability
of the water supply to the sprinkler system.  The text in NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2  confirms this statement:
" Valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control and isolation valves, and other valves in

supply pipes to sprinklers and other fixed water-based fire suppression systems shall be supervised by one of the
following methods…”
Fire alarm system initiating devices installed on sprinkler systems are installed for the purposes of alarm initiation or

sprinkler system supervision.  Not all fire alarm attachments are installed for water supply supervision, as covered by
NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2.1.  Others may be provided to ensure essential to the correct operation of the fire alarm
system or to provide alarm signal initiation.  It is understood that valves are in the piping to allow servicing and repairs of
the initiating devices.
The issue at hand is the security of the proper functionality of the fire alarm system initiating device.  NFPA 72 has the

scope to require functionality from the initiating device to occupant notification, to include a supervising station signal
transmission.  It is possible that the closure of an isolation valve to an alarm initiating device that prevents initiation of a
supervisory signal or an alarm signal constitutes a very serious risk.  NFPA 13 does not address this issue, which is
clearly under the scope of NFPA 72.
Closure of these valves will render the initiating device inoperative and may result in the loss of occupant notification in

a fire, or operator notification that a suppression system is impaired. Therefore, it is imperative these valves be
supervised by the fire alarm system.

Revise Proposal 72-322 and insert new Section 23.8.5.8.3 to read as follows:
23.8.5.9.3 23.8.5.8.3 If a valve is installed in the connection between a suppression system
and an initiating device, the valve shall be supervised in accordance with Chapter 17.

This action relocates the material in this comment to the appropriate section.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-295     Log #6  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Merton W. Bunker, Jr., US Department of State

72-324
Accept Proposal 72-324, which results in new Section 23.8.5.9.4 to read as follows:

23.8.5.9.4 Supervisory signals shall distinctively indicate the particular function (e.g., valve position, temperature, or
pressure) of the system that is off-normal and also indicate its restoration to normal.

The TC statement is correct in stating that NFPA 13 does permit (but does not require) the supervision
of sprinkler system control valves by a fire alarm system.  However, NFPA 13 is primarily concerned with the availability
of the water supply to the sprinkler system.  The text in NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2 confirms this statement:
" Valves on connections to water supplies, sectional control and isolation valves, and other valves in

supply pipes to sprinklers and other fixed water-based fire suppression systems shall be supervised by one of the
following methods."
Fire alarm system initiating devices installed on sprinkler systems are installed for the purposes of alarm initiation or

sprinkler system supervision.  Not all fire alarm attachments are installed for water supply supervision, as covered by
NFPA 13, Section 8.16.1.1.2.1.  Others may be provided to ensure essential to the correct operation of the fire alarm
system or to provide alarm signal initiation.  It is understood that valves are in the piping to allow servicing and repairs of
the initiating devices.
The issue at hand is the security of the proper functionality of the fire alarm system initiating device.  NFPA 72 has the

scope to require functionality from the initiating device to occupant notification, to include a supervising station signal
transmission.  It is possible that the closure of an isolation valve to an alarm initiating device that prevents initiation of a
supervisory signal or an alarm signal constitutes a very serious risk.  NFPA 13 does not address this issue, which is
clearly under the scope of NFPA 72.
Closure of these valves will render the initiating device inoperative and may result in the loss of occupant notification in

a fire, or operator notification that a suppression system is impaired. Therefore, it is imperative these valves be
supervised by the fire alarm system.

Chapter 17 adequately addresses the  requirements of Proposal 72-324. The submitter's
recommendations  are unnecessary and not appropriate in Chapter 23.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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72-298     Log #333  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-331
Accept the proposal:

23.12.1 Protected premises fire alarm systems shall be arranged to annunciate alarm, supervisory, and trouble signals
by Point ID in accordance with Section 10.16.

The purpose of this comment is to recommend that this code addition be approved as submitted. There
may be a negligible increase in costs by using Point ID throughout. Point ID takes advantage of current technology and
makes the alarm system truly intelligent and addressable. Each initiating device will cover its own little zone and allow
better tracking by location of which devices are activated. This should result in earlier and more accurate detection,
thereby, reducing the number of nuisance or unwanted fire alarm calls.

The action taken on Comment 72-298a (Log #452) better meets the intent of the technical
committee.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

SHUDAK, L.:  The stated substantiation for the revision is to define the location of the alarm activation.  Extending the
requirement for addressable device or zone identification to supervisory and trouble signals may add extensive
information not required by dispatch or responding personnel which may unduly complicate the ability to access alarm
information.  An open on a SLC could result in the annunciation of 50 point identification trouble signals. The minimum
requirement for addressable or zone identification should only apply to alarm signals.  Additionally, only applying the
requirement to alarm signals harmonizes this requirement with 26.2.1 as addressed by comment 72-348a (Log #CC800)
revising the action taken on proposal 72-460 (Log # 211), which is referenced it the submitter's substantiation.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-298a     Log #452  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-331
Modify the original proposal to "Protected premises fire alarm systems shall be arranged to

annunciate alarm supervisory, and trouble signals by point addressable device or zone identification in accordance with
Section 10.16."

The revised language correlates with the action taken by SIG-SSS on Proposal 72-460, Log #211
during the ROP for this cycle. With the revised text, conventional systems may be used. By defining the location of the
alarm activation, emergency forces and building personnel will be able to quickly identify where resources and the type
and number of resources should be sent. The IAFC, through this proposal as well as a number of others, is attempting
to reduce the number of unwanted alarms. A key component to this is to identify where the alarm activation is originating
from.
If the event is found not to be an actuation due to an emergency event, service personnel responding afterwards may
quickly go to the root cause and execute a resolution, hopefully eliminating additional unwanted activations from the
device. Unique identification would also aid emergency forces in quickly responding to the point of the alarm. If the
activation is due to an emergency event the responders may be able to limit the amount of damage inflicted.
While conventional controls are still produced, the majority of systems that are installed today are addressable. For the
exact location of the alarm event to be transmitted to a supervising station, the head end control must be able to provide
the unique information.
This proposal does not require retroactive implementation.

Revise the proposed text to read as follows:
Modify the original proposal to "Protected premises fire alarm systems shall be arranged to annunciate alarm,

supervisory, and trouble signals by by point addressable device or zone identification in accordance with Section 10.16."
The technical committee added the word "by" and a comma after the word "alarm" for editorial

purposes.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

CROWLEY, P.:  The wording now requires trouble signals including ground fault to identify particular devices or zones.
The requirement cites Section 10.16.  Comments to make similar changes, although referring only to alarm and
supervisory conditions, were rejected at the SIG-FUN meeting.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-301     Log #51  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-338
The TCC makes reference to the suggestion in the committee statement and advises that proposals

on the use of the Ethernet fall under the purview of the SIG-PRO committee (not SIG-FUN) and directs that this
proposal be referred to the SIG-PRO committee for action.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See technical committee action on Comment 72-160 (Log #361).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-440     Log #1  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel Winslow, CNY Elevator Consultants

72-587
Revise text to read as follows:

A.21.4.2 Upon Activation the heat detector used for elevator power shutdown, the relay activation must be immediate
to establish a beginning timeline for any jurisdiction, elevator vendor or code requiring delay. there should be a delay in
the activation of shunt trip. This delay should be the time what it takes the elevator cab to travel from the top of the
hoistway to the lowest recall level.

Calculation of the time required to permit recall as an engineered option is clearly permitted in 21.4.2
and should be permitted (where preaction sprinkler systems are used for example.) Clearly the intent of 21.4.2 is to
permit an engineered solution which could include delaying shunt trip "prior to application of water."  The elevator code
only requires that shunt trip take place prior to upon application of water, there is no reason to arbitrarily prevent delay
after heat detector activation under every circumstance. The current wording was consistent with 20-years of code intent
and should have been maintained.
(NOTE: The suggested inserted text above is the existing wording.)

The submitter's recommendation would create a conflict in NFPA 72 that contradicts with the
committee action taken on Comment 72-259 (Log #383).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-441     Log #173  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-587
Modify the original A.21.4.2 to read as follows:

Upon activation of the heat detector used for elevator power shutdown, there should can be a delay in the
activation of the power shunt trip. When such a delay is used, it is recommended that the This delay should be
approximately the time that it takes the elevator cab car to travel from the top of the hoistway to the lowest recall level.
The purpose of the delay of the shunt trip is to increase the potential for elevators to complete their travel to the recall
level. It is important to be aware that the requirements of A17.1/B44 Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators relative to
sprinkler water release and power shut-down would still apply.

This wording more clearly reflects the original intent of this Annex material.  The
presumptions/assumptions in the original proposal and TC action appear to be questionable.  The “delay strategy” has
been used for years and often the delay is initiated and controlled by the fire alarm system.  Many systems are already
utilizing the delay function. Additionally, there are products specifically designed for the delay application.  The delay is
initiated by the actuation of the first fire alarm initiating device that initiates recall.

The submitter's recommendation would create a conflict in NFPA 72 and contradicts with the
committee action taken on Comment 72-259 (Log #83).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 2
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

HAMMERBERG, T.:  A17.1 has jurisdiction over the operation, not NFPA 72, so this is outside the scope of SIG-PRO.
The problem is that if the elevator only goes to the closest floor and opens the door, it is possible that could be the fire
floor. Allowing a time delay to go to the recall floors is more appropriate. Since we don't agree with the action on 72-259,
we feel that the committee statement is incorrect.
HOPPLE, W.:    A17.1 has jurisdiction over the operation, not NFPA 72, so this is outside the scope of SIG-PRO.  The

problem is that if the elevator only goes to the closest floor and opens the door, it is possible that could be the fire floor.
Allowing a time delay to go to the recall floors is more appropriate.  Since we do not agree with the action on 72-259, we
feel that this statement is incorrect.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-442     Log #174  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-600a
Add new text to read as follows:

   Protected premises fire alarm systems that serve the general fire alarm
needs of a building or buildings shall include one or more of the following systems or functions:
(1) Manual fire alarm signal initiation
(2) Automatic fire alarm and supervisory signal initiation
(3) Monitoring of abnormal conditions in fire suppression systems
(4) Activation of fire suppression systems
(5) Activation of fire safety functions
(6) Activation of fire alarm notification appliances
(7) In-building fire emergency voice/alarm communications
(8) Guard’s tour supervisory service
(9) Process monitoring supervisory systems
(10) Activation of off-premises signals
(11) Combination systems
A.23.3.3.1 The following functions are included in Annex A to provide guidelines for utilizing building systems and

equipment in addition to proprietary fire alarm equipment in order to provide life safety and property protection.Building
functions that should be initiated or controlled during a fire alarm condition include, but should not be limited to, the
following:
(1) Elevator operation consistent with ANSI/ASME A17.1a/CSA B44a,
(2) Unlocking of stairwell and exit doors NFPA 80,

NFPA 101,
(3) Release of fire and smoke dampers NFPA 90A,

, and NFPA 90B,
(4) Monitoring and initiating of self-contained automatic fire extinguishing system(s) or suppression system(s) and

equipment NFPA11, ; NFPA 12,
; NFPA 12A, NFPA 13,

NFPA14, NFPA
15, NFPA 17,

NFPA 17A, NFPA 750,

My original proposal (72-600a, Log #607 (SIG-SSS) to revise paragraph A.26.4.2.4 was rejected due
to the previous deletion of paragraph 26.4.2.4 in the body of the standard and that annex paragraph during the ROP
process (See Committee Action Proposal 72-474a, Log #616 (SIG-SSS) (Accepted).
In the rejection of my proposal,  the Technical Committee  stated…”The proposed references as well as those

contained in the deleted annex section are important references that do not belong in Chapter 26 but should be retained
perhaps in the annex material associated with another chapter of the code (such as Chapter 23).  The submitter is
encouraged to provide public comments to accomplish this”.  This amended Proposal/Comment contains the steps to
accomplish that suggestion.
Paragraph 23.3.3.1 now has an asterisk * reference added to it  directing the user to a new Annex entry A.23.3.3.1

incorporating the text from the former Annex (now deleted) paragraph A.26.4.2.4 as recommended by the committee.
The addition of NFPA 750, Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems has also been added to the original annex
text.  Since all other forms of fire suppression systems are listed in Line #4 of the original text “except” NFPA 750, it’s
been added to provide a complete list of references.  NFPA 750 Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems fall
into the same category of Monitoring and Initiating as the others listed.
Since Water Mist fire suppression systems have been approved and installed in a wide range of sprinkler applications

globally and their monitoring, initiating, alarm and detection devices and installation must adhere to NFPA 72
requirements, the NFPA 750 Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems should be included in NFPA 72 as a
Referenced Publication.  NFPA 72 is referenced in Chapter 2 of NFPA 750 and they should complement one another as
reference documents.
Also, since there is a generic reference in NFPA 72 to “Fire Suppression System Other Than Sprinklers” in sections
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such as 23.8.5.7 and 23.8.5.8 and Water Mist Systems may satisfy that requirement on a job, NFPA 750 should be
included as a document of reference in the Annex.   For installations of water mist fire suppression systems, design and
installation requirements shall be determined by NFPA 750 Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems.  This
change is proposed for avoidance of confusion by AHJs in reviewing plans and installations for water mist.   The
addition of the wording will direct AHJs to the correct standard when a Water Mist System and its equipment are used
as the automatic fire extinguishing or suppression system.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

ELVOVE, J.:  Annex language should use terminology already defined in the standard (e.g., emergency control
functions and interface equipment) instead of “building functions” which is undefined.  Annex should also include
monitoring fire pump controllers per NFPA 20, shutting down air handlers per NFPA 90A and activating smoke control or
stair pressurization systems per NFPA 92.  Also ensure change made to 23.3.3.1(5) by ROP- 288 is incorporated along
with this change (“emergency control functions”).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-443     Log #408  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lynn Nielson, City of Henderson

72-294
Add text to read as follows:

Distributed emergency voice/alarm communication notification appliance circuits power tap settings should be selected
to keep the sum of the taps below 80% of the power amplifiers rating.

Using this design method the individual transformer impedance does not need to be considered by the
AHJ.

The submitter is recommending attachment of this material to section 23.7. The material is not
related to this section and would be inappropriate. Additionally the submitter did not provide the requested substantiation
identified by the committee statement in Proposal 72-294 (Log #7).

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-444     Log #407  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lynn Nielson, City of Henderson

72-297

****Insert Include 72_L407_R Here****

System design and installation literature often directs system installers to contact or consult with the
authority having jurisdiction for specific requirements related to line loss. The methods presented herein provide a
means for the authority having jurisdiction to judge the suitability of the line loss. Keeping the line loss below 12.5%
provides for consistency of the speaker output throughout the circuit.

The submitter is recommending attachment of this material to section 23.7. However, the
material is unrelated to this section and would be inappropriate. The submitter has also not provided a new
substantiation as requested by the committee statement on Proposal 72-297.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-444a     Log #CC602  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Protected Premises Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-588
Include the line item for "holdup alarm signals" to Table A.23.8.4.5.

This was unintentionally deleted during development of the Draft.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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Add text to read as follows: 
A23.7.4 Emergency Voice/Alarm Communication Notification Appliance Circuits.  
Emergency voice/alarm communication notification appliance circuits should be capable of full-
load operation with a wiring power loss not to exceed 12.5% (0.5dB) as determined in 
accordance with Sections 23.7.4.1, 23.7.4.2 or 23.7.4.3. 
 
A23.7.4.1 Power Loss Calculations. A calculation for each circuit shouldl be provided to the 
authority having jurisdiction demonstrating simultaneous full-load operation with a wiring power 
loss not to exceed 12.5% (0.5dB). Power loss calculations similar to the following couldl be 
used: 
 
Note: The calculations that follow are based on two conductors. 
 

PLoss = 10 * Log [1 - ((2 * RL) / (2 * RL + (VLine squared / PRated))] 
 
RL = (RRef / 1000) * D 
 
With variables defined as follows: 
 
D = length of wire used (in feet) 
PLoss = power loss (in dB) 
PRated = power driven on line from the amplifier (in watts) 
RL = wire gauge resistance (in ohms) 
RRef = wire resistance based on gauge of wire used (in ohms/1000 ft.) 
VLine = voltage on line (typically 25 volts or 70 volts) 
 
Alternatively the distance may be calculated using a calculation similar to: 
 
D = (61 / RRef) * (VLine squared / PRated) 

 
A23.7.4.2 Power Loss Tables. To ensure circuits are capable of simultaneous full-load operation 
with a wiring power loss not to exceed 12.5% (0.5dB), wiring shouldl be limited to the distance 
allowed in Tables A23.7.4.2.a and A23.7.4.2.b. 
 
Table A23.7.4.2.a, 25 V Circuit     
Loudspeaker Distribution Cable Length (in feet) and Gauge for 0.5-dB Loss 
      
Wire Gauge (AWG) 18 16 14 12 10
Cable Ohms* 7.77 4.89 3.07 1.93 1.21
Circuit Power       
200 25 39 62 99 158
150 33 52 83 132 210
100 49 78 124 198 315
75 65 104 166 263 420
60 82 130 207 329 525



2 
NFPA 72 Log #407 Rec A2012 ROC 

 

50 98 156 248 395 630
40 123 195 311 494 788
30 164 260 414 659 1050
25 196 312 497 790 1261
      
Table A23.7.4.2.b, 70 V Circuit     
Loudspeaker Distribution Cable Length (in feet) and Gauge for 0.5-dB Loss 
      
Wire Gauge (AWG) 18 16 14 12 10
Cable Ohms* 7.77 4.89 3.07 1.93 1.21
Circuit Power           
200 196 312 497 790 1260
150 262 416 662 1053 1680
100 392 624 993 1580 2520
75 523 832 1324 2107 3360
60 654 1039 1656 2633 4200
50 785 1247 1987 3160 5041
40 981 1559 2483 3950 6301
30 1308 2079 3311 5267 8401
25 1570 2495 3973 6320 10081
      
*Cable Ohms is expressed in ohms per 1000 feet (uncoated, single strand copper) 
The length represented accounts for both wires in the circuit.  

 
A23.7.4.3 Manufacturers Power Loss Calculator. Manufacturers calculations showing circuits 
are capable of simultaneous full-load operation with a wiring power loss not to exceed 12.5% 
(0.5dB) are also available. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-445     Log #252  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joe Scibetta, BuildingReports

72-589
Accept Proposal 72.589 as written.

While the committee may agree that the pull station on a dedicated function fire alarm system should
be tested in compliance with Chapter 14 requirements for test frequency, the wording of A.23.8.5.1.2 does not agree
with the committee's view. The first paragraph states that the pull station for such a system is to be used to activate an
alarm if an emergency arises during maintenance or testing. The second paragraph states that the pull station is not to
be be placed "on test". Therefore, given that wording, if a pull station on such a system were to be tested annually per
Chapter 14, it would result in fire service dispatch because the device should not be placed "on test" according to this
Annex note. The committee states in its response to the proposal that the intent of the current annex note is to "require
the pull station to remain in service during testing." Again, though, you can't test a pull station that is in service without
dispatching the fire service. The device must be placed "on test" in order to be tested without dispatch taking place.
In contrast to this confusing language, Proposal 72.589, as written, makes it clear that only when the system is out of

service due to maintenance, should the pull station not be placed "on test" and thereby set aside for emergency
purposes only. It is made equally clear that during testing, all devices are, in fact, placed "on test" including the pull
station so that all devices can be tested for functionality without fire service dispatch. Again, if the current wording of this
Annex note remains intact, it could be interpreted that the pull station on a dedicated function fire alarm system should
never be tested, but is only activated during a fire emergency, thus, creating the possibility that a critical device may
never be tested for functionality during system testing.
The committee has rejected a proposal that makes the Annex note clearer to the reader and that eliminates any doubt

regarding the inspection and testing of the pull station on a dedicated function fire alarm system.

The technical committee disagrees with the submitter's Proposal 72-589. The intent of a
manual pull station is to make a manual means available during testing of the system.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-446     Log #404  SIG-PRO

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lynn Nielson, City of Henderson

72-327
Add annex material to 23.8.6.3.2 to read as follows:

Other fire safety subdivisions can include  fire areas bounded by fire walls, fire barriers, or fire-resistance
rated horizontal assemblies, or other fire safety subdivisions.

These changes are intended to clarify what constitutes a notification zone boundary and where
notification appliances are required to operate.

The term "fire safety subdivision" is adequately clear without further explanation in the Annex.

Affirmative: 26
3  Kuhta, T.,  MacGregor, F.,  Waller, B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-9     Log #94  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John F. Bender, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

72-10
Revise text as follows:

ANSI/UL 217, , 2006, revised 2010. (SIG-HOU)
ANSI/UL 268, ,
2009. (SIG-HOU)
ANSI/UL 864,

, 2003, revised 2010 2011. (SIG-ECS, SIG-HOU)
ANSI/UL 985, , 2000,
revised 2008. (SIG-HOU)
ANSI/UL 2017, , 2008, revised 2009 2011. (SIG-ECS)

Update referenced standards to the most recent revisions.  The revision to ANSI/UL 864 provides for
international languages on labels.  The revision to ANSI/UL 2017 is to correct the Audibility Test Method to require two
reflecting planes.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-14     Log #176  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Charles E. Hahl, The Protection Engineering Group, Inc.

72-38
Delete Proposal 72-38 wording and substitute new definition wording for Emergency Command

Center.

The In-Building room(s) or area(s) that will be staffed during any emergency event by assigned emergency
management staff. The room or area will contain controls and indicators from which the in-building system(s) located in
the room can be manually controlled as required by the emergency response plan and the emergency management
coordinator. (SIG-ECS).

An Emergency Command Center may also include mass notification system control.
Correlate existing definition header 3.3.80:

(Definition wording to remain the same)
The 72 TCC requested SIG-ECS to include the terms “Fire Command Center” and “Emergency

Command Center” as defined during the ROP by a TCC assigned group representing Chapters 24 and 27.  The TCC
further requested SIG-ECS remove all references to “Central Control Station” and the definition for that term.

Revise to read as follows:
3.3.80* Emergency Communications System-Emergency Command Center. The room(s) or area(s) staffed during any

emergency event by assigned emergency management staff. The room or area contains system  communications and
control equipment serving one or more buildings where responsible authorities receive information from premises
sources or systems or from (higher Level) regional or national sources or systems and then disseminate appropriate
information to individuals, a building, multiple buildings, outside campus areas, or a combination of these in accordance
with the emergency response plan established for the premises. The room or area contains the controls and indicators
from which the ECS systems located in the room or area can be manually controlled as required by the emergency
response plan and the emergency management coordinator. (SIG-ECS)

Add new text to read as follows:
A.3.3.80 An emergency command center may also include the mass notification system control.

The original definition did not encompass wide-area MNS.  The revised definition is more
inclusive.  The TC edits to comply with the MOS.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

BRIDGETT, D.:  I believe the origin of "central control station" (CCS), at least in the chapter 24.4.3.4 context, is from
the DOD UFC 4-021-01.  In chapter 3-5 of that doc it describes the CCS as the operations center for a Military Base (or
for our use, any campus), controlling the wide-area MNS as well as in-building MNS systems:

http://www.wbdg.org/ccb/DOD/UFC/ufc_4_021_01.pdf
This ROC recommendation defines the ECC much like a Fire Command Center from the IBC.  I see the CCS more

like the Emergency Operations Center from NFPA 1600 (or the EOC defined in DOD UFC 4-141-04):
http://www.wbdg.org/ccb/DOD/UFC/ufc_4_141_04.pdf
NFPA 72 paragraph 24.6.2.3 seems to agree, since it says the CCS has control of outputs to "individual buildings;

zones of buildings; individual outdoor speaker arrays; zones of outdoor speaker arrays; or a building, multiple
buildings..." etc.  A24.6 and A24.6.1 have similar definitions.

So my recommendation is to define ECC similar to the CCS descriptions in 24.6.2, A24.6.1 and A24.6.1.1

2Printed on  11/28/2011
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-27     Log #183  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Adams,

72-45
Revise text to read as follows:

The ability of any conductor, optic fiber, radio carrier, or other means for transmitting
system information to remain operational during fire conditions while exposed to hazards from fire, intentional or
accidental mechanical damage and natural disaster.

We agree with the submitter. Pathways need to be survivable for other reason than just fire.

Pathway survivability is limited to protection from fire events.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-32     Log #242  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-57
Revise 3.3.300.1 to read as follows: (The base text is that approved by ROP 72-57)

3.3.300.1* Evacuation Signaling Zone. An area A zone encompassing consisting of one or more notification zones
where signals that are actuated simultaneously.

Uses the parent definition “zone” rather than undefined “area”. Zones are not activated. Signals are
activated.

Revise 3.3.300.1 to read as follows:
3.3.300.1* Evacuation Signaling Zone. An area encompassing consisting of one or more notification zones where

signals that are actuated simultaneously.
The TC does not accept the submitter's words "a zone" because it does not want to use

"zone" to define a zone.
The TC accepts the remainder of the submitter's text.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-33     Log #355  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Raymond A. Grill, Arup

72-58
Accept proposal 72-58.

The committee action was “accept in principle,” but the action did not accept any of the concepts in my
proposal.  The point is that the definition includes a requirement for physical separations of evacuation signaling zones
by fire or smoke barriers (or exterior walls).  This precludes having different evacuations zones in large open areas that
may be necessary to effectively initiate orderly evacuation from areas that are in immediate need.  The evacuation
signaling zones need to be defined by the design and take into consideration the life safety and emergency plans of a
facility.

See action on Comment 72-32 (Log #242).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-39     Log #338b  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-59
Replace the Chapter 7 document with the Comment material as derived by the new Chapter 7

shown in the accompanying file “Chapter 7 Attachment to Comment on Proposal 72-59”

****Insert INCLUDE  72_L338_Chap 7_Include_Rec Here****

This material is the work product of the Documentation Task Group assigned by the NFPA 72 Technical
Correlating Committee and is meant to address minimum documentation requirements as well as more stringent
documentation requirements of other Chapters in this Code, specifications, and other governing laws, codes and
standards.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to  SIG-FUN, SIG-NAS, SIG-ECS, SIG-IDS and SIG-TMS for action on

sections with their respective scopes.]

Add new 24.8 to read as follows:

****Insert Include 72-39_L338_ CA here ****

The TC has included its version of the required documentation originally presented as new
Chapter 7 as a new section 24.8 to apply only to new ECS.

The TC requests the TCC to assist in required correlation should Chapter 7 be completed as proposed.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

LACEY, S.:  24.8.3.1 should not be an option of when required by something else.  All systems should be "Designed"
on paper before installed.  The extent of the documents will depend on size.  24.8.3.3  Why water down the biggest
problems with fire alarm systems with when required by others.  Bid documents are the leading cause to poor system
installations and large change orders that impact the users.   24.8.3.4.1  The most significant issue with intelligibility is
that the architect and engineer do not account for the space and expect the contractor to make it intelligible.  Don't water
down the accountability.  24.8.6.3  Do not agree with mandating compliance with NFPA 170 as there are some symbols
that do not work well and mandating requires every one to be used.  Should be referenced but not mandated.
24.8.9.2.4  Why are we changing the name from AS-Built cabinet???  This works, has been around, is in many specs,
and should match the language of the code in 24.8.7.3.

5Printed on  11/28/2011
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72-39   

Attachment to Comment on Proposal 72-59 – Modified by TC at ROC October 11, 2011  

24.8 Documentation 

24.8.1 General  

24.8.1.1* This Section outlines documentation requirements, but shall not prohibit additional 
documentation from being provided.  

A.24.8.1.1 It is not intended that all of the details outlined in this Section be required for every project. 
In general, the more complex the system, the more stringent the requirements become for 
documentation.  

24.8.1.2 The requirements of Chapter 7 shall also apply unless they are in conflict with this Section. 

24.8.2. Minimum documentation requirements. 
 
24.8.2.1 New Systems. The following documentation shall be provided for all new emergency 
communications systems: 
 a)* Written scope and intent 
 b) Riser diagram 
c) Raceway layout diagram 
d) Floor plan layout showing location of all devices and control equipment 
e) Input/output matrix of operation 
f) Manufacturers published instructions, including operation and maintenance instructions 
g) Battery calculations 
h) Voltage drop calculations for notification appliance circuits 
i) Audio circuit loss calculations 
j) *Completed inspection and testing form in accordance with 24.8.8.2 
k) Signed Record of Completion form in accordance with 24.8.7.4 (by installing contractor) 
l) A copy of site specific software 
m) Record (as-built) drawings 
n) Periodic inspection, testing, and maintenance documentation in accordance with 24.8.8.4.  
o) Records, record retention, record maintenance in accordance with 24.8.7. 
 

A.24.8.2.1a) The purpose for a written scope or intent is to provide a description of the work to be performed 
and could be as simple as “Install additional three smoke detectors to provide coverage for newly installed 
meeting room;” However, it could be desirable to include why or by whose direction the work is being done, 
such as “at owner’s request”, “per specifications dated …”, or “at the direction of …” See also 23.3 for 
additional system feature documentation requirements. 

A.24.8.2.1j) It should be noted that the inspection and testing form can be modified as appropriate to reflect 
the scope of the project.  
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24.8.2.2* Existing Systems The documentation that shall be provided for all additions or alterations to 
existing emergency communications systems shall be at the direction of the AHJ. 
 
A.24.8.2.2 The minimum documentation requirements of 24.8.2.1 should be used as a guide to include 
sufficient documentation depending on the size and complexity of the additions or modifications. 
 
24.8.3 Design (Layout) Documentation  

24.8.3.1* Where required by governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code, design 
(layout) documents shall be prepared prior to installing new systems or altering existing systems.  

A.24.8.3.1 Design (layout) documents should contain information related to the system which could 
include specifications, shop drawings, input/output matrix, battery calculations, notification appliance 
voltage drop calculations for strobes and speakers, and product technical data sheets.  

Design (layout) documents could include such items as preliminary plans issued as guidance and direction, 
risk analysis, emergency response plan, or a combination of these.  

Deviations from requirements of governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan requirements 
specified by an engineer, should be clearly identified and documented as such.  

Documentation of equivalency, where applicable, should be provided in accordance with 1.5 and be 
included with the record drawings in accordance with 24.8.7.3.10.  

It is the intent that existing systems that are altered should have design (layout) documents prepared that are 
applicable only to the portion(s) of the system being altered.  

24.8.3.2* The person(s) responsible for system design (layout) shall be identified on the system 
design documents. [10.4.1.4][10.5.1.2 ROP Draft]  

A.24.8.3.2 It is the intent that the person or persons who make up the design or layout team be identified on 
the drawings so that they can be contacted for clarification of the documents. 

24.8.3.3* Preliminary Documents (Preliminary Plans). Where required by governing laws, codes, 
standards, or other parts of this Code, preliminary plans shall be created.  

A.24.8.3.3 Preliminary plans such as those used for bidding, solicitation, or for obtaining permits could 
contain information as follows:  

Performance criteria required in support of alternative means and methods for other codes, standards, or 
construction features should be clearly identified on the design (layout) documentation.   

Such information should reference applicable waivers, appeals, variances, or similarly approved 
deviations from prescriptive criteria. 

Preliminary documents could include the following:  
  (1) Specifications and narrative applicable to the project  
  (2) When devices are located (spaced) on preliminary drawings, the devices should be located (spaced) in 
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accordance with standards, listings, and limitations of the equipment specified. When devices are not located 
(spaced) on the preliminary documents, a note should be included directing that the spacing should be per 
listing(s) and this Code.  
  (3) Interface requirements between systems such as fire alarm, mass notification, security, HVAC, smoke 
control, paging, background music, audio visual equipment, elevators, access control, other fire protection 
systems, etc.  
  (4) Sequence of operation  
  (5) Survivability of system circuits and equipment, when applicable  
  (6) Notification zones, when applicable  
  (7) Message content for voice systems 
  (8) Means of system monitoring that is to be provided, when applicable  
  (9) Codes and editions applicable to the system(s)  
  (10) Special requirements of the owner, governing authority, or insurance carrier when applicable.  
  (11) Voice delivery components beyond standard industry products required to achieve intelligibility when 
applicable.  
 
24.8.3.4 Notification.  

24.8.3.4.1* Intelligibility. Reserved  

A.24.8.3.4.1 When known, acoustic properties of spaces should be indicated on the preliminary design 
(layout) documents.  

24.8.3.4.2 Visible Notification. Reserved  

24.8.3.5* Performance-Based Design Documentation.  

A.24.8.3.5 When a system or component is installed in accordance with performance-based design criteria, 
such systems should be reviewed and acceptance tested by a design professional to verify that performance 
objectives are attained.  

Due to unique design and construction challenges, fire protection concepts are often established on 
performance-based engineering practices.  When such practices have been approved by the AHJ, the 
engineer of record should sign off on the final installation documents to ensure that all conditions have been 
satisfied.  Such engineering analysis could be beyond the qualifications of the code authority.  As such, it is 
imperative that the engineer of record review and accept final concepts as accepted by the AHJ.  

24.8.3.5.1 Performance-based design documentation for strobes shall be in accordance with 18.5.4.5.2  

24.8.3.5.2 A copy of approval documentation resulting from performance-based designs shall be included 
with the record drawings in accordance with 24.8.5.3.  

24.8.3.6 Evaluation Documentation. 

24.8.3.6.1 Evaluation documentation such as identified in 24.4.3.24.2 (in ROP draft) and 23.4.3.1 shall 
include a signed statement(s) by the person responsible for the design attesting to the evaluation and the 
resultant technical decision and deeming it reliable and acceptable for the particular application. 
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24.8.3.6.2 A copy of the evaluation documentation shall be retained for the life of the system and be 
maintained with the documents required by 24.8.9.1.6. 
 
24.8.4 Risk Analysis Documentation [SIG-ECS]  
 
24.8.4.1 When a risk analysis is required to be prepared, findings and considerations of the risk analysis shall 
be documented. [SIG-ECS] 
 
24.8.4.2 When determined by the stakeholders, security and protection of the risk analysis documentation 
shall be in accordance with 24.8.4 and 24.8.9. [SIG-ECS]  

24.8.4.3 The risk analysis documentation shall list the various scenarios evaluated, and the 
anticipated outcomes. [SIG-ECS]  

24.8.4.4 Risk Analyses for mass notification systems shall be documented in accordance with 24.8.4 
and 24.3.10 (in ROP draft).  

24.8.5 Emergency Response Plan Documentation. [SIG-ECS]  

24.8.5.1 When an emergency response plan is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system, 
findings of the plan shall be documented. [SIG-ECS]  

24.8.5.2 When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the emergency response plan 
documentation shall be in accordance with 24.8.7.3. [SIG-ECS]  

24.8.5.3 The emergency response plan shall document the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated 
outcomes.  [SIG-ECS] 

24.8.6 Shop Drawings (Installation Documentation)  
 
24.8.6.1* Shop drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale, on sheets of uniform size, with a plan of each 
floor. [taken from A.10.18.1.2]  

A.24.8.6.1 It is important to note that shop drawings and particularly the word “sheets” do not necessarily 
mean physical paper sheets, but could be on electronic media.  

24.8.6.2 Shop drawings for emergency communications systems shall provide basic information and shall 
provide the basis for the record (as-built) drawings required in accordance with 24.8.7.3. [taken from 
A.10.18.1.2]  

24.8.6.3 Shop drawings shall include the following information:  
  (1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)  
  (2) Name of installer or contractor 
  (3) Location of protected premises  
  (4) Device legend and symbols in accordance with NFPA 170, Standard for Fire Safety and Emergency 
Symbols  
  (5) Date of issue and any revision dates [taken from A.10.18.1.2]  
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24.8.6.4 Floor Plans. Floor plan drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale and shall include the 
following information, where applicable for the particular system:  
  (1) Floor or level identification  
  (2) Point of compass (indication of North)  
  (3) Graphic scale  
  (4) All walls and doors  
  (5) All partitions extending to within 10 percent of the ceiling height (where applicable and when known)  
  (6) Room and area descriptions  
  (7) System devices/component locations  
  (8) Locations of system primary power connection(s)  
  (9) Locations of monitor/control interfaces to other systems  
 (10) System riser locations  
 (11) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level  
 (12) Type and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) used for each circuit  
 (14) Details of ceiling geometries, including beams and solid joists 
 (15) Where known, acoustic properties of spaces. [taken from A.10.18.1.2]  
 
24.8.6.5 Network Diagrams. Network diagrams shall include the following information as applicable for 
the particular system: 
1) Topology 
2) Ports and protocols 
 
24.8.6.6 Riser Diagrams. System riser diagrams shall be coordinated with the floor plans and shall 
include the following information:  
  (1) General arrangement of the system in building cross-section  
  (2) Number of risers  
  (3) Type and number of circuits in each riser 
  (4)* Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level  
  (5) Number of conductors for each circuit.  
  (6) Typical riser diagrams could be substituted for the above list, where permitted by adopted laws, codes or 
standards [taken from A.10.18.1.2]  
 
A.24.8.6.6(4) Where exact device counts are furnished as part of the floor plan layout drawings, it is not the 
intent to require the exact quantity of devices on the riser diagram, but instead, typical representation would 
suffice. 
 
24.8.6.7 Control Unit Diagrams. Control unit diagrams shall be provided for all control equipment (i.e., 
equipment listed as either a control unit or control unit accessory), power supplies, battery chargers, and 
annunciators and shall include the following information: 
  (1) Identification of the control equipment depicted  
  (2) Location(s) of control equipment  
  (3) All field wiring terminals and terminal identifications  
  (4) All circuits connected to field wiring terminals and circuit identifications  
  (5) All indicators and manual controls, including the full text of all labels  
  (6) Field connections to supervising station signaling equipment, releasing equipment, or emergency safety 
control interfaces, where provided. [taken from A.10.18.1.2]  
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24.8.6.8 Typical Wiring Diagrams. Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, 
notification appliances, remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power 
supervisory devices. [taken from A.10.18.1.2]  

24.8.6.9* Input/Output Matrix of Operation. An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided.  

A.24.8.6.9 For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).  

24.8.6.10 Calculations. System calculations shall be included as follows: 
  (1) Battery calculations  
  (2) Notification Appliance circuit voltage drop calculations  
  (3) Db loss calculations (Fiber optic cables) 
  (4) Audio circuit loss calculations  
  (5) Other required calculations, such as line resistance calculations, where required  
 
24.8.7 Completion Documentation [10.18.2]  

24.8.7.1 General. All systems including new systems and additions or alterations to existing systems shall 
include the following documentation, which shall be delivered to the owner or the owner’s representative 
upon final acceptance of the system: 
  (1) An owner’s manual and manufacturer’s published instructions covering all system equipment, in 
accordance with 24.8.7.2  
  (2) Record (as-built) drawings in accordance with 24.8.7.3  
  (3) A completed record of completion form in accordance with 24.8.7.4  
  (4) For software-based systems, record copy of the site-specific software in accordance with 24.8.7.5  
  (5) A contractor’s statement in accordance with 24.8.7.6  
[10.18.2.3]  

24.8.7.2 Owner’s Manual. An owner’s manual shall contain the following documentation: 
  (1) A detailed narrative description of the system inputs, evacuation signaling, ancillary functions, 
annunciation, intended sequence of operations, expansion capability, application considerations, and 
limitations. 
  (2) A written sequence of operation for the system including an operational input/output matrix.  
  (3) Operator instructions for basic system operations, including alarm acknowledgment, system reset, 
interpretation of system output (LEDs, CRT display, and printout), operation of manual evacuation signaling 
and ancillary function controls, and change of printer paper  
  (4) A detailed description of routine maintenance and testing as required and recommended and as would be 
provided under a maintenance contract, including testing and maintenance instructions for each type of 
device installed. This information shall include the following:  
  (a) Listing of the individual system components that require periodic testing and maintenance  
  (b) Step-by-step instructions detailing the requisite testing and maintenance procedures, and the intervals at 
which these procedures shall be performed, for each type of device installed  
  (c) A schedule that correlates the testing and maintenance procedures that are required by this section  
  (5) A service directory, including a list of names and telephone numbers of those who provide service for 
the system.  
[taken from A.10.18.2.3(1)]  
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24.8.7.3 Record Drawings (As-Builts)  

24.8.7.3.1 Record drawings shall consist of current updated design (layout) and shop drawings 
reflecting the actual installation of all system equipment, components, and wiring.  

24.8.7.3.2 Record drawings shall provide basic information and shall reflect the actual installation 
details in accordance with 24.8.7.3.  

24.8.7.3.3 Floor plan drawings shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 24.8.6.4.  

24.8.7.3.4 System riser diagrams shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 
24.8.6.6.  

24.8.7.3.5 Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided and shall include the most current installation 
details in accordance with 24.8.6.7.  

24.8.7.3.6 Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification appliances, 
remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices in 
accordance with 24.8.6.8.  

24.8.7.3.7* An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with the record drawings to reflect 
actual programming at the time of completion.  

A.24.8.7.3.7 For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).  

24.8.7.3.8 Initial calculations in accordance with 24.8.6.10 shall be provided depicting any changes due to 
installation conditions.  

24.8.7.3.9 Record drawings shall be turned over to the owner with a copy placed inside the 
documentation cabinet in accordance with 24.8.9. 

24.8.7.3.10* Record drawings shall include approval documentation resulting from variances, performance-
based designs, risk analyses, and other system evaluations or variations. 

A.24.8.7.3.10 It is important that the documentation required by this section is available for technicians so 
they will be able to recognize variations of system configuration during acceptance, reacceptance, and 
periodic testing.  It is also necessary for enforcement personnel in order to prevent confusion when they 
could otherwise misidentify an approved variation for being non-code compliant.  This documentation is 
also necessary for those who might design additions or modifications. 

24.8.7.4 Record of Completion.  

24.8.7.4.1* The record of completion form, Figure 24.8.7.4, shall be permitted to be a part of the written 
statement required in 24.8.7.6. When more than one contractor has been responsible for the installation, 
each contractor shall complete the portions of the form for which that contractor had responsibility. 
[10.18.1.4*]  
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A.24.8.7.4.1 All contractors should complete the portions of the record of completion form for the portions 
of the connected systems for which they are responsible. Several partially completed forms might be 
accepted by the authority having jurisdiction provided that all portions of the connected systems are covered 
in the set of forms. [A.10.18.1.4]  

24.8.7.4.2 The record of completion form, Figure 24.8.7.4, shall be permitted to be a part of the 
documents that support the requirements of 24.8.7.6. [10.18.1.5]  

24.8.7.4.3 The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 24.8.7.4, shall be the responsibility of the 
qualified and experienced person in accordance with 10.4.2. [10.18.2.1.1*]  

24.8.7.4.4* The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 24.8.7.4 shall be in accordance with 24.8.7.4.5 
through 24.8.7.4.12. [10.18.2.1.2] 
 
A.24.8.7.4.4 The requirements of Chapter 14 should be used to perform the installation wiring and 
operational acceptance tests required when completing the record of completion. The record of completion 
form can be used to record decisions reached prior to installation regarding intended system type(s), circuit 
designations, device types, notification appliance type, power sources, and the means of transmission to the 
supervising station. An example of a completed record of completion form is shown in Figure A.24.8.7.4. 
[A.10.18.2.1.1]  

24.8.7.4.5 Parts 1 through 14 of the record of completion shall be completed after the system is installed and 
the installation wiring has been checked. [10.18.2.1.2.1]  

24.8.7.4.6 Parts 15 and 16 of the record of completion shall be completed after the operational acceptance 
tests have been completed. [10.18.2.1.2.2]  

24.8.7.4.7 A preliminary copy of the record of completion shall be given to the system owner and, if 
requested, to other authorities having jurisdiction after completion of the installation wiring tests. 
[10.18.2.1.2.3]  

24.8.7.4.8 A final copy of the record of completion shall be provided after completion of the 
operational acceptance tests. [10.18.2.1.2.4]  

24.8.7.4.9 This copy of the record of completion shall be updated to reflect all system additions or 
modifications and maintained in a current condition at all times. [10.18.2.1.2.6]  

24.8.7.4.10 A copy of the record of completion documents shall be maintained in a documentation 
cabinet in accordance with 24.8.9.2.  

24.8.7.4.11 Revisions.  
 
24.8.7.4.11.1 All system modifications made after the initial installation shall be recorded on a revised 
version of the original completion documents. [10.18.2.2], [10.18.2.2.1] 
 
24.8.7.4.11.2 The revised record of completion document shall include a revision date. [10.18.2.2.2]  

24.8.7.4.12* Where the original or the latest overall system record of completion cannot be obtained, a new 
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system record of completion shall be provided that documents the system configuration as discovered 
during the current project’s scope of work.  

A.24.8.7.4.12 It is the intent that if an original or current record of completion is not available for the 
overall system, the installer would provide a new record of completion that addresses items discovered 
about the system.  The installer will complete the respective sections related to the overall system that 
have been discovered under the current scope of work. It is not the intent of this section to require an in-
depth evaluation of an existing system solely for the purpose of completing a system-wide record of 
completion.  

24.8.7.4.13 Alternatives to the Record of Completion Form. A document containing the required elements 
of the Record of Completion Form shall be permitted to be used as an alternative to the Record of 
Completion where the installed system contains only certain elements found in the Record of Completion.  

24.8.7.4.14 Electronic Record of Completion.  

24.8.7.4.14.1 Where approved by the authority having jurisdiction, the Record of Completion shall be 
permitted to be filed electronically instead of on paper.  

24.8.7.4.14.2 If filed electronically, the record of completion document shall be in a format that 
cannot be modified and that has been approved by the AHJ.  

24.8.7.5* Site-Specific Software Documentation. [14.6.1.2*] [SIG-TMS]  

A.24.8.7.5 With many software-based systems, a copy of the site-specific software is required to restore 
system operation if a catastrophic system failure should occur. Without a back-up copy readily available on 
site, recovery of system operation by authorized service personnel can be substantially delayed. The intent of 
this requirement is to provide authorized service personnel with an on-site copy of the site-specific software. 
The on-site copy should provide a means to recover the last installed and tested version of the site-specific 
operation of the system. This typically would be an electronic copy of the source files required to load an 
external programming device with the site-specific data. This requirement does not extend to the system 
executive software, nor does it require that the external programmer software if required be stored on site. It 
is intended that this copy of the software be an electronic version stored on a non-rewritable media 
containing all of the file(s) or data necessary to restore the system and not just a printed version of the 
operation stored on electronic media. One example of a non-rewritable media is a CD-R. [A.14.6.1.2]  

24.8.7.5.1 For software-based systems, a copy of the site-specific software shall be provided to the system 
owner or owner’s designated representative; [14.6.1.2.1]  

24.8.7.5.2 A copy of the site-specific software shall be stored on-site in non-volatile, non-erasable, non-
rewritable memory. [14.6.1.2.2]  

24.8.7.5.3 The system owner shall be responsible for maintaining a copy of the site-specific 
software in accordance with 24.8.7.5 for examination by any authority having jurisdiction. 
[14.6.1.3]  

24.8.7.5.4 Paper or electronic media shall be permitted. [14.6.1.3]  
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24.8.7.6 Contractor’s Statement. Before requesting final approval of the installation, the installing 
contractor shall furnish a written statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with 
approved plans and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate 
NFPA requirements. [10.18.1.3]  
 
24.8.7.7* Verification of Compliant Installation. Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, 
compliance of the completed installation with the requirements of this Code, as implemented via the 
referring code(s), specifications, and/or other criteria applicable to the specific installation, shall be certified 
by a qualified and impartial third-party organization acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction. 
[10.18.2.4*]  

A.24.8.7.7 This section is intended to provide a basis for the authority having jurisdiction to require third-
party verification and certification that the authority having jurisdiction and the system owner can rely on 
to reasonably assure that the system installation complies with the applicable requirements. Where the 
installation is an extension, modification, or reconfiguration of an existing system, the intent is that the 
verification be applicable only to the new work and that reacceptance testing be acceptable.  
[A.10.18.2.4][10.18.2.4.1, 2 Exceptions]  

24.8.7.7.1 Verification shall ensure that the installed system includes all components and functions, are 
installed and operate as required, and shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2*, as applicable. 
[10.18.2.4.1] and [new 10.18.2.5.1]  

24.8.7.7.2 For supervising station systems, the verification, in addition to the requirements in 24.8.7.7.1, 
shall ascertain proper arrangement, transmission, and receipt of all signals required to be transmitted off-
premises and shall meet the requirements of Sections 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2* as applicable. [10.18.2.4.2] and 
[new 10.18.2.5.2]  

24.8.7.7.3 Verification shall include written confirmation that any required corrective actions have 
been completed. [10.18.2.4.3]  

24.8.8 Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance Documentation [SIG-TMS]  

24.8.8.1 Test Plan Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.2.10 [new test plan new 
draft] [SIG-TMS]  

24.8.8.2 Acceptance Testing Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.1 [SIG-TMS]  

24.8.8.3 Reacceptance Test Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.1 [SIG-TMS]  

24.8.8.4 Periodic Inspection and Testing Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.2 
[SIG-TMS]  

24.8.8.5 Impairment Documentation shall be provided in accordance with 10.19. [10.21* ROP Draft] 
[SIG-TMS]  

24.8.9 Records, Record Retention, and Record Maintenance  

24.8.9.1 Records.  
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24.8.9.1.1 A complete record of the tests and operations of each system shall be kept until the next test and 
for 1 year thereafter unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code. [10.18.3.1]  

24.8.9.1.2* The records shall be available for examination and, if required, reported to the authority having 
jurisdiction. Archiving of records by any means shall be permitted if hard copies of the records can be 
provided promptly when requested. [10.18.3.2]  

A.24.8.9.1.2 It is intended that archived records be allowed to be stored in electronic format as long as 
hard copies can be made from them when required.  

24.8.9.1.3 If off-premises monitoring is provided, records of all signals, tests, and operations recorded at the 
supervising station including public emergency alarm reporting system shall be maintained for not less than 
1 year unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code. [10.18.3.3]  

24.8.9.1.4 Required documents regarding system design and function shall be maintained for the life of 
the system.  

24.8.9.1.5 Revisions and alterations to systems shall be recorded and records maintained with the original 
system design documents.  

24.8.9.1.6 System documents housed in the documentation cabinet as required by 24.8.9.2.1 shall 
include the following, as applicable:  
  (1) Record Drawings (as-builts) in accordance with 24.8.7.3  
  (2) Equipment technical data sheets  
  (3) Alternative means and methods, variances, appeals, and approvals, etc.  
  (4) Performance-based design documentation in accordance with 24.8.3.5  
  (5) Risk Analysis documentation in accordance with 24.8.4  
  (6) Emergency Response Plan in accordance with 24.8.5  
  (7) Evaluation Documentation in accordance with 24.8.3.6  
  (8) Software and firmware control documentation in accordance with 23.2.2.  
 
24.8.9.2 Document Accessibility  

24.8.9.2.1 With every new system or major renovation a documentation cabinet shall be installed adjacent to 
the main system control unit  

24.8.9.2.2* Documentation shall be stored at the system control unit location in accordance with 24.8.9.2.1 
or other approved location at the protected premises. [10.18.2.1.2.5]  

A.24.8.9.2.2 The intent is that the documents should not be stored inside the control unit because control 
units are not typically approved for the storage of combustible material.  

24.8.9.2.3 Where not stored at the main system control unit, the location of these documents shall be 
identified at the main system control unit. [10.18.2.1.2.7]  

24.8.9.2.4 The documentation cabinet shall be prominently labeled SYSTEM COMPLETION 
DOCUMENTS.  
[10.18.2.1.2.8]  
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24.8.9.2.5 Documentation in accordance with 24.8.7 shall be housed in the document cabinet. 
 
24.8.9.2.6* The documentation cabinet shall be sized to accommodate record drawings, product technical 
data sheets, inspection records, software media, including future inspection and service reports.  
 
A.24.8.9.2.6 It is recommended that consideration be given regarding the usability of any electronic 
media, for instance for use by technicians.  Electronic media should be saved in common file formats.  

24.8.9.2.7 The contents of the cabinet shall be accessible by authorized personnel only.  

24.8.9.2.8 Unless approved otherwise by the authority having jurisdiction, the documentation cabinet 
shall be provided with a lock keyed the same as the system control unit.  

24.8.9.2.9 Emergency communications systems and fire alarm system record drawings and other related 
documentation shall be permitted to be maintained together, including the appearance of both systems on the 
same drawings.  

24.8.9.3 Document Security.  

24.8.9.3.1 Security for systems documentation shall be determined by the stakeholders.  

24.8.9.3.2* Where such documents cannot be protected from public access, it shall be permitted to remove 
sensitive information from record documents provided the owner retains complete documentation that will be 
made accessible to the authority having jurisdiction at an owner designated location.  

A.24.8.9.3.2 It is recognized that there are circumstances in which the security and protection of some 
system documents will require measures other than that prescribed in this Code. Since a common 
expectation of a mass notification system is to function during security and/or terrorist events, it could be 
crucial that system design be protected.  

Where such conditions have been identified, the stakeholders should clearly identify what and how 
system documents should be maintained to satisfy the integrity of this section regarding reviews, future 
service, modifications, and system support.  

Due to freedom of information laws allowing for public access to documents submitted to and retained by 
code officials, it could be necessary for secure documents to be reviewed by code officials at alternate 
locations. Such conditions should be identified by the stakeholders and discussed with the authorities 
having jurisdiction(s) in advance.  

24.8.10 Forms  

24.8.10.1 Emergency Communications Systems Record of Completion [SIG-FUN] 
(note: see Figure 24.8.7.4)  

24.8.10.2 Emergency Communications Systems Inspection and Testing Form [SIG-TMS] 
(note: see Figure 14.6.2.4)  

24.8.10.3 Risk Analysis Checklist Form  
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72-59
Revise text to read as follows:

[SIG-FUN]
The requirements of this chapter, or portions thereof, shall apply where required by the enforcing authority, other

governing laws, codes, or standards, or other parts of this Code.
Systems covered by this Code shall be required to provide documentation in accordance with Chapter 7
This Chapter outlines the documentation that shall be provided for systems covered under this Code and does

not prohibit additional documentation from being provided
The requirements of other Chapters shall also apply unless they are in conflict with this Chapter.
Unless required by other governing laws, codes, or standards, the documentation requirements of this Chapter

shall not apply to Chapter 29.
[SIG-FUN]

All of the requirements in this Chapter shall not be required for every project.
It is not intended that all of the details outlined in this Chapter be required for every project. This section is

meant to address the conditions related to smaller projects where the more stringent documentation requiring a greater
level of detail of more complex projects might not be warranted.

The following list represents the minimum documentation required for fire alarm and emergency communications
systems:

a) Written narrative providing intent and system description
b) Riser diagram
c) Floor plan layout showing location of all devices and control equipment
d) Input/output matrix of operation
e) Equipment technical data sheets
f) Manufacturer’s operation and maintenance instructions
g) Battery calculations (where batteries are provided)
h) Voltage drop calculations for notification appliance circuits
i) Completed acceptance test form in accordance with 7.8.1 or 7.8.2 as applicable
j) Signed Record of Completion form in accordance with 7.7.3 (by installing contractor)

[SIG-FUN]
Prior to installing new systems, replacing an existing system, or upgrading a system, design documents shall be

prepared.
Design documents shall contain information related to the system which shall include specifications, shop

drawings, input/output matrix, battery calculations, notification appliance voltage drop calculations for strobes and
speakers, and product technical data sheets.

Design documents shall be prepared prior to installation of any new system.
Systems that are altered shall have design documents prepared that are applicable to the portion(s) of the

system being altered.
Design documents shall include preliminary plans issued as guidance and direction, shop drawing submittals,

risk analysis, emergency response plan, or a combination of these.
Design documents shall be revised as necessary following installation to represent as-built conditions and

include record drawings.
Neither approval nor acceptance by an authority having jurisdiction, owner, or owner’s agent shall relieve a

designer(s) or installer(s) from providing a system compliant with governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan
requirements specified by an engineer.

Deviations from requirements of governing laws, codes, standards, or preliminary plan requirements specified by
an engineer, shall be clearly identified and documented as such.

Documentation of equivalency, where applicable, shall be provided in accordance with 1.5 and be included with
the record drawings in accordance with 7.6.

The system designer shall be identified on the system design documents.
[SIG-FUN]
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When poor shop drawings are submitted for review, or systems are improperly installed, investigations

frequently find that the lack of information, inconsistent information, or non-compliant information such as device spacing
within bid documents contribute to system problems. To be competitive in getting a job, contractors regularly must bid
device counts based on devices shown. Engineers often show a few devices on drawings and then hold the installing
contractor accountable for providing a code compliant system with a drawing note. Previously, the requirements within
this Code were developed and targeted around the installing contractor. The purpose of this section is to assign initial
design accountability where it belongs when an engineer prepares bid documents. Providing this section provides the
AHJ the ability to enforce accountability at the top level. Language does not require that an engineer be involved, only
describes what is required when an engineer is involved.

Unless otherwise required by governing laws, codes, standards, or an enforcing authority, preliminary plans
such as those used for bidding, solicitation, or for obtaining a building permit, shall be created in accordance with 7.3.11.

Performance criteria required in support of alternative means and methods for other codes, standards, or
construction features shall be clearly identified.

Such information shall reference applicable waivers, appeals, variances, or similarly approved deviations from
prescriptive criteria.

When issued by a registered architect or licensed engineer, that entity shall provide, as a minimum, the
information outlined in 7.3.11.

When preliminary documents for bidding or solicitation are prepared and issued by a qualified designer other
than a registered architect or licensed engineer, the documents shall contain the information in accordance with 7.3.11.

The qualifications of the designer shall be found acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction prior to
preparation of preliminary documents.

Preliminary documents shall include the following:
(1) Specifications and narrative applicable to the project
(2) When devices are shown on preliminary drawings, the devices shall be located in accordance with standards,

listings, and limitations of the equipment specified around. When no particular product limitations are specified around,
the prescriptive criteria of applicable standards shall be used.

(3) Interface between systems such as fire alarm, mass notification, security, HVAC, smoke control, paging,
background music, audio visual equipment, elevators, access control, other fire protection systems, etc.

(4) Sequence of operation
(5) Survivability of system circuits and equipment
(6) Notification zones, when applicable
(7) Message content for voice systems
(8) Off-site, proprietary, or other means of system monitoring to be provide (as applicable)
(9) Codes and editions applicable to the system(s)
(10) Any specific requirements of the owner, governing authority, or insurance carrier.
(11) Any specific voice delivery components beyond standard industry products required to achieve intelligibility.

Acoustic properties of spaces shall be considered with respect to speaker selection
and placement to ensure intelligibility can be met. [SIG-NAS]

Achieving intelligibility in certain spaces such as large open or hard surfaced spaces often requires evaluation
of the environmental acoustic properties. The burden of speech intelligibility is frequently placed on the installing fire
alarm contractor. However, this contractor has no control over the architectural acoustic aspects of a space. Speaker
selection and/or placement frequently have limited effect in such spaces. Therefore, it is essential that the architects and
engineers account for the necessary acoustic treatments and intended speaker placement during the physical design of
the space. It is not practical to expect a sub-contractor to account for such architectural implications during construction.
[SIG-NAS]

The architect, engineer, and/or preliminary design professional shall identify the need for, and provide
provisions for acoustical treatments required to achieve speech intelligibility. [SIG-NAS]

The burden to provide an intelligible acoustic environment beyond the limitations of the voice delivery
components shall be independent of the installer responsible for providing final system shop drawing submittal package.
[SIG-NAS]

Acoustical treatments shall include, but not be limited to sound baffles, sound absorption materials, or other
such physical treatments to a space. Voice delivery components such as speakers, amplifiers, circuiting, etc. shall not
be considered acoustical treatments. [SIG-NAS]

Analysis and design documentation in accordance with 18.4.6.4 shall be submitted to the authority having
jurisdiction. [SIG-NAS]

Heat detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance with 17.6
[SIG-IDS]
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Smoke detection design documentation shall be provided in accordance with

17.7 [SIG-IDS]
Radiant energy detection design documentation shall be provided in

accordance with 17.8 [SIG-IDS]
[SIG-ECS]

When a risk analysis is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system, findings of the risk
analysis shall be documented.

When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the risk analysis documentation shall be in
accordance with 7.3.16 and 7.9.3.

The risk analysis documentation shall list the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated outcomes.
[SIG-IDS]

Performance-based design documentation for fire detection shall be provided in accordance with 17.3.
[SIG-IDS]

Performance-based design alternatives for strobe design shall be provided in accordance with 18.5.4.5.2
[SIG-NAS]

When a system or component is required to be installed in accordance with performance based design
criteria as specified by a registered engineer, such systems shall be reviewed and accepted by the respective engineer.
[SIG-IDS]

Due to unique design and construction challenges, fire protection concepts are often established on
performance based engineering practices. When such practices have been approved by the AHJ, the engineer of record
should sign off on the final installation documents to ensure that all conditions have been satisfied. Such engineering
analysis could be beyond the qualifications of the code authority. As such, it is imperative that the engineer of record
review and accept final concepts as accepted by the AHJ. [SIG-IDS]

A copy of approval documentation resulting from performance-based designs shall be included with the
record drawings in accordance with 7.6.9. [SIG-IDS]

[SIG-ECS]
When an emergency response plan is required to be prepared, such as for a mass notification system,

findings of the plan shall be documented.
When identified by the stakeholders, security and protection of the emergency response plan shall be in

accordance with 7.3.18.
The emergency response plan shall document the various scenarios evaluated, and the anticipated

outcomes.
The stakeholders shall identify the worthiness of a respective scenario and shall identify if the scenario and

outcome shall be included in documentation.
Unless otherwise approved by the authority having

jurisdiction, the architect, engineer, or owner shall make available electronic Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) files to the
entity preparing final shop drawings, and record drawings, when such files exist. [SIG-FUN]

Electronic files should allow for drawings to be at required scale. Electronic files should allow for un-related
text, notes, equipment, etc. to be isolated or removed for clarity. Electronic file floor plans and details should be
consistent with those used in drawings issued or revised for building permits. [SIG-FUN]

At minimum, available files shall include base floor plans, elevation details, structural floor/roof framing for
exposed spaces, and details necessary to coordinate for unique protection schemes. [SIG-FUN]

Any fees for providing electronic files or for converting such files shall be included in preliminary documents,
or shall be provided upon request during the solicitation stage. [SIG-FUN]

Written agreements, such as contracts limiting or preventing further distribution, shall be permitted. [SIG-FUN]
Electronic files shall allow for drawings to be at required scale. [SIGFUN]
Electronic files shall allow for un-related text, notes, equipment, etc. to be isolated or removed for clarity.

[SIG-FUN]
Electronic file floor plans and details shall be consistent with those used in drawings issued or revised for

building permits. [SIG-FUN]
If electronic files cannot or will not be made available in accordance with this section, solicitation documents

shall indicate such. [SIG-FUN]
[SIG-FUN]

Shop drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale, on sheets of uniform size, with a plan of each floor.

Shop drawings for fire alarm and emergency communications systems shall provide basic information and shall
provide the basis for the record (as-built) drawings required in accordance with 7.6.
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Shop drawings shall include the following information:

(1) Name of protected premises, owner, and occupant (where applicable)
(2) Name of installer or contractor
(3) Location of protected premises
(4) Device legend in accordance with NFPA 170,
(5) Date of issue and any revision dates

Floor plan drawings shall be drawn to an indicated scale and shall include the following information:
(1) Floor or level identification
(2) Point of compass (indication of North)
(3) Graphic scale
(4) All walls and doors
(5) All partitions extending to within 10 percent of the ceiling height (where applicable)
(6) Room and area descriptions
(7) System device/component locations
(8) Locations of fire alarm primary power connection(s)
(9) Locations of monitor/control interfaces to other systems
(10) System riser locations
(11) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(12) Type and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) used for each circuit
(13) Location of all supply and return air diffusers (where automatic detection is used)
(14) Identification of any ceiling over 10 feet in height where automatic fire detection is being proposed.
(15) Details of ceiling geometries, including beams and solid joists, where automatic fire detection is being proposed.
(16)* Acoustic properties of spaces with respect to speaker selection and placement to help ensure intelligibility can be

met where voice systems are to be installed.
Achieving intelligibility in certain spaces such as large open or hard surfaced spaces often requires

evaluation of the environmental acoustic properties. The burden of speech intelligibility is frequently placed on the
installing contractor. However, this contractor usually has no control over the architectural acoustic aspects of a space.
Speaker selection and/or placement frequently have limited effect in such spaces. Therefore, it is essential that the
architects and engineers account for the necessary acoustic treatments and intended speaker placement during the
physical design of the space. Acoustical treatments could include, but not be limited to sound baffles, sound absorption
materials, or other such physical treatments to a space. Voice delivery components such as speakers, amplifiers,
circuiting, etc. should not be considered acoustical treatments.

System riser diagrams shall be coordinated with the floor plans and shall include the following
information:

(1) General arrangement of the system in building cross-section
(2) Number of risers
(3) Type and number of circuits in each riser
(4) Type and number of system components/devices on each circuit, on each floor or level
(5) Type, and quantity of conductors and conduit (if used) for each circuit.

Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided for all control equipment (i.e., equipment
listed as either a control unit or control unit accessory), power supplies, battery chargers, and annunciators and shall
include the following information:

(1) Identification of the control equipment depicted
(2) Location(s)
(3) All field wiring terminals and terminal identifications
(4) All circuits connected to field wiring terminals and circuit identifications
(5) All indicators and manual controls, including the full text of all labels
(6) All field connections to supervising station signaling equipment, releasing equipment, and fire safety control

interfaces, where provided.
Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification

appliances, remote indicators, annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices.

An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with all shop drawings.
For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).

. System calculations shall be included with shop drawings as follows:
(1) Battery calculations
(2) Loop resistance calculations (if required)
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(3) Notification Appliance circuit voltage drop calculations
(4) Db loss calculations (Fiber optic cables)
(5) Other required calculations

[SIG-FUN]
The authority having jurisdiction shall be notified prior to installation or alteration of equipment or

wiring.
At the request of the authority having jurisdiction, complete information in accordance

with 7.4 (Shop Drawings) shall be submitted for approval. the annex material was inserted into the
body of the code in 7.4 Shop Drawings

Before requesting final approval of the installation, if required by the authority having jurisdiction,
the installing contractor shall furnish a written statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with
approved plans and tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA
requirements.

[SIG-FUN]
Record drawings shall consist of current updated design and shop drawings reflecting the actual installation of all

system equipment, components, and wiring.
Record drawings shall provide basic information and shall reflect the actual installation details in accordance with

7.4.3.
Floor plan drawings shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.4.
System riser diagrams shall include the most current installation details in accordance with 7.4.5.
Control unit wiring diagrams shall be provided and shall include the most current installation details in

accordance with 7.4.6.
Typical wiring diagrams shall be provided for all initiating devices, notification appliances, remote indicators,

annunciators, remote test stations, and end-of-line and power supervisory devices.
An input/output matrix of operation shall be provided with the record drawings to reflect actual programming at

the time of completion.
For an example of an input/output matrix of operation see A.14.6.2.4(9).

Initial calculations in accordance with 7.4.9 shall be provided depicting any changes due to installation
conditions.

Record drawings shall be turned over to the owner with a copy placed inside the documentation cabinet in
accordance with 7.9.2.

Record drawings shall include approval documentation resulting from variances, performance-based designs,
risk analyses, and other system variations.

It is imperative that the documentation required by this section is available for technicians so they will be able
to recognize variations of system configuration during acceptance, reacceptance, and periodic testing. It is also
necessary for enforcement personnel in order to prevent confusion when they could otherwise misidentify an approved
variation for being non-code compliant. This documentation is also necessary for those who might design additions or
modifications.

[SIG-FUN]
Before requesting final approval of the installation, the installing contractor shall furnish a written

statement stating that the system has been installed in accordance with approved plans and tested in accordance with
the manufacturer’s published instructions and the appropriate NFPA requirements. [

Every system shall include the following documentation, which shall be delivered to
the owner or the owner’s representative upon final acceptance of the system:

(1) An owner’s manual and manufacturer’s published instructions covering all system equipment, in accordance with
7.7.3.19

(2) Record (as-built) drawings in accordance with 7.6
(3) A completed record of completion form in accordance with 7.7.3

The record of completion form, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be permitted to be a part of the written statement required
in 7.7.1. When more than one contractor has been responsible for the installation, each contractor shall complete the
portions of the form for which that contractor had responsibility. [

Protected premises fire alarm systems are often installed under construction or remodeling contracts and
subsequently connected to a supervising station alarm system under a separate contract. All contractors should
complete the portions of the record of completion form for the portions
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of the connected systems for which they are responsible. Several partially completed forms might be accepted by the
authority having jurisdiction provided that all portions of the connected systems are covered in the set of forms.

The record of completion form, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be permitted to be a part of the documents that support the
requirements of 7.7.3.18.

The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.7.3.3, shall be the responsibility of the qualified and
experienced person in accordance with 10.4.2.

The preparation of a record of completion, Figure 7.7.3.3 shall be in accordance with 7.7.3.5 through 7.7.3.12.

The requirements of Chapter 14 should be used to perform the installation wiring and operational
acceptance tests required when completing the record of completion. The record of completion form can be used to
record decisions reached prior to installation regarding intended system type(s), circuit designations, device types,
notification appliance type, power sources, and the means of transmission to the supervising station. An example of a
completed record of completion form is shown in Figure A.7.7.3.3.

Parts 1 through 14 of the record of completion shall be completed after the system is installed and the
installation wiring has been checked.

Parts 15 and 16 of the record of completion shall be completed after the operational acceptance tests have
been completed.

A preliminary copy of the record of completion shall be given to the system owner and, if requested, to other
authorities having jurisdiction after completion of the installation wiring tests.

A final copy of the record of completion shall be provided after completion of the operational acceptance tests.

This copy of the record of completion shall be updated to reflect all system additions or modifications and
maintained in a current condition at all times.

A copy of the record of completion documents shall be maintained in a documentation cabinet in accordance
with 7.9.2.

All fire alarm and/or signaling system modifications made after the initial installation shall be recorded on a
revised version of the original completion documents.

The revised record of completion document shall include a revision date.
Where the original, or the latest overall system record of completion cannot be obtained, a new system

record of completion shall be provided that documents the system configuration as discovered during the current
project’s scope of work.

It is the intent that if an original or current record of completion is not available for the overall system, the
installer would provide a new record of completion that addresses items discovered about the system. The installer will
complete the respective sections related to the overall system that have been discovered under the current scope of
work. It is not the intent of this section to require an in-depth evaluation of an existing system solely for the purpose of
completing a system-wide record of completion.

A document containing the required elements of the Record
of Completion shall be permitted to be used as an alternative to the Record of Completion where the installed system
contains only certain elements found in the Record of Completion.

Where approved by the authority having jurisdiction, the Record of Completion shall be permitted to be filed
electronically instead of on paper. If filed electronically, the record of completion document shall be in a
format that cannot be modified and that has been approved by the AHJ.

With many software-based fire systems, a copy of the site-specific software is required to restore system
operation if a catastrophic system failure should occur. Without a back-up copy readily available on site, recovery of
system operation by authorized service personnel can be substantially delayed. The intent of this requirement is to
provide authorized service personnel with an on-site copy of the site-specific software. The on-site copy should provide
a means to recover the last installed and tested version of the site specific operation of the system. This typically would
be an electronic copy of the source files required to load an external programming device with the site-specific data.
This requirement does not extend to the system executive software, nor does it require that the external programmer
software if required be stored on site. It is intended that this copy of the software be an electronic version stored on a
non-rewritable media containing all of the file(s) or data necessary to restore the system and not just a printed version of
the operation stored on electronic media. One example of a non-rewritable media is a CD-R.

For software-based systems, a copy of the site-specific software shall be provided to the system owner or
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owner’s designated representative.

A copy of the site-specific software shall be stored on-site in nonvolatile, non-erasable, non-rewritable
memory.

The system owner shall be responsible for maintaining a copy of the site-specific software in accordance
with 9.1.4 for examination by any authority having jurisdiction.

Paper or electronic media shall be permitted.
Where required by the authority having jurisdiction, compliance of the

completed installation with the requirements of this Code, as implemented via the referring code(s), specifications,
and/or other criteria applicable to the specific installation, shall be certified by a qualified and impartial third-party
organization acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.

This section is intended to provide a basis for the authority having jurisdiction to require third-party
verification and certification that the authority having jurisdiction and the system owner can rely on to reasonably assure
that the fire alarm system installation complies with the applicable requirements. Where the installation is an extension,
modification, or reconfiguration of an existing system, the intent is that the verification be applicable only to the new work
and that reacceptance testing be acceptable.

Verification shall ensure that the installed system includes all components and functions, are installed and
operate as required, and shall meet the requirements of 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2, as applicable.

For supervising station systems, the verification, in addition to the requirements in 7.7.3.16.1, shall
ascertain proper arrangement, transmission, and receipt of all signals required to be transmitted off-premises and shall
meet the requirements of Sections 14.4.1 and 14.4.1.2 as applicable

Verification shall include written confirmation that any required corrective actions have been completed.

An owner’s manual shall contain the following documentation:
(1) A detailed narrative description of the system inputs, evacuation signaling, ancillary functions, annunciation,

intended sequence of operations, expansion capability, application considerations, and limitations
(2) A written sequence of operation for the system including an operational input/output matrix.
(3) Operator instructions for basic system operations, including alarm acknowledgment, system reset, interpretation of

system output (LEDs, CRT display, and printout), operation of manual evacuation signaling and ancillary function
controls, and change of printer paper

(4) A detailed description of routine maintenance and testing as required and recommended and as would be provided
under a maintenance contract, including testing and maintenance instructions for each type of device installed. This
information shall include the following:

(a) Listing of the individual system components that require periodic testing and maintenance
(b) Step-by-step instructions detailing the requisite testing and maintenance procedures, and the intervals at which

these procedures shall be performed, for each type of device installed
(c) A schedule that correlates the testing and maintenance procedures that are required by this section
(5) A service directory, including a list of names and telephone numbers of those who provide service for the system.

shall be provided in accordance with 14.6.2. [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 14.4.1.1. [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 14.4.1.2. [SIG-TMS]

shall be provided in accordance with Chapter 14 [SIG-TMS]
shall be provided in accordance with 10.19. [SIG-TMS]

[SIG-TMS]
[SIG-FUN]

A complete record of the tests and operations of each system shall be kept until the next test and for 1 year
thereafter unless more stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code.

The records shall be available for examination and, if required, reported to the authority having jurisdiction.
Archiving of records by any means shall be permitted if hard copies of the records can be provided promptly when
requested.

If off-premises monitoring is provided, records of all signals, tests, and operations recorded at the supervising
station including public emergency alarm reporting system shall be maintained for not less than 1 year unless more
stringent requirements are required elsewhere in this Code.

Documents regarding system design and function shall be maintained for the life of the system.
Revisions and alterations to systems shall be recorded and records maintained with the original system design

documents.
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System documents housed in the documentation cabinet required by 7.9.2.1 shall include the following, as

applicable:
(1) Record Drawings (as-builts) in accordance with 7.6
(2) Equipment technical data sheets
(3) Alternative means and methods, variances, appeals, and approvals, etc.
(4) Performance-based design documentation in accordance with 7.3.17
(4) Risk Analysis documentation in accordance with 7.3.16
(5) Emergency Response Plan in accordance with 7.3.18

[SIG-FUN]
With every new system or major renovation a documentation cabinet shall be installed adjacent to the main

system control unit.
Documentation shall be stored at the system control unit location in accordance with 7.9.2.1 or other approved

location at the protected premises.
The intent is that the documents should not be stored inside the control unit because control units are not

typically approved for the storage of combustible material.
Where not stored at the main system control unit, the location of these documents shall be identified at the

main system control unit.
The documentation cabinet shall be prominently labeled SYSTEM COMPLETION DOCUMENTS.

Documentation in accordance with 7.7 shall be housed in the document cabinet.
The documentation cabinet shall be sized to accommodate record drawings, product technical data sheets,

inspection records, software media, including future inspection and service reports.
The contents of the cabinet shall be accessible by authorized personnel only.
Unless approved otherwise by the authority having jurisdiction, the documentation cabinet shall be provided

with a lock keyed the same as the system control unit.
Emergency communications systems and fire alarm system record drawings and other related documentation

shall be permitted to be maintained together, including the appearance of both systems on the same drawings.
[SIG-FUN]

Security for systems documentation shall be determined by the stakeholders.
Where such documents cannot be protected from public access, it shall be permitted to remove sensitive

information from record documents provided the owner retains complete documentation that will be made accessible to
the authority having jurisdiction at an owner designated location.

It is recognized that there are circumstances in which the security and protection of some system documents
will require measures other than that prescribed in this Code. Since a common expectation of a mass notification system
is to function during security and/or terrorist events, it could be crucial that system design be protected. Where such
conditions have been identified, the stakeholders should clearly identify what and how system documents should be
maintained to satisfy the integrity of this section regarding reviews, future service, modifications, and system support.
Due to freedom of information laws allowing for public access to documents submitted to and retained by code officials,
it could be necessary for secure documents to be reviewed by code officials at alternate locations. Such conditions
should be identified by the stakeholders and discussed with the authorities having jurisdiction(s) in advance.

[SIG-FUN]
[SIG-TMS]

(DELETE CHAPTER 4 IN ITS ENTIRETY)
All system approvals and documentation shall comply with the minimum requirements of this chapter.
The intent of the code change is to ensure the information within this major code revision is technically

accurate and non-ambiguous for the user of the Code. Therefore the subject text that has been “struck-out” has been
deleted is because the information is either incomplete or not useful for the user of the Code. Also, the code change has
addressed several issues raised by the members of the SIG-FUN Technical Committee.  Lastly, new Chapter 4 is
deleted in its entirety because it is felt this material more appropriately belongs in a building code, fire code, or a design
specification and does not believe all these requirements are not necessary for all systems.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to  SIG-FUN, SIG-NAS, SIG-ECS, SIG-IDS and SIG-TMS for action on

sections with their respective scopes.]

See action on Comment 72-39 (Log #338b).

Affirmative: 25
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2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-46     Log #102a  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-59
Revise text as follows:

Add 7.2.2 - Deviations from the requirements of this section shall be listed in accordance with 7.3.8 by the system
designer. (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.3 redundant (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.7 as 7.3.8 addresses the issues (SIG-FUN)
change 7.3.11.3  - delete such information (SIG-FUN)
Add Preliminary documents...Delete 7.3.11.4 & 7.3.11.5.
Relocate 7.3.12-7.3.12.3 to a section titled installation & design in Chapter 18 as it is design not documentation.
(SIG-NAS)
Change 7.3.12.4 to 7.3.12 and restate as Intelligibility analysis and design documentation in accordance with18.4.6.4
shall be provided. (SIG-NAS)
Switch 7.3.11 in front of design documentation (SIG_FUN)
Add 7.3.17.5 Performance based design documentation for Mass Notification systems shall be provided based on
24.7.(SIG-FUN)
Suggest that 7.3.17 belongs to Sig-Fun?
Delete 7.3.18.4 as it is design related.  Move to chapter 24.  (SIG-ECS)
Move 7.7.3.16- 7.7.3.16.3 back to 10.18.2.4 and create a new heading Verification of Compliant Installation.   (SIG-FUN)
Modify 7.7.3.16.3 as follows: Any required corrective actions shall be completed.   (SIG-FUN)
Add new 7.7.3.16 When third party verification is required in accordance with 10.18.2.4 documentation shall be
provided.   (SIG-FUN)
Add 7.7.3.16 .1.  When corrective actions are required by 10.8.2.4.3. - Note need to quantify major renovation & location
documentation cabinet.   (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.10.2 through the end of the proposal. (SIG-TMS)
Please note figure 10.18.2.1.1 (record of Completion) be relocated as figure 7.7.3.3.

NEMA requests the proposal to be modified to the above text.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to SIG-FUN, SIG-ECS, SIG-TMS  and SIG-NAS for action on sections with

their respective scopes.]

The submitter has not provided technical substantiation to effect this change.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-50     Log #103a  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-75
Revise text as follows:

Add 7.2.2 - Deviations from the requirements of this section shall be listed in accordance with 7.3.8 by the system
designer. (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.3 redundant (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.3.7 as 7.3.8 addresses the issues (SIG-FUN)
change 7.3.11.3  - delete such information (SIG-FUN)
Add Preliminary documents...Delete 7.3.11.4 & 7.3.11.5.
Relocate 7.3.12-7.3.12.3 to a section titled installation & design in Chapter 18 as it is design not documentation.
(SIG-NAS)
Change 7.3.12.4 to 7.3.12 and restate as Intelligibility analysis and design documentation in accordance with18.4.6.4
shall be provided. (SIG-NAS)
Switch 7.3.11 in front of design documentation (SIG_FUN)
Add 7.3.17.5 Performance based design documentation for Mass Notification systems shall be provided based on
24.7.(SIG-FUN)
Suggest that 7.3.17 belongs to Sig-Fun?
Delete 7.3.18.4 as it is design related.  Move to chapter 24.  (SIG-ECS)
Move 7.7.3.16- 7.7.3.16.3 back to 10.18.2.4 and create a new heading Verification of Compliant Installation.   (SIG-FUN)
Modify 7.7.3.16.3 as follows: Any required corrective actions shall be completed.   (SIG-FUN)
Add new 7.7.3.16 When third party verification is required in accordance with 10.18.2.4 documentation shall be
provided.   (SIG-FUN)
Add 7.7.3.16 .1.  When corrective actions are required by 10.8.2.4.3. - Note need to quantify major renovation & location
documentation cabinet.   (SIG-FUN)
Delete 7.10.2 through the end of the proposal. (SIG-TMS)
Please note figure 10.18.2.1.1 (record of Completion) be relocated as figure 7.7.3.3.

NEMA requests the modification for chapter 8.
[Staff Note:  This comment has been sent to SIG-FUN, SIG-ECS, SIG-TMS  and SIG-NAS for action on sections with

their respective scopes.]

The submitter has not provided technical substantiation to effect this change.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-71a     Log #46a  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-97
The TCC directs that this proposal be referred to the SIG-ECS for information/comment with regard

to the identification of circuit disconnecting means for MNS and ECS and potential issues of security.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise the proposed wording of 10.5.5.2.2 to read as follows:
10.5.5.2.2 System circuit disconnecting means shall be permanently identified as to its purpose in accordance with the
following:

a) “FIRE ALARM CIRCUIT” for fire alarm systems
b) “EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS” for emergency communications systems
c) “FIRE ALARM/ECS” for combination fire alarm and emergency communications systems.

The committee accepts in principle the concept of circuit identification for MNS and ECS
systems.  However, because a MNS is an emergency communications system, it is not necessary to have disconnecting
means designations for both MNS and ECS.  In addition there are cases where a combination Fire and ECS system is
used.  A marking provision for these situations has been provided.

It is noted that the provisions of 110.22(A) of the NEC require identification of each disconnecting means.  The issue of
security is address through the requirement in 10.5.5.2.4 of NFPA 72 (as opposed to adding an allowance to have no
identification label).

The committee has deliberately not used the word "circuit" or "system" in the identification label.  These terms are
unnecessary and the proposed labels adequately describe the circuit/load.  It is suggested that the TCC consider
dropping the word "circuit" in 10.5.5.2.2(a) for consistency.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-234     Log #82a  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-259a
The TCC advises that this proposal is outside the scope of the SIG-HOU committee and

accordingly directs that the action on this proposal be reported as “Reject.”
The TCC makes reference to Proposal 72-537a (including the TCC Action) and directs that this Proposal 72-259 (Log

CP303] be referred to the SIG-NAS and SIG-ECS committees for correlation and action within the scope of their
committee.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-537a and Proposal 72-259.
The TC refers the TCC to the action on Proposal 72-353 which defers responsibility for Proposal 537a and Proposal

72-259 to Chapter 18.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-296     Log #27  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-326
The TCC makes reference to the request in the committee statement to forward this proposal to the

SIG-TMS committee.  The TCC advises that the subject is under the purview of the SIG-ECS committee (not SIG-TMS)
and directs that this proposal be referred to the SIG-ECS committee for action.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-326.
The TC refers the TCC to the action taken on Comment 72-316a (Log #CC103).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-297     Log #39  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-329
The TCC makes reference to the request in the committee statement and directs that this proposal

be referred to the SIG-ECS committee for action.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-329.
The TC refers the TCC to the action taken on Comment 72-305 (Log #215).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-297a     Log #CC106  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Emergency Communication Systems,

72-330
Revise text to read as follows;

Prerecorded (Digital) Voice and Audio Fire Alarm Systems using Tone Fire Alarm Systems.
The requirements of Section 23.10 shall apply to both audible (tone and prerecorded voice) and visible

notification appliance circuits.
Fire alarm systems used for partial evacuation and relocation shall be designed and installed such that attack

by fire within an evacuation signaling zone shall not impair control and operation of the notification appliances outside
the evacuation signaling zone. Performance features provided to ensure survivability shall be described and technical
justification provided in the documentation submitted to the authority having jurisdiction with the evaluation required in
23.4.3.1.

Speakers that transmit prerecorded voice and/or tone signals shall be permitted to be used as fire alarm
notification appliances.

As the TC discussed Comment 72-305 on Proposal 72-343, the submitter pointed out that Section
23.10 covers Pre-recorded Voice Fire Alarm Systems.  All voice related requirements, both live and pre-recorded,
belong in Chapter 24. The SIG-ECS TC requests the TCC revise 23.10 thru 23.10.3.

The TC requests that the TCC act on this TC Comment to correlate with Chapter 23.  The reason for the change is to
remove reference to pre-recorded voice that is already covered by Chapter 24.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-300     Log #48  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-337
The TCC advises that chapter scope and application statements are the responsibility of the TCC

and the TCC rejects the committee action.  The application section is intended specify the scope of the chapter and its
relationship to other chapters.  The proposed material appears to be better suited to be a subsection of 24.3 General,
perhaps under 24.3.6.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal with regard to
placement of this material.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Add new section and Annex material to read as follows:
Emergency communications used for mass notification shall be categorized into

layers and take in to consideration type of audience and reach as follows:
(1) Layer 1 relates to means of notification of occupants by systems/equipment installed inside a building and

controlled only by authorized users (In-Building ECS)
(2) Layer 2 relates to means of notification of occupants on the exterior of a building and controlled only by authorized

users (Wide-Area MNS)
(3) Layer 3 relates to means of notification of personnel through individual measures (Distributed Recipient MNS)
(4) Layer 4 relates to means of notification of personnel by public measures (Broadcast Radio, TV, etc.)

The layers can be used in combination. In all cases, the system design needs to follow the Risk Analysis and
be integrated into the Emergency Response Plan. Research has shown that more than one layer has been used to be
effective. Multiple layers provide an extra level of notification (a safety net).  The overall MNS application is likely to
exploit a number of public and individual systems or components that combine to produce a reliable and robust solution
to achieve emergency notification objectives.

Layer 1 could consist of elements such as:
· Emergency Voice/Alarm Communications Systems (EVACS)
· One-Way Voice Communication Systems (PA)
· Two-Way Voice Communication Systems
· Visible Notification Appliances
· Textual/Digital Signage/Displays
Layer 2 could consist of elements such as:
· Wide-Area outdoor Mass Notification Systems (MNS)
· High Power Speaker Arrays (HPSA)
Layer 3 could consist of elements such as:
· Short Message Service (SMS)
· Email
· Computer Pop-ups
· Smartphone Applications (Apps)
· Reverse 911/Automated Dialing
Layer 4 could consist of elements such as:
· Radio Broadcast (Satellite, AM/FM)
· Television Broadcast (Satellite, Digital)
· Location Specific Messages/Notifications
· Weather Radios
· Social Networks
Add to end of H.1.1 to read as follows:

, NFPA Research Foundation, 2007
The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-337.

As directed by the TCC, the TC modifies the text for clarity and relocates to 24.3.7.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-302     Log #136  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-351
Reconsider and delete the entire new proposed section 24.3.2 Microphone use, and return to

existing language and format.

24.3.2 Microphone Use.
24.3.2.1 All users of systems that have microphones for live voice announcements shall be provided with posted

instructions for using the microphone.
24.3.2.2* All systems listed after January 1, 2016, that have microphones for live voice announcements shall be

provided with one or more of the following:
1. A method for automatically electronically controlling the amplitude of the speaker¡¯s voice
2. Visual meters or indicators that provide indication of the level of audio being

The submitter’s substantiation deals with the ECS operator’s use of the microphone. By providing
meters or written instructions will not help the operator during an emergency. ECS do not typically have these features.
The effective use of the ECS needs to be provided through training. This would cause an undue cost to manufacturing
and listing activities.

Revise 24.3.2 and 24.3.2.1 to read as follows:
24.3.2 Microphone Use.
24.3.2.1 All users of systems that have microphones for live voice

announcements shall be provided with posted instructions for using the
microphone.

The TC reviews and reconsiders both the proposal and comment.  The TC accepts inclusion
of 24.3.2 and 24.3.2.1 as this adds value to system operation.

The TC does not accept the remainder of Proposal 72-351.  The TC does not believe that the meters serve any
worthwhile purpose.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-303     Log #397  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel P. Finnegan, Siemens Industry, Inc.

72-351
Reconsider and delete the entire new proposed section 24.3.2 Microphone use, and return to

existing language and format.

24.3.2 Microphone Use.
24.3.2.1 All users of systems that have microphones for live voice announcements shall be provided with posted

instructions for using the microphone.
24.3.2.2* All systems listed after January 1, 2016, that have microphones for live voice announcements shall be

provided with one or more of the following:
1. A method for automatically electronically controlling the amplitude of the speaker¡¯s voice
2. Visual meters or indicators that provide indication of the level of audio being

The submitter’s substantiation deals with the ECS operator’s use of the microphone. By providing
meters or written instructions will not help the operator during an emergency. ECS do not typically have these features.
The effective use of the ECS needs to be provided through training. This would cause an undue cost to manufacturing
and listing activities.

See action on Comment 72-302 (Log #136).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-304     Log #216  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

72-343, 72-346, 72-348
Insert new 24.3.5.3 as follows and renumber subsequent sections accordingly:

Pathway survivability levels for systems employing relocation of partial evacuation, two-way in-building wire
emergency communication systems, and area of refuge emergency communication systems shall be permitted to be
determined via a risk analysis.

Relocate annex text associated with existing A.24.3.5.3 to new A.24.3.5.3.
A risk analysis is permitted to be used for many situations in Chapter 24, including in-building and wide

area mass notification systems, central command station emergency communication systems and system response
priorities, including prioritization of MNS messages over fire alarm evacuation. In addition, 24.4.1.8.4.7 already permits
the requirements within paragraphs 24.4.1.8 through 24.4.1.8.4.6 to apply when relocation or partial evacuation is
required for a non-fire emergency so long as it’s identified and required by a risk analysis. Finally, a risk analysis is
already permitted, albeit tacitly and not enforceable, by existing annex text. Given the substantial information,
assessment and documentation required in preparing a risk analysis (see proposed new A.24.3.10 per ROP-377), it’s
time to bring this requirement into the body of the standard and afford the same (risk analysis) approach to systems
employing relocation of partial evacuation, two-way in-building wire emergency communication systems, and area of
refuge emergency communication systems where warranted and substantiated by the risk analysis. For example, it
makes sense to conduct a risk analysis where the requirements for pathway survivability exceed that of the building
itself. This has been a very contentious issue among committee members that has been debated a number of times in
the committee’s short history of existence. I believe the division can be alleviated by accepting this compromise
proposal, given the default requirements for pathway level 2 remains should a risk analysis not be conducted.

The risk analysis referred to is intended for MNS and not for systems employing relocation or
partial evacuation, two-way in-building wired emergency communications systems, and area of refuge emergency
communications systems.  There are other means or alternatives presently permitted by the Code (see 12.4.3(4)).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

DAFIN, J.:  The risk analysis is a reasonable compromise to permit other than Pathway Level 2 or 3 where the risk
analysis warranted it.  Despite the committee statement, existing annex language in A.24.3.5.3, a risk analysis can
already be used to permit Level 0 or 1 Pahtway survivability.
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72-305     Log #215  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

72-343
Accept original proposal as follows:

24.3.5.4.1 For systems employing relocation or partial evacuation, a Level 1, 2 or Level 3 pathway survivability shall be
required.

Considering the content in and number of explanations of negative, it’s clear that this is a divisive topic
that warrants consideration. I believe adding the option for pathway level 1 as the minimum acceptable pathway level
truly addresses the benefits and reliability of sprinkler protection which was noted as a concern in the committee
statement and gets back to what was previously permitted by NFPA 72 prior to the 2010 edition. There hasn’t been any
evidence that increasing the protection level to “pathway level 2” has provided additional protection that wasn’t already
present where “pathway level 1” (sprinklers in conduit) was previously provided (Note: pathway levels were not defined
in editions prior to 2010, but those edition did include their respective performance criteria). Without such evidence, it’s
difficult to substantiate a “higher” pathway level. Again, it’s important to point out that relocation during a fire is permitted
by both Chapters 23 and 24, the difference being that Chapter 24 applies to live voice, while Chapter 23 applies to
pre-recorded voice. Chapter 23 (SIG-PRO) does not require any particular pathway level for pre-recorded voice systems
employing relocation and defers to performance criteria (see 23.10). However, Chapter 24 (SIG-ECS) prescriptively
requires specific pathway levels for voice systems employing relocation, though non-enforceable annex language
appears to permit a “reduction” in pathway levels provided a risk analysis is performed. Contrary to what’s in the
committee statement to reject the original proposal, one cannot use paragraph 23.10.2 as a means for determining the
pathway level for systems employing live voice for relocation as paragraph 23.10.2 applies only to prerecorded voice
(and tone) systems. Hence, the committee really needs more substantiation for staying with the requirement for pathway
level 2 or 3. Note: I have submitted another comment that uses a risk anaIysis as the means for determining pathway
levels but prefer this comment since risk analyses aren’t typically required for ordinary voice evacuation communication
systems.

The TC upholds its action on Proposal 72-343.
It is crucial that the pathways used for systems employing relocation or partial evacuation be particularly robust for an

extended period of time.  There is no assurance that sprinklers will be located in the area of the riser(s), therefore it is
critical that protection be afforded to these circuits.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

DAFIN, J.:  Per language in the existing annex, there are situations where Pathway Level 1 is acceptable (per risk
analysis).

LACEY, S.:  As I read this section of code, the Level 2 or 3 protection is required to be maintained throughout the
entire "in-building fire emergency voice communication system" (which includes speakers, speaker/strobes, junction
boxes, etc.), and all must achieve 2-hour protection per 12.4.3.  However, I do not know of a speaker or speaker/strobe
out there that has a two hour rating.  Let alone a junction box to contain the splice the speaker is mounted to.  Also, the
CI cable manufacturer such as Beldon does not allow splices as only the wire achieves 2-hr rating, not any splices.  As
such, the code currently requires the ENTIRE system to achieve Level 2, 2-hour protection.  Is this possible?   Why
require what can not be achieved, or am I missing something? The current language does not work.  Suggest removing
current language and keeping it simple with 24.4.1.8.4.1.  Also reference 24.4.1.8.4.6 which is consistent with intent of
protecting junction boxes, but is not achievable without 2-hr listed boxes, speakers, etc.   Would request that the TCC
look really close at this issue for practical application between chapters.  It is no longer an issue of providing a 2-hour
circuit to a notification zone, but the entire system.
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72-306     Log #217  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

72-346
Accept original proposal as follows:

24.3.5.7 Two-way in-building wired emergency communications systems shall have a pathway survivability of Level 1,
2 or Level 3.

Considering the content in and number of explanations of negative, it’s clear that this is a divisive topic
that warrants consideration. I believe adding the option for pathway level 1 as the minimum acceptable pathway level
truly addresses the benefits and reliability of sprinkler protection which was noted as a concern in the committee
statement. It’s ironic that two-way in-building wired communication systems potentially can have a “higher” pathway
level requirement than mass notification systems, since the latter requirement is based upon a risk analysis, rather than
a prescriptive requirement. Conversely, two way elevator communication systems, even for those involving occupant
controlled evacuation, are permitted to use pathway level 0 per 24.3.5.10. Two-way in-building wired communication
systems were not addressed in NFPA 72 prior to the 2010 edition so there’s no history of problems associated with the
various pathway levels. Hence, it’s inconclusive whether increasing the protection level to “pathway level 2” has
provided additional protection that isn’t already present with “pathway level 1” (sprinklers in conduit). Without such
evidence, it’s difficult to substantiate a “higher” pathway level. Regarding the reference to paragraph 23.10.2 in the
committee statement to reject the original proposal, this section is not applicable to two-way in-building wired
communication systems. Hence, the committee really needs more substantiation for staying with the requirement for
pathway level 2 or 3. Note: I have submitted another comment that uses a risk anaIysis as the means for determining
pathway levels but prefer this comment since risk analyses aren’t typically required for two-way in-building wired
communication systems.

The TC upholds its action on Proposal 72-346.
It is crucial that the pathways used for two-way wired communications systems be particularly robust for an extended

period of time.  There is no assurance that sprinklers will be located in the area of the riser(s), therefore it is critical that
protection be afforded to these circuits.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 2
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

DAFIN, J.:  If in-building MNS systems are permitted to be Pathway Level 0 or greater, then wired ECS systems should
be permitted to be Pathway Level 1 as determined by the risk analysis.

LACEY, S.:  Support the original substantiation.  This is a current problem in that only the wire in conduit achieves
2-hour.  CI cable can not be spliced and must be pulled continuous to a 2-hour location or a 2-hour enclosure (junction
box and jack).  Every time there is a junction box or fire phone jack that is not within a 2-hour enclosure the circuit
violates this code.  The code currently and is going to continue to require a fireman's phone jack to be listed for 2-hours
or be inside a 2-hour elevator lobby that the building code only requires 1-hour protection.  I support that sprinklers in an
NFPA 13 compliant installation should be recognized unless someone can show past history to justify such an
unpractical task.
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72-307     Log #3  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Daniel, The Jack Daniel Company

Revise text to read as follows:
Where a two-way radio communications enhancement system, exclusive of the antennae, is used in lieu of

a two-way in-building wired emergency communications system, it shall have a pathway survivability of Level 2 or Level
3. acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction until such time appropriate 2 hour rated cables are available. When
appropriate 2 hour rated coaxial cables or fiber optic cables are available a survivability of Level 2 or Level 3 is
mandatory.

Example redundant radio frequency coverage design that maybe used so long as 2 hour rated cables are
not available, subject to the approval of the authority having jurisdiction;

1. The distributed antenna system will consist of a vertical coaxial cable (riser) with multiple horizontal coaxial cables
(feeders) that connect to antennas on a floor, as required to meet the levels will be required to achieve the redundancy
level detailed in 4, below.

2. The feeder coaxial cables shall be rated as plenum cables. The feeder cables must be connected to the riser coaxial
cable using hybrid coupler devices of a value determined by the overall design. These couplers will act as defective
feeder cable isolators to the main riser coaxial cable system. In other words, a failure of feeder cables will not cause
catastrophic failure of the ECS.

3. Riser coaxial cables shall be rated as riser cables and shall be routed through a 2 hour rated passageway, such as
may exist in stairwells. The connection between the riser and feeder coaxial cables shall be made within the 2 hour
rated area and passage of the feeder cable in and out of the 2 hour rated area shall be fire stopped to 2 hour ratings.

4. Redundancy is achieved when radio signals from adjacent floors above and from floors below maintain the minimum
signal level in Sections 25.5.2.3.1 and 25.5.2.3.2. The antennas and levels on floors above and below a given floor shall
be spaced and adjusted accordingly. The intent is should the feeder cable on a specific floor becomes inoperable,
sufficient signal strength from both the floor(s) above and the floors below will be adequate to maintain radio
communication in areas of refuge. In this configuration it would take the loss of communications of three adjacent floors
to cause a loss of communications to an area of refuge located on the floor in the middle of the three floors. For
example, a floor-to-floor loss of -6 dB of the floor above the selected floor would require the radio frequency level in both
floors to raised 10 dB more than the levels prescribed in Sections 25.5.2.3.1 and 24.5.2.3.2. The same calculations and
adjustments are required between the selected floor and the floor beneath it.

5. It is important to understanding radio communications redundancy is only required in areas of refuge as defined in
A.24.5.3, however complete coverage of each floor is recommended.

Survivability levels 2 and 3 require 2 hour rated cables. Extensive searches and discussions with cable
manufacturers have not been able to identify a source of appropriate 2 hour rated coaxial or fiber cables.

Coaxial cables: Small 75 ohm coaxial cables for security cameras exist but is not adaptable to distributed antenna
systems operating much higher radio frequencies. Coaxial cable with characteristics similar to low loss 50 ohm, 1/2

diameter, coaxial cables, now available in plenum and riser ratings, is required. Past installations have used these
plenum and riser rated coaxial cables prior to this code.

The fiber component of fiber optic cables melts at temperatures well below the 1825°F test specification.
Using 2 hour rated cable enclosures throughout each floor of most structures is impractical, especially when added to

existing structures.
Life safety requirements are understood and advanced engineering practices can provide communications redundancy

that is independent of individual floor feeder coaxial cables. This may be described in new appendix A.24.5.3.2 or
elsewhere.

Revise text to read as follows:
24.3.5.8.1* Where a two-way radio communications enhancement system, exclusive of the antennae, is used in lieu of

a two-way in-building wired emergency communications system, it shall have a pathway survivability of Level 1, of Level
2 or Level 3.

Exception: Where leaky feeder cable is utilized as the antenna, it shall not be required to be installed in metal raceway.
A.24.3.5.8.1 Extensive searches and discussions with cable manufacturers have not been able to identify a source of

listed 2 hour rated coaxial or fiber cables. Listed fire rated 75 ohm coaxial cables for security cameras exist but are not
adaptable to distributed antenna systems operating at much higher radio frequencies. Coaxial cable with characteristics
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similar to low loss 50 ohm, 1/2 in. (13 mm) diameter, coaxial cables, are available in plenum and riser ratings. Past
installations have used these plenum and riser rated coaxial cables prior to this Code.

The fiber component of fiber optic cables melts at temperatures well below the 1825°F (996°C) test specification for 
listed 2 hour cable.

Using 2 hour rated cable enclosures throughout each floor of most structures is impractical, especially when added to
existing structures.

24.3.5.8.1.1 The feeder and riser coaxial cables shall be rated as plenum cables.
24.3.5.8.1.2 The feeder coaxial cables must be connected to the riser coaxial cable using hybrid coupler devices of a

value determined by the overall design.
24.3.5.8.3* Riser coaxial cables shall be rated as riser cables and routed through a 2 hour rated enclosure.
A.24.3.5.8.3 Examples of 2 hour rated enclosures could include stairwells and elevator hoistways for first responders

use elevators.
24.3.5.8.4 The connection between the riser and feeder coaxial cables shall be made within the 2 hour rated enclosure

and passage of the feeder cable in and out of the 2 hour rated enclosure be fire stopped to 2 hour ratings.
The TC notes that the submitter intends to reference to Proposal 72-341.

The TC notes that the submitter provided text for 24.3.5.8.1 that is unenforceable.  The TC edits to ensure
enforceability.

The TC does not agree with all of the annex material provided by the submitter.  The TC also notes that the submitter
referred to A.24.5.3.2 rather than A.24.3.5.8.1.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-308     Log #218  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

72-348
Accept original proposal as follows:

24.3.5.7 Area of refuge emergency communications systems shall have a pathway survivability of Level 1, 2 or Level 3.
Considering the content in and number of explanations of negative, it’s clear that this is a divisive topic

that warrants consideration. I believe adding the option for pathway level 1 as the minimum acceptable pathway level
truly addresses the benefits and reliability of sprinkler protection which was noted as a concern in the committee
statement. It’s ironic that area of refuge communication systems potentially can have a “higher” pathway level
requirement than mass notification systems and for systems used for occupant controlled evacuations, since the two
latter requirements are based upon a risk analysis, rather than a prescriptive requirement. Area of refuge
communication systems were not addressed in NFPA 72 prior to the 2010 edition so there’s no history of problems
associated with the various pathway levels. Hence, it’s inconclusive whether increasing the protection level to “pathway
level 2” has provided additional protection that isn’t already present with “pathway level 1” (sprinklers in conduit).
Without such evidence, it’s difficult to substantiate a “higher” pathway level. Regarding the reference to paragraph
23.10.2 in the committee statement to reject the original proposal, this section is not applicable to area of refuge
communication systems. Hence, the committee really needs more substantiation for staying with the requirement for
pathway level 2 or 3. Note: I have submitted another comment that uses a risk anaIysis as the means for determining
pathway levels but prefer this comment since risk analyses aren’t typically required area of refuge communication
systems.

The TC upholds its action on Proposal 72-348.
It is crucial that the pathways used for area of refuge emergency communications systems be particularly robust for an

extended period of time.  There is no assurance that sprinklers will be located in the area of the riser(s), therefore it is
critical that protection be afforded to these circuits.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 2
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

DAFIN, J.:  Area of refuge ECS systems should permit Level 1 Pathway survivability level in addition to Level 2 or 3.
LACEY, S.:  I support the original substantiation and comment.  In order to maintain a 2-hour level of protection the TC

is requiring that the area of refuge station (speaker, microphone, switch, wall plate, lamp, or whatever) that is used for
communication have a 2-hour rating. Not just the circuit, but the equipment is also required to have the same rating to
maintain the integrity.  Also,CI cable looses its rating once it is spliced.  Or the TC is requiring that all area of refuge
locations be in a 2-hour enclosure which is beyond IBC and LSC requirements.  I would expect that this Level 2
protection be the same as required by 24.4.1.8.4.6 since the same argument is being made for Level 2.  This is not
practical.   Traditional relocation required FA circuits to be Level 2 to the respective notification zone.  However, area of
refuge system would not be on such a zoned system.  What is being mandated is not possible with any current
equipment unless in a 2-hour location. Also, I understand that many current area of refuge systems utilize CAT5 cable,
not fire alarm cable. Big change.  Is it justified?  There needs to be an in between and not one extreme of CAT5 to
2-hour.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-309     Log #210  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

72-348
Delete 24.3.5.9.1 and 24.3.5.10.

Area of refuge emergency communications systems shall have a pathway survivability of Level 2 or Level 3.
Elevator emergency communications systems shall have a pathway survivability of Level 0, Level 1, Level 2,

or Level 3.
These sections aren’t needed as both are considered two-way in-building communication systems and

thus fall under the pathway level requirements of 24.3.5.7. The sections should be removed to reduce the potential for
potential conflicts between requirements.

The TC upholds its action on Proposal 72-348.
It is crucial that the pathways used for area of refuge emergency communications systems be particularly robust for an

extended period of time.  There is no assurance that sprinklers will be located in the area of the riser(s), therefore it is
critical that protection be afforded to these circuits.

Area of refuge emergency communications and elevator communications systems serve occupants and not the fire
service.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

DAFIN, J.:  I agree with the submitter’s justification that these sections are not needed since they both are considered
two-way in building emergency communication systems and thus are covered by pathway level requirements of
24.3.5.7.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-310     Log #75  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-349a
The TCC advises that chapter scope and application statements are the responsibility of the TCC

and the TCC rejects the committee action.  Also refer to the TCC Action on Proposal 72-337.   The TCC directs the
committee to reconsider the action on this proposal with regard to the placement of this material.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise 24.3.6* to remain 24.3.6* and A.24.3.6 to remain A.24.3.6.
The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review and relocate the text.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-311     Log #289  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-351
Revise text to read as follows:

Agree with original submittal – see substantiation comment below.
The majority of voice announcements during an emergency will be by trained emergency personnel

responding to the incident and not be untrained novices.  Such persons should be in the process of evacuating a
building and not attempting to perform functions for which they were not previously trained.  We support the addition of a
sound level meter to better help the emergency forces personnel visually see an indication of how their announcements
will be coming through over the speaker system.

See action on Comment 72-302 (Log #136).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-312     Log #77  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-353a
The TCC advises that the instruction for change is not clear with regard to the intended content and

organization of 24.4.1.1 (material from 24.4.2.17 or new 24.4.1.1 text in the proposal recommendation, or both) and
related annex material (material from A.24.4.2.17 or new A.24.4.1.1 or both).  The TCC directs the committee to
reconsider the action on this proposal to provide clarity.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-353a.
See action on Comment 72-312a (Log #CC100).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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72-312a     Log #CC100  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Emergency Communication Systems,

72-353a
Change the original Proposal 72-353a 24.4.1.1.1 and A.24.4.1.1.1 to read as follows:

24.4.1.1.1 A message template shall be developed for each message required in 24.4.1.1.
(renumber balance)
A.24.4.1.1.1 A well-crafted, evidence-based message (incentive to response) with content that includes the following:
- What: Guidance on what people should do
- When: An idea of when they need to act
- Where: Description of the location of the risk of hazard (who should be taking action and who should not be)
- Why: Information on the hazard and danger/consequences
- Who: The name of the source of the warning (who is giving it)
Warning style is also crucial and should be specific, consistent, certain, clear, and accurate with attention paid to the

frequency - the more it is repeated, the better.
Heading to H.1.2.15 to read as follows:
H.1.2.15 References to A.24.4.1.1.
Renumber remaining sections.

The TC clarifies the numbering sequence and adds a heading to the annex reference.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-313     Log #184  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Adams,

72-354
Revise text to read as follows:

When the monitoring location is constantly attended by trained operators, and operator acknowledgment of
receipt of a fire alarm or other emergency signal is received within 30 seconds, automatic response shall not be
required, where approved by the AHJ.

There are instances when a 30 second acknowledged may be necessary when determined by the
AHJ. The proposed text gives that latitude to the AHJ when it is needed.

The TC upholds its action on Proposal 72-354.
The submitter has not provided technical

substantiation for the change. The TC believes the permissive language should
remain.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-314     Log #264  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Lacey, Lacey Fire Protection Engineering

72-361, 72-396
Revise text as follows:

Insert new paragraph at this location and renumber remaining. (numbering used matches committee draft doc)
or any control location (LOCs and the ACU) it shall be permitted that the system status be annunciated

and that such location display the status of other control locations. This includes indication of which location is currently
in control of system operations.

It is recognized that there could be benefit for users at LOCs or at the ACU to identify which specific
location is currently in control. This could be indicated through visual means or through an audible location code.

This could be especially useful for emergency responders utilizing the ACU to know which remote locations may be in
control. The committee wants to permit such features for systems that could benefit while not making it a mandatory
requirement for all systems. If incorporated into a system, such features may need to be enabled or disabled by
authorized personnel or upon findings of the risk analysis.

The committee recognized that there could be benefit to the submitter's proposals. However, there were
concerns about implementing using mandatory language. There were concerns due to current equipment limitations and
potential findings of the risk analysis. As such, a task group was formed to further consider the proposal. The task
group hereby proposes language that will permit the feature and hopefully encourage manufacturers to evaluate and
incorporate such functions in future systems.

Revise text to read as follows:
24.4.2.4.5* Any ACU shall provide a control status of all interconnected LOC’s.
Add new Annex text to read as follows:
A.24.4.2.4.5 It is recognized that there can be benefit for users at the ACU to identify which specific location is currently

in control. This can be indicated through visual means or through an audible location code. This can be especially useful
for emergency responders utilizing the ACU to know which remote location is in control. If incorporated into a system,
such features can be enabled or disabled by authorized personnel or as directed through the risk analysis.

Control status should be simple and is not required to be annunciated at the LOCs.  This will
add confusion to the user and could complicate and delay response.  This information is very important at the ACU.

The submitter's text is edited for clarity and to comply with the MOS.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

LACEY, S.:  If the TC is going to mandate the control status of all LOC's be indicated on ACU then the TC needs to
define what "Control Status" is.  Too vague. Monitor for trouble, microphone use, message activation??? Proposal
permitted the functions rather than mandated which allowed flexibility for manufacturers to accommodate as systems
evolve.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-315     Log #22  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-363
The TCC advises that by splitting the existing text into two paragraphs the context of the first

paragraph has been lost.  Without this context and using the word "automatically" a fire alarm system would not be
permitted to be programmed to override MNS.  The TCC directs that the action on this proposal be reconsidered.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise text to read as follows:
Priority of mass notification messages over fire alarm evacuation shall be permitted when evaluated by the

stakeholders through a risk analysis in accordance with 24.4.2.2.
When the fire alarm system has been activated, and mass notification has been given priority over the fire

alarm system, an audible and distinctive visible indication shall be provided at the building fire alarm control unit to
indicate MNS is active.

It shall not be required to transmit this condition to a supervising station.
The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to reconsider Proposal 72-363.

The TC reviews the text of Section 24.4.1.7 and changes the paragraph order for clarity.  The TC also edits the text of
24.4.1.7.3 for specificity and reconsideration as directed by the TCC.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-316     Log #386  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-364
Revise text to read as follows:

Where provided, speakers in each enclosed stairway, each exit passageway, and each group of elevator
cars within a common shaft hositway shall be connected to a separate notification zones for manual paging only.

The intent of this code change is editorial only.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

LACEY, S.:  The current section cited in 2010 edition does not include passageways or elevators as part of the
sentence.  Also see comment to 72-316a.  The language in the comment is not what is currently in the code as implied.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-316a     Log #CC103  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Emergency Communication Systems,

72-326
Add new text to read as follows:

The evacuation signal shall not operate in elevator cars, exit stair enclosures and exit passageways.
Manually activated speakers shall be permitted in exit stair enclosures and exit passageways in buildings

that have Emergency Voice/Alarm Communications Systems in accordance with Section 24.4.1.
As directed by the TCC in Comment 72-296, the TC reviews Proposal 72-326 and rejects the

submitter's proposed changes.
However, the TC deems the changes made in this proposal reflect the TC's intent regarding speaker placement in

elevator cars, exit stair enclosures and exit passageways.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

LACEY, S.:  Numerous issues.  Do not support prohibiting automatic tones from exit passageways.  Passageways
could be hundreds of feet long and the project should dictate what is needed, not the TC or a Nevada code.  This criteria
is outside criteria of nationally adopted IBC.  Also, this comment prevents evacuation tone, but would allow MNS tones
and messages which may be delivered over the same speakers (Can this be controlled?)  This comment also prohibits
the use of manual activation in the elevators which the 2009 IBC 907.5.2.2 requires.  Depending on the input to fire
alarm system, the system may have a partial or total evacuation.  This sequence should be left up to the designer and
not the committee or the Nevada code.  If there are concerns for devices in these locations than educate users on
concerns in annex, do not dictate their design for all buildings.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-316b     Log #CC107  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Emergency Communication Systems,

72-370
Revise text to read as follows:

Control units installed as part of a mass notification system shall be in compliance with this Code and
applicable standards such as ANSI/UL 864, or
ANSI/UL 2017, or ANSI/UL 2572 Control and
Communication Units for Mass Notification Systems.

The TC edits UL 2572 with the knowledge that the document is completed and the title is changed.
The TC edits 24.4.2.1.3 accordingly.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-317     Log #63  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-377
The TCC advises that the instructions for change with regard to “new 24.7,” and existing 24.7 are

not clear. [At issue is the intended organization of the new 24.7 and remaining paragraphs of existing 24.7, including
related annex material.] The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to provide clarity.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

1) Revise 24.7.6 of the code as modified by the committee action on Proposal 72-377 as follows [revisions are shown
relative to the text as it would appear (clean) after making the changes shown by the committee action on Proposal
72-377]:

****Insert Include 72-L63_Rec_1  here ****

2) Revise 24.3.7 of the committee action on on Proposal 72-377 (renumbered as 24.3.10 due to the action on other
proposals) as follows [revisions are shown relative to the text as it would appear (clean) after making the changes
shown by the committee action on Proposal 72-377]:

****Insert Include 72-3L63_rec_2 here ***

3) Include the risk analysis checklist provided as part of the committee action on Proposal 72-377 as additional annex
material for A.24.3.7 (renumbered as A.24.3.10) with the following introductory text:
Refer to Figure A.24.3.10, Risk Analysis Checklist.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-377.
The TC edits section 24.7 for clarity as directed.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-318     Log #78  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-378a
The TCC questions whether the term “visual” is intended versus “visible” and directs the committee

to reconsider the action on this proposal.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

In 24.4.2.4.9, change "visual" to "visible" in two locations.
The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-378a.

The TC changes "visual" to "visible" in two locations.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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24.7.6 Performance Criteria. 
24.7.6.1 General. All designs shall meet the goals and objectives 
specified in 24.7.1 and shall be considered equivalent, provided that the 
performance criterion in 24.7.6.2 is met, the design team concurs with 
the design, and the risk analysis considers the following factors: 
(1) Number of persons to be notified 
(2) Occupancy characteristics 
(3) Anticipated threat 
(4) Staff capabilities 
(5) Coordination with the emergency response plan 
24.7.6.2 Performance Criterion. The performance criterion shall 
include timely and accurate notification of all persons within the 
boundaries of the mass notification system in a medium to which they 
can respond when given directions by responding entities. 
24.7.6.3* Design Team. The design team shall be comprised of the 
design professional, the owner or owner’s representative, representatives 
of the authority having jurisdiction, and representatives of the 
responding entities. 
24.7.7 [Title and Organization Not Clear]. [ROP-377] 
24.7.6.47.1 Risk Analysis The design of the mass notification system 
shall be based upon a risk analysis prepared in accordance with Section 
24.3.107 specific to the nature and anticipated risks of each facility for 
which it is designed. 
24.7.7.2 The design of the mass notification system shall include 
the preparation of a design brief that is prepared utilizing 
recognized performance-based design practices. 
[ROP-377] 
24.7.6.57.3 Operational Status and System Effectiveness. The 
performance of the system shall reflect the documented performance 
and reliability of the components of those systems or features, unless 
design specifications are incorporated to modify the expected 
performance. 
24.7.6.5.17.3.1 Staff Assistance. The inclusion of trained employees 
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as part of the mass notification system shall be identified and 
documented. 
24.7.6.5.27.3.2 Emergency Response Personnel. The design shall 
consider the characteristics or other conditions related to the availability, 
speed of response, effectiveness, roles, and other characteristics of 
emergency response personnel. 
24.7.6.68* Design Brief. The design of the mass notification system 
shall include the preparation of a design brief that is prepared utilizing 
recognized performance-based design practices. 
 
24.7.6.6.18.1 Clear Statement. Design specifications and briefs used in 
the performance-based design shall be clearly stated and shown to be 
realistic and sustainable. 
24.7.6.6.28.2 Testing. Specific testing requirements that are necessary 
to maintain reliable performance shall be stated in the design brief. 
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24.3.10* Risk Analysis for Mass Notification Systems. [ROP- 
377] 
24.3.10.1* Each application of a mass notification system shall 
be specific to the nature and anticipated risks of each facility 
for which it is designed. [ROP-377] 
24.3.10.2 The designer shall consider both fire and non-fire 
emergencies when determining risk tolerances for survivability 
for the mass notification system. [ROP-377] 
24.3.10.3 Performance-based design and the risk analysis 
shall be applied in accordance with Section 24.7. [ROP-377] 
24.3.10.4 The risk analysis shall consider the number of persons, 
type of occupancy, and perceived peril to occupants. 
[ROP-377] 
24.3.10.5 Number of Persons. The analysis shall be based on 
the maximum occupant load calculation for every occupiable 
room, building, area, space, campus, or region is expected to 
contain. [ROP-359, ROP-377] 
24.3.10.6 Occupancy Characteristics shall comply with 
24.3.10.6.1 and 24.3.10.6.2.[ROP-377] 
24.3.10.6.1 The risk analysis shall consider characteristics of 
the buildings, areas, spaces, campuses or regions, equipment, 
and operations that are not inherent in the design specifications. 
24.3.10.6.2 Those elements that are not inherent in the design 
specifications, but that affect occupant behavior or the 
rate of hazard development, shall be explicitly identified and 
included in the risk analysis. 
24.3.10.7 Anticipated Threat. The risk analysis shall consider 
the following types of potential events. The list is not all 
inclusive but reflects the general categories that shall be 
considered in the risk analysis. 
(1) Natural Hazards - Geological Events 
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(2) Natural Hazards - Meteorological Events 
 (3) Natural Hazards - Biological Events 
(4) Human Caused - Accidental Events 
(5) Human Caused - Intentional Events 
(6) Technological - Caused Events 
[ROP-377] 
24.3.10.8 Extent of Notification. The risk analysis shall include 
a review of the extent to which occupants and personnel 
are notified, based on the anticipated event (potential hazard). 
[ROP-377] 
24.3.10.9 The risk analysis shall be used as the basis for 
development of the ECS provisions of the facility emergency 
response plan. [ROP-377] 
24.3.11* Emergency Response Plan Elements. A well-defined 
emergency response plan shall be developed in accordance 
with NFPA 1600, Standard on Disaster/Emergency 
Management and Business Continuity Programs, and NFPA 
1620, Standard for Pre-Incident Planning, as part of the design 
and implementation of a mass notification system. [ROP-377] 
A.24.3.10.1 Although this chapter outlines some specific criteria 
and/or limitations, each application should be based on 
recognized performance-based design practices and the 
emergency response plan developed for the specific facility. 
Refer also to the risk analysis information found in 24.7.7. 
[ROP-377] 
 
A.24.3.10 There are many credible risk assessment 
methodologies that can be utilized and/or referenced in 
conducting the risk assessment required in 24.3.107, some of 
which are listed below: 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-319     Log #290  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-428
Revise text to read as follows:

System design shall incorporate designation of acoustically distinguishable spaces (ADS) within the occupied any
occupiable areas as required in Chapter 18.

The term “occupied occupiable” area is confusing.  What if an area that is “occupiable” is not
“occupied” at the time?  Therefore shall the system design exclude any type of protection in these areas?  Any area that
can be considered to be occupiable at some point in time shall be included in the system design.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-320     Log #44  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-381
The TCC directs that the action on Proposal 72-381 be reconsidered for correlation with Proposal

72-377 which also created a new 24.3.7.  The TCC also advises that the subject is also impacted by and should be
coordinated with the TCC Action on Proposal 72-59.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-381.
The TC refers the TCC to Comment 72-39 (Log #338b).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-321     Log #43  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-386
The TCC advises that the committee did not provide a reason for rejecting the parts that were not

accepted.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to provide the required committee
statement.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-386.
As 8.4.7.3 and 24.4.2.7.4.1 are duplicates of the accepted 24.4.2.7.4.1, the TC only accepted 24.4.2.7.4.1.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-322     Log #339  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-59
Add new 24.4.2.8.1 and renumber subsequent paragraphs

Systems employing relocation or partial evacuation shall require documentation in accordance with 7.3, 7.4,
and 7.5 in addition to the minimum documentation requirements of 7.2.2.

This material is from the Chapter rep of the Documentation Task Group assigned by the NFPA 72
Technical Correlating Committee and is meant to coordinate with the new Chapter 7 on Documentation.

Add new 24.4.2.8.1 and renumber subsequent paragraphs:
New systems employing relocation or partial evacuation shall require documentation in accordance with

24.8.3, 24.8.4, 24.8.5, 24.8.6 and 24.8.7 in addition to the minimum documentation requirements of 24.8.2.
The TC edits the submitter's text to correlate with changes effected to Comment 72-39 (Log

#338b)

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-322a     Log #CC105  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Emergency Communication Systems,

72-314
Revise text to read as follows:

Upon initiation of an emergency message, a visible indication shall be provided to the user that the LOC is
connected to the audio network. Manual controls shall be arranged to provide visible indication of the on/off status for
their associated notification signaling zone.

Manual controls shall be permitted to provide visible indication of the on/off status for their associated
notification zone.

The emergency message shall be of an all-call basis.
9 Selective notification zone paging shall be permitted if the LOC complies with 24.4.2.15.7.

Renumber the remaining sections.
The need to identify each and every notification zone at the LOC is above and beyond the intent of an

LOC. This functionality pertains to an ACU, not the LOC, so the original text was deleted. The new text requires a simple
visible indication to the operator that when they attempt to provide a message, they would know that they are connected
to the audio network and the LOC is ready for paging.

Based upon the TC discussion, at a minimum, the LOC should be an all-call type function. 24.4.2.15.8 permits some
systems to provide more than that.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-323     Log #137  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-407a
Revise text to read as follows:

24.4.2.16.7 Deactivation Override of fire alarm audible and visible notification signals shall cause an individually
identified supervisory signal to be initiated at the building fire alarm control unit for each affected fire alarm control unit.

The term Deactivation should be changed to Override. This helps to clarify the intent of the original
proposal in that if someone overrides the Notification Signals for Fire Alarm use a Supervisory signal should be active to
alert personnel to the condition.

See action on Comment 72-324a (Log #CC104).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-324     Log #168  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-407a
Revise text to read as follows:

24.4.2.16.7 Deactivation Overriding of fire alarm audible and visible notification signals shall cause an individually
identified supervisory signal to be initiated at the building fire alarm control unit for each affected fire alarm control unit.

The intent of this comment is to clarify what happens when an MNS system takes priority over fire
alarm signals.

See action on Comment 72-324a (Log #CC104).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-324a     Log #CC104  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Emergency Communication Systems,

72-407
Revise text to read as follows:

Overriding of fire alarm audible and visible notification signals shall cause an audible and distinctive visible
indication at each affected fire alarm control unit to indicate the MNS is active.

The TC develops a Committee Comment to address Comments 72-323, 72-324 and 72-325.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

LACEY, S.:  Can the TC clarify in Annex what is meant by "distinctive visible indication"?  Dedicated LED, LCD
display,...

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-325     Log #255  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas M. Chambers, Vector Security Inc.

72-407
Revise text to read as follows:

Deactivation of fire alarm audible and visible notification signals shall cause an individually identified
supervisory signal to be initiated distinctive audible and visible indication at each affected fire alarm control unit.

should be in agreement with 24.4.1.7.2 When the fire alarm system has been activated,
and mass notification has been given priority over the fire alarm system, a distinctive audible and visible indication shall
be provided at the building fire alarm control unit.

See action on Comment 72-324a (Log #CC104).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-326     Log #49  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-411
The TCC directs that the action on Proposal 72-411 be reconsidered for correlation with Proposal

72-416 which also modified 24.4.2.20.1.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise TC substantiation of Proposal 72-411 to read as follows:
Accept in Principle.  See committee action on Proposal 72-416.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-411.
The TC modifies the substantiation to revise the committee action on Proposal 72-411.  It is the TC's intent that the

accepted portion of Proposal 72-416 take precedence.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-327     Log #50  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-420
The TCC directs that the action on Proposal 72-420, which relocates 24.4.2.21.9 to 24.4.2.1.3, be

reconsidered for correlation with Proposal 72-421 which deleted 24.4.2.21.9.  [Note that existing 24.4.2.1.3 is relocated
to 24.4.3.8 by Proposal 72-371.]

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-420 and Proposal 72-421.
The TC inadvertently deleted 24.4.2.21.9 under Proposal 72-421.  The TC action in Proposal 72-421 should read

"delete 24.4.2.21.10 and 24.4.2.21.11".

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-328     Log #257  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas M. Chambers, Vector Security Inc.

72-422
Revise text to read as follows:

Provide a signal indicating “MNS Active” distinctive audible and visible indication at the affected
FACU(S).

24.4.2..25.1.3 (2) should be in agreement with 24.4.1.7.2 When the fire alarm system has been
activated, and mass notification has been given priority over the fire alarm system, a distinctive audible and visible
indication shall be provided at the building fire alarm control unit.

Revise text to read as follows:
Provide an signal indicating “MNS Active” distinctive audible and distinctive visible indication at the

affected FACU(s) to indicate the MNS is active.
The TC edits the submitter's text for correlation with Comment 72-315 (Log #22).

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

LACEY, S.:  Can the TC provide Annex to clarify what "distinctive visible indication" is?  Is a dedicated light required, is
LCD text acceptable?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-329     Log #256  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas M. Chambers, Vector Security Inc.

72-422
Revise text to read as follows:
Where When required by the emergency response plan or by other governing laws, codes or

standards, or by other parts of this code or by the authority having jurisdiction, provide for a supervisory signal to a
supervising station in accordance with Chapter 26 that is indicative of the mass notification system overriding the fire
alarm system notification appliances during simultaneous fire and mass notification events. The disposition of this
supervisory shall be as directed by the emergency response plan.

This code does not require the transmission of this signal or address the disposition of a signal
indicative of a mass notification system overriding the fire alarm, specific requirements for the disposition of this
supervisory signal and the preceding fire alarm signal must be put into place in order to prevent a non or improper
response by emergency services.

Revise text to read as follows:
Where required by the emergency response plan or by other governing laws, codes or standards, or

by other parts of this code or by the authority having jurisdiction, provide for a supervisory signal to a supervising station
with a response as directed by the emergency response plan in accordance with Chapter 26 that is indicative of the
mass notification system overriding the fire alarm system notification appliances during simultaneous fire and mass
notification events.

The TC does not accept the deletion of text as provided by the submitter.
The TC accepts the concept of the last sentence as modified to comply with the MOS.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-330     Log #41  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-424
The TCC makes reference to the words “as described by” in the committee action and directs the

committee to reconsider the action on this proposal and suggests changing to “in accordance with” which is more
appropriate for mandatory language.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise 24.4.2.25.2 to read as follows:
24.4.2.25.2 Interfaces to Building Controls Emergency Control Functions.

The mass notification system shall be permitted to provide emergency control
functions in accordance with as described in Chapter 21 as required by the emergency response plan and as permitted
by the authority having jurisdiction.

The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-424.
The TC changes “as described by [in]” to “in accordance with”.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-331     Log #353  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-427
Modify wording of 24.4.2.27.2 (24.4.3.24.2 in the Draft ROP)

A document signed Evaluation documentation in accordance with 7.3.11 shall be provided by the emergency
communications system designer attesting to the fact that the public address system has been evaluated and meets the
requirements determined by Chapter 24 and the emergency response plan, and is therefore deemed reliable and
acceptable to provide emergency communications for the particular facility., shall be maintained with the fire alarm
record drawings.

This material is the work product of the Documentation Task Group in an effort to coordinate
documentation requirements with the new Chapter 7.

Modify wording of 24.4.2.27.2 (24.4.3.24.2 in the Draft ROP) to read as follows:
A document signed Evaluation documentation in accordance with 24.8.3.11 shall be provided by the emergency

communications system designer attesting to the fact that the public address system has been evaluated and meets the
performance requirements of determined by Chapter 24 and the emergency response plan., and is therefore deemed
reliable and acceptable to provide emergency communications for the particular facility., shall be maintained with the fire
alarm record drawings.

The TC edits the submitter's text to correlate with changes effected to Comment 72-39.
The TC adds "performance" and deletes "deemed reliable and acceptable to provide emergency communications for

the particular facility" as the text is repetitive.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-332     Log #177  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Charles E. Hahl, The Protection Engineering Group, Inc.

72-38
Substitute new term Emergency Command Center for Central Control Station wherever it appears

in the following sections:
Sections 24.4.3.4.1; 24.4.3.4.2.1; 24.6; 24.6.1; 24.6.2, 24.6.4; and 24.6.6.

The 72 TCC requested SIG-ECS to include the terms “Fire Command Center” and “Emergency
Command Center” as defined during the ROP by a TCC assigned group representing Chapters 24 and 27.  The TCC
further requested SIG-ECS remove all references to “Central Control Station” and the definition for that term.

Substitute "Emergency Command Center" for "Central Control Station" in each of the following text locations:
24.4.3.4.1, 24.4.3.4.2.1(A), 24.6, 24.6.1, 24.6.1.1, 24.6.1.2, 24.6.1.3.1, 24.6.1.4, 24.6.1.5, 24.6.2.1, 24.6.4.1, 24.6.4.2,

24.6.6, A.24.4.2.4.2, A.24.4.2.23, A.24.4.3, A.24.6, A.24.6.1, A.24.6.1.1, A.24.6.1.3 and A.24.7.
The TC verifies the proper location for changing the term "Central Control Station" and

provides an updated reference list.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-333     Log #340  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce Fraser, Fraser Fire Protection Services

72-59
Modify 24.4.3.5

Mass notification systems shall require documentation in accordance with 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5
in addition to the minimum documentation requirements of 7.2.2.

This material is from the Chapter rep of the Documentation Task Group assigned by the NFPA 72
Technical Correlating Committee and is meant to coordinate with the new Chapter 7 on Documentation.

Modify 24.4.3.5 to read as follows:
Mass notification systems shall require documentation in accordance with 24.8.3, 24.8.4,

24.8.5, 24.8.6 and 24.8.7 in addition to the minimum documentation requirements of 24.8.2.
Add new 24.4.2.8.1 to read as follows and renumber subsequent paragraphs.
24.4.2.8.1  Systems employing relocation or partial evacuation shall require documentation in accordance with 24.8.3,

24.8.4, 24.8.5, 24.8.6 and 24.8.7, in addition to the minimum documentation requirements of 24.8.2.
The TC edits the submitter's text to correlate with changes effected to Comment 72-39.

Very similar text is added to 24.4.2.8.1 for systems employing relocation or partial evacuation.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-334     Log #233  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Aviv Siegel, AtHoc, Inc.

72-443a
Revise text to read as follows:

Originally proposed -
DRMNS shall provide means of entering personnel data, and targeting supporting data, and/or integration

with organizations personnel directories.
Proposed Revised text -

DRMNS shall provide means of populating and updating distributed recipients data.
And

Distributed recipient mass notification systems shall provide mechanisms to update user and targeting
data; for example, user data import, integration with personnel directories and self-user registration.

In order to target distributed recipients per 24.4.4.2, there must be a way to populate and update the
database of user contact details and target criteria. The requirement txst is to provide that functionality, while the
examples/means were moved to the Annex.

Revise 24.4.4.2.1 and A.24.4.4.2.1 to read as follows:
DRMNS shall provide means of populating and updating distributed recipients data.
Distributed recipient mass notification systems should shall provide mechanisms to update user and

targeting data; for example, user data import, integration with personnel directories and self-user registration.
The TC adds an * following the numerical reference of 24.4.4.2.1 and changes "shall" to

"should" in A.24.4.4.2.1.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-335     Log #178  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Charles E. Hahl, The Protection Engineering Group, Inc.

72-443c
Revise text to read as follows:

DRMNS used to send emergency messages shall be provided with a backup configuration to facilitate
distribution of messages. Backup configuration can either be a net-centric system architecture located behind internet
firewalls or hosted off-site, outside the owners internet firewall utilizing a hosted software and hardware configuration
operated and maintained by DRMNS provider. or incorporate features of both configurations.

Current DRMNS section is too limiting for many applications. DRMNS's represent a new and evolving
industry that did not exist 10 years ago. As the scope of DRMNS is very broad, different system design architectures are
necessary to achieve differing owners requirements. From a system design perspective, off site backup can offer a
distinct advantage over on-site backup in many situations. This includes reducing DRMNMS maintenance downtime.
There is no advantage to limiting system design architecture to a net-centric configuration, with all equipment behind an
owners internet firewall when a hosted off site configuration, managed by the DRMNS provider could better suit an
owners operation. Many owners lack the necessary resources to properly maintain their own DRMNS and need other
alternatives available for administration, operation and maintenance. It would also offer the industry more design
flexibility to be able to utilize one or both configuration architectures without limitation by NFPA 72.

Add new Annex text as new paragraph to the end of A.24.4.4.6 to read as follows:
Backup configuration can either be a net-centric system architecture located behind internet firewalls or hosted off-site,

outside the owner’s internet firewall utilizing a hosted software and hardware configuration operated and maintained by
DRMNS provider(s), or incorporate features of both configurations.

The TC does not accept changes to  24.4.4.3 as the risk analysis does not cover network
security and the submitter's text proposed for 24.4.4.6 is covered by net-centric system architecture in 24.4.4.4.

Based upon technical input from TC members, the TC decided to relocate the submitter's text to the Annex which
provides similar material.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-336     Log #232  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Aviv Siegel, AtHoc, Inc.

72-443b
Originally proposed -

The DRMNS shall be capable of sending alert messages to end-users (recipients) via
multiple delivery methods, and track delivery progress and recipients responses for accountability.

Proposed Revised text -
The DRMNS shall be capable of sending alert messages to end-users (recipients) via

multiple delivery methods, and track and report delivery progress and recipients responses in a consolidated fashion as
applicable to the delivery methods being used.

The committee had rejected the original proposal with the following statement:
Committee Statement: The TC agrees that the ability to track delivery progress may be technically feasible but it

questions "recipients responses for accountability". How would the system know whether a message was delivered to a
designated individual if that individual's mobile phone or pager was not actually with him? How would the system know if
a pop-up was delivered to a designated individual if that individual was not at his computer, or it was turned off or
unplugged?

Respectfully, the proposal is not coming to add a requirement for what is technically feasible, but rather to address
what is essential to save lives.

1. While it is technically correct that one cannot guarantee reaching all populace at all times using a certain delivery
method (such as mentioned in committee statement mobile phone, pager or pop-up), the common and best practice –
as well as the original NFPA 72 24.4.4.5 requirement – is to support delivery methods. The use of such
combination of multiple delivery methods maximizes the chances of reaching a person during an emergency situation.

2. Following review and analysis of many emergency situations (Virginia Tech and Katrina, to mention just two
examples) – . When a campus has 5,000 people, and gets a positive responses
from 85% of them – the challenge is reduced times over now to gather status for 750 people, and not 5,000. The
emergency response team now can focus on finding the status of these people, instead of dealing with the original
challenge.  The fact that 750 people did not respond may just mean that there was no positive communication back from
their devices; they could be just fine, but the message did not reach to them or the response did not reach back.

3. Use of such capabilities was instrumental just past week when both an earthquake and Irene hit the east coast in
one week: without such capabilities, accounting for personnel could take more resources and more time.

4. The text was modified to reflect –
a. Tracking is important, but requires also reporting of the delivery progress and responses to be effective and useful.
b. Tracking/reporting in a is accommodating the use of multiple delivery methods, to combine

results from multiple delivery methods per user to a meaningful single status report (received/responded, etc.)
c. Considering the committee statement, there will be delivery methods which cannot reliably provide a delivery

progress, status or response; thus "as applicable to the delivery methods being used" was added.

Although the TC believes that the concept is important, it is not within the purview of the TC
that all systems have the capability to track recipient receipt and response in DRMNS.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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72-338     Log #387  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-451
Revise text to read as follows:

“Areas of refuge” or “areas of rescue assistance” are areas that have direct access to an exit, where people
who are unable to use stairs can remain temporarily in safety to await further instructions or assistance during
emergency evacuation or other emergency situation. It is, therefore, important that a method to communicate between
that location and a central control point where appropriate action for assistance be initiated.

Where required by the building code in force, an area of rescue assistance two-way emergency
communications system shall be installed in accordance with 24.5.3.

Generally, the building code or engineer specification will provide the specifics on the required locations of
the remote area of refuge (area of rescue assistance) stations, as well as the central control point.

The area of refuge (rescue assistance) emergency communications system shall be comprised of remotely
located area of refuge stations and a central control point.

The remote area of refuge stations and the central control point shall communicate with each other.
If the central control point is not constantly attended, it shall have a timed automatic communications

capability to connect with a constantly attended monitoring location acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction where
responsible personnel can initiate the appropriate response.

In order to ensure a timely response to a call for assistance, the call is to be forwarded to a constantly
attended approved location, such as a supervising station, 911 communications center, or other monitoring location
where responsible personnel can initiate the appropriate response.

The physical location of the central control point shall be as designated by the building code in force or the
authority having jurisdiction.

The area of refuge station shall provide for handsfree, two-way communication provide an audible and visible
signal to indicate communication has occured and indicate to the receiver the location sending the signal.

Instructions for the use of the two-way communications system instructions for summoning assistance via the
two-way communications system and written identification, including in braille, of the location shall be posted adjacent to
the two-way communications system.

Area of refuge two-way communication systems, if provided, shall be installed in accordance with 24.5.3
Monitoring of the integrity of two-way communication circuits shall be in accordance with 10.17.2.2.
Two-way communication systems shall be a common talk mode (i.e., a party line circuit).
Two-way communication service shall be capable of permitting the simultaneous operation up to five two-way

communication systems in a common talk mode.
It should be noted that the Technical Committee did not provide sufficient rationale for rejecting this

proposed code change during the ROP cycle. Therefore, I am resubmitting the subject code change for consideration.
Currently all the applicable building codes (e.g., NFPA 5000, IBC, and NFPA 101) have requirements regarding the
two-way communication system for areas of refuge. In addition, each of these Codes also have requirements for a
two-way communication to be installed at the elevator landing on each floor for communication between the elevator
landing and the fire command center or central control point approved by the authority having jurisdiction. It appears the
TC has not coordinated the subject two-way communication requirements stated in 24.5.3 with any of the requirements
in the applicable building codes (e.g., NFPA 5000, IIBC, and NFPA 101). For example, the term “areas of rescue
assistance” is not a defined term. In addition, to my knowledge there currently are no building code requirements for
“areas” such as this to have direct access to an exit. Also, the requirements in Sections 24.5.3.1 thru 24.5.3.7 are
covered in the applicable building code.
In addition, it also appears that the TC may have overstepped their scope regarding specifying certain requirements in
NFPA 72 for the subject two-way communication system. Key factors that the TC did not address include, but are not
limited to; monitoring integrity of two-way communication circuits, common talk mode, etc. Based on the above stated
reasons, I have deleted the existing text in Section 24.5.3 and provided new text to incorporate key factors that need to
be addressed in NFPA 72 for these systems. In addition, I have proposed new text in Chapter 14 to coordinate the
revisions made in Section 24.5.3.
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Revise 24.5.3 to read as follows:

“Areas of refuge” or “areas of rescue assistance” are areas that have direct access to an exit, where people
who are unable to use stairs can remain temporarily in safety to await further instructions or assistance during
emergency evacuation or other emergency situations. It is, therefore, important that a method to communicate between
that remote location and a central control point where appropriate action for assistance can be initiated.

Add * following 24.5.3.1.
Generally, the building code or engineer specification will provide the specifics on the required locations of

the remote area of refuge (area of rescue assistance) stations, as well as the central control point. Requirements found
in Section 24.5.3 should be coordinated with the requirements of the building code in force.

Add * following 24.5.3.4.
In order to ensure a timely response to a call for assistance, the call is to be forwarded to a constantly

attended approved location, such as a supervising station, 911 communications center, or other monitoring location
where responsible personnel can initiate the appropriate response.

The area of refuge station shall provide for hands-free, two-way communication, provide an audible and
visible signal to indicate communication has occurred and indicate to the receiver the location sending the signal.

Instructions for the use of the two-way communications system, instructions for summoning assistance via the
two-way communications system, and written identification, including included in braille, of the location shall be posted
adjacent to the two-way communications system.

The TC chooses to retain the information provided in the original requirements.
The TC does not necessarily agree with the submitter's substantiation.  The section does not conflict with Building

Codes and will provide direction for system installation.
The TC chooses to retain the term "area of rescue assistance" because it is being used in the field to connotate a

different need from a refuge area and is used in the ADAAG.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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72-339     Log #388  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David W. Frable, US General Services Administration

72-452
Delete text as follows:

“Areas of refuge” or “areas of rescue assistance” are areas that have direct access to an exit, where people
who are unable to use stairs can remain temporarily in safety to await further instructions or assistance during
emergency evacuation or other emergency situation. It is, therefore, important that a method to communicate between
that location and a central control point where appropriate action for assistance be initiated.

Where required by the building code in force, an area of rescue assistance two-way emergency
communications system shall be installed in accordance with 24.5.3.

Generally, the building code or engineer specification will provide the specifics on the required locations of
the remote area of refuge (area of rescue assistance) stations, as well as the central control point.

The area of refuge (rescue assistance) emergency communications system shall be comprised of remotely
located area of refuge stations and a central control point.

The remote area of refuge stations and the central control point shall communicate with each other.
If the central control point is not constantly attended, it shall have a timed automatic communications

capability to connect with a constantly attended monitoring location acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction where
responsible personnel can initiate the appropriate response.

In order to ensure a timely response to a call for assistance, the call is to be forwarded to a constantly
attended approved location, such as a supervising station, 911 communications center, or other monitoring location
where responsible personnel can initiate the appropriate response.

The physical location of the central control point shall be as designated by the building code in force or the
authority having jurisdiction.

The area of refuge station shall provide for handsfree, two-way communication provide an audible and visible
signal to indicate communication has occurred and indicate to the receiver the location sending the signal.

Instructions for the use of the two-way communications system instructions for summoning assistance via the
two-way communications system and written identification, including in braille, of the location shall be posted adjacent to
the two-way communications system.

It should be noted that the Technical Committee did not provide sufficient rationale for rejecting this
proposed code change during the ROP cycle. Therefore, I am resubmitting the subject code change for consideration.

In ROP 72-451, I revised the text in 24.5.3 to include new text that incorporates key factors that I believe need to be
addressed in NFPA 72 for these systems. In addition, I have proposed new text in Chapter 14 to coordinate the
revisions made in Section 24.5.3. However, if the Technical Committee feels the key factors I recommended in ROP
72-451 are not necessary, I have proposed in ROP 72-452 to delete 24.5.3 in it’s entity. I also suggested other issues
below (key factors) for the Technical Committee to consider incorporating within this section.

Currently all the applicable building codes (e.g., NFPA 5000, IBC, and NFPA 101) have requirements regarding the
two-way communication system for areas of refuge. In addition, each of these Codes also have requirements for a
two-way communication to be installed at the elevator landing on each floor for communication between the elevator
landing and the fire command center or central control point approved by the authority having jurisdiction. It appears the
TC has not coordinated the subject two-way communication requirements stated in 24.5.3 with any of the requirements
in the applicable building codes (e.g., NFPA 5000, IIBC, and NFPA 101). For example, the term “areas of rescue
assistance” is not a defined term. In addition, to my knowledge there currently are no building code requirements for
“areas” such as this to have direct access to an exit. Also, the requirements in Sections 24.5.3.1 thru 24.5.3.7 are
covered in the applicable building code. In addition, it also appears that the TC may have overstepped their scope
regarding specifying certain requirements in NFPA 72 for the subject two-way communication system. Key factors that
the TC did not address include, but are not limited to; system installer qualifications, ITM personnel qualifications, ITM
requirements, monitoring integrity of two-way communication circuits, etc. Based on the above stated reasons Section
24.5.3 should be deleted.

The TC believes that the material in this section is important and not be deleted.
See action on Comment 72-338 (Log #387).
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Affirmative: 25

2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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72-340     Log #175  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Charles E. Hahl, The Protection Engineering Group, Inc.

72-38
Define Emergency Command Center requirements.

The location of the central control station and accessibility of the Emergency Command Center (ECC) shall
be defined in the emergency response plan and as approved by the authority having jurisdiction determined by the risk
analysis and approved by the emergency management coordinator.

The Emergency Command Center (ECC) shall contain the following equipment:
1.  The emergency voice/alarm communication system control unit(s) including.
a.  In-building Fire Alarm system control

i.  Fire detection and alarm system annunciator unit
b.  In-building Emergency Communication System
c.  Area of Refuge (Area of Rescue Assistance) Emergency Communications Systems.
d.  Elevator Emergency Communications Systems
e.  Distributed Recipient MNS control stations when provided.
f.  Tables and chairs to accommodate emergency management staff.

2.  ECC may also contain other systems deemed necessary by facility Emergency Response Plan such as;
a.  Annunciator unit visually indicating the location of the elevators and whether they are operational.
b.  Status indicators and controls for air-handling systems.
c.  The fire-fighter’s control panel for smoke control systems installed in .
d. The fire department communications unit
e. Controls for unlocking stairway doors simultaneously.
f. Security Systems
g. Emergency and standby power status indicators.
h. A telephone for emergency use with controlled access to the public telephone system.
i. Schematic building plans indicating the typical floor plan and detailing the building core, means of egress, fire

protection systems, security systems, fire-fighting equipment and fire department access.
k. Generator supervision devices, manual start and transfer features
j.  Other monitoring, control, information display and management systems associated with operation of ECC.

(Renumber)
The 72 TCC requested SIG-ECS to include the terms “Emergency Command Center” as defined

during the ROP by a TCC assigned group representing Chapters 24 and 27.  The TCC further requested  SIG-ECS
remove all references to “Central Control Station” and the definition for that term.  Committee further wished to
differentiate requirements between a Fire Command Center and an Emergency Command Center to recognize different
command center functions.

Revise text to read as follows:
The location of the central control station and accessibility of the Emergency Command Center (ECC) shall

be defined in the emergency response plan and as approved by the authority having jurisdiction determined by the risk
analysis and approved by the emergency management coordinator.

Add new text to read as follows;
The Emergency Command Center shall contain the following equipment:

1.  The emergency voice/alarm communications system control unit(s) including:
a.  In-building fire alarm system control
i.  Fire detection and alarm system annunciator unit
b.  In-building emergency communications system
c.  Area of refuge (area of rescue assistance) emergency communications systems
d.  Elevator emergency communications systems
e.  Distributed Recipient MNS control stations when provided
f.  Tables and chairs to accommodate emergency management staff
2.  The ECC may also contain other systems deemed necessary by the facility emergency response plan such as:
a.  Annunciator unit visually indicating the location of the elevators and whether they are operational
b.  Status indicators and controls for air-handling systems
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c.  The firefighter’s control panel for smoke control systems installed in .
d. The fire department communications unit
e. Controls for unlocking stairway doors simultaneously
f. Security systems
g. Emergency and standby power status indicators
h. A telephone for emergency use with controlled access to the public telephone system

i. Schematic building plans indicating the typical floor plan and detailing the building core, means of egress, fire
protection systems, security systems, firefighting equipment and fire department access

k. Generator supervision devices, manual start and transfer features
j.  Other monitoring, control, information display and management systems associated with operation of the ECC.

(Renumber)
The TC corrects an error in 2.c.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-341     Log #35  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-456
The TCC advises that the proposed action includes changes that are not identified by legislative text

in the committee action text.  The words “and testing criteria” currently exist in 24.7.1(1) but do not appear in the
proposed change.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal and provide clarity with
respect to the missing text.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise text to read as follows:
24.7.1 Goals and Objectives. The performance-based design

shall meet the following goals and objectives:
(1) The risk analysis, design criteria, design brief, system performance,

and testing criteria are developed in accordance with this section in the spirit of this chapter.
The TC accepts the direction of the TCC to review Proposal 72-456.

The TC adds the wording that was inadvertently omitted from the proposal and revises for clarity.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-447     Log #167  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-351
Reconsider and delete the entire new proposed section A 24.3.2 Microphone use, and return to

existing language and format. This is based on the ROC is accepted to remove 24.3.2.2
The submitter’s substantiation deals with the ECS operator’s use of the microphone. By providing

meters or written instructions will not help the operator during an emergency. ECS do not typically have these features.
The effective use of the ECS needs to be provided through training.

Revise text to read as follows:
A.24.3.2.1 Users that speak too softly, too loudly or that hold a microphone too close, too far or at an incorrect angle

can introduce distortion or cause reduced intelligibility of the spoken message. The characteristics of the system
microphone are important ergonomic factors that affect voice intelligibility. Some microphones need to be held close to
the mouth, perhaps an inch or less. Others need to be three or four inches away. How is the user to know what’s ideal?
A simple diagram next to the microphone can help. Some microphones are very directional and must be held flat in front
of the speaker’s mouth. These microphones are useful in small command centers, since they are less likely to pick up
conversations off to the sides. On the other hand, microphones with a wider polar sensitivity are more forgiving for a
user to hold comfortably while moving and doing other tasks. Their downside is that they will pick up extraneous noise in
poorly designed command centers introduced into the microphone.

The TC changes this section to include instructions only and modifies this section to be
consistent with the changed requirement.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-447a     Log #CC101  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Emergency Communication Systems,

72-382
Revise text to read as follows:

A customized form developed around the particular system which contains applicable information
might be used.  The form should shall not be required to contain information or items that are not applicable to the
particular system.

The TC changes "shall" to "should" as this is Annex material and edits for clarity.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-447b     Log #CC102  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Emergency Communication Systems,

72-383
Revise text to read as follows:

It is the intent that if an original or current record of completion is not available for the overall system,
the installer should will provide a new record of completion that addresses items discovered about the system.  The
installer should will complete the respective sections related to the overall system that have been discovered under the
current scope of work.  It is not the intent of this section to require an in-depth evaluation of an existing system solely for
the purpose of completing a system-wide record of completion.

The TC changes "will" to "should" as this is Annex material.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-447c     Log #CC108  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Emergency Communication Systems,

72-297
Add new A.24.8.2.2 as follows:

****Insert Include72_L#CC108_Rec  here ****

The TC believes that this is appropriate material and should be considered for Chapter 24.
The TC received this at the close of the meeting from Chapter 23.
The submitter proposes text that cannot be handled properly within the time frame established for processing the

report.
This requires development and a thorough review by a Chapter 24 Task Group and TC before possible inclusion in the

chapter.  A Task Group has been assigned.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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A.24.8.2.2  A calculation for each circuit should be provided to the authority having jurisdiction 
demonstrating simultaneous full-load operation with a wiring power loss not to exceed 12.5% 
(0.5dB).  Power loss calculations similar to the following could be used: 
 
Note: The calculations that follow are based on two conductors. 
 

PLoss = 10 * Log [1 - ((2 * RL) / (2 * RL + (VLine squared / PRated))] 
 
RL = (RRef / 1000) * D 
 
With variables defined as follows: 
 
D = length of wire used (in feet) 
PLoss = power loss (in dB) 
PRated = power driven on line from the amplifier (in watts) 
RL = wire gauge resistance (in ohms) 
RRef = wire resistance based on gauge of wire used (in ohms/1000 ft.) 
VLine = voltage on line (typically 25 volts or 70 volts) 
 
Alternatively the distance may be calculated using a calculation similar to: 
 
D = (61 / RRef) * (VLine squared / PRated) 

 
To ensure circuits are capable of simultaneous full-load operation with a wiring power loss not to 
exceed 12.5% (0.5dB), wiring should be limited to the distance allowed in Tables A.24.8.2.2(a) 
and A.24.8.2.2(b). 
 
Table 24.8.2.2(a), 25 V Circuit     
Loudspeaker Distribution Cable Length (in feet) and Gauge for 0.5-dB Loss 
      
Wire Gauge (AWG) 18 16 14 12 10
Cable Ohms* 7.77 4.89 3.07 1.93 1.21
Circuit Power       
200 25 39 62 99 158
150 33 52 83 132 210
100 49 78 124 198 315
75 65 104 166 263 420
60 82 130 207 329 525
50 98 156 248 395 630
40 123 195 311 494 788
30 164 260 414 659 1050
25 196 312 497 790 1261
      
Table 24.8.2.2(b), 70 V Circuit     
Loudspeaker Distribution Cable Length (in feet) and Gauge for 0.5-dB Loss 



 

2 
NFPA 72 Log #CC108_ Rec A2012 ROC 

 

      
Wire Gauge (AWG) 18 16 14 12 10
Cable Ohms* 7.77 4.89 3.07 1.93 1.21
Circuit Power           
200 196 312 497 790 1260
150 262 416 662 1053 1680
100 392 624 993 1580 2520
75 523 832 1324 2107 3360
60 654 1039 1656 2633 4200
50 785 1247 1987 3160 5041
40 981 1559 2483 3950 6301
30 1308 2079 3311 5267 8401
25 1570 2495 3973 6320 10081
      
*Cable Ohms is expressed in ohms per 1000 feet (uncoated, single strand copper) 
The length represented accounts for both wires in the circuit.  

 
Manufacturers calculations showing circuits are capable of simultaneous full-load operation with 
a wiring power loss not to exceed 12.5% (0.5dB) are also available. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-460     Log #95  SIG-ECS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John F. Bender, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

72-611
Revise text to read as follows:

H.1.2.1 ANSI Publications. American National Standards Institute, Inc., 25 West 43rd Street, 4th floor, New York, NY
10036.
ANSI/ASME A17.1a/CSA B44a, , 2008.
ANSI/ATA 878.1, , 1999.
ANSI/EIA 709.1, , 1999.
ANSI/FM 3260,
2004.
ANSI S3.2, , 1989, revised 1999.
ANSI S3.41, , 1990, reaffirmed 2008.
ANSI/UL 268, ,  2009. (SIG-IDS)
ANSI/UL 464, 2009, Revised 2010
ANSI/UL 521, , 1999, revised 2010. (SIG-NAS)
ANSI/UL 864, , 2003, revised 2010 2011. (SIG-ECS,
SIG-TMS)
ANSI/UL 1638,
2001, revised 2008.
ANSI/UL 1971, , 2002, revised 2008.

Update referenced standards to the most recent revisions.  The revision to ANSI/UL 464 includes
change to required marking, addition of marking permanence requirements, harmonization of environmental
requirements, addition of moisture-tight enclosure reference, clarification regarding lead size, clarifications to F
field, wiring system connections, revision regarding conductor size, clarifications to the temperature test, and inclusion of
240 volt appliances in the endurance test. The revision to ANSI/UL 864 provides for international languages on labels.

Revise text to read as follows:
H.1.2.1 ANSI Publications. American National Standards Institute, Inc., 25 West 43rd Street, 4th floor, New York, NY

10036.
ANSI/ASME A17.1a/CSA B44a, , 2008.
ANSI/ATA 878.1, , 1999.
ANSI/EIA 709.1, , 1999.
ANSI/FM 3260,

2004.
ANSI S3.2, , 1989, revised 20091999.
ANSI S3.41, , 1990, reaffirmed 2008.
ANSI/UL 268, ,  2009. (SIG-IDS)
ANSI/UL 464, 2009, Revised 2010
ANSI/UL 521, , 1999, revised 2010. (SIG-NAS)
ANSI/UL 864, , 2003, revised 2010 2011.

(SIG-ECS, SIG-TMS)
ANSI/UL 1638,

2001, revised 2008.
ANSI/UL 1971, , 2002, revised 2008.

The TC changes the date for S.3.2 from 1999 to 2009.

Affirmative: 25
2  Fannin III, J.,  Jackson, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-140a     Log #CC802  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Supervising Station Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-152
1) Add Section 3.5 of the 2010 Record of Completion form.

2) Add Section 16.2 through 16.5 of the 2010 Record of Completion form.
1) The proposed System Record of Completion, Section 2 (Installation, Service, Testing and

Monitoring Information) provides space to document/identify a single Monitoring Organization and associated contact
info. However, the current language of section 26.5.3.2 (covering Remote Supervising Station Service) permits trouble
signals to be received at an approved location other than that at which alarm and supervisory signals are received. The
proposed form should be revised to restore the ability to document the arrangement permitted by par 26.5.3.2.
The proposed System Record of Completion, Section 2 (Installation, Service, Testing and Monitoring Information),

eliminates identification of the entity to which alarms are retransmitted and identification of the method of retransmission.
Language for all forms of Supervising Station Service requires that alarm signals be communicated to a communications
center or other location accepted by the AHJ. However, the specific method of retransmission is not prescribed.
Identification of the retransmission method on the Record of Completion documents information critical to expectations
and understanding between stake-holders.
In addition the means of transmission with respect to whether it involves Chapter 26 or Chapter 27 should be restored.
The proposed form should be revised to restore the ability to document the retransmission method arrangement from

NFPA 72-2010, Figure 10.18.2.1.1, Sec 3.5.
2) The proposed System Record of Completion, Section 14 (Certification & Approvals), eliminates provision of the

signature of system servicing contractor, supervising station, property or owners representative, and the authority having
jurisdiction.  This is important information that needs to be documented as part of the record of completion.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-341a     Log #453  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-460
Amend the accepted text to "Signals Content. Where required by the enforcing authority, governing

laws, codes, or standards, signals transmitted to a supervisory station shall be by addressable devices or zone
identification consisting of no more than one device."

The revised text makes it clear that each device is to have a unique identifier.
By defining the location of the alarm activation, emergency forces and building personnel will be able to quickly identify

where resources and the type and number of resources should be sent. The IAFC, through this proposal as well as a
number of others, is attempting to reduce the number of unwanted alarms. A key component to this is to identify where
the alarm activation is originating from.
If the event is found not to be an actuation due to an emergency event, service personnel responding afterwards may

quickly go to the root cause and execute a resolution, hopefully eliminating additional unwanted activations from the
device.  Unique identification would also aid emergency forces in quickly responding to the point of the alarm. If the
activation is due to an emergency event the responders may be able to limit the amount of damage inflicted.
While conventional controls are still produced, the majority of systems that are installed today are addressable. For the

exact location of the alarm event to be transmitted to a supervising station, the head end control must be able to provide
the unique information.

The proposed change is inconsistent with the concept of zone identification which can
represent more than one device.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BONIFAS, E.:  The year is 2011, 30 years into the information age.  It is high time that we communicate all system
detail.  The data generated will greatly enhance the future study of unwanted alarm runs by the fire service.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-341b     Log #CC801  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Supervising Station Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-338
Revise 26.1.2 to include Chapter 7.

1) The TC has reviewed proposed Chapter 7 as shown in the recommendation on Comment 72-338
and accepts the changes shown in the paragraphs annotated with (SIG-SSS).
2) The TC has added reference to Chapter 7 in 26.1.2 for correlation.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-342     Log #291  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-460
Revise text to read as follows:

26.1.2 Signals transmitted to a supervising station shall be by point ID.
26.2.1 Signal Content. Where required by the enforcing authority, governing laws, codes or standards, signals

transmitted to a supervising station shall be by addressable device or zone identification.
Agree with committee’s actions where required by enforcement authorities.

The proposed change for 26.1.2 is too restrictive. A number of existing panels cannot provide
point ID. The language accepted in the committee action provides sufficient specificity.
The committee action on Comment 72-348a (Log #CC800) has modified 26.2.1 to be specific to alarm signals.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-343     Log #197  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-460
Revise the accepted language as follows:

26.2.1 Signal Content. Where required by the authority having jurisdiction enforcing authority, governing laws, codes or
standards, Signals transmitted to a supervisory station shall be by addressable device or zone identification.

This is alternative language to the SRFCDC’s comment that separates the 26.2.1 into a 26.2.1 and
26.2.1.1. The SRFDC prefers the language in the comment that separates out the two sections. However, it the TC does
not accept that language, it should still correct this term. It appears the appropriate term in this application should be
“authority having jurisdiction.”

The submitter's recommendation would remove the provision to address governing laws,
codes or standards which are the standard provisions used when addressing "where required ... " provision.  The
change would ignore these important enabling provisions. The AHJ is still addressed by the words "enforcing authority."

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-344     Log #198  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-460
Delete the accepted language:

26.2.1 Signal Content. Where required by the enforcing authority, governing laws, codes or standards, Signals
transmitted to a supervisory station shall be by addressable device or zone identification.

The Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee has submitted three comments to proposal
72-460. However, they are intended to ask the technical committee to address the core concern of adopting multiple
levels of safety in document and not establishing a minimum level of safety. The preference of the SRFCDC is for the
TC to adopt the SRFCDC Comment #1 to 72-460. However, this comment is provided to indicate a significant concern
with the current wording as accepted in the proposal.
The technical committee is requested to set a minimum standard and not create a code provision where it is unclear

after its reading as to what a designer, contractor, supervising station or AHJ must provide in order to be in compliance
with the code.
As indicated in numerous proposal justifications by the TC and in section 1.2.3, NFPA 72 “establishes minimum

required levels of performance.” No technical justification has been provided to indicate why transmission by
addressable device or zone is a required minimum performance level in one jurisdiction but is not as a required
minimum level of performance in another jurisdiction. Granting the enforcing authority blanket discretionary authority to
pick and choose design options is not appropriate for a minimum code unless there is clear justification that the design
option has a unique quantifiable impact on the life safety within a building from one jurisdiction to another that would
warrant granting of that broad discretionary authority. That evidence does not exist.
In addition, the proposed approach in 26.2.1 appears to clearly conflict with the Manual of Style section 2.2.3.1 and

2.2.3.1 in that “Codes and standards shall state specific criteria that minimize the judgment required by the users” and
“Multiple levels of safety shall not be used in any code or standard.” The proposed language in 26.2.1 violates both
these MOS sections by: 1. Failing to state specific criteria that minimizes judgment by the users. (In fact, the proposed
language mandates judgment by the user in determine the level of code compliance.) and; 2. Allowing for multiple levels
of safety in that signals could be: A. Required to be retransmitted by addressable/zone identification or B. Not required
to be retransmitted by addressable/zone identification. Both of these differing approaches clearly provide differing levels
of safety.
It is important to note that adopting jurisdictions can amend the code when it is adopted at the state or local level.

Those amendments can make the model code more stringent or less stringent. Those local or state amendment
processes are the appropriate venue for addressing local or state concerns that may be unique from the model code.
(However, it is still difficult to understand what technical justification would warrant one jurisdiction to require
addressable device content transmission to a supervisory station and the neighboring jurisdiction would not.) Those
local concerns should not be addressed in the model code by the adoption of blanked discretionary enforcement
authority allowing an AHJ to set different protection levels without any technical guidance.
The  Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee encourages the TC to pick a minimum code position on

this issue and stand-by that position in that either all systems should require addressable and zone retransmission, no
systems should or a TC Comment should be developed with specific criteria utilized to determine which systems require
this level of service. Under no circumstances should this level of service be determined by the sole discretion of the AHJ
without any specific guidance or technical justification.

The changes made in Proposal 72-460 are beneficial to providing added information to the
responding fire department where the local fire department requests such identification.  Comment 72-348a (Log
#CC800) clarified that signals are only intended to be alarm signals.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-345     Log #199  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-460
Revise the accepted language as follows:

26.2.1 Signal Content. Where required by the enforcing authority, governing laws, codes or standards, Signals
transmitted to a supervisory station shall be by addressable device or zone identification.
26.2.1.1 When approved by the authority having jurisdiction, signals transmitted to a supervisory station shall not

require addressable device or zone identification.
As currently written, this code provision is unclear. Is it the TC’s intent that the enforcing authority can

specify transmission by addressable device and exclude zone identification? or; is the enforcing authority mandated to
accept addressable device transmission or zone identification as both being acceptable? If the TC is going to provide
the enforcing authority with this type of broad authority, then it needs to clarify the limits of that authority in the
application of the code.  The proposal above clarifies the original TC accepted language by making a requirement for
transmission by addressable device or zone identification (both being acceptable) and then allowing AHJ approval for
not utilizing those methods in specific installations. This addresses most of the SRFCDC’s blanket discretionary
concerns specified in the SRFCDC as this language provides a specified level of protection that is able to be modified
by the AHJ. It no longer provides for the blanket discretion of the currently accepted language. This language also
provides for better readability and more closely meets the submitter’s original intent.

It is the committee's intention to have this requirement as an opt-in and the proposed change
would make it an opt-out.  The "Where required..." language is inserted to provide the opt-in option for AHJs.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-346     Log #292  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-463
Revise text to read as follows:

Supervising stations shall be permitted to verify alarm signals prior to reporting them to the fire service except where
prohibited by the authority having jurisdiction, provided that the verification process does not delay the reporting by more
than 90 seconds 30 seconds.

We support the intent of the IAFC to reduce false dispatches by allowing a verification call.  However,
during an emergency when the supervising station commences their verification process, it is likely that the individuals
are already evacuating the premise.  With automation systems in place in supervising stations these verification calls
take but a few seconds.  In the event someone answers the phone it is likely that they are either aware of an emergency
or the lack thereof.  Allowing 90 seconds only delays emergency response and any additional calls to off-site persons
would be useless as they would not be aware of the condition at the premise at that time.

The committee accepts in principle the idea of alarm verification but does not accept the 30
second time period. The 90 second time period in the committee action on Comment 72-348 (Log #337) allows for an
acceptable length for alarms signals to be verified.  A period of 30 seconds is too short to allow verification.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-347     Log #334  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-463, 72-464, 72-598
(1) Reinstate 26.2.1 deleted by Proposal 72-462 and make the following changes:

. Except as permitted by 26.2.2 and 29.7.8.2, all fire alarm signals received by a
supervising station shall be immediately retransmitted to the communications center.
(2) Add new 26.2.2 and related annex material to read as follows:

For applications other than those addressed under the scope of 29.7.8.2, supervising station personnel shall
attempt to verify an alarm signals prior to reporting them to the communication center under the following conditions:

* Alarm signal verification is required by the responsible fire department for a specific protected premises
Documentation of the requirement for alarm signal verification is provided by the responsible fire department to the

supervising station.
* The verification process shall not exceed 90 seconds from the time the alarm signal is received at the supervising

station until the time that retransmission of the verified alarm signal is initiated
Verification of the alarm signal shall be received from authorized personnel at the protected premises.

* Verified signals shall immediately be retransmitted to the communications center and include information that the
signal was verified at the protected premises to be an emergency.

* Signals where verification is not conclusive shall immediately be retransmitted to the communications center.
Signals that are verified as nuisance alarms shall not be dispatched and are permitted to be handled in accordance

with Section 26.2.2.2
Signals not reported to the communications center shall be reported to the fire department in a manner

and at a frequency specified by the responsible fire department.
It is recognized that individual Fire Department will have preference on whether verification is used in

certain occupancies based on many variables such as department specific staffing or response protocols, occupancy
staffing, and occupancy risk. This section allows the fire authority to specifically select those occupancies where
verification is allowed.

When allowed by the Fire Department, the 90 second allowance for a supervising station to call the
protected premise to verify the validity of the received alarm signal is independent from the time allowed for the
supervising station to initiate the retransmission to the communication center.

It is important to notify the communication center that an alarm signal was verified and that fire
conditions exist at the protected premises or that some other type of an emergency exists. Fire departments typically
have a substantially larger response for confirmed structure

The submitted comment and new text material was developed by a small task group assembled to
reach a consensus on acceptable language allowing supervising station to verify alarm signals prior to dispatching
emergency response personnel. The task group members consisted of: David Lowrey - Boulder Fire Rescue, Art Black -
Carmel Fire Department, Steve Forester - Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue, Dan Finnegan – Siemens Industry, Dave
Klein – Las Vegas Fire and Rescue, Roger Reiswig – Simplex/Grinnell and Shawn Kelley – IAFC. Some of the
organizations that previously opposed the original proposal are in support of what has been submitted as a comment.
Those organizations include Fire Marshals Association of Colorado, Colorado State Fire Chiefs Association and the
Illinois Fire Inspector Association.
Original ROP material was submitted by IAFC in an effort to reduce the problem with false or nuisance alarms.

Although this material does not directly address the reason for a malfunction of the fire alarm system directly, it is
intended to allow the emergency response agency to make better use of their resources. The comment submitted is
written to better define the requirements for supervising stations to verify alarms signals by:
26.2.2.1: States that if allowed, it must be allowed by the Fire Department and the supervising station must attempt to

verify signal.
(2) Permission must be documented.
(3) Specifies 90 seconds is the maximum time allowed and annex has been added to clarify that this is independent of

the time “without unreasonable delay” allowed by the supervising station to retransmitted the signal to a communication
center.
(4) Clarifies, that if allowed, verification must be at the protected premise.
(5), (6) & (7) Clarifies those actions that must be taken by the supervising station.
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26.2.2.2: Gives the Fire Department the ability to monitor fire alarms and ensure that systems are in service and

repaired as needed.

Refer to the committee action and statement on Comment 72-348 (Log #337).  The revised
text meets the intent of the submitter.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BROWN, T.:  Delaying the notification of the fire department for 90 seconds is not the proper way to reduce false
alarms.  The Central Station should immediately retransmit the alarm. If the fire department chooses to delay the
response while the alarm is verified, they have that option now.  NFPA 72 should not endorse this practice.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-348     Log #337  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David O. Lowrey, City of Boulder Fire Rescue

72-462, 72-463, 72-464
Add as follows:

(1) Reinstate 26.2.1 deleted by Proposal 72-462 and make the following changes:
Except as permitted by 26.2.2 and 29.7.8.2, all fire alarm signals received by a

supervising station shall be immediately retransmitted to the communications center.
(2) Add new 26.2.2 and related annex material to read as follows:

For applications other than those addressed under the scope of 29.7.8.2. supervising station personnel shall
attempt to verify alarm signals prior to reporting them to the communication center under the following conditions:
(1)* Alarm signal verification is required by the responsible fire department for a specific protected premises
(2) Documentation of the requirement for alarm signal verification is provided by the responsible fire department to the

supervising station.
(3)* The verification process does not take longer than 90 seconds from the time the alarm signal is received at the

supervising station until the time that retransmission of the verified alarm signal is initiated
(4) Verification of the alarm signal is received only from authorized personnel at the protected premises.
(5)* Verified signals are immediately retransmitted to the communications center and include information that the signal

was verified at the protected premises to be an emergency.
(6)* Signals where verification is not conclusive are immediately retransmitted to the communications center.
(7) Signals that are verified as nuisance alarms are not dispatched and are handled in accordance with Section

26.2.2.2
Signals not reported to the communications center shall be reported to the fire department in a manner and

at a frequency specified by the responsible fire department.
It is recognized that individual Fire Departments will have preference on whether verification is used in

certain occupancies based on many variables such as department specific staffing or response protocols. occupancy
staffing, and occupancy risk. This section allows the fire authority to specifically select those occupancies where
verification is allowed.

When allowed by the Fire Department, the 90 second allowance for a supervising station to call the
protected premise to verify the validity of the received alarm signal is independent from the time allowed for the
supervising station to initiate the retransmission to the communication center.

It is important to notify the communication center that an alarm signal was verified and that fire
conditions exist at the protected premises or that some other type of an emergency exists. Fire departments typically
have a substantially larger response for confirmed structure fires.

If an alarm signal cannot be reliably confirmed as a nuisance alarm, then it should still be immediately
retransmitted. This may include situations where no contact is made at the premises, or where the persons at the
premises cannot verify the source of the alarm within the allowable 90 seconds, or other related scenarios.

When verification of a fire alarm signal results in a signal not being reported to the communications center,
it is important that Fire Department personnel be made aware of the alarm and the reason for nondispatch so that
problematic systems can be identified.

The submitted comment and new text material was developed by a small task group assembled to
reach a consensus on acceptable language allowing supervising station to verify alarm signals prior to dispatching
emergency response personnel. The task group members consisted of: David Lowrey - Boulder Fire Rescue, Art Black -
Carmel Fire Department, Steve Forester - Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue, Dan Finnegan - Siemens Industry, Dave
Klein - Las Vegas Fire and Rescue, Roger Reiswig - Simplex/Grinnell and Shawn Kelley - IAFC, George Michehl -
Illinois Fire Inspectors Association. Some of the organizations that previously opposed the original proposal are in
support of what
has been submitted as a comment. Those organizations include Fire Marshals Association of Colorado, Colorado State
: Fire Chiefs Association, Illinois Fire Chiefs Association and the Illinois Fire Inspector Association.
Original ROP material was submitted by IAFC in an effort to reduce the problem with false or nuisance alarms.

Although this material does not directly address the reason for a malfunction of the fire alarm system directly, it is
intended to allow the emergency response agency to make better use of their resources. The comment submitted is
written to better define the requirements for supervising stations to verify alarms signals by:
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26.2.2.1: States that if allowed, it must be allowed by the Fire Department and the supervising station must attempt to

verify signal.
(2) Permission must be documented.
(3) Specifies 90 seconds is the maximum time allowed and annex has been added to clarify that this is independent of

the time "without unreasonable delay" allowed by the supervising station to retransmitted the signal to a communication
center.
(4) Clarifies, that if allowed, verification must be at the protected premise.
(5), (6) & (7) Clarifies those actions that must be taken by the supervising station.
26.2.2.2: Gives the Fire Department the ability to monitor fire alarms and ensure that systems are in service and

repaired as needed.

1) Accept the submitter's recommendation (1)
2) Revise the submitter's recommendation (2) as follows:
Add new 26.2.2, 26.2.3 and related annex material as follows (changes are shown relative to the submitter’s

recommendation):

Where required by the responsible fire department, the supervising station shall immediately notify the
communications center that a fire alarm signal has been received and verification is in process.

Verification shall meet the requirements of 26.2.3.

For applications other than those addressed under the scope of 29.7.8.2. supervising station personnel shall
attempt to verify alarm signals prior to reporting them to the communication center under the following conditions: where
all the following conditions exist:
(1)* Alarm signal verification is required by the responsible fire department for a specific protected premises.
(2) Documentation of the requirement for alarm signal verification is provided by the responsible fire department to the
supervising station and the protected premises.
(3) If the requirement for verification changes, the responsible fire department shall notify the supervising station and the
protected premises.
(34)* The verification process does not take longer than 90 seconds from the time the alarm signal is received at the
supervising station until the time that retransmission of the verified alarm signal is initiated.
(45) Verification of the alarm signal is received only from authorized personnel within at the protected premises.
(56)* Verified alarm signals are immediately retransmitted to the communications center and include information that the
signal was verified at the protected premises to be an emergency.
(67)* Alarm Ssignals where verification is not conclusive are immediately retransmitted to the communications center.
(78) Alarm Ssignals that are verified as nuisance alarms are not dispatched and are handled in accordance with Section
26.2.32.2

Alarm Ssignals not reported to the communications center shall be reported to the responsible fire
department in a manner and at a frequency specified by the responsible fire department.

It is recognized that individual Fire Departments will have preference on whether verification is used in
certain occupancies based on many variables such as department specific staffing or response protocols, occupancy
staffing, and occupancy risk. This section allows the fire authority to specifically select those occupancies where
verification is allowed.

) When allowed by the responsible fire department, The 90 second allowance for a supervising station to
call the protected premise to verify the validity of the received alarm signal is independent from the time allowed for the
supervising station to initiate the retransmission to the communication center.

It is important to notify the communication center that an alarm signal was verified and that fire
conditions exist at the protected premises or that some other type of an emergency exists. Fire departments typically
have a substantially larger response for confirmed structure fires.

If an alarm signal cannot be reliably confirmed as a nuisance alarm, then it should still be immediately
retransmitted. This might may include situations where no contact is made within at the premises, or where the persons
within at the premises cannot verify the source of the alarm within the allowable 90 seconds, or other related scenarios.

When verification of a fire alarm signal results in a signal not being reported to the communications center,
it is important that Fire Department personnel be made aware of the alarm and the reason for nondispatch so that
problematic systems can be identified.
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Editorial changes were made to provide clarity. In addition a new paragraph was added to

require a supervising station to immediately alert the communications center of a received fire alarm prior to alarm signal
verification.  The added provision provides the necessary redundancy in reporting and allows the fire service to prepare
for dispatch.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 2
1  Colby, S.

BROWN, T.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-347 (Log #334).
MARTS, R.:  The proposed changes to this criterion “opt-in” may not provide the outcome expected or needed by the

fire service.  The opt-in verification process though providing AHJ’s with the capability of designating specific facilities to
be part of a process, creates a cumbersome and time/labor intensive burden on AHJ’s to reduce the responses to
nuisance activations of thousands of facilities nationwide.  The burden is placed upon the AHJ rather than the property
owner.  The key element of the issue is improving firefighter safety with the reduction of exposures by reduced
emergency responses to nuisance fire alarm activations.
Additionally, the use of the op-in process for proprietary supervising stations with thousands of monitored facilities and

contacts does not provide much incentive for reduction of nuisance alarms due to the actions and associated expense to
be included in the verification process.
These factors noted, the proposed changes may make this more of an exercise of process, than a substantial impact

on the reduction of nuisance alarms.  I believe the adoption of standards placing the majority of all non-residential
facilities under the verification process would be more beneficial for the objective of reducing nuisance alarms, while
maintaining the process of fire service response to all facilities when a response is needed.  With proper classification of
facilities based upon the life safety or hazard, the higher risk facilities could be removed from the process of alarm
verification by this standard or the AHJ.
The gathered and presented statistics indicate that the issue is nuisance alarms.  The correct and timely enforcement

of NFPA 1 and 72 does reduce the potential for nuisance activations of fire detection/alarm systems.   This does not
resolve the entire problem.  Just one nuisance alarm activation per facility, per year in a community can relate to
hundreds of nuisance alarm responses.
I am voting to support the changes and encourage the committee and the fire service to continue to review the options

available to provide for fire fighter safety and appropriate response to automatic fire alarm transmissions to supervising
stations.

OLSEN, W.:  In the committee action, the new Annex material with the intended finished numbering of A.26.2.3.1(4),
the strike-through needs to be removed from the "4".

In the committee's action to Accept in Principle, in Section 26.2.2, Alarm Signal Pre-verification, I believe that it was
the the intent of the task group on this issue to have pre-verification used in all cases when the "opt-in" by the fire
department allowing for the 90 second was utilized.  As written, I believe that this may not be the case due to
interpretation.  Section 26.2.2.1 indicates a vague "where required" condition which might be interpreted to allow a
supervising station not to immediately the communications center upon receipt of an alarm signal when this action is not
required by the responsible fire department.  The delay in notifying the communications center for up to 90 seconds was
an issue for several committee members and the task group attempted to address those concerns with 26.2.2 Alarm
Signal Pre-verification wording.  The committee's intent may have best been served by eliminating the "Where required
by the responsible fire department..." and replacing it with "Where alarm signal verification is required by the responsible
fire department, the supervising station shall immediately notify..." which will clarify that when alarm signal verification is
desired by the fire department, alarm signal pre-verification is also required.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-348a     Log #CC800  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Supervising Station Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-460
Revise the committee action on Proposal 72-460 to add the word "Alarm" before the word "Signal"

in the title and the word "alarm" in the body of the requirement before the word "signals."
The word "alarm" is added to clarify that only alarm signals are intended to be transmitted by point or

zone identification.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BROWN, T.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-347 (Log #334).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-349     Log #200  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-463
Revise to read:

26.2.1.1 Supervising stations shall verify alarm signals prior to report them to the fire service, provided that the
verification process does not delay the reporting by more than 90 seconds.
26.2.1.1.1 Verification of alarm signals shall not be permitted for signals generated by a fire sprinkler flow switch.
26.2.1.1.2 Verification of alarm signals shall not permitted when multiple alarm signals are received at the supervising

station.
26.2.1.1.3 When conducting verification, the supervising station shall confirm that:
(a) The contacted individual is present in the building where the alarm condition is occurring and;
(b) The contacted individual is present at the exact location or has contact with a person present at the initiating device

and;
(c) The contacted individual is an authorized representative of the owner or tenant and;
(d) The contacted individual visually confirms that there is no emergency at the location of the alarm activation.
26.2.1.1.4 When the conditions specified in 26.2.1.1.3 are not satisfied, the supervising station shall immediately

transmit the alarm to the fire department.
This proposal addresses many of the concerns that are present in the original proposal 72-463 and

addressed in the SRFCDC’s comment to reject the original proposal. This revised comment:
1. Eliminates the discretionary issue that is contrary to the Manual of Style.
2. Eliminates the multiple level of safety issue that is contrary to the Manual of Style.
3. Provides quantifiable code language is consistently enforceable.
4. Ensures some basic controls are put in place on the capability and response of those contacted on the premises.
5. Ensures that the multiple alarms and water flow indicators are transmitted immediately. Multiple alarms indicate a

greater possibility of a fire condition. A water flow condition is more difficult to investigate and cannot be verified within
90 seconds since it may be over a very large area or over multiple stories.

The proposed recommendation would not apply to certain signals and handling of specific
alarm conditions is best addressed by the responding fire department. The verification process needs to be an "opt-in"
by the fire department.  The submitter's language makes the process mandatory for the majority of alarm signals
received.
Refer to the committee action and statement on Comment 72-348 (Log #CC800).

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.

OLSEN, W.:  In the committee statement, a log #CC800 is indicated.  The actual log # for Comment 72-348 should be
indicated as Log #337.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-349a     Log #454  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-463
Modify the original proposal to "Where permitted by the authority having jurisdiction. Ssupervisory

stations shall...(remaining submitted text is not modified.)
This revised text provides for an "Opt In" by the authority having jurisdiction to allow alarm verification.

As stated in the original proposal by the IAFC, this would be another tool to be used to decrease the number of
unwanted alarms.

The committee accepts in principle the concept introduced.  Refer to the committee action and
statement on Comment 72-348 (Log #337).

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BROWN, T.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-347 (Log #334).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-349b     Log #455  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-464
Accept the original propsoal.

If the revised language for an "Opt In" provision is accepted through Proposal 72-473 Log #211, then
the original language submitted by the IAFC for this proposal should be accepted.
The text makes it clear that if alarm verification is used, the retransmission must occur after the ninety second alarm

verification period has expired.

The committee accepts in principle the concept introduced.  Refer to the committee action and
statement on Comment 72-348 (Log #347).

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BROWN, T.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-347 (Log #334).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-350     Log #293  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-466
Revise text to read as follows:

26.2.3
26.2.3.1 Effective January 1, 2013 all signaling systems transmitting to a supervising station shall send restoral signals

for conditions that have returned to normal.
26.2.3.2 Effective January 1, 2014 Any signal received by the supervising station that has not restored to normal

within 24 hours shall be reprocessed as a new signal.
Section 26.2.3.2  addresses problem systems. The retransmission of a non restored signal should

force both the installing company and the premise owner to make timely corrective actions. Many systems today remain
in a silenced trouble state while renovations are occurring. Non-response to make corrective actions will lead to higher
dispatch rates.
Agree with the submitter on both sections of the proposals.

Refer to the committee action and statement on Comment 72-352 (Log #250) which meets the
intent of the submitter.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-351     Log #74  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-466a
The TCC advises that the proposed action includes changes that are not identified by legislative

text.   The words “in signals” currently exist in 26.2.3.1 but do not appear in the proposed change.  The TCC directs the
committee to clarify the action on this proposal with respect to the missing text.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

In the recommendation of Proposal 72-466a, insert the words "in signals" between the words "results" and "from."
The committee accepts the direction of the TCC  to reconsider.  The TC has clarified its

action.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-352     Log #250  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-466
Add new 26.2.3.2 to read as follows:

26.2.3.2 Effective January 1, 2014 Any signal received by the supervising station that has not restored to normal within
24 hours shall be flagged and shall result in the responsible parties being contacted and informed of the discrepancy.

The TC rejected the original text as it required “reprocessing” of the signal, and could then result in
re-dispatch in the case of the alarm This revised text attempts to make it a “reminder” signal.

Add new 26.2.3.2 and A.26.2.3.2 to read as follows:
26.2.3.2* Effective January 1, 2014, Aany signal received by the supervising station that has not restored to normal

condition within 24 hours of initial receipt, and every 24 hours thereafter until restored, shall be redisplayed to an
operator as a non-restored signal flagged and shall be reported to the subscriber result in the responsible parties being
contacted and informed of the discrepancy.

A.26.2.3.2  Scheduled impairments include interruptions caused by construction or building damage.  In addition natural
disasters can result in long term system impairments that are not intended to require 24-hour reminders.

The revised text more precisely prescribed the intended requirement.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

MUCCI, A.:  Modify the TC comments that were accepted in principle.
The requirement does not consider the burden placed on the supervising station where resources will be used for an

undetermined period of time to report a non-life threatening situation to the subscriber.  The repeated notifications could
continue for days and weeks with no apparent benefit to the subscriber, but at a detriment to the resources of a
supervising station.  A limit must be placed on the subsequent notifications with a number that does not distract the
supervising station from other events, but places the burden on the subscriber to take action. A more reasonable
approach is one notification via telephone call within 24 hours of the initial receipt, followed with a notification by an
alternate method such as a letter or e-mail 24 hours after the first notification for the non-restored condition.
Using the Committee revised text as an example;
Effective January 1, 2014,  any signal received by the supervising station that has not restored to normal condition

within 24 hours of the initial receipt shall be redisplayed to an operator as a non-restored signal and shall be reported to
the subscriber. If the signal has not restored to normal within 24 hours after it was reported to the subscriber, it shall be
redisplayed to an operator as a non-restored signal and shall be reported to the subscriber using an alternate method of
communication such as in writing by a letter or e-mail.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-353     Log #138  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-461
Revise text to read as follows:

26.2.5 Supervising Station Signal Processing Equipment. Signal processing equipment located at the supervising
station, listed to ANSI / UL 60950, used for computer-aided alarm and supervisory signal processing shall not be
required to comply with 10.14.1 provided it is installed and operated within a controlled environment conforming to ANSI
/ UL1981 Second Edition, Central-Station Automation Systems and shall meet the following Supervising Station
Equipment Voltage, Temperature and Humidity Variation. Equipment shall be designed so that it is capable of
performing its intended functions under the following conditions:
(1)*At 85 percent and at 110 percent of the nameplate primary (main) and secondary (standby) input voltage(s)
(2) At ambient temperatures of +13°C (55°F) and 35°C (95°F)
(3) At a relative humidity of 70 percent and an ambient temperature of 30°C (86°F)

NEMA recommends that the present voltage requirement remain as is (120VAC +10/-15%), as this is
standard tolerance of AC voltage in many industries including ours.  The temperature range requirements can be
relaxed from [ 0°C (32°F) to +49°C (120°F) ]  to  [ +13°C (55°F) to +35°C (95°F) ] as this would allow many but not all
computers to operate in this environment.   This would match what is currently documented in UL864 9th edition, Section
65.  We recommend supporting a reduced humidity requirement that UL currently waives if you meet their definition of
controlled environment.  Humidity could be waived if the definition of controlled environment is defined somewhere as I
could fine no reference to state what the highest humidity can be in a “controlled environment”.

Revise the committee action on Proposal 72-461 as follows:
26.2.5 Supervising Station Signal Processing Equipment.  Signal processing equipment located at the supervising

station, listed to ANSI / UL60950, used for computer-aided alarm and supervisory signal processing shall not be
required to comply with 10.14.1 provided it is installed and operated conforming to ANSI / UL1981 Second Edition,
Central Station Automation Systems, within an controlled environment conforming to ANSI / UL1981 Second Edition,
Central Station Automation Systems. that is maintained at a level within the temperature, humidity, and voltage rating
range of the equipment, and the equipment manufacturer's published instructions are available for examination.

The parameters provided in the submitter's recommendation are common to off-the-shelf
computer equipment. The submitter's suggested parameters are specified elsewhere within UL standards.  The revised
text better address the description of a controlled environment, which is described in the manufacturer's published
instructions.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-354     Log #347  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas J. Parrish, Telegian Corp.

72-469
Accept the original proposal and revise text as follows:

26.3.2* Service Scope. Section 26.3 shall apply to central station service, which consists of the following elements:
(1) Installation of alarm transmitters
(2) Alarm, guard, supervisory, and trouble signal monitoring
(3) Retransmission
(4) Associated record keeping and reporting
(5) Testing and maintenance
(6) Runner service

In the rejection of the proposal  the committee stated this situation already is permitted.  It is not already
permitted as the Certificate holder is required to sub contract the work not allowing the owner the option to utilize either
an independent third party or to self perform the testing and inspections with their own qualified personnel. The Marriott
Corporation would be a prime example of an Owner that has qualified personnel but due to the requirements of the
central station service currently in the code this is not allowed.  (This statement is based on a trade publication article
published in the past 12 months)  I also understand that the listing agencies hold the Certificate issuer to these current
requirements but my I remind the committee that these same NTLs must conform to this code, and that they are fully
aware that it changes every 3 years.  The attitude that the NTL’s require this must be broken, they are required to follow
the CODE they can write anything they want into their individual requirements but the CODE is not to be based on these
requirements.

The committee reaffirms its original statement for rejection.  The submitter substantiation is
incorrect. The current provisions in 26.3.3(2) do permit the prime contractor to subcontract testing and maintenance
service back to owner, or any other entity, provided the personnel performing the service are qualified to do so.
The committee notes that the "substantiation" shown in the submitter's recommendation is the original substantiation in

Proposal 72-469.  The submitter's comment substantiation is separate.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-355     Log #349  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas J. Parrish, Telegian Corp.

72-470
Accept the original proposal.

Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
Contract Requirements. The central station service elements shall be provided under contract to a subscriber

by one of the following:
(1) A listed central station that provides all the elements of central station service with its own facilities and personnel.
(2) A listed central station that provides, as a minimum, the signal monitoring, retransmission, and associated record

keeping and reporting with its own facilities and personnel and shall be permitted to subcontract all or any part of the
installation, testing, and maintenance and runner service.
(3) A listed alarm service-local company that provides the installation, testing, and maintenance with its own facilities

and personnel and that subcontracts the monitoring, retransmission, and associated record keeping and reporting to a
listed central station. The required runner service shall be provided by the listed alarm service-local company with its
own personnel or the listed central station with its own personnel.
(4) A listed central station that provides the installation, testing, and maintenance with its own facilities and personnel

and that subcontracts the monitoring, retransmission, and associated record keeping and reporting to another listed
central station. The required runner service shall be provided by either central station
(5) A listed central station that provides all of the services in any configuration allowed by the previous sections (1-4)

but allows the Building Owner to directly contract for inspection and testing services to an independent third party that
meets the requirements similar to section 10.18.2.4 which has verified the compliant installation of the system and
provided documentation of such to the prime contractor directly.
Substantiation: The requirements for the owner to properly maintain the building fire protection systems have been

clearly stated in numerous building and fire codes. It is also stated in section 14.2.2.1 of this document. There are
numerous facilities that have qualified personnel on staff or that can be retained by contractual means, (as required by
section 14.2.2) that could provide the required testing and inspection services. With the adoption of central station
system requirements by numerous jurisdictions the requirements of 26.3.2 are excessive in requiring the owner, who is
already responsible for inspection testing and maintenance per 14.2.2.1 to utilize the same contractor that
provides the monitoring services to also be required to provide the inspection and testing services. This allows the
certificate owner to hold the building owner in a contractual situation that could meet the burden of proof for a restriction
of the free trade court case. I propose allowing the test and inspections to be provided by an independent third party,
who is not involved in the service or maintenance of the system similar to the requirements of 10.18.2.4, thus,i allowing
a true third party verification, with the properly
completed documentation required by section 14.6.2 of this document being forwarded to the certificate issuing prime
contractor. The prime contractor would still receive all of the signals and would be able to confirm receipt of those
signals as well as satisfy the record keeping and documentation section of the requirements.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The accountability of the subcontractor to the prime contractor is of paramount importance. The

prime contractor is responsible to the listing agency for all six elements of central station service.
In the rejection the committee stated “The accountability of the subcontractor to the prime contractor is

of paramount importance. The prime contractor is responsible to
the listing agency for all six elements of central station service.”  The listing agency can hold the contractor to whatever
they would like.  Currently they hold the contractor to these standards due to this very requirement but as I have stated
on earlier comments, I also understand that the listing agencies hold the Certificate issuer to these current requirements
but my I remind the committee that these same NTLs must conform to this code, and that they are fully aware that it
changes every 3 years.  The attitude that the NTL’s require this must be broken, they are required to follow the CODE
they can write anything they want into their individual requirements but the CODE is not to be based on these
requirements. The Certificate holder is required to sub contract the work not allowing the owner the option to utilize
either an independent third party or to self perform the testing and inspections with their own qualified personnel.  The
Marriott Corporation would be a prime example of an Owner that has qualified personnel but due to the requirements of
the central station service currently in the code this is not allowed.  (This statement is based on a trade publication
article published in the past 12 months)  I feel that there are situations that the person who is legally responsible for
testing and inspection his systems actually be allowed to conduct this in a manner that allows him to survive in these
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tough economic times.  I am not asking for a requirement for testing and inspections to be dropped or be downgraded at
all but to allow a qualified party (as defined by NFPA 72) to conduct these tests and inspections.  I find it very hard to
believe that every certificated system is visited Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Semi-Annually and Annually as required by
NFPA 72 Table 14.4.5.  Since the Central station is the only one that can conduct these tests and inspections they shall
be responsible to comply with all of the requirements of the code.

The committee reaffirms its original statement for rejection.  The submitter substantiation is
incorrect. The current provisions in 26.3.3(2) do permit the prime contractor to subcontract testing and maintenance
service back to owner, or any other entity, provided the personnel performing the service are qualified to do so.
Therefore the proposed addition is inappropriate.
The committee notes that the "substantiation" shown in the submitter's recommendation is the original substantiation in

Proposal 72-470.  The submitter's comment substantiation is separate.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-356     Log #201  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-472
Reconsider the original proposal to add a new section to read as follows:

All organizations used to evaluate and list supervising stations and
prime contractors shall meet section
26.3.4.9.

The listing organization shall provide upon request of the
authority(ies) having jurisdiction, the qualification of each audit staff member used to evaluate the supervising station
and the prime contractor.

Each listing organization shall provide auditing services with its own
facilities and personnel. Auditing staff shall have a minimum of 2 years of alarm monitoring and alarm system audit
experience and a minimum level II certified by a nationally recognized certification organization acceptable to the
authority(ies) having jurisdiction in Fire Alarm Systems. Any listing organization audit trainees shall work under direct
supervision with a listing organization senior audit staff as noted herein.

The auditing organization shall maintain a combined 15 years of
alarm monitoring audit industry experience from the audit staff to maintain the needed competency to make compliance
decisions.

A listing organization shall conduct independent listing evaluations. On-site audits
of every prime contractor and supervising station shall be conducted each calendar year. The listing organization shall
produce an audit report from each on-site audit and when required by the authority(ies) having jurisdiction, will make
these reports available for review. Staff of the listing organization meeting 26.3.2.9.1.1, shall conduct the evaluation and
on-site audits.

A listing organization shall conduct independent
evaluations and on-site audits of a sampling of central station service protected properties issued by the primary
contactor each calendar year. These audits shall be coordinated through the prime contractor, authority(ies) having
jurisdiction (where required) and listing organization prior to the start of the audit.

When required by the authority(ies) having jurisdiction, a listing
organization shall provide copies of all audits of prime contractors or supervising station.

A listing organization shall provide notification of
expiration, cancellation or withdrawal of a listing, or protected property certification documentation to the authority(ies)
having jurisdiction named on the documentation a

A listing organization shall provide the services outlined in 26.3.4.9.4.
Listing organization shall provide a central repository of issued

certification documents that is accessible at anytime to authority(ies) having jurisdiction. The Listing organization shall
also provide copies of certification documentation in a format and frequency acceptable to the authority(ies) having
jurisdiction.

Listing organizations shall provide a method to receive reports and
process field complaints from authority(ies) having jurisdiction, insurers, and other stakeholders.

A listing organization shall provide written technical
interpretations based on the listing organization audit documents and listing organizations procedures that are based on
the applicable technical requirements.

We believe that this issue is a 72 issue and the committee has not told us why it is not a 72 scope
issue. Further clarification is needed as to why it is not included within the scope.  72 covers central stations.

The committee reaffirms it original statement for rejection.  The scope of NFPA 72 is clearly
shown in 1.1.1 and does not include regulation of listing organizations.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-356a     Log #456  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-473
Accept the original proposal.

A comment to proposal 72-463. Log #212 has been submitted to provide a "Opt In" provision for alarm
verification. If the language for a "Opt In" is accepted then the original 72-473 proposal is valid for 26.2.1.1.  A comment
to accept the original proposal for 26.2.1.2, 72-464, Log #213 has also been Submitted which would also be valid if an
"Opt In" provision is accepted.

Revise 26.3.7.1.2 (1) as follows:
26.3.7.1.2 (1) Immediately Rretransmit the alarm to the communications center in accordance with 26.2.1.

The revised text provides the proper correlation with the new provisions as documented in the
committee action on Comment 72-348 (Log #347).

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-357     Log #139  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-473b
Add text to read as follows:

26.3.7.6 Carbon Monoxide Alarm Signals. Upon receipt of a carbon monoxide alarm signal, the central station shall
perform the following actions:
(1)* Communicate immediately with the persons designated by the subscriber to ascertain whether an emergency
medical response is required.
(2) Where necessary notify the communications center that a carbon monoxide detector has actuated and an
emergency response is requested.
A.26.3.7.6(1) Carbon Monoxide detectors or alarms initiate a signal generally before an acute emergency exists. The
central station should determine whether a medical emergency exists prior to dispatching emergency personnel.

The proposal should have been accepted. The committee statement “Requirements for CO
applications are outside of the scope of NFPA 72” is not true. NFPA 72 chapter 26 receives the signals from a CO
system and therefore should have the requirements of how to handle these signals in chapter 26.

The committee reaffirms its original statement for rejection.  NFPA 720,
,  already deals with the receipt of CO signals at

communications centers and other supervising station locations.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-357a     Log #457  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-477
Accept the original proposal.

A comment to proposal 72-463, Log # 212 has been submitted to provide an "Opt In" provision for
alarm verification.  If the language for an "Opt In" is accepted, then the original 72-477 proposal is valid for 26.2.1.
A comment to accept the original proposal for 26.2.1.2, 72-464, Log 213 has also been submitted which would also be

valid if an "Opt In" provision is accepted.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-358     Log #434  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-479a
Vacate the acceptance of the rejection of 72-479.  Accept Proposal 72-479.

If NFPA 72® does not have jurisdiction, then who does?  I would contend that any governmental
agency that selects to monitor fire alarm and other life safety signals, needs at a minimum, follow the requirements for a
Remote Station. Does SIG-SSS contend that a governmental agency may use any rules that they so select, which may
be below the minimum Standard of Care that is required for all other providers of supervising station products? If the
public in some cases is to be required to have their signals monitored by a local fire department or fire protection district,
then the same public
should have the expectation that their systems are receiving the same level of care, and that the governmental
supervising station is of the same construction and staffing of a commercial supervising station.

The committee agrees in principle with the concept but notes that the current requirements for
facilities classifies facilities in three categories:  communication centers, fire stations and other governmental agencies,
and alternate locations. All three classification are currently subject to all code requirements for remote supervising
stations, including equipment and personnel.  No additional code language is required.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BIGELOW, R.:  This belongs to NFPA 1221.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-359     Log #433  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-479
Accept the original proposal.

If NFPA 72® does not have jurisdiction, then who does?  I would contend that any governmental
agency that selects to monitor fire alarm and other life safety signals, needs at a minimum, follow the requirements for a
Remote Station. Does SIG-SSS contend that a governmental agency may use any rules that they so select, which may
be below the minimum Standard of Care that is required for all other providers of supervising station products? If the
public in some cases is to be required to have their signals monitored by a local fire department or fire protection district,
then the same public should have the expectation that their systems are receiving the same level of care, and that the
governmental supervising station is of the same construction and staffing of a commercial supervising station.

See committee action and statement on Comment 72-358 (Log #434).

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BIGELOW, R.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-358 (Log #434).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-360     Log #86  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-479
The TCC makes reference to the committee statement and advises that the proposed change is

within the scope of the committee.  Requirements for performance, installation and operation of remote supervising
station alarm systems fall under 26.5 of NFPA 72 regardless of where the facility is located.  The facility may also fall
under the requirements of NFPA 1221 and if so the requirements of NFPA 1221 also apply.  If conflicts between the two
documents exist they should be identified and resolved.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this
proposal.  (Refer to the committee action and statement on Proposal 72-480.)

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.  See the committee action and statement on
Comment 72-358 (Log #434).

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BIGELOW, R.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-358 (Log #434).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-361     Log #435  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-480
Accept the original proposal.

The original proposal makes it clear that certain construction and staffing requirements for a
supervising station that is operated by a governmental agency must be followed.  The preset requirement for a remote
station is that they need only be approved by the AHJ.  If the AHJ is the operator of the supervising station, they should
not be permitted to have a lesser requirement than those within the private sector.

No additional code provisions are needed because the requirements for remote supervising
station apply in all cases including alternate locations.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-362     Log #436  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-480a
Vacate the acceptance of the rejection of 72-480.  Accept Proposal 72-480 as originally submitted.

The original proposal makes it clear that certain construction and staffing requirements for a
supervising station that is operated by a governmental agency must be followed.  The preset requirement for a remote
station is that they need only be approved by the AHJ.  If the AHJ is the operator of the supervising station, they should
not be permitted to have a lesser requirement than those within the private sector.

Refer to the committee action and statement on Comment 72-361 (Log #435).

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-362a     Log #CC803  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Supervising Station Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-477
Revise 26.5.5.1 as follows:

26.5.5.1 If the remote supervising station is at a location other than the communications center, alarm signals shall be
immediately retransmitted to the communications center in accordance with 26.2.1.

The revised text provides correlation with the committee action on Comment 72-348 (Log #337).

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-363     Log #64  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-482
The TCC makes reference to the committee statement, advises that the proposed change is within

the scope of the committee and makes reference to the TCC Action on Proposal 72-479. The TCC directs the
committee to reconsider the action on this proposal.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.  Refer to the committee action on Comment
72-364 (Log #437).

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BIGELOW, R.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-358 (Log #434).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-364     Log #437  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-482
Accept the original proposal.

The committee action is simply not correct. Why should a governmental agency be exempted from this
requirement?  Should not the owner of a protected property that may be required to be monitored by a governmental
agency expect to receive the same level of coverage as on that is monitored by the private sector?  The building should
expect to be notified when a supervisory or trouble signal is received, rather at some latter time when it may be
convenient for the governmental agency.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BIGELOW, R.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-358 (Log #434).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-365     Log #312  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-483
Revise text to read as follows:

Modify 26.6.1 Exception as follows:

Add Annex material to this Exception as follows:
. These Communications Cloud services are those created by telephone lines, the Internet,

interconnected and mesh radio devices that are beyond the scope of this Code but provide communications services in
the modern environment.

This added text is necessary to recognize today’s communications environment.

The proposed modification of the exception does not comply with the Manual of Style and
introduces a conflict within the exception because the "cloud" is not generally considered to be under the control of the
protected premises owner.  The committee questioned the applicability of private one-way radio networks being included
in the communications cloud.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-366     Log #294  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-483a
Revise text to read as follows:

(6) Each DACT shall automatically initiate and complete a test signal transmission sequence to its associated DACR at
least once every six twenty four hours. A successful signal transmission sequence of any other type, within the same
six-twenty four hour period, shall fulfill the requirement to verify the integrity of the reporting system, provided that signal
processing is automated so that six-twenty four deliquencies are individually acknowledged by supervising station
personnel.

The added requirement will increase traffic activity into the central stations, which will potentially raise
the cost of monitoring. Test signals are automated events that do not feed to an operator however missed events do
require an operator action. Missed timer tests require many calls to be made for notifications and often when a system
misses an timed event the resolution requires a site visit. This is creating unnecessary traffic into the central station and
potentially delaying priority service to other signals. A procedural plan implemented within the central station for missed
timer events is more effective solution than a bombardment of traffic activity.

Refer to the committee action and statement on Comment 72-365 (Log #312).

Affirmative: 20  Negative: 6
1  Colby, S.

BONIFAS, E.:  DACT has proven to be a reliable form of communication over its 30 year life. With the pending demise
of land line phone service DACT's future life is questionable. At this time to quadruple the test traffic will unreasonably
cost supervising stations and/or clog current receivers with no predictable life safety benefit. I am aware of no report
detailing fire losses due to 24 hour test intervals that would have been averted with a 6 hour test window.  In the
absence of such a study DACT should be allowed to live out its limited life without tinkering.
CONNAUGHTON, T.:  There is no evidence, documented or otherwise, that the 24 hour DACT check-in is a reliability

issue.
As DACT is nearing its end of life, it makes no sense to make a change to 6 hours, creating

considerable additional costs to the central station industry
EGAN, P.:  There is no evidence, documented or otherwise, that the 24 hour DACT check-in is a reliability issue.  As

DACT is nearing its end of life, it makes no sense to make a change to 6 hours, creating considerable additional costs to
the central station industry.
FIORE, L.:  There is no evidence, documented or otherwise, that the 24 hour DACT check-in is a reliability issue.
As DACT is nearing its end of life, it makes no sense to make a change to 6 hours, creating

considerable additional costs to the central station industry.
KEIGHLEY, J.:  Changing from 24 hour check in  to 6 hours will create unnecessary signals to the central stations.
MUCCI, A.:  Recall the Reject.
The proposed 6 hour transmission test signal from a DACT does not seem to consider that the 2013 edition of NFPA 72

will only allow a DACT if used together with a different technology.  In this configuration, increasing the test interval from
24 hours to 6 hours provides no benefit to the subscriber because there will always be a backup to the DACT, but
places a burden to the supervising station to accommodate a 4x increase in test signals. If the demise of land line
service is to drive down the consumption of DACTs, the supervising station should not be required to increase facilities
and capabilities during that period of time because of a notion that the quality of land line service will degrade relative to
falling number of consumers.

OLSEN, W.:  In the committee statement the reference to committee action is incorrect.  The correct Comment should
be 72-367 (Log #315).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-367     Log #315  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-483a
Modify and add text from the ROP as follows:

(6) Each The DACT shall automatically initiate and complete a test signal transmission sequence to its associated
DACR at least once ever 6 24 hours. A successful signal transmission sequence of any other type, within the same 6
24 hour period, shall fulfill the requirement to verify the integrity of the reporting system, provided that signal processing
is automated so that 6 24 hour delinquencies are individually acknowledged by supervising station personnel.
When two DACTs are used in situations where two technologies are not available, each DACT shall automatically

initiate and complete a test signal transmission sequence to its associated DACR at least once ever 6 hours. A
successful signal transmission sequence of any other type, within the same 6 hour period, shall fulfill the requirement to
verify the integrity of the reporting system, provided that signal processing is automated so that 6 hour delinquencies are
individually acknowledged by supervising station personnel.

Through action in proposal 72-483, DACT is planned to use only one phone line and a second form of
communications of another technology. This should greatly improve the likelihood of a successful transmission. The
submitter has provided no report, test, or indication that alarm communication has suffered from the current 24 hour test
requirement. DACT, unlike other technologies, does create measurable traffic in a supervising station and interferes with
the owners’ use of their phone lines. Quadrupling the test traffic ties up monitoring center resources (monitoring
personnel, telephone lines and receivers) with no measurable benefit to the performance of the system and interferes
with alarm traffic.
Additionally, as mentioned above, since two forms of technology are required, the second (alternate) technology will be

able to send a trouble signal to the supervising station over the alternate communications path, should the telephone
network, through which the DACT is connected, fail.
With proposal 72-483 that basically disallows the use of two DACTs, the only remaining use of two DACTs would be

the proposed exception to allow two DACTs when no other form of backup communications exists. The six hour test
sequence could be appropriate under that circumstance.
As mentioned above, the 6 hour supervisory rate will create multiple issues for supervising stations. The 24 hour

supervisory signals are usually transmitted in the middle of the night. Increasing that rate to 6 hours (4 per day) will take
many of these signals to business hours, interfering with the telephone system of the premises, creating discontent with
customers. Additionally no evidence has been presented that, while the DACT systems are less reliable than in the past,
the failure of DACT has ever created a failure to transmit a fire alarm.

In today's technology battery backup can only be assured up to 8 hours.  The use of 6 hours
allows the verification of the communications pathway before the backup power has depleted.  The use of 24 hour does
not support this.  In addition the added paragraph is already addressed within the same paragraph.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-368     Log #403  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard M. Simpson, Vector Security Inc.

72-483a
Reject original proposal and revise text as follows:

(6) Each DACT shall automatically initiate and complete a test signal transmission sequence to its associated DACR at
least once ever six- 24-hours. A successful signal transmission sequence of any other type, within the same six- 24-hour
period, shall fulfill the requirement to verify the integrity of the reporting system, provided that signal processing is
automated so that six- 24-hour deliquencies are individually acknowledged by supervising station personnel.

The added requirement will increase traffic activity into the central stations, which will potentially raise
the cost of monitoring. Test signals are automated events that do not feed to an operator however missed events do
require an operator action. Missed timer tests require many calls to be made for notifications and often when a system
misses an timed event the resolution requires a site visit. This is creating unnecessary traffic into the central station and
potentially delaying priority service to other signals. A procedural plan implemented within the central station for missed
timer events is more effective solution than a bombardment of traffic activity.

The submitter's revisions are not clear because both 6 hours and 24 hours are deleted in one
place and left in elsewhere.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 3
1  Colby, S.

CONNAUGHTON, T.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-366 (Log #294).
FIORE, L.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-366 (Log #294).
KEIGHLEY, J.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-366 (Log #294).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-417     Log #310a  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

-
Add new text to read as follows:

Wireless E911 and Next-Generation 911 ("NG911") technologies allow communications centers (i.e. public safety
answering points) to receive 911 emergency calls from standard wireless phones and smart phone to determine the
geographic location and receive emergency text/date messages from such devices. The U.S. Congress and the Federal
Communications Commission ("FCC") recognized the efficacy of NG911 technology for helping hearing impaired
persons contact communications centers, and recognize the efficacy of NG911 technology for helping hearing impaired
persons contact communications centers, and recognize the same for other wireless 911-enabled alarm devices.
The FCC announced its "Framework for Next-Generation 911 Deployment," (76 FR 2297; FCC 10-200; 2011, January

13) with the goal of revising regulation 47 C.F.R. §20, "to enable the public to obtain [911] emergency assistance by
means of advanced communications technologies beyond traditional voice-centric devices." Therein is discussed
NG911 systems and devices, including the application of telemetry for relaying sensor data to a communications center.
The FCC identified specialized NG911 aplications including device-initiated services for emergency communications,
that envision a range of "automatically triggered devices" that could communicate directly with a communications center
including sensors (above), alarms, personal medical devices and telematics.

NG911 is rapidly proliferating technology that is changing 911 emergency reporting in the U.S.
Wireless 911-enabled smoke alarm devices have advantages in fire incidents, and overcome many existing
shortcomings of conventional smoke alarms. In many cases, building occupants calling 911 reporting a fire emergency
use either a conventional landline or cellular telephone. But often these telephones are located inside the dangerous
area that the occupant is attempting to evacuate. The main drawback is that an occupant who is attempting to use a
telephone, dialing 911, and waiting for a call connection, and verbally articulating the nature of the emergency and other
detailed information to a communications center dispatcher can increase the chances of injury and waste critical
evacuation and emergency response time. Moreover, vulnerable or high risk occupants may be substantially limited in
hearing an alarm sound, or in their ability to quickly locate a telephone, dial 911, and effectively communicate with a
communications center dispatcher during a life threatening fire emergency.

This comment is held for further study because it introduces a concept that has not had public
review in accordance with 4.4.6.2.2(a) of NFPA Regulations.
The TC recommends that future action on this material be directed to the SIG-HOU committee as it may have more to
do with single and multiple station alarms - See Comment 72-21 (Log #309).

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-419     Log #145  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-12
In A.3.3.141, change text as follows:

(3) Change “b hours” to 4 hours
(4) Change “M hours” to 8 hours

It appears there was a typo in the original proposal. This comment will fix the language.

The code already provides the correct information in A.3.3.141.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-420     Log #272  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-12
Typographical error shows “b” hours of standby.

Typographical error shows “M” hours of standby.
These typos need to be corrected prior to final approval.

The code already provides the correct information in A.3.3.141.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-447a     Log #464  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-597
Accept the original proposal.

A comment on Proposal 72-463, Log 212 with a modification for alarm verification to be an "Opt In."  If
that comment is accepted, Proposal 72-597 should be accepted.

The committee modified the provisions for alarm verification and included a thorough and
detailed consideration of many similar items.  The proposed additional annex material is not needed.  Refer to the
committee action and statement on Comment 72-348 (Log #337).

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-447b     Log #465  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-598
Accept the original proposal.

A comment on Proposal 72-463, Log 212 with a modification for alarm verification to be an "Opt In."  If
that comment is accepted, proposal 72-598 should also be accepted.

Add new annex as follows:
A.26.2.1 The term immediately in this context is intended to mean “without unreasonable delay.”  Routine handling

should take a maximum of 90 seconds from receipt of an alarm signal.
The committee accepts in principle the relocation of the explanatory annex material to the

beginning of the chapter so that it applies to all types of supervising stations.  The committee does not accept the
reference to alarm verification and central supervising stations because the alarm verification is not part of the 90 sec
time and "central station" is too specific.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-448     Log #304  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

-
Add new text to read as follows:

A.26.5.4.4 Other methods of  retransmission of an alarm signal may include transmitting an alarm data signal indicating
a fire emergency via an internet protocol-based computer network interface between a supervising station and a public
fire service communications center. This method can include emerging computer data networking technologies such as
the External Alarm Interface Information Exchange Packet Documentation (IEPD), which is a standard endorsed by the
American National Standards Institute and the Association of Public Communications Officials. IEPD reduces the
processing time of 911 calls by two to three minutes, reduces the number of voice-based calls, and reduces information
transfer errors between supervisory stations and communications centers.

In early 2009, the Association of Public Communications Officials ("APCO") and the American National
Standards Institute ("ANSI") adopted as a standard an alarm interface technology known as the External Alarm Interface
Information Exchange Packet Documentation ("IEPD").  From 2007 to 2009, Mr. Linwood "Bill" Hobgood, Jr., Systems
Development Leader for the Richmond Virginia, Department of Information Technology, developed IEPD. IEPD allows
providers of supervising station services to communicate via a computer network interface with a public safety
answering point ("PSAP") to send/receive fire, CO, and security alarm supervisory signal data.
The problems to be solved and benefits of IEPD in reporting CO and fire emergencies to a PSAP include:
(1) eliminating 2-3 minutes of processing time between supervising station and the PSAP call taker, which is critical in

fire and CO emergencies;
(2) reducing information transfer errors such as address errors, linguistic issues, which are common in verbal

exchanges between supervising station personnel and PSAP personnel;
(3) eliminates manual telephone calls from a supervisory station to a PSAP;
(4) IEPD or some variations are being implemented or considered by over 100 local/county/state jurisdictions.
In chapter 26, the retransmission of an alarm signal from a supervising station to communications center is governed

by a number of provisions within 26.3.6.1 (Equipment), 26.4.5 (Operations), 26.5 (Facilities) and the Annex thereto. A
number of these provisions, such as 26.4.5.4 are tied to other provisions including 26.3.6.1.6, and 26.5.4.4. Of these two
provisions, 26.5.4.4 presents a number of methods for retransmission of an alarm signal, which is referenced in section
26.4.5.4 Retransmission Means.
No annex explanatory material currently exists for 26.5.4.4, and as such should include a brief reference to this

IP-based computer data networking standard. Such a reference would not have the effect of modifying or otherwise
revising the provisions of NFPA 72, Chapter 26, but instead explains this emerging technology that is being adopted by
a growing number of jurisdictions that can increase the effectiveness (as shown above) of communication between
supervising stations and communications centers, and further save life and property from fire dangers.
Proposed TC and TCC action on Comment
This comment is similar to a comment submitted by the undersigned during the A2011 revision cycle for NFPA 720 to

revise 9.6.8.1, which received a "hold" by the TC (See, Report on Comments, p. 720-11; 720-5 Log #6 SIG-CAR). The
undersigned respectfully requests that this comment be accepted fully or in part or in principle by the TC or the TCC for
the following reasons:
a) the aforementioned comment to NFPA 720 (which is related to NFPA 72) presented an ample opportunity for public

review;
b) the concept of retransmission of an alarm signal between a supervisory station communications center via an

IP-based computer data network is a recognized technology;
c) the concept presented in this comment to NFPA 72 is inextricably intertwined with the concept presented in the

comment to NFPA 720;
d) the concept is an important advancement in this field of technology and vital to public safety.
Alternatively, the undersigned requests that a "hold" under 4.4.6.2.2(a) be placed on this comment, to be processed as

a proposal in the next revision cycle. Thank you for your consideration.

This comment is held for further study because it introduces a concept that has not had public
review in accordance with 4.4.6.2.2(a) of NFPA Regulations.

Affirmative: 26
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1  Colby, S.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-449     Log #311  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-483
Revise text to read as follows:

Move text of A.26.6.2.3 to Chapter 3 “Definitions” and insert it in its proper sequence:
. The area in the communication path that is supported by providers of communication

services in which signals travel between a protected property and a monitoring station. Depending on the type of
transmission that is used, signals may travel on a single defined route or through various routes depending on what is
available when the signal is initiated.
Replace text in  A.26.6.2.3 to that below:
The Communications Cloud is created by multiple telephone lines, multiple paths on the Internet, interconnected and

mesh radio devices.  Under these circumstances, the requirements of Chapter 10 and 14, as required by 26.1.2, do not
apply to devices comprising the Communications Cloud.

This definition was added to the Annex at the ROP but belongs in the Definitions chapter (chapter 3).
It is used in the new text  inserted in 26.6.1 Exception (proposed by separate comment).
The add text to the Annex further explains the concept of the Communications Cloud.

Revise the submitter's recommendation as follows:
Move text of A.26.6.2.3 to Chapter 3 “Definitions” and insert it in its proper sequence:
3.3.xx Communications Cloud. The area in the communication path that is supported by providers of communication

services not governed under the scope of NFPA 72 in which signals travel between a protected property and a
monitoring station. Depending on the type of transmission that is used, signals may travel on a single defined route or
through various routes depending on what is available when the signal is initiated.
Replace text in  A.26.6.2.3 to that below:
The Communications Cloud is created by multiple telephone lines, and multiple paths on the Internet., interconnected

and mesh radio devices.  Under these circumstances, the requirements of Chapter 10 and 14, as required by 26.1.2, do
not apply to devices comprising the Communications Cloud.

The committee has revised the text for clarity and consistency.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
1  Colby, S.

BLANKEN, D.:  The exception to 26.1.2 for the Communications Cloud should be in Chapter 26 of the code and not
buried in the annex. Furthermore, the language is discriminatory against Proprietary systems when their communication
pathways, not being in the Cloud, are subject to more stringent requirements than Central Station or Remote station
communication pathways.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-450     Log #357  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lawrence J. Shudak, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

72-483
Add new text to read as follows:

A.26.6.3.1.5 – When considering a fire alarm system utilizing a single communication path to the supervising station,
consideration should be given to the risk exposure that results from the loss of that path for any period of time and for
any reason.  Some of these outages may be regular and predicable and others transitory.

The committee statement associated with the changes specifically identified the example of scheduled
outages as the reason for extending the permitted monitored time period.  It is appropriate to add annex material to alert
the inspection authority to this characteristic of today’s cable communication infrastructure.

Add annex material to 26.6.3.1.7 of the committee action on Proposal 72-483 as follows:
A.26.6.3.1.7 – When considering a fire alarm system utilizing a single communication path to the supervising station,

consideration should be given to the risk exposure that results from the loss of that path for any period of time and for
any reason.  Some of these outages can be regular and predicable and others transitory.

Changes are made to correct the location for the proposed text and replace "may" with "can."
The revised text meets the intent of the submitter.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-451     Log #314  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-483
Insert added text from the ROP read as follows:

Originally the concept of Private One Way Radio was codified for a one way system requiring at least two
receiving towers or repeaters. Other similar systems have been developed that use this basic principle. Among them Is
the concept of the “mesh network” where a premises transmitter can access multiple nearby transmitters.
It is difficult to reliably test redundant paths on a mesh radio network without significant impact on the system and

considerable efforts of time and personnel.
A remedy is to have the mess network system equipment generate a report at the protected premises or supervising

station showing redundant pathways. Additionally, the mesh system equipment at the protected premises and at the
supervising station periodically determine the number of viable redundant paths and generate a trouble signal whenever
the number falls below two paths, as is required by 26.6.3.3.2, One Way Private Radio Systems.
These redundant paths are created by mesh transceivers utilized in fire alarm service together and simultaneous

with burglar alarm and other alarm services. The function of each of these transceivers is both to serve as a
transmission means for an installed fire alarm system and to act as repeaters for the rest of the network. This is the
nature of mesh networks. The totality of all the devices on the same radio frequency creates what can be described as a
“Communications Cloud.” This is analogous to the “cloud” created by multiple telephone lines or multiple paths on the
Internet and enhances the reliability of the system. Therefore, under these circumstances, the requirements of Chapter
10 and 14, as required by 26.1.2, do not apply for the repeating transceivers since they are considered to form the
“Communications Cloud.”

This added text is necessary to more adequately describe the nature of mesh technology in the Annex.

The committee questioned the applicability of private one-way radio networks being included
in the communications cloud.  The proposed additional annex material does not add any clarity.

Affirmative: 19  Negative: 7
1  Colby, S.

BLANKEN, D.:  The exception to 26.1.2 for the repeating transceivers since they are considered to form the
"Communications Cloud" should be in Chapter 26 of the code and not buried in the annex.
BONIFAS, E.:  Fire alarm communication technologies have allowed the concept of mixed networks since the dawn of

alarm communications.  McCullah loops were used with listed waterflow devices along side of supervisory and security
devices.  The signals from each went directly through the closed contacts of both the listed and non-listed devices.
DACT is employes with listed and non-listed transmitters sharing both the phone system and the Supervising Station
Receivers. With a mesh network integrity is assured by the receipt of test signals from the devices in the network.  In
fact the process of using additional repeaters in the network has the effect of improving the reliability on the whole
network in that it  creates additional paths.  The possible loss of a non-fire listed repeater will not adversely impact the
receipt of fire signals as the networks are self healing, signals will reroute around a missing device.  As with all
communications methods the equipment within the protected premises and connected to the alarm control panel should
require the listing.  A mesh network is a near perfect communications cloud.  You can measure what goes in and out of
it but cannot influence its route in real time. These networks have been deployed with success nothing is gained by
removing security repeaters from the network.
CONNAUGHTON, T.:  Allowing mesh radios to use all available routes back to a central station greatly enhances the

effectiveness and reliability of this technology as a means of fire alarm reporting. To limit what routes a signal can take
is counterproductive.
EGAN, P.:  Fire alarm communication technologies have allowed the concept of mixed networks since the dawn of

alarm communications. McCulloh loops were used with listed waterflow devices along side of supervisory and security
devices.
The signals from each went directly through the closed contacts of both the listed and non-listed devices. DACT is

employed with listed and non-listed transmitters sharing both the phone system and the Supervising Station Receivers.
With a mesh network integrity is assured by the receipt of test signals from the devices in the network. In fact the
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process of using additional repeaters in the network has the effect of improving the reliability on the whole network in
that it creates additional paths. The possible loss of a non-fire listed repeater will not adversely impact the receipt of fire
signals as the networks are self-healing, signals will reroute around a missing device. As with all communications
methods the equipment within the protected premises and connected to the alarm control panel should require the
listing. A mesh network is a near perfect communications cloud. You can measure what goes in and out of it but cannot
influence its route in real time. These networks have been deployed with success nothing is gained by removing security
repeaters from the network.

FIORE, L.:  Allowing mesh radios to use all available routes back to a central station greatly enhances the
effectiveness and reliability of this technology as a means of fire alarm reporting. To limit what routes a signal can take
is counterproductive.
KEIGHLEY, J.:  Allowing mesh radios to use all available routes to the central station will enhance the effectiveness

and reliability of the technology as a method of fire alarm reporting.
MUCCI, A.:  Recall the Reject.
The additional information in the comment provides clarity to the nature of a mesh network and its utilization. Similar to

the cloud consisting of Internet or GSM/GPRS cellular networks, many simultaneous paths exist within the mesh cloud
with each being a component of the cloud. Utilization of the Internet or cellular cloud could very well be for fire alarm,
burglar alarm, and many other services all simultaneously. When a cloud is created by many private radios all talking to
each other on the same frequency, the mesh is formed. This is similar to the Internet and Cellular cloud except that in
the private environment the pathways are limited to Fire and Burglar Alarm Services while the Internet and Cellular
cloud contains those plus many more. In all of these networks that form a communication cloud, the requirements of
Chapter 10 and 14 do not apply. The additional annex information in the comment makes that clear.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-452     Log #313  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-483
Modify  text from the ROP as follows:

To accommodate an increase in the demand for mobile wireless communications as well as introducing new services
over that same network, wireless voice communication no longer utilize dedicated connection to pass voice band
frequencies. Current ubiquitous methods such as 2G and 3G have established a new and different environment to
operate. In place of the voice
band, the voice conversation is converted into a stream of bits and packaged within data packets that conform to
messaging protocols, packets are addressed to a destination point, delivered into the network, received by the
destination point, and are converted back into an intelligible voice grade message. The message exchange through this
wireless data network is done through well known defined protocols such as “Global System for Mobile” communications
(GSM) for voice communications as well as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) for both voice and data and General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) for mobile data services. These protocols have been developed to operate in an optimal
way for the intended application. For example, GSM is used to efficiently establish voice grade connections that deliver
an appropriate level of intelligible voice quality, but may not be good enough to pass tones that represent data. Data
transmission is better served by GPRS and CDMA where a connection into the wireless network is always available
without having to “dial”, and large amounts of data can be efficiently transmitted. However the data passed using GPRS
or CDMA is not that of coded tones such as DTMF (ContactID), but is computer type messages similar to Internet
Protocol.
When using Digital Cellular, a DACT may or may not be used. For example, the Digital Cellular device may be used to

backup the DACT or, if properly supervised, be used as a stand alone device.
If used, the DACT is connected to a Digital Cellular radio device that connects to the cellular network by means of an

antenna. The Digital Cellular radio device is constantly connecting to the wireless network and is always ready to
attempt to transmit to a destination address without having to “dial” a number. The radio device recognizes that the
alarm panel is attempting to place a call by the DACT’s “off-hook” signaling. The radio device accepts the DACT tone
signaling, converts it into a packetized data stream, and sends the packets into the wireless network for delivery to a
pre-assigned destination address.

The added text is required to mention CDMA, which is an alternate technology used by at least two
major cellular carriers, further explain the backup function of digital cellular and correct a small typo.

Modify the A.26.6.3.1 shown in the committee action on Proposal 72-483 under the heading "Digital Cellular" with the
changes shown in the submitter's recommendation - except the change the word "may" to "might" in four places.

The committee has clarified the intended location for this material and corrected the use of
"may" to comply with the NFPA Manual of Style.

Affirmative: 26
1  Colby, S.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-190a     Log #CC702  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Public Emergency Reporting Systems,

72-187b
Add an Item after Item 8 (reference the recommendation of Proposal 72-187b) as follows:

"Public Emergency Alarm Reporting System - Wired System" with Initial/Reacceptance testing and daily periodic
testing frequency ["X(daily)"] and the test method from current Table 14.4.2.2 Item 7(d).

The proposed changes to this table made by Proposal 72-187b have omitted important daily testing
currently required for these systems.  No substantiation was provided to remove these testing provisions.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-200a     Log #CC701  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Public Emergency Reporting Systems,

72-229a
Add new Item 6.7 entitled "Public Emergency Alarm Reporting System" to the "System Inspection

and Testing Form" similar to Item 6.6 as shown in the recommendation of Proposal 72-229a.  Item 6.7 is to be the same
as 6.6 except for the title change.

The proposed form doesn't address public emergency reporting systems in the way that it does for
supervising stations.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-368a     Log #CC700  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Public Emergency Reporting Systems,

72-59
(1) Add new 27.1.5 as follows:

27.1.5 Only those requirements from Chapter 7 that are required by Chapter 14 shall apply.
(2) Retain and renumber existing 27.1.5.

The committee is concerned that the requirements of proposed Chapter 7 will be interpreted to require
documentation for large existing public reporting systems to be completed when only small modifications are being
made to the system.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-369     Log #54  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-488
The TCC makes reference to the committee statement and advises that part of the proposed change

is within the scope of the committee.  Requirements for performance, installation and operation of public emergency
alarm reporting systems (including auxiliary alarm systems) fall under Chapter 27 of NFPA 72 (27.3.7).  The
requirements of NFPA 1221 apply to the communications facility and operations (27.3.8). If conflicts between the two
documents exist they should be identified and resolved.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this
proposal.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

1) Accept in Principle the addition of 27.3.7 from the recommendation of Proposal 72-488.  Add a new 27.2.4 as
follows:
27.2.4 All circuits, paths and equipment necessary for the receipt of signals from a protected premises shall be
monitored for integrity.
2) Reject the balance of the recommendation of Proposal 72-488.

The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.
The committee has modified proposed 27.3.7 to be more general (using the word "equipment") and has relocated the

text to a more appropriate location.
The Committee continues to reject the remaining portion of the recommendation because it is outside the scope of the

committee.  Two members of the SIG-PRS committee that are also members of the NFPA 1221 TC have been assigned
to liaison with the NFPA 1221 committee on the subject of the rejected material.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-370     Log #23  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-490
The TCC advises that the NFPA Manual of Style requires the consistent use of titles and the

proposed change includes a title for 27.4.3.4 but no titles are provided for other subparagraphs of 27.4.3.  The TCC
directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to comply with the Manual of Style provisions for titles.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise the lead-in paragraph of 27.4.3.4 in the committee action on Proposal 72-490 as follows:
27.4.3.4 The Wwireless Nnetwork Ccapacity. for Tthe number of alarm boxes permitted on a single radio frequency

shall comply with one of the following:
The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.

The committee has incorporated the title into the lead-in sentence.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-371     Log #42  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-491
The TCC advises that the placement of new 27.4.3.3 needs to be clarified with respect to the text

added in the committee action of Proposal 72-490.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this
proposal.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Locate the added paragraph as the 3rd paragraph under 27.4.3.
The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.

The committee has designated the location as the third paragraph under 27.4.3 (as is shown in the ROP draft).

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-372     Log #33  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-493
The TCC advises that the proposed change amends text that has been modified (deleted) by the

action on Proposal 72-490 and directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to correlate these
proposals.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Reject Proposal 72-493.
The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.

The committee action on Proposal 72-493 was inappropriate because the reference paragraph was deleted.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-373     Log #140  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-497a
Revise text to read as follows:

27.5.2.9 Equipment Fire Protection. Where applicable, electronic computer/data processing equipment shall be
protected in accordance with NFPA 75, Standard for the Protection of Information Technology Equipment. and/or NFPA
750 Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems.

The original proposal should have been accepted. NFPA 750 is a technology that if not included would
not be available as a tool in design of systems.

The requirements for protection of electronic computer/data processing equipment is properly
covered under NFPA 75, .  If the submitter wishes to
include such requirements, changes should be proposed to NFPA 75.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-374     Log #85  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-504a
The TCC advises that the proposed change amends text that has been deleted by the action on

Proposal 72-500a and directs the committee to provide correlation for these proposals.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

1) Reject the action on Proposal 72-500a.
2) Revise 27.5.5.1.2.2 as follows:
Where alarm signals are transmitted to an fire station emergency response facility from the communications center

using the wireless-type receiving equipment in the fire station emergency response facility to receive and record the
alarm message, a second receiving network conforming to 27.5.5.1.2.1 shall be provided at each fire station emergency
response facility, and that receiving network shall employ a frequency other than that used for the receipt of box
messages.

The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.
The committee has reversed its action on Proposal 72-500a which was an error.  The committee has reaffirmed its

action on Proposal 72-504a and included an additional modification for consistency.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-375     Log #87  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-504b
The TCC makes reference to the added annex figure and directs the committee to provide a related

annex section to introduce and if needed explain the figure.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

1) Add introductory annex text to read as follows:
A.27.5.5.1.4  Figure A.27.5.5.1.4 illustrates the separate functional requirements and power source requirements for

systems that function with wireless network repeater systems in accordance with 27.5.5.1.4.
2) Use the following caption for the figure:  Wireless Network Repeater System.
3) Replace the figure provided in Proposal 72-504b with the following figure:

***Insert Figure A.27.5.5.1.4 Here***
The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.

The committee has provided the needed introductory text and figure caption.  The figure has been revised to properly
reflect the intended power supply arrangement.

Affirmative: 18  Negative: 1
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.

LAPIN, G.:  The figure does not indicate any interaction between the redundant repeater systems.  Discussion of this
interaction should also be included in the introductory annex text.  Otherwise, this figure is confusing and does not serve
its desired purpose.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-376     Log #24  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-506
The TCC makes reference to the added annex figure and direct the committee to provide a related

annex section to introduce and if needed explain the figure.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

1) Add a new annex paragraph to introduce the annex figure added by Proposal 72-506 as follows:
A.27.6.3.1.1 Figure A.27.6.3.1.1 shows the interconnecting wiring that is intended to meet Level 2 survivability.
2) Add a caption for the annex figure as follows: "Interconnecting Wiring from an Auxiliary Alarm System to an Auxiliary

Box or Master Box"
3) Remove the "ground" symbol from the annex figure.

The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.
The committee has added the requesting material.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-377     Log #34  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-512
The TCC make reference to the proposed term “manual alarm initiating device” and directs that it be

changed to “manually actuated alarm-initiating device” to correlate with the action taken on Proposal 72-249a by the
SIG-IDS committee.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Make the change directed by the TCC Action on Proposal 72-512.
The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-378     Log #28  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-517
The TCC advises that the proposed action includes changes that are not identified by legislative text

in the committee action text in sections 27.6.6.5 and 27.6.6.6.  The TCC directs the committee to confirm the intended
action of this proposal with respect to these sections.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise 27.6.6.5 and 27.6.6.6 as shown in the committee action on Proposal 72-517.
The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.

The committee intended that 27.6.6.5 and 27.6.6.6 be modified as shown in the committee action on Proposal 72-517
even though legislative text wasn't used.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-379     Log #29  SIG-PRS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-521
The TCC advises that the committee action has resulted in two different paragraphs designated as

27.7.1.2.5 and directs the committee to clarify the action on this proposal.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise the last part of the committee action on Proposal 72-512 to delete both current 27.7.1.2.4.1 and 27.7.1.2.4.2.
The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.

The committee has deleted both subparagraphs of current 27.7.1.2.4. Both deleted paragraphs are now addressed by
the revised 27.7.1.2.4 and new 27.7.1.2.5 as shown in the committee action on Proposal 72-521.

Affirmative: 19
2  Campbell, R.,  Martin, Jr., L.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-21     Log #309  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

N/A
Add new text to read as follows:

A single- or multiple-station alarm device further comprising an integrated wireless telecommunications component
connected to the control equipment within the unit, where upon receiving an alarm signal from the control equipment
indicating a fire emergency, is configured to initiate a wireless 911 emergency call, transmitting a data or text message
directly to a communications center.

Next-generation wireless 911-enabled smoke alarm devices bridge the gap between single- or
multiple-station smoke alarms and detectors in fire and carbon monoxide alarm systems. Household fire alarm systems
typically comprise separate control equipment having wired or wireless connections to external detectors as part of a
distributed system; in contrast, single- or multiple-station wireless 911-enabled alarm devices have within a single unit
embedded wireless telecommunications components connected to control components and other alarm components
including at least a detector, an alarm device, and a power supply. Other components within the unit include 911 call
disable circuitry which includes a button on the housing of the alarm device for a user to manually cancel a 911
emergency call within a specified amount of time to prevent false alarms. Wireless signal indicator lights on the housing
allow a user to verify wireless service to the alarm device.

Proposed TC and TCC action on comments
If the committee does not accept this comment, the undersigned requests that because the original proposal was

returned as untimely, a "hold" under rule 4.4.6.2.2 is required for consideration in the next revision cycle.
On 11/16/2010, the undersigned originally submitted this as a similar proposal in print paper format, via U.S. mail,

which as stamped received on 11/22/2010 by the codes and standards office, but returned as untimely due to a change
in the proposal closing date of 11/23/2010, the date printed in the 2010 edition of the NFPA Journal Buyer's Guide. The
undersigned did not have access to the internet and was not aware of the change in the proposal closing date.

The technical committee agrees that this comment offers new material that has not had public
review and is being held for processing as a proposal for the next revision cycle in accordance with 4.4.6.2.2 of the
Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-23     Log #308  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

72-463, 72-477, 72-558
Add new text to read as follows:

False Alarm Verification Feature. A feature of fire alarm systems to reduce unwanted alarms wherein the fire alarm
system control unit includes a means for a user to report the verification of a false alarm to a remote monitoring station.

Provides a definition to related Comment 29.7.5.8. Minimizing or eliminating false or unwanted alarms
is important to reducing the misallocation of fire service equipment and personnel. These issues are currently being
addressed by the International Association of Fire Chiefs, the NFPA, and other public safety entities.

The term "false alarm verification feature" does not appear in NFPA 72, therefore, it does not
comply with the NFPA Manual of Style.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

PECHT, F.:  The TC was incorrect in its reasoning in rejecting this proposal because the term "False Alarm
Verification Feature" does not appear in NFPA 72 and so does not comply with the NFPA Manual of Style.  The TC
should reconsider this material as new and vote to Hold it as the TC did for 72-21 which uses the term in its text.
Reasoning that a term is not in NPFA and can therefore be rejected due to the manual of style would mean that no term
could be defined in NFPA 72 until text were added to the document including that term.  This would mean that text
including the term would have to be approved first. The proponent would then have to wait until the next cycle of the
code to propose that the term be added as a defined term.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-23a     Log #CC300  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Single- and Multiple-Station Alarms and Household Fire Alarm Systems,

72-220a
Accept proposal 72-220a as written.

The original substantiation for ROP 72-220a is specific and detailed and justifies the approval of the
proposal.  No valid technical justification has been provided within any public or committee comments to refute or
address the specific points in the substantiation.

Prior to the requirement for sensitivity testing of alarms in the 2002 edition of NFPA 72, smoke alarms had not been
sensitivity tested for decades. Despite the 2002 requirement, the majority of information from users indicates that
sensitivity testing is not being conducted. Therefore, the removal of the sensitivity test requirement is not expected to
have any significant impact on life safety.

Furthermore, no substantiation was originally provided to implement the requirement that shows a need or
improvement in life safety.  The substantiation in the TC proposal clearly defines specific issues related to having the
sensitivity testing. In addition, improper testing can result in contamination of the alarms, which can lead to alarms
becoming more sensitive to nuisance alarms.

SIG-HOU would request the TCC’s attention to Section 29.1.3, which gives authority to SIG-HOU to oversee all
requirements pertaining to single- and multiple-station alarms and household alarm systems.  Refer to committee action
on Comment 72-415 (Log #80).

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 0
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

ORLOWSKI, S. NAHB encourages the TCC and the Standards Council to review the scopes of both the SIG-HOU and
SIG-TMS to resolve the issue of which TC has the authority and oversight for Single and Multiple Station Alarms. In
other NFPA codes, such as the Life Safety Code, there are a number of technical committees who have authority over
general requirements such as means of egress, fire protection features, and maintenance, while there are other
technical committees who are given the authority over specific occupancy groups which tailor the general requirements
to fit their needs. NAHB believes that SIG-HOU is the appropriate technical committee for determining the appropriate
requirements of the testing and maintenance of single and multiple station alarms.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-23b     Log #CC301  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Single- and Multiple-Station Alarms and Household Fire Alarm Systems,

72-223
Accept proposal 72-223 as written.

Complete operability testing is not generally conducted, so the removal of the 10 year replacement
cycle will decrease life safety.

Furthermore, roughly half of the smoke alarms collected as inoperable and studied in the National Smoke Detector
Project were more than 10 years old, hence older than the currently recommended replacement age. Alarms designed
solely to detect smoke should be replaced every 10 years. (Smoke Alarms in U.S. Home Fires Marty Aherns Sept.
2009)

Refer to committee comment 72-23a (Log #CC300).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-194b     Log #26a  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-222
The TCC makes reference to the committee statement and directs that this proposal be referred to

the SIG-HOU committee for action.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection

of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Modify 14.4.7.1 of the existing code as follows:
14.4.7.1 Testing. Household fire alarm systems shall be tested by a qualified service technician at least annually
according to the methods of Table 14.4.2.2. The installing contractor shall be required to provide this information in
writing to the customer upon completion of the system installation.  To the extent that the fire alarm system is monitored
offsite, the supervising station contractor shall provide notice of this requirement to the customer on a yearly basis.
(SIG-HOU)

The TC accepts the direction to take action on Proposal 72-222.  The TC accepts-in-principle
Proposal 72-222 and has revised the recommendation to provide proper terminology and clarity.  The TC has added
(SIG-HOU) to the end of the paragraph and requests that the TCC assign this requirement to the SIG-HOU TC.

Affirmative: 22
5  Cantrell, D.,  Convery, J., Fuller, R., Kittle, M., and Simpson, R.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-380     Log #73  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-535a
The TCC advises that 29.3.2 might be misconstrued to apply to all smoke detectors not just those

used for household systems.  The TCC directs that the committee reconsider the action on this proposal to qualify that
the provision only applies to smoke detectors used in  household fire alarm system.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-386 (Log #300). NFPA 72 now
specifies smoke detectors used in household fire alarm systems.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 0
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-381     Log #141  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-535a
Delete text as follows:

29.3.2 Effective January 1, 2016 all smoke alarms and smoke detectors shall be listed for resistance to common
nuisance sources including cooking.

The proposal should be rejected. The attempt to reduce unwanted alarms in residential homes can
best be accomplished by eliminating the requirement for smoke alarms located anywhere near areas of food
preparation.  Now then, establish a new requirement for the installation of fast acting interconnected thermal detectors
placed directly in the kitchen areas.  Flaming kitchen fires which present a real threat will quickly be detected thermally
whereas smoldering toast will not cause an alarm resulting in an unnecessary fire department response.

The technical committee reaffirms its original decision made on Proposal 72-535a.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

GIFFORD, W. Since I represent Universal Security Instruments on this issue, I must abstain.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-382     Log #169  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-535a
Continue to support the committee action on Proposal 72-535a.

AFAA supports the committee action.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-386 (Log #300).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 0  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

GIFFORD, W. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-381 (Log #141).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-383     Log #208  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Anna Kryagin, Port Authority of New York & New Jersey

72-535a
Modify new Section 29.3.2 to read as follows:

Effective January 1, 2016 all smoke alarms and smoke detectors shall be listed for resistance to common nuisance
sources including cooking, household dust, steam, insects, radio frequency interference and high airflow or gusts
exceeding 300 ft/min.

Based on my experience (talking to owners of one and two family dwelling units and Fire Alarm
System installers) the vast majority of nuisance alarms occur because of dust accumulation inside of smoke detectors
and large insects.

The technical committee has left the specific list of nuisance sources to the applicable
Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratories or Standards Development Organizations. See TC action and statement on
Comment 72-386 (Log #300). The intent of the comment is to expand on the current nuisance tripping requirements.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 0  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

GIFFORD, W. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-381 (Log #141).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-384     Log #335  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Larry Ratzlaff, UTC/Kidde Safety

72-535a
Revise text to read as follows:

Effective January 1, 2016 all smoke alarms and smoke detectors used in household fire alarm systems installed
between 6 ft (1.8 m) and 20 ft (6.1 m) along a horizontal flow path from a stationary or fixed cooking appliance shall be
listed for resistance to common nuisance sources including cooking the application.

Two proposals (72-536 and 72-535a) were submitted with the intent of reducing the number of nuisance
alarms related to cooking. This comment seeks to meet the intent of the two aforementioned proposals by requiring the
UL 217 STP to add a set of quantifiable and repeatable false alarm immunity performance test protocols to ANSI/UL 217
and ANSI/UL 268 specifically for smoke alarms and smoke detectors installed in or near a dwelling kitchen or cooking
area. Smoke alarms that meet the performance requirements of that yet to be determined test protocol would receive a
special listing for the intended use area.
The proposed revised text would require smoke alarms in close proximity to the cooking area to be listed for the

application, Data from the reports below list cooking as the primary source of nuisance alarms. One possible mode of
complying with proposed requirement would be for a manufacturer to calibrate their alarms near the less sensitive end
of their calibration window. This would result in alarm that could be slower to respond in an actual fire scenario.
Requiring all alarms to meet a performance criteria that is really only needed in one area could result in increased cost

or reduced sensitivity for all smoke alarms in the structure, when data shows that only those close to cooking area
require better nuisance resistance.

The following reports support the above substantiation:
· According to a February 2008 NFPA Task Group Report,

, cooking is the leading cause of false alarms. The repot goes on to say ionization and
photoelectric type detectors are both sensitive to cooking aerosols. Several studies have shown that ionization type
detectors installed too close to a cooking appliance have a higher frequency of nuisance alarms than photoelectric type
detectors.

· In a March 2010 Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) Study,
, all smoke alarm types (photoelectric and ionization) tested resulted in nuisance alarms

if placed too close to a cooking source. Regardless of the smoke detection technology, smoke alarms placed greater
than 10 to 15 feet from the main cooking appliance had a reduced number of nuisance alarms.

There are also the ongoing nuisance alarm reduction activities of NIST and UL.
· NIST is conducting full-scale testing to measure the alarm response for several cooking scenarios. The goal of this

research is to use an aerosol generator to reproduce the cooking aerosol particulate size and concentrations.
· The UL 217 STP has formed a Task Group to investigate the feasibility of developing new performance test protocols

for smoke alarms designed to be less susceptible to cooking nuisance alarms. The results from the NIST cooking tests
will provide the data needed to develop a set of quantifiable and repeatable false alarm immunity performance test
protocols to ANSI/UL 217 and ANSI/UL 268 specifically for smoke alarms and smoke detectors installed in or near a
dwelling kitchen or cooking area.

The 2016 date gives NIST time to complete their cooking related experiments and the UL 217 STP to develop the
requirements.

If nuisance alarm immunity performance test protocols for alarm located near the cooking area are added to ANSI/UL
217 and ANSI/UL 268 the frequency of nuisance alarms may be reduced.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-386 (Log #300).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 0  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

GIFFORD, W. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-381 (Log #141).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-385     Log #341  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Todd Alford, System Sensor

72-535a
Revise original proposal as follows the rest remains unchanged:

Effective January 1, 2016 all smoke alarms and smoke detectors used in household fire alarm systems installed
between 6 ft (1.8 m) and 20 ft (6.1 m) along a horizontal flow path from a stationary or fixed cooking appliance shall be
listed for resistance to common nuisance sources including cooking the application.

The intent of the proposals 72-536 and 72-535a was to reduce the number of nuisance alarms. This
public comment seeks to meet the intent of the two aforementioned proposals by requiring the UL 217 STP to add a set
of quantifiable and repeatable false alarm immunity performance test protocols to ANSI/UL 217 and ANSI/UL 268
specifically for smoke alarms and smoke detectors installed in or near a dwelling kitchen or cooking area.

The following reports support the above substantiation:
• According to a February 2008 NFPA Task Group Report,

, cooking is the leading cause of false alarms. The repot goes on to say ionization and
photoelectric type detectors are both sensitive to cooking aerosols. Several studies have shown that ionization type
detectors installed too close to a cooking appliance have a higher frequency of nuisance alarms than photoelectric type
detectors.

• In a March 2010 Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) Study,
, all smoke alarm types (photoelectric and ionization) tested resulted in nuisance alarms

if placed too close to a cooking source. Regardless of the smoke detection technology, smoke alarms placed greater
than 10 to 15 feet from the main cooking appliance had a reduced number of nuisance alarms.

The objective of this public comment seeks to correlate the ongoing nuisance alarm reduction activities of NIST and
UL.

• NIST is conducting full-scale testing to measure the alarm response for several cooking scenarios. The goal of this
research is to use an aerosol generator to reproduce the cooking aerosol particulate size and concentrations.

• The UL 217 STP has formed a Task Group to investigate the feasibility of developing new performance test protocols
for smoke alarms designed to be less susceptible to cooking nuisance alarms. The results from the NIST cooking tests
will provide the data needed to develop a set of quantifiable and repeatable false alarm immunity performance test
protocols to ANSI/UL 217 and ANSI/UL 268 specifically for smoke alarms and smoke detectors installed in or near a
dwelling kitchen or cooking area.

The 2016 date gives NIST time to complete their cooking related experiments and the UL 217 STP to develop the
requirements.

The frequency of nuisance alarms will be reduced if false alarm immunity performance test protocols for cooking
aerosols are added to ANSI/UL 217 and ANSI/UL 268.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-386 (Log #300).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 0  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

GIFFORD, W. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-381 (Log #141).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-386     Log #300  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Wendy B. Gifford, Consultant

72-535a
Add new text to read as follows:

29.3.2 Listed smoke alarms and detectors shall be tested for nuisance resistance, implemented as follows:
(a)  Effective January 1, 2016, smoke alarms and smoke detectors shall be tested for resistance to common cooking

nuisance sources using a minimum setting of 1.4% per foot obscuration.
(b)  Effective January 1, 2018, all smoke alarms and smoke detectors shall be tested for resistance to nuisance alarms

caused by power supply fluctuations.
(c)  Effective January 1, 2020, all smoke alarms and smoke detectors shall be tested for resistance to nuisance alarms

caused by steam, and ambient temperature and humidity.
In response to the original proposal, the committee limited nuisance testing to cooking sources.  While

this is the primary source, it is not the only source of nuisance alarms.  Steam related nuisance alarms may constitute
as much as 1/3 of alarm deactivations.  (See CPSC’s “National Smoke Detector Project 1993” and NFPA’s “Smoke
Alarms in US Home Fires 2009.”) A staggered implementation of more robust nuisance testing allows the entire problem
to be addressed and gives manufacturers time to adjust. Alarms/detectors listed only for installation in a specific location
will be confusing to consumers, installers, and inspectors.

Add and revise text to read as follows:
29.3.2 Listed smoke alarms and detectors shall be tested for nuisance resistance, implemented as follows:

(a)  Effective January 1, 2016, smoke alarms and smoke detectors shall be tested for resistance to common cooking
nuisance sources using a minimum setting of 1.4% per foot obscuration.

(b)  Effective January 1, 2018, all smoke alarms and smoke detectors shall be tested for resistance to nuisance alarms
caused by power supply fluctuations.

(c)  Effective January 1, 2020, all smoke alarms and smoke detectors shall be tested for resistance to nuisance alarms
caused by steam, and ambient temperature and humidity.

Keep existing text from 29.3.2 of NFPA 72- 2010
Insert new 29.8.3.4(5):
29.8.3.4(5) Effective January 1, 2016, smoke alarms and smoke detectors used in household fire alarm systems

installed between 6 ft (1.8 m) and 20 ft (6.1 m) along a horizontal flow path from a stationary or fixed cooking appliance
shall be listed for resistance to common nuisance sources from cooking.

29.7.3 Effective January 1, 2019, smoke alarms and smoke detectors used in household fire alarm systems shall be
listed for resistance to common nuisance sources.

The technical committee has been working on language to reduce the frequency of nuisance
alarms from cooking and other sources. The revisions to this comment address the most commonly reported source of
nuisance alarms first. The action allows for more time for development of testing standards for other nuisance sources.
The  requirements in the committee action on Proposal 72-535a have been renumbered and relocated to coincide with
similar  provisions of NFPA 72.

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 1  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

RATZLAFF, L.  This proposal is asking manufactures to meet a requirement that is not defined. Adding undefined
requirements to the standard provide no benefit.  We do agree that nuisance alarm are an issue and several projects
are underway that may help define the requirements. These are:

· NIST is conducting full-scale testing to measure the alarm response for several cooking scenarios.
· UL 217 STP has formed a Task Group to investigate the feasibility of developing new performance test protocols for

smoke alarms designed to be less susceptible to cooking nuisance alarms. The results from the NIST cooking tests will
provide the data needed to develop a set of quantifiable and repeatable false alarm immunity performance test protocols
to ANSI/UL 217 and ANSI/UL 268 specifically for smoke alarms and smoke detectors installed in or near a dwelling
kitchen or cooking area.

Until the testing has been completed and the data analyzed, it is uncertain what the listed for the purpose criteria will
be. Revisions to the standard should wait until the pass fail criteria needed to comply with this requirement is
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determined.

GIFFORD, W. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-381 (Log #141).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-387     Log #179  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jeff Buss, Sure Signal Products, Inc.

72-536a
Revise text to read as follows:

Fire warning equipment to be installed in residential occupancies shall produce the audible emergency
evacuation signal described in ANSI S3.41, , whenever the
intended response is to evacuate the building.

The code does not take into account the use of mechanically powered, gear-driven household heat
alarms.  The complexity of a spring-powered gear system that could produce the irregular T-3 pattern (3 × ½ sec
ON/OFF…1½ sec pause) cannot practically be achieved with the reliability necessary for fire safety.

These are supplementary alarms whose primary role is use in attics, kitchens, basements and utility closets.  These
are non-sleeping areas where a warning signal is sufficient.

Exceptions for these mechanical devices have already been made in the Household Fire Alarm Chapter of NFPA 72.
See Exception to Section 29.5.2.1.1 Smoke and Heat Alarms, also see the Item (5) in Section 29.6.1 Smoke and Heat
Alarms.  These sections acknowledge the benefits offered by these devices, while recognizing their limitations.

The technical committee agrees that this comment offers new material that has not had public
review and is being held for processing as a proposal for the next revision cycle in accordance with 4.4.6.2.2 of the
Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

OLENICK, S. In order to avoid a perception of a conflict on interest due to my consulting relationship with SafeAwake,
LLC, I am abstaining on this comment.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-388     Log #317  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-548
Accept the proposal, in principle, as follows:

29.3.5.2* Fire-warning equipment producing the audible emergency evacuation signal shall be permitted to incorporate
voice notification under either or both of the following conditions:

1) Where the voice message is contained completely within the 1.5-second pause period of the audible emergency
evacuation signal

2) Where the voice message complies with 29.3.5.2(2)(a) and (b) as follows:
(a) 1) The voice message is first preceded by a minimum of eight two cycles of the audible emergency evacuation

signal, and
(b) 2) The voice message periodically interrupts the signal for no longer than 10 seconds followed by a minimum of two

cycles of the audible emergency evacuation signal between each voice message. The initial eight-cycle period shall not
be required to be repeated.

The intent of the original proposal was to enhance public life safety by providing a platform for an
effective voice message. This public comment takes the rejection comment of the SIG-HOU Technical Committee into
consideration in order to meet the intent of the original proposal. The proposed revisions to section 29.3.5.2 will
accomplish two critical objectives:

1. Allow enough time, 10 seconds, for an effective voice message to be clearly understood by the building occupants
by deleting the 1.5 second provision in section 29.3.5.2(1).

2. Reducing the amount of time for the voice message to be heard by the building occupants from 30 seconds to 7.5
seconds by reducing the number of cycles preceding the voice message from eight to two cycles in section 29.3.5.2(2).

It can be demonstrated that the voice message is more affective in a residential environment, especially where children
are involved.  Consequently it is preferred that the voice message precede the audible signal. However, changing the
timing, as proposed above, is a great step in the right direction.

The technical committee concludes that there is technical literature that substantiates current
NFPA 72 requirements and the need for more than two cycles of temporal three (T3) emergency evacuation signals to
notify building occupants. Short messages can be intelligible within the 1.5 second timeframe. Longer messages are
permitted after the 8 cycles.

Reference: The 2005 CSE NIH Phase 2 Report and The Bruck and Horasan from the 1995 Fire Safety Journal

Affirmative: 23  Negative: 1  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

SIMPSON, R.  The committee didn't have the necessary time to properly determine if the revised adjustments of the
timing sequences for the use of voice would improve the warning notification. Limited test groups used in the referenced
studies are not indicative of the entire population. Basing rational from a  study of 14 indivuduals is not scientific data.
Committee needs to request further research from the Fire Safety Foundation to study the value of using voice
announcements as part of the entire warning signature. With the introduction of other signalling alerts for notification,the
introduction of low frequency sounders and adding the temporal 4 sound for CO, audible alerts need further study.

OLENICK, S. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-387 (Log #179).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-389     Log #83  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-536a
The TCC makes reference to 29.3.6.2 of the recommendation and advises that explanation of the

paragraph in more practical terms would be helpful to users of the code.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider
the action on this proposal and suggests adding explanatory material in the annex.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Delete Section 29.3.6 and revise as follows.
Audible fire alarm signals shall meet the performance requirements of 18.4.3 and 18.4.5.

29.3.6.1 All audible fire alarm signals installed shall meet the performance requirements of 18.4.3, 18.4.5.1, 18.4.5.2
and 29.3.8.

29.3.6.2  In all sleeping areas required to be accessible in compliance with a standard issued pursuant to the
Americans with Disabilities Act or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, shall meet the
performance requirements of 18.4.5.3
Revise 29.5.2.1.2 as follows:
29.5.2.1.2 Household Fire Alarm System.  Where a household fire alarm system is used to provide a fire-warning

function, notification appliances shall be installed to meet the performance requirements of 18.4.3 and 18.4.5 29.3.6.
The technical committee reconsiders this proposal and has made changes to 29.3.6 to

address the concerns of the TCC.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

OLENICK, S. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-387 (Log #179).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-390     Log #207  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Stephen M. Olenick, Combustion Science & Engineering, Inc.

72-536a
Revise text to read as follows:

Audible fire alarm signals shall meet the performance requirements of 18.4.3 and 18.4.5.

All audible fire alarm signals installed shall meet the performance requirements of 18.4.3, 18.4.5.1 and
18.4.5.2.

In all sleeping areas required to be accessible in compliance with a standard issued pursuant to the
Americans with Disabilities Act or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, shall meet the
performance requirements of 18.4.5.3.

Where a household fire alarm system is used to provide a fire-warning
function, notification appliances shall be installed to meet the performance requirements of 29.3.6.

This proposal essentially undoes the changes to 29.3.6 by proposal 72-536a. It should likewise be
considered during any potential formulation of a TIA on this matter, although I understand the TIA is simply to clarify
intention for a past code, not necessarily going forward. The change to 29.3.6 was made because it was discussed that
it was never the intention of the committee to have all sleeping rooms have low frequency alarms. Perhaps it should be.
Research by Bruck and Thomas (Thomas and Bruck, SUPDET 2011; Thomas and Bruck, Victoria University report,
2010) indicates that in order to get acceptable results in terms of early warning and adequate notification, alarms should
be located in every room and interconnected. Chapter 29 currently requires a large number of detectors (although not
every room) and already has made the change to require interconnection. These references also contain data indicating
better delivery of sound throughout a residence with low frequency alarms. While it is known that the low-frequency
signal is better received by those with some level of hearing loss than 3100 Hz alarms, these studies demonstrated
experimentally that low frequency alarms are far better at delivering the necessary 75 dB at pillow locations due to
lesser sound attenuation through walls, distances, and other obstacles.

From an awakening standpoint, low frequency is very effective, including for those without any hearing impairments.
CSE (CSE NIH report, 2005) found the low frequency signal to be 100% effective for those with normal hearing levels.
Bruck, Thomas, and Ball (NFPA RF report, 2007) also found 100% effectiveness with the 520 Hz low frequency square
wave for those with a blood alcohol level of 0.05. Hence, both from a sound delivery standpoint and an awakening
standpoint, putting low frequency in every sleeping room, not just those for people with hearing loss, should be carefully
considered.

It is proper for 29.5.2.1.2 to point back to 29.3.6 (and hence chapter 18 as needed) rather than point directly to Chapter
18 as per proposal 72-536a.

If the concern continues that there are not adequate manufacturers right now, this is not true. There are manufacturers
with product on the market currently. Additionally, the concern that a testing standard does not exist are being
addressed currently at UL and my understanding is that a test should be available soon. If there is lingering concern
about a testing standard or product availability, this can be addressed potentially with a future effective date.

Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

The technical committee recognizes the benefit that low frequency notification provides to
certain portions of the population and has revised requirements of NFPA 72 (2010) and expanded them in the 2013
ROP to serve those populations.

However, according to several studies (e.g. a Bruck “Arousal from Sleep with a Smoke Detector in Children and
Adults" 1998) the majority of the adult population still awakes to conventional signals. Therefore, this does not rise to the
level of mandating Proposal 72- 536a as a minimum requirement for all sleeping areas based on the added cost and
technical challenges.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

OLENICK, S. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-387 (Log #179).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-391     Log #295  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-536a
Revise text to read as follows:

29.3.6.2 In all sleeping areas in single family dwellings required to be accessible in compliance with a standard issued
pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, shall meet
the performance requirements of 18.4.5.3.

It is the position of ESA that annunciation of a fire alarm condition should be required  in all sleeping
areas without stipulation to areas specified in the Americans with Disabilities Act or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973.

See technical committee statement on Comment 72-390 (Log #207).

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

OLENICK, S. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-387 (Log #179).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-392     Log #81  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-537a
The TCC makes reference to 29.3.8.1(2)(a) in the recommendation and advises that the term

"appropriate" in this context is not enforceable.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal
to provide more specific and enforceable language.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise text to read as follows:
Notification appliances provided for those with mild to severe hearing loss shall

comply with the following:
(1)  An audible notification appliance producing a low frequency alarm signal shall be installed in the following

situations:
(a)* Where required by governing laws, codes or standards for people with hearing loss
(b) Where provided voluntarily for those with hearing loss
(2)* The low frequency alarm signal output shall comply with the following:
(a) The alarm signal shall be a square wave or provide equivalent awakening ability.
(ab)*The waveform shall have a fundamental frequency of 520 Hz ± 10 percent and appropriate harmonics.
(bc) The minimum sound level at the pillow shall be 75 dBA, or 15 dB above the average ambient sound level, or 5 dB

above the maximum sound level having a duration of at least 60 seconds, whichever is greater.
Delete A.29.3.8.1(2)(b) in entirety.

The TC has accepted the TCC comments and deleted the recommended text on Proposal
72-537a. Because specific harmonics will be referenced in the applicable testing or product standard, it is unnecessary
to specify the requirements in NFPA 72.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

OLENICK, S. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-387 (Log #179).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-393     Log #203  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tim Shaffer, SafeAwake, LLC

72-537
Revise text to read as follows:

Notification appliances provided for those with mild to severe hearing loss
shall comply with the following:

...
For increased protection in sleeping areas, those with mild and moderate hearing loss should consider

augmenting their level of protection with tactile notification in accordance with 18.10 as it has been shown to be an
effective means of awakening those who have normal hearing, as well as those with varying levels of hearing loss.

Since the committee feels strongly that low frequency signals should be required for those with mild to
severe hearing loss, this addition to the appendix will recommend tactile as an additional level of protection for those
with mild to moderate hearing loss (29.3.8.2 will now require it for moderately severe, severe, and profoundly deaf in
accordance with accepted proposal 72-540).

The committee is directed to two references (“Smoke Detector Alert for the Deaf”, Phase II SBIR Final Report, National
Institutes of Health, 2005; Ashley et al., SUPDET, 2005). Both of these references highlight the additional level of
protection tactile can provide for not only the severe hearing loss to profoundly deaf, but also those with mild and
moderate hearing loss, and even those with normal hearing levels.

Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Revise current A.29.3.8.2 as follows:
Tactile notification appliances such as bed shakers have been shown to be effective in waking those with

normal hearing to profound hearing loss [Ashley et al., 2005, UL 1971, 1991]. Tactile signaling has been studied and
found to be an effective way to alert and notify sleeping persons. However, there are many variables that have not been
tested that might affect the reliability of their performance. Some of the appliance variables include the mass of the
appliance, frequency of vibration and the throw or displacement of the vibrating mass. Occupant variables that might
affect the reporting of test results and the effectiveness of the appliance include the person’s age, how long a person
has lived with their hearing loss, and what sleep stage the person is experiencing when the appliance operates.  The
type of mattress might also have an effect of the performance of certain tactile appliances. Mattress variables can
include thickness, firmness, memory foam, pillow tops, water beds, air beds, and motion isolation mattresses.  Users of
tactile appliances should be cautioned to test how well they might sense the effect of the appliance.

The Code requires both strobes and tactile appliances. Strobes can awaken sleeping persons, provide verification that
there is a fire alarm condition, and serve to alert persons when they are not in contact with a tactile appliance.

The TC's proposed revisions incorporates Tactile notification appliances references for all
groups.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

OLENICK, S. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-387 (Log #179).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-394     Log #204  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tim Shaffer, SafeAwake, LLC

72-540
Revise text to read as follows:

Visible notification appliances in accordance with the
requirements of 18.5.4.6 18.5.2-18.5.4 and tactile notification appliances in accordance with the requirements of 18.10
shall be required for those with moderately severe to profound hearing loss in the following situations:

(1)* Where required by governing laws, codes, or standards for people with hearing loss
(2) Where provided voluntarily for those with hearing loss

It is my understanding that the continued inclusion of a requirement for strobes for the moderately
severe to profoundly deaf is because they provide some level of alarm verification and they can aid in notification when
the occupant is not asleep. NFPA 72 should not rely on strobes for awakening, even as a backup plan for tactile. In the
CSE NIH study (NIH, 2005; Ashley et al., 2005), a 110 cd strobe, as required below 24 inches from the ceiling as
currently required by 18.5.4.6.2 was only approximately 35% effective at awakening the hard of hearing and was less
than 60% effective at awakening the profoundly deaf. Meanwhile, a bed shaker was over 80% effective for the hard of
hearing and over 90% effective for the deaf. A T3 pulsed shaker was 100% effective for both groups (and the fully
hearing as well). Bruck and Thomas (2009) found even more concerning response for strobes. They found that strobes
were only 27% effective at awakening their hard of hearing subjects at 177 cd, the highest required level in a sleeping
room per the current requirements of 18.5.4.6.2. Clearly, the strobes are not adding any significant additional life safety
with respect to awakening. Therefore, the strobes should just have the same intensity for any other room in the
residence if they are only intended for alarm verification and for notification if the person is not asleep.

While the removal of the higher intensity for sleeping rooms will not result in any substantial reduction in life safety
since strobes are ineffective for awakening, the removal of the higher intensity requirement may result in the ability of
manufacturers to implement feasible battery backup solutions for strobes in smaller rooms and corridors where the
required intensity is less. This would result in better protection for those protected by strobes during power outages etc.

A similar comment has been submitted to SIG-NAS for Section 18.5.4.6.2 requiring that if a tactile appliance is
provided in a sleeping room, the strobe must simply meet the intensity requirements for a strobe in a non-sleeping room.

Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Comment 72-394 (Log #204) lowers the current minimum requirement in the code, therefore,
it does not address all circumstances that may exist where the  requirement may provide a benefit.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

OLENICK, S. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-387 (Log #179).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-395     Log #305  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

72-463, 72-477, 72-553, 72-558
Add new text to read as follows:

A means for verifying false or unwanted alarms by the household fire alarm system user at the protected premises
shall be permitted, only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) The means for verifying the false alarm immediately reports the false alarm verification to a remote monitoring
station.

(2) The false alarm verification process does not exceed 90 seconds.
(3) The means for verifying the false alarm is clearly marked as such on the fire alarm system control unit, and is of a

self-restoring (momentary operation) type.
This comment is related to the other proposals (72-463 log#212; 72-477 log#222; 72-553 log# 224;

72-558 log#225) but provides a related provision for fire alarm system control equipment that includes a false alarm
verification feature for fire alarm system users. Minimizing or eliminating false or unwanted alarms is important to
reducing the misallocation of fire service equipment and personnel. These issues are currently being addressed by the
International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC), the NFPA, and other public safety entities. See IAFC position statement
on Eliminating Unwanted and nuisance fire alarm activations at
http://www.iafc.org/associations/4685/files/IAFCposition_EliminatingUnwantedandNuisanceFireAlarmActivations.pdf;
and the NFPA Journal, July/August 2011, "Unwanted Alarms: False, No-Hazard, Unwanted," pp. 52-57.

Systems today already have these features implemented and NFPA 72 does not prohibit them
from being utilized.

Additionally the TC has already taken action to reduce false alarms on committee actions and statements on
Comments 72-386 (Log  #300) and 72-410 (Log #401).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-396     Log #316  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-548
Add text to read as follows:

29.7.6.6 (2) Distinctive alarm signals shall be used so that the fire alarm can be distinguished from other functions,
such as burglar alarms. The use of a common-sounding appliance for fire and burglar alarms shall be permitted where
distinctive signals are used. The use of distinctive voice signals indicating the type of alarm shall be permitted. When a
voice message is used, the voice message shall precede and alternate with two cycles of the audible emergency
evacuation signal.

At the ROP, the TC suggests that use of voice signaling is already permitted in Section 29.3.5.2.
However, the method suggested there does not give the residents proper notification. Evidence with be presented at the
ROC meeting that suggests a modification whereby the voice signal proceeds two cycles of the audible emergency
evacuation signal. This has been proven to be more affective to awaken residents, especially children, rather than the
conventional, commercial sound patterns. If accepted by the TC, it is suggested that the TC either inserts this comment
into 29.7.6.6 (2), modifies 29.3.5.2.(b) to correlate with this comment, or does both.

See technical committee statement on Comment 72-388. Current NFPA 72 requirements
permit the use of distinctive voice signals for notification.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

OLENICK, S. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-387 (Log #179).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-397     Log #318  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-548a
Delete added text and restore original text as follows:

A.29.7.6.7 Such input and output devices include, but are not limited to, relay modules, notification appliances, phone
dialers, security system control units, heat detectors, and manual fire alarm boxes.

Delete added text:
29.7.6.7.1 Single- or multiple station smoke alarms are permitted to be connected system control equipment

referenced in section 29.7.5.7.
29.7.6.7.2 The actuation of a single- or multiple station smoke alarm shall initiate a supervisory signal at the system

control equipment referenced in section 29.7.5.7.
Single and multiple station smoke alarms are often the only fire alarm initiation devices installed within

a residence. Permitting only a supervisory signal to annunciate at the central station would likely greatly delay or prevent
notification of the fire department altogether. Residents often rely on household fire alarm systems to notify the fire
department automatically in case they are absent or otherwise unable to contact the fire department directly. The
proposal would effectively requiring household fire alarm systems to provide smoke detectors to replace or supplement
existing single and multiple station smoke alarms, which would increase the cost to the owner/occupant to provide
automatic fire department notification. The life safety benefit provided by allowing only a supervisory signal has not been
demonstrated to exceed the potential cost increase. This proposal could seriously impact life safety and property
protection by forcing consumers to forego automatic notification due to cost concerns.

The technical committee disagrees with the submitter's change to the annex text. See TC
action and statement on Comment 72-398 (Log #72).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-398     Log #72  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-548a
The TCC makes reference to 29.7.6.7.2 in the recommendation and advises that the proposed

change creates a potential conflict with 23.8.3.5 and the action on Proposal 72-303a.  Where smoke alarms are
connected to a protected premises control unit and listed for that control unit, the proposed text implies that an alarm
signal would be permitted.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal to correlate with the
noted provisions in Chapter 23.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Replace Proposal 72-548a, Sections 29.7.6.7.1 and 29.7.6.7.2 and revise text to to read as follows:
29.7.6.7.1 Single- or multiple station smoke alarms shall be permitted to be connected to system control equipment

located within the dwelling unit.
29.7.6.7.2 When connected, the actuation of a single- or multiple station smoke alarm shall initiate an alarm signal at

the system control equipment located within the dwelling unit.
The TC has clarified the TCC comment so it does not apply to the protected premises

equipment. With the focus on conditions within a dwelling unit, an alarm signal is expected.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

CHRISTIAN, D. AFAA does not agree that you should have an alarm signal for a smoke alarm connected to a
household fire alarm system. If you need an alarm, a smoke detector should be used. In all cases, smoke alarms
connected to a fire alarm panel should be a supervisory signal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-399     Log #185  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Adams,

72-548a
Delete the proposed text.

We agree with the negative of the committee members. How can you have a fire alarm signal not
transmit a fire signal to the central station? This is counter to all fire protection thoughts since the beginning of time. The
listing/non listed.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-398 (Log #72).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-400     Log #186  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott Adams,

72-548a
Add new text to read as follows:

Where household fire alarm systems are connected to system control equipment they shall also comply with 23.8.3.
The proposed wording clarifies we believe what was trying to accomplish with the proposal. The

reference to 23.8.3 aids the user of household systems in the interconnection requirements found elsewhere in the
code.

The submitter's proposed additional text is unnecessary. See technical committee action and
statement on Comment 72-398 (Log #72).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-401     Log #402  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard M. Simpson, Vector Security Inc.

72-548a
Reject original proposal and add new text to read as follows:.

29.7.6.7.1 Single- or multiple station smoke alarms are permitted to be connected system to control equipment
referenced in section 29.7.5.7.
29.7.6.7.2 The actuation of a single- or multiple station smoke alarm shall initiate a supervisory signal at the system
control equipment referenced in section 29.7.5.7.

Section 23.8.3 addresses household fire alarm system. A smoke alarm is defined in section 3.3.251 as
responsive to smoke. A fire alarm signal in section 3.3.240.4 is defined as a signal initiated by a fire alarm initiating
device such as automatic fire detector or other device in which activation is indicative of the presence of fire or fire
signature.
Table 14.4.2.2. #3 Single and multiple station smoke alarms connected to protected premises  systems method of
testing is a functional test is to put the smoke alarm into an alarm condition and verify the activation of a supervisory
signal  however the a smoke in alarm will activate a sound of fire warning. How can we activate a sound of danger within
the protected premise then issue a maintenance sound at the protected premise system?
Smoke alarm and Smoke detectors when connected a to a household fire system and activated will annunciate an
sound of evacuation. The majority of all installed household fire alarm systems report to supervising station. A report of
supervisory is handled differently than a fire alarm signal at the supervising station. Consumers may not be aware that
fire response will not respond on a maintenance signal like supervisory. This code conflict may inadvertently put the
consumer at odds with their insurance provider in the event of claim and non-response due to consumer’s confusion on
the monitoring station’s response.
If 72 is a signaling code and smoke alarms issue a sound of warning then transmission to off site monitoring must be
consistent with the performance within premise.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-398 (Log #72).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

CHRISTIAN, D.  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-398 (Log #72).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-402     Log #296  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-548a
Reject original proposal as follows:

29.7.6.7.1 Single- or multiple station smoke alarms are permitted to be connected system control equipment
referenced in section 29.7.5.7.

29.7.6.7.2 The actuation of a single- or multiple station smoke alarm shall initiate a supervisory signal at the system
control equipment referenced in section 29.7.5.7.

Section 23.8.3 addresses household fire alarm system. A smoke alarm is defined in section 3.3.251 as
responsive to smoke. A fire alarm signal in section 3.3.240.4 is defined as a signal initiated by a fire alarm initiating
device such as automatic fire detector or other device in which activation is indicative of the presence of fire or fire
signature.

Table 14.4.2.2. #3 Single and multiple station smoke alarms connected to protected premises  systems method of
testing is a functional test is to put the smoke alarm into an alarm condition and verify the activation of a supervisory
signal  however the a smoke in alarm will activate a sound of fire warning. How can we activate a sound of danger within
the protected premise then issue a maintenance sound at the protected premise system?
Smoke alarm and Smoke detectors when connected to a household fire system and activated will annunciate a sound of
an evacuation. The majority of all installed household fire alarm systems report to supervising station. A report of
supervisory is handled differently than a fire alarm signal at the supervising station. Consumers may not be aware that
fire response will not respond on a maintenance signal like supervisory. This code conflict may inadvertently put the
consumer at odds with their insurance provider in the event of claim and non-response due to consumer’s confusion on
the monitoring station’s response.

If 72 is a signaling code and smoke alarms issue a sound of warning then transmission to off site monitoring must be
consistent with the performance within premise.

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-398 (Log #72).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

CHRISTIAN, D.  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-398 (Log #72).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-403     Log #142  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-548a
Add text to read as follows:

29.7.6.7.1 Single- or multiple station smoke alarms are permitted to be connected system control equipment
referenced in section 29.7.5.7.

29.7.6.7.2 The actuation of a single- or multiple station smoke alarm shall initiate a supervisory signal at the system
control equipment referenced in section 29.7.5.7

Proposal 72-548a as accepted in principal is now in conflict with 72-303a. NEMA agrees with the
comments of the NFPA 72 TCC.

The TC has addressed the TCC concerns on Comment 72-398 (Log #72).

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

CHRISTIAN, D.  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 72-398 (Log #72).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-404     Log #371  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas F. Norton, Norel Service Company, Inc.

72-548a
Add new text to read as follows:

Where required by other governing laws, codes standards, or the authority having jurisdiction, or by other parts of this
code, a listed sprinkler water flow switch and &listed valve tamper switch  shall be installed and connected to the
multiple-station alarms or household fire alarm system to activate an alarm signal.

As requirements for residential sprinklers are being adopted, code officials are unsure on how to
monitor such systems, and in the case of a sprinkler activation, alert the occupants.

Revise the submitter's recommendation as follows (changes are shown relative to the submitter's recommendation):
29.7.6.7.3 A sprinkler waterflow alarm initiating device

Where required by other governing laws, codes standards, or the authority having jurisdiction, or by other parts of this
code, a listed sprinkler water flow switch and &listed valve tamper switch shall be permitted to be installed and
connected to the multiple-station alarms or household fire alarm system to activate an alarm signal.

The technical committee does not agree that valve supervision should initiate an alarm signal.
A sprinkler waterflow alarm initiating device should be permitted to initiate an evacuation signal regardless of whether

an alarm system has been installed or not.

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-405     Log #370  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas F. Norton, Norel Service Company, Inc.

72-548a
Add new text to read as follows:

When additional supplementary alerting devices are required for individuals with disabilities (i.e. bed shaker, flashing
light, ect.) a listed output relay shall be installed and connected to the multiple-station alarms for proper activation of
these devices.

As the number of “Community Residences” for those with disabilities increases, a large number are
being protected by only Multiple-station alarms and not a central control panel. In order to alert these individuals,
supplementary devices are often used, and it is imperative that the interconnections be with listed devices.

The technical committee agrees that this comment offers new material that has not had public
review and is being held for processing as a proposal for the next revision cycle in accordance with 4.4.6.2.2 of the
Regulations Governing Committee
Projects. This matter is also addressed in 29.3.1.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

OLENICK, S. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-387 (Log #179).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-406     Log #15  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

72-550
Revise text to read as follows:

Where a digital alarm communicator transmitter (DACT) is used, the DACT serving the protected premises shall only
require a single telephone line and shall only require a call to a single digital alarm communicator transmitter receiver
(DACR) number.

To correct an apparent typograpphical error in the printed version of the National Fire Alarm and
Signaling Code, 2010 ed. page 72-158. The correct term should be "digital alarm communicator receiver" which
matched the existing acronym "DACR."

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-407     Log #400  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard M. Simpson, Vector Security Inc.

72-550
Revise text to read as follows:

Where a communication or transmission means other than DACT is used, only a single communication
technology and path is required to serve the protected premise.  Failure of the communication path referenced in
29.7.8.1.3 shall be annunciated at the constantly attended remote monitoring location and at the protected premises
within not more than 30 7 days of the failure.

Transmission means other than dacts can report more frequently without disruption to the premise
owner. Internet reporting should have different performance requirements than a dact and the signal should report a
weekly event and send a restoral if back to normal. 30 days is an eternity in the internet service. The committee needs
to evaluate all types of alarm communications available and develop performance based guidelines that best serve the
consumer.

The committee accepts the submitter's recommendation but makes the following editorial
change: make the second sentence a new paragraph 29.7.8.1.4.

The committee notes that submitter changed "30" to "7" but did not underscore the "7."

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-407a     Log #458  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-553
Modify the original proposal: "Alarm, supervisory, and trouble signals that are transmitted shall be

by point ID addressable device or zone identification."
We must respectably disagree with the statement made by the original submitter at the ROP meeting

as stated by the Technical Committee in their statement, regarding unwanted and nuisance alarms from household
systems.  A report issued by the NFPA in April of 2011 "Unwanted Fire Alarms"
(http://www.nfpa.org/assets/files/PDF/OS.UnwantedAlarms.pdf) states that to the contrary, with data from 2003.

This proposal is not retroactive.  Most single family combination fire/intrusion detection systems that are installed today
are addressable by device point.  We contend that there would be no increase in cost to the consumer with the adoption
of the original proposal as modified.

The technical committee disagrees with the assertion that the cost of installing addressable
devices or zone identification will not increase. The submitter's proposal is unnecessary and does not add to fire and life
safety, currently new systems are available with zone identification.

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-408     Log #306  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

72-558, 72-553, 72-477
Add new text to read as follows:

The verification of alarm signals may include a false alarm verification feature located at the fire alarm system control
unit at the protected premises for a user to send a false alarm verification to the remote monitoring station.

Provides a provision related to 29.7.8.2, for a user-initiated false alarm verification feature. Minimizing
or eliminating false or unwanted alarms is important to reducing the misallocation of fire service equipment and
personnel. These issues are currently being addressed by the International Association of Fire Chiefs, the NFPA, and
other public safety entities.

The technical committee agrees that this comment offers new material that has not had public
review and is being held for processing as a proposal for the next revision cycle in accordance with 4.4.6.2.2 of the
Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-408a     Log #459  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-558
Modify the original proposal.

29.7.8.4  The use of a keypad "fire alarm" button shall be prohibited permitted to transmit a signal to a supervising
station if it requires dual action by the user to activate it.

As stated in the  Committee statement on Proposal 72-558:  "The committee supports concept of
reducing false dispatch.  The committee encourages the submitter to provide additional data and details regarding
household systems.  In a presentation to the committee, the submitter stated that false dispatches are not an issue with
household systems.  No supporting data was provided indicating a need for this.  As recommended by the Committee
statement, further analysis of actual keypad activations over a 12 month period revealed that 99% of the signals
received were resolved by the alarm monitoring company and did not result in a notification to the Fire Department.  The
use of these buttons cause a number of unwanted and nuisance alarms, with no emergency existing within the
premises.  Requiring dual action activation may eliminate the nuisance signals to the monitoring station while providing
the occupant a mechanism that can only be deliberately activated.

*****Insert Figure Here*****

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-410 (Log #401).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-409     Log #297  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-558
Reject original proposal and delete the following:

29.7.8.4 The use of a keypad gfire alarmh button shall be prohibited to transmit a signal to a supervising station.
Manual activation serves 2 purposes, the first is to activate an evacuation signal for all occupants and

then transmit a signal to the supervising station. The original proposal did not substantiate why this should not transmit a
signal. In researching within the alarm industry there appears to be a conflict of data. Some systems complied with a UL
Standard CP-01 that required all keypads buttons to require double actions. Some manufactures continued to offer
solutions that didn’t comply with UL CP-01. Systems complying with CP-01 are designed to reduce false activations.
Typically the consumer must press 2 buttons simultaneously to activate. Other systems require the consumer to press
one button to open up a second screen then press the button to activate after the being prompted by the system’s voice.

Older styled system seem more prone to false triggers due to manufactures design.
Systems with fire button keypad buttons shall comply with CP-01 .

See technical committee action and statement on Comment 72-410 (Log #401).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-410     Log #401  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard M. Simpson, Vector Security Inc.

72-558
Reject original proposal and add new text as follows:.

29.7.8.4 The use of a keypad gfire alarmh button shall be prohibited to transmit a signal to a supervising station.
29.7.8.4 The use of a Keypad fire alarm button shall conform to the requirments of UL-CP01 requirements in all systems
effective 1/01/2012

Residential Household Fire Alarm Systems shall met the requirements of CP-01. CP -01 was developed
to reduce false burglary alarm activity and all keypad alarm require a double action sequence to activate the fire alarm
warning signal.

Reject original proposal and add new text as follows:
29.7.8.4 The use of a keypad gfire alarmh button shall be prohibited to transmit a signal to a supervising station.
29.7.8.4 The activation use of a Keypad fire alarm signal button shall conform to the requirements of UL-CP01

requirements in all systems effective 1/01/2012 require a manual operation of two simultaneous or sequential
operations.

The TC clarified the submitter's comment to include the intent within NFPA 72 and to avoid
relying on a referenced standard.

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

RATZLAFF, L.  No compliance data is specified. This change may require keypad design changes that could take some
time. Without a compliance date the requirement would take effect at the when the standard is published which may not
be sufficient time for redesign and agency testing. Thus an effective date of 2014 or 2015 would be more desirable.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-411     Log #170  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-558a
Reconsider and accept Proposal 72-558a.

By rejecting this proposal, a conflict with the requirements of Chapter 17 exists.

The TC disagrees with the assertion that a conflict with the requirements of Chapter 17 exists.
The current language in NFPA 72 is more enforceable in household applications.

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-412     Log #299  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Wendy B. Gifford, Consultant

72-560
Add new text to read as follows:

In the absence of a robust UL nuisance resistance standard, installation requirements are specifying
technology instead of actual performance.  When a product can present independent testing validating performance, it
should be eligible for installation, since this will reduce nuisance alarms in the near term.

The submitter's comment is unnecessary. The existing Section 1.5.1 allows equivalency.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

GIFFORD, W. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-381 (Log #141).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-413     Log #143  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-558a
Replace text to 29.8.3.4(6) with the following: 29.8.3.4

(6) Smoke alarms and smoke detectors shall not be installed within a 36 in. (910 mm) horizontal path from the supply
registers of a forced air heating or cooling system and shall be installed outside of the direct airflow from those registers
* In spaces served by air-handling systems, detectors shall not be located where airflow prevents operation of the
detectors.

A. 29.8.3.4(6) Detectors should not be located in a direct airflow or closer than 36 in. (910 mm) from an air supply
diffuser or return air opening. Supply or return sources larger than those commonly found in residential and small
commercial establishments can require greater clearance to smoke detectors. Similarly, smoke detectors should be
located farther away from high velocity air supplies.

The original proposal should have been accepted. The proposal seemed to have sought to improve
the functionality of the system while reducing unwanted alarms. The cost would be zero for systems to implement.

See technical committee statement on Comment 72-411 (Log #170).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-414     Log #405  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lynn Nielson, City of Henderson

72-564
Accept the proposal and add text to read as follows:

Smoke alarms installed on or before July 1, 2018 smoke
alarms shall be provided with a standard universal mounting plate and wiring adapter.

Extending the implementation date for this requirement to 2018 provides time for manufacturers to
incorporate this into their next generation technologies. Nothing in this requirement requires the use of three wire
technologies only. Intelligent two wire devices could use the same universal adaptor. Current wiring methods also allow
the interconnection of potentially incompatible devices. Using a universal adapter would not increase this potential.
Standardizing the mounting requirements and wiring adapter used for smoke alarms will make it easier for owner to
replace them every 10 years. Currently smoke alarm mounting and wiring configurations vary significantly. When the
time comes to replace them the owner cannot simply remove the old smoke alarm and replace it with a new one without
normally making adjustments to the mounting or wiring. A standardized smoke alarm mounting base and integral wiring
adapter that an owner could easily manipulate may lead to more smoke alarms being replaced when it’s time to do so.

The comment would promote the possible risk of integrating incompatible devices during
installations in the field. As technology advances manufactures should not be limited to single footprint.

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-415     Log #80  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-564a
The TCC makes reference to 29.10 and the words “Chapter 14 of 29.10.1 to 29.10.2,” notes that “of”

is an editorial error and should be “or,” and advises that all testing and maintenance requirement belong in Chapter 14.
The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this proposal.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise 29.10 of the code as follows:
29.10 Maintenance and Tests. Fire-warning equipment shall be maintained and tested in accordance with the

manufacturer’s published instructions and per the requirements of Chapter 14, except that single- and multiple-station
smoke alarms shall be in accordance with 29.10.1 to 29.10.2.

29.10.1 Unless otherwise recommended by the manufacturer’s published instructions, single- and multiple-station
smoke alarms shall be replaced when they fail to respond to operability tests or within 10 years from the date of
manufacture.

29.10.2 Smoke alarms shall not be required to be sensitivity tested.
The technical committee has revisited and modified Proposal 72-564a to eliminate the conflict

that existed previously. The TC agrees with the TCC's comments that testing and maintenance requirements for smoke
alarms should be contained within Chapter 14, but disagrees that the purview of those requirements are within the
scope of SIG-TMS. In accordance with 29.1.3, requirements of other chapters shall not apply unless otherwise noted in
Chapter 29. Maintenance requirements have been provided in Chapter 29 to give clarity to the end-user. The TC
requests that the TCC clarify the scope of SIG-HOU to include responsibility for testing and maintenance of single- and
multiple-station alarms and household fire alarm systems. Refer to committee Comment 72-23a (Log #CC300).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-416     Log #310  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

-
Add new text to read as follows:

Wireless E911 and Next-Generation 911 ("NG911") technologies allow communications centers (i.e. public safety
answering points) to receive 911 emergency calls from standard wireless phones and smart phone to determine the
geographic location and receive emergency text/date messages from such devices. The U.S. Congress and the Federal
Communications Commission ("FCC") recognized the efficacy of NG911 technology for helping hearing impaired
persons contact communications centers, and recognize the efficacy of NG911 technology for helping hearing impaired
persons contact communications centers, and recognize the same for other wireless 911-enabled alarm devices.

The FCC announced its "Framework for Next-Generation 911 Deployment," (76 FR 2297; FCC 10-200; 2011, January
13) with the goal of revising regulation 47 C.F.R. §20, "to enable the public to obtain [911] emergency assistance by
means of advanced communications technologies beyond traditional voice-centric devices." Therein is discussed
NG911 systems and devices, including the application of telemetry for relaying sensor data to a communications center.
The FCC identified specialized NG911 aplications including device-initiated services for emergency communications,
that envision a range of "automatically triggered devices" that could communicate directly with a communications center
including sensors (above), alarms, personal medical devices and telematics.

NG911 is rapidly proliferating technology that is changing 911 emergency reporting in the U.S.
Wireless 911-enabled smoke alarm devices have advantages in fire incidents, and overcome many existing
shortcomings of conventional smoke alarms. In many cases, building occupants calling 911 reporting a fire emergency
use either a conventional landline or cellular telephone. But often these telephones are located inside the dangerous
area that the occupant is attempting to evacuate. The main drawback is that an occupant who is attempting to use a
telephone, dialing 911, and waiting for a call connection, and verbally articulating the nature of the emergency and other
detailed information to a communications center dispatcher can increase the chances of injury and waste critical
evacuation and emergency response time. Moreover, vulnerable or high risk occupants may be substantially limited in
hearing an alarm sound, or in their ability to quickly locate a telephone, dial 911, and effectively communicate with a
communications center dispatcher during a life threatening fire emergency.

See technical committee statement on Comment 72-21 (Log #309).

Affirmative: 25
2    Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-418     Log #146  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-13
In A.3.3.141, change text as follows:

(3) Change “b hours” to 4 hours
(4) Change “M hours” to 8 hours

It appears there was a typo in the original proposal. This comment will fix the language.

The suggestion of submitter's proposal 72-13 does contain typos as noted; however the
proposed new values are incorrect: The correct values are 8 and 24 hours as shown in the 2010 edition of NFPA 72
(TIA  961).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-421     Log #273  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-13
Typographical error show “b” hours of standby.

Typographical error show “M” hours of standby.
These typos need to be corrected prior to final approval.

See technical committee statement on Comment 72-418 (Log #146).

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-453     Log #206  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tim Shaffer, SafeAwake, LLC

72-536a
Revise text to read as follows:

For increased protection in sleeping areas, consideration should be given to augmenting the level of
protection with tactile notification in accordance with 18.10 and low frequency protection in accordance with 18.4.5 as
both have been shown to be an effective means of awakening those who have normal hearing, as well as those with
varying levels of hearing loss.

If the committee does indeed limit the application of tactile and low frequency to only ADA or other
standard compliant rooms, it should recommend the use of tactile and low frequency for everyone even if not specifically
required as both low frequency and tactile signals have been shown to be more effective than 3100 Hz alarms for not
only those who are hearing impaired, but those with normal hearing as well (CSE NIH report, 2005; Ashley et al.,
SUPDET 2005; Bruck and Thomas, 2009; Bruck, Thomas, and Ball, NFPA RF report, 2007).

Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Revise submitter's recommendation to read as follows:
A.29.3.6  Low frequency or tactile notification appliances such as bed shakers have been shown to be effective in

waking those with normal hearing to profound hearing loss [CSE NIH report, 2005; Bruck and Thomas, 2009; Bruck,
Thomas, and Ball, NFPA RF report, 2007 ].

A.29.3.6 For increased protection in sleeping areas, consideration should be given to augmenting the level of
protection with tactile notification in accordance with 18.10 and low frequency protection in accordance with 18.4.5 as
both have been shown to be an effective means of awakening those who have normal hearing, as well as those with
varying levels of hearing loss.

The TC's proposed changes incorporate low frequency notification appliances for all groups.

Affirmative: 24  Abstain: 1
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.

OLENICK, S. See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 72-387 (Log #179).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-454     Log #406  SIG-HOU

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lynn Nielson, City of Henderson

72-541
Add annex material to A.29.5.1.1 to read as follows:

A.29.5.1.1 Installers should consider the use of dual sensor photo/ion smoke alarms in all instances except near
kitchens where photo type smoke alarms should be installed. Dual sensor photoelectric and ionization detection has
been shown to provide a means to sense flaming and smoldering fires as quick as possible increasing the safe time
available to egress. Allowing single sensor type near kitchen minimizes activation to a nuisance sources.

Dual sensor photoelectric and ionization detection will provide a means to sense flaming and
smoldering fires as quick as possible increasing the safe time available to egress. Allowing single sensor type near
kitchen minimizes activation to a nuisance sources.

The technical committee has addressed the installation of devices near cooking devices for
kitchen appliances. Furthermore, the comment is already addressed in A.29.1.1.

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

-
Add new text to read as follows:

In 29.9(I), the optional function of fire-warning equipment that directly notifies a fire department or communication
center of a fire alarm should include a process to minimize the report of false or unwanted alarms that does not exceed
90 seconds.

Direct notification to a fire department or a communication center without an intermediate supervising
station or remote monitoring location should require a false alarm verification means for residential smoke or heat alarm
or fire alarm system users. Minimizing or eliminating false or unwanted alarms is vital to reducing the misallocation of
fire service equipment and personnel.

The technical committee agrees that this comment offers new material that has not had public
review and is being held for processing as a proposal for the next revision cycle in accordance with 4.4.6.2.2 of the
Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Affirmative: 25
2  Cantrell, D.,  Long, Jr., R.
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